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PREFACE 

On behalf of Izmir University of Economics and as the chair of ICOVACS 2008 (International Conference on Value 
Chain Sustainability, I would like to state that we are honored to host all the participants in İzmir, one of the most 
important logistics and design centers and port city of Turkey, during ICOVACS 2008, which was held on 
November 12-14, 2008. 

ICOVACS 2008 was organized by Izmir University of Economics, Turkey, and was supported by The University of 
Tennessee from USA, Tilburg University from The Netherlands, University of Texas at Dallas from USA, the 
Department of Industrial Product Design of Istanbul Technical University, and the Department of Industrial Design 
of Middle East Technical University, both from Turkey. The conference was titled as "Integrating Design, Logistics 
and Branding for Sustainable Value Creation", which has been unanimously decided upon during the first meetings 
of the organizers. We believe that the founding stone for today's value chains İs the integration of three key areas 
namely; design, logistics and branding. These activities not only constitute the most solid grounds for 
differentiation, but in an integrated fi^mework they also lead to a better management of other processes. From this 
standpoint, the theme was timely and the the aim of our conference, which was to bring scholars, professionals, 
decisionmakers and practitioners working İn these three areas was successfully accompHshed. 

The congress brings together more than 100 academicians, researchers and practitioners from different countries. A 
total of 49 papers were accepted and presented during the Conference, and published in the Proceedings. These 
papers cover a wide range of topics including Design and Brand Interaction, Innovative Value Chain Management, 
Design for Manufacturing and Assembly, Reverse Logistics and Sustainable Design, Innovative Solutions through 
the Supply Chain, Role of Product Design in Branding, Role and Effect of Consumer in Value Chains; Supplier 
Development, Early Supplier Involvement and Supplier Selection, Process Design m Value Chains, Design İn Value 
Chains, Design for Logistics, Role of Creativity and Design İn Value Chains. We aie grateful to our authors and 
reviewers for all their efforts during this remarkable scientific event. 

We would like to thank our partners in organization who have supported us in realizing this event. We also would 
like to acknowledge the support of the sponsors of tlie conference for their contributions. 

I would like to thank the members of the organizing committee, Erhan Ada, Melike Demirbağ Kaplan, Oznur Yurt, 
Deniz Atik, Deniz Tursel Elliyi, Can Ozcan, Tugba Örten, AsUhan Gizem Korkmaz, and Elif Kocabiyik who have 
put great enthusiasm, effort and time into realization of the conference. Finally, we would like to thank everyone 
who has contributed for making this congress a memorable and successful event. 

Sincerely, 
Prof Dr. Tunçdan Baltacıoğlu 
Izmir University of Economics 
C o n f e r e n c e C h a i r 
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BRAND EXPERIENCE THROUGH DESIGN: THE EXPERIENCE OF (A 
FACE THROUGH) IMAGES, THE EXPERIENCE OF VISUAL CULTURE 

Nilüfer Talu^ 

Abstract 

The practice of 'branding' implies creation of an identity or a face for a company. It includes a large variety of 
practices from the designing of name, logo and slogan to developing website design, marketing materials and every 
aspect of communication. In our visual culture, however, 'branding' includes far more than the set of practices 
enumerated above. It equally involves a set of statements that produce and exchange meanings through visual 
imagery. In other words, 'branding' is concerned with the visual integration of images that construct a visual 
grammar to communicate something along with those practices, technologies and knowledges. In these terms, the 
experience of a brand closely and critically relates with the experience of visual images that concur at many sites 
such as the site of production, the site of the image itself, and the site of audience. There are also different aspects 
called 'modalities', contributing to a critical understanding of images: technological (from printings to television 
and internet), compositional (content, color, spatial organization, etc.) and social (economic, social and political 
relations, institutions and practices). The aim of this study is on the one hand to explore how these sites and 
modalities intersect in the case of The Coca-Cola Company, on the other hand to show how 'brand experience 
through design' implies not only the experience of a group of images but also the experience of visual culture. 

Keywords: Branding, Visual Culture, Visual Imagery, Visual Methodology, Sites and Modalities, The Coca-Cola 
Company 

1. Introduction: Visual Images, Visual Culture, and the Cultural Display of Meaning 
This study conceives of the practice of branding as visually constructed knowledge or meaning and argues 

that the interpretation of visual images in this context ought to address both cultural meaning and social life. To 
many social scientists, social life has changed drastically over the last three or four decades. As argued by GiÜian 
Rose, who emphasizes the shift in social life in relation to culture, "social life İs constructed through the ideas that 
people have about İt, and the practices that flow from those ideas" (Rose, 2001: 6). In similar manner. Hall 
accentuates that, 

Culture, it is argued, is not so much a set of things - novels and paintings or TV programmes or comics - as a process, 
a set of practices. Primarily, culture is concerned with the production and exchange of meanings - the giving and taking 
of meaning' - between the members of a society or group [...] Thus culture depends on its participants interpreting 
meaningfully what is around them, and 'making sense' of the world, in broadly similar ways (HaU, 1997: 2). 

Rose maintains that these sets of practices, whatever form they take, produce meanings and structure at 
work in the way people behave in everyday life. Different sorts of technologies and images make sense of the world. 
They represent the social world in visual vocabulary and display social life İn very particular ways. Often, they are 
not transparent and innocent. Rose particularly emphasizes that these sets of practices, "may be felt as truth or as 
fantasy, science or common sense; and they may be conveyed through advertising, everyday speech, elaborate 
rhetoric, high art, TV soap operas, dreams, movies or muzak; and different groups in a society will make sense of 
the world in different ways" (Rose, 2001: 6). 

Today, many writers such as Martin Jay, who deploy the term ocularcentrism, claim that the eye in 
Western Societies occupies a culturally and psychologically central position (Jay, 1993). For John Berger, seeing, 
comes before the word (Berger, 1972: 7). Rose describes the apparent centrality of the visual as bounding the onset 
of modernity as it had already done in premodem societies where fewer visual images were in circulation. But in the 
modem period, as again Rose claims, "modem forms of knowledge depend on a scopic regime that equates seeing 
with knowledge" (Rose, 2001: 7). In a similar manner, Charles Jenks has argued that, "We daily experience and 
perpetuate the conflation of the 'seen' with the 'known' İn conversation through the commonplace linguistic 
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appendage of 'do you see?' or 'see what I mean?' to utterances that seem to require confirmation, or, when seeking 
opinion, by inquh-ing after people's 'views'" (Jenks, 1995: 3). 

The effects of the visual or 'the hegemony of the visible' in the contemporary period celebrate a field that 
has come to be called 'visual culture' (Mitchell, 1998; 2002). As is known, the term 'visual culture' was first used 
by Svetlana Alpers in her The Art of Describing: Dutch Art in the Seventeenth Century (Alpers, 1983: xxv). Ian 
Heywood and Barry Sandywell, in turn, have defmed visual culture as a "socio-historical realm of interpretative 
practices" (Heywood & Sandywell, 1999: xi). Visual culture renders images not to be interpreted as mere objects of 
perception but as production of meaning depending on the view point of the beholder in terms of current social 
phenomena and difference. Social differences such as race, gender, femininity, the identities of body, but also social 
phenomena such as the sustainability of nature and social facts such as consumption comprise aspects of advanced 
industrial capitalism and consumer culture and find their illustration in the visual arts especially at cross-cultural 
boundaries and multidisciplinary theory. 

The field we have come to term 'visual culture' focuses on not only the social effects of images but also 
the interpretation of images in a knowledgeable way. Its main concern is how images or cultural objects come to 
visualize the invisible. It is very important to emphasize that, as the writers of visual culture often say, the meaning 
of the image does not simply reside in the image itself The image İs always beheld by a particular spectator 
deploying a particular gaze. So, the 'kind of seeing' that is at stake invites 'the visual thing' to visualize a social 
difference or a social phenomenon concerning femininity, gender, race, ethnicity, socio-economics, political 
conditions, communities, natural and humanly-made environments, virtual environments, consumption culture, 
social structures and other aspects of the vast and complex social life. Visual images very often work in conjunction 
with other kinds of representations. In these terms, we always look at things in relation to ourselves and to other 
things as John Berger has famously argued in Ways of Seeing (Berger, 1972: 9). Following Berger, Rose observes 
that, 

visual modes of conveying meaning are not the same as written modes [...] [VJisual objects are always embedded into a 
range of other texts, some of which will be visual and some of which will be written and all which intersect with each 
other, I find debates about the precise difference between words and images rather sterile. What is much more 
important, I think, is simply to acknowledge that visual images can be powerful and seductive in their own right (Rose, 
2001: 10). 

Visual art and design including advertising, the fine arts, movies, television, computer graphics, 
simulations, urban design, housing design, and contemporary art—all constitute visual forms of production and 
communication ranging fi-om a pen to a chair, a hut to a tower, and a simple dress to a critical veil as they comprise 
the domain of visual culture. Thus the interpretation of a visual object generated in the field between art and design 
refers to the examination of the meanings, purposes, relationships, infiuences and context in which these objects are 
embedded. In other words, this investigation is tantamount to the analysis of the social and persistently didactic 
character of imagery and objects. 

Visual art and design are increasingly taking part in daily life. From fast food kiosks to web site designs, 
interactive information systems to coffee machines rampant in our daily life, visual arts and design are everywhere, 
not only constructing but also exercising our visual culture. As, again, Rose has pointed out, "Visual images are 
made, and may be moved, displayed, sold, censored, venerated, discarded, stared at, hidden, recycled, glanced at, 
damaged, destroyed, touched, reworked" (Rose, 2001: 14). Images are made and used in all sorts of ways by 
different people for different reasons, and these makings and uses are crucial to the meaning an image carries. In this 
paper, I 'm concerned with the visual images of the Coca Cola Company, especially the soft drinks Coca Cola and 
Coke with their advertisements deployed in our visual culture. The logo design and bottle design of Coca Cola, 
which make up widely and readily recognized images, are cultural icons representing the Americanization of, or the 
imputing of the face and visions of American culture to, the world along with the other well-known images of 
American culture (Figure 1). By this, I imply the fact that the experience generated by branding is to be equated with 
not only the experience of images but also the experience of visual culture; in other words, the experience of culture 
based on visuality and visions. 
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Figure 1. Well-known Logo Design of the Coca Cola Company and the Classic Bottle of Coca Cola (The Coca Cola Company, 
Atlanta, GA) 

2. Interpretation of Visual Images of the Coca Cola Company at Sites and Modalities 
Although numerous social critics and writers today tend to accept images simply as the reflection of their 

respective social context, there are as many who are critical of this approach. It İs widely accepted today in visual 
studies that visual representations are not reducible only to their context, because, it is maintained, they also wield 
their own purely visual effects. Thus Rose, for example, deploys a critical approach to interpreting visual images: 
firstly, he takes images seriously; secondly, he reflects on the social conditions and effects of visual objects; thirdly, 
he proposes to consider one's own way of looking at images, and adds: "If ways of seeing are historically, 
geographically, culturally and socially specific, then how you or I look İs not natural and innocenf (Rose, 2001:15-
16). Thus interpretations of visual images widely concur at three sites: 1. the sİte(s) of the production of an image; 2. 
the site of the image itself; and 3. the site(s) where the image İs seen by various audiences. Each of these sites 
includes different aspects that may be termed 'modalities' that fall İn three classes: 1. technological, 2. 
compositional, and 3. social. Rose defines the technological modality of production as any form of apparatus 
designed either to be looked at or to enhance natural vision, from oil paintings to television and the Internet. The 
compositional aspect includes formal strategies: content, color and spatial organization. As for the social, this kind 
of modality refers to the range of economic, social and political relations, institutions and practices that surround an 
image and through which the image is seen and put to use (Rose, 2001: 16-17). 

Rose describes the site of production through the auteur or author theory which takes into consideration the 
intention of the maker of an image as well as the intentionality of the image itself As is known, for the longest time 
in the history of western philosophy and semantic theory, deciphering the meaning of the image was held to be 
tantamount to deciphering the meaning intended by the maker of the image. Rather recently, within the concise span 
of the second half of the twentieth century, this stance has come under wide critique and intentionality has been 
replaced by contextuality particularly with the rampant influence of Ferdinand de Saussure toward the end of the 
twentieth century. This juxtaposition has equally shifted the emphasis from the author/maker of the image as the 
holder of the intention and thereby the generator of the meaning, to the beholder and the context in which he/she 
beholds the image. A number of important theorists including Rose, Roland Barthes and Michel Foucault have 
elaborated on this shift to contextuality: "[sjince the image is always made and seen in relation to other images, this 
wider visual context İs more significant for what the image means than what the artist thought they [sicjwere doing" 
(Rose, 2001: 23). In the same manner, Barthes famously announced "the death of the author," which, İn the context 
described above, spelled the death of any recognition of authorial intention (Barthes, 1977: 145-46). Before Barthes, 
in his seminal "What Is an Author?" of 1968, Michel Foucault had declared the 'author' to be a thing—simply one 
more element among others that made up the forces of discourse: "the function of an author İs to characterize the 
existence, circulation, and operation of certain discourses within a society" (Foucault, 1969: 142).' Before all of 
these prominent contemporary theorists, however, in 1946, William Wimsatt and Monroe C. Beardsley had noted 
that the poem was, "detached from the author at birth and [went] about the world beyond his power to intend it or 
control it. The poem belonged to the pubhc" (Wimsatt & Beardsley, 1946). Thus Wimsatt, Beardsley and others 
proclaimed that the poem—and any discourse, for that matter—did not in fact belong to its author. Through the lens 
of these speculations of the past half century, we see that the meaning of an image is produced by its production and 
its audiences, rather than its author. Rose draws attention to the term genre, used here in the sense of a classifying of 
visual images into specific groups. According to Rose, an image particularly fits into a genre of images sharing a 
specific set of meaningful objects and locations and a limited set of narrative problematics (Rose, 2001: 19). 

When we come to focus on Coca Cola, the well-known brand mark, and interpret the images İt wields in 
relation to these three sites, we derive the following: 1. the site(s) of the production of an image; 2. the site of the 
image itself; and 3. the site(s) where the image is seen by various audiences. Here, we witness the shift and the 
emphasis on the contextuality and generation of meaning in relation to other images in the wider visual context of 

' "What Is an Author?" originally appeared in the Bulletin de la Societefrançaise de Philosophie in İ 969 and is based on the 
inaugural lecture Foucault delivered at the College de France in 1968. 



the culture. Accordingly we, again, witness that the images of Coca Cola especially emphasize the social modality 
of the image site referring to the range of economic, social and political relations. At the same time, we may define 
the technological and compositional sites of the images of Coca Cola. The technological modality of the production 
of Coca Cola varies fi^om paintings to animations, modeling, and simulations, including all tools and interactive 
advertising and media of mass culture. For example, in 2003, Coca Cola first used interactive advertising: İTV and a 
campaign supporting a wider cross-media promotion was based heavily on SiVIS (New Media Age, 2003: 2). The 
World of Coca Cola truly comprised a striking example for understanding how the technological modality of 
producfion could be carried fi-om a simple print to the construction of an entire museum as the medium to display a 
drink. In 2007, the New World of Coca Cola launched a 92,000-square-foot, $96 million-museum in Atlanta, 
expecting a million visitors per year. It included a movie theatre, a 29.5 foot contour coke bottle and more than 
1,000 items of memorabilia. The space opened not only for promoting products through interactive teclinology but 
also for offering an experience of the brand as a manifestafion of its mission, vision and values (Wedekind, 2007: 
47). Its compositional modality coalesced with that of Pop Art: striking bright colors, especially red, the color of 
energy, to encourage consumption and to create the sense of mass society patterns like orders, motion effects, 
diagonal lines supporting the daily interactions, needs and desires and culmral 'moments' that made up the everyday 
lives of the mainstream including any number of practices included in cooking, clothing, celebration and 
entertainment in the mass circulation of items from areas such as fashion, music, sports and film. When we analyze 
the color and spatial organization of graphic design in the photos below, we readily see the use of both the Coca 
Cola Logo as dynamic design element and the classical bottle and the tin of drink as dominant elements of 
composition. These qualities are observable especially in the diagonal directions of text and bottle as well as in the 
use of contrast. We here see the union of the slogan of 'Coke adds life' (1976-78-79) with the images of Christmas 
and sports (Figure 2). Yet another example İs limited edition series of Diet Coke designed by Patricia Field: Field's 
'City Collection' bottles were inspired by the TV series and film Sex and The City (Figure 3). Accordingly, the 'City 
Collection' bottles are colorful and glamorous, referring to the modem, confident, gorgeous, and sexy woman of the 
film (Daily Mail, 2008: 48). Another example is the union of Coca Cola with 'American Idol,' the entertainment 
show and competition aired by Fox TV (Brandweek, 2004: 3). 
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Figure 2. The Images of the Advertising Slogan: 'Coke Adds Life,' 1976 (left); 1978 (middle); 1979 (right) (The Library of 
Congress, Motion Picture, Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division, Washington, DC) 
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Figure 3. Diet Coke and the City Collection, Designed by Patricia Field, 2008 (Daily Mail, 26 May 2008) 

Coca Cola is one of those fundamental American cultural icons like Marilyn Monroe and Andy Warhol. It 
is equated with America and the American people's visions of how they imagine themselves. 'Where There's Coke 
There's Hospitality' ran the well-known slogan of 1948. This motto not only supported the consumption of Coca 
Cola but also buffered the idea that America was the place of hospitality—^the message which American people 
imagined best to represent them and which they wanted to convey to the world in the years following World War II 
(Figure 4 (left)). Claiming İn 1969 that 'It 's the Real Thing', Coco Cola, again, highlighted the desire of America to 
be 'real', instead of being Disneyland, the country of simulations and simulacra (middle segment of Figure 4). After 
the Watergate Scandal (1968-74), in 1974 Coca Cola appeared with the slogan, 'Look Up America' (right-hand 
segment of Figure 4). Constance Hays in his Real Thing: Truth and Power at the Coca-Cola Company, aptly 
pointed out that Coca Cola, "was as American as baseball, as accessible as jazz. [...] Before long, it was 
everywhere" (Hays, 2004: ix). Hays also emphasized that, "[...] Coke came to stand for the glamorous, prosperous. 



flag-waving side of America, the part that always looked forward, not back. The soldiers fighting the good fight 
drank Coca-Cola, and so did presidents and rock stars and other heroes Americans might imagine themselves to be" 
(Hays, 2004: x). 

Figure 4. The Images of the Advertising Slogans: 'Where There's Coke There's Hospitality,' 1948 (left); 'It 's the 
Real Thing,' 1969 (middle); and 'Look Up America,' 1974-75 (right) (The Library of Congress, Motion Picture, 

Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division, Washington, DC) 

While producing meaning according to social and political situations and strategies of America, Coca Cola 
itself has been considered productive ground offering material for undertaking the critique of popular and mass 
culture and consumption society as observable in work by very numerous artists. For Example, Andy Warhol (1928-
1987), American painter, printmaker, sculptor, draughtsman, illustrator, film maker, writer and collector, depicted 
Coca Cola bottles as the product of consumer society (Figure 5 (left)). Cildo Meireles (1948-), Brazilian printmaker 
and conceptual artist, produced the Coca-Cola Project (1970). Ai Weiwei (I957-), Chinese conceptual artist, curator 
and architect, painted a Coca-Cola logo across the side of a 2000-year-old Han dynasty pot (Han Dynasty Urn with 
Coca-Cola Logo (1994)). In 1994, Fiona Hall (1954-), Australian photographer and installation artist, depicted a 
Buddhist statue cut from Coca-Cola cans (Figure 5 (right)). Arahmaiani (İ961-), Indonesian installation, video and 
performance artist and writer, focused on the Coca Cola bottle in her installation Sex, Religion and Coca-Cola 
(1994), in which a Coca-Cola bottle was displayed in a glass case placed next to Islamic and Buddhist religious 
symbols. Wolf Vostell (1932-1998), German painter, sculptor, decollagist, video artist and performance artist; 
Robert Rauschenberg (1925-) American painter, printmaker, designer, and experimental artist have also worked 
with Coca Cola bottles. 
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Figure 5 . Andy Warhol, Three Coca Cola Bottles (left). Synthetic Polymer Paint and Silkscreen on Canvas, 50.8x40.6 cm, 1962 
(Pittsburgh Founding Collection Contribution, The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Pittsburgh): and Fiona Hall, 

The Real Thing (right), Polaroid photographs, 680^^530 mm each, 1994 (Roslyn Oxley9 Gallcrj'. Sydney, Australia) 

In the site of audience, the social appears as the most important modality for understanding the audience of 
the images. Different practices are always conducted in different kinds of spaces that invite different ways of seeing.' 
Rose mentions two aspects of the social modality of audience: 'the social practices of spectating' and 'the social 
identities of the spectators' (Rose, 2001: 27). Social identity in turn includes four elements: 1. Categorization: 2. 
Identification as associating with certain groups; 3. Comparison between groups; 4. Psychological distinctiveness of 
a group. The nature of social practices varies from one group to another like identities. A social practice emerges as 
a group of techniques, skills, and stylized choices that are embedded in the everyday activities of individuals 
through social mechanisms of transmission. Strolling from painting to painting in art galleries, for example, and 
appreciating the particular qualities of each painting, is a social practice of the middle class In the case of Coca 
Cola, the audiences are the passive spectators of mass culture. In other words, they are the consumer İn front of the 
TV set. They are depicted as passive but projected as surprised by the slogans, themes, advertisements and any kind 
of visual imagery offered by Coca Cola. We witness the typical depiction of the audience in the television 
advertisement. It's Mine! (Figure 6). In It's mine. New York City, another symbol of America, has been used as the 



scene of Coca Cola with its familiar high-rise buildings which are as American as Coca Cola. While two equally 
familiar cartoon-characters in balloon form are trying to catch Coke baloons in the sky, The American People are 
depicted as the quiet audience of this ambitious competition between cartoon characters. At the same time, this 
advertisement invites higlighting the paradox of the existent desire to be real and the sense of being a culture of 
simulations. 

Figure 6. It's Mine!, T V Advertisement, Advertising Agency; Wieden + Kennedy, Portland, Production Company: MJZ, 
Director: Nicolai Fuglsig, 2008 (The Coca Cola Company, Atlanta, GA) 

As for the social identities of the spectators, these are the materials for creating stories as well as social 
effects through advertisement. We experience the intersection of the site of audience as social identities and the 
social modality of the image site. Hilltop (1971) displayed the power of Coca Cola to connect the people of the 
world regardless of their national and ethnic origins and made them smile to the tune of I'd Like to Buy the~Wörld a 
Coke (Figure 7). Mean Joe Greene (1979) featured the defensive lineman 'Mean' Joe Greene of the Pittsburgh 
Steelers professional football team and a twelve-year-old boy. Tommy Okon (Figure 8). In this case the plurality of 
social identities was emphasized in opposition to social difference as race. The story of Charity (1998) was featured 
for the Muslim fasting month of Ramadan and wielded its effect through the spiritual aspects of Ramadan, 
especially charity and forgiveness (Figure 9). It was aired in twenty Islamic countries including Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Pdcistan, Bangladesh, the United Arab Emirates, Turkey, Egypt, Lebanon, and Morocco. The story of the 
commercial took place in an orphanage where a boy and his mother visit to offer gifts and a bottle of Coca Cola. 
The commercial finds its closure in the motto: 'Always in good spirit. Always Coca-Cola.' First Experience (1999), 
on the other hand, featured a boy in a small village with no electricity, no television, and no Coca-Cola. The village 
was located outside Ouarzazat in a remote part of Morocco. The boy took a taste of Coca Cola as if he were kissing 
it. In Jinx (2008), Democratic strategist and commentator James Carville and former Senate Majority Leader Bill 
Frist, despite their political disagreements were seen to have fun together with icy bottles of Coca-Cola in their hand 
(Figure 10). 

Figure 7. Hilltop,TW Advertisement, Produced in Rome, Italy, 1971(The Library of Congress, Motion Picture, Broadcasting and 
Recorded Sound Division, Washington, DC) 

Figure 8. Mean Joe Greene, T V Advertisement, 35 mm film, Producer/Advertising Agency; Jean-Claude Kaufinan/McCann-
Erickson, Writer: Penny Hawkey, Art Director; Roger Mosconi, 1979 (The Coca Cola Company, Atlanta, GA) 



Figure 9. Charily, TV Advertisement, 35 mm film, Producer/Advertising Agency: McCann-Erickson, 1998 (The Library of 
Congress, Motion Picture, Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division, Washington, DC) 

Figure 10. Jinx, TV Advertisement, Advertising Agency: Pio Schunker/David Campbell Agency, Production: Wieden + 
Kennedy, 2008 (The Coca Cola Company, Adanta, GA) 

3. Epilogue: Branding As Cultural Display of Discourse, Brand Experience As Visual 
Integration of Images and A Set of Statements 

These specific images of the Coca Cola Company, producer of a world-wide brand of mass culture, derive 
from a genre originating in popular culture and pop art. They are displayed in gallery spaces and places of daily life, 
and wield a specific discourse that has been conveyed through the specific images of Coca Cola. In other words, 
together they constitute a discourse that is conveyed through the work of branding. This discourse is based on the 
themes of advertisements that can be defined as statements. The images İn these statements are based on the visual 
grammar of pop culture, originating İn the famous drawings and icons of Pop Art. Referring to the specific 
arguments of Michel Foucault and his method of discourse analysis, we are able to demonstrate that we have here a 
discourse conveyed by images and slogans of The Coca Cola Company. Though this method did not originate with 
Foucauh, Foucault has developed it fiirther by the inclusion of Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalysis in so far as 
visual images were the object of analysis. He has also stressed that the extant state of the method had not paid 
enough attention to the social construction of difference. In his writings on the development of modem clinical and 
psychiatric medicine, on the birth of the prison, and on attitudes towards sexuality, Foucault described the means by 
which the individual has come to be categorized as sub-human, abnormal, nomial, deviant, etc. İn very particular 
ways within various practices and institutions. Through this method, Foucault has shown that the human subject was 
not original and simply bom, but constructed and produced through various practices, social processes and 
discursive fonnations, which were at the same time constructs circulating in the social field (Foucault, 1972). Gillian 
Rose has elucidated Foucauh's stance as follows: "Discourse has specific meanings. It refers to groups of statements 
which stmcture the way a thing is thought, and the way we act on this basis. In other words, discourse is a particular 
knowledge about the world which shapes how the world is understood and how things are done in it" (Rose, 2001: 
136). 

While discourse is a particular knowledge about the world that İs produced by practices, actions, verbal and 
visual images as well as subjects, at the same time subjects are produced by discourse. To the extent language 
enables it, discourse is articulated through various materials such as images, texts, practices, events, etc. In these 
terms, intertextuality appears as a siginificant approach for understanding discourse. Rose defines intertextuality in 
this context as referring, "to the way that the meanings of any one discursive image or text depend not only on that 
one text or image, but also on the meanings carried by other images and texts" (Rose, 2001: 136). We may thus 
surmise that there is a strong connection between visuality and discourse. In fact, visuality can itself be held as a sort 
of discourse. Thus specific visuahty and scopic regimes will render certain things visible in particular ways while 
they will render other things invisible. At this point, another term, discursive formation, emerges as designating 
systems of dispersion that indicate the way meanings are connected together in a particular discourse. A 'discursive 
formation' refers to the regularity of statements that include an order, transformations, correlations, fijnctİonings, 
and positions (Foucault, 1972: 38). 

When this notion of discourse is brought to bear the case of The Coca Cola Company, the latter emerges as 
an entire discursive/visual formafion with its own grammar and discursive structure which are based on the 
advertising themes of Coca Cola and the visual images conveying the meanings embedded in any number images. 



texts and issues of America. I should like to assert that the images, and especially the slogans, in fact comprise 
'statements' within the discourse of Americanization and the latter's influence on the culture of other countries. 
Coca Cola's ad-statements construct what America and the American people wish to say to the world. It is possible 
to formulate this discursive formation simply at the junction of its slogans and advertising themes: 'It had to be good 
to get where it is' (1926); 'Around the Comer from Everywhere' (1927); 'The Only Thing Like Coca-Cola is Coca-
Cola Itself (1942); 'Where There's Coke There's Hospitality' (1948); 'Things Go Better with Coke' (1963); 'You 
Can't Beat the Real Thing' (1990); 'Always Coca-Cola' (1993 - 1999) (Figure 11). 

The relation of texts to each other, their respective positions and their power to create other texts and to 
determine the position of the subject, structure the formation of a discourse which communicates that 'America is 
everywhere;' 'Where is America there is hospitality;' 'Things will be better with America;' 'America is the reality 
of the world;' and 'Always America.' In other words, the motto of 1886, the first slogan of The Coca Cola 
Company, 'Drink Coca Cola' means today 'Be American' (Figure 12). 

Figure 11. The Images of the Advertising Slogans: Things Go Better with Coke, 1963 (left); You Can't Beat the 
Real Thing, 1990 (middle); Always Coca-Cola, 1999 (right) (The Library of Congress, Motion Picture, Broadcasting and 

Recorded Sound Division, Washington, DC) 

Figure 12. The Image of the Advertising Slogan: Drink Coca Cola, 1886 (The Library of Congress, Motion Picture, 
Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division, Washington, DC) 
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DESIGN EDUCATION IN COLLABORATION WITH SMES: IN THE 
SCOPE OF INNOVATION SUSTAINABILITY 

Seçil Şatır^, Deniz Leblebici Başar^ 

Abstract 

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) form the backbone of industry in Turkey. In this context, it can be said 
thai designing or teaching design in Turkey means designing for SMEs, in the first place. The needs, requirements 
and necessities of SMEs put certain points in the foreground during design work. The companies of this scale were 
researched and they were given preliminary briefings about design before collaborative design projects for SMEs 
were made in product design classes. Each one company was matched with one student insofar as it is possible. 
Final designs largely met the expectations of SMEs. It was concluded that such design studies should be given 
priority in Turkey, where 93.3% of the enterprises are SMEs. This resolution suggests the sustainability of 
innovation in design. Experimental design work in this matter is carried on at the Department of Industrial Product 
Design, Istanbul Technical University (I. T. U.) and there is an ongoing effort to develop consciousness towards 
design with SMEs. In this context, due to the difference between companies and their specific requirements, their 
design developments differ^. 

Keywords: Instruction, Design education, collaborative work with SMEs, sustainability of imiovation. 

Introduction 
The aim of this study is to contribute to the development of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) in 

Turkey in the field of Industrial Product Design (IPD). Such contribution is proportional to the definition of 
university-industry collaboration, which is among I.T.U.'s missions and vision. Compared to widespread 
consciousness about industrial design in developed countries, Turkey lacks prevalent leamedness in industrial 
product design as well as conception and new product development. Retrospectively, almost no information was 
provided İn the scope of SME supports. Therefore it is the aim of this smdy to have a closer look at SMEs and make 
them conscious about design. By having a closer look at SMEs, it will be possible to orient the developments in 
country-specific industrial product designs and their content. 

Collaborative work with SMEs who hold a serious percentage in production in Turkey and make cheap 
production for other brands both familiarizes these companies with product design and leads them to produce their 
own products which provided added value in competitive medium. Meanwhile this collaborative work also allows 
students have the chance to study Turkish industry closer. 
Definition of SME 

An increasing attention İs being attached to SMEs nowadays. Though different figures are given by various 
sources, enterprises that employ up to 250 people are defined as SMEs according to Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprises Development and Support Organization (SMEDSO), subordinated to Turkish Ministry of Industry and 
Trade. 

The definition acquired a decisive quality with the "Regulation about the Definition, Features and 
Classification of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises" resolution number 2005/9627, and dated 18.U.2005 and 
issued on the Official Gazette numbered 25997. Accordingly, it is written that "organizations that support small and 
medium-sized enterprises (SME) are governed by these regulations." Organizations may determine their sectors and 
size unless they exceed the limitafions shown in this Regulation. 

According to Regulation, SMEs are defined as "economic units that employ less than 250 employees and whose 
yearly proceeds or fiscal balance do not exceed TRY 25,000,000, and are classified as micro-sized, small-sized or 
medium-sized enterprises and are shortly referred to as "SMEs". As per Article 5 of the Regulation and Notification 
dated 2001/1 on the Implementation of Resolution about State Investments on Small and Medium-sized Enterprises: 
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1. Medium-sized enterprises employing between 50-250 workers, 
2. Small-sized enterprises employing between 10- 49 workers, 
3. Micro-sized enterprises employing between 1-9 workers are defined as SMEs." (http://www.kobinet. 
org.tr/hizmetler/bilgibankasi/mevzuaü'Ol 5.html"). 
According to SMEDSO data on October 2003, SMEs make 93.3% of the total number of enterprises; they generate 
76.5% of total employment, 26.5% of total investments, 38% of total added value, and 10% of export (Fenerci, 
2003). 

In EU definitions enterprises that employ up to 250 workers fall to the group of SMEs, this definition has more 
comprehensive information. 

SMEs in Turkey are aware of and make use of a central institution (SMEDSO) that supports them in matters 
such as "design development, protection of industrial design, creating brands". Within the supports headings of 
SMEDSO's, the following exists as a subheading Technology Research and Development Supports: "technological 
research and development support is provided to such enterprises to develop or produce new products" 
(http://www.kosgeb.gov.tr/Destekler/destek.aspx?dlD^17). This İs a benefiting statement for industrial design. 

Taking into consideration the position of SMEs in economy, 94.6% of the enterprises constitutes of sectors as 
trade, brokerage, renovation, transportation, storage, communication, manufacture industry, hotels and restaurants, 
other social and individual fields of service. The total number of enterprises is 1,881,433, and among these fields the 
number of enterprises that do business in manufacture industry is 267,184 according to 2002 databases 
(http://www.isbank.com.tr/dosya/ekon-tr_kobiler2004.pdf). The same data also presents that textile, ready-made 
clothing, leather industry heads up with 63,412 enterprises. This is followed by metal goods industry (Excl. 
Machinery and Equipment) and fiimİture industry with 35,258 enterprises and 34,427 enterprises, respectively. The 
figures project that product design will develop more intensely İn these sectors. 

SMEs and Innovation in the Context of Sustainability 
Açıkgöz's explanations İn the speech dtled Protection Strategies for SMEs in the Discussion Process with EU 

were as follows: "SMEs weaknesses in Turkey include use of technology, R&D and access to information, financial 
deprivation, obstacles before the sustainability of competitive powers, exportation difficulties, and inability to reach 
new markets." (Açıkgöz, 2006). It is obvious that financial difficulties as well as deficiency in innovation (and of 
new products), which is required by exportation and new markets, form the main cause of the obstacles before the 
sustainability of competitive powers and difficulties encountered in exportation and new markets. 

In meetings titled "Risk Management and Effects of Basel II on SMEs" held in 19 cities by Turkish Association 
of Chambers and Stock Exchanges (TACSE), Hisarcıklıoğlu stated that the most important problem faced by state 
economies was sustainable economic growth and he stressed the significance of sustainable development through 
SMEs in competitive medium. Accordingly, he explained the importance of SME's fiexibility and adaptation 
advantage in terms of sustainability as follows: "enterprises which make use of their fiexibility and adaptation 
capabilities arising from their smaller size to their advantage in competition will sustain through development." 
(Hisarcıklıoğlu, 2005). 

According to SMEs in Membership Process to EU report by Economy Policy Research Insfitute (EPRI), İt was 
detennined that SMEs provided sustainable development. In terms of the vision of SMEs in Turkey, İt was seen that 
they could produce and implement projects in European standards, and had sustainable compefitive power İn foreign 
and domestic markets. When thriving principles are revealed it is suggested that in order for companies to have 
sustainable competitive power, they should be open to innovation and go for the manufacture of products with high 
added values (http://www.tepav.org.tr). For sustainable competition it is necessary to develop SME's technology 
and innovative capacities, and encourage them to set up R&D departments or to have researches done in R&D 
departments. However, for the short term the novelties in their product design would lead them to successful 
competition, because one of the most important conditions of innovativeness is innovation in product design. 

Value Chain Management-VCM within SMEs 
Value Change Management concerns management of the total chain system comprising all independent 

organizations, including all establishments, functional activities, etc which take part in the production of products 
and their delivery. VCM is a system which will play a role in causing SMEs to produce novelties so that the novelty 
can provide an added value. 

Compared to supply chain, VCM also comprises such concepts as demand, supplier, the supplier's supplier, 
logistics, distributor, production plant, distribution center, customer, consumer, etc. However, "while being big is 
important for supply chain, being fast and creative İs important for value chain" (www.referansgazetesi.com). 
Taking this into account, SMEs are not big enterprises, but they can catch value chain advantage if they are fast and 
creative. Technology is on the foreground in supply chain, whereas İn VCM, information is important. SMEs must 
be warned to pay attention to information. 

It is not possible to think of a product design without considering it on the basis of these concepts. As for SMEs, 
we have to be more sensitive. Competitive environments of SMEs should be designed in such a way that they will 
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follow a chain process including their competitive enviromnents, their market shares and customers. To assure the 
production of high-quality products on time and to guarantee their sale can only be realized by the implementation 
of VCM. Customer demand which is reckoned to be customer expectation in design field, determines not only what 
design to create for the product, but also sales volume within the dynamics of value chain management and 
production planning. It is impossible to reach an effective output without this infonnation which was tried to be 
provided by marketing experts in the past. Value Chain Management appeared in 1996. VCM has been defmed as 
"the integration of all key business processes starting with the supplier's supplier". It integrates all these processes 
under close control and it attempts to optimize customer satisfaction and to gain new customers without sacrificing 
quality. 

To reach perfectness, value change management include following key metrics: 
• Syncronizafion of all business plans and their observation 
• Making decisions which are sensitive to the changing needs of customers thi'oughout the chain and rapidity in 

decision making 
• Minimization of stocks throughout the chain 
• Short-process cycle time 
• An Effective cause and effect analysis 
• Performance scheduling carried out continuously and performance development. 
In order to realize the above mentioned characters, SMEs look for a solution with operational, tactical and strategic 
decisions, fw w w.kal der, org). 

Research and Application Process 
The research which is considered in the framework of sustainable development and forms the subject of 

this paper was initiated for SMEs theoretically in June 2002 and practically in Spring Semester of the academic year 
2002-2003. 

KOSGEB Technology Development Center (TDC) at Istanbul Technical University (I.T.U.), linked to KOSGEB 
Ankara Head Office KOSGEB was contacted and a research was planned to study tlie information levels and 
applicafion capacities of SMEs in terms of Industrial Product Design (IPD) in Istanbul and in south eastern Anatoha 
Region. The research titled "A Sustainable Development of SMEs which Supports Competitiveness with Innovation 
in Regional Developmenf continued with moral support fi^om the Chairman of I.T.U.-KOSGEB-TDC and some 
experts from Consultancy Support List. Accordingly, experimental design projects started in November 2002. l.T.U-
KOSGEB-TDC Joined Consultancy Support List with its designer identity for the first time.' By joining the list with 
designer identity, it was aimed to inform the enterprises about the preparations for the competitive medium at 
product level. 

The first of experimental design projects started at tlie elective class, Fashion Accessories Design (FAD) in the 
Spring Semester of 2002-2003 Academic year and two different projects were conducted with SMEs. The first of 
these started with a preliminary trial with a seminar by three SMEs that manufactured shoes and an official fi"ora the 
Board of Directors of Shoemakers' Association and each of the 13 students designed a pair of shoes in collaboration 
with SMEs. The second project in FAD class included design of home accessories in collaboration with Iznik Tile 
and Ceramics Enterprise, an SME which manufactured and sold traditional ceramic crafted objects. After all 
students have applied their modelling work in the ceramic atelier of the faculty, 8 final projects were chosen to be 
manufactured with the support of the collaborative firm. The conceptual models were made by the students in the 
sophisticated manufacturing plant of the company, outside Istanbul. 

More comprehensive experimental design projects were realized in the Spring Semester of 2002-2003 Academic 
year with 30 students of the group, Project VI, with the collaboration of an equal number of SMEs^. Here SMEs 
were from various sectors, representing different fields of manufacture. These projects were later classified into 
sectors and collaborations were made with associations of related sectors. 

I.T.U. - Industrial Product Design Department is a pioneer institution which has made collaboration with SMEs; 
with this collaboration it continues an education which considers SMEs as a veiy important industrial partner. I.T.U-
IPDD has been carrying out this collaboration with special appHcation methods since 2002. One of these methods is 

' Joining to Consultancy Support List with a designer identity and making a direct link with industrial companies 
gave fruitfiil results. Industrial Product Design was promoted in coUabative projects in spring semesters of the 
academic years 2003-2004 and 2004-2005, and communication increased thanks to Leather Industrialists 
Associadon (SSD), Turkish Shoemakers' Association (TASD), Turkish Shoe By-Industries Association (AYSAD), 
Turkish Shoe Industry Research Develapment and Training Foundation (TASEV), Office Furniture Industry and 
Businessmen Association (OMSIAD), and Lighting Fixtures Manufacturers' Association (AGID). Many 
collaborations were realized with these establishments and countless others. These collaborations continue. 
^ In this first project with SMEs, group instructors Assoc Prof Dr. S. Şatır, Prof Dr. N. Bayazit, Ins. O. Akman, 
Guest Ins. Ü. Celbiş directed their groups. Researchers G. Özdemir Turan, A. Z. Turan, D. Leblebici Başar, C. 
Vatan, and A. Enşicİ also took part. 



sectoral SME projects, directed by Assoc. Prof. Dr. S. Şatır, working with undergraduate students in collaboration 
with industry associations and sometimes with SMEs chosen from among non-members to associations. The main 
objective in these projects is to promote product design and directly and more consciously encourage SMEs to 
purchase design services regardless of whether enterprises are familiar with design or whether they would like to 
buy design service. 

Another method İs held in diploma projects. A systematic approach for collaborating with SMEs has been 
constituted. This collaboration is formed with Istanbul Chamber of Commerce (ITO) and by Prof. Dr. Alpay Er; it is 
the applied part of the SME project conducted as a project of Quality and Technology Specialization Committee 
(KATEK) formed in ITO. It İs strictly defined that SMEs collaborating İn diploma projects shouldn't have had a 
previous work experience with a designer. Students who complete their diploma projects with SMEs are provided 
with job opportunities after graduafion. 

Each of the two groups completed around 140-150 projects respectively. These projects perform the "mission" to 
form an active strategy to introduce industrial design to the related sections of the society for its efficient use in the 
development and welfare of the country (www.tasarim.itu.edu.tr). 

The collaboration projects included various areas in industrial production such as; children's playgrounds-large 
toys manufacturer on leather sector and synthetic materials in 2003-2004 Spring Semester, footwear manufacturers 
with their educational and sectoral associations in 2004-2005 Spring and Fall Semesters, wood, metal and plastic 
furniture manufacturers in 2006-2007 Fall Semester in collaboration with ICC , ceramic objects producer in 
Kütahya, in 2007-2008 Fall Semester with AGID member lighting sector SMEs. The findings gained from the 
interviews with SME officials and results of the final projects reveal a significant data. 

Experimental SME Projects at the Department of Industrial Product Design I.T.U 
While the collaboration projects familiarized students with a large part of Turkish industry, it can be said that the 

collaborating SMEs experienced industrial product design İn a certain extent. A small briefing and discussion was 
held about design, its context and new product development with the collaborating firms which consist of 
approximately 140 SMEs. The aim was to collect some data about SMEs' design expectations during application 
process and find out whether these expectations can create a difference in small and medium-sized enterprises. 
Observation method used all through the design practise process. Thus, with such systematically defined projects, it 
was aiined to make SMEs more conscious about industrial product design, as KOSGEB defined "bringing design to 
light", where a common language has not yet been forined. 

Taking into account the general conditions of different SMEs, the general attitude of the officials from exporting 
enterprises was helping an educational institution by contributing to students' projects while testing the benefits of 
university collaboration to their company. On the other hand, officials from enterprises who were not familiar with 
design followed the developments with keen interest and tried to experience the importance and benefit of design. 
Some examples from the collaboration projects with the abovementioned objectives are as follows: 

Home lighting products. 
Glass tableware set, for a subcontractor company that paints glasses. 
Various lighting products such as glass wall sconces, glass floor lamp and some other decorative glass 
products for a glass producer coinpany. 
Footwear, 
A door handle and a new developed locking mechanism. 
Copper products for global markets, 
Corian Sanitaryware set. 
Bathroom accessories, 
Cast iron coal stove, for a company that produced stovepipes, 
A waste oil stove used in local ateliers, 
A modular GRP cabin or stand for outdoor use, 
Baby stroller. 

Figure 1. Glass tableware set by Gökhan Karasu, Wall sconce by Gökhan Yeşilgöz, Shoe design by Bahar Yıldırım, 
New door handle and locking system design by Şiar Yavaş. 

http://www.tasarim.itu.edu.tr


In Figure 1 above is shown a glass tableware set. Kismet Glass Company has 22 employees and the enterprise 
depends 85-90% on manual labour. The company would like to shift its production from cologne bottles to 
glassware. Though they are not familiar with design, they did not fail to reply our questionnaire by choosing 'the 
healthiest, the safest, and the most beautiful' concepts. They feel that more support should be given to SMEs. Ism 
Cam was an interior lighting products manufacturer and would like to make good use of the material İn their 
storehouse and required us to make new designs with these materials. Gökhan Yeşilgöz chose the glass tubes as his 
material and put them into most practical use. The footwear shown above, was produced by Fortis Shoe Company, 
is a successfiil example of university-industry collaboration. All the final designs and the prototypes were exhibited 
in a professional footwear fair, AYMOD 200, and this pair was bought by the company officials for mass 
production. 

The drawings which are also shown in figure 1 are the final project presentations of a door handle. Product 
briefing was given by Meloni Company for a low-cost door handle which is easy to manufacture. No prototype was 
developed during the project. The project in collaboration with SME showed that SMEs generally requhed low-cost 
and economical products. 

ffJwniMidir 

Figure 2. Washbasin and set by Denizhan Öncel, WC paper holder by Berker Dorkip, Coal stove by Çağrı Altinbay. 

Another project shown in Figure 2 is a washbasin. It was a material oriented project. The company's expectation 
was creating an innovative design as the material Corİan. However, İt had to be easily purchasable. Both the inner 
and the outer surfaces were adversely curved. The drain was opened in the shape of a thin and long crevice instead 
of a circular hole. With different codes a multi-purpose use was designed. Despite its ordinary look, an innovative 
design was obtained. 

Duravit Firm İs a giant joint venture and İs referred to with the same name. It is a medium sized SME with 150 
employees. They attach importance to health, safety and pleasure in design. Since they value the sustainability of 
institutional identity, all theh design need is met by the central institution İn Germany. The student's previous 
familiarity with international examples helped him design a toilet paper holder with an original use, which does not 
fall contrary to institution's identity, and his design was much liked by the firm. It was a good example that 
origniality of design is sustainable even with SMEs ( Figure 2). 

Last drawing shown in figure 2 is a coal stove produced by Kassan. The company manufactures and sells 
stovepipes, determined a theme with the idea that they could also manufacture stoves. They collaborated İn order to 
obtain information. It is a small-sized SME with 14 employees, and their customers are established. However, the 
company may enlarge its business with stove production and provide sustainability to its business in the same sector. 
The project brought solution to the difficulties of lighting up a coal stove. Another dimension of sustainability was 
providmg ease of use in wmter. 

Figure 3 . Waste oil stove; existing in an atelier in Sanayi Mahallesi Istanbul, Waste oil stove by Umut Sağlam 
(ITU-ISO project), Urban unit: CTP Modular Cabin System by Göksel Elmas, baby stroller by İrem Bektaş. 

The diesel fuelled stove shown in the first photograph of figure 1 is designed and currently being used by the 
workmen in Sanayi Mahallesi, Istanbul. The stove was made by the workers themselves with waste material. Bersey 



Firm was an SME with 50 employees and manufactured burning chambers for factories. The company official did 
not hesitate to say "We do not employ designers; we develop things with our worliers and sometimes we copy 
original designs of other firms. The company lilced the idea to design a product which would use waste oil from their 
own company and from their customers. The result was a useful dimension of sustainability İn terms of the 
protection of environment and productivity. 

The drawing shown in figure 3 is a multi-purpose modular cabin. The company's briefing was designing a cabin 
which is different from those universal cabins that have existed in the market for a long time and that entered the 
catalogues of almost all modular cabin manufacturers. Modularity was taken as a key point in design. 

Uzay baby Strollers Company is a small-sized SME with 48 employees. The company is not familiar with 
design, however they deem the designer İs responsible from the conception of a product to its end-user. The member 
of the board of directors of the company finds the idea of a new product on his own. He emphasizes that they look 
for the missing things in products that exist in the market; and added that the product they develop should not be 
similar to those in the market and it should sell well. In this project shown in 3D graphic images, in figure 3, 
existing and subcontracted plastic linking parts had to be used. The limitations of the project were high. 
Nevertheless the student persevered and developed a design that is really different from existing ones. The company 
was very pleased with the result. 

An evaluation of Design Works with SME regarding the concept of Value Chain 
Management (VCM) 

When value change management is needed in SMEs, it can be interpreted that inside activities of the firm are not 
adequate, outsourcing should be carried out, i.e. some byproducts and services should be bought or as competition is 
growing, measures to be taken should also involve and require product design, for this reason: 

• The quantity or series of products can be increasable 
• When needed product life cycle can be diminished without sacrificing quality 
• Products should be individualized, thus they should gain modularity 
• Far markets should be looked for in a world of globalization, e-trade should be supported so that SMEs can 

take part İn e-trade. 
In addition, SMEs should definitely know their own capabilities and they should know their customers well. 

They should also make a right decision about what sort of products they should produce for certain types of 
customers, whether they should produce standard, custom manufactured, innovatory, prestige...etc. type of 
products. Further analysis offer following conclusions: 

As they get into a complicated situation after shifting from a single product they have constantly manufactured to 
a more complex product, SMEs will need VCM more than before because demand, suppliers and suppliers' 
suppliers will increase. Chain system of the company will enlarge. Dealer demands will increase as well. Customers 
will see the company under a different identity İn an unexpected moment. In this case, the company should take 
necessary cautions in order not to shake their customers' confidence. They should look for new customers; they 
should increase the standardization in supplying matters. If the company has a VCM professional, its work in the 
new integration will be facilitated. If not İt will have to provide all the solutions on its own. The company should 
observe its business at every level, from demand and from the supplier's supplier to the end-user and it should 
always keep on taking control at every level and never give it up. Having the opportunity to see all these points 
within an organizational schema and in computerized environments, and taking the precautions at the right time by 
processing all the failures in this schema, the company has acquired information about these contemporary fields, 
which means that the company's work will be easier. It is essential to be conducted by process automation. 
However a great number of SMEs are not able to do that. In this case, they have to work three or five times harder İn 
order to accomplish semi-machine and semi-hand work on time and they have to keep strict controls. 

In general, companies want to manufacture new products that have low cost and simple manufacturing 
processes. SMEs even desire and demand to have a new design with mass producfion and within their existing 
production methods without changing their already supplied equipment. They also would like to have their new 
design similar to the ones existing in the market but it should still be new. It is clear to see the challenges a designer 
faces for generating an idea. However on the basis of VCM approach, supplying without diverging from 
standardization will synchronize supply chain. Control by the producing company will be easier. As products which 
will suit customers' habits will be released to the market, customers will not be surprised. Meanwhile, if the product 
has a little novelties but it is in high-quality, customers' interest will increase. When demands are increasing, 
producfion will turn to be carried out in big series. The number of dealers might also increase. An increase in 
delivery will certainly be noticed. At this point, it is the main duty of VCM to increase the quality while decreasing 
the cost by coordinating operational processes in the management and by keeping more strict controls on their 
integration. As most of the small SMEs have their roots in engineering, they are able to carry out this kind of 
management by acquiring the necessary information on VCM. For many other SMEs, contact meetings organized 
by KOSGEB, chambers of commerce, some banks, supporting foundations etc. will be beneficial. 

Another crucial point is semi-finishing products accumulating İn warehouses, which were bought without 
considering supply and demand balance or which are produced by contract manufacturers. Recycling of waste 



products may also be regarded as a similar kind of problem. Designers have sought a solution from their angle, and 
this causes an important problem for SME works. 

When we regard this accumulation problem İn terms of VCM, we may deduce following points: 
• In terms of supplying; it is a must to recycle hundreds of sub-production pieces accumulated in warehouses, 

it is suggested that İt can be realized as; 
-The designer can do new designs with these pieces. 
-These pieces can be sold to others as supplies 
-They can be sold as scrap. 

• From the company's angle, a designer who is a skillful expert in her/his own field, can realize a new design 
out of an old, standart product, s/he can also produce that item with waste semi-finishing material. The 
designer will produce a brand-new packing design so that a novelty could be brought into the market. This 
kind of novelty has been aheady included within VCM. 

• In terms of delivery process, it is important to consider facilities to be provided in transport and loading, as 
well as a few vacuum calculations. On condition that it is for all products, not only for the ones left in 
warehouses , it is also necessary to construct a modular delivery system which will save time and which 
will prevent vacuum 

• Customers have their own habits. If a product, which is very useful and of high quality can be designed, 
custom manufactured material or semi-finishing products left in a warehouse will gain value. That means 
VCM has completely performed its duty. While carrying out this, VCM has to provide all individuals who 
are operating in the organization with complete adaptation to the activities. VCM has to keep more sensible 
balances too. It should absolutely be in complete cooperation with designers. 

• If SMEs do not have VCM professional, they can cooperate with designers on these issues which are very 
similar to design management. Thus, they can control every coil of chain together so that they can make a 
decision together. 

Conclusion 
The findings of the previously held researches, that were made 7-8 months before the collaborative projects 

started, had shown that there were differences between the SMEs in Turkey and those in developed countries. The 
variety of the lifestyles of people in developed countries, and the variety of innovation and originality in then-
market showed that design was learned in natural media and through experience. On the other hand, the efforts of 
some conscious SMEs to attend international exliibitions increased their knowledge and experience, and provided 
them infonnation about the concept of design. Another important difference is that small-sized SMEs generally 
make production in ateliers, largely depending on manual labour. Even though labour-intensive manufacture is a 
positive feamre for Turkey in terms of employment of workers, it leads to a less cost-effective production compared 
to China. Accordingly, the expectations of SMEs from design depend on labor-intensİveness and the machines İn 
their production tracks. But only a small number of conscious SMEs could sell products in global markets despite 
their boufique-style production. This issue, which should be seriously taken into consideration, shows the necessity 
to inform SMEs about industrial product design. Obtaining new products with design meets all expectations of 
SMEs. Gaining competitive power in national and international markets means that a solution is found for the 
sustainability of their existence. 

It is very important that SMEs, seen today as the most significant tools of sustainable economic development, 
have an innovative thought system and primarily distinguish between short and long term novelties with their 
entrepreneurship. While they need to make research and development projects to form a basis for patents in the long 
term, they need to obtain novelty in order to register their imitation-free and original products in the short term. 
Thus they will continue to exist in national and international competitive markets. SMEs that accepted innovation as 
their mission may develop ahematives and novelties in their products while confinumg their R&D studies. 
University-industry collaboration is a positive tool to confinue innovation. 

Considering the supply and value chain operations, VCM comprises such basic processes as demand, planning, 
supplying, producfion, delivery and recycling which aie similar to the basic processes of product design. From this 
point of view, SMEs should be informed primarily by supporting foundations about both VCM and product design. 
Information and support can be provided by the following foundations: KOSGEB, TOBB, TTGV. International 
sources can be provided by TÜBİTAK, TİM, ETMK, etc. There are also developing centers which may be called as 
"Turkish Innovation System" which cooperate with important foundations. Through these centers, providing support 
to SMEs can also be realized due to the cooperation within the fields of product design and VCM. 

In addition, as in Italy and as is suggested by Ozcan and Adanah, a state policy is required which will help 
SMEs to "cluster together as a sector". In addifion, SME clusters oriented to sectors should be built up in eveiy city 
and every industrial zone <"http://www.izto.org.tr). These clusters should also be called as SME Industrial Centers. 
In these centers, as can be seen in the banks, there should be individual SME representatives, which will provide 
SMEs with mass information. Above all, in these centers, having completed all the intermediate coils in the chain, 
SMEs should be easy to be reached beginning with the supplier's supplier to the end-user's representative. 

http://www.izto.org.tr


Apart from the supply chain of VCM, SMEs should get to be aware of such characteristics as being flexible, fast, 
innovatory, creative and dependable. It is these pecuharities of VCM that mean much more to SMEs. They should 
also benefit from all contemporary data concerning production, service, and quality with the help of VCM. 
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THE BRAND NAME MATTERS: THE STRATEGIC USE OF DESIGN IN 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A GLOBALLY KNOWN BRAND, MAVI -

BLUE- JEANS 

Gozde Goncu ' , Ozlem Er^ 

Abstract 

Mavi Jeans is an internationally known Turkish blue jeans brand sold at more than 4.600 stores in 50 different 
countries including the US, Australia, Canada, Germany, England, Denmark, Italy, France and the Netherlands. 
The brand is created in 1991 by Erak Clothing Company which had experience in blue jeans production as a 
subcontractor for well known brands. The word "Mavi" used in the brand name which is the direct translation of 
"Blue" was a sign of the future ambition of the company to make an original contribution to the "blue jeans" 
culture; a culture associated with the American life style. 

As the brand of a parent company capable of producing the materials that they use in their products and 
undertaking innovations in them, Mavi Jeans has been a self confident player in the textiles sector. Backed with 
their experience in production and marketing in the sector. Mavi Jeans has used design as a tool to create original 
collections with an international appeal as well as a tool to create a differentiated position for itself and to 
communicate it. 

This paper will examine the strategic use of design in the development of Mavi Jeans as a brand with a local and 
global appeal 

Keywords: blue jeans, denim, design, brand 

1. Introduction 
Mavi Jeans is an internationally known Turkish blue jeans brand sold at more than 4.600 stores in 50 different 

countries including the US, Australia, Canada, Germany, England, Denmark, Italy, France and the Netherlands. The 
brand was created in 1991 by Erak Clothing Company which had experience in blue jeans production as a 
subcontractor for well known brands. 

In this paper the authors analyze the transition process of Erak Clothing from contract manufacturing to brand 
name manufacturing and the strategic use of design in this transition period together with the role of design in Erak 
Clothing's brand Mavi Jeans. The main purpose of the study İs to understand the role of design in upgrading from 
contract manufacturing to brand name manufacturing and in the success of brand today. The study is based on data 
gathered from primary and secondary sources. Interviews conducted with Public Relations Manager and Design 
Coordinator of Mavi Jeans are the primary sources employed by the research. Statistical reports, annual company 
reports, industry magazines, reports by industrial associations, news clippings and articles were employed as 
secondary data sources. 

The study first provides an overview of the Turkish blue jeans and denim industry. This is followed by an in-
deptli analysis of Mavi Jeans in terms of the development pattern of the company, its current size, production 
capability and current markets, the strategic use of design by the company; design activities and the use of design İn 
marketing and communication of the brand. The paper provides an analysis of Mavi Jeans at two levels; the 
industrial level as well as the firm level. The paper ends with key findings and discusses the strategic use of design 
in the development of Mavi Jeans as a brand with a local and global appeal. 

1.1. Development of the Turkish Ready to Wear Industry 
Turkish clothing industry saw an accelerated growth period in the 1980s by the new governmental trade policy 

which supported export oriented growth. However, the developments that triggered the rise of Turkish ready to wear 
sector date back to 1991; the dissolufion of the Soviet Union and to 1996; the Customs Union with the EU countries. 
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These two important events offered special advantages İn terms of vast informal and quota free trade opportunities. 
Additionally, Turkey was one of the twelve Mediterranean countries that benefited from the removal of quotas on 
textile and apparel imports by the EU (Begg, Pickles & Smith, 2003). 

Today, Turkish clothing industry is one of the most developed sectors of Turkish economy in terms of production 
capacity, exports and employment rates. Clothing production has been heavily located in Marmara Region. Istanbul, 
Bursa, Tekirdağ, Corlu and Gaziantep are the cities that handle the largest amount of clothing production in Turkey. 
Turkish clothing industry entered into the global market as a full-package supplier in the late 1980s. As stated by 
Tokatli (2007), Turkey is a full package supplier of knitted and woven garments and categories such as tailored suit 
and leather garments. Knit-wear is the largest sub-sector of the clothing industry with accounts for 5 1 % of Turkey's 
total clothing exports. Major items of exports in the clothing industry are knitted T-shirts, sweaters and socks (cited 
in "Textiles and clothing industry"2006). 

Turkish clothing industry holds several advantages. The primary advantages are being one of the most important 
cotton producers of the world, geographical position of the country which is close to main markets and particularly 
the EU, therefore short delivery times. Skilled labor and the customs union with the EU and free trade agreements 
with many other countries are also other strengths of the Turkish clothing industry. Today, Turkey is the second 
largest clothing suppher of EU after China. Recently some of Turkish clothing suppHers began to make the 
transition to branded manufacturing. As Gereffi (1997, 1999) stated when full-package producers are capable of 
providing all the organizafion necessary to convert buyer's designs into finished products that meet the required 
volumes and quality on time, they develop the potential of turning to brand name manufacturing. Some of the best 
examples of this transifion happened in the Turkish blue jeans and denim industry recently. Turkish blue jeans 
manufacturers experienced upgrading to higher value added acfivities such as design and brand name manufacturing 
due to the experience gained as full package suppliers of international brands (Tokatli & Kİzilgun, 2004). 

1.2. The Turkish Blue Jeans Industry 
The cotton yam is traditionally the most important ingredient of the textile industry that is produced domestically 

in Turkey. By 2000, Turkey emerged as a major denim and jeans exporter since she holds the advantages of being 
the world's one of the largest cotton manufacturer with a strong textiles and apparel sector. Turkey was one of the 
top ten denim exporting countries in 2005 together with China, Hong Kong, the U.S., Italy, Japan, India, Brazil, 
Spain and Pakistan. Together, these countries accounted for as much as 83% of world denim fabric exports (cited İn 
"Denim fabric: Global trade and leading players"2007). 

Starting from 1990's Turkish denim manufacturers like Orta Anadolu, ISKO, Bossa Denim, Gap Güneydoğu, 
Birlik, Tayteks and Kipas thrived as they tried to meet the increasing fabric demands of manufacturers in the 
growing domestic export markets (cited in "Kot'un Yükselişi" 2004). Denim producers are particularly successful in 
foreign markets, namely the U.S. and the EU. In 2004, Turkey exported U.S. $ 2.2 billion worth of denim fabric, 
jeans and other denim products and this turned country into an important jeans manufacturing site with a %6.5 share 
of world's market. ISKO is the largest denim producer in Turkey as well as in Europe which also produces for Mavi 
jeans and global brands like Zara and Levi's. The production capacity of ISKO per year is over 120 million meters 
of denim. ISKO's consistent growth led, İn 2002, to a joint venture with the NC-based Cone Mills, the long-standing 
supplier of Levi's. The 51/49 joint venture, "IsKone," made ISKO the largest manufacturer of denim in Europe. 
According to the agreement between the two companies, IsKone would be the sole supplier of fabrics İn Europe for 
Levis 501 jeans \ Headquartered in the southern cotton-growing city of Adana, Bossa İs another large integrated 
textiles firm in Turkey. The company started denim manufacturing in 1991 at its fourth factory in Adana. 
According to 2007 data, Bossa manufactured 29.7 miUion meters of denim fabric .̂ Ordenim, Kipas and Birlik 
Mensucat are the other important denim producers in Turkey. Except denim and blue jeans manufacturing all 
accessories necessary for blue jeans like, labels, zippers, buttons are also produced İn Turkey. 

In addifion to the large domesfic denim manufacturers, Turkish blue jeans manufacturers learned a lot by being 
subcontractors of global brands and made significant improvements in quality, fiexibility, punctuality and 
productivity. They produce, on a full-package basis for well-known brand names such as the ItaHan Rifle, Diesel, 
Armani and Miss Sixty; the German Mustang and Hugo Boss; the Brifish Next; the Dutch Canoe; the Spanish Zara; 
the Swedish H&M; the American Levi's, Lee, Wrangler, HIS, Polo, Tommy, Guess, Gap, Mexx, and DKNY 
(Tokath, 2007) 

By 1990's the quality of the denim manufactured in Turkey increased simultaneously. As Turkey became one of 
the largest denim suppliers of the World, many local blue jeans brands started to appear in the domestic market by 
upgrading into higher value added activities like design, marketing and retailing. Mavi Jeans, Little Big (LTB), 
Collin's, Loft, Lotus, Pyramid, Collins, Blue System and Rodi are a few of the Turkish blue jeans brands. From 
these. Mavi Jeans was the first one entering the U.S. market with its own brand name, and LTB was the follower 
company which now operates with its own stores in New York. Mavi Jeans is the leader blue jeans company İn the 
local market since 1996 with its %60 share in the market. Company has over 7.000.000 pairs sales amount and 
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3.000.000 pairs export amount annually. While annual turnover of Mavi Jeans was 12 million U.S. $, it reached 80 
million U.S. $ in 2000 and 138 million U.S. $ in 2005 (cited from company reports). Mavi Jeans has 527 sales 
points in Turkey and out of these 99 belongs directly to company (cited from company reports). Mavi Jeans has 
showrooms in 11 different countries including Turkey and has flagship stores in 3 countries. By the year 2006, 
company has 173 Mavİ Shops around the world including cities like Vancouver, Milan, Paris, London and New 
York. 

2. The Case of Mavi Jeans 

2.1. The Transformation of Erak Clothing 
The infrastructure of Mavi Jeans started to form by 1954 when the owner of the company, Sait Akarlilar started 

to work in ready to wear sector. He founded his own company Guven Tekstil in 1971 and manufactured blue jeans 
in a small workshop experimenting on different dying and finishing techniques. His attitude towards trying new 
techniques was the first signals of his vision about differentiating blue jeans. He founded Erak Clothing in 1984 and 
manufactured blue jeans for intemafional brands like Mustang, Lee, Wrangler, His, Otto, Chevignon, Old Navy, 
Tommy Hilfiger, Canoe, Joop, Edie Bauer and Espirit. The company has been functioning as a subcontractor of 
global brands for many years while improving its production capabilities and manufacturing technology. 

Today, Erak is Turkey's largest blue jeans factory; a factory which can have 3 million meters of denim fabric in 
its stocks, with its 50.000 square meters of open and 25.000 square meters of closed field. Sait AkarHlar explained 
the evaluation period of Erak together with Mavi Jeans which once followed Rifle as an example; "When we first 
started, we followed Rifle as our example. As it was a brand from a country similar to Turkey like Italy, we were 
fascinated by its high quality and manufacmring conception. 30 years passed and now we are producing blue jeans 
for the Rifle Group" (Calislar, 2002: 3). 

2.1.1. From Subcontracting to Brand Name Manufacturing 
In 1991, Erak decided to upgrade to higher value added activities by creating its own brand name and running its 

own marketing and retailing activities. Mavi Clothing Inc. was estabhshed in 1991 as a marketing and sales 
company of the new brand. Erak's attempt to create its own blue jeans brand was very timely; since İt was just the 
time when the structure of the blue jeans market changed and many brands entered the global market. Until 1990's 
Levi Strauss & Co. was the leader in blue jeans market. However after the 1990s with the emergence of designer 
brands İn blue jeans industry such as Calvin Klein, Ralph Lauren, Versace and Moschino, Levi Strauss&Co. lived a 
sharp decrease in sales. Brands like the Gap and Tommy Hilfiger occupied the middle segment between designer 
brands and bridge level brands. Therefore, creating difference by design was rather important due to the change in 
the structure in the global blue jeans market. 

The first step of brand building was finding a brand name and designing its corporate idenfity. Since Erak had 
been the manufacturer of many different brand names, it was decided that the brand name should not be "Erak", 
instead it should be something unique. The brand took its name directly from "blue" jeans, which is "Mavi" Jeans in 
Turkish. This small word trick used in the name of the brand explained the strategic aim and future positioning of 
Mavi Jeans; becoming a globally known brand with its roots in a specific locality. With the decision about the brand 
name and therefore the strategy, Erak also differentiated itself from local competitors which used English brand 
names. 

2.1.2. Developing Brand Identity and Upgrading to Design 
Since Erak has been a full package supplier company, Erak was used to manufacturing designs from abroad and 

did not have its own design team. Therefore, Erak started to look for designers to design the first Mavi collections. 
However, in those years there were not any blue jeans designers in Turkey and Erak decided to work with a foreign 
design consultant who was an expert on blue jeans and denim design. First, they worked with Italian Fionicci design 
team who used Hawaiian concepts as inspiration. Although, the concepts of Fiorucci did not fit to the Turkish 
customers' expectations, it was an important experience for Erak and Mavi to understand how a design team should 
be and should work. 

Mavi started to work with another professional; Adriano Goldschmied who is a well known denim and blue jeans 
designer and is known for building brands like Diesel and Replay. Mavl, received design consultancy from Adriano 
Goldschmied for four years about product development and trends. During this period Mavi also worked with 
another internationally known name; pattern designer Venuccia de Russi who designs patterns for Calvin Klein, 
Replay, Armani, Versace, Diesel and Miss Sixty ' 

Effects created by washing, finishing and stone washing, seam types and patterns of the blue jeans are the most 
important differentiation factors in blue jeans and denim design. The two main characteristics of Mavi Jeans' blue 
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jeans; the style of the denim and the pattern of the products differentiated Mavi from other blue jeans brands. 
Ordenim, the major denim supplier of Mavi Jeans produces high quality and vintage looking denim which is the 
major characteristic of Mavi's blue jeans. The denim used by Mavi is hghter and stretchy than usual and the touch 
of the denim is smoother. The fleecy and worn look denim produced for Mavi by Ordenim was originally obtained 
by a lucky mistake owing to a defective machine at the Ordenim factory in 1990 (Tokatli, 1990) 

Mavi adopted the "perfect fit" slogan as its design strategy and developed unique blue jeans patterns. Company 
designs different patterns for the local market as well as foreign markets. In the first years of the brand this strategy 
became successful in the local market. The model 174 with its low waist and close fitting blue jeans fitted Turkish 
people very well and caught remarkable success in the sales. By using different dying, finishing and stitching 
techniques on this model Mavi created different versions and named the new models such as "Qirmizi", " G R E W " , 
"GRESS", "ZAPP" and "ZIFFT" with different advertising strategies and kept selling the model unfil 2000s 
(Calislar, 2001). 

2.1.3. Learning Retailing and Communicating Brand Identity 
In 1991, the same year that Mavi Jeans brand was created; Erak also entered retailing by opening its first store in 

Yeni Bosna which is a textiles manufacturing area İn Istanbul. Starting from 1993, Mavi opened new stores in the 
local market. While doing so. Mavi reevaluated all assets İn the company and in the stores such as personnel 
motivation, decoration, display design, sales campaigns and communİcafion. Mavi also received professional 
consultancy to educate its personnel about stock control and financial communicafion. 

The design oriented approach of Mavi showed itself also in retailing. The first innovation Mavi brought to 
retailing was the arrangement of products in the store where customers can touch and experience the product 
themselves. Mavi invested in designing new store concepts for new collections. Today, Mavi has an in-house design 
team that only works for visual merchandising and display designs of Mavi stores. 

Mavi heavily uses advertising and communication activities to sustain the emotional connection with its 
customers. Mavi consecutively had many successful advertising campaigns starting with "we are being too much". 
In this advertisement global blue jeans companies were portrayed as being angry at the Turkish firm's success and 
complaining that "these Turks were being too much". With this campaign. Mavi started to use the moon and the star 
in the Turkish flag in a stylized version with denim texture as a logo. Mavi also highlighted its Mediterranean 
identity and its global success with "we are doing very well" campaign (Calislar, 2001). 

2.1.4. Entering into the Global Market: Mavi Amerika 
In 1997, Mavi entered to new markets in South Africa, Middle East and East Europe and opened show rooms in 

Vancouver and Los Angeles the same year. In 1998, Mavi reached 1 million unit exports rate and lived a sharp, 
increase İn the sales in the U.S., Canada and Germany markets (cited from company reports). 

The Foreign Operafions CEO of Mavi Jeans, Mr. Ersin Akarlilar explained how Mavi Jeans brand was launched 
to the U.S. market: "It was not planned, I was studying in New York, I graduated but 1 did not want to return 
Turkey. The best choice for me was to bring Mavi to New York. Therefore, I started looking for ways to market 
Mavi Jeans in New York." Ersin Akarlilar (2004) stated that he first brought first examples of Mavi Jeans to the 
U.S. in his luggage. The first order came from Nordstrom which was only 18 pairs of blue jeans. Mavi Jeans 
entrance to Bloomingdale's was a lucky coincidence in 1998. While Mavi Jeans was looking for ways to enter 
Bloomingdale's, they made an offer to Mavİ Jeans when the daughter of Bloomingdale's sales manager asked her 
father: "Why don't you sell Mavi. All my friends are wearing Mavi Jeans" (cited in "They call Mavi Meyvi", 2004). 

By 1999, Mavi opened new stores in New Jersey and Soho. American celebrities like Cher, Darly Hannah and 
Cherly Clinton were spotted wearing Mavi Jeans, which flieled further interest to brand. The same year in the local 
market Mavi was hsted as 161st in the ranking of 500 Turkish companies. By the year 2000, Mavi climbed to the 
128th row and to 77 İn 2002. Also in 2002, Mavi opened its fist flagship store in Canada and the following year 
another store in Union Square, NY. In 2003, Mavi was in Time magazine and was the first Turkish brand exhibifing 
in Bread and Butter Exhibition İn Germany 

"Perfect Fit" philosophy of Mavİ Jeans also worked well in the U.S. market. Mavi defined its target market as 
metropolitan cool, lively, trend follower than a trendsetter; aged around 18's and formed the characters of "Mavi 
Girl" and "Mavi Boy". Finally Mavi developed the Molly model, which is defined as skinny, sexy but still 
comfortable. Mavi tested itself İn the U.S. market with this model and did not run any advertisement campaigns 
unfil 2001. Not having any advertisement brought an unexpected advantage to Mavi. The success of Mavi widened 
through word of mouth; the brand was "out of no where" and people were wondering "What is this Mavi?" 
(Calislar, 2001). By using this advantage Mavi invested İn "Made in Maviland" adverfisement campaign in the U.S. 
In this campaign the brand was still a mystery and subject of the campaign was about two young people looking for 
a fictional denim land and finally finding what they are looking for in Maviland. As the second part of this 
campaign, the book named "Exploring Maviland on a Jeanstring" was published to explain what Maviland is. Mavi 
Jeans also started a new higher price point brand named "Nomad" for the U.S. market. Mavi jeans' CEO Ersin 
AkarHlar defines this brand; "This is our new brand, We want to upgrade to higher price point blue jeans $120-180 
with this brand"(cited in "Mavi is not enough for Mavi"2004). 



The key factors affecting IVIavİ Jeans's success in the U.S. market were first the strict analysis of the target 
market, focusing directly on the target market by using model names like Molly, Maggie, Kate, Max, Matt and 
choosing the sales points in strategic locations where the targeted youth mostly live. Other important factors were 
Mavi's ability to respond the demand fi^om the U.S. on time and sustaining the collaboration with professionals in an 
effective way. Mavi Jeans' U.S. operations director David Frankel, who was once the manager of Urban Outfitter's 
Free People states that by the advantage gained fi-om fast transportation. Mavi can be in newest trends and new 
models can be in stores on time. 

2.2. Mavi Jeans Today 

2.2.1 Organizational Structure 
Salt Akarlilar, the founder of Erak Clothing and Mavi Jeans İs the board chairman; Ersln Akarlilar, Foreign 

Operations CEO and Elif Akarlilar, Global Brand Director are the other board members. Global Brand Director Elif 
Akarlilar is responsible for brand and design management activities at the board level. Sustaining brand identity, 
collection and store concept designs and the activities such as advertising and human relations are all under Global 
Brand Director's responsibility. Merchandising manager who is responsible for product development and trend 
analysis, design manager, visual merchandising manager and advertising manager are directly related to Elif 
Akarlilar. All the departments under the management of Elif Akarlilar function together. Coordination among these 
departments is set up by department managers and Elif Akarlilar. Additionally, Mavi design departments in other 
countries and consultant designers work with Elif Akarlilar. Elif Akarlilar is a member of board as a manager of all 
design and brand activities and this attitude reflects Mavi Jeans' emphasis on design. Mavi manages and discusses 
design activities at the highest level in the company. 

2.2.2. Brand Strategies 
Mavi Jeans manage brand and design strategies together. The goal of Mavİ Jeans is "being a global brand with its 

roots in local appeal" and its brand and design strategies are formed according to this goal. To reach this goal, 
company first invested in gaining quality standards and kept investing İn technological upgrade. Today, these 
infi-astructural investments lead to high quality products and development of local and worldwide supply chain. In 
Mavi Jeans, the concept of "perfect fif, constant communication activities and improving design capabilities shape 
the general strategy and support attainment of goals towards being a global brand. 

2.2.2.1. Perfect Fit 
Mavi Jeans' brand and design strategy is built upon the concept of "perfect fif. According to Mavi, "perfect fif 

means fit to body, culture and budget. This concept is accepted by the employees at all levels. The company focuses 
on the culture and body type of people in the country before launching the brand to a new market. They study the 
life style and culture of the target market deeply. By their production experience and the consultancy from 
experienced designers and pattern makers, the brand creates its perfect fit for every body type. In the local market, 
Mavi Jeans developed patterns suitable to the Turkish people's body type and different ftom other brands added the 
sizes of 29, 31 and 33 for women' blue jeans (Calislar, 2001). Additionally Mavi Jeans orders items m the store 
according to the slogan of 'perfect fit'. The products are ordered according to the size other than the style. 

2.2.2.2. Constant Communication 
Mavi Jeans' one of the most important strategies is "constant communication". Constant communication of brand 

takes place at two levels; communication of the brand within the company and communication with the consumer of 
the brand. In terms of inner communication of the company, the brand tries to minimize the time and distance 
between employees working in different countries and foreign selling points. The magazine Mavi Communication 
helps to sustain the communication within the company. 

Mavi organizes activities where the brand can meet the target consumers. Maviology; another magazine 
published both in Turkish and English and many books printed by Mavi Production are the channels where Mavi 
meets with consumers. Mavi continues this strategy also in foreign countries. While the general sense of brand stays 
the same, Mavi runs different communication activities for each country. The Gallery in Mavi Store in Union 
Square, NY provides opportunity for young artists and designers to display their work. Besides exhibitions, short 
fihn nights called Cinemavi helps to improve communication with consumers. 

2.2.3. Design in Mavi Jeans 
Design is one of the most important elements in Mavi Jeans' brand strategy. Sait Akarlilar's personal approach to 
design was one of the biggest factors that affected company's position today. Blue jeans entered Turkey in 1960s 
and Akarlilar tried to differentiate his products while every company was copying the style that was available. 
Today, Akarlilar's approach to design became a philosophy adopted by the company at every level. Additionally 



Elif Akarlilar's position as a member of board reflects that design is a function that is represented and managed at 
the highest level of the firm. 

2.2.3.1. Design Philosophy 
Mavi Jeans' brand strategy of "perfect f if is also its main design philosophy. Company aims to design garments 

that fit every body type and every culture. Thus, the company received consultancy from the experienced designers 
and created its own design team accordingly. Mavi Jeans Turkey's design director Guney Oktar explains the concept 
"We are designing for every body type and for every taste. This İs the first rule. An Australian woman can wear 
Mavi as also an American or Danish woman does. The body types of women in the countries I just counted are very 
different. We're doing detailed calculations to create jeans that will fit all these body types. We are designing as if 
we are solving an equation" '. 

Another important factor that effects the design perception in Mavi is that "Mavİ is a Mediterranean brand". 
Everybody in the design team is very sensİfive to Mediterranean identity and they explain with these words; "We are 
telling a story of being a world citizen through the eyes of a Mediterranean"". Design team defines the 
Mediterranean identity as cheerfiil, sexy, warm, comfortable and exotic. 

Global design director Elif Akarlilar who is also responsible for all the design funcfions in the company, 
expresses that they employ fashion design in further scales than its classical meaning. She defines it as research and 
problem solving process rather than creating artistic illustrations "Millions of blue jeans are manufactured all over 
the world and it has been modified İn many terms for many years, to make a consumer buy your product among this 
much alternative, you have to differentiate it and make it appropriate for that person. By developing new stitches, 
new patterns, new finishing techniques you can create unique blue jeans" (Calislar, 2002: 88). Key design elements 
for Mavi Jeans are the differentiation created by different finishing and stone washing techniques as well as pattern 
development and stitch types and embroidery at the back pocket of blue jeans. 

Istanbul based Mavi Jeans became a world brand by the techniques that the design team employs while 
developing new products. Not only visiting international fairs but traveling all around the world, living with the 
target consumers, reading the same magazines, listening to the same music and renewing themselves accordingly 
helped the company to catch success in design (Calislar, 2002) 

2.2.3.2. The Design Team 
The design team of Mavi Jeans is also multicultural like the brand. Mavi Jeans employs 9 designers in Istanbul, 3 

designers in New York, 1 in Vancouver and 1 in Sidney (cited İn "Mavi" 2008). The company plans to widen the 
design team in Vancouver very soon. Product development team of 14 people which deals with technical details of 
the products supports the design team and design activities. All the teams related to design activities are under the 
Global Brand Director and work with the director. The coordination between teams is secured by the meetings every 
six months in Istanbul or in New York and they are also in continuous contact by internet and phone. 

In addition to the in-house design team. Mavi Jeans continues to collaborate with professional designers outside 
the company for product design, merchandising or markefing activities. Company sustains its mulficultural design 
approach while working with outside design professionals. The latest collaborative collecfion design of Mavi Jeans 
was with England based Turkish fashion designer Rifat Ozbek and France based Turkish designer Yazbukey. Rifat 
Ozbek who is the creative director of Pollini designed Mavi Jeans' limited edition collection for Spring 2007. Rifat 
Ozbek for Mavi; a 30 pieces collection is Ozbek's first collaboration with a Turkish apparel company. The Global 
design director Elif Akarlilar explains this collaboration with these words; "We are very similar. He has been a 
global player and has Mediterranean origin that we like". Mavi Jeans collaborated with Yazbukey for an accessories 
collection; a holiday set which also represents Mediterranean identity of Mavi. 

Mavi received design consultancy for store and display designs from Dean Holdiman who designs for high end 
global brands like Gucci and Fendi and for ready to wear brands like Urban Outfitters and Anthropology. He 
designed the store concepts that represent the Mediterranean brand identity. Lately; Mavi Jeans worked with 
Oliviero Toscanİ for the advertising campaign "Kafana Gore Takİl" . Oliviero Toscani who designs remarkable and 
debated advertising campaigns, is inspired by the Mediterranean culture. 

2.2.3.3. The Design Process 
Mavi Jeans' brand idenfity "being Mediterranean" does not change from season to season and is used in 

collections as well as store and display designs. Collections are designed according to the brand identity but at the 
same time according to the changing trends. Trend analysis is carried by designers. Designers use, street styles, 
travels, fairs, magazines, internet sources, up to date art events and second hand stores as a source for trend research. 
Mavi design team creates two big collections per year. These two main collections are made up of 3 smaller 
collections. Thus, 6 small collecfions are designed per year and collections are designed two seasons beforehand. 
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The Turkish collection contains most of the outfits of foreign collections. However, depending on the demand from 
different cultures the collections may differ from each other for different markets. 

Besides blue jeans, Mavi Jeans also designs t-shirts, shirts, sweaters, outerwear, socks, bags, hats and other 
accessories. In 2006 Mavi Jeans added organic blue jeans and t-shirts to its collections which are 100% organic 
Aegean cotton. Mavi also lunched % 100 cashmere, silk and linen products same year. 

3. Conclusion 
Erak was the forerunner company out of thousands of jeans manufacturers in Turkey that managed to create a 

globally known brand. This case study was an attempt to understand how Erak overcame the challenge of upgradmg 
in high value added activities by creating the Mavi Jeans brand. Our findings show that managing all design 
embedded activities of the company in compliance with the identified brand identity of Mavi Jeans and the financial 
and technological support provided by its parent Erak have been instrumental İn the establishment of Mavi Jeans as 
a global brand. Due to its high production capacity Erak still continues to act as a subconfractor of foreign brands 
while Mavi Jeans functions as an independent company responsible for marketing and retailing of the brand Mavi 
Jeans. Erak functions as the sole supplier of denim products for Mavi and sources denim fabric from experienced 
local fabric manufacturers like Güneydoğu and Ordenim. The mam factors behind the success of Mavi Jeans are the 
manufacturing experience of Erak Clothing, its technological potential and financial power. 

By using the advantages of relying on a manufacturing base established through years of experience as a 
subcontractor and being able to source good quality denim fabric from domestic suppliers, Erak Clothing has made a 
right move to try and upgrade at least some part of its operation by building an original brand and thus moving into 
higher added value activities. By implementing a design strategy which differentiated the products of the Mavİ Jeans 
from its competitors and supported that strategy witii a suitable brand building and retailing sfrategy, the brand 
became successful at local and global scales. In this process, tailoring of product design, retailing and brand 
communication activities for different target markets has been the main influential factor to the success of the brand. 
Positioning the design and brand communication activities according to the specific features of target markets 
without loosing the core identity of the company has been the source of the local but at the same time global appeal 
of the Mavi Jeans brand. 

In addition to these factors, one should cite the entrepreneurial sprit of Sait Akarlilar with his desire for 
developing new products as the main driver behind the development process of Mavi Jeans. The founder of Erak 
Clothing and Mavi Jeans, explains the main components behind the success of the brand as follows: 

"Techology, experience and financial power. If you lack any of these elements, it might not be possible to create 
a new brand. Technology is a must for competitive power. Experience is key to sustainable development to meet the 
demands. Financial power secures when you can not make any money for many years while investing on brand. 
However fulfilling all these requirements might not be enough. Creating a brand requires creativity." (cited in 
Calislar, 2001: 1, translated by the authors). 

The case of Mavi Jeans illustrates the importance of strategic actions of individual firms in the process of 
upgrading to high value added activities. Further smdy can be conducted to imderstand how success of the brand can 
be sustained under the rapidly changing dynamics of the global ready-to-wear industry. 
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A DESIGN FOR THE BRANDING OF fflGHER EDUCATION: A SOUTH 
AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE 

Garth A. V a n Gensen 

Abstract 

In this article a proposed design for the branding of higher education institutions is provided. The model describes, 
among others, the internal practices that have a profound impact on branding and on an institution's overall 
reputation and image. The author argues that a strong internal focus is necessary before a meaningful brand 
experience can be embarked on that will ultimately result in unprecedented benefits, even for relatively new 
institutions. 

In South Africa the need for more scientific approaches towards the branding of higher education is enhanced by a 
number of realities, such as a history plagued by inequalities; new policies directed to eradicate the very same 
inequalities; private higher education; increased diversity in types of institutions; increasing reliance on 
partnerships and alliances; increasing competition between institutions; increasing reliance on private funding for 
public higher education; a demandfor quality; pressure to find solutions to the growing financial problems faced by 
institutions; and the merging and incorporations of higher education institutions. The proposed model is based on 
two overarching fundamentals, namely the experience economy and its relatedness to brand, as well as relevance 
and branding, which should follow an integrated approach that could ultimately lead to successful external 
branding of higher education institutions. 

Keywords: Branding; Internal practices; Reputation; Image; Internal Focus; Experience economy 

1. Introduction 

During the last couple of years South African higher education has undergone unprecedented transformation. 
This need for transformation received impetus from other forces such as the emergence of private higher education; 
the notion of quality assurance; mergers and incorporations; funding; globalisation; the idea of an entrepreneurial 
university as an alternative; enrohnent capping; as well as programme and qualification mixes. One of the driving 
policies behind this transformation was the National Plan for Higher Education (NPHE) (RSA DoE 2001). This 
particular policy has impacted on how higher education institutions would market and brand themselves. Branding 
of higher education İn South Africa has, however, until now not been an area of priority because it has always 
operated in a protected, regulated market with a steady income. Subsequently the thesis statement for this paper is 
the lack of proper marketing and branding strategies at higher education institutions in South Africa in view of a 
new unfolding national and international landscape. Critical to this thesis statement is what kind of strategies, given 
the higher education scenario in South Africa, should be adopted in order for them to make meaningful inroads in 
what is deemed to be an institution's most valuable asset, namely its brand. 
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Figure 1. Proposed design for the branding of higher education institutions in South Africa 

Experience 
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As outHned in Figure 1, the proposed design is based on three pillars, which are the so-called experience 
economy, relevance and external branding. 

2. The Experience Economy 

In his ontological theory Leberecht (2005) proclaims that idealists about brands see perceptual or cognitive acts 
of consumers being grouped under the headings 'brand image' and 'brand awareness' as constitutive for the 
existence of brands so that, in their view, tools of the marketing mix can influence relevant mental dispositions and 
attitudes. Idealists see brand value as being anchored in customer awareness, as intangible assets, constructed in 
consumers' minds by the function of brand management (Leberecht, 2005). Brand materialists, on the other hand, 
oppose this ideahstic concept of branding as 'the creation of human meaning' and reject the idea of branding as an 
added psychological value to a product (Lepla and Parker in Leberecht, 2005). Brand materialists also argue that 
companies make the mistake of developing a grandiose brand promise that they cannot keep [Aaker and 
Joachimsthalter, De Chernatony, Keller, Tosti and Stoz (in Leberecht, 2005)], as brand materialists are more 
concerned about the internal reality of a brand. Yet the author postulates that a combination of the idealistic view of 
branding and the materialistic view with the emphasis on the latter, be the ideal for higher education institutions in 
South Africa. The author argues that branding can form an added psychological element of a product or service in 
higher education the idealistic way, given that the materialistic view of branding was prioritised. 

2.1 Human resources and branding 

Branding usually starts from the 'inside out' and staffs behaviour with brand values needs to be aligned as a 
very important aspect of internal branding. However, İt is going to be the CEO that looks beyond his/her own 
personal short-term gains to long-term institutional excellence. Unfortunately, higher education instimtions are 
much more concerned about the external element of the branding process. According to Vallaster and De 
Chernatony (2003), there has been intense debate for years about what a brand is and how it can be established in 



the hearts and minds of consumers. This sfrong externa! focus has been challenged by authors of organisations who 
tell their consumers what great organisations they are. Higher education institutions particularly in South Africa and 
elsewhere are culprits in this regard and the author is of the opinion that institutions who regard themselves as 
'excellent', for example, exploit the immeasurability and vagueness of concepts like these by the stakeholders, e.g. 
prospective students, parents, donors, etc. 

2.2 Internalisation aspects of branding 

For higher education mstitutİons to change employees' behaviour to that of brand ambassadors and 
eventually to obtain the desired culture of quality teaching and learning, research and community service, a few 
internal practices are proposed. 

2.2.1 Collaboration between human resources and marketing divisions 

Despite the historically weak links between HR and branding, according to Martin, Beaumont, Doig and Pate 
(2005), there is a growing realisation by companies and HR professional bodies that aligning the external, 
corporate image of organisations should be aligned with internal employee identity. This realisation is also 
needed in higher education. The brand promise e.g. of a preferred higher education institution must be linked to 
performance management of higher education staff in order to create brand champions across the institution. 

2.2.2 Having a clear purpose and identity 

Before looking at getting the higher education institution to work, living and interacting 'on-brand', İt is 
rather critical that the brand should be clearly articulated. Unfortunately many higher education institutions try to 
develop an internal dynamic around their brand that does not have a clear identity. Sullivan (2003) reiterates that 
companies spend millions of rands crafting corporate branding or 'identity' strategies and updating their mission 
and value statements. They then work with marketers and advertisers to fine-tune and communicate the new 
perspective to customers - in the case of liigher education institutions, their stakeholders such as donors, the 
community, government, parents and students. The same author continues by noting that in all organisations 
employees serve as the primary 'channel' used to characterise the brand during direct contact with the customer, 
but in most companies employees do not understand the corporate brand elements or what is needed from them 
to help customers experience the difference. It even becomes more challenging when Vallaster and De 
Chematony's (2003) view is considered. They maintain that the process of developing a shared brand 
understanding among staff becomes more problemafic as service brands expand internationally and need to draw 
on multicultural workforces in different parts of the world. This is particularly true for higher education 
institufions İn South Africa and is exacerbated by mulficultural staff members. 

2.2.3 The CEO as institutional advocate 

Idea Engineers (2005, 2 of 4) constitute that without 'top level evangelists' who clearly articulate the 
significance of 'Living the Brand', internal brand mobilisafion will defuse. The one thing all successful brands 
have in common, is passionate CEOs who understand the meaning of the brand experience, internally and 
externally. At institutions of higher education the CEO's role should be more of a strategic, outward 
management. The author is of the opinion that it is not easy to fiilfil this kind of role at higher education 
institutions. Where else would one find so many managers in one organisafion? There are, for example, Deputy 
Vice-Chancellors, Registrars, Deans of Faculties, Directors of Schools - to name but a few. These people are 
normally highly qualified and highly skilled managers who do not need a CEO to watch what they are doing. 
Research findings of 'CEO Reputation Survey 2001' carried out by internationally-active communicafions 
consultants Burson-Marsteller (Burson-Marsteller, 2001) reveal that the reputation of a company as a whole 
depends 48% on the reputation of its CEO. 

2.2.4 A branding committee 

Another role that cannot be executed witliout HR planning and driving is the organisational structure of the 
institution of higher learning. Like all large organisations higher education institufions consist of various 
departments ranging from student recruitment to finances. A cross-functional team structure is essential if the 
institution İs going to orientate itself around an 'on-brand' ideology. Cross-ftmctional in this regard is described 
by Robbins (1998) as teams made up of different employees from about the same hierarchical level, but from 
different work areas, who come together to accompHsh a task. These teams should consist of staff members from 
across the internal hierarchy and thus become the only method through which to place the brand itself at the 
heart of the business. Such a Brand Committee can work through internal dynamics and power plays inherent in 
any institution and focus on the health, relevance and role of the brand itself within the company (Idea 



Engineers, 2005). Martin, Beaumont, Doİg and Pate (2005) agree to this when they state that a branding 
message, which will effectively result in external and internal identity, should be facilitated through the 
establishment of a comprehensive and coherent cross-functional branding team. Figure 2 indicates how this 
cross-fimctional team can operate within an instimtion of higher learning. (The elements included are examples 
of different divisions that can be included at higher education institutions.) 

Figure 2 .How a cross-functional team can operate in higher education 

Source: own 

The Branding Committee can be assisted in its tasks if the 'Touch Point Analysis' is used by higher education 
institutions. 

2.2.5 The touch point analysis 

Internal brand programmes must always be designed around an understanding of where, how and when 
customers are coming into contact with the institution. There is a belief that the marketing division of a higher 
education institution is the window of the institution. The author strongly disagrees with this because stakeholders / 
clients / smdents / parents can communicate, contact and require a service from almost anyone at an institution of 
higher learning. If the higher education institution understands each point of interface of all stakeholders, it means 
that an impact can be made at each point of contact with the stakeholders - consistently. This is referred to as the 
'touch point analysis' and requires a different approach to each point of interface with the higher education 
institution. Prospective students contact institutions with regard to fees, application forms, registration dates, etc. 
These enquiries could e.g. also be channelled through to a One Stop Helpdesk for these prospective students. 

2.2.6 Evaluation 

True to the nature of higher education, namely evaluating, debating, questioning and reflecting, among others, 
internal practices which could enhance the brand should also be evaluated and measured. The author is of the 
opinion that this kind of exercise might be considered by some as too 'sales-orientated' and industries involved in 
selling should embark on it. However, there is a belief that if you cannot measure something, it is non-existent. 
Although highly debatable, there İs some truth İn this. A 'living the brand' programme should be a dynamic 
intervention and as such the brand needs to clearly defme its position and clear sets of goals should be set. This 
programme can be measured and managed by the Branding Committee as a cross-functional team (indicated in 
Figure 2). 



2.3 Process management and branding 

To align organisational competencies around a vital few core competencies has become a competitive strategy 
and by doing so most visionary business leaders are recognising that processes - not functions or departments -
deliver customer value and satisfaction. Several different activities are being performed in a typical day in a higher 
education environment. It ranges from enquhies for admission, examination results, students accounts, different 
kinds of events, sport and student life, to name but a few. From the author's experiences as well as from the 
empirical investigation, it seems that all these activities at higher education institutions in South Africa are loosely 
managed. Each is managed individually by different heads of departments and of course this would imply that its 
character and message will also be just as different from one another as the activities. 

2.4 Internal communication 

Organisational communication is considered a vital tool for bindmg an organisation, enhancing employee 
morale, and promoting transparency. Everybody seems to understand the significance of organisational 
communication, but very few higher education institutions in South Africa seem to manage it effectively. Express 
Computer (2001) alerts us to the fact that both the long-term and the short-term fallout of meffective organisational 
communication can be damaging for an organisation. It may start from the spread of rumours to disillusionment 
among employees to a gradual destruction of the organisation's brand image. Internal communication ultimately 
influences the organisation's interaction with the external environment. If staff members are communicated to by 
management on a regular basis regarding relevant issues at the institution, they will have relevant knowledge to 
interact the same knowledge to the external enviromnent, e.g. prospective students, parents, etc. This organisational 
communication is also aimed at influencing employees and motivates behaviour. 

3. Relevance 

Any branding issue, any busmess principle, and any organisation or higher education institution has to be 
relevant for survival. If customers are not mterested in one's product, it means there is no demand, thus no relevance 
to the market. However, there are two other elements which make the above not so simple: an organisation can 
make itself relevant, even if it is not. Clever marketing strategies actually force the customers to thmk that they 
cannot go without a product or service. The other element of relevancy and the market, and thus brand, is the issue 
of staying relevant. Some service or product simply did not change with the demands of the time, consequently 
becoming irrelevant and distinct. In order for higher education institutions in South Africa to be relevant or 'staying 
relevant', the institutions have to comply with the various policies initiatives that have set the pace for 
transformation, e.g. equity in staff transforming to institutions that deliver competent smdents to a demanding and 
changing regional, national and global environment. The issue of relevance should furthermore be emphasised by 
South African higher education institutions in taking the entrepreneurial route. 

3.1 The entrepreneurial university 

The challenges facing higher education institutions in South Africa have been mentioned earlier in my 
presentation. One of these challenges is the very idea of relevancy. This is the reason why the idea of an 
entrepreneurial university was mentioned and an empirical investigation was done with this specific possibility of 
relevance. The connectedness of brand to relevance cannot be treated lightly and the connectedness of relevance to 
the entrepreneurial university forms a key element of this study. This also links up closely with the experience 
economy because the whole nature of the entrepreneurial university is real; it can be seen, it can be experienced. 

3.2 Corporate citizenship 

The author asserts that no meaningful branding of higher education instimtions can be done without a strong 
connection to relevancy, of which corporate citizenship could be added. During the past few years there has been 
growing interest in issues relating to corporate citizenship. Stakeholders are increasingly expecting higher education 
institutions to be economically, environmentally and sociably sustainable; to be accountable and transparent; to be 
inclusive; to be ethical and more equitable. In South Afiica, with its history of inequitable distribution of wealth and 
a backlog of the majority of South Africans with regard to education, as well as other social issues, the case of 
corporate citizenship is even more compelling. 

Higher education instimtions in South Africa are not in a position to choose whether they will engage in 
corporate citizenship; they are compelled to do it based on the core functions of higher education, that is teaching 
and leaming, research and community service. It has become clear to higher education institutions that the social 



wellness of the community has to be incorporated, not as an add-on to their other activities, but as an essential, 
integral, more social redefinition of higher educafion, in order for the imbalances of the past to be addressed. 

3.3 Integrated marketing communications 

Due to the nature of higher educafion (loosely managed faculties, divisions) as well as its unusual combinafion 
of its stakeholders an integrated marketing communications approach is proposed where the alignment of activities 
is of its elements. 

4. External branding 

The concept of the external branding of an organisation and its connectedness to brand as a whole is a highly 
contenfious one. Many view this external branding as the brand - at worst - itself, or - at best - as the manifestation 
of the brand. The concept of external branding in the context of this proposed design cannot be viewed in isolafion. 
This paper proposes that there İs no such concept as extemal branding in view of what should be done internally. 
The elements of intemalisafion in order to brand, outweighs any 'external' acfivity and the author would thus prefer 
to use concepts like 'outward communicative actİvifies' or 'external communication'. 

In the higher educafion sector in South Africa, little connecfion is made to the 'external branding' and 
intemahsafion. From the formal and informal discussions undertaken by the author, and as participant observer, it 
became clear that the 'external branding' aspect is regarded by many at higher educafion institufions as the branding 
exercise itself Based on this, the author purposefully decided to place this part at the end of this paper, because that 
is where it belongs. It should be a sealant on the branding exercise and can only enhance the branding of higher 
education institutions. 

Most higher education institufions in South Africa, along with their merging/incorporations and new status of 
universities or universifies of technology, have fallen into the trap of first developing a visual identity and thereafter 
some of them will embark on aligning the extemal visual idenfity with their values. It should be the other way 
around. The elements of outward communicative elements would be the visual idenfity as well as the tradifional 
extemal communications. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper focussed on what higher educafion institutions in South Africa should be doing internally before they 
spend millions on extemal branding. These intemal aspects should be embedded in such a way that they become 
behaviours and the institutional culture of the higher education institutions. Whilst tuming intemalisafion into 
employee behaviours, an extemal focus can be operationahsed. The ethically and truly honest approach hereof will 
help tremendously with a 'buy-in' by employees, and moreover, it could make all employees proud of the institufion 
and should convert them from 'brand saboteurs' or being neutral to 'brand ambassadors'. Conversely, no effecfive 
branding can take place without a total commitment by executive management - firstly to recognise institufional 
processes that may effect branding; secondly, to recognise concepts, for example relevance that may effect 
branding; and, thirdly, to vigorously deal with processes and concepts to enhance branding of South African higher 
education insfitufions. 
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VALUE CHAIN MANAGEMENT FOR SMES 

Merve Hande Ergin ' and Hande Eryilmaz^ 

Abstract 

Supply chain management integrates industry partners, from the supplier to the end user, in order to maximize profit 
and efficiency throughout the levels involved. To remain competitive, enterprises resort to various value adding 
approaches. Usage of technology, sourcing strategies and buyer supplier relationships are among several approaches 
that help enterprises remain competitive against local and global competition. The role of small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) has been neglected in the value chain. The chance to introduce innovative value added services 
and/or products by leveraging supply chain concepts can create significant value for SME's. By properly integrating 
SMEs in the supply chain, barriers to internalization and competitiveness maybe eliminated and pave way for 
collaboration among supply chain partners. In this study the role of SMEs' in the supply chain is investigated 
through a literature survey and a road-map is proposed to integrate supply chain strategies with the competitive 
strategies of SMEs for effective value chain management. 

Keywords: Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), Supply Chain, Value Chain 

1. Introduction 
Small-and-medium size enterprises (SMEs) are fundamental for national economies and are important at micro 

and macro levels. SMEs, being independent economic units, provide products and services, and act as subsidiary 
industries for large enterprises (LEs) (Yonar, 2007). Although it varies from country to country, the rate of SMEs is 
almost above 70% in overall business enterprises. Table 1 summarizes SMEs' effect to the overall business for 
various countries. 

Table 1. Rate of SMEs in countries 
(Source: KOSGEB (Small-and-medium Sized Industry Development Presidency) 

Country Rate in overall Rate in total Rate in total Rate in adding 
business enterprises 

(%) 
employment (%) investment (%) value (%) 

USA 97.2 50.4 38.0 36.2 
Germany 99.8 64.0 44.0 49.0 
India 98.6 63.2 27.8 50.0 
Japan 99.4 81.4 40.0 52.0 
England 96.0 36.0 29.5 25.1 
South Korea 97.8 61.9 35.7 34.5 
France 99.9 49.4 45.0 54.0 
Italy 97.0 56.0 36.9 53.0 
Turkey 98.8 45.6 6.5 37.7 

To manage the supply chain right, there are various number of inputs and outputs to the system. These inputs and 
outputs should reach the right person, at right time and place. The objective of SCM is being efficient and cost 
effective from transportation to distribution, to the management of inventories of raw materials, work İn process and 
finished goods. However, during the theoretical planning stage, SMEs are not considered, although they constitute 
an important role in the main pie. Global manufacturers recognize that supply chain efficiency is critical in gaining 
competitive advantage, however the system is tried to be optimized in terms of efficiency and profitability ignoring 
the size of the organization. 

Arend and Wisner (2005) have investigated the fit of SMEs within supply chain applications. Their study shows 
that SMEs do not utilize the supply chain to a full extent, these enterprises have deficiencies in their strategies and 
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the role of SMEs in the chain are not defined clearly and are often open to manipulation by larger enterprises . This 
leads to loss of control and diminishes the core advantages of SME's. Accordingly, nowadays, SMEs play a more 
active role in the supply chain; they try to reorganize the chain according to their customers personalized demand 
{Davidrajuh, 2003) which enhances their unique capabilities. This provides advantages and disadvantages such as 
shorter response time, increase İn variety in the product and service provided, decrease in product lifecycle, having a 
risk in making investment to new equipment, material and technology due to the rapid changes in the market 
(Hvolby and Trienekens, 2002). 

Besides the activities performed and the necessary precautions taken, government support is necessary for 
SMEs. But, since this could not be controlled by SMEs, this is not considered witliin the scope of this study. 

This study proposes a descriptive, not prescriptive, stage model for SMEs to be part of a supply chain. The 
model is going to describe the logical evolution of SMEs where the previous stage is going to be an improvement 
stage for the next stage. This model will be a roadmap for SMEs to improve themselves in the supply chain. Various 
studies have been investigated to determine the important aspects of SMEs in supply chain from different 
perspectives. 

In this study, first the differences between LEs and SMEs are put into perspective to make the study more clear. 
Next, the role of SMEs and difficulties they face in the supply chain is summarized. Then the model formed by the 
help of the research is introduced. 

2. Differences Between LEs and SMEs 
There are differences between SMEs and LEs in terms of organizational structure, management and resource 
capitalization and usage. Studies from Levenbttrg (2005), Faisal (2006), Laukkanen (2007), Bifilİ&Raymond 
(1993), Hong and Jeong (2006), Arend and Wisner (2005), Çahpmar (2007), Rao et al. (2003) and Nafional 
Research Council Staff (2000) are summarized to determine these differences. First of all, since SMEs lack skilled 
human resources, competences and financial resources to increase their participation in value chains, networks or 
clusters or to meet new product and process standards requirements, SMEs are more open to environmental effects 
and misjudgments. These lack of resources make them stay away from high investment as well as risky and complex 
businesses. Secondly, small operating capacity and sensitive structural features causes big losses in case of any 
turmoil within the supply chain which indicates having limited cushion for failure. Hence, SMEs are İn the risk of 
closing business. Thirdly, SMEs generally deal with in-house experience due to lack of trust, not defining its place 
in supply chain on its own. In the managerial side, SMEs have a short-range perspective. They are centralized and 
semi-structured and moderately specialized and have specific core competencies. The decision making is day-to
day. Accordingly, SMEs do not deal with long-term planning. Also, SMEs try to adjust rather than predict and 
control the environment they are in. They should decide whether to be a product or service component provider or 
producer. Unique competencies and effective customer/supplier management is limited to specialized markets in 
SMEs whereas LEs have effect and dominance on both downstream and upstream partners. Finally, due to the 
existence of scale, scope and learning economies in the industry, SMEs can differentiate themselves rather than 
focus on cost-lowering strategies. Besides these disadvantages, SMEs are flexible, adaptive and innovative 
organizations compared to LEs due to: 

o Organic organizational structure compared to LEs more bureaucratic struchire, 
o Horizontal organizational structure, 
o Nonstandardized and informal working relationships. 

Flexibility helps SMEs adopt to changes and apply new things more easily. This also make SMEs more irmovative 
compared to LEs. 

3. SMEs Place in the Supply Chain 
Porter's (1985) value chain model İs important İn determining specific activities to help organizations in 

gaining competitive advantage and building their value. These specific activities are divided into two: Primary and 
support activities. The primary activities define the activities for the firm to flilfill its role in the industry so its 
customers are satisfied; the support activities are necessary to control and develop the business to indirectly add 
value. These two activities should be managed effectively İn order for the product or service delivered to the 
customer to add value to the acfivifies of the organization to gain profit and compefitive advantage. Thus the 
organization should search for the areas to create value within the firm. The value chain "governance" comes up into 
area where the main aim is to decrease any kind of uncertainty in supply and demand through cooperation to have 
improvement in the information and trade flows and reduction in overall costs. The governance will help the 
reorganization and development of global value chains so an opportunity for SMEs will occur to expand their 
businesses (OECD, 2007). 
Sravistava et al. (1999) includes the activities in SCM process as screening vendors, purchasing, set up and 
maintenance of producfion technologies, pricing, order processing and intemal order communication, cost control, 
production, order fulfillment and service, distribution and delivery and payment administration (taken from Arend 
and Wisner, 2005). In the supply chain, upstream (such as supply and manufacturing) and downstream (such as 
logisfics and distribufion) activities are crifical in the value chain. Kukalis (1989) suggests that the integrafion of 



upstream and downstream forces is necessary for the cooperation and collaboration between supply chain agents. 
Collaboration is the core issue for SMEs and SMEs are value creating agents in the supply chain. Lambert and 
Cooper (2000) say that SMEs' competitive priorities are by protecting their specialized niche market. SMEs, if in a 
mature manufacturing industry, produce products or services at competitive rates (at low cost); if in knowledge-
intensive industries, have to provide innovative products or services (Hong and Jeong, 2006). Moreover, true 
vertical integration is not true for SMEs (Arend and Wisner, 2005). SCM implementation of SMEs is not for 
improving the chain's performance. According to Arend and Wisner (2005), LEs compared to SMEs, improve the 
integration in the chain and extend the chain, search new ways to integrate the chain's activities and have more time 
efficient activities. On the other hand, they realized that SCM has a negative effect on SME performance. Since 
SMEs are not deeply involved in supply chain activities as LEs are, they receive less benefit from the parmership. 
On a survey done by OECD (2006), the type and intensity of barriers in accessing international markets perceived 
by SMEs are searched. In Figure 1, the internal (high level financial management skills) and external (business 
environment considerations and political risk) problems listed that prohibits SMEs to fully participate in the 
globalization process. Trust, dealing with foreigners and lack of information sharing are the top problems. 
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Figure I. Obstacles to intemationahzation as perceived by SMEs 
(Source: OECD WPSMEE, Removing Barriers to SME Access to International Markets, 2006.) 

One of the advantages provided to SMEs by SCM is the ability to alter the core competences such as İn product 
design and radical process innovation, by reaching complementary partner assets (Arend and Wisner, 2005). New 
product development, quality and customer service are the strategic focus areas of SMEs which are not seen as 
important by SMEs although they affect the chain positively. High level of SCM practices will help SMEs to have 
high level of operational performance. Hong and Jeong (2006) defme two dimensions for SMEs characteristics: 
Strategic focus to decide how to compete and supply chain relationship position to decide where to compete. For a 
SME to have sustainable competitive position, value added competition and high position in the chain is suggested 
by Hong and Jeong (2006). In that case, SMEs will come face to face with the closure of their business. To avert 
that fear, innovation İs utilized since it will be hard for them to compete in low-cost strategy due to their limited 
constraints. 
Innovation together with design will bring differentiation. Differentiation and value added services will create 
branding. These two actions will form the primary competitive advantage of the organization and make the 
organization move through branding. Hemtasilpa (2005) indicates that to build a strong brand, SMEs should 
differentiate products and services and insist on brand building. This means that long-term planning İs required for 
branding. Branding reflects the culmre and purpose of the organization and is important in terms of creating 
organization's unique characteristics. It is also connecting the organization and its customers to each other. 
Differentiation and branding will enhance the value of the product and services (Aaker, 1991) but it requires 
following the changes and trends in the sectors. Keller (1998) offers designing a "push" campaign that aims to build 
the brand, and a creative "pull" campaign that will attract the attention to the product or service provided by the 
SME (Krake, 2005: 229). There are some other models in the literamre (Çahpmar, 2007; Udomleartprasert et al.. 



2003; Higuchi et a l , 2005) for SMEs to participate İn the supply chain. All the models indicate different stages, 
however, all of these models indicate an integration in then- first stages. 

4. Key Process Areas for SMEs in the Supply Chain 
Supply chain structure, business processes and management components are the elements of supply chain (Lambert 
et al., 1998). For SMEs being effective in the supply chain, they should know their supplier, buyer, substitutes, 
potential entrants and rivals (Porter, 2008). Besides that, SMEs should complete their duties on time, within budget 
and at a required quality. The SMEs should have a concrete infrastructure and define well their business processes in 
the competitive environment to collaborate in the supply chain. In this section, the key process areas that are seen 
important in supply chain for SMEs are summarized. 

4.1 Supply Chain Strategy 
The customer needs should be satisfied through products and services. The competitive strategy of the organization 
defines the set of customer needs. A supply chain strategy is started from the initial activities (procure orders) to 
manufacturing or the operation of the services. Supply chain strategy includes supplier strategy, operations strategy 
and logistics strategy. To achieve strategic fit for the organization's success, the supply chain strategy and 
competitive strategy must fit together. For SMEs, virtual enterprise is possible at the beginning, then boundary-less 
culture and finally introduction of innovative products or services (Jabekar&Pelc, 2002). Virtual organizations 
provide agility to the supply chain environment and it is one of the major determinants for competitive strategy 
(Gunasekaran et ah, 2007). Virtual organizafions are reactive and flexible which are suitable for SMEs nature. 
Supply chain strategy should define strategies and objectives to control the supply chain operations to reduce costs 
and compete (UPS Supply Chain Solutions, 2005). To develop the supply chain strategy, the business strategy and 
the overall direction of the organization, (such as low cost provider, differentiation, focus) should be understood first 
since supply chain strategy is going to be derived from it. 

4.2 Technology and Information System Usage 
To better control the supply chain, as well as decrease cost and manage the flow of information, LEs utilize 
electronic B2B marketplaces. Electonic Data Interchange (EDI) helps closer collaboration between suppliers and 
customers by direct transformation of information between organizations. Cost of ordering and tracking parts and 
supplies are decreased while being a part of just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing is possible (Straub and Klein, 2001). 
Having limited resources, SMEs have difficulty in reaching information systems (IS) implementation and IT growth. 
IS usage will provide responsiveness, better customer service and increase in turnover. Threats to information 
security, resistance to change, fear of breakdown and lack of funds are barriers for IS implementation. It İs difficult 
to be up-to-date İn technology. Due to that, Bilili and Raymond (1993) indicates decision making structure of SMEs 
as reactive, informal, daily and intuitive and management skills are limited for planning and organizing IS. That 
short-term, survival sfrategies will cause SMEs in cost reduction. 
Decrease in prices and saturation of LEs to ERP (Evendirgen et al, 2000; Gable and Stewart, 1999), SMEs 
encouraged to integrate ERP to their information systems. The ERP system should be compatible with the business 
processes and requires extensive usage of resources (time, money and knowledge). That situation may effect the 
SMEs core business (Laukkanen et al., 2007). On the other hand. Levy and Powell (1998) indicate that SMEs 
having less structures and policies and being more flexible, it will be easier to adopt ERP. The main reason in the 
adoption is to develop business and integration and replacement of old information systems. According to the survey 
done by Laukkanen et al. (2007), without taking the size of the organization into consideration, schedule and budget 
overruns are indicated as a risk in ERP implementation and as discussed, IT competence is a risk factor especially 
for small enterprises since small enterprises have more knowledge constraints than medimn sized enterprises. The 
results indicate that the small and medium sized enteiprises should be evaluated separately in ERP adoption. The 
intra and inter organizational integration success is less in small enterprises than medium sized enterprises. If small 
enterprises find ERP adoption feasible, then it is suggested to deal with extemal experts such as consultants and IT 
vendors. 
Since IT investments need large capital, SMEs may not have sufficient infrastructure so suffer from limited IT 
competencies and poor understanding of IT capabilities and the risks involved (Doukidis et al., 1994). However, an 
infrastructure suitable for SME will help to eliminate bottlenecks for the information flow within and between the 
organizations. 

4.3 Networking 
According to Sakaİ (2002), since multinational enterprises (MNEs) outsource and subcontract the non-core business 
activities, SMEs gain business and learning opportunities; besides, any kind of networking (informal, formal or 
electronic) helps SMEs to overcome their size constraints and improve their compefitive position (UNIDO, 1999). 
SMEs also benefit from the research capabilifies of institutes and universities at the moment. Similar to MNEs and 
LEs, SMEs outsource their activities to gain competitiveness. Outsourcing will effect the organization's financiais in 
temis of IT applications, managing IT infrastmcture, managing benefits, providing services in accounts receivable 



or accounts payable (Wagner and Dittmar, 2006). However, as depicted in Figure 1, different languages and cultures 
may form cost and risk so become a barrier for SMEs. But outsourcing from a different country can be a success 
(Value Leadership Group, 2005) with a meaningful strategy. If an activity is outsourced, then there is risk of the 
dissemination of differentiation information. To reduce the information risks, trust for longer term relationships and 
the confidentiality of the information is necessarily bridged. 
Networks will also help SMEs to deal with uncertainty and improve efficiency. By the coordination of networks, 
new knowledge creation is possible. During the growth and innovation phase, the previous internal and external 
expertise is helpful which requires high level of trust and collaboration that creates synergy. 
SMEs benefit from the cooperation with the same size organizations, since their capacity will increase and 
accordingly benefit from the economies of scale to satisfy larger amount of orders. Cooperation with smaller size 
organizations help SMEs specialize in their core businesses (Sakai, 2002). Also, the intellectual properties 
(technologies, knowledge and expertise) and niche products and services of SMEs are enhanced and help the 
enterprise grow. 

4.4 e -Commerce and e-Business 
SME's that leverage Internet and its emerging technologies develop global and cost effective platforms for the 
businesses to communicate (Rao et al., 2003). SMEs will of course want to take the advantage of increase in 
competition, decrease in transaction costs and increase in business performance since they could reach more 
customers ever with the help of e-Commerce. The main focus in the success of e-Commerce İs the coordination of e-
Commerce with the overall business strategy. e-Commerce starts from introductory web site through sophisticated 
business interactions. At the beginning, web site İs the only communication way with the organization and the 
customer so the web-site usability and comprehensiveness are the two main measures for the effective use of it. The 
implementation of the ICT technologies and gathering customer data is important since organizations are going to 
end up with useful information by processing the customer data. Rao et al. (2003), Straub and Klein (2001), and 
Krammer et al. (2000) introduced models for the maturity of e-Commerce. Although the number of stages are 
changing, all three refer to the same thing; moving from brochureware pages to transformed e-world businesses. 
SMEs and LEs may use similar supply chain management processes in the areas of customer relationship/service 
management, demand management, order fulfillment, manufacmring flow management, product development and 
commercialization, quality management and returns management. Logistics is important for e-commerce success or 
failure (Golden et al., 2003). Business opportunities utilizing SME's logistics capabilities are critical İn maintaining 
value-added services. SME's are able to be seen as strategic partnerships that are more apt İn meeting customer 
expectations. The scope of activities conducted enhances the role of SMEs as well as creates opportunities for 
improving value-added services. 

According to the study of Karagozoglu&Lindell (2004), e-Commerce strategy of customer-base expansion is related 
with differential/hybrid strategies which are strengthened by online customer service. But, fully integrating 
purchasing management is not possible for SMEs since it requires costly intranet and extranet applications and 
supply chain solutions. But the maturity of the market and entrance of substimte products will cause the decline in 
prices and become applicable for SMEs. Having a small size allows flexibility and agility to SMEs. By using 
internet, SMEs can find new suppliers, communicate with customers and partners. Three items are found important 
for a successful e-SCM integration (taken from Levenburg, 2005): 

- Adequacy and parity in resources 
- Partnership between firms of equal size and similar ethics 
- All partners benefit from e-SCM 

In the e-Commerce or e-Business, interoperability is important for the communication of the systems. SMEs are 
moving through the e-Business era by taking the technology into their focus. For SMEs to be at the transformation 
stage, integration of e-Commerce, SCM and customer relationship management (CRM) applications are required to 
connect and analyze the internal and external partners of the system. 

4.5 Information and Knowledge Management 
Customer needs and demands are changing quickly. To minimize uncertainties and have the right amount of 
inventory, the informadon flow for customer preferences and product quantities should be two sided and reach as 
soon as possible to the partners of the supply chain (Faisal et al., 2006). So collaborative intra- and inter-business 
activities could take place instead of competition. The interaction between organizations having a deep, quality and 
diverse network will be added to the innovation process for the improvement and expansion of competencies and 
competitiveness (taken from Macpherson et al., 2003). Especially for SMEs, the deficiencies of having limited 
resources will be eliminated in the sense of skill, information and knowledge; the borders of the organizations 
become seamless and gain a power by collaboration at all levels of supply chain; between suppliers and customers. 
Pedler et al. (1988) suggests that regardless of the size, an organization has the ability to learn and transform by 
learning from its environment by networking, problem solving and mentoring. The aim is being a leaming 
organization. The main benefit of leaming will be the transformation of organization and continuous improvement. 
But for collaborative leaming to be possible, tmst, openness and flexibility is required (Slater and Narver, 1995). 



SMEs do not use knowledge management at the moment (Koh and Maguire, 2004) although knowledge 
management will provide to develop new high value products and services, add value to existing products and 
services, reduce costs, develop new export markets and add value to existing markets. In case of using and adopting 
ICT effectively and efficiently, the benefits of knowledge management will be seen more. 

4.6 Management 
Management development is not as crucial as time and cost for SMEs. Especially in new knowledge formation and 
exchange, management is an important issue. Macpherson et al.'s (2003) research implies that legally defined 
exchange of rights (contractual coordination) and formafion of necessary structure (procedural coordination) within 
the responsibility of business unit managers and functional unit managers are necessary for proper implementation. 
Management inclusion and support is important for the success of the strategies applied. Manager should realize the 
benefits of IT and define a formal e-commerce strategy with objectives; the web-based activities should be planned. 
Project management acfivities to set deadlines, targets and specifications for the projects should be activated. Also, 
integration of business processes and web-based activities is necessary. IS support İs an enabier to support business 
strategies. 

4.7 Quality and Customer Satisfaction 
Compliance with quality standards are required by large enterprises (LEs) (UNCTAD, 2000). In the supply chain, 
due to integration abstract quality standards are necessary so the business İs run in a systematic way, especially to 
decrease the inventory levels. For SMEs, quality considerations are important both for being a requirement of supply 
chain participation and a strategic capability (National Research Council Staff, 2000). The quality improvement 
efforts should be discussed by supply chain partners to identify and prioritize actions. SMEs should have metrics for 
measurement process success to determine the wellness of the current situation and determine gaps for 
improvement. It doesn't matter what kind of a sophisticated product or service is produced, Higuchi et al. (2005) 
states as "the dominant design is the first to satisfy the latent customer needs and then is adopted widely". 

5. SME - Supply Chain Management Model 
Organizational (previous organizational IT expertise and logistics, and suitability of the product on the web), 
management (have a champion, e-Commerce strategy, integration of web with business) and implementation 
(planning and usability of web, security, outsourcing and website marketing) factors are required for SMEs to be 
successful in the supply chain (Golden et al., 2003). The SME-SCM model will provide a roadmap to SMEs to help 
develop a SCM strategy to have a strategic fit in the supply chain. The objectives of SME-SCM model are to: 

-improve the capability of SMEs by increasing the capability of processes, 
-help to act SMEs to be a partner of supply chain, 
-ensure that the capabilities of SMEs are understood clearly, 
-develop integration and collaboration of the processes within and between the organization. 

The SME-SCM model aims to: 
-set priorities for immediate actions to be taken in the supply chain, 
-establish a culture of adoption to change. 

The SME-SCM model is a staged model so that the key process areas defined in each stage should be satisfied 
completely to move to the next stage. By that way, the intemal capability of the organization and external capability 
with partners and customers of SME will increase; the processes will be well defined and improved; measurement of 
success and failure will occur and innovation of processes will take place. Top management commitment İs 
necessary at all levels for ownership. 

The SME-SCM model is formed at four levels and includes key process areas (îCPAs) in each level. 

LEVEL 1: Initial Level 
Level 1 is accepted as the initial point for SME to be a partner of the supply chain. These are ad-hoc 

processes. Cost reduction and productivity improvement is tried to be driven by intemal processes of the 
organization. The SME has a brochure ware web site; product information, building brands, advertising and mailing. 
The organization İs reaction drive; in case of any problem, sudden decisions are taken depending on the experience 
of the individual. The bigger partners direct the SMEs. Cost deductions dictated by the customer are accepted. Daily 
problem are tried to be averted. The future of the business is not so clear. 
LEVEL 2: Value Creation Level 

SMEs may serve very different industries and have limited knowledge about the supply chain stmcture. If 
an organization is not able to identify its competitive advantage, then it cannot find its place in the chain. SME in 
level 2 should develop its business and supply chain strategy with its objectives for value creation processes. Then, 
it is better for them to favor differentiation sfiategy instead of cost leadership strategy (Miller&Toulouse, 1986). To 
do that, core competencies (product/service provider/producer) and the business strategy of SME should be defined. 



Market growth and operational strategies (what, when and how to offer the products or services) are 
decided as a competitive plan. 

Integrating with SMEs İn the supply chain for collaboration is searched to eliminate the poor skills. Thus 
being a part of a networks can allow SMEs to combine the advantages of small scale with the benefits of large scale 
value creation. Closer relationships are developed with partners since the partner characteristics influence SME 
performance. 

Project management activities are initiated to determine the resources required. Online selling between the 
organization and customers without transaction is constructed. Customer services such as warranty information, 
remm policies and procedures, frequently asked questions, are given through internet for higher sales growth and 
cost saving. A question and answer database is formed. Information security is satisfied for simple and secure online 
businesses. Simple intranet is constructed for starting information and knowledge management within the 
organization. The infrastructure for decision making, import and export SCM data and IT usage is constructed. This 
will also help to get the real time information to work jointly with suppliers and lastly a quality plan should be 
developed for problem identification and solving capabilities. 

LEVEL 3: Transformation Level&Brand Management 
Quantitative goals are set for the evaluation of success and failure within the organization and supply chain. 

The knowledge dissemination within the organization and partners is transparent. Performance management 
activities are held to determine success factors and weaknesses. Customer relationship management system (CRM) 
is integrated and brand awareness is enhanced. Documentation of processes and activities are be standardized. 
Control activities and implementation techniques; such as six sigma, ISO, process controls are taken into 
consideration. Collaboration and networking, information sharing, leaming and knowledge management takes place. 
Which data to collect and how to use is decided on this level. Simple extranet is constructed to start information 
management activities. Also extranet provides immediate and accurate view of demand together with partners to 
give rapid and synchronized response. Innovative processes, products and services are increases. 

LEVEL 4: Continuous Improvement Level 
At level 4, the focus is on the continuous improvement of the processes through innovative ways. 

Technological changes are followed and evaluated. Detection of defects are considered and necessary precautions 
are taken into account. Coordination of organizational activities is required. Changes in technology and the supply 
chain are continuously monitored. Full integration of e-commerce, SCM and CRM takes place. Competition will be 
on innovation. The SME will be one of the dominant innovative competitors and have ability to initiate new 
products by generating a continuous improvement to satisfy customer expectation. This will increase the SMEs' role 
in the supply chain and contribute to the value added activities. 

6. Discussion and Conclusions 
The models or the activities suggested for the globalization of supply chain management are mostly 

suitable for large enterprises. Although small and medium size enterprises form the fundamental of national 
economies and their rate is undoubtedly incomparable with large enterprises, fitting these enterprises into supply 
chain activities is not a primary consideration in most research and implementation. 

SMEs are critical in value creation İn the supply chain. They foster specialization and are vital in 
leveraging resources. However, the value-added services of SMEs are underestimated and are not properly 
integrated in the supply chain. This is a hindrance in value creation and utilization of varying resources, as well as 
making it difficult to understand and manage the customer. The aim of this study was to relay the importance of 
SMEs in the supply chain and defme their unique roles in various contexts such as product/process design, brand 
awareness and service fulfillment, in areas such as e-business and logistics. 

In this smdy, a four level model is developed for small-and-medium sized enterprises. There is no proper 
link integrating SMEs to supply chain structures in the literature. Most of the literamre is on e-commerce activities, 
which generally talks about web-site stams. However, an organization has various amounts of processes and 
activities to be successful. In SME-SCM model, the organization may have different key process areas for different 
levels. Excluding the web-site applications, other key process areas should be integrated in each step since the 
previous level satisfies an improvement to the next level. The model idenfifies the current situation of the 
organization firstly, secondly, whether to move to the next level, and finally what is to be done to be in the next 
level. In further smdİes performance indicators for the activities should be developed. The main concems in 
various key process areas were mentioned and finally a brief road-map was given to act as a guide in proper 
integration and implementation. A limitation of the smdy İs the following. Only a descriptive model is developed for 
SMEs to be successful in supply chain implementation. No flirther analysis is applied for the verification of the 
smdy. The key process areas may change within the levels, may become İdle or new ones may be added to the 
model. For that reason, for the generalization of the result, a sample should be selected. A true result can be seen 
after the apphcation of the model to different markets/sectors. 
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EXPLORING THE IMPACT OF BRANDING AND DESIGN ON SUPPLY 
CHAIN MANAGEMENT 

Oznur Yurt^ 

Abstract 

The focus of this paper is to explore the impact of branding and design on supply chain management. It is aimed to 
give an emphasis on the integration of logistics, branding and design as the main competitive tool for the 
companies. The need for these processes to be managed in an integrated manner has not been fully explored. 
Therefore, a systemic and integrated approach is proposed and emphasized in this study. 

Keywords: Supply chain, logistics, design, branding 

1. Introduction 
Fierce competition in each market leads companies to strive to find new methods to create value and gain 

competitive advantage. Potenfial areas for companies to create and maintain value as well as to differentiate their 
products/services are branding, design and logistics. Supply chain management is a concept has a direct or indirect 
effect in all these areas. However, the research on the integration of these processes especially related to the supply 
chain management area is extremely limited. Therefore; firstly the concepts of value chain and value chain 
management are emphasized İn this study. Then; creating maintaining value during supply chain management is 
mentioned. Accordingly, dual intersection areas between design, logistics and branding are revealed and finally full 
intersection as well as the need for a systematic and integrated effort İs highlighted. 

2. The Concepts of Value and Value Chain 
Value concept can be defined as the benefit created for the user of a product and/or service. "Value" has been a 

critical issue for every company, regardless to their size, type and sector. There are many studies İn the hterature 
focusing on the determinants of "value" (e.g. Zeithaml, 1988, Christopher, 1992; Ferrell, et al. 1998; Voss, et. al., 
2003). Accordingly, the research on value concept İs various, since it is significant for different areas of study 
including; marketing, psychology and economics. It should be noted that customer value is a similar concept to 
"customers' perceived quality of the product/service", "customer safisfaction" or brand value; and these terms have 
been used interchangeably in recent times. 

As with value, value chain is a significant concept, because it is one main source of competitiveness. In 1985, 
Porter identified the conceptualization of the value chain and value system. He made a great contribution to the 
literature by defining value chain as the basic tool for achieving compefitive advantage. Porter's value chain is 
depicted in Figure 1. 

Kaplinsky and Morris (2000) define value chain as ".. .the full range of activifies which are required to bring a 
product or service from conception, through the different phases of production (involving a combination of physical 
transformation and the input of various producer services), delivery to final consumers, and final disposal after use". 
They determine four key processes in the chain as: Design and product development, producfion, marketing, 
consumption and recycling. Although the contexts and components of those processes may be disputed, it can be 
said that such a classification of processes clearly describes the basic courses along the value chain. 

The value chain concept has lead to two relatively new concepts: "supply chain" and "supply chain 
management". Supply chain (sometimes called the 'value chain' or 'demand chain') has in fact always existed 
throughout economic history. 
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Figure 1: The Generic Value Chain 
Source: Porter, 1985 

3. Supply Chain Management 
Two main approaches emphasized the need for supply chain management concept, which are: "the value chain 

concept"- which is abovementioned - and "the systems approach". Porter (1985) stated that the "...differences 
among competitor value chains are a key source of competitive advantage". Approximately one decade later, 
Cliristopher's (1992) frequently cited statement: "...competition takes place between supply chains rather than 
between individual companies" supported Porter's view and transmitted his view to the supply chain managenient 
literature. These two statements best explain the consecutive relationship between two concepts. 

The second important approach that leads to development of supply chain management view is the "systems 
approach", first proposed by Von Bertalanffy (1968). A supply chain is a complex system in which subsystems can 
be formed by any two or more entities. Also, since a firm can simultaneously be a unit in a number of different 
chains; the management of such chains is complex. Acmally, supply chain management is an approach of viewing 
supply chain as a single entity, rather than as a group of different units (Houlihan, 1988; Ellram and Cooper, 1990; 
Mentzer et al., 2001). Supply chain management is a system in which each firm directly or indirectly affects the 
performance of all other entities in the chain as well as the perfonnance of the whole chain (Cooper et al., 1997, 
Lockamy III and McConnack, 2004). The main and shared aim of all entifies in the supply chain is create value for 
the customer(s). Indeed, each member of the supply chain is a customer of -a t least- one entity in the chain. Also, 
end-user is the final customer of the chain. Value is created by effective management of materials, service and 
information flows along the supply chain (Lambert et al.l998). In this context, "the value" perceived by the 
customer(s) depends on the "logistics utilities" that are created by an effective supply chain management. 

The utilities created by effective logistics management and successful supply chain management are the main 
sources of value in the supply chain. These consist of: fonn utility, place and time ufihty and possession utility 
(Lambert et al. 1998; Bloomberg et al. 2002). These utilities can be realized by fulfilling the mission of logisitics, 
which can be described as ". . .getting the right items, needed for consumption or production to the right place, at the 
right time an İn the right condifion at the right cosf (Gecowets, 1979:5). As stated İn Lambert et al. (1998); form 
utility adds value by "putting item in the proper fomi for the customer to use", time utility creates value by "having 
an item when it is needed", place utility provides value through" having the item or service where it is needed", and 
finally, possession utility is "the value added to a product or service because the customer İs able to take actual 
possession". In this context, this study proposes that perceived value in a supply chain is dependent to the level of 
utility creation by the effective logistics management. Moreover; it is proposed that design and branding have to be 
jointly managed by logistics acfivities İn order to reach the highest level of value creation. Accordingly, sustainable 
value chains may be created and maintained. It is also suggested that the companies have to emphasize on the 
integration of all activities and operations undertaken inside and outside of the organization. It is consequently 
proposed that the main source of competitive advantage for the companies is the integration of design, branding and 
logistics management concepts. Therefore, firstly the dual interactions within three concepts are emphasized and 
then the interaction between three concepts İs considered in this smdy. 



4. The Need for Integration between Design and Logistics 
When design and logistics are thought of the same manner, the first factors to consider are: systems design such 

as design of logistics networli, supply chain and/or design of facilities such as warehouse or retail layout as well as 
logistics information systems design. Similarly, logistics information systems design is a related concept. Although 
such aspects are critical to increasing productivity and effectiveness and decreasing the total cost, design concept is 
mostly emphasized as a product/service design aspect in this study. Since "design" is a broad concept that includes 
systems design, production process design, and product and service design, only the intersection areas between 
product/service design and logistics are considered below. 

4.a. Manufacturing Interface between Logistics and Design 
In order to gain competitive advantage through low cost, high cost and/or reduced lead times, the manufacturing 

process plays an important role between design and logistics processes. During the manufacturing process and 
inbound and outbound logistics operations, the need for design and logistics integration becomes clear. Therefore, 
manufacturing implementations and logistics strategies should be managed in an integrated manner. For instance, 
implementing JIT strategy and Kanban system require the integration of supply chain design, manufacturing process 
design and appropriate inventory management as well as the productive manufacturing process. Some other 
examples of such implementations and/or strategies are: Total quality management, lean, agile strategies and le
ague, manufacturing process design, and cellular manufacturing. 

Total cost and time can be minimized by the changes in product design. Also, changes in product design will 
lead to manufacturing and logistics process optimizations. For instance; the new product design may enhance 
transportation and storage capability. The product related factors influencing transportation cost and capability are 
mentioned by Lambert et al. (1998) as ; density, storabİhty, ease or difficulty of handling and liability. Therefore, 
total cost and total time can be minimized by a more suitable product design process in which, the above-mentioned 
flincfions are taken into account. 

4.b. Supplier Development and Early Supplier Involvement 
Sourcing decisions directly affect both the design capabilifies and logisfics strategies. Basically, the needs for 

producfion such as raw materials, semi finished goods related services and equipment are determined based on the 
product design. Therefore, sourcing decisions are structured according to this. Accordingly, both the supply 
management, a critical sub-process of logisfics management, and design management should be integrated. 

Early supplier involvement is an example that explains such a need. Early supplier involvement mainly depends 
on the idea of "supplier's participation in the purchasing process of buyer". Each stage of the acquisifion process 
offers a value creation opportunity for the purchasing company. Such an opportunity is more significant in the early 
stages than in later ones. Therefore, involving the supplier and the buyer in these early stages will lead to value 
creation especially by the improvements design activifies. Including suppliers in purvhasing company's processes 
during the product design stage creates mutual benefits. Both the supplier and buyer can benefit from making 
adaptations in product design, cutting cycle fime, improving compefitİveness, and reducing total cost (Leenders et 
al., 2005). For instance, supplier experts' advice during the new product design will enhance the quality and 
decrease the acquisifion cost. Such an implementafion provides the advantage of crifical informafion sharing for 
both parties. 

Supplier development activity requires process integration for reasons similar to early supplier involvement. 
Through these activifies, buyers can help suppliers to meet their needs in terms of form, location, time and 
condifions. The definition of supplier development proposed by Krause and Ellram (1997:39) is "any effort of a 
buying firm with its supplier(s) to increase the performance and/or capabilities of the supplier and meet the buying 
firm's short- and/or long-term supply needs". If supplier development is implemented by a buyer company, 
personnel from a buyer may be involved in the processes of the supplier and work for a period in that company. 
Company, thus, supporting the suppliers development. If such a development is needed because of the buyer 
company's new product launch to the market, related semi-finished good production processes should be enhanced 
and adapted to the production processes of buyer firm. Both firm's processes will be improved according to the new 
product design processes. 

4.C. Design for Reverse Logistics 
Reverse logistics includes the management of reverse flow of materials, services and information along the 

supply chain. Main reverse logistics activities include collecfion, disassembly and processing of removal and 
disposal of waste materials. Therefore, all key logistics activities including warehouse management, transportation 
management, inventory management, should be fulfilled properly in the reverse direcfion along the supply chain. 
Reverse logistics has gained more importance especially in the recent years due to the increasing interest in 
environmental sustainability and related implementations such as recycling, remanufacturing, reprocessing and re-
usage. Therefore, efficient management of reverse flows becomes more important (Lambert et al. 1998). In this 
point, sustainable design, which is also called green design or ecodesign, plays an important role. 



Karisson and Luttropp (2006:1291) defined ecodesign as "a concept including human sustainability priorities 
together with business interrelations". Through sustainable design hnplementations design and environmental 
aspects are considered together. Ecodesign aims to provide solutions that enhance economic, environmental, social 
and ethical influences while satisfying environmental needs (Charter and Tlschner, 1997). Since the design process 
shapes the whole product life, key logistics activities including transportation, storage, materials handling will be 
affected as well. Thus, reverse logistics through sustainable design concept, is an area in which is logistics and 
design intersect by sustainable design concept. 

4.d. Package Design 
Packaging is a extremely effective tool for the companies. It is critical for marketing as well as logistics. 

Marketing aims to attract customers, inform them on the product and promote the product by the appearance of 
package. Accordingly, the aesthetic aspect of a package is significant for the marketing function. On the other hand, 
packaging also serves logistics İn terms of organizing, protecting and identifying the materials. Due to the different 
priorities on packagmg issues, there may be a contradiction between logistics and marketing functions Therefore, 
during the package design process many factors should be considered including; standardization, cost, 
product'package adaptability, protective level, handling ability, product packability furthermore reusability and 
recyclability (Lambert et al. 2008). Packaging has an important position İn sustainable design process as well. 
Packaging design and product design activities should be managed in a coordinated manner. In order to enliance 
sustainability, green design, taking reusability and recyclability into account, is vital. Moreover, the increasing 
usage of RFID and bar-coding technologies; packaging's identification role has been highlighted. 

Due to abovementioned concepts, it becomes clear that there is an inevitable need of logistics-design integration 
to enhance the value creation abilities of the companies. 

5. Tlie Need for Integration between Logistics and Branding 
The branding concept has been gaining importance in supply chain context in recent years. Since power has 

shifted from manufacturer to the retailer, the namre of supply chain integration and the dominance along the chain 
have also been changed. As Christopher(1992) mentioned, during "the competition takes place between supply 
chains", brands of the focal companies in the supply chains compete as well. Therefore, the influence of the 
branding concept is widening. Since the companies cannot operate in an isolated manner; branding activities of 
other supply chain members dh-ectly affect each other. 

A strong brand is one of the main competitive tools for the companies, minimizing risk, enhancing purchase 
confidence and increasing customer loyalty (Aaker, 1991; Chaudhuri and Holbrook, 2001). It is valid in consumer 
markets as well as the industrial markets. Thus, the branding activities of each member in the supply chain will 
affect the attimdes of its customer regardless of whether İt is a business or end user. 

All members' branding activities have become more important in the supply chain. Beside the brand of focal 
company, which is usually the manufacturer, the brand of other entities including supplier, service provider and 
retailer are also critical. For this reason; supplier and intermediary selection processes have become complex 
practices. Importance and number of qualitative and quantitative criteria; including quality, lead time, price, firm's 
image and reputation, production capabilities, customer portfolio, capacity considerations, availability of raw 
materials thus increase. Accordingly, supplier certification processes and quality assurance programs (Leenders et 
a l , 2005) emerge as to be valuable tools. Supplier selection and evaluation process is an important part of logistics 
management. 

A brand is a special name and/or symbol (such as a logo, trademark, or package design) intended to identify the 
goods or services of either one seller or a group of sellers, and to differentiate those goods or services from those of 
their competitors. A brand thus indicates the source of the product, and protects both the customer and the producer 
from competitors who might attempt to imitate the products (Aaker, 1991) 

Although there has been a great interest İn branding and its potential benefits for achieving competitive 
advantages in the long term, the focus İs mainly on the consumer markets (ECim et al., 1998; Michell et al. 2001). 
Though, effective branding efforts lead to achieve long-terra relationships and thus, reach more potential customers 
using highly cost effective and targeted tools for the industrial customers. Therefore, being a "branded 
supplier/retailer/service provider" should become a basic priority for businesses trying to achieve and maintain 
competitive advantages in the markets. 

In this context, there is a great source of competitive advantage in the interaction area of supply chain and brand 
management which should be managed in a coordinated and integrated manner. 

6. The Need for Integration between Branding and Design 
Brand creates an identity and image for a company. Since the main branding elements are brand name, logo and 

slogan, design management processes of these elements are one of the most important determinants of branding 
efforts. It is only possible to reflect the branding strategy by an effective design of branding elements. 

Design management serves for brand differentiation and brand management. Thus, design management has the 
potential to create benefits for the customers (Mozota, 2003), both in the consumer markets and mdustrtal markets. 



In this context, tactics and strategies focusing on the "product" element of marketing should be based on product 
design and branding in the same manner. Thus, the need for integration of design and branding processes is essential 
for the company's success. 

7. Integration of Tliree Processes: Logistics, Design and Branding 
As mentioned in the previous sections, the integration of at least two of the following processes is essential for 

firm success: logistics, design and branding. Although it is possible to gain competitive advantage by the 
management of any two above-mentioned processes in an integrated manner long term, wide-ranging success will 
not be guaranteed. Since the product life cycles are shortened for many reasons, including relatively higher level of 
information sharing, lower labor and material costs, more invisible market barriers; an holistic approach is needed 
which is the integration of logistics, design and branding. 

Although, the number of such companies is not so high, there exist some firms implementing strategies and 
fulfilling management processes in such an integrated manner, such as Ikea, Nike, and Toyota. 

8. Conclusions and Further Research 
Full integration of logisfics, branding and design will lead to more value creafion by all members of the supply 

chain including suppliers, manufacturers, intermediaries and retailers and end-users. Moreover, such integration 
provides sustainable value creation along the supply chain. Therefore, it should be emphasized that a systematic, 
holistic and integrated approach İs required within logistics, branding and design management processes in order to 
create value. Obviously, such a view requires new integrated strategies and shared aims of all supply chain 
members. 

Although this study offers a general view of integration need within the three processes, future research should 
focus a detailed analysis of such a need. The starting point for this research should consist of qualitative research 
including in-depth interviews, Delphi technique and focus groups should be conducted with the members of 
different departments in companies or cross sectional teams as well as different entities in the supply chain. 
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CREATING SUSTAINABLE GLOBAL PRODUCT CHAINS: 
A THREE LEVELS GAME 

Dr. W J . V . Vermeulen ' 

Abstract 

This paper discusses the conceptualisation and existing empirical research on creation of sustainable global 
product chains. This papers sets steps in moving from normative prescriptive approaches towards an empirical 
descriptive approach, comparing available research in various forms of global markets and types of commodities 
and lifting the analysis to the level of 'product channels' (the collective level) instead of 'product chains' of 
collaborating individual businesses. It explores various strategies employed by businesses in international 
collaboration in product improvement and competitive mechanisms that may support the change towards more 
sustainable products sourced from developing countries. Recent research in the Dutch - South African value chain 
of fruits and wine are used as examples to illustrate the virtue of this three level approach. For a full understanding 
of dynamics in achieving sustainability in global value chains a multi-level theoretical approach is required 
combining empirical studies at firm level, at global value chain system level and at the level of global dynamics. 

Keywords: Supply Chain Management, Sustainability, Governance, Developing countries 

1. Introduction 
Like in other North-western European countries, Dutch industries have substantially reduced their 

environmental impacts at home (60-80% in 1990-2005), while also strongly contributing to economic growth (+63% 
value added) (Vermeulen 2007). However, a large share of all environmental impacts (30-55%) caused by Dutch 
consumption is allocated in developing countries, because products or their resources are imported (Nijdam and 
Wihing 2003). This share is actually growing fast due to increasing imports (for example China's share of all EU-
imports grew in 2001-2005 from 8,3% to 13,4%). 

Western govemments can not prevent this shifting allocation of impacts, as they are not entitled to address 
production conditions in developing countries. They have to walk the long route via supranational institutions (UN, 
OECD) with their weak implementation powers and await effective implementation of UN agreements by national 
govemments. But actors in the market and civil society (NGO's) have been filling this 'regulation vacuum'. Early 
examples are eco-label and fair trade certification systems (since 1980's/1990's), mostly originating from NGO's 
and small businesses serving an ideological/ethical cause. They have not succeeded in conquering the mainstream of 
consumer markets (shares < 1-3 %). 

More recent after 2000, other firms developed their own supplier control systems (Eosta, Tesco, 
Patagonia). The common feature of such systems is that various market and often non-market actors cooperate in 
improving the environmental and social conditions of production operations İn developing countries. We call these 
'sustainable supply chain governance systems' ('SSCG-systems'). 

The emergence of these systems in itself is remarkable. Common sense suggests that profit driven 
businesses focus on cost reduction and that highly competitive world markets don't allow any corporate 
philanthropy (Porter and Kramer 2002). Lack of experience with environmental management by firms in 
Developing countries further compHcates communication between market actors. Still, these SSCG-systems do 
emerge, also in the mainstream of global markets. 

This brings us to our key question: "To what extent and under which conditions is business-to-business 
cooperation in world wide 'sustainable supply chain governance systems', together with civil society and 
governments, effective in improving environmental and social conditions of production operations in developing 
countries? 

The analysis of key conditions for such non state govemance systems to breakthrough and their effectiveness is 
relevant both for economic and (environmental) policy sciences. These SSCG-systems represent a double shift in 
governance: from state towards market and from national towards global (Kersbergen and Waarden 2001). In 
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political sciences the governance concept is about "autonomous self-governing networks of actors", where 
"governments recognize that the capacity to get things done does not rest on the power of government to command 
or use its authority' (Stoker 1998). Others referred to this as 'governance without government' (Rosenau and 
Czempiel 1992). In addition, the 'global value chain theory' in economic geography explains the growing variety of 
network forms of value chain governance (described as 'markets', 'modular chains', 'captive chains' and 
'hierarchies') (Gereffi, Humphrey et al. 2005) as crucial means in the global competition. The SSCG-systems are 
new forms, hardly studied yet and they differ because of their: 

focus on environmental and social-ethical goals; 
their varying modes of NGO involvement; and their; 
various forms of third party coordination and control. 
In this emerging practice the various actors involved (fi-om market, NGO's and governments) implicitly or 

explicitly apply the basic assumption that business-to-business supply chain cooperation, geared by western 
consumer and civil society pressures, can be effective in improving environmental and social conditions in 
developing countries (see Figure 1). 

Practilioners' basic assumption: 
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Figure I: Main sets of conditions for tli e effectiveness of sustainable supply chain governance systems. 

In this article we will elaborate this line of thinking, transforming it towards testable theory, using first 
results of exploratory studies and cases reported in literafiire. This is a complicated assignment as the phenomenon 
has gained attention İn various disciplines, all with their own key questions and connected ways of reasoning. It is 
referred to as 'global trade value chains' as an economic and an economic-geographic phenomenon (Gereffi, 
Humphrey et al. 2005), while it is also presented by environmental scientists' and environmental business 
management as an ecologic and logisfic challenge (Quakemaat and Weenk 1993; Sarkis, Damall et al. 1995; 
Seuring 2004). In this article we intend to make steps beyond these various- perspecfives in order to get a 
comprehensive set of assumptions explaining the level of success (in the sense of speed, impact and diffusion). 

2. Global supply chains and market governance 
As we stated in the introduction, the emergence of 'sustainable supply chain governance systems' ( 'SSCG-

systems') in itself is remarkable. Why would economic actors take up such public interests (abating environmental 
degradation and social injustice)? Although economic theory states that wealth is created through the market, one 
would not expect public goods (like a healthy environment) to be an issue to be addressed in market transactions. 
The concept of the market implies entrepreneurial producers to create needed goods and services and present these 
on the market to be sold to the best bidding costumer. Sellers and buyers compete on a crowded open and fi-ee 
market place and those that are able to combine the lowest price with the highest profit will survive. Though this 
' image' of the marketplace is a core element in welfare economics, it presents a very rough simpfification of reality. 
The process of serving consumer needs by producing and selling commodities is not by far a two actor game, but a 
much more complex social system. 

Porter states that "every firm is nothing but a collecfion of activities that are performed to design, produce, 
market, deliver and support it's producf and the value chain is "the whole series of activities business firms 
undertake to convert the raw materials or input resources to the goods and services required by a customer". How 
efficient and effectively a firm performs these activities determines what quality of goods and services and at what 
cost the firm will be delivering to the consumers (Porter 1985). 



From our perspective of understanding govemance for sustainability in global product chains we use the concepts 
'value chain', 'supply chain' and 'product chain' as synonyms, with the first two in literature often having a more 
limited scope, excluding consumer and post consumption activities (see also Vermeulen and Ras 2006, p. 247). 

In his classical work Williamson already distinguished various basic forms of dealing with costs of 
transactions, depending on the type of product traded, with repeated case-by-case bargaining {spot markets') on the 
one hand and relationship-specific contracting on the other hand. Also strategies of backward and forward 
integration are used: getting full control by taking over supplying firms or firms engaged in the production or selling 
of products). These sttategies, also called verticalisafion, are seen as comparative strategies in the value chain 
creating hierarchy (Williamson 1975; Williamson 2008). 

So, in practice value chain systems are stmctured in different ways, varying from systems as a sequence of 
anonymous markets, with firms in each step communicating only via market transactions to fully controlled and 
centrally managed relations. In their article on governance of global value chains Gereffi et al. distinguish 5 types 
of global value chains: 
1. Markets: the various links in the chain are sequences of market places, all having the nature of a market, were 

both parties, seller and buyer can easily switch after each transaction; 
2. Modular value chains: where suppliers produce products on suppliers' specifications, but the supplying producers 

take full responsibility for the organization of their Hnk in the value chain; 
3. Relational value chains: with intensive interactions with mutual dependency for both seller and buyer and 

concerning products with a high level of asset specificity; 
4. Captive value chains: with many small suppliers dependent on small numbers of much larger buyers; 
5. Hierarchy, vertical integration: implying all supply activities being owned by the final product manufacturer all 

interacfion taking place via management control from the headquarters to subsidiaries. (Gereffi, Humphrey et 
al. 2005) 

In an earlier article Gereffi 1999 distinguished between producer-driven and buyer-driven value chains, 
showing that the issue of stmcturing the value chain and taking the lead İs acmally a key strategy İn the global 
competition (Gereffi 1999). Hughes suggested an addition to Gereffi's typology, where developmental supply chains 
add to strong cooperative relations also the implementafion of ongoing programmes of mutual learning on the part 
of retailers and overseas suppliers, and apply inclusion of local stakeholder groups into the govemance systems 
(Hughes 2005, p. 1158). 

The issue of global competition between value chains clarifies that the concept of value chains, or supply 
chains, is rooted at the level of cooperating individual firms. This puts the analysis of the strategies, capabilifies and 
performance of each of the interlinked firms on the agenda. 

However, for a proper understanding we do have to look at the fi.ill spectrum of these value chains in a specific 
sector, or in other words, for a specific group of products. For this we use the concept of a product channel, as 
consisting of a collection of different product chains. In specific global product channels we can see competing 
value chains, each structured in a different way. Focussing on the full product channels (Instead of individual 
chains) connecting specific countries İn Europe with specific countries in the developing world, we often see a small 
number of dominant market leaders, cooperating with a hmited number of exporters in the developing countries. In 
various agro-markets global trade is actually dominated by very small numbers of businesses, like 80% of the global 
banana and the cocoa trade each being dominated by just 3 firms and 85% of the global cereals trade by 6 firms 
(Auroi 2003, p 27). These mayor players possess strategic posifions in global trade. Any communication on 
improving producfion conditions requires their cooperation and commitment. 

This is actually where the history of global sustainable supply chains has started. Small 'enhghtened' 
entrepreneurs, often with a history İn civil society, started at first to bypass these dominant mainstream value chains. 
Fair trade initiatives started to create new and shorter value chains, more directly linking small producers in 
developing countries with westem consumers, first in the late 1970's and 1980's. For this, new cooperatives have 
been created and new distribution systems in countries like the Netherlands. In the same way trade İn organic 
products has been organized in separate value chains, bypassing mainstream firms. In both cases control systems for 
securing quality, both related to product quality and environmental and social responsibility throughout the value 
chain have been developed and implemented (like Max Havelaar and EKO), including better prices for small 
farmers in developing countries (Kİlİan, Pratt et al. 2004; Ims and Jakobsen 2006; Raynolds, Murray et al. 2007; 
Bitzer, Francken et al. 2008). 



3. Variations in SSCG-systems 
In this article we focus on Sustainable Global Product Chains, CKcluding verticalised hierarchical value 

chains'. In the emerging practice we can distinguish three types of supply chain governance: single firm approaches, 
joint product sector approaches, and cross sector approaches. 

Single firm approaches: first generation 
Some individual firms are taking the lead İn improving both social and environmental conditions in all steps of the 
value chain. In doing this they have to take a series of steps: identifying relevant issues in each link of the chain, 
which requires analysing these conditions at all suppliers. Based on this, one needs to identify possible 
improvements and elaborate feasible forms of implementation of these and finally a form of control on the 
compliance to agreed improvements needs to be organised (de Groene and Hermans 1998). 

In an previous article we discussed experiences of a Dutch shoe manufacturer Van Bommel discussing 
improvements with his Indian leather suppliers (Vermeulen and Ras 2006, p. 253-254). This globe wide interaction 
is often a difficult job, as supply chains in most cases consist of large numbers of suppliers in various developing 
countries and such inquiries about social and environmental condifions are often misunderstood by suppUers and 
seen as unwelcome interference with their business. 

Yet, the early examples of Fair Trade have shown how improving production conditions can be achieved, 
also by organizing collectives of smallholders and creating independent export companies (Kessler, Romijn et al. 
2003; Parrish, Luzadis et al. 2005). 

Also examples firom more mainstream firms do exist, like in the cases of the outdoor equipment producer 
Patagonia or onfine shop OTTO, that converted it's cotton supply into organic produce (Chouinard and Brown 1997; 
see also Goldbach, Seuring et al. 2003; Kogg 2003)^. For individual firms this implies substantial extra transaction 
and control costs. 

In another case, the Dutch coffee producer Peeze, mainly supplying the catering industry with high quality 
coffee with their own ecolabelled product, these control costs seem to be manageable, because this company directly 
surveys its own suppliers already for quality control purposes. In this control an additional assessment of 
sustainability issues can easily be added. However, in many cases other agencies are used to perform such logisfic 
tasks in the sourcing coimtries (Hughes 2005). These other actors have to be motivated and it raises extra costs. 

Yet, even further going forms of individual supply chain cooperation are a possible. In the Netherlands a 
price wimiing import firm of organic food, Eosta BV, has proven the feasibility of fiall farmer to consumer 
transparency on social and environmental, issues^. This finn uses existing ecolabel systems as minimum 
requirements for their suppliers, but created its own additional environmental, social and quality standards, 
connected to its own certification scheme 'Nature&More'. Consumers can, by using a code on the product, see the 
individual stories on these issues for every individual supplier İn the developing world. Eosta also works with their 
own representatives, who regularly are visiting all farms in numerous countries around the world. In addition, the 
firm works with different premium prices connected to the farms performance on these issues (environment, social 
and product qualify). 

One of the disadvantages of these individual firm approaches İs the reliability of the business to business 
self control and their claims on sustainable practices, which might easily be questioned by individual consumers or 
NGO's. 

Joint product sector approaches: second generation 
Joint approaches have been developed in different ways, which may reduce the problem of reliability. 

Originally, forms of eco-labelling assured independent control and do have other advantages for individual firms in 
their interaction within the value chain. Improving sustainability of specific products has been seriously addressed in 
the environmental policies of many Western countries since the 1990's (Tukker, Eder et al. 2001; van Hemel and 
Cramer 2002), and as a part of these policies, environmentally friendly products have been supported with 
ecolabelling systems since the mid 1980's (Cramer, Kok et al. 1995; OECD 1997; Venneulen and Weterings 1997; 
Vermeulen 2002). These systems for ecolabelling include environmental requirements in all relevant steps in the 
value chain applying the environmental life cycle approach (Heijungs and Guinâee 1992; Guİnee 2002). These are 
all early forms of value chain governance, mainly initiated by third parties (often represenfing state, environmental 
organisations and market) and including independent auditing. 

In the case of governance with third party eco-labelling two new actors emerge İn the producer-buyer 
relations (the 'buyer' might now be the end producer or the retailer): the eco-label organisation and the audit-

' These are (nearly) one firm value chains, where improving sustainability İs a intra-organİsational activİfy, requiring 
another theorefical and empirical approach. 
^ Here actually we could also discuss the literature on sustainable purchasing practices, as a step towards addressing 
these issues at least one step back in the supply chain, but for reasons of paper size we ignore this. 
^ Eosta won the Dutch Corporate Social Entrepreneurship Award in 2004 and the Investors in People Award in 2005 
(see www.eosta.nl). See for their farmer-to-consumer information system www.natureandmore.com . 
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organisation. The advantage for the buyer is that he does not have to make all the steps described under the single 
firm approach. In practice, for the retailer to purchase ecolabelled products (also from developing countries), the 
firm doesn't have to inspect all suppliers himself, but he can expect to rely on a well established third party control 
of the supplier. The existence of independent third parties also provides legitimacy and trust. In these cases the 
producer is actually paying for this control to the ecolabel organisation and their accredited auditors, so the buyer 
can transfer transaction costs down the supply chain. However, in the case of organic or ecolabelled produce, extra 
costs maybe included in higher prices sold, but this depends also on the mechanism of pricing in these specific 
markets. In theory, the suppliers' advantage is that a better product price can be achieved. In Fair Trade systems 
these higher prices for (smallholder) producers İs actually part of the transaction agreements (Ims and Jakobsen 
2006). 

This mechanism of reducing transaction costs with joint third party approaches has been developed in 
various ways and has also penetrating in the mainstream of product channels, where market leaders have started 
creating their own value chain govemance systems, sometime separately, some times jointly with some competitors 
and sometimes sector wide. One example is the introduction of Marine Stewardship Council, by Unilever, in 
cooperation with World Wildlife Fund, regulating sustainable fishery, which successfully gained recognifion and 
support by leading supermarkets (Constance and Bonanno 1998; Cummins 2004). 

In the Dutch coffee market, afiier the initial Max Havelaar Fair Trade and EKO coffee initiatives, various 
mainstream retailers and coffee producers in the Netherlands introduced Utz Kapeh, as their competing firm-based 
certification system in 2000, with less strict requirements'. After initial success the scheme has been renamed Utz 
Certified and is being extended to cocoa and palm oil. 

This sequential emergence of certification schemes is just a small part of the story: in the world wide coffee 
market many competing coffee schemes have emerged, each creating a different governance system (see also Kilian, 
Pratt et al. 2004; see also Raynolds, Murray et al. 2007; Bİtzer, Francken et al. 2008). 

These examples clarify that value chain govemance İs getting more and more diverse, also including more 
then just market actors. Additional players in the game are the ecolabel organisations and their auditors. The first of 
these are sometimes govemment initiated organisations (in Germany), sometimes mixed govemment, market and 
civil society organisations (in the Netherlands) and sometimes civil society or market based organisations (in 
Australia)^. The auditors are mostly commercially contracted firms. Finally, we see an increasing number of market 
based certification systems, sometime with connections to NGO's. 

It would be a misconception to assume that these developments are mainly occurring in the developed 
countries. The long list of ecolabel organisations includes also many cases in developing countries, including India, 
China, Brazil, Philippines, Indonesia and Thailand. Also sector specific examples exist in developing countries. 
One such an example is the Integrated Production of Wine scheme İn South Africa, a sector wide form of 
environmental self-regulation of wine producers. Participating wine producers have to comply by handing in an 
annual self-assessment report on their practices and are extemally audited on a 2-3 years base. With this system. 
South African wine producers are mainly addressing the European wine vendors, communicating about both quality 
and issues of environmental and social responsibility^ (McEwan and Bek 2006; Ras, Venneulen et al. 2007, p. 410). 

Cross sectoral approaches: third generation 
A third form of sustainable supply chain govemance goes beyond specific products and sectors and has 

been designed to be widely applicable in a uniform way. The most extensive example of this is GLOBALG.A.P. It 
is a voluntary global partnership of market-based members, aiming at world-wide harmonising the application of 
Good Agricultural Practice (GAP). It was inifiated in 1999 (as EurepGAP) by Westem European retailers in 
response to civil society and media attention to sustainability issues related to food consumption. It developed 
voluntary standards for the certification of agricultural products around the globe, to be used by retailers and their 
sourcing agencies in the contracting of producers of specific produce. Producers are audited for compliance on a 
yearly base. It aims to reassure consumers about how food is produced on the farm by minimising detrimental 
environmental impacts of farming operations, reducing the use of chemical inputs and ensuring a responsible 
approach to worker health and safety as well as animal welfare. It claims to work on the basis of an equal 
partnership of agriculmral producers and retailers who wish to establish efficient certification standards and 
procedures. GLOBAL G.A.P. covered over 81,000 certified producers in more than 80 countries in 2007, a fast 
growth compared to the 18,000 producers in 2004. Certification schemes have been developed for crops (fruit. 

1 On their website they write: "Fairtrade is a poverty reduction program that invites consumers to choose Fairlrade-
labelled products and actively participate in social and environmental improvements by paying a premium price. The price paid 
by consumers for Fairtrade coffee goes to disadvantagedfarmers to make them more prosperous. Market statistics show that the 
majority of consumers and companies are not wilting to make this active contribution. UTZ CERTIFIED believes people want to 
continue buying their favorite brandfor its quality, taste and price, while knowing that it is being produced in a sustainable way. 
UTZ CERTIFIED is about professionalism in coffee growing and traceability to ensure this. " 
Source: http://consumer.utzcertİfıed.org/index.php?pagelD=2U# . See also http://www.utzceruned.org/ 
^ See http: // w w w • gen. gr. j p/ 
^ See htlp://www.ipw.co.2a/ 
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vegetables, green coffee, tea and flowers), cattle (sheep, pigs, dairy and poultry) and aquaculture products (salmon, 
trout and shrimp)'. In the development of the standard documents they have invited both producers, civil society 
(development and environmental NGO's) and scientists. 

The various examples of sustainable supply chain governance clarify two aspects that have hardly been 
addressed İn the general analysis of value chains: first, these varying forms of interaction, cooperation and 
compelling rules in the value chain are an instrument of competition, partly based on specific quality assets of the 
products (namely the environmental and socio-ethical performance of value chain partners); and second these forms 
of interaction and cooperation include other types of societal actors: apart firom newly created non-profit governance 
insfitutions and their (for profit) auditing and control bodies also consumer NGO's , development NGOs and 
environmental NGOs play diverse roles. On a distance governments play a role, partly in supporting these 
developments and by taking the existence and assumed effectiveness of these forms sustainable supply chain 
governance as a point of departure for new forms of sustainability policy. 

In the fact that firms and NGO's are the main initiators in this field, and that European governments are 
increasingly supporting this development, we can derive the observation that all practitioners (market, NGO's and 
governments) apply the basic assumption that business-to-business supply chain cooperation, geared by western 
consumer and civil society pressures, can be effective in improving environmental and social conditions in 
developing countries (Figure 1). 

This multi-actor characteristic of global sustainable supply chain governance calls for a theoretical 
approach that acknowledges the plural network nature of such new modes of market based governance. Coe and 
Hess stress this issue in their work on global production networks, where they emphasize the embeddedness of 
production networks: namely, by analysing how they constitute and are being reconstituted by the economic, social, 
and political arrangements of the places they inhabit. This also implies that the influences of a range of non-firm 
institutions (like supranational organisations, government agencies, trade unions, employer associations, 
nongovernmental organisations and consumer groups) in practice also shape firm activities in the particular 
locations (see Coe, Hess et al. 2004, p. 1207; see also Hess and Coe 2006). 

For understanding the emergence of specific forms and the impacts of these various practices İn global 
sustainable supply chain governance, we need to focus our analysis on three levels; the level of individual firms, the 
level of the supply chain wide governance systems and the level of the system competition between supply chain 
governance systems on the global market. 

^ See www.gIobaIgap.org 
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With the analysis of the role of single firms, we need to explain both the behaviour of firms operating with 
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their single firm approach, of finns initiating or actively contributing to coliaborafive approaches, firms that enter 
pre-developed systems later on and finally of finns that ignore these developments and continue doing business as 
usual. A distinction also needs to be made between firms at the demand side (mostly in developing countries) and 
firms confronted with these business-to-business control systems iu developing countries. Figure 2 shows this at the 
bottom level. In the next section we will focus on each of the required elements of analysis. 

4. Address ing the effectiveness 
The phenomenon of governance for sustainability in global value chains integrates two general ambitions: 

that of profitable value creation by all market actors involved and that of improving sustainable development for all 
stakeholders at all stages of the supply chain. So, analysing the effectiveness of these global multi-actor governance 
systems implies the use of a multi-dimensional yardstick for assessing effectiveness. 

Successfiil SSCM-systems are about collective value creation and sustainable development. Both end goals 
can in principle be measured, but only with serious complications. The distribution of value creation throughout the 
chain is a core strategic issue for finns involved and data collection will be extremely difficult, because of strategic 
implications and trust in supplier-buyer relations. 

Measuring the contribution to sustainable development implies the use of large sets of social and 
environmental indicators. Detennining the environmental impacts in themselves can only be done with delays and 
even then one encounters difficuhies in attributing them to a specific firm and its activities. Facing this, it is 
common practice to think in terms of a sequence of impacts: starting with adjusted firm activities - > reported 
acfivifies - > measurable physical resuhs at finn level -> physical impacts on eco-systems -> impacts on humans. In 
this sequence, measuring effectiveness ideally would focus on the last two steps, but because of methodological 
complications often measurements at the first two or three steps are used (Vermeulen 2000). In measuring the 
etTects of new institutions and instnnnenls the focus also often shifts to the appropriateness and functioning of these 
institutions and instruments themselves. 

Here, for the case of global SSCG-systems a combination of deductive and inductive approaches can be 
applied. As a first deducfive step, using the global consensus in general terms on what sustainable development 
should be about, the overall topics that are considered relevant can be determined. As a second inductive step, the 
large sum of specific items İn these relevant topics, can be idenfified by means of content analysis of all the existing 
certification schemes. With this the relevant coverage of each single system can be determined. 

The various global assessment reports (Kates and Parris 2003; Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005; 
UNEP 2007) have further clarified the main so-called 'search directions" for the environmental dimension of this 
global process of change as being directed towards: 
• mult i functional use of eco-systems and safeguarding of remaining unaffected eco-systems; 
• balancing the provision of growing food needs with sustaining biodiversit>' and the regenerating 

capacities of agro-ecosystems; 



converting ongoing urbanisation and urban sprawl into healthy and liveable (mega)citİes; 
transforming mobility systems and infrastructures into low impact and space efficient systems, 
efficient use of depleting resources; 
shifting towards economies based on renewable energy sources; 
creation of maximum closed loops of material use in economies. 

Global consensus on the social dimension has resulted in the Millennium Declaration of the United Nations 
General Assembly. In September 2000 the General Assembly has adopted some 60 goals regarding peace; 
development; environment; human rights; the vulnerable, hungry and poor (United Nations 2005). 

These environmental and developmental goals can't be realized without societal transitions and have also 
been translated into general industry dhected reference systems, like ISO 14001, SA 8000 and the GRI Guidelines 
(Global Reporting Initiative 2002; AccountAbility and WBCSD 2004; Intemational Standard Organisation 2004). 

Using such global documents we can integrate the various indicator sets debated in environmental sciences 
into a comprehensive reference set, to be used to determine the level of issue coverage of each specific SSCG-
system. Various researchers have made first steps in this direction which can be used as a first draft (Schmidt, 
Meurer et al. 2004; Kates, Parris et al. 2005; Labuschagne, Brent et al. 2005; Labuschagne, Brent et al. 2005). This 
allows us to describing the issue coverage and precision (the level of detail in'prescribing actions) of all existmg 
systems. 

In addition is it necessary to test the compliance by mdividual firms' connected to the systems. This can be 
analysed by measuring the managerial responses with performance measuring in two steps (Coglianese and Lazer 
2003): first looking at the availability of in firm management systems, addressing these issues and secondly sample 
wise testing the facmal degree of implementation of specific prescribed acfions. 

5. Understanding SSCG-systems' performance 
For understanding the impacts of supply chain govemance characteristics of SSCG-systems will offer the 

first set of explanatory variables. In the debate on govemance for sustainable development it has been stressed by 
many authors that some of the key characteristics of the required societal changes are that the involved multi-actor 
networks are facing long term challenges for substantive changes in resource use, which require entering still 
unbeaten paths of technological development, which also implies related social and mstimtlonal transformations. 
The direcfions of change in physical processes have been discussed İn section 4 as the 'search directions' for 
sustainable development, which include Jive common elements relating to the social dynamics: 

they require influencing the main driving forces of change: population growth, technology 
development and production and consumption patterns as well as spatial developments (land-use and urban, 
regional and infrastmcmre development); 

they require the development of new applied knowledge and technology and knowledge transfer to 
others (within national societies and between the developed and the developing world); 

they require balanced decision-making by various relevant actors in society: govemments, businesses, 
NGOs, cifizens, consumers, and experts; 

they require competing claims and interests to be addressed in the instimtions that govern the various 
local, regional, nafional and intemational societies; 

they require a link between long-term perspectives and short term policies and actions (see also ). 
For the assessment of supply chain govemance systems these common elements also serve as a reference. 

These systems do address production and consumption pattems. For enhancing sustainable development they need 
to contribute to applied knowledge development and transfer and to creating more balanced decision making by the 
various actors engaged (both İn individual firms and in the govemance instimtions). Essential for success is the level 
of mutual learning and knowledge transfer enabled by these forms of multi-actor govemance (Bressers and 
Rosenbaum 2003; Lafferty 2004). 

The instimtions, being the SSCG-systems then are also expected to have mechanism for addressing 
competing claims and interests at stake. Using the work on multi-actor govemance for sustamable development in 
environmental policy sciences, our assumption is that more inclusive and open network relations (market and non-
market actors) will result in more comprehensive problem perceptions and objectives (wider coverage of issues, 
more precision). A second assumptions is that joint employment of knowledge and power resources enables the 
application of more effective instruments for rale setting and compliance control. 

Finally SSCG-systems need to include a mechanism of linking long term requirements via forms of continues 
improvement to short term step wise approaches. 

Comparable conditions are suggested İn economic geography, adding one additional key determmant for 
effective value chain govemance: the need for effective provisions for reducing the complexity of the transactions, 
that are the result of difficulties İn codifying requirements (Coe 2004; Gereffi, Humphrey et al. 2005; Hess and Coe 
2006). This key determinant is especially relevant because of the complexity of the manifold environmental and 
social-ethical requirements and their debated nature. Can all involved actors make sense of it and communicate is 
successfully to consumers and civil society at the demand side? 



For determining these assets of SSCG-systems and their relevance for effectiveness comparative studies are 
required, describing the wide variety of systems on these parameters. Little of this work has been done yet. In an 
article comparing various govemance systems İn the trade of forest products, Vİsseren-Hamakers concludes that 
many of these competing systems emerge ad hoc and ad random, generating relatively little effect in the sense of 
protecting forests, but have been useftil in creating new niche markets for sustainable products and actually do fill a 
gap where governments are unable or unwilling to implement and enforce pohcies (Visseren-Hamakers and 
Glasbergen 2007). 

6. Conditions for supply side cooperation 
For further explanation of the effectiveness of SSCG-systems we need to analyse the supply side firm 

responses: under which conditions will they participate and improve the conditions of their production? Based on 
some first available studies our assumption is that suppliers' responses depend on three key sets of variables: market 
dependency, motivation, capacities (Vermeulen and Ras 2006; Ras, Vermeulen et al. 2007; Zhu, Sarkis et al. 2007). 

Market dependency refers to the power balance in supplier-buyer relations: can suppliers choose to deliver 
to others? This closely correlates with the nature of the SSCG-system involved and the demand side lead firms. 

Motivation for compliance to SSCG-system requirements includes considerations of market opportunities, 
managers' views on corporate social responsibility and responses to external pressures (govemment, local, NGOs). 
The allocation of costs and benefits of sustainable supply chain governance will be an important consideration for 
suppliers. 

Capacities refer to supplier's level experience with environmental and social management systems and 
their ability to quickly adjust their production practices to changing market incentives. 

To illustrate these first variables, we first have to look at the position of producers in developing countries 
that intend to supply to the global market. Their position has undergone major changes İn the last decades. In their 
article on the trade in fresh vegetables between Africa and the UK, Dolan and Humphrey have shown how the 
supply chain transformed from more or less 'market governance' with many smallholders supplying to via local 
exporters to the UK market in the 1980's, into far more tightly knit captive and relational supply chains. In these 
developments individual supplying farmers become more and more dependent on a small number of export 
companies that are closely cooperating with a small number of large European retailers. These retailers increasingly 
developed supply govemance systems ensuring supply continuity and controlled quality of the products. Introducing 
certification schemes for sustainable products is a substantial part of this strategy. In this process, they state: "the 
product and process parameters of UK supermarkets changed the roles of exporters and producers, forcing them to 
acquire a range of new capabilities to retain their UK business. (..) Ai the same time, the imperatives for rapid and 
reliable delivery placed pressure on African exporters to gain greater control over logistics by stabilising handling 
and transport costs, particularly airfreight, which could amount to half of the total cost, insurance, and freight 
export cost" (Dolan and Humphrey 2004, p. 501). They continue with showing that production moved away from 
smallholders to large farms, many of which were owned by the exporters. By 1998 four of the largest exporters in 
Kenya sourced only 18% of their total produce from smallholders. This stemmed partly from the perception of 
supermarkets that smallholders could not meet process controls, such as food safety and pesticide regulations, and 
partly from exporters, who were concerned about the costs entailed in monitoring large numbers of small farmers. 
Those smallholders that remained in the value chain were organised into grower schemes with a high degree of 
supervision by the exporters (Dolan and Humphrey 2004, p. 501), illustrating the relational nature of these supply 
chains. 

The GlobalGAP system which we discussed before, developed for food products jointly by the main 
European supermarket firms, may currently be the most elaborated example of such close knit relational supply 
chain govemance. It poses a long list of detailed sustainable production requirements to all suppliers world wide. 
Non-compliance by suppHers results in termination of supply contracts and makes it very powerful. Our research İn 
2007 in the table grape industry in South Africa reveals the impact of this system: 95% of the export oriented fruit 
producers comply with these GlobalGAP requirements (Ras and Vermeulen 2008). 

However, exporting producers in developing countries are in practice exposed to various competing SSCG-
systems (see Figure 3). At the one hand they are exposed to general (not sector or product specified) voluntary 
certification systems (like the UN Compact, ISO 14001, SA 8000 etc.)(see the left side in Figure 1) which can be 
applied on their own initiative. These systems apply to the firm as a whole, yet businesses are increasing demanding 
compliance to these to their suppHers. At the other hand the aforementioned sector and product specific certification 
systems have emerged. Figure 3 illustrates the practice of these systems in the South-African - European supply 
chain of fresh fruits in 2007, the classes of issues addressed and the sum number of specific activities described İn 
all these systems. Individual suppliers have to monitor aU these activities on a regular basis. 
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This illustrates the growing complexity of business to business interaction in global supply chains and 
posses the question of motivation for supply side firm to enter or continue supplying to European export channels. 
Little empirical work has been done in this field. However looking at some of the studies addressing suppliers we 
can show a concise list of advantages and disadvantages of supplying 'sustainable goods', as reported by producers 
themselves (see Wycherley 1999, p. 124; Ytterhus, Amestad et al. 1999, p. 124; see Hall 2000, p. 461; Ras and 
Vermeulen 2008). 

Advantages 
of sustainable product supply 

Disadvantages 
of sustainable product supply 

• better prices then domestic market 
• competitiveness through fulfilling standards 
• continuity and stability of relations 
• new business opportunities 
• increasing effectiveness of applied 

innovations 
• buyers' assistance / access to best pracfices 

knowledge 

• Decreased autonomy 
• Increased information and transaction 

costs 

Some first research in this field, connecting motives, production practices and environmental performance 
have been done in the global supply chain of automobile industry. Zhu et al. smdied the responses of the Chinese 
automobile industry to demands from upstream westem costumers (European automobile producers) on issues of 
environmental performance (either as specific product requirements or in the form of demanding ISO 14001 
certificafion on plant level). Chinese producers are feeling customers' pressures, but also make their own 
assessments of the growing demand for sustainable products, both in the domestic and the intemational market. 
They tested various explanations for the environmental performance, applying multiple regression models, linking 
various drivers for sustainable production (regulative, market, supplier and intemal motives) with both operational 
practices (such as implementing environmental management, green purchasing, customer cooperation and sale of 
recyclables and eco-design) with good performance (environmental, economic and operational). They conclude that 
from these different explanations only firm-intemal motives partly explain specific operational practices 
(investment recovery by sale of recyclables) and that the various operational environmental practices (especially 
intemal envhonmental management, customer cooperation, investment recovery by selling recyclables and 
application of eco-design) account for positive environmental and economic performance (Zhu, Sarkİs et al. 2005). 

This being one of the few empirical smdies going beyond individual case descriptions, makes İt clear that 
more research is needed in identifying the conditions for successful participation İn global trade of sustainable 
products from the perspective of supply side firms. Especially the required capacities and the need for assistance in 
adopting to the complex demand side requirements needs to be analysed. 



7. D e m a n d side dynamics 
The third element in explaining the effectiveness is demand side firm behaviour. Here we expect market 

opportunities, motivation and capacities to be the key variables. We distinguish two routes of firm activity. On the 
first route are the innovating frontrunners, often being small sized entrepreneurs perceiving sustainable business as a 
competitive advantage. The Natural Resource Based View of the firm suggests that product stewardship offers firms 
opportunities for achieving sustained competitive advantage, but this requires very dedicated capabilities, skills and 
experience (Hart 1995, p. 1001). This competitiveness argument has recently be tested and empirically been proven 
in a smdy of the relation between various environmental practices and economic performance of 52 leading 
1SO14001 certified companies in South East Asia. It showed that greening the different phases of the supply chain 
leads to an integrated green supply chain, which uhimately leads to competitiveness and better economic 
performance (Rao and Holt 2005). 

These front running firms mostly have taken the single firm approach (see section 3), organising their own 
sustainable supply chain, as we argued with addifion transaction costs, but creating their competitive advantage. In 
many cases their ecolabelled and fair trade products have been supplied to a small consumer market niche (often less 
then 1% of the sales in their product category). As we stated, creating legitimacy may be a problem for such fully 
market based govemance systems, but in the cases of these frontrunners, the initiators and their costumers acted on 
the normative/ethical motives of faİmess and accountability for environmental impacts. Also mutual tmst is easily 
created in these relations (Ras, Vermeulen et al. 2007, p. 407). This allowed higher prices and allocation of addition 
transaction costs at the consumer side of the chain. However, these niche markets proof to be very limited. Going 
beyond this small consumer group, issues of reliability and higher prices tend to become serious obstacles for 
success, so other businesses will have to develop other solutions for compensating additional costs and gaining trust. 

On the second route we encounter mainstream (second generation) initiatives, responding to market and 
society pressures, that motivate them to go beyond regulatory compliance (Cunningham, Kagan et al. 2004). Also 
on this route the question would be: why do these firms create SSCG-systems and why İn their specific forms. There 
motives are more diverse, as they can be responding to increasing market shares of first movers, to public 
discourses, to various national policies in different countries, or even to foreign market inifiatives or joint sector 
strategies developed elsewhere. In connection to this, no one-fits-all approach is available. A large deal of the 
literature about sustainable supply chain management actually İs about creating and testing such approaches 
(Seuring, Mülİer et al. 2003; Kotzab, Seuring et al. 2005). Cramer has shown in a project with 12 companies in the 
Netherlands how an adoptive approach is required, enabling firms to respond to the various problems one 
encounters, when supply chain cooperation in the international supply chain is initiated. As problems she mentions: 
lack of supplier's willingness to cooperate, the organisation of compliance control, the issue of allocation of audit 
costs and creating legitimacy. She concludes that 'many companies cannot organise global chain responsibility by 
themselves' and actually need to join forces (Cramer 2008, p. 399-400). 

As we saw, joint approaches are indeed emerging. Here we argue that many of these joint approaches resuh 
from a different motivation, connecting issues of sustainability with the competitive need for supplier control. 
European market requirements, both resulting from regulation (like regulation on the chemical residues on food, 
REACH regulations etc.) and from consumer and NGO responses (like public scandals about cattle illnesses and 
child labour in developing countries) have motivated business to enlarge their supply chain control. In these cases, 
there is no ground for relying on trust in business to business relations and İn business to consumer relations and for 
paying higher prices to suppliers, translating them into higher consumer prices. Their strategy would be of creating a 
wide range supply control system (including environmental and socio-ethical issues) and of allocating the additional 
transacfion costs at the supply side of the chain. These varying points of departure affect the basic characteristics of 
their SSCG-systems, determining their objectives, inclusiveness, cost allocafion and knowledge transfer. 

Sfiil, most businesses will rather be adopters than innovators, stepping into provided SSCG-systems. On 
their mofives and experiences littie is know yet, as research is not yet available. 
In all cases, firms participating in SSCG-systems need to manage the additional complexity of communicating about 
the wide range of possible sustainability issues across (nafional and cultural) borders, calling for experience building 
and knowledge exchange (Koh, Birkin et al. 2007). 

8. The third level of the game: global competit ion 
So far we mainly have discussed the creation of sustainable global supply chains as a two level game. The 

first being: the level of individual firms considering their response being a part of global supply chains, either at the 
demand or the supply side, and either being frontrunner or late adaptor, and the second level game being the various 
forms of multi-actor cooperation in specific supply chains. We showed that in specific country to country product 
channels these chains of producers are actually competing: the specific form of supply chain organisation is an 
important instrument in competition on the various domestic markets and extended quality claims in the field of 
environmental and social-ethical issues are instruments in this competition. 

Yet, we have to add a third level to this conceptualisation. With the emergence of manifold supply chains 
governance systems in specific fields of products, the game is actually being moved to the level of global 
compefition. This development has emerged most far-reaching in those product groups, which have the longest 



history of environmental certification, like forest products and coffee. Mutersbaugh has grippingly described this 
development m his article 'Fighting standards with standards', where he shows how the original relational standards 
are being replaced by multilateral institutions creating more general applicable globalized standards, thus 
transforming tlie supplier-buyer relations in ways that benefit certain actors (that is, retailers) and imperil the 
earnings of others. Efforts to establish a single harmonised label (thus reducing the cacophonies of competing 
labels) need to build broad coalitions in order to be effective, but in doing so must include corporate interests that 
prefer weaker, contract-based standards (Mutersbaugh 2002; Mutersbaugh 2005). 

A comparable development can now be witnessed in the field of intemational trade of wine, where New 
Zealand's, South Afi^ican and Califomian front running certification organisations are currently joining forces to 
establish a global uniform SSCG-systems based upon their experiences (Hughey, Tait et al. 2005; Silverman, 
Marshall et al. 2005; McEwan and Bek 2006; Bek, McEwan C. et al. 2007). Here it is still to be seen whether is 
actually will lead to less ambifious systems. 

9. Conclusion: challenge for research cooperation 
In this article we have discussed the various approaches that are taken by market actors, sometimes İn 

cooperation with non-market actors, in organizing govemance systems aiming at the improvement of the social and 
environmental conditions of the manufacturing and use of products which are produced in global supply chains. 
While global trade is strongly growing and a wide variety of sustainable supply chain govemance systems is 
emerging, scientific research has just started picking up this issue. 

Being a remarkable issue, this double shift in govemance (fi:om state to market and fi-om national to 
global), the understanding of the dynamics of these complex social systems and the conditions for their successfiil 
contribution to sustainable development are eminent. 

We demonstrated that the existence of market govemance systems has attracted attention in various fields 
of scientific research, but we conclude that a comprehensive approach İs still to be developed. Here we tried to set 
first steps. 

It requires combining an understanding of the tree levels discussed: the govemance systems at a supply 
chain wide organisafional level; the roles of various classes of individual firms both at the demand and the supply 
side and dividing them in frontrunners, main stream responders and late adaptors and finally the emerging dynamics 
on the global level. 

Most of the work done is this field addresses just one of these levels and in most cases are based upon 
descriptive (comparative) case smdies or suggesfing and legitimizing specific supply chain methodologies for 
individual firms. 

A next challenging step to be taken would be research including all elements shown in Figure 1 and 
developing a more quantitative approach for testing causal assumption, work that has yet been done by a very 
limited number of scholars (Rao and Hoh 2005; Zhu, Sarkis et al. 2005; Ras and Vermeulen 2008). Applying such 
theory testing research İn various countries and various product groups will result in better understanding of the 
potentials of market based govemance of sustainable production in the global context. 

Special attention will be needed for various issues idenfified in the smdies discussed in this article. Some of 
these issues are the power relations between actors, the transaction cost allocation, the organisation of knowledge 
transfer and leaming in supply chains and the reciprocity in SSCG-systems. The last refers to the participation of 
developing countries stakeholders in the creation of SSCG-systems and the formulafion of their objectives and 
implementation strategies, which tend to be rather eurocentric. 

Such analysis will give an empirical base for drawing conclusion about suitable roles for the national 
govemments, civil society and multilateral organisations İn these forms of govemance. 
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COMPARISON AND REVISION OF TWO INTEGRATED INVENTORY 
SYSTEM POLICIES 

J. R a z m i ' , A . Darmani^ 

Abstract 

In this paper we consider the single-vendor, single-buyer integrated production problem. We compare and evaluate 
two different policies. We assume, in the first policy, vendor produces continuously to satisfy the total buyer's 
demand which is nQ. In this case the vendor sends orders in parallel shipment size of Q in n separate periods. The 
second model supposes that the vendor produces exactly equal to the buyer's demand in each period, which is the 
total size of Q and ships them at the end of each cycle to the buyer. 
In our comparison, we emphasize on the role of the cost that we have to pay for the system to go on fi^nctioning, on 
the total cost and we regard the lead time as a variable parameter to conduct more accurate comparison. Finally, 
we compute the total average cost for both policies to determine the optimal one. 

Keywords: Single-vendor single-buyer. Variable lead time, functioning cost. Inventory system 

1. Introduction 
One topic that attracts numinous attraction recently, İs the problem of single-vendor, single-buyer. These 

investigations tend to find better collaboration between both sides. In each research, they seek to find new policies 
and substitute them with the old ones to optimize their profit while satisfying all the alternatives. Admittedly, the 
system could reach to optimum profit and condition with accurate scheduling. 

Banerjee (1986) is among the first people who worked on this case. He assumed vendor produces separately with 
a finite rate and sends the shipments to the buyer in each period, via these assumptions he formulated a lot-for-lot 
model. Goyal (1988) with proposing a new model which omit the lot-for-lot policy developed a new model with 
lower cost. Lu (1995) worked on the case that shipments are equal considering that manufacturer could supply the 
purchaser before the completion of the entire lot. He formulated the optimal solution for that. Goyal (1995) proved 
different shipment sizes with considering successive shipment size policy could give a better solution and cause 
lower total cost. Then Hill (1999) admitted this poficy as an optimal one; however, he changed the model by adding 
an increasing factor to the shipment size. He provided a model which was more efficient with these assumptions. 
Later, Hill (1999) proposed another model in which he assumed this increasing factor increases only at the 
beginning of the cycle and he considered it constant in the rest. 

In the real world lead time is variable and it could be dependant on different factors. In the studies of the lead 
time, Liao and Shyu (1991) developed a model for the inventory system with assuming lead time as unique variable 
decision and order quantity as a predetermined parameter. Ben-Daya and Raouf (1994) worked on the same problem 
with considering lead time and order quantity both as variable parameters. In a recent paper, Ouyang et al. (1996) 
considered an inventory model with a mixture of backorders and lost sales to generalize Ben-Daya and Raouf s 
(1994) model, where the backorder rate is fixed. Later, Ouyang and Chuang (2001) revised their model by changing 
the backorder rate status from a fixed factor to a controllable variable one. Yang et al. (2004) amended this model by 
considering the time value of money as a representative of opportunity cost. 

Ben-Daya and Hagria (2003) studied the model witli the stochastic demand and variable lead time. Lead time, 
however, was proportional to lot sizes transported fi^om vendor to buyer (for further researches refer to Kim and 
Benton (1995)). They considered that vendor produces continuously and sends shipments with size of Q each period 
to the buyer. Chelbi et al. proposed the second model with separated producing in each period equal to size of 
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shipments for the buyer and compared these two policies to determine the efficient one. They proved as far as the K 
(setup cost) is lower than threshold value second pohcy is more economical. 

In this paper we revise the two models prior proposed by Ben-Daya and Hagria (2004) and Chelbİ et al.. We add 
one effective parameter titled W which is the costs that vendor spends for the system functioning, such as the 
workers' salary, payments and electricity bill. We, also, change the function of lead time from a proportional 
parameter to a variable parameter with normal distribution function. We use from Ouyang et al. (1996) model that 
previously with considering a variable lead time developed a model for the total cost of inventory system. We 
acclaim by adding and changing these parameters we conduct a more accurate comparison. 

We organized this paper as follow. In continue we defmed models and developed formulas, then we provided 
numerical exampled and compared the two models via them. Finally, we mention our overall conclusion. 

2. Proposed models 
In this paper we consider collaboration between vendor and buyer. We assume that demand is stochastic and lead 

time is a variable parameter, with the normal distribution function. In real world, considering the lead time as a 
parameter dependant on lot size İs not accurate and it, commonly, depends on the traffic and roads. Here, on account 
of this fact, we tried to revise our model by changing the status of this parameter. 

As we stated before we added a parameter titled This parameter, conspicuously, is spent during the time 
that system is flinctioning. In the second model, vendor produces equal to the buyer demand with a specified rate in 
each period; clearly, this does not mean that vendor produces in the whole period, though means vendor has to pay 
"W" over the entire period. These leisure times are too short to be dedicated to more useful activities; accordingly, 
we cannot omit this cost. As an illustration, we cannot fire the workers during these shorts periods in each period. In 
contrast, in the first model after producing the buyer's total demand, the system can work on other projects with 
outcomes and profits instead of wasting time like the second model. 

The following notations are used in the proposed model. In order to avoid any confusion we use the same 
notations and numbers as Chelbi et al. did. 

D: Demand rate in units per time unit 
F: Production rate in unit per time unit 
n: Number of lots ordered by the buyer from the vendor/ Number of shipments from the vendor to the buyer 
Q: Shipment size from the vendor to the buyer 
s: Reorder point 
K: Semp cost for the vendor 
A: Ordering cost for each order size nQ 
F: Transportation cost for each shipment 
TT: Backorder cost for the buyer per unit short 
TTQ: Marginal profit per unit 
hh. Holding cost for the buyer 
hy-. Holding cost for the vendor 
S: Safety stock 
L: Lead time 
fi: The fraction of the demand during the stock-out period that will be backordered /? G (0,1) 

As we stated, in our model to change the stams of the lead time from a proportional parameter to the lot sizes to a 
variable parameter, we use from the Ouyang et al. (1996) model (a mixed inventory model with variable lead time). 
Therefore, these assumptions are also applicable in our models; 

1. In this case the lead time L has n mutually independent components which ith component has a minimum 
duration a,- and normal duration bi. Crashing cost per unit time is c,-. In addition, we assume that 

2. The components of lead time are crashed one at a time starting with the component of least c,- and so on. 
n 

3. . If let I ='y b ^'^^ t'S the length of lead time with components 1,2,...,/ crashed to their minimum 
J-i 

II i 

duration, then Lj can be expressed as ^ '^bj -'^(Pj -^j) ^'^^ ' - l ,2,. . . ,rt; and the lead time crashing 

i-\ 

cost İÎ(L) per cycle for a given [/,;,/,,_,] is given by R{D = c.{L._^ ~ ^^^^^ji^j ~ ^j)' 



2,1. First policy: Manufacturing continuously 
The first model is described as it follows. The buyer requests a lot of size nQ and the vendor manufactures with a 

finite rate P (P>D) and incurs a sehip cost K and also W during the time that system is fiinctioning and 

anufacturing which here is . The vendor delivers batches of size Q in each period to the buyer to satisfy the m. 
total demand. Buyer incurs ordering cost of A prior to these transportations. In the foUowmg we depict this policy in 
Fig. 1 and in addition, we provided relative formulas and simplifications t used them in our comparison. 

Quantity 

Time 

Vendor has to spend W over this time 

QuantityA H ^ H 

nQ 

Accumulated vendor production 

Accumulated buyer consumption 

Time 

Figure 1. Inventory system of the first policy 

D TC,={^ + F)Ş-^h,{Ş-+S^{l-m{b{s,L))^---^{7t + 7U,{\-fim^,L) + R{L) 
n Q 2 Q y. 

[1] 

[2] 

^ ^ C . : . ^ ( ^ + F . ^ ( Z ) ) + ö ( ^ + ^ . ^ K l - f ) - İ H - 2 : ^ + M . 
Q n F l i p P 

^{71 + - P))b{s,L) 4- / î , ( l - l^){b{s,L)) 

[3] 

Via these simplificafions: 

Tu' = n: ^- TVq{\ - fi) 

G\n) = F + RiL)) 

V ^ V p 2 2 P P 
We have: 



ETC , =—G'{n) + Q*H'(n) + h/,S + ~7r'b{s,L) + h^ (\-^)b{s,L) [4] 

2.2. Second policy: Manufacturing separately 
In the second policy, the vendor produces equal to the buyer's demand in each period which, in this case, is total 

amount of Q and ships the orders at the end of each period to the buyer. This will continue till the end of the cycle as 
illustrated in Fig. 2. Vendor incurs the setup cost AT and during the system ftinctioning which in this case is spent 

over the ^^j^ time. 

Noticeably, the length of that is different from first one as it is shown in the Fig. 2. Buyer pays ordering cost of A 
before transportations. 

Quantity, 

— • 
Q/P Q/D 

nQ/D 

Time 

Quantity 

^ Vendor has to spend W over the whole time 

Accumulated vendor producdon 

Accumulated buyer consumption 

Time 

Figure 2. Inventory system of the second policy 

TC, = {^^ F)^+ h,{Ş-^ S + {\- 0){b{s,L)) + ^{7i -V 7t,i\- l3))b{s,L)+ R{L)^ [5] 
n Q 2 Q Q 

Q IP D 
[6] 

ETC , = ^ ( ^ + K+F + RİL)) + 5 + + (1 _ /3))b(s,L) 
Q n D 2 2P Q 

+ h,i\-/3)ibis,L)) 

[7] 

If we assume, 
?r' = TT + 71 - ^) 

G\n) = (—+K + F + R(L)) 
n 

^ ^ D 2 2P 
We have. 



ETC^ = —G\n) + Q''H\n) + h,S + —^'b{s,L} + h^ {\-/3)b{s,L) [8] 

3. Algorithm and numerical procedure 
We use the modified procedure proposed by Ben-Daya and Hagria for the first policy and Chelbi et al. for the 

second one. 
A simplified model according to the formulas of [4] and [8], the total cost for the both policies is: 

ETC , 2 = ~G + Q* H'-\n)^ h,S + ^7r'b(s,L) + {\- P)b{s,L) [9] 

Where according to the standard reorder point formula, 
S = k(T4L [10] 
And, 
b{s,L) = cj^Lwik) , [11] 
Where according to the formula [10] k is, 

k = {s - DL)I a^L [12] 

And (/c) = {s - k))p(z)dz ' ^i^) '^^ the standard normal probabifity density function. [13] 

By compufing the first derivative of the ETC with respect to Q and then setting it equal to zero we have: 

Jh [14] 

Where F(k) = 1 - F{k), the complement of the cumulative distribution firncfion. 

Afi:er rearrangement, Q can be written as follows: 

^^^^ (7r'D)/Q + h,(l-/3) 

Q = Al 
DO (n) + D Ti: 'ai/f (k)^L [15] 

The optimal cost for both policies could be calculated firom the proposed algorithm by Ben-Daya and Hagria as 
below. 

Algorithm: 

Step 0: Set ETĞ'=co and «^1 
Step T. Compute Q = .^DG {n)l H{n) , where [x] is the nearest integer to x. 
Step 2: 

• Find k from ^ ( ^ j = h, 

CO 

Compute \\f(k) using f^(k) = {s - k)<p(z)dz 

Step 3: 
te Q' using ^ ^ 

"Al 

k 

• Compute Q' using q _^ DG ( « ) ^ DTv'ay/ (k)^ 
H{n) 

•SetÖ'=[e'] 
Step 4: 

• If \Q'-Qr^, compute ETC{Q,n); go to Step 5 
• If IÖ'-ÖI>0, set Q^Q' and go to Step 2 

Step 5: 
• l{ETCf>ETC(Q,n) then ETCf ^ETC{Q,n), Q*^Q, Set « ^ « + 1 and go to Step 1 



Otherwise, n <—«-I and stop. 

4. Numerical example 
We continue our claims with providing an example. We tend to consider lead time as a variable with normal 

distribution function; accordingly, we have to determine our time unit, which in our provided example is assumed to 
be one year, and the unit for both / / , ö " is a week. Values parameters are shown in table 1 and the lead time value 
which has a 3 component İs shown in Table 2. The total costs for each poHcy are calculated and compared for 
different fT with K lower than threshold value. We provided number for the first two components of the lead time, 
numbers and results of the first component are illustrated in Table3 and resuhs of the second component are shown 
in the Table4. Same results will be calculated for the other amount of L and K with the obtained algorithm. 

Table 1. Values of parameters 
D 1000 
P 3200 
F $ 2 5 
A $ 50 

K $ 5 

K $ 4 

0.5 

n 100 
150 

<J 5 

Table 2. Lead time data 
Lead time 
component, j 

h - (weeks) Normal 
duration, 

h • , days 

iVIinimum 
duration, 

üj, (days) 
(weeks) 

Unit crashing 
cost, 

Cj ($/week) 

0 
5.6 
22.4 
57.4 

20 
20 
16 

2.8 
8.4 
35 

Tabie3 - K-lOO , L - 8 , R(L)=0 

W 0 500 1000 1500 2000 

n 3 3 2 2 2 

ETC, 1564 1622 1645.2 1694.3 1741.8 

Q 114 110 141 137 133 

n 22 2 1 1 1 

ETC^ 1449 1823.3 1958.5 2123.9 2276.2 

Q 205 193 208 196 186 

Table4 - K-lOO , L=6 , R(L)-5.6 



w 0 500 1000 1500 2000 

n 2 2 2 2 2 

ETC, 1560.9 1615.5 1668 1718.8 1767.9 

0 155 150 145 141 137 

n 22 2 1 1 1 

ETC^ 1462.1 1827.2 1963.1 2131.4 2286.1 

Q 209 196 211 199 189 

Modeli 

Model2 

2 0 0 4 0 0 
Functioning cost - W 

600 

Figure 3: The optimal expected total cost as a function of W (L=8) 

1650 

1600 

1550 

1500 

Modeli 

Model2 

100 200 300 
Functioning cost -W 

400 

Figure 4: The optimal expected total cost as a function of W (L=6) 

According to the resuhs shown in table 3 and curves of Fig 3 and Fig 4, as tiie value of ff increases, whetiier TsTis 
higher or lower than threshold value, the first policy becomes more economical. Whereas the total cost in the second 
model is less than the first one during the time that K is lower that threshold value when W=Q, this functioning cost 
cannot be eliminated; hence, we claim the first model for all cases is more economical. 



5. Conclusion 
In this paper two models previously proposed by-Daya and Hagria and Chelbi et al. are amended and compared. 

We added a parameter titled W to the cost that the vendor incurs during production which is included the costs that 
vendor has to pay for the system to keep functioning. We, also, changed the lead time status from a proportional 
parameter to lot sizes to the variable parameter with normal distribution function. We compared these two modified 
policies to determine the optimal one. Numerical example and figures provided for this comparison that indicated 
the first pohcy becomes more economical as the value of increases for all amount of K. 
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EWESTIGATION OF SOURCES OF CREATIVITY IN CATCHPENNY 
ARTICLES WITH PARTICULAR FOCUS ON TOYS 

Dilek Akbuiut' 

Abstract 

The aim of the study is to investigate the nature of creative activity in catchpenny articles sold on street peddles with 
a particular focus on small-scale toy manufacturing industry in Turkey. 

In this study, peddling is discussed as marketing medium of informal sector, neglecting some steps of value chain 
such as tax, store rent, warranty and services etc. Informal sector is known for its ease of entry, reliance on 
indigenous resources, small scale of operation, labor intensive nature, and its unregulated competitiveness. 
Considering these facts, the sources of product ideas, product variety (i.e. from craftwork to mass manufactured 
items) goals and limitations in this sector are introduced. 

A case study on small scale toy manufacturing, one of the significant sources supplying products to peddling, is 
conducted. The creative qualities of the toys on peddles, the sources of creativity in Turkish toy market and the 
response of Turkish toy manufacturers to the invasion of the market by foreign manufacturers (e.g. Chinese etc.) are 
identified within the study. 

Keywords: Informal Sector, toy manufacturing, 

1. Introduction 
Despite the fact that highly competitive formal sector dominates the market, peddling, which is a form of 

informal marketing share a considerable part in İt. Although, the informal sector is named as "informal", it is not 
totally illegal. Moreover, it offers a solution to the urban imemployment problem which appears as a result of 
migration. Thus, besides the elements of restriction, govemment policies contain elements of support and promotion 
to peddling. Although formal sector is regarded to be the client of professional design practice and technology, 
informal sector appears as an imtouched potential which finds solutions in itself. 

Informal sector has paradoxical aspects which are offered by its nature. As the term "informal" suggests, it is on 
the one hand not well organized, on the other hand has peculiar aspecte which make it more flexible and creative 
then the formal sector. In comparison to informal sector, flexibility, which is required for creativity and innovation, 
is limited in formal sector as a result of its organized nahrre. Moreover, formal sector is led by a clumsy stmcture 
with respect to informal sector since the implementation of the innovation is not immediate. 

In informal sector, creativity appears as a result of the poor conditions which are peculiar to it. Either as a way of 
marketing or production, informal sector lacks the sources such as technology, promotion that are readily available 
for formal sector. 

The products produced within mformal sector vary from craftwork to mass produced items. These products are 
produced with low budget, usually sold on street peddles, and can satisfy needs not met by the formal sector. 
Nevertheless street peddles serve as the marketing medium of catchpenny articles produced either by formal or 
informal sectors. These catchpenny items have common ingenious characteristics that make them meet on street 
peddles. Peddling offer creative catchpennies that usually appear in the form of fads that ai-e playful, awaking fim 
and curiosity are sometimes even obsolete. The aim of the study is to investigate the sources of creativity in 
catchpennies with particular focus on small scale toy manufacturing industry in Turkey since toys are regarded to be 
the most common creative catchpennies. 

2. Informal Sector 
The term "informal sector", which was initially introduced by Hart in 1971, was fnst addressed to urban poor as a 

legitimate and an illegitimate income opportunity varying from street vendor to home industry. It was argued that 
the informal sector provided a wide range of low-cost, labor intensive, unregulated, competitive goods and services 
which are unrecorded. 
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Informal sector's appearance is discussed to be a result of modem sector's (particularly industry) inability to 
absorb a growing surplus of manpower. Consequently, eaming opportunities outside the modem system ensuring 
survival had to be found which is now called as informal sector (Charmes, 1990). The term is defmed with several 
names such as disguised unemployment, illegal economics, marginal economics characterized by low-productivity 
and low-pay activities. 

It was the ILO (Intemational Labor Organization) report on Kenya (1972) which launched and popularized the 
concept of informal sector. The formal and informal sectors were identified by the mentioned ILO report, cited by 
Gilbert and Gugler (1984), as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Characteristics of informal sector in comparison to formal sector (Adapted from ILO report, 1972, cited by Gilbert and 
Gugler (1984)(p:73)) 

Informal sector Formal Sector 
Ease of entry Difficuh to entry 
Reliance on indigenous resources Frequent reliance on foreign resources 
Family ownership of enterprises Corporate ownership 
Small scale of operation Large scale of operation 
Labor-intensive and adopted technology Capital intensive and often imported technology 
Skills acquired outside the formal school system Formally acquired skills, often expatriate 
Unregulated and competitive markets Protected markets (through tariffs, quotas, and trade licenses) 

As mentioned above, informal sector is mainly characterized by its ease of entry. According to Tekeli, this 
depends on two facts; as in informal sector the search for capital is very small or none, and there are not any 
obstacles since there is lack of labor association (1982). 

Altematively Sethuraman (1981) referred by Lubell (1991) proposes a general definition of the informal sector as 
small-scale units engaged in the producfion and distribution of goods and services whose primary objective is to 
generate employment for the participants rather then to maximize profits. In general, informal sector covers all the 
acts which cannot be identified with the traditional measurement methods of economics and which are partially 
reflected to the national income statistics. According to Sethuraman (1976) referred by Charmes (1990), the 
membership of the Informal sector depends on employment of no more then ten persons, non-application of legal 
and administrative regulations, employment of family members, no fixed working hours and days, no institutional 
loans, producfion intended for the final consumer, less then six years of schooling for workers, and for certain 
activifies, no use of mechanical and electrical energy, and the semi-permanent character of the activity. 

According to OECD definitions, informal economy is subject to four sub groups such as: 
1. Underground Production; İn which taxes and social security payments are avoided. In this sub-group, the 

economic legal acts are unrecorded to facihtate tax payment avoidance and tax evasion. 
2. Illegal Production; which is examined in two categories. The first category covers the products and services 

whose production, sales and maintenance is illegal (e.g. dealing of drugs and stolen goods, prostİmtİon) 
whereas the second category deals with the production of legal goods by the unauthorized (e.g. unlicensed 
production of legal dmgs). 

3. Informal Sector Production; which covers the acts avoiding the corporate regulations. In general, informal 
production is seen in small-scale firms which do not facihtate continuity, and which are unable to produce 
income that meets the cost of formal sector. 

4. Household Production for own final use. 
(Ercan, 2006) 

The scope of the present study is idenfified as the third sub group. In this subgroup, production and distribufion 
can totally be performed legally. However, the discontinuous nature of the producfion act hinders these small-scale 
units to be recorded as formal sector enterprises. 

Formal sector large-scale enterprises ranging from public sector companies to multinational corporations and 
locally owned firms are closely related to the state and enjoys protection in terms of working conditions, job security 
and social security. However informal sector which offers a solution to urban unemployment problem gives a 
chance to the local entrepreneurial talent (Gilbert, Gugler; 1984). Therefore, both production and marketing acts 
carried out by informal sector can be argued to serve as a balance element in employment. 

2.1 Production in Informal Sector: 
Informal sector production units differ according to the scale of producfion they make. Establishments which fall 

outside the reach of govemment regulations, with 10 or fewer workers using simple and traditional technology are 
mentioned to be informal sector production units. These units are differentiated between two types of activity: 
'traditional' which operates with very low capitaUzation, low labor productivity and low incomes, is very small in 
size (three or fewer workers) and uses stafic technology organized often within the home; and 'modemizing' which 
is more capital intensive, is usually larger in size, more dynamic in technology and is linked to urban formal sector. 



Modernizing informal sector units also tend to use more skilled labor which is generally acquired through learning 
and training activities within the sub sector (Ranis, Stewart; 1999). These modernizing units can be regarded as 
small sized enterprises which are generally in transition between formal and informal sector searching for personal 
survival with little available capital. Besides providing goods for informal sector market, these serve for formal 
sector as well. Consciously or unconsciously large scale enterprises prefer to work with these units in subcontracting 
base in order to avoid high production costs (Ercan, 2006). However, this interaction provides the modernizing unit 
with technology and skills required. 

Informal sector manufacturing act usually depends on limited resources. On the other hand, a certain 
innovative potential is addressed to these modernizing production units which are regarded as small sized 
enterprises. An entrepreneur is defined as a figure who carries new combinations of the means of production, and 
who revolutionizes the pattern of production (Schumpeter cited by Taymaz, 1997). Thus, small sized establishments 
are considered as a fertile ground that nurtures entrepreneurship and small sized entrepreneurs are regarded to carry 
out an innovative production act. Small scale enterprises have certain advantages with respect to large scale firms İn 
innovation. First of all, the ability to quickly react fast changing market conditions and the dynamic management 
takes advantages of new opporhinities in the market. Due to the small scale, the intemal communication is usually 
effective and problem solving ability is fast. However, small scale enterprises lacks qualified technical manpower 
and financial resources and cannot cope with the patent system (Taymaz, 1997). 

The shortage of resources such as capital, technical infirastmcture, and qualified technical manpower in informal 
sector forces the small production units to expand their resources to the maximum. Since capital is limited, the 
production units are unable to spend huge amounts on R&D and technical know-how. Although technical 
information is available, it cannot be applied or can be ill adapted. As a result, these small scale production units 
tend to depend on the technologies readily available, familiar and used by them. Another reason for use of old 
technologies is the lack of information networks İn informal sector. As formal sector holds the networks necessary 
for information, production, transport and distribution, the flow of information depends rather on personal contacts 
with technology dealers in informal sector (ILO Advisory Committee, 1985). Since the technology producers nearly 
neglect the feedback of informal sector production units, these tend to adapt the readily available technologies or to 
iimovate their own technology. In general, informal sector remains humble in reaching the latest techniques and 
equipment. Thus it depends on older technologies and is forced to modify machinery to process new and recycled 
materials. 

Although informal sector İs said to respond the changing market and technological conditions quickly, 
information for innovation in informal sector is fi"agmentary and disparate for 

• Informal sector enterprises have obsolete techniques and means of production, modest resources, poorly 
educated and unskilled labor force; but economic progress mainly depends on large enterprises using 
capital intensive technology. 

• There is no regular recording and it is hard to report the history that is important in reconstmcting. 
• There is lack of institution among them which can support and provide information among these enterprises 

and can favor a pressure group as in formal sector. (Maldonado, Sethuraman, 1992) 
In general, the modified technology results in poor detailed products particular for local markets in informal 

sector. However, today the catchpenny articles are not limited to these items. The street peddles seem to be 
dominated by the products sold in global market. 

2.2 Peddling as Informal Sector Marketing: 
Types and services in the informal sector is divided into two parts as innovative service sector and illegal acts 

(Gilbert, Gugler, 1984). Peddling stands on the innovative service group tending to bring facilities with small capital 
or none. It is regarded to be a balance element against formal marketing actions since the catchpenny articles are not 
only produced by informal sector enterprises. As Fontaine mentions, peddling owed its success to offer luxury 
goods, goods which are new and often illicit at a better price then sedentary business and shops (1996). Even stock 
remainders, produced by formal sector enterprises may shift to peddles and appear as catchpenny articles. In formal 
sector, the products fails if launched too soon or too late to the market, or at a time when the consumer demand is 
shifting. These shifts are the crack points for the peddlers to be turned into profit. By this way, peddling İs also used 
by the formal sector to harmonize the market. 

Peddlers are categorized as follows: 
1. Legal peddlers: those permitted by municipalities with a certain toll. 

i. Mobile peddlers 
ii. Stationary peddlers 

• settled in permanent market places 
• acting in half-open shops as florists or green groceries 
• acting as extension of the shop through street 

2. Illegal peddlers: those selling whether legal or illegal items without any license or toll. 
i. selling legal goods; county constabulary are İn charge of their prevention 
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selling legal goods whose sales are limited to certain places or circumstances, like drugs, 
tickets; in other words black-market. 
selling illegal items like narcotics and smuggled goods. Policemen are İn charge of their 
prevention. 

In comparison to fonnal sector marketing, peddling differs in various aspects. First of all, the manner of 
expansion is different than fonnal sector marketing. Peddling does not allow work expansion with wider peddles 
since this hinders mobility. Henceforth, work expansion is in the form of increase in number of individual peddles 
rather than widening a single peddle. 

The response to the demands is carried out with a creative approach in peddling. The dynamic nature of peddling 
necessitates the peddler to be attentive, quick and decisive to respond changing conditions. Rather than serving for 
the planned buying activities in shops, peddler appears as the figure who urges buying intention on streets. 

Presentation mainly covers advertising in formal sector marketing. In infomial sector marketing, peddle fulfills 
the functions of display, storage and transportation at the same time. Likewise, the peddler serves both as the 
advertiser and the seller of the catchpennies. Usually catchpennies do not have any advertisement unless they are 
formal sector stock remainders. From time to time, peddlers pick certain concepts in advertisements in presentation 
of related catchpennies. Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3 presents a similar marketing approach where the peddler 
uses the purple cloth to remind people the purple packages of well-known chocolates. 

SUUULUKSÇIKOtATA 

Figure 1. Chocolate package 

SOltM 

Figure 2. Chocolate package Figure 3. Chocolates sold on street peddle 

Normally catchpennies do not ensure any warranty. Moreover the peddler tends not to declare the manufacturing 
defects of catchpennies. Nevertheless, stationary peddlers provide guarantee or ensure product returns in case of a 
default. 

The range of catchpennies varies from craftwork to formal sector stock remainders. Even the range sold on a 
single peddle is diversified and do not show any stable character. Usually the shift of the catchpennies is determined 
by various aspects. Time appears to be one of the determinants of peddling since the shift of the items on peddles 
differs according to periods of the year, week, or even day. The peddling act is uniform within time since the shift of 
the catchpennies depends on certain time intervals, as flags are the most common articles in national days, or 
sunglasses are sold during summers. Location of the peddle is another factor effective on the product range. The 
peddle on a specific location serves as a quick service for specific urgent needs. 

2.3. The Notion of Creativity in Catchpennies: 
Creativity İs the unknown combination of known ideas (Boden, 1991). Although being unpredictable is a 

necessity for creativity, it is not sufficient alone. A creative idea must also be useful and as simple as possible. 



Catchpennies can be claimed to manifest creativity with their simple and surprising nature. Jackson and Messick 
identify the quahties of "creative products" in mainly four aspects (1965). 

Like Boden, they identify the first creative quality of a product to be 'unusual'. An unusual object evokes 
surprise, amazes or shocks. Novelty appears as one of the keywords in imusualness. The second quality is 
'appropriateness' which is evaluated within the context of satisfaction. To be appropriate, the product must fit its 
context. The third quality is mentioned as 'transformation' which can be associated with 'breakthrough'. A 
transformed object is totally a new answer to a problem which cannot be compared with any example in the same 
category. Transformations are not improvements of pre-existing forms, rather are new forms. The forth 
characteristic is 'condensation of meaning' which refers to the longiivity of product. Apart from the last item, 
catchpennies manifest the mentioned qualities of creative products. Since they appear in the form of fads and are 
respect to quick changing conditions, they are hardly regarded as long lasting. 

The sources of design in informal sector İs identified in three groups as straightforward copies of existing 
products, adaptations that suit existing technology or local conditions, and new creations (Guimaraes, 1998). 
However these sources vary with respect to the country depending on the level of industrialization and isolation of 
the market. The design qualities of catchpenny articles are identified as simplicity, safety, affordability by low 
income customers, durability, ease in operation, repair and maintenance (Guimaraes, 1998). However these objects 
generally lack human factors. On the other hand, ILO regards design as a secondary important element in 
catchpennies for improving the quality of life since the main objective in catchpennies is to provide quick income 
opportunities for the peddlers (1985). 

The creative catchpennies are sold in the form of street fairs. Besides craftwork, products manufactured both by 
formal and modernizing informal sector units are included by the mentioned group. These manifest creativity with 
their popular, demonstrative, playful and unusual qualifies. The limitations of the materials and machinery used İn 
manufacturing, or the potenfial of any material used can also facilitate creafivity in these items. The most common 
item among these creative catchpennies appears as toys. 

3. Case Study 
Through the study, the universe of catchpennies were observed to be consisting of many groups such as food, 

export remainders, spare parts, imitations and copies, and craftwork. However the borders between these groups are 
not sharp since any item may lead the characteristic of more than one group. Whether produced by informal sector 
production units or not, ingenuity can be associated with innovativeness and creativity, appears as the common 
characterisfic peculiar to catchpennies. The study focused on toys which are observed to be the most abundantly 
found ingenious catchpenny items. 

The case study aimed to explore the condifion of Turkish toy industry and the sources of creativity in design of 
the toys produced in this sector. Within the framework of the study, small-scale toy manufacturers in Turkey, whose 
products are sold both in formal and informal sector, were tried to be reached. Generally these small-scale producers 
are regarded to be İn state of a transition from the informal sector to the formal sector. 

3.1 Overview of Turkisli Toy Market 
Anatolian toy tradition was mainly based on the items that were transferred fi^om ancient cultures. Among 

these traditional toys, yoyos, kites, hacıyatmaz, fırıldak, teetomms can be mentioned. The tradition of craft puppet 
production of the Middle Asian Turks disappeared with the adoption of Islam (Önder, 1986). However this tradition 
can said to be revived in 19* century with shadow theater and the production of puppets (Yalçmkaya, 1996). Eyüp 
in İstanbul is known for Turkish traditional craft toy manufacturing, since in 18"* century Evliya Çelebi mentions 
about İ05 masters resident in Eyüp involved with toy manufacturing. IS* century is also known for the corruption 
of local toy craftsmanship against the imported European mechanical toys (Önder, 1986). 

Foundation of the Turkish Republic accelerated industrialization İn toy manufacturing. In the early 
republican era, toy production was carried out first at homes, as if in backyard industries, and than in small 
workshops. The sector showed up a stagnant mood after 1955 with the invasion of the European toys. The 
interruption of imports in 1960's resulted in the sector to evolve. Until mid 1970's toy manufacturing mainly 
consisted of making direct copies of European examples. The secondhalf of the 1970's is known for the dominance 
of tutorial toys in the market. The stimulating period of 1980's and 1990's İs replaced with a stagnant mood today. 
The invasion of the Chinese toys caused many of the producers to leave the sector. Even the biggest firm which was 
said to hold the 19.8% of the market share in 1975 went bankrupt İn 1990's with changing market conditions 
(Önder, 1986) 

In current Turkish toy market, as shown in Figure 4, the wholesalers located in Tahtakale, Istanbul serve as 
the mediator between producers and customers. However, most of the wholesalers are also the manufacturers and 
provide products for individual customers and peddlers. 



Production Plant or Workshop 

Wholesaler ^ İstanbul Market 

Anatolian Market Customer 

Figure 4. The scheme of Turkish toy market by Önder, 1986 

3.2 Methodoiogy 
In order to reach the full list of the toy producers in Turkey, the database of the Union of Chambers and Stock 

Exchange was used. Among the 83 toy producers reported in this database, only 2 companies were found to be 
involved with toy manufacturing since the invasion of the Chinese toys caused the rest of the producers to leave the 
sector. Other then the two foundations reported by The Union of Chambers and Stock Exchange, one more company 
was able to be contacted. 

"Lack of reporting" was mentioned to be one of the reasons of technological humbleness in infonnal sector. 
However, it appears as one of the problems for Turkish fonnal small-scale toy industry as well. The database of 
Turkish Union of Chambers and Stock Exchange did not provide exact infonnation since some of the addresses 
existent in the list have gone bankrupt while some other manufacturers are missing in the same list. 

As a result, three small-scale toy producers were interviewed. Other then the interviewed companies, information 
was collected by brief conservations made with the salespeople in wholesalers. 

Company A located in Tahtakale, Istanbul, was involved with toy gun and truck manufacturing. Company B, 
which was also located in the same region, and was reached with the help of Company A, had relatively a wider 
product range varying from lego, trucks to bicycles. Company C was involved with production of legos. 

Mainly the questionnaire focused on two aspects as the creation of product ideas and market conditions. The 
companies were asked; 

• Whether they were employing a design team or not, 
• How the ideas of new products emerged 
• How these companies survived after Chinese toy boom 
• Whether the products which shifted to street peddles changed 

3.3 Results 
All of the interviewed cases were pessimistic about the Turkish toy market and were searching for survival 

ways against Chinese toy industry. The interviewees, who were the owners of the firms, were aware of the 
advantages of Chinese industry with low cost and high productivity. It was stated that after the Chinese toy boom, 
many small-scale producers left the sector which caused peddlers to get İn touch with the remaining toy 
manufacturers larger in scale. Hence, today the catchpenny toys are the same with the toys sold in shops. Under such 
circumstances, the shop owners in Anatolian market suffered since they had to support a considerable profit for 
rentals and taxes which are not the subject of peddling. 

All of the interviewees stated thai the sector was active in the production of low cost toys before the 
introduction of Chinese Items to the market. Before, anyone with a plastic injection workshop was able to produce a 
single catchpenny item to support a considerable profit. Since these small-scale producers disappeared, today low 
cost toys hardly show differences between the ones sold on street peddles and in shops. 

The companies did not employ a design team consisting of designers, engineers, or educational consultants. 
The design act usually depended on experience and intention of the company owners and production staff. The 
sources and methods of design İn Turkish small-scale toy manufacturing can be summed up as; 

1. Toys produced by foreign manufacturers: 
Intemational exhibitions and catalogues of foreign toy manufacmrers were observed to be the main sources of 
design in this sector. In general, direct or modified copies of foreign examples are presented to the market. The 
products to be copied are chosen intentionally by the entrepreneurs without any particular method. However cultural 
intentions on the choice and modifications can mentioned to be dominant. For example a jumping spider produced 
in China can tuni into a jumping rabbit, or a toy, as presented in Figure 5, tmck can be exaggerated in scale since 
children in Turkey are said to get on these tmcks unlike their precedents abroad. Putting stickers on toys is observed 
as a method of modification. The relief ornaments and textures on original products can be changed with local 
figures or stickers put. One of the producers emphasized the necessity of using stickers by mentioning that any toy 
without stickers is hardly sold in Turkey. On the other hand, the interviewees stated that the use of stickers on toys is 
forbidden abroad. The design of sfickers, like the design of packages, is mentioned to be made by entrepreneurs and 
printing house staff 



Figure 5. Toy trucks 

2. Toys readily available in the market: 
Some parts of the toys available m the market can be exaggerated in scale and produced as a separate item itself. For 
example bell of a certain toy is exaggerated in scale and launched as a new item as in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. Toy bells 

3. Objects used İn daily life: 
Any item can be decreased in scale and produced in plastics in the form of toy or toy kit which can be installed by 
the child (e.g. toy baby cart) 

4. Local craftworks: 
The producers can be inspired frorn local handmade toys or daily objects. In fact two methods are applied; the 
original object is decreased in scale and transformed into plastics or handmade toy is t imed into a kitsch object 
produced out of plastics. 

The interviewed cases proved that they were searching for ways of survival against the so called Chinese toy 
industry. The methods used to seize the market are; 

1. Shifting the product range to big scale toys; since big scale toys such as bicycles or huge trucks cannot be 
imported because of high transportation costs, some companies try to fill this gap. 

2. Widening the product range; so that any profit loss on one item can be compensated with the profit gained 
from the other. 

3. Limiting the product range to legos and changing the target users to more educated parents and 
kindergartens. 

4. Discussion 
Although the domesfic producers interviewed were small-scale formal sector enterprises, their products 

were sold both by formal and informal sector. In fact, the toy producers which are the subject of the study, show the 
characterisfics of "modernizing informal sector units" which is offered by Ranis and Stewart (1999). These 
modernizing units which are in transition between formal and informal sector provide goods and services for both 
sectors like the companies interviewed within the study. These production units were leading more a capital 
intensive nature, were larger in size, and were using more skilled labor with respect to the informal sector 
production units. On the other hand, these enterprises' small scale of operation, family ownership and serving for 
unregulated markets converge them to the informal sector units. However their small scale structure, as Taymaz 
(1997) states, provides them a certain advantage in quickly reacting fast changing market conditions and taking new 



opportunities İn tiie marltet. The current situation of the toy marlcet proves that after the Chinese toy boom, while the 
large scale companies went bankrupt and informal sector units had to leave the sector, only such kind of small scale 
companies that stand in between informal and formal sector could have survived by according the changing market 
conditions. 

Although these units employed even engineers, they lack a design team. The workshop owners appear as the 
company directors generating product ideas whereas the masters of the workshops serve as the technical staff 
responsible for the technical decisions such as material, strength, scale affecting the design of the product. 

The sources of design in the so called companies confirmed the categorization of Guimaraes (1998) which 
consisted of straightforward copies, adaptations and new creations. The product ideas were observed to appear 
mainly out of sources as; 
1. Foreign toy industry. Any toy or daily product produced by foreign manufacturers can be reproduced in original 
scale or any part of a toy can be exaggerated in scale and introduced as an individual toy. This group shows the 
characteristics of straightforward copies of existing products. 
2. Traditional culture: An item in traditional culmre can be directly minimized in scale and produced in plastics. In a 
way, traditional items are adapted to suit existing technology and local conditions. 

On the other hand, traditional component of the informal sector production units are more apt to manufacture 
handmade toys that can be called as "new creations". Traditional component operating with very low capitalization, 
generally utilizes adopted technology organized within home, or may totally depend on craftwork. In fact, craft 
oriented toys manifesting ingenuity participate in considerable amount on street peddles. These may be recent 
variations of ancient toys like sulu düdük, teetotum, or decreased-in-scale variations of traditional daily objects like 
cradles, or totally new creations based on craftwork. Totally new creations, as given in Figure 7 and Figure 8, can be 
inspired from the potentials of easily found materials like paper, plastics, sawdust etc. 

Figure 7. Hand m_ide iott heads made out of balloons stuffed with sawdust 

Figure 8. Patchwork puppet 



Figure 9. Pumped rabbit 

It can be claimed that domestic toy production sector do not produce highly demonstrative goods which attract 
the attention on streets. Among the catchpenny articles, the demonstrative toys which appear in the fonn of 
temporary fads are generally produced by Chinese toy industry. The domestic small-scale producers which 
disappeared led a similar strategy to manufacmre such demonstrative temporary fads in order to ensure short-term 
profit. As the term 'fad' suggests, these items had tendency to become popular for a short time. Such items can 
claimed to be culturally sensitive since modifications are made due to the locality they are produced. For example, a 
Chinese pumped spider is interpreted as a rabbit, as presented in Figure 9, in Turkish market. 

Although the toys manufacmred by domestic producers are sold both in formal and informal markets, they lack 
the demonstrative quality so are not competitive as catchpenny article. For example packed lego toys produced by 
domestic formal sector participate on street peddles with mechanical Chinese toys and hardly attracts attention while 
the other toys are presented in the form of street fairs. 

While formal sector domestic producers support fads, they are apt to create their own fads or to copy the foreign 
fads like the Barbie dolls. In any case, domestic toy manufacturing sector seems to be dependent on foreign sources. 
The attempts to transform traditional items to industrially produced toys generally results with kitsch items. 
However traditional culture appears as a cnicial element effective in toy production. A further smdy which deals the 
dominance of traditional culture on small-scale industiy can be suggested. 

As a result, Turkish small scale toy manufacmring appears to stand on the border of informal and formal 
manufacmring sectors. The detailed examination of the production and design processes in such companies can 
provide information necessary for development of the sector. 
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THE KEY ISSUES FOR REMANUFACTURING: REVERSE LOGISTICS 
AND SUSTAINABLE DESIGN 

Ibrahim Gurler ' 

Abstract 

Reverse Logistics has become a key competence in modern supply chains. Reverse logistic activities include 
collection, disassembly and processing of used products in order to ensure a new use or an environmentally 
recovery. Recovery of used products is receiving much attention recently due to growing environmental concern. 
Efficient implementation requires appropriate logistics structures to be set up for the arising goods flow from users 
to producers. The mass of products at end of life becomes a real problem for the environment. The remanufacturing 
is an end-of-life strategy that reduces the use of raw materials and saves energy while preserving the value added 
during the design and manufacturing processes. Design for Environment covers any design activity which aims to 
improve the environmental performance of sustainable product design. The decisions made at the design stage effect 
all of the life phases of the product - manufacturing, transportation, operation, maintenance and disposal. This 
article deals with problems related to the integration of remanufacturing activities within sustainable product 
design and to the coordination of reverse logistics system. In this paper, metrics for assessing the 
remanufacturability based on sustainable product design features are introduced and addressed the problem of 
choosing the appropriate reverse logistics channel stmcture for the collection of used products from customers. 

Keywords: Remanufacturing, Reverse Logistics, Sustainable Design, Design For Environment, Product Recovery 

1. Introduction 
The major cause of continued deterioration of the global environment is the unsustainable pattern of consumption 

and production, particularly İn industrialized countries. The concept of "Producer Responsibility" requires original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to "take back" an equivalent used product for each one they sold. The 
significance of remanufacturing is that it combines profitability and sustainable development benefits by reducing 
land filling, as well as the level of virgin material, energy and specialized labor used in production. Today, 
sustainability is often considered to have three dimensions, the economic, the social and the environmental 
sustainability. The focus of this paper is on the environmental sustainability. Research indicates that up to 85% of 
the weight of remanufactured products may be obtained from used components, and that such products have 
comparable quality to equivalent new products but require 50% to 80% less energy to produce (Lund, 1984). 

The mass of products at end of life becomes a real problem for the environment. Thus, industrials are tuming 
their attention to strategies for the management of products at the end-of-iife. The remanufacturing is an end-of-life 
strategy that reduces the use of raw materials and saves energy while preserving the value added during the design 
and manufacturing processes. But, in most of the cases, remanufacturing processes must be adapted to existing 
products because products have not been designed to be remanufacturable. However, the process adaptations 
increase costs and this can lead the overall benefits obtained with the remanufacturing process to be reconsidered. 
The aim of our research was to propose an approach for the designers to integrate remanufacturing constraints 
throughout the design process; mainly in the earliest phases. Lopez-Ontiveros et al, (2006) determined; easy to 
disassemble, to clean, to control, to replace and assemble as a set of principles for the design of remanufacturable 
products. 

Over the last few decades accelerating environmental concem which, in some countries, has already resulted in 
legislation, and financial interests in the reuse of products, parts or materials, have all contributed to reverse logistics 
recent popularity. In a broad sense, reverse logistics stands for all operations related to the re-use of products and 
materials. Reverse logisfic activities include cofiection, disassembly and processing of used products, product parts 
and/or materials, in order to ensure a new use or an environmentally fi^iendly recovery. From a scientific point of 
view, reverse logistics brings new elements in collection/distribufion management, production 
planning/remanufacturing, and inventory control (Kokkİnaki, Nunen & Pappİs 2000:10) 
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In this paper we give an overview of articles that describe the relationship between sustainable product design 
features, reverse logistics channel structure and remanufacturing activities. In this way we get a better insight into 
critical factors success factors for design for environment and reverse logistics of a remanufacturable product. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First we introduce the topic of remanufacturing. Then we 
describe the methodology used for sustainable design. After that, we present the case studies and the models of 
reverse logistics for remanufacturing in the literamre. We end with final remarks and research directions. 

2. Remanufacturing 
The remanufacturing industry is a large and economically important industry that includes many market sectors 

and provides significant societal and environmental benefits. The aim of remanufacmring is to reprocess used 
products in such a manner that the quality of the products is as good as or better than new in terms of appearance, 
reliability and performance (Gurler, 2007). 

Remanufacmring is a process of bringing used products to "like-new" funcfional state with warranty to match. It 
recovers a substantial proportion of the resource incorporated İn a used product in its first manufacture, at low 
additional cost, thus reducing the price of the resulting product. The key remanufacturing problem İs the ambiguity 
in its definition leading to paucity of knowledge and research in the process. 

In the remanufacmring industry, a large number of remanufacmred products exist, in many different fields of 
acfivity. Some industrial fields such as those of cars and of heavy machinery are that already use remanufacmring 
successfully. However, the remanufacturing industry has enlarged to include other industrial fields, such as the field 
of computer materials or the field of more complex products such as copiers. This widening of remanufacturing also 
addresses some less complex products such as pallets or office fumimre. 

Remanufacturing does not necessarily mean reproducfion of the original product. It affords the opportunity to 
upgrade its performance, e.g., by installing a faster CPU İn a computer, by substituting an electronic for an electro
mechanical coin changer in a vending machine. 

The remanufacmring process aims at extending the life of products by diverting products to a new second life 
instead of being buried. The economic interest comes from the fact that the added value due to the initial production 
of the product is preserved fully or partly. The environmental interest comes from the lower consumption compared 
to manufacturing a second new product, and the extended product life. The remanufacturing process is a process in 
which reasonably high volumes of similar products are collected to a central service place, disassembled and then 
treated to be reused. Therefore, by keeping the components, material extracfion and energy consumption can be 
reduced. The remanufacmring process is generally composed of several stages: disassembly, testing, repair, 
cleaning, inspecfion, updating, component replacement and assembly which at each stage, specific measures 
guarantee quality control (Lopez-Ontiveros et al, 2006:2). 

Tab Ie -1 : Remanufacturing Process (Adopted from Parkinson and Thompson: 2003:252) 

Disassembly ; The requirement for remanufacturing disassembly is that it be non-destmctive. Theremanufacturers showed 
'igreat ingenuity in developing processes for dis^sembling crimped and rivet fastenings in a manner that/caused 

. . . . . t h e least destmction to components.. Disassembly equipment includes electric and pneumatic power .tools and 
• gşneral workshop tools, especially hammers, mallets and drifts, wrenches, jigs and holding fixtures, bearing 

.:._.;..,„.J:..J,.?l.,_„PîŞŞses and'drills _ . : • 
Cleaning Effective cleaning requires that all contamination be removed and involves degreasing, derusting and the 

removal of surface coatings such as paint. Many methods are available such as cleaning in petrol, hot water jet 
or steam cleaning, chemical detergent spraying or chemical purifying baths, ultrasonic cleaning chambers, 
sand/bead blasting, steel bmshing and baking ovens. 

• Inspection ;and , As part of the remanufacturing processes, the components making up an assembly have to besorted into, their 
, sorting'- uniquegroups for further processing. Inspection is an important stage that seeks to assess the: reusability of a 

•part'iand •whether- it can. be. reconditioned.: The first thing is to establish objective criteria to determine the 
. . . , condition of a component; Once these criteria are established, an effective means of assessing, the-criteria must 

. . be .developed: If it İs not.possible. to achieve this cost effectively, the criteria should be. re^dsited: Visual 
: '.. .•inspeetionvis/widely-used, along with- non-destmctive testing (KDT) techniques such as dye penetrant, 

••• .• V'-^:magnetioj)artJGle,eddy curt'ent.anduitraso - ^ • • •" ^ \ 
Reconditioning Reconditioning processes include miUing, turning, grinding, material deposition, heat treatment, welding, 

powder coating, chroming and spray painting. An example of this would be the regrinding of crankshafts and 
the fitment of oversize bearings 

Reassembly Reassembly usually takes place on small batch assembly lines, using the same power tools and fixtures that 
. were employed:for the assembly of the newly manufactured product. Because production runs are likely to be 
iowerJn remanufacturing, it wall be harder to justify the use of automation, as the cost.couldnot be amortized 

_^ovepasmanyproducts • 
Testing Testmg is likely to be similar to that used on newly manufactured products. Remanufacturers typically use 1 GO 

per cent inspection testing of finished goods, which may be higher than a new manufacturer who may sample a 
percentage of the products for testing 



3. Sustainable Design 
Design for Environment, DFE, also called "Green Design," "Environmentally Friendly Design" covers any 

design activity wiiich aims at improving tlie environmental performance of a product. It addresses the problem at the 
design stage, where the potential for impact İs the greatest. The decisions made at the design stage effect all of the 
life phases of the product - manufacturing, transportation, operation, maintenance and disposal (Hundal, 2000;!). A 
wide range of different products have been subject to DFE, and many industries have developed their own schemes. 
Throughout the 1990'ies several publicly funded methodology projects had the aim of developing more generally 
applicable approaches to design for environment. The variety of available methods and tools ranges from general to 
specific tools, which focus on parts of the life cycle or on certain types of products or services. 

An important DFE strategy aimed at minimizing end-of-life impacts İs remanufacturing; products need to be 
designed to be viable for cost effective remanufacture, reuse and to reduce the amount of waste going to landfills. 
With the right remanufacturing process in place, remanufacturing can be profitable for mass produced products 
provided that sufficient quantities of mass produced products will be viable for remanufacturing (Franke, Basdere, 
Ciupek & Seliger, 2006). Obvious choices are automotive (Chen, 2005), white goods (Parkinson & Thompson, 
2003) and electronics industries (Ferrer, 1997). 

The overaU picture of a product's life cycle and the materials flow associated with it are shown İn Figure I. This 
figure also illustrates the three terms frequently used in DFE literature: reuse, remanufacturing and recycling. In the 
product's life cycle, the design stage İs the most critical as far as many of the impacts on and of the product. The 
decisions on materials and manufacturing processes are made at this stage (Hundal, 2000,2). These decisions 
determine the total material flow, thus affectmg both the upstream (pre-consumer) and the downstream 
(postconsumer) impacts. 
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Information flow 

Materials: Primary flow 

Materials: Secondary flow 

Figure 1. Product Life Cycle and Materials Flow (Hundal, 2000) 

Lagerstedt (2003) suggests a set of DFE rules which nicely summarize the guidance given by the various DFE 
tools and methods which are available: 



1. Do not use toxic substances, and use closed loops when possible. 
2. Minimize energy and material consumption in production and transportation by striving for efficiencies. 
3. Minimize energy and resource consumption İn the use stage, especially for products with their most 
significant environmental aspects in the use stage. 
4. Promote maintenance, especially for system dependent products. 
5. Promote long life, especially for products with their most significant environmental impacts outside the use 
stage. 
6. Use structural features and high quality materials, to minimize weight; these should not interfere with 
flexibility, impact strength or functional properties. 
7. Use better materials, surface treatments or structural arrangements to protect products from dirt, corrosion 
and wear. 
8. Arrange in advance for upgrading, repair and recycling, through good access, labeling, modules and 
breakpoints, and provide good manuals. 
9. Promote upgrading, repair and recycle by using few, simple, recycled, unblended materials, and do not use 
alloys. 
10. Use the minimum joining elements possible, using screws, adhesives, welding, snap fits, geometric 
locking, etc. according to Life Cycle guidelines. 

We can summarize these recommendations to typical focus points for tlie development of environmentally 
benign products as following. They are right for many product developers, especially for mass produced products. 

• Focus on the disposal of the products 
• Focus on the use of certain materials in the product life cycle 
• Focus on longer product life 

The steps in remanufacturing are: Disassembly, Cleaning, Sorting, Checking, Reconditioning, and Reassembly. 
Design for remanufacturing involves rules to help in each of these stages. These rules are classified and summarized 
by Hundal (2000): 

Design rules for disassembly are: 
1. Arrange the sub-assemblies for easy disassembly. 
2. Use joints which are easy to separate. 

3. The joints should have the same life span as the whole product. 

Design rules for the cleaning phase are: 
1. Design of parts should provide for easily accessible re-entrant comers and cavities or avoid these altogether. 
2. It should enable the rational design of the cleaning line. 
3. Markings on parts should withstand cleaning. 
4. Use of only environmentally friendly cleaning agents should be required. 
5. Surfaces to be cleaned should be smooth and wear resistant. 

6. All deposits, impurities and other materials should be removable without damage to parts. 

Design rules for ease of sorting are: 
1. Parts, particularly those similar-looking, should be identified for easy sorting and classification. 
2. Parts which flilfill the same function should either be identical or be clearly identifiable as being different 

Design rules for Checking 
1. Wear and corrosion of parts should be easy to verify. 

2. Data such as material properties, load limits, tolerances and adjustments should be available. 

Design rules for Reconditioning 
1. Shape of the parts should permit the use of jigs and fixtures for reconditioning, e.g., machining, material 

deposition, insert replacement. 
2. Threaded bushings should be easily replaceable. 

Design rules for Reassembly 
1. The remanufacturing facility should have access to the knowledge of the assembly procedures of the-

original product. 

2. Reassembly should be simple and unambiguous, and pennit the use of mass production techniques. 

4. Reverse Logistics 
Logistics management is a complex task whhin both the modern manufacturing and construction industries. 

Effective logistics management implies a mastery of various key processes, including planning, implementing and 
controlling the efficient, effective flow and storage of goods, services and related information from the point of 
origin to the point of consumption in order to fulfill customer requirements. A truly effective logistics system 



involves the integration of information, transportation, inventory, warehousing, materials handling and packaging. 
Until recently, investment m logistics has focused mainly on the flows from companies to markets. This was simply 
satisfying demand via a distribution system without appreciating the effort, cost and resources required to operate 
that system. 

Growing concerns for the envnonment and conserving resources has created new logistical approaches to more 
effectively manage the distribution function, and make better use of the resources available to an organization. One 
such approach is the concept of reverse logistics. 

Reverse logistics has been defined by Stock (1998) as the role of logistics in product returns, source reduction, 
reuse of materials, materials substitution, waste disposal, refurbishing, repair and re-manufacturing. The concept is 
broad and encompasses a number of activities within logistics and other functions carried out within the supply 
chains. Reverse logistics may be applied to both the materials management part and the physical distribution part of 
the logistics chain and offers real environmental benefits (Kroon & Vrijens, 1995). 

Reverse logistics uses various methods to give scope for a 'back-load' of finished products," components, waste, 
reusable packing, etc. from consumer to manufacturer. Back-loads "logisfics against the flow" allow manufacturers 
to reduce costs by using the distribution vehicle's return jomney to create Income or added value. Often this is very 
simple; a distribution vehicle picks up pallets previously deposited at the warehouse where it makes its deliveries. 
The return trip adds value to the process by returning those pallets back to usable condition (i.e. back at their point 
of origin). This basic concept is now being developed to create novel ^solutions to the problems of reducing 
pollution, costs and vehicle movements, while maintaining high customer service levels. 

The first stage in the reverse logistic process is collection, that is, all those activities that are necessary for 
reclaiming returned products, stnplus or by-products and transporting them to a place, where they will be subjected 
to further examination and processing. Locating such products, pmrchasing, transporting them and storing them at a 
collection point, are all activities related to collection. 

A major issue in collection is the encountered high uncertainty regarding the locations from where used products 
need to be collected, their quantity and fiming. These pose severe difficulties in planning and controlling collection 
processes. Furthermore, these uncertainty factors are detrimental to the integration of forward and reverse 
distribution networks, which is a very important issue if we consider that the additional transportation induced by 
return flows is a negative element in the overall ecological assessment of indusfrİal re-use activities (Kokkinaki, 
Nunen & Pappis, 2000; 12). 

Another major issue for products entering the reverse logistic chain is that of their quality. This issue is central at 
the stage of selection, where a decision must be reached as to whether a product (or parts of it) will be re-used, 
remanufactured, recycled or disposed. Physical inspection is necessary for determining further processing for most 
commercial products. 

Figure 2 presents a graphical representation of the activities within a product recovery- chain together with 
traditional supply chain activities. The recurrent reverse logistics activities include collection, inspection/separation, 
re-use, remanufacturing, recycling, redistribution and disposal. 

Production wastelby-procfucts 

Reverse Logistics 

Figure 2: Product Flow in Supply Chain and Reverse Logistics (Kokkinaki, Nunen & Pappis, 2000; 11) 
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Supply, manufacturing, distribution and their cascading flows represent the traditional supply chain. From the 
reverse perspective, the flows for production waste and commercial returns are very important, because these two 
combined with the end-of-use return flow are all Input flows in the recovery chain. 

Brito and Dekker (2003) specified the remm reasons of products in a reverse logistics which are organized 
according to case smdies in literature as below: 

1. Manufacturing remms, which embrace raw material surplus, quality-control returns, and production leftovers 
or by-products; 

2. Distriburion remms, which include product recalls, remms coming back due to commercial agreements (B2B 
commercial remms), intemal stock adjustments and fimctional retums; 

3. Customer retums, which comprise reimbursement guarantees, warranty remms, service remms, end-of-use and 
end-of-life retums 

Reverse logistics creates value to the logistical process by retuming products back to usable condition/position. It 
is apphed in processes connected with recycling; reusing and reducing the amount of materials used. The most 
efficient reverse logistics solutions merge efficient forward and reverse flows into one process. Equipment, facilities 
and personnel can share both forward and reverse logistics activities resulting in synergy in terms of reduced costs 
and improved service levels. Due to shortening of economic Hfe cycles, for products like consumer electronics, the 
recovery of value from these consumer goods, after use, is becoming a necessity. 

Lack of appropriate performance metrics 

Company Poh'cies 

Lack of strategic planning 

Lack of commitment by top management 

Figure 3: ISM-Based Model For the Barriers of Reverse Logistics (Shankar & Ravi, 2005:1026) 

The deployment of reverse logistics is not free from barriers. Some of these barriers are lack of systems, 
management inattention, financial resources, personnel resources, lesser importance of reverse logistics relative to 



other issues, and company pohcies. The above-mentioned barriers not only affect the operations of reverse logistics 
but also influence one another (Shankar & Ravi, 2005:1012). Interpretive structural modeling (ISM) is used for 
identifying and sununarizing relationships among specific variables by Shankar and Ravi (2005). According to this 
research barriers of reverse logistics defmed as below and modeled as Figure 3. 

Barriers of Reverse Logistic 
• Lack of information and technological systems: An efficient information and technological system is very 

necessary for supporting the reverse logistics during various stages of the product life cycle. 

• Problems with product quality: The product quality is not uniform in reverse logistics compared to the 
forward logistics where the product quality is uniform. The remmed product quality could be in any range; 
like that it could be faulty, damaged, or simply unwanted by the customer. 

• Company policies: Restrictive company policies are an important barrier to the reverse logistics. Companies 
want to create a brand image to the customers. They do not want to compromise on the end-product quality 
by using the remmed products. 

• Resistance to change to reverse logistics: The lack of awareness of the benefits of the reverse logistics both 
from economic and environment angles could be a major factor for the resistance to change to reverse 
logistics. Reverse logistics systems initially involve high economic investment. 

• Lack of appropriate performance metrics: Successful reverse logistics programs will effectively coordinate 
all the processes, focus on recapturing value or proper disposal of products, create environmental fi-iendly 
products, and create performance measurement systems that provide data as to whether the designed reverse 
logistics is performing up to the expectations. 

• Lack of training and education: A significant barrier to good reverse logistics is lack of personnel resources. 
Lack of training and education is a major challenge to commercial cycling. 

• Financial constraints: Financial constraints are a key barrier to good reverse logistics programs. Cost 
considerations are a prime challenge in commercial recycling. 

• Lack of commitment by top management: Lack of commitment by top management İs a chief barrier for 
successful reverse logistics. Efficient leadership is needed to provide clear vision and value to reverse 
logistics programs. 

• Lack of awareness about reverse logistics: A chief barrier of reverse logistics is lack of awareness about the 
benefits of reverse logistics. Even if companies knew about İt, giving relative unimportance to reverse 
logisfics was seen as the largest barrier to reverse logisfics. 

• Lack of strategic planning: For implementation of reverse logistics in any organization, the role of strategic 
planning is very important to achieve the goals for the survival of the organization in the global market. 

• Reluctance of the support of dealers, distributors, and retailers: Another important barrier to the reverse 
logistics is the reluctance of the support of the dealers, distributors, and retailers towards the reverse 
logisfics activities. A generous remm policy leads to improved risk sharing between sellers and consmners. 

Lack of the awareness of reverse logistics practices İs a very significant barrier. From the ISM model, it is 
observed that strategic management issues like lack of awareness of reverse logistics and lack of commitment by top 
management are at the bottom level of the hierarchy implying higher driving power. Therefore, top management 
should focus on developing strategies to create awareness about the use of reverse logistics so that the benefits of İt 
can be reaped. It is also observed fi-om the ISM model that five barriers, namely, lack of awareness of reverse 
logisfics, lack of commitment by the top management, problems with product quality, lack of strategic plamiing, and 
financial constraints have strong driver power and therefore, tliese are less dependent on the other barriers (Shankar 
&Ravi , 2005:1027). 



4.1 The Steps of Reverse Logistics 
Collection, inspection/separation, reprocessing, disposal and re-distribution are the steps of the reverse logistics. 

Figure 4 gives a graphical representation of the activities within a product recovery chain together with traditional 
supply chain activities. We briefly describe each of these steps below (Fleischmann et al, 2000:657). 

Collection refers to all activities rendering used products available and physically moving them to some point 
where fiirther treatment is taken care of. In general, collection may include purchasing, transportation, and storage 
•activities. It should be noted that collection may, to some extent, be imposed by legislation. 

Inspection/Separation denotes all operations determining whether a given product is İn fact re-usable and in 
which way. Thus, inspection and separation results in splitting the flow of used products according to distinct re-use 
(and disposal) options. Inspection and separation may encompass disassembly, shredding, testing, sorting, and 
storage steps. 

Reprocessing means the actual transformation of a used product into a usable product again. This trans-formation 
may take different forms including recycling, repair, and remanufacturing In addition, activities such as cleaning, 
replacement, and re-assembly may be involved. 

Figure 4: The Recovery Chain 

Disposal is required for products that cannot be reused for technical or economical reasons. This applies, e.g. to 
products rejected at the separation level due to excessive repair requirements but also to products without 
satisfactory market potential, e.g. due to outdating. Disposal may include transportation, land filling, and 
incineration steps. 

Redistribution refers to directing reusable products to a potential market and to physically moving them to future 
users. This may encompass sales (leasing, service contracts), transportation, and storage activities. 

4.2 Reverse Logistics Design in Practice: A Review 
Recently, a considerable number of case studies have been reported which address the design of logistics 

networks in a product recovery context. 
Loosely related with a case study on the recovery of copy machines (Thierry et al, 1995), Thierry (1997) 

proposes a conceptual model for evaluating combined production/distribution and collection/recovery networks. The 
model addresses the situation of a manufacturing company collecting used products for recovery in addition to 
producing and distributing new products. Recovered products are assumed to be sold under the same conditions as 
new ones to satisfy a given market demand. The production/distribution network encompasses three levels, namely 
plants, warehouses, and markets. Products may be transported from plants to markets either directly or via a 
warehouse, yielding different transportation costs. Moreover, from each market a certain amount of used products 
needs to be collected. Subsequently, collected products are to be disassembled and tested on reusability, after which 
accepted products need to be repaired while rejected products are disposed of These activities are carried out İn the 
facilities of the 'forward' production/distribution network. 

Jayaraman et al. (1999), analyse the logistics network of an electronic equipment remanufacturing company in 
the USA. The company's activities encompass collection of used products (cores) from customers, remanufacturing 
of collected cores, and distribution of remanufactured products. Customers delivering cores and demanding 
remanufactured products do not necessarily coincide. Moreover, core supply is limited. In this network the optimal 
number and locations of remanufacturing facilities and the number of cores collected are to be determined 
considering investment, transportation, processing, and storage costs. 



Krikke et al. (1999) discuss the remanufacturing of photocopiers. The authors consider two options for the 
remanufacturing facility, one coinciding with the manufacturing facility and one in a cheap labor country. They 
evaluate the costs of both options, including the transportation effects. 

5. Conclusion 
The remanufacturing is an end-of-lİfe strategy that reduces the use of raw materials and saves energy while 

preserving the value added during the design and manufacturing processes. It combines profitability and sustainable 
development benefits by reducing land filling, as well as the level of virgin material, energy and specialized labor 
used in production. The significance problem in remanufacturing is; remanufacharing processes generally adapted to 
existing products but these products have not been designed to be remanufacturable. However, the process 
adaptations increase costs and this can lead the overall benefits obtained with the remanufacturing process to be 
reconsidered. 

The environmental interest comes from the lower consumption compared to manufacmring a second new 
product, and the extended product life. Environmental protection is a complex and controversial subject. The goal of 
engineering design has been and is still to design and produce products and systems to fiilfiU the needs of society. 
Engineers and designers need information to operate successfully. 

An important DFE strategy aimed at minimizing end-of-lİfe Impacts is remanufacmring; products need to 
be designed to be viable for cost effective remanufacmre, reuse and to reduce the amount of waste going to landfills. 
With the right remanufacmring process in place, remanufacturing can be profitable for mass produced products 
provided that sufficient quantities of mass produced products will be viable for remanufacturing. DFE by itself does 
not make products cheaper, nor more expensive. On the other hand the overall costs, when one considers the 
environmental impacts, can be lowered. Environmental attributes must be considered at all stages of the design, as 
are other attributes, e.g., cost, manufacmrability, quality, etc. The application of DFE requires knowledge more than 
any other resource. Products designed for recyclability are more easily serviceable. Remanufactured products can 
be of as high quality as new products - and cheaper. 

The interface between logistics and the environment is imbedded in the value adding fiinctions a firm 
performs. Integrative environmental management means that every element in the corporate value chain İs involved 
in minimization of the firm's total environmental impact from start to finish of the supply chain and fi-om beginning 
to end of the product Hfe cycle. Reverse logistics uses various methods to give scope for a 'back-load' of finished 
products, components, waste, reusable packing, etc. from consumer to manufacmrer. Back-loads "logistics against 
the flow" allow manufacmrers to reduce costs by using the distribution vehicle's remm journey to create income.or 
added value. 

Supply uncertainty both in quantity and quality appears to be a major distinction between product recovery 
networks and traditional production-dlstribufion networks. This may be a reason for a more complex network 
strucmre. Considering recovery simations in more detail, including product, supply chain, and resource aspects, we 
have seen that product recovery networks can be subdivided into a number of classes. Re-usable item networks, 
remanufacmring networks, and recycling networks appear each to have their own typical characteristics. 

A major issue In the first stage of reverse logistic process which is named as collection is the encountered 
high uncertainty regarding the locations from where used products need to be collected, their quantity and timing. 
Another major Issue for products entering the reverse logistic chain is that of their quality. This issue is central at the 
stage of selection, where a decision must be reached as to whether a product (or parts of it) will be re-used, 
remanufacmred, recycled or disposed. 

Remanufacmring with a suitable reverse logistics channel and sustainable design creates value to the firms 
by remming products back to usable condition/position. The integration of remanufacmring activities within 
sustainable product design and to the coordination of reverse logistics system will make production firms more 
profitable with new markets and low production costs while providing significant societal and environmental 
benefits. 
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IKEA AND THE FLAT-PACK CONCEPT 
ON SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN TRACES 

Ayşe Elif Coşkun Orlandi^ and A y ş e m G. Çakıroğlu Başar^ 

Abstract 

A design's packaging system and ease of transportation effect on price, best practice is demonstrated by a global 
brand-IKEA. Ikea's manner of transport and manner of design reveals the flat-pack system. Ikea and the flat -
pack' concept is based on transportation of large amount ofproducts with a minimum volume to ensure the yield of 
cost reduction. As we consider the logistics involves the integration of information, transportation, inventory, 
warehousing, material handling, and packaging, the logistics effect on design factors can not be disregarded. The 
logistics importance on design will be introduced with the case of Ikea and will focus on the flat-pack concept with 
the possibilities and the frontiers. The aim of the paper is to demonstrate and to discuss the revolutionary example 
of integration of design, logistics, branding and retail with the flat-pack concept ofIkea. 

Keywords: Flat-pack, Ikea, logistics, design, Scandinavian design. 

1. Introduction 
In the development process of a product, the packaging and the manner of delivery is no longer disregarded from 

the form and the function of the product. The way of assembly, packaging, storage and transportation are some of 
the factors that affect the form of the product itself and the whole design process. These factors all together 
constihite the chain structure beginning from determination on the price of the product. The purpose of the paper is 
to emphasize the importance of packaging and logistics in design process through corporate values. A product's 
design influences production, packaging, storage and distribution and this result may reduce costs, increase profits 
and improve the business volume. Price/cost oriented design brief and design criteria are a radical but effective 
approach to maintain a concept as Ikea's. The case study of Ikea is chosen in this paper to demonstrate the design 
manner, the packaging system and retail structure with the logistics performance as the pioneer of a concept that 
also is a part of grand design geography: Scandinavia. 

2. IKEA Overview 
2.1. History 
Ingvard Kamprad is the founder of IKEA. The commercial career and the success story of entrepreneur Kamprad 

starts with selling catalog products such as; fish to seeds, then products range from pens to furniture. The name is 
simply derived by himself from the initials of his name and surname; Ingvard Kamprad, and the name of the farm 
he grew up and his home town; Elmtaryd and Agunnaryd in South Sweden.^ During the late 1940s, the cost of 
fimiiture had risen at higher rate than the other prices of other household items, despite no apparent shortage of labor 
or raw materials, largely due to a tightly controlled industry by manufacturers and retailers. These high prices 
prevent a majority of the population from purchasing quality furniture. In this, Kampard recognized a business 
opportunity that would also benefit a large segment of society. So he modeled Ikea on the concept of offering a wide 
range of well-designed, functional home furnishing products at prices that most households can afford (Aridi, 
Craypo, Konzelmann, and others, 2005). In 1958 opens the biggest furniture retail store in Sweden. The first store 
out of Sweden opens İn 1963 and first out of Scandinavia opens in Switzerland in 1973. 

Today Ikea has left 65 years after its foundation as the world's widespread and largest company of designing, 
producing and selling furniture, bathrooms, kitchens and household accessories. Ikea's objective is to offer a wide 
range of well-designed, funcfional home furnishing products at prices so low that as many people as possible will be 
able to afford them. It's able to do so by following a global strategy of cost leadership, suppher costs are reduced 
through long product runs and volume production (Arnold, 2002). 

^ Yeditepe University, Turkey, +90 216 5780864, aecoskunorlandi@gmail.com 
^ Yeditepe University, Turkey, +90 216 5780864, aysemcakiroglu@yahoo.com 
^ Our History, http ://www. ikea-group. ikea. com/?ID^43 
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2.2. Facts and Figures 
After its establishment in 1943, today The IBCEA Group İs owned by Stichting INGKA Foundation, tax-exempt, 

non-profit-making legal enfity based in the Netherlands. Since 1986 the ft)under Ingvar Kamprad remains as the 
Senior Advisor of the INGKA Holding B.V. the parent company for all Ikea Group companies.' 

The product range comprises 9,500 products that are the same in all Ikea stores. Ikea Group sales for the 
financial year 2007 totaled 19.8 billion Euros. The group has 231 stores in 24 countries, 45 trading services offices 
in 31 countries, together with 31 distribufion centers and 11 customer distribution centers in 16 countries, 29 of the 
stores are owned and run by fi-anchlsees outside the Ikea Group. Ikea sales by region are Europe 82%, North 
America 15%, Asia and Australia 3%. Top five sales countries; Germany 16%, USA 10%, France 9%, UK 9% and 
Sweden 7%. 

Ikea works with 1,350 suppliers in 50 countries. By region, purchasing is mainly made from Europe by 64%, 
then Asia by 33%, North America by 3%. Top five purchasing counhies are China 22%, Poland 16%, Italy 8%, 
Sweden 6% and Germany 6%. 

As Kamprad starts the business with catalog sales, sfill today the Ikea catalog is a crucial media for promotion 
and consumer loyalty. By 2007, Ikea catalogue İs printed in over 191 million copies in 27 languages and 56 editions. 

2.3. Tlie Organization 
Ikea has a corporate structure which is based on a franchise system. The franchisor is the Inter Ikea which owns 

the trademark and copyright. Development, purchasing, distribution and selling of Ikea products are done by Ikea 
group. Ikea has a global sourcing policy of its products; works with 1350 suppliers in 50 countries. Most of the 
production takes place in lower- cost countries with 22 percent being manufacmred in China and 16 percent in 
Poland. Six percent of Ikea's products are manufacmred in Sweden, with Germany and Italy accounting for further 
14 percent and the remaining 48 percent of producfion distributed around the world. Ikea maintains a long-term 
relationship with its suppliers and stake holders and this obtains effectiveness İn producfive system and the lower the 
manufacturing costs. 

Ikea's concept core is the store system. In the Ikea stores a large part is set for the fijmiture showroom where the 
customers view the products. This part is designed as room settings; living rooms, bedrooms, dining rooms, 
bathrooms and kitchens. Furniture, smaller items and accessories are displayed in a separate secfion. Another section 
of the store is the part where the products are stacked on shelves İn flat-packs. In this market hall the customers 
make their purchases and assemble the products at home. 

Ikea stores have been ornamented with a standard system. One of the most important part of the Ikea concept is 
the standardized store design and the display areas for the communicafion of the context and 

of the products. The object combinations in series are presented as new ideas for alternative way of organizing 
the home. The concept is specified store architecture more precisely, defining the classic Ikea traffic flow that took 
customers through the store in a four-leafed clover pattern that maximized their exposure to the product line 
(Bartlett and Quelch, 1992). The corporate idenfity is reinforced through services and facilifies. As Bartlett and 
Quelch (1992) quotes one of the headquarters executive: "We want to create a unique ambiance that makes Ikea not 
just a ftimiture store but a family outing desfination that can compete with the entertainment park and the zoo for the 
family." 

Ikea has three innovative principles İn furniture retail category: self-service with appealing and informative 
catalogues, disassembled ftirnimre that is re-assembled by the customers and a cash-n-carry concept for suburban 
stores (Arnold, 2002). Ikea's success in advertisements is another key factor of the innovative approach. Ikea 
catalogue is the platform where Ikea customers first meet the new product series. 

The retail space and design incorporates an experience of the concept within the Scandinavian background. The 
Swedish dimension is careftilly evoked in Ikea's stores and offices located outside Sweden, through photographs 
representing landscapes and towns, also in the restaurants of the group offering traditional Swedish food and a 
typically Swedish style of management. Therefore, stores become genuine "cultural incubators" (Rixen, 2005). 

2.4. The Philosophy and the culture 
Ikea is a prosperous sample of Scandinavian design and also representative of their Swedish roots. Aside being a 

part of the Scandinavian design, Ikea also highlights 'Swedishness' as own country image through most of the 
product ranges. Scandinavian design and quality states expressly the philosophy of Ikea. Ikea propounds a simple 
philosophy: 'We do our bit, you do your bit, and together we save money.' They define their 'bit' as design for low-
cost producfion, bulk-buying and flat-packing, all of which provides 'beautiful, functional products at a very 
affordable price'. The customers 'bit' is self-service, home transport and self-assembly, which saves Ikea 
considerable costs and allows the company to charge prices significantly lower than its competitors (Kippenberger, 
1997). 

Ikea's growth and expansion over 65 years through a series of values, presents a sustainable system with a 
unique philosophy, organization and management. This phenomenon has been a case-smdy ever since the expansion 

' About the IKEA Group, http://www.ikea-group.ikea.com/index.php?!D^25 
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seemed continuous. The values of the overall concept show interdependent characteristic. Rixen (2005) cites the 
nine key messages distributed by Ikea to build relations with its customers. These nine key messages can also be 
accepted as the concept values overall: 

'*Ikea Concept" 
Based on the expression "we do our job" used m the marketing positioning, this messages relates to Ikea's 
commitment to produce value for its consumers through design activities and intelligent solutions; also by 
minimizing costs at the different levels of the value chain, the purpose being to offer low prices. 
"Ikea Mix" 
It must be sufficiently wide and diversified to include attractive products for everyone and cover all the 
fimctions expected fi^om interior furniture. 
"Furniture Expert" 
Ikea's products are functional and attractive and enable the majority to improve their domestic life through 
the offering of practical solutions to daily problems. 
"Low Prices" 
Central message: a low price is not attractive of it does no reflect a fair quality/cost ratio. Here, Ikea claims to 
make the difference through transport costs reduction and long term relations established with its suppliers in 
order to simultaneously reach its objectives of quality and low costs. 
"The Function" 
Ikea's products are based on a fiinctional approach to design. This vision is reflected by attractive, practical 
and customer - fiiendly products. They provide simple, fimctional and original solutions to satisfy consumer' 
needs. 
"Fair Quality" 
The quality of a product İs directly related to its possible use. Ikea's products are in accordance with national 
and intemational safety standards and undergo quality tests. 
"Pleasant shopping" 
Ikea stores provide everything under the same roof and in general products are immediately available. Ikea 
offers services corresponding to its clients' needs; but enables them to decide and act as they wish. 
"An excursion for the whole family" 
Ikea seeks to talk care of its customers by plaiming their needs. Ikea encourages its clients to touch, feel and 
use the products it offers. New products are incoming all the fime; special themes and seasonal events are 
organized. 
Ikea systematically uses playgrounds for children and provides family restaurants. 
"Ikea and Sweden" 
Ikea's key messages find their origin in Sweden. Swedish fumiture articles are light, refi-eshing and simple. 
The Swedish style - particularly fiiendly and welcoming - has become a model of simplicity, fianctionality 
and conviviality that is known all over the world (Rixen, 2005). 

3. Scandinavian Geography and Design 
It is very difficult not to consider the bare relationship between geography and design. History and the tradifion 

of Scandinavian design stands right at this conjunction. The nature of the Scandinavian Peninsula located on the 
very northern point of the European continent shapes the Scandinavian way of living; socially, economically and 
culturally (Erdem, 2002). The rough climate, long winters and dark skies gives emphasis on 'the home'. The 
introverted way of living focuses on the home as architecture, space and emphasis the 'objects of the home'. The 
characteristics of the northem prospect is based on the use of natural materials to build own homes, boats and 
fiimiture, where we also find functionality, crafts, beauty and socially idealized identity of the modem era. The 
Scandinavian view of design has been characterized by generations of farm workers and fisherman who constmcted 
their own buildings, boats and ftimiture fi^om materials that were close at hand (Sommar, 2003). Simple, economic, 
usefi:! design culture is nurtured by this socio-cultural, socio-economic Nordic heritage. 

Scandinavian social and political dynamics dominated design characteristics of the geography: democratic 
values in design. Design for the working class dominated Swedish design philosophy ft"om as early as 1909 when 
the Swedish Society for Industrial Design drew attention to the problems of urbanization and limited dwelling space. 
In 1917 the Swedish Society for Industrial Design included twenty-three interior design settings aimed at the 
average working class family, stressing the importance of integration social and democratic values to create objects 
not only aesthetically meaningfijl but available to a non-elite market. Their philosophy of cheap functionalism or 
beautiful things for everyday use gave Sweden its own unique proportion for both home and export markets (cit. 
Howe, 1999:100). Scandinavian design culture becomes prominent as a style mid-twentieth century mainly in 
architecture, interiors, fiimiture, and home-ware as glassware, ceramics and textile. Names as Alvar Aalto, Ame 
Jacobsen, Bruno Mathsson are considered as the modernist design pioneers among the mtemational 
contemporariers. Basic concept and philosophy "Design for all" captures aU social classes as well as the young and 
the elderly reflected on all mass-produced goods, which forms the characteristics of Scandinavian design today. 



"To understand the durable simplicity that has developed in the north-characterized by clean lines, 
practicality, craftsmanship and democratic ideals- you have to go back many centuries to the peasant 
societies that originally dominated the region and which made a powerful contribution in shaping the culture 
of the Nordic countries (Sommar, 2003)." 

The bases of the Scandinavian design culmre can easily be traced through the Ikea concept and the whole of the 
product ranges. Not only the principles but several common threads that ran through Scandinavian ftimiture in the 
middle of the 20"^ century, like use of natural materials, particularly pale northem woods and other namral materials, 
in seating especially (Howe, 1999). 

Figure 5. Eva Chair. Bruno Mathsson, 1933. Figure 2. Poang. Ikea 

"If Ikea is today a company that may be qualified as a "European organization" due to its complex stmcture, 
its deep Swedish roots are nevertheless "a key element of Its trade-mark". Everywhere Ikea settles "...it is the 
Swedish side that İs pushed forward. Here we find the exact opposite of what multinational companies (often 
US firms) are trying to do: to create a brand disconnected from Its country of origin. However, Ikea's 
products are global, which enables to squeeze costs, but they are not presented in an aggressive way" (Rixen, 
2005)." 

3.1. Democratic Design 
"Good design for everyone.", "Design for all.", both mottos refer to the relation of democracy with design. 

Democratic values in design are portrayed basically tlirough good design and economical accessibility. The Issue 
has three dimensions: form, functionality and low price. Although affordability İs the main focus, the issue implies 
other aspects: aesthetics and function. The Scandinavian iconic values on aesthefics are barely the modernist era's 
values as stated "less is more". The approach sets various values for the product development stages: the posifion of 
the product designer for the company and the role of the designer for production as well as innovative thinking 
within the constraints to be able to reach majority of the users. These values are strongly presented in all ranges of 
Ikea products. Kamprad's idea to offer good design at affordable price is a 'democratic idea' that had originated 
from Ikea's roots İn the poor farming communities of the County of Smaland in Sweden (Edvarsson, Enquist, 2006). 
Ikea is a product of the Swedish variety of capitalism, with its strong tradition, ideology and social democracy, 
distributional equity and corporate and personal social responsibility (Aridi, Craypo, Konzelmann, and others, 
2005). The imposition of the modem Scandinavian aesthetic values upon global values appears to be a phenomenon 
in the local-global value axis. 

". . . Good form, good function, and all at affordable prices. Design can be part of everyday life, in every 
home. At Ikea we call it Democratic Design...Democratic Design is all about making well designed 
functional fumiture that everyone can afford."' 

4. Tlie Product Development and Design Process at Ikea 
The product design and development process of Ikea is done in-house. Ikea's approach for successfully 

delivering good quality products at low prices for customers, begins at the development stage, where before the 
product is designed, its price is set at a level that provides high value at an affordable price. Ikea then looks for 
iimovative ways of creating the product, at a cost below the established price (Aridi, Craypo, Konzelmann, and 
others, 2005). The designers work with the production staff for İnnovativeness to constimte the form, functionality 
and low price of the design. Simplicity is one of the key factors in Ikea design which yields ease in manufacmring, 
distribution and in use. A product's design gains importance at that point; the product's design effect the assembly 

' IKEA Catalogue 2000, UK. 
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process, ease in packaging, occupied space of the package, storage and transportation. All together these factors 
draw a conclusion in the determination of the price. While designs are created around the world, all have to be 
agreed at Ikea's central product development centre at Almhult to ensure that they meet Swedish design standards 
(Kippenberger, 1997). 

Within tiie product development stages, usually a product designer is contacted, who gives the product developer 
a product design suggestion: the design briefing. The designer has to consider whether the product is to be 
disassembled or stackable. During the product development process it is decided how the product is to be sold in 
stores (in a multipack in half-pallet or on a pallet on a warehouse storage rack), in what quantities, what material to 
use and the potential supplying regions (Klevas, 2004). Fig.3 shows the dynamic role of packaging within the 
product development process's stages. The product development team consists of a product developer, purchasing 
strategist, packaging technician. The involvement of the packaging issues in the early stages of the whole process 
can be considered as the characteristics of the Ikea production system. 

Product Developer/Team Leader 

Purchasing Strategist 

(Product) Technician 

Packaging Technician 

Figures. Product Development Process at Ikea. (Klevas, 2004: 122) 

The design brief is the first step of a classical product development process where logistics, transportafion issues 
are a part of the distribufion stage. For the case Ikea the structure of the process is different. Ikea's product 
development process integrates the logistics and transportation issues within Üıe concept development and design 
stage (Figure 4.). 

Figure 4. Product Development Process (General Outline), (Slack, 2006) 
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Figure 4a. Product Development Process Ikea 

The core concept of reducing transportation cost for affordability portrays a different scheme for the product 
development process. The focus on cost reduction draws the logistics issues to the early stages of the process as seen 
in Figure 4a. Design briefing includes issues such as economy of transportation, packaging and numerous principles 
of space saving design which can be traced easily on the product lines of Ikea. 



4.1 The Design Brief: Designing the price 
From designer's side concept development is an Implementing issue for creativity. Ikea design team designers 

are never among the contemporary star-designers. But as the design values are driven by the design team to 
underline the design values, product designers are often referred in communication media. Most of Ikea products are 
more famous than their designers. Some iconic bestsellers are often related with (the image of) their designer. 
Despite Ikea's Scandinavian heritage, the design team is global: the 16-member, in-house group halls from eight 
different countries, while the satellite team of seventy freelancers comes from around the world.' 

Grsat design'^""'^ 
IKBJK 

Figure 5. Ikea Catalog 2008, US. 
Some iconic bestsellers and their designers shown. 

One of the prominent names out of the design team İs Monica Mulger. She is the creator of the most iconic 
product of the PS series: Vâllö watering can. The cost oriented design brief doesn't lead always designers to come 
up with 'do it yourself genre products, space saving methods and principles may vary as seen İn Vâllö case. 
'Nesting' is the principle referred space saving principle for this item to become stackable, which costs 1,99$ in the 
US market.^ The design brief, constraints and the approach to a concept/idea generation/sketcli/prototype process is 
portrayed by the designer herself: ̂  

"...the philosophy behind Ikea, designing within constraints and the cost of transporting air. When it 
comes to designing new articles it is good to have some borders and frames otherwise you can do anything 
and it's too big to come to good ideas. These boundaries help me to focus and to be creative, because If you 
have to do a flower pot with the idea that we are not allowed to transport air :" that İs a sort of taboo at Ikea, 
because transporting air costs money : I have to come up with a concept where I can do something with the 
inside of the pot. 

.. .Vâllö is an example of an item that I came up with out of my own initiative, because we weren't asked 
for a watering can. 

.. .What was important to me was that, yes you can make a can stackable and that is really good for Ikea 
because it can be made for a low price and it is good for the customer because they can buy it cheap, but then 
when the customer has the can at home, it's not interesting for them that it is stackable. They shouldn't look 
at the can and think, 'Oh, it has that ugly shape because it has to be stackable." 

' How IKEA, MoMA Connect With Design Talent. http://www.metropolismag.com/cda/storv.php?aıtid^İ391 
^ http://www.ikea.com/ms/en_US/rooms_ideas/democratic_design/CollectedPage.html 
^ Dialogue with IKEA's Monika Mulder; http://www.polaine.com/plavnen/2008/02/04/from-the-archives-dialogue-
with-ikeas-monika-mulder/ 
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http://www.ikea.com/ms/en_US/rooms_ideas/democratic_design/CollectedPage.html
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Figure 6. Vâllö watering can. Designed by Monika Mulder. 

5. Logistics: Interaction with Product and Packaging 
Product design, packaging and logistics activities are generally accepted as apart and independent operations but 

in fact they are considerably related with each other. A product's design feasibility of assemblmg, folding, nesting, 
etc. ways affects the packaging of the product. Minimizing the dimension, the weight of the product and the 
packaging has a profound affect on the transportation and the logistics activities which helps avoiding shipping air. 
Flat-pack is a way of analyzing the problem of shipping air. This packaging system is a method of approach which 
leads to cost reduction therefore the economy in packaging becomes a key to control logistics cost and ease in 
transportation. 

Logistics has usually been defined in terms such as 'the art of managing the flow of materials fi^om source to 
user' (Magee, Copacİno, Rosenfield, 1985). Therefore logistics also involve packaging as weU as transportation, 
warehousing and material handling. Ikea has a proprietary logistical system- reputed to be one of the most 
sophisticated in the world- for managing this flow of components into the warehouses and transport of flat-packs to 
its stores (Kippenberger, 1997). 

Logisfics is a part of the 4P in Marketing; Product, Place, Price and Promotion. The 'Place' component ensures 
the product is at the right place, at the right time, in the right quantity and the right quality. It's the point where the 
logistics activity meets with the product. The product design has a profound affect on packaging which affects 
distribution and storage. These chain activities all have a strong link with the logistics. The flat-pack concept of 
Ikea is based on this approach, because nearly all logistics activities are affected by packaging utilities (Bowerbox, 
1999) and effective distribution. The logistics approach and the packaging concept of Ikea is based on the 
democratic design philosophy. Keeping down the cost for the formation of low price, form, fiinctionality and good 
design criteria of Ikea is directiy associated with the packaging concept and the transportation method. 

Distribution is another key area of system efficiency for Ikea, which plays an important role in the ability to 
deliver low price. In this, Ikea has strategically established 27 distribution centers in 16 coimtries to ensure that the 
route fi-om supplier to customer is as direct, cost-effective and environmentally-fiiendly as possible (Aridi, Craypo, 
Konzelmann, and others, 2005). 

5.1. Packaging Concept: the flat-pack 
Ikea's most of the products come out from the factory with a flat-pack and sold in the store in the same way. 

Most fumiture is sold in flat-pack form so as to avoid transporting and selling air (Wamaby, 1999). The flat-pack 
provides the transportation of large amounts of products with minimum volume, reduces the damage during the 
transportation process and this brings out the cost reduction. Packing the disassembled items in boxes that facilitate 
shipping, storage and handling reduces distribution costs (Arnold, 2002). To implement the flat-pack concept a team 
of Ikea specially designs the fiuniture and every part of the fumiture İs produced in specialized factories. Since 
different parts for a single item may be made in three or four different countries (for instance chair backs from 
Czech Republic, chair legs from France, screws from Spain), it is at these giant warehouses that the streams of the 
components are brought together and integrated into individual product packs for self - assembly by the customer 
(Kippenberger, 1997). 

Ikea after being founded İn 1943, in 1947 a mail order catalogue was introduced, and in 1950 fumiture and home 
furnishings were introduced to the mail order range. (Wamaby, 1999) In 1951, fumiture took place in Ikea catalogue 
and in that period the Ikea we know today was revealed. Gillls Lundgren (bom 1929) is barely the inventor of the 
flat-pack. The technical background of imaginafive Gillis brings the revolutionary distribution system. The parcel is 
flattened simply by pulling off the legs of a table and placmg them under the table-top. Gilfis meets Kamprad in 
1953 and being the founder of the fiat-pack becomes the no-name designer of numerous pieces, fumiture and other 
items including best sellers as BILLY and the armchair MILA (TorekuU, 1998). After 1956 the concept is 
systemized and a broad product range also brought different solutions to packaging problems. 

Figure 7. Poang. Ikea. Figure 8. Poang flat-packed. 



As for Klevas, (2004), Ikea had three phases of packaging organization since it was established. The first period 
of packaging organization is before 1985. As a result of product damage during distribution an attempt was made to 
standardize packaging. The disassembling of the fumiture for obtaining efficient distribution attempt made a way 
for distribution the products on euro pallets by 1977. This attempt also affected the design; the product development 
team adapted the products to the size of the pallet. The second period starts from 1980's; as a result of Ikea's 
expansion, the packaging technicians' closeness to the products during the development process became a necessity. 
Because of Ikea's growth and the increase in volumes, more efficient manufacturing and packaging solufions were 
needed (Klevas, 2004). As for today Ikea's current packaging concept was formed in 1999. The packaging concept 
is the packaging technician's involvement İn the product development process with a close connecfion to 
Distribution Services. The packaging Concept's main task is to create the overall packaging concept at Ikea (Klevas, 
2004). 

Conclusion 
The success story, the innovative approach of Kamprad as an entrepreneur model, reflects the corporate values 

that the brand conveys. The entrepreneurship of Kamprad is the core driving force for the creation of the concept 
with strong bonds to his Scandinavian origins. The whole system of values and operations based on Kamprad's 
vision keeps Ikea concept alive and developed for over 50 years. The emphasis on the 'home', the beauty of the 
home yet fiancfional and affordable, gets rooted in the Scandinavian traditions. Ikea values can be categorized in 
following general aspects: social, economic, environmental. Within the sub categories of the overall values such as: 
the home, democratic design, designing the price, Scandinavia and Sweden, Ikea as a retail brand results in the 
intemational 100 Top Brands ranking.' Scandinavian social and political dynamics dominated design characteristics 
of the geography in general as well as the Ikea design philosophy: democratic values in design. The retail brand 
value today bears very much the country of origin upon brand identity. At this point Ikea as a pioneer concept and a 
unique example is the most referred corporate organization. A product's design can influence production, 
packaging, storing and distribution and all of these factors can provide lower the costs and higher profit margins. 
The accessibility is constmcted through systems of logistics. During the product development process the reflection 
of the logistics strategy is a part of the Ikea philosophy which makes the concept unique within the product-
logistics-packaging framework. The integration of logistics and the packaging concept in the design process creates 
this uniqueness and demonstrates Ikea as a case. Figure 9. aims to portray the integrated values of Ikea with 
emphasis on the socio- cultural background of the Scandinavian geography. 

Logistics & Transportation 
•Air costs money 

Packaging Concept 
•The flat-pack 
•Stackable products 

Retail Design 
•Show-room 
•Marîtct Hall 
•Self-service 

Brand Identity 
•Swedishness 

D e s i ^ Brief 
•Designing the price 

Figure 9. Integrated Values of Ikea 

According to the 100 Top Brands ranking research by Interbrand in 2006, Ikea has the 41"" position with a brand 
value of $8,763 million. In 2007 the brand value rises to $10,087 million, the ranking position climbing to 38 and 
according to the retail performance of the European Brands Ikea results in the 5'^ place. 
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PLM IN RELATION TO SCM AND CRM, FOR INTEGRATING 
MANUFACTURING WITH SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 

Vasile Merticaru jr. , Gavril Musca , and Eugen Axinte 

Abstract 

At the present time, in the frame of Computer Integrated Enterprise (CIE), the Sustainable Industrial Design must 
be considered in relation with Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) and with the Extended Producer Responsibility. The 
concepts of Reducing, Reusing, Recycling and Recovery of material resources are also very important in providing 
Sustainable Industrial Design. A t the same time, the analysts, IT specialists and IT solutions vendors outstand a lean 
strategic vision upon the discrete manufacturing, considering that Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), Supply 
Chain Management (SCM), Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) 
are the four sustaining pillars for the discrete manufacturing in the user company. However, there still exists 
considerable confusion among the specialists from enterprises as IT users, concerning the usefulness of the related 
software applications. These generate significant doubts as to whether or not PLM in particular will be an 
application able to solve their own problems. The present paper comes to emphasize a vision upon PLM in relation 
to SCM and CRM, for integrating manufacturing with Sustainable Industrial Design. 

Keywords: PLM, SCM, CRM, CIM, CIE, sustainable industrial design, LCA 

1, Introduction 
As it is well known, the concept of "sustainability" literally means the ability to maintain oneself over time. Just 

since 1987, The World Commission on Environment and Development proposed a definition of "Sustainable 
Development" as "meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of fijture generations to meet 
their own needs" (Strong, 1992). In the condifions of this definifion, a sustainable fiiture development must be 
established basing on three pillars, as it is shown İn Figure 1, respectively; ecological health, economic vitality, and 
social equity. 

Figure 1. Basement of the sustainable development 

Also as it is shown in Figure 1, in the basement of the sustainable development for a society, the Herman Daly's 
three conditions must be included (Strong, 1992), respectively: 
• The rate of pollution emission must not exceed the assimilafive capacity of the natural environment; 
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• The rates of use of renewable resources must not exceed the rates of their regeneration; 
• The rates of use of nonrenewable resources must not exceed the rate at which some sustainable renewable 
substitutes are developed. 

The continue renewing technologies and especially IT have brought radical changes in the global visions and 
ways of thinking about products, manufacturing systems and processes, business environment and of course about 
our living environment. Since the Sustainable Development has become more and more a global challenge and goal, 
from the industrial point of view it is largely accepted that for accomplishing this crucial goal, there must be started 
with sustainable manufacmring. This determines more and more industrials to adapt their activities to integrated 
engineering and integrated manufacturing (Usher et al., 2005). 

At the present time, a lot of TLAs, defining concepts and IT systems, are acting in the wide frame of the 
integrated engineering. Under these conditions, there still exists considerable confusion among the specialists from 
research centers and from enterprises, as IT users, concerning the meaning of the above mentioned terms and 
concerning the usefulness of the related software applications. Further on, in the present paper, the following 
notations are used in relation to the corresponding concepts: CAD - Computer Aided Design; CAE - Mechanical 
Computer Aided Engineering; CAM - Computer Aided Manufacturing; CAPE - Computer Aided Production 
Engineering; CIE - Computer Integrated Enterprise; CII - Computer Integrated Industry; CIM - Computer Integrated 
Manufacmring; cPD - Collaborative Product Development; CRM - Customer Relationship Management; CSM -
Component SuppHer Management; DMU - Digital Mock Up; DRP - Distribution Resources Planning; EDA -
Electronic Design Automation; ESML - Embedded System Lifecycle Management; ERP - Enterprise Resources 
Planning; IT - Information Technology; MPM - Manufacmring Planning; MRU - Maintenance, Repair and 
Operations; NPD - New Product Development; ORP - Optimization of Resources and Processes; PDM - Product 
Data Management; PLM - Product Lifecycle Management; PPM - Product and Portfolio Management; SCM -
Supply Chain Management; SRM - Supplier Relationship Management; TDM - Technical Document Management; 
TLA - Three Letters Acronym; TMS - Transport Management Systems; VMU - Virtual Product Mock Up; WMS -
Warehouse Management Systems. 

The present paper comes to emphasize a vision upon PLM in relation to SCM and CRM, in the frame of 
integrated engineering, for integrating manufacturing with Sustainable Industrial Design. 

2. Main concepts and tlieir IT structure in Integrated Manufacturing 

2.1. CIE and CII concepts and their IT structure 
A few years ago, analysts, IT specialists and IT solutions vendors outstood a lean strategic vision upon the 

discrete manufacmring in the frame of CIE. Accordingly to this vision (Evans, 2004), PLM, SCM, CRM and ERP 
are Identified as being the four cornerstones in the frame of an enterprise's IT stmcmre or as being the four 
sustaining pillars for the discrete manufacturing in the user company, as it is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Lean visions on CIE and CII 

A new concept occurs nowadays to replace the concept of CIE in the vision for the fumre of the integrated 
manufacturing. It is the concept of CII, which puts the accent mainly on the intercommunication between the 
companies. In the frame of the CII concept, rather than the pillars supporting the enterprise, the emphasis is on 
pillars supporting synchronization between enterprises, as it is also shown in Figure 2. The four IT systems 
sustaining CII are: Programme Management, targeting change and synchronizing change efficient implementarion in 



the industry network, by monitoring and controlling the exchange of resoturces such as stuff, materials, services, 
capital and plant; Management by Objectives, targeting the synchronization of the activities across the mdustry 
network partners to solve issues such as product and process change, extemal projection of product brand values etc; 
Optimization of Resources and Processes (ORP); Product Marketmg. 

2.2. About PLM concept and systems 
PLM concept refers to the management of the lifecycle of products, processes and services from the very 

beginning to the final point or, as it is used to be said by the specialists (Merticaru, Musca & Recio-Perero, 2008), 
"fi-om cradle to grave", as it is suggestively shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Extended vision on PLM concept 

PLM systems co-ordinate, İn a collaborative manner, all the information about products and processes 
throughout the mentioned phases of the new product development, among the various participants, both intemal and 
extemal to the CIE, who must collaborate to bring the concept alive (Ausura & Deck, 2003). The principle of PLM 
concept and systems is to maintain an information vault, possibly physically distributed, but having a single logical 
index towards all the product, project and process information. So, the various factors and processes involved in the 
new product introduction, production, service and retirement use a single source of product information. The access 
to the mentioned vault's information is given orderly, PLM applications using for this workflow and authorization 
mles. 

Some specialists consider that within PLM, as a set of application software that help the manufactm-ing 
engineering enterprises to develop, describe, manage and communicate information about their products for 
enabling the NPD business process, there are four primary areas: PPM, CAD, MPM and RDM. An extended vision 
(Evans, 2002) identifies the following PLM sub-systems, developed at the present time: CAD, CAM, EDA, TDM, 
DMU, VMU, CAE, MRO, CAPE, Project and Program Management Systems, Release Authorization and 
Engineering Change Control Systems. Nowadays, the vast majority of PLM expendihare is developed on 
CAD/CAM systems. 

2.3. About SCM concept and systems 
SCM concept refers to the management and monitoring of logistic operations, both inward, to acquire materials 

for making products and outward, to deliver finished goods to final customers. SCM systems come to support the 
manufacturing managers in making decisions for optimizing the capital tied up in stocks and inventories and to 
enable the enterprise to deliver products at prices and delivery dates agreed with customers. 

The principle of SCM concept and systems is to build a digital model of the supply and demand networks with 
transport delays and storage locations to serve the known points of supply and demand. By loading the model 
network with a forecast of the flows of materials determined by the demand plan and using various algorithms an 
optimum logistic plan is developed. The nowadays developed SCM systems are: Demand Management, DRP, TMS, 
WMS, SRM and CSM. 



2.4. About CRM concept and systems 
CRM concept refers to the management of the enterprise's relationships with customers and stakeholders. CRM 

systems come to support intelligently the activities of finding, marketing to, selling to, and servicing customers. The 
principle of CRM concept and systems includes the capture, storage and analysis of customer, vendor, partner, and 
internal process information. The following enterprise's functions are nominated to support this business purpose: 
Sales, Marketing and Customer Service, Training, Professional Development, Performance Management, Human 
Resource Development and Compensation. 

3. About the relationships between PLM, SCM and CRM 
In relation to the above presented considerations regarding the CIE and CII concepts, there resuh that Integration 

is developed at two levels: integration Inside an organization and integration between enterprises. 
Integration inside the organization covers two levels: integration of functional areas and integration between the 

organization's physical locations. As it is Imown, integrated enterprises usually have one database for information 
storage and all the intemal users, no matter of their location, are connected to that. Integration between the locations 
covers the enterprise's different legal entities and its different physical sites such as factories, warehouses and sales 
offices. Another level of integration inside an enterprise is the integration of fimctional areas, covering different 
processes that need information sharing and integration, as it is shown in Figure 4. The benefits of integration are 
obvious: new design options for the processes, radically changing costs, quality, service and the duration of the 
processes (Coman, 2008). In Figure 4, there is also suggestively illustrated the area covered by PLM as system of 
product/process data management, inside an integrated enterprise, and the superposing of PLM, SCM and CRM, İn 
relation to the product data. 
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Figure 4. Integration between fiınctİonal areas inside an enterprise 

At intemational level, nowadays, there still are important debates and there are not yet established well 
delimitations for the concepts of PLM, SCM and CRM and also for the relationships between them. There are still 
discussions on whether PLM is just an application software suite like SCM, and CRM or simply an umbrella 
concept that embraces SCM and CRM applications. Some leading companies in the ERP and CRM branch consider 
that PLM might simply be a module from ERP or SCM companies (Evans, 2004). At the same time, former CAD 
applications suppliers strongly sustain PLM as a separate pillar in the IT stmcmre of CIE. Other PLM software 
developers suggest that SCM will disappear as separate pillar İn the IT structure of CIE, being included by PLM and 
ERP. This idea is sustained with the argument that the product information is indispensable for optimizing the 
supply chain. Some other specialists see for the ftimre some development of SCM as the core of a new "strategic 
vision" on the IT stmcture of CIE. 

As it is well known, the purpose of a manufacturing enterprise is to make money by satisfying clients with its 
products. For accomplishing this purpose, İn all Its business processes, any manufacmring enterprise has to deal with 
the following four main factors: resources, suppliers, clients and products. Starting from these considerations, 
respectively from the main factors involved in the manufacturing enterprise's business processes and from the IT 
structure in the lean strategic vision upon the discrete manufacturing in the frame of CIE, an extended vision, as it is 
suggestively illustrated in Figure 5, can be emphasized for explaining the place of the four mentioned TLAs, 
respectively PLM, ERP, SCM and CRM and for relating PLM with SCM and CRM, as the paper proposes. At a 
primary look, the image from Figure 5 outstands that PLM covers the area related to the products and processes, 
ERP covers the area related to the resources, SCM covers the supply area and CRM covers the relations with the 
clients. For establishing a vision upon the relationships between PLM, SCM and CRM, we can start from Figure 5, 
which shows that SCM, CRM and PLM are superposing on the area of the product/process models and data. 
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Figure 5. Extended vision on IT structure of CIE 

PLM, through the solutions of Embedded System Lifecycle Management (ESLM) helps to the construction of an 
envirotmient for product development, integrated for the product, hardware and the additional software, so that the 
problems during the product integration are minimized and the product quality increases. The main objective is to 
support the concurrent product development and to reduce the time to market and the costs. Regarding ESLM, a 
collaborative view with the identification of the involved applications and with the visualization of the relationship 
between SCM and PLM, is presented in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. Collaborative view on relationship of a SCM application with PLM 

As PLM is an instrument for implementing the vision of Unique Company (Grieves, 2006), by constructing an 
infi"astructure of product information, with access for all the fiinctional areas such as engineering, manufacturing, 
design etc, it also can implement common processes and practices. More than that, where this infirastructıu-e is 
shared with the suppliers' community, these suppliers will be also structured as part of the respective processes and 
practices and have access to the product information database. At the same time, the CSM subsystem from SCM, by 
its main orientation toward the product information, is directly related to PLM. 

In PLM, in the case of client orientated product development, the client specifies, more or less, the following 
aspects: requirements; fiinctionality; specifications; product's characteristics. This situation allow a large range of 
activities for the product developer, at one end of this range being situated the manufacturer, who gets completely 
defined the product geometry, specificafions and characteristics, sometimes even with the technological process 
specifications included. At the other end of this range, the client simply transmits the requirements to the product 
developer, who becomes responsible for transforming them into geometry, specifications and characteristics. 
Sometimes, the above mentioned situations determine the development of subsystems in which the product 
developer becomes client of his suppliers. In this informational environment acts the fimctİonality of CRM systems. 

Also related to the client relationship management, we mention here that a principle in Collaborative Product 
Development (cPD) from PLM, considers the use of PLM for developing the markefing collaterals. Especially in the 
entrepreneurial orientated product development, the scope of the marketing is to attract the buyers' attention toward 
the product. This involves better marketmg collaterals. Without PLM, the marketing collaterals will be İn trouble 
when various changes occur. The benefit brought by PLM in this direction has two sources: 
• the costs are reduced because marketing area does not need to re-create already existing product information; 



• the marketing material is more accurate. 
On the other hand, for increasing the efficiency of the value chains, the overall costs of the products must be 

lowered. Overall costs problem cannot be solved only by CAD/CAM/CAE applications alone, but requires also 
integration to other enterprise applications, such as SCM, for example, for understanding if or when a part 
component is available. In this sense, SCM plays a vital role in product development, and therefore it can be situated 
under the PLM umbrella concept. 

By the same way, as CRM is considered that stands alone as an application suite, it is vital for the product 
development to be related to it, because it is really difficult for product developers to understand customers' 
preferences and also customers' safisfacfion levels without having a link into CRM. In this sense, also CRM can be 
considered to be simated under the concept of PLM. 

Under these circumstances, PLM can be considered as a concept that covers SCM and CRM applicafions, as it is 
suggestively shown İn Figure 7. This covering is taking place to the extent of supporting the overall process of 
conceiving, designing, manufacturing, developing and supporting products. We must say here that under the 
umbrella of the PLM concept there can be situated more than other company's applicafions such as SCM and CRM. 
The area under the PLM concept's covering umbrella may also include the infi-astructure that enables the 
collaborative and distributed product development process into a multiple companies environment, the process of 
managing product portfolios, the business consultation for best pracfices in product development and also 
implementation services. There also must be outstand here that placing SCM and CRM under the PLM concept's 
umbrella doesn't mean that the application software suite contained within PLM includes SCM and CRM 
applications as well. 

Figure 7. PLM as a covering concept for SCM and CRM 

In relation to the above presented concept of CII, integration between enterprises İs a topic that is very important 
in the supply chain and networked enterprises. It Includes logistic integration of the intemal co-ordination of 
acquisitions, manufacturing support, and physical distribution including also customers and supphers. There are also 
the flows for materials and infonnafion that penetrate the supply chain. ORP component of CII is targeting all the 
operations and being the industry network equivalent of integrated ERP and SCM. On the other hand, the Product 
Marketing component of CII is mapping into aspects of enterprises' CRM systems, developed with PLM elements. 

4. PLM, SCM and CRM for Sustainable Design in relation to LCA and EPR 
From engineering point of view, it is largely accepted that the crucial goal of sustainable manufacturing has to 

start with designing activities. In other words, we will go to Sustainable Development via Sustainable Design. 
Sustainable Design, as the most modern design concept, might be define in various ways. In a few words. 
Sustainable Design is the art of creating Virtual Products (as the base for Physical Products) or any other similar 
activity able to assure a harmony between people, planet and profit. 

At the present time, in the frame of Computer Integrated Enterprise (CIE), the Sustainable Industrial Design must 
be considered in relation with Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) and with the Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR). 
The concepts of Reducing, Reusing, Recycling and Recovery of material resources are also very important in 
providing Sustainable Industrial Design. As LCA is a very important tool to guarantee there are no harmful impacts 
upon the environment, we must mention here that, traditionally. Industrial Design is developed accordingly to the 
"cradle-to-grave" concept, LCA being in this case a method to evaluate the environmental effects determined by any 
given industrial activity, starting from the initial extraction of raw materials from the nature, till the point at which 
all the resulted residuals are returned to the earth. Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR), as a policy measure 
which outstand the industrial producer's role in reducing the environmental impacts of their products throughout 
their entire lifecycle, encourages the Design for Environment practices and the reuse of products and packaging. 

Considering that the "cradle-to-grave" way in Industrial Design provides environmental protection but will 
not avoid the depletion of natural resources, there result that the Sustainable Industrial Design can be achieved only 



by following the "cradle-to-cradle" way. In this case, materials can be reused, no waste gets produced or it can be 
recycled so that no damaging impacts on the environment are generated within the closed loop of the product 
lifecycle (El-Haggar, 2007), as is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. LCA based on "cradle-to-cradle" concept 

So, for achieving a Sustainable hidustrial Design, the Cleaner Production techniques must be also 
considered into Integrated Engineering (Galis et al., 2008), as it is shown in Figure 9. In Figure 9, there are also 
presented the superposmg areas and the implications of PLM, SCM and CRM upon these techniques. 
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Figure 9. Cleaner Production techniques and their superposing with PLM, SCM and CRM areas 

5. Advantages of PLM systems for Sustainable Industrial Design 
Industrial enterprises that develop design activities are capable to generate the technical documentation of the 

products to a great extent, but often these companies do not register some properties of the components as they can 
be easily found and especially reused. That is why the project engineers have problems in accessing the needed 
information. Difficulties occur in the ability of the project engineers to efficiently manage the product information. 
The information systems for the management of the technical information have the capacity to administrate both the 
properties associated with each product or with the components of a product and the technical documentation of the 
projects by relating these types of information. The way the PDM/PLM systems cover these requirements İs based 
on stocking the information just once, providing data integrity, monitoring and controlling of the design data 
changes or updating. Any infonnation from the system can be distributed toward any department based on the 
priorities of the importance degree established for each user. When a change is made upon any data fiom the system, 



this will be automatically registered by the system, keeping the date and author of the change. Since the information 
generated by a company becomes more and more voluminous, the necessity of establishing a classifying and 
managing solution is imperative. This capacity for classifying and managing information is the fundamental 
requirement for a PDM/PLM system. The main characteristics and advantages brought by a system of information 
management regarding the life-time product are: 
• Reduces the time for realizing a new product {Time to market). 
• Improves the productivity of the design/calculation process. 
• Improves the design and manufacturing accuracy. 
• Determines an innovative content of the products. 
• Provide data security. 
• Provide a better control upon changes. 

The PDM systems allow the creation and maintaining of revisions and versions for each document from the 
database. There can be created several versions or variants of a product without losing anything of the oldest ones. 
Each version or revision will have a date and signature so that will be information verifiable in the audit process. 
Lately, the advantages obtained by the use of PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) in managing the products 
lifecycle led to changing the concepts of computer aided design and manufacturing and improved the innovation, 
collaboration and reduced waiting times in industrial enterprises, no matter their size. The quality and performances 
of the realized products are dependent on the innovation degree, which is increased by using the procedures 
CAD/CAM/CAE. The costs and the delivery times depend on the quality of collaboration between the partners and 
between the departments of the productive enterprises. A performing collaboration is realized with a management of 
the project and manufacturing data, realized through PDM/PLM procedures. In this context, the forming of abilifies 
and specialty knowledge acquirement both for technical students and for engineers and researchers are a present 
aim. 

6. Implementation of a PLM solution into a collaborative network for Sustainable Design 
As it is well known, the industrial enterprises manifest everyday the strong need for conceiving qualitafive, 

economical and aesthefical products. In these conditions, the research centers fi-om universifies can assume time 
consuming tasks such as: execution of drawings and technical documentation, conception of the products' aesthetics 
and ergonomics, simulation of the products behavior through FEM, generation and testing of the technologies for 
CNC machine-tools using the facilifies of the CAM systems. 

The authors propose the realization of a collaborative engineering network composed by technical universities 
and productive industrial enterprises. The purpose of this network is the generation of projects and products using 
the concepts of CAD/CAM/CAE and data management at the network's level using PDM/PLM systems. This paper 
shows one solution for data management between the partners in the network and also between the departments of 
conception and manufacturing from the industrial economic agents, administrated by a PDM/PLM system. The 
development of some type projects consists in the realization by the partners, using computer aided design software, 
of parts from the product, in information change and assemblies realizing on the network, realization of the changes 
imposed by the product design (shapes, colors, presentation materials), simulation of the loading condifions using 
FEM, development of the numerical control programs for the complex parts in the project. For each project the 
databases specific to the implementation of the PDM/PLM procedures are generated and there is configured the data 
management system for the identificafion of the product structure, of the changes and variants of project-product 
that occur at different requirements of the beneficiaries. Project data management between the partners in the project 
and also between the departments of conception and manufacturing from the economic agents is realized at the level 
of a web network, administrated by a PDM/PLM system. The economic agents, through the experience and knowing 
the competence area, contribute and collaborate to the projects development, providing for themselves a reserve of 
specialists among the master, doctoral and bachelor degrees students which develop their acfivity in the universities 
participating in the project. 

Problems in implementing some PLM solutions are well-known all over the world. In the Laboratory of 
Computer-Aided Design from the Technical University "Gh. Asachi" of laşi, there is a sustained concem for 
developing a PLM solution, applicable in the economic environment specific to the Romanian industry. For 
implementing such a solution into a network formed by researchers belonging to some universities and specialists 
from manufacturing enterprises, certain stages are necessary, within them the outstanding ones are the following: the 
knowledge acquisition and the development of skills for using CAD systems; to know the concept of data 
management and to establish some procedures for implementation at the level of fiinctional areas into an industrial 
enterprise; establishment of the soft and hard stmcture of the system used for data management; the training of the 
staff involved in the activity of products' conception, design and manufacturing. The authors have passed tln'ough 
the above mentioned stages (Musca et al., 2008), both for their own team and for their industrial partners. After the 
training of several groups of participants in the PLM programme, groups belonging to the partners, there has been 
observed that a vital direction for the success of the approach is to form new specialists in the areas of Interest, 
respectively firstly CAD and CAM and secondly in Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) or data management for 



the Product Lifecycle. The best results have been obtained with teams formed by researchers from universities and 
students. 

At the level of a PLM network, functional within an environment heterogeneous as education and 
preoccupations, one of the main requirements is to form a motivated and efficient virtual team. The premises of 
forming a team efficient in work in the vhtual environment are based on: adequate level of knowledge for 
accomplishing the tasks for the main stages of the product lifecycle, CAD, CAM, relationships with the suppliers 
and customers; motivation of the team working by co-interesting and coimselling in the domain of PDM/PLM. 
There has been found that partial accomplishment of some premises İs not sufficient; so the financial co-Interesting 
of the team members can be inefficient if the motivation of the team does not exist. The accomplishment of this 
premise is difficult for the teams of the partners from industry, even If the presumed results are known and 
noteworthy. Even in the research environments or İn the universities, some malfixnctions can be found, caused, 
according to the authors' opinion, by: insufficient number of persons with abilities in the CAD/CAM/CAE area; 
inefficient education of the specialists in this domains and of the smdents, as the work with a CAD system requires 
to go through a training stage that must be individually realized; differences between the team members regarding 
the knowledge level, which lead to difficulties in collaborative activity. 

Considering the experience gathered in the CAD area in the laboratory from TU Gh. Asachi of lasi, the 
implementation of the PLM solution started with the design of some elements necessary for the partners. For the 
design stage, there has been used SoUdEdge, v20. One of the projects realized within this approach by a team formed 
of professors and smdents, is a combined stamping tool used for processing sheet metal, as shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10. Stamping tool for cutting and dimpling sheet metal parts 

The use of this constructive project as support for the implementation of the PLM solution is justified by: 
• The necessity of managing the information for this type project; this example is applied for managing the 

design data for a set of stamping tools, able to realize several types of sheet metal parts, using normalized elements 
such as plates, columns, bushes, clampmg and fixing elements; 

• The precise management of the design activity, for realizing some modular stamping tools, by modifying 
the active elements and keeping the supporting constmctive elements (plates, columns, bushes, clamping and fixing 
elements); 

• The extending of the data management process in the area of stamping tools manufacturing, providing the 
reducing of the necessary of work by reusing some components normalized at the level of the manufacturing 
department. 

Each working team activating in the CAD stage of the product lifecycle, has a manager, an administrator of the 
computer network, designers, verifiers and drafters. TeamCenter Express was adopted as environment for the 
implementation of the PLM solution. The development of the design procedures was done with a team that realized 
the design of the components on the Laboratory's network, with the resources managed by the TcX system. For the 
product strucmre, taken over from the bill of materials of the final assembly, there are designed procedures for data 
management, for the management of the design activities and for the work stages for product development. 



7. Conclusions 
The present paper comes to emphasize a vision upon PLM in relation to SCM and CRM, for integrating 

manufacturing with Sustainable Industrial Design. For PLM implementation, a realistic evaluation of the 
organization's present simation is firstly necessary. Secondly, an evaluation of the environment state İs requested, 
including suppliers, clients, competitors and administrative power respectively govemment. 

The revealed concepts and the established vision presented in this paper were usefiil for (he authors and for their 
research team in the activities for implementing a PLM solution at the interface between the academic research and 
the economic environment. So, the paper also proposes a collaborative methodology for developing some type 
projects, specific to the machine manufacturing industry. The realization of the projects for some stamping devices, 
dies and injection moulds, with the aid of some computer aided design software, uses the experience and the 
specialty knowledge of some industrial partners and the abilities of the teams from the universities in the field of 
knowing the latest CAD software at the intemational level. The development of the design knowledge at the level of 
the network of the partners is assured by integrating the CAD, CAM and CAE modules Into an integrated solution, 
leading to a greater efficiency of integrating information in the designed products and processes. Including in the 
partnership a university specialized in design allows a collaborative conceiving activity which leads to the 
introduction of some aesthetical aspects, favorable to the development of competitive products. These approaches 
are stipulated in the phase of product conception but also in that of presenting and realizing some visualization 
elements, product promotion and presentation catalogues. 
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APPRECIATION OF ECODESIGN WITHIN TURKISH PRODUCTION 
INDUSTRIES 

Ece Gürakar Bahar Şener ,̂ Jan Carel Diehl ^ and Duygu Keskin/^ 

Abstract 

In parallel to the considerable steps needed to protect the environment throughout the world, Turkey has also 
shifted its focus to sustainable development. Ecodesign is a fimdamental step to improve sustainable production, 
consumption and development. This paper presents the results of a study, which analyses the current appreciation of 
ecodesign in Turkey, in relation to design and manufacturing. It first reports on a comparative analysis of six 
international case studies with an aim to explore internal and external stimuli for promoting ecodesign, as well as 
reflections on barriers that were encountered. Then, literature review on ecodesign activities in Turkish industry is 
presented. Finally, to complement the findings, the results of interviews conducted with three stakeholder groups 
(i.e. government, universities and industry) are presented. These stakeholders were identified as being especially 
influential. Although there has been growing awareness of ecodesign and environmental issues in Turkey, 
implementations of ecodesign in many sectors have been fairly low comparing to European countries. There are 
lessons to learn from other countries with respect to environmentally-conscious product development. 

Keywords: Turkish industiy, ecodesign, product development, developing economies. 

1. Introduction 
It is common sense that reducing the negative environmental impacts of industrial activities İs critical. In this 

respect, new environmental legislations, both in intemational and national levels, have been introduced to promote 
such changes in the companies through directives, such as WEEE {Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipments), 
EuP (Energy using Products) and RoHS (Resistance of Hazardous Substances). Since the early 60s, many 
innovative companies have tried to achieve the integration of environmental improvements in their daily business 
activities. The companies initially adopted pollution control and end-of-pipe approaches with the aim of reducing 
the negative effects (e.g. pollution and waste) of production (Bhamra, 2004). Later, the approach was shifted to 
cleaner production with a focus on redesign of İndustiial processes and products to prevent waste generation and 
pollution. 

Over the last two decades, a new understanding 'ecodesign' has emerged. Ecodesign refers to the minimization 
of environmental impact of products during their total life-cycle, while mamtaining the conventional product 
requirements. It is a systematic way of integrating environmental considerations into the product development 
(Simon et a l , 2000). Ecodesign is a widely accepted and applied approach in developed economies, and its 
importance is rapidly increasing in developing economies. However, the adoption and integration of ecodesign in 
developing economies may require different conditions than the ones in developed economies. Parallel to those 
changes worldwide, it is possible to see the same tendency in Turkey, especially through the Government's five-year 
development plans, legislations (e.g. 2002795/AT) and intemational standards (e.g. ISO 14000). Nevertheless, the 
current efforts in the Turkish industry have stayed rather weak in addressing environmental issues. Therefore, tliere 
exists a need for integrating environmental considerations in a more systematic way into the Turkish industry. 

Consequently, this paper presents the results of a study jointly conducted at the Middle East University of 
Technology and the Delft University of Technology, which analyses the current appreciation of ecodesign in 
Turkey, in relation to design and manufacturing. It consists of three parts: the literature review and exploration of six 
studies related to integration of ecodesign in different regions of the world; literature review connected to ecodesign 
activities in Turkish industry; and the results of interviews conducted with three stakeholder groups (i.e. 
govemment, universities and industry) to complement these findings. 

2. Tlie Ecodesign Concept 
The temi ecodesign refers to the actions during the product development stage striving towards minimizing 

environmental impact of products during their whole life-cycle. It is "one of the largest contributor to the sustainable 
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development" (Loriot, 2003:15) in the product design phase. At the center of ecodesign is the concept of product 
life-cycle. The life-cycle of a product starts with use of raw materials and continues with its manufacturing, 
distribution, use, and concludes with end-of-life operations (Figure 1). Environmental impacts occur İn different 
phases of the product life-cycle and should be considered in an integrated way. By assessing the environmental 
impact of a product from 'cradle to grave' rather from 'cradle-to-cradle', the enterprise would be able to find an 
efficient way to prevent pollution (McDonough & Braungart, 1998). 

Figure 1. Typical life-cycle of a product. 

Environmental improvements can lead to a win-win simation, in which all business, customer and society 
oppormnities can be created through more efficient products in an economical and environmental dimension. 
Businesses can reduce producfion costs by using, for example, less material, water, and energy. Moreover, by 
considering environmental requirements in the product design, enterprises can increase product quality and improve 
innovational approach. Thus, they can shift consumers' attention to ecodesign products. Consumers can posses more 
durable and reliable products, and reduce costs (by e.g. reduction of energy consumption, reduction of water usage). 
The society can keep resources for needs of the fiimre generation by the help of sustainable approach. 

Figure 2 illustrates Lambert (2002)'s ecodesign concept consisting of four improvement levels in respect of 
eco-efficiency improvement factor. These four levels are explained by Hemel (1998) as innovation levels of product 
development from evolutionary (incremental innovation) to revolutionary stage (innovative or radical innovation). 
This model requires a significant time period, over 30-50 years, to accomplish type 4 level innovation, whereas 
improvement and redesign of existing products provide incremental innovation İn design phase (between factors 0 to 
3). To realize fiirther improvement and to achieve more environmental benefit (e.g. to reach factor 20), functional 
qualities of a product must be changed, which implies radical innovation approaches in the design phase. A final 
desired point is a sustainable society that involves remarkable alteration in entire Infrastmcture and organization. It 
refers to new product and product-system approaches. Increasing the innovation level of products also requires 
higher investments and effort for companies as well as (initially) lower demand from the consumer (Lofthouse et al, 
1999). From this perspective, it conflicts with the short term benefits of business. Therefore, manufacturing 
industries try to find new ways and strategies to ensure sustainable innovations while fulfilling marketing 
requirements (Loriot, 2003). 

Environmental 
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4. systems 
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Figure 2. Four Types of ecodesign innovation (Lambert, 2002). 

New product developers would obviously need a guide to realize implementation of ecodesign strategies in their 
practices (Mathieux et al, 2001). Therefore, so far, many tools, guidelines, even software tools have been developed 
for designers and industry (Ryan, 2004). One of the examples for ecodesign tools İs Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), 
which is one of the commonly used tools in the industry (such as ISO 14001). It is "a way of evaluating all processes 
involved with a certain product or service, 'fi-om the cradle to the grave'" (Robert, 2000:243). It provides 
considerable data for the product development process as well as producfion, and can be regarded as a usefiil tool for 
designers to see the whole picture of a product's environmental impacts. Moreover, there are tools developed 
especially for the product designers. For example, Hemel (1998) identifies 33 strategies and structures them under 
seven groups, called as 'Ecodesign Strategy Wheel' (also called Life Cycle Design Strategies - LIDS wheel). The 



wheel aims to guide designers İn determining which ecodesign strategy is more usefiil to implement in a specific 
case, and illustrates the progress of ecodesign sfrategies. Besides these examples, in the literature study carried out 
by Baumann et al. (2002), 650 articles related to ecodesign methods and tools were analyzed and 150 different tools 
were found. On the basis of these findings, they classified ecodesign tools into six groups: frameworks; analytical 
tools; checklists and guidelines; software and expert systems, rating and ranking tools and organizing tools. All of 
these groups serve to assist designers whilst determining critical aspects of a product. 

The motivations for companies to adopt and implement ecodesign on the grounds of business economics can be 
studied under intemal and extemal drivers (Brezet & Hemel, 1997; in Ueda, 2000). Intemal drivers are the values 
originating from dynamics of the company/organization itself, whilst extemal drivers address the stimuli from the 
pressures outside the company. From the overview of the examples of integration of ecodesign into the business, it 
is possible to say that most companies show similar results in terms of extemal and intemal drivers. In general, the 
most important extemal drivers are legislative pressures, customer demand, market forces, and (good) position of 
competitors integrating environmental considerations in their product development processes. Cost reduction/profit 
increase incentives, better product-market opportunities and envfronmental (responsibility) policy of company are 
examples of intemal drivers that are the most frequently mentioned factors in the literature. Other essential intemal 
drivers are innovation opportunities, increase of product quality and improvement of corporate image. 

According to Tukker et al. (2000), the main drivers are related to business-oriented factors rather than 
environmental concerns. This is because the business cannot give priority to environmental issues as much as other 
main design requirements that bring big profits for companies. However, when the main obstacles to incorporate 
environmental issues are reviewed, it can be seen that they are generally related to the intemal value cham of the 
company. Therefore, İt can be inferred that intemal drivers support long term environmental improvements since 
they provide optimization in infrastmcture of the organization. This supports the idea why intemal sfimuli are more 
influential than external ones for long term achievement in ecodesign. 

Increasing attenfion to the environmental issues has currently become a powerfiil motivation for the redesign of 
existing products and for new product development (NPD) (Shrivastava, 1995). This makes an important 
contribution to the improvement of products from an environmental perspective. Mackenzie (1997) describes the 
role of the designer as a bridge between manufacturing process and consumer and between technology and 
marketing. It is a new challenge for designers to mcorporate environmental issues in the design phase by ensuring 
the fiilfiUment of market demands and regulations. This requires knowledge and understanding of environmental 
issues in the product design process besides the technical abilities to design and it would only be possible by means 
of good cooperation and the information flow between the different NPD departments of a company. 

3. The Recent Research Studies on the Adaptation of Ecodesign 
This section presents benchmark of six recent research studies on the adaptation and implementation of 

ecodesign in different regions in the world: France, Central America, the Netherlands, the Baltic States, Brazil and 
the European Union Countries. This İs to understand the current design practice concemed with environmentally-
conscious design and the context of other countries that tackle this issue. It is considered as a usefiil leaming before 
examining Turkish context since the results provide an overview about motivations, drivers and obstacles of 
companies, in pracficmg and adapting ecodesign. Tables 1 and 2 sequentially summarize the explanation of these 
studies, their primary aims, level of implementation; the key drivers; barriers/obstacles, the region in the country (if 
it is relevant), and the mostly preferred ecodesign strategies. 

3.1 Drivers, Barriers and Level of Implementation 
The drivers and barriers found in the studies show similar results: 'regulations', 'cost reduction' and 'market 

demand/competitors' initiatives' are the main drivers for companies to adopt ecodesign. Especially, the extemal 
factors are key dynamics of European States. Tukker et al. (2000) highlight the importance of regulations to support 
ecodesign concept in two directions: creating incentives, and dissemination. This means policy action influences the 
market demands and shifts public attention to environmentally-conscious products. However, the industry should 
appreciate that long term achievement will only be possible by embedding the intemal drivers in the organization. 

From the analysis of the six studies, it is possible to observe three incremental levels in integrating ecodesign 
into the companies: legislative pressure, commercial benefit, and environmental benefit. This top-down approach 
appears to be important especially for developing economies in order to show economical benefits to companies by 
compulsory methods. Developing countries, faced with new enviroimiental targets, must first follow the legislations. 
Then, they need to appreciate commercial benefits. Companies become conscious of the commercial benefits and 
perform according to these benefits. Finally, they act upon the awareness of environmental benefits. As Hemel and 
Cramer (2002) emphasize, ecodesign improvement could only be possible, if it is supported by stimuli other than the 
expected environmental benefit alone. 

In some cases, enterprises are anxious about taking high risks by hnplementing new concepts into their business 
sfrategy. They avoid going beyond conventional values in product development, and therefore, thefr preferences are 
closely connected to the ecodesign strategies which match fraditİonal business benefits (Tukker et al, 2000). 
Another significant reason of this situation is companies' management stmcture. Corporate leaders generally have a 



central position to decide many tasks and strategies in company. Henceforth, designers do not develop their own 
beliefs or make corporate leaders agree with their thoughts {Reyes et al, 2006). Hereby, managerial and structural 
difficuhies in some countries can interrupt innovative thinking in some cases. On the other hand, innovation has 
seen as a new challenge In competitive market and environmental values can be the point of origin to achieve 
product innovation (Hemel & Cramer, 2002). 

Three different types of barriers can be observed in the studies. First, the obstacles connected to dissemination 
of ecodesign information such as lack of knowledge, lack of information on market possibilities, lack of infoi-mation 
on new technologies, and lack of training related to ecodesign. The second type originates from the internal values 
in company such as lack of top management commitment, conflict with functional requirements and commercial 
disadvantage. Lastly, the limitations, especially economical constraints can be given as an example of this group 
which is an important case for the Baltic States and Brazil. 

4. Current Situation in Turkey 
This part introduces the literature review on ecodesign activities in Turkish industry from three perspectives: 

policy framework, existing company activities in the field of ecodesign, and ecodesign related training activities for 
Turkish companies. However, first, brief overview of economy, industry and product development in Turkey İs 
analyzed to understand country situation to adapt the sustainable development which can be sustained at the strong 
economies. Finally, the results of inquiry with Turkish stakeholders are presented. 

4.1. Brief Overview of Economy and Industrial Sector in Turkey 
Turkey's economy İs among the world's 20 largest economies with its gross domestic products (GDP) of 

around US$ 400 billion (The World Bank, 2006). The increasing GDP growth per capita refers to the increasing 
standard of living in Turkey. Concerning the statistical information, the view of GDP growth rate has some drastic 
changes year by year related to the economic instability in Turkey (UNECE, 2007). Many plans made for 
overcoming the high inflation rate, which has led to instability in the economy, inequality of incomes and implicitly 
decreasing the rates of Human Development Index (HDI) (Sagİr & Yüksel, 2002). Nonetheless, there has been a 
promising growth in Turkish economy in recent years (Figure 3). This positive performance is considered to be 
sustained and improved for more powerful economic structure. 

4.2. Brief Overview of Turkish Industry 
The Turkish industry has many advantages from the perspective of international market, such as the wealth of 

natural resources, geographical position to export markets, the improvements of infrastructure and 
telecommunication systems, the existence of young and qualified human resources, and potential big domestic 
market (IGEME, 2005). According to the most recent information of CIA (Central Intelligence Agency), the 
contribution of agrlculmre, industry and services sectors to total GDP is 8.9%, 30.8 % and 59.3 % respectively. 

Turkish industry consists of private sector in a great extent. Currently, textile and clothing sector has taken the 
lead with its largest share in manufacturing industry. Food products, chemicals, machinery, iron and steel, motor 
vehicles, rubber and plastics, ceramics, cement and glass are other major manufacturing industries in respect of their 
involvement to GDP (IGEME, 2005). Additionally, industry exports have a big share (82%) in total exports. The 
main export sectors are textile and clothing, automotive and paits, electrical machinery, iron and steel, food 
products, chemicals, rubber articles, plastic articles, gold jewellery, ceramics, glass and furniture. The most 
important market for Turkey is EU countries with over the half of its total exports. 

4.3. Product Deve lopment in Turkish Industry 
With the free market economy after 1980, industrial design has gained considerable importance. The desire of 

Turkish industry to be an international brand has led them through a way which creates brands through design (Suel, 
2006). Thus, as Suel (2006) states, a need was emerged for new product design development structure, bringing a 
new discourse for both the academic environment and the manufacturing industry. In other words, the industry had a 
desire to be in competitive market with their products, whilst academia aimed to meet the needs of educating new 
design professionals. Within this emerging context, the only professional organization in the industrial design field 
in Turkey, the Industrial Designers Society of Turkey (ETMK) was established in 1988, providing a bridge between 
designers and the industry. Another critical episode was the beginning of the EU accession phase 1995, which has 
changed the standards and priorities in Turkish industry. The Decree-Law No.554 was adopted in 1995, which 
aimed to protect the intellectual property rights of both industrial designers and firms in which industrial design is a 
part of their business. These show the course of industrial design and prove that industrial design has become more 
important in Turkish industry. However, there are still many steps to take before Turkish business in general fully 
understands and comprehends product design activities. 

4.4. Stakeholders and Environmental Considerations in Turkish Industry 
Turkey has been on the way of establishing sustainable development strategies on national level and adapting 

environmental considerations into the industry. This is nonetheless a new issue for both business and the 



govemment, and Turkey is still at the beginning of the journey. Literature review reveals that many topics related to 
environmental issues have been categorized under 'sustainability and sustainable development' with no direct focus 
to ecodesign. This shows the lack of specialization on this concept. For this reason, it is difficult to independently 
reveal the ecodesİgn-focused (industrial and commercial) activities in Turkey. 

Table 1. Main outcomes of the reviewed ecodesign country or region research studies. 
C a s e F r a n c e C e n t r a l A m e r i c a T h e N e t h e r l a n d s 

Description 

A survey (Reyes et al., 2006) of 
approximately 100 foreign experts (e.g. 
European, North American, Japanese) and 
150 French experts (consultants, 
researchers, and institutional managers). 

A PhD thesis (Crul, 2003) that 
addresses the adaptation of 
ecodesign concept into a regional 
approach for Central America. 

Hemel and Cramer (2002) executed a 
study of 77 Dutch SMEs. 

Aim of the 
study 

To understand the levels of the ecodesign 
integration in France. Especially to 
analyse the initial motivations, action 
drivers and evaluation factors of 
environmental performance levels. 

To foster environmental aspects of 
products by describing the process 
of introduction of ecodesign in 
SMEs in Central America. 

To discover which factors (stimuli and 
barriers) stimulate or hamper Dutch 
SMEs towards environmental 
improvement in their design process. 

Main drivers 

Management, relations with stakeholders, 
knowledge management (e.g. educating 
the team or determining a competent 
leader), the use of tools and methods, 
operational application in the product 
development and market and competition. 

Cost reduction, brand image. 

The opportunities for innovation, the 
expected increase of product quality, 
the potential market opportunities, 
customer demands, governmental 
legislation, industrial sector initiatives. 

Barriers 
Lack of top management commitment, the 
resistance to change. 

Lack of extemal barriers such as 
legislation. 

Conflict with functional requirements, 
commercial disadvantage, no clear 
environmental benefit, not our 
responsibility, no alternative solutions 
is available. 

The region 
Costa Rica, Guatemala and El 
Salvador. 

Mostly 
preferred 
strategies 

Materials reduction, optimization of 
initial lifetime and efficient 
distribution. 

Recycling of materials. High 
reliability/durability, recycled 
materials and low energy consumption. 

T a b l e 2. M a i n o u t c o m e s o f t h e r e v i e w e d e c o d e s i g n c o u n t r y o r r e g i o n r e s e a r c h s t u d i e s . 

C a s e Ba l t i c States N o r t h e a s t Braz i l E u r o p e a n Sta tes 

Description 

The survey (Belmane et al., 2003) is 
prepared to inform governments, different 
intemational support structures and 
stakeholders about improvement of 
industrial environmental performance in 
the Baltic States. 

Costa and Gouvinhas (2002) 
analyzed SMEs of Northeast Brazil 
to understand the directions of 
companies in relation to the 
integration of environmental issues 
in product development. 

Comparative analysis by Tukker et al. 
(2000) conducted with 500 
transnational companies from 15 EU 
countries in order to discover the 
implementafion of ecodesign. 

Aim of the study 

To collect and evaluate present situation 
of eco-design and product development so 
as to discover prominent strategies for 
introducing the ecodesign concept in 
Baltic States. 

To understand the intemal and 
extemal drivers and also 
"roadblocks" in the companies. 

To explore the methodological 
approach and the policy implications 
of the countries related to ecodesign 
by each country studies 

Main 
drivers 

Legislation, market demands, cost 
reduction, intemational legislations. 

Legislations, competitor's initiatives. 

Intemational and national legislations, 
cost reduction, stakeholder pressure, 
customer demands, better 
product/market opportunities. 

Barriers 

Lack of information on market 
possibilities, lack of competence and 
extemal support, lack of financial support 
and information on new technologies, lack 
of education and information and training 
related to ecodesign. 

Little awareness of environmentally-
friendly products, the lack of 
available new technologies, the lack 
of available educated staff, 
instability of the Brazilian economy. 

Missing understandable tools and 
strategies (language barriers and 
cultural barriers), less considerations 
on environmental benefits in 
companies. 

Tlie region Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia 
The Rio Grande do Norte State, 
Northeast of Brazil 

15 EU countries 
(including Turkey) 
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Figure 3. Annual growth of the Turkish GDP during 1991-2006 (The World Bank, 2006). 

4.4.1. Policy Framework 
The first step in Turkish policy related to environmental Issues was the Government's Sixth Five-Year 

Development Plan (1991-1995) İn which the need for undertaking environmental issues and economic growth were 
stressed (UNIDO, 2002). The principles for the important legislations on waste management and environmental 
impact assessment were formed in spite of little touch on sustainable development. In 1998, the National 
Environmental Action Plan (NEAP) was adapted, because there was a need to adapt a different approach to prevent 
pollution and solve environmental problems after the inadequate incorporation of the Seventh Five-Year 
Development Plan for 1996-2000 (UNIDO, 2002). The plan did not mention products explicitly, except the 
introduction of Eco-Management and Audit Scheme to private sector. The guidelines on EU's Eco-Management 
Audit scheme and ISO14000 were translated into Turkish and distributed to the industry which consists of two 
aspects, the evaluation of the organization, and the product. 

The environmental directives affecting Turkish industry have been mostly discussed at Ministry of Environment 
and Forestry, and Ministry of Industry and Trade. Directive on Packaging and Packaging Wastes was İn forced in 
2005 and RoHS directive was in forced in 2008 whilst the studies for the implementation of other directives have 
being carried on (Table 3). Apart from these, CE Mark (i.e. mandatory European marking for certain product groups 
to indicate conformity with the essential health and safety requirements: Wikipedia, 2008) was enforced in 2002. 
Parallel to this, Eco-labeling is another remarkable smdy for environmentally conscious product development in the 
framework of adaption to the EU directives. As a resuh of the workshop conducted on eco-labeling by European 
Commission in Ankara 2007, the Ministry of Environment and Forestry decided to give priority to tourism and 
textile sectors. On the other hand, improvements in research and development (R&D) and innovation activities were 
emphasized as important facets for globally competitive Turkey in the vision of the Ninth Development Plan (2006). 
The statistics showing the investment on R&D and innovation activities are evidence to this support. These positive 
attempts also provide an appropriate base for new product development. 

Table 3. Overview of the directives related to ecodesign. 

Directives Number 
Foreseen 
transposition date 

Foreseen Implementation / 
enforcement date 

Directive on the End-of-Life Veliicles 2000/53/EC 2007 2008 
Directive on the Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous 

2002/95/EC 2007 
2008 in force Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment (RoHS) 2002/95/EC 2008 in force 

Directive on Packaging and Packaging Wastes 94/62/EC 2004 2004 issued 
2005 in force 

Directive on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) 2002/96/EC 2007 2008 
Directive of Enerav Usint? Products (EuP) 2005/32/EC 2008 2008 

4.4.2. Existing Company Activities in the Field of Ecodesign 
The Turkish industry has the seventh biggest share within the countries exporting to the EU (Yilmaz, 2008). 

This relationship has helped the Turkish entrepreneurs to improve their perspectives on environmental 
considerations in terms of production and management facilities. There are some high impact areas bounded by the 
international standards, like textile, electric & electronics, packaging and automotive sectors. The fmns in these 
sectors have to comply with the intemational standards to export their goods to EU and to other countries. The 
nontariff barriers are other criteria for competitive intemational and Turkish markets. In that perspective, the 
number of Turkish companies having 1SO14001 increased from 91 (in 2001) to 493 (in 2005) (Yilmaz, 2008). 

According to the study of Korkut & Hasdogan (1998), which was conducted with 24 Turkish finns, 
environmental factors had little influence on design decisions. Eight years after this study, another study (Suel, 
2006) illustrated a similar picture for environmental considerations as being one of the least important factors 
according to responses from 45 designers and 39 managers. However, there are studies to understand the drivers and 
barriers of environmentally-conscious design in the Turkish industry. Some inferences from these studies can be 
drawn related to cleaner production. According to the investigation of Yuksel (2008) with 250 big companies in 
Turkey, the problems to implement environmental considerations in production generally originate from educational 
and financial aspects which are the common problems that developing economies are facing with. According to the 



results of the same study, although Turkish firms beUeve in the benefits of environmental technologies in both 
economical and competitive sense, they prefer end-of-pipe technologies rather than the more preventive and pro
active environmental approaches like ecodesign. This demonstrates the reactive approach of Turkish industry. Apart 
from these, the firms mentioned that the attitudes of the govemment are very important by means of the stricter 
environmental laws and financial support to industry. In this respect, the challenge of goverrmient should not be 
only to lay down regulations but also should establish control mechanisms (Yuksel, 2008). As a final point, Yuksel 
highlights the establishing enviroimiental information network as a main contributor to overcome the difficulties İn 
the implementation of environmental considerations. 

Consequently, the Turkish industry has taken initiatives in view of the accelerating trend on the combination of 
ecology and production. It has been forced by the legislative pressures and international standards. The financial 
problems and inadequate awareness on environmental issues make the implementation of ecodesign related 
activities difficult. Furthermore, product designers, in general, have little impact on the major decisions related to 
marketing or manufacturing (Suel, 2006), and in particular on the decisions related to the envifohmental aspects. 

4.4,3. Ecodesign related training activities for companies in Turkey 
In Turkey, DELTA (Developing Environmental Leadership towards Action) was one of the first programmes, 

which sets the first steps towards an efficient Enviromnental Management System (EMS). It was inifiated in 1995 by 
Sustainable Business Associates (SBA). The purpose of DELTA is to make industriahsts aware of eco-efficiency 
and to introduce them to new business risks and opportunİfies related to envnonmental issues (DELTA, 2004). In 
that respect, the chamber of Environmental Engineering in Turkey imdertook the responsibility of setting up an 
agency office in order to introduce the DELTA Programme to Turkish companies between 2000 and 2004. In this 
period, the chamber of Environmental Engineering realized many projects within Turkish firms. Another important 
promotion activity, 'The Eco-design Awareness Raising Campaign' was carried out İn 2005 in 20 countries all over 
Europe by the Fraunhofer Insfitute for Refiability and Microintegration (IZM). Turkish SMEs was one of the focus 
group for this campaign. It was an important ecodesign event for electric and electronics SMEs in some countries 
such as Bulgaria, Turkey, Romania, and the Czech Republic (IZM, 2005). In Turkey, BEKO and VESTEL provided 
examples of ecodesign implementations being performed m their companies and also TUBITAK discussed the 
'Reliability Considerafions in Ecodesign'. In that perspective, it can be said that Turkey has the lowest ecodesign 
awareness level and the infi-astructure compared to EU members. Although this does not set a nice picture for 
Turkey, the ongoing projects and initiatives on large-size companies presented in the Campaign are setting good 
examples for other enterprises to reveal the benefits of ecodesign and to lead further implementations in the 
industry. To disseminate this sort of leaming, as the continuation of 2005 the eco-design awareness raising 
campaign, a conference held by TUBITAK in 2006. This type of ecodesign related events are beneficial ways to 
enhance the awareness in the industry and introduce them to the key initial acfions. They also offer informative and 
useful guidelines to keep continuous leaming and development. 

5. Complementary Study on Turkish Stakeholders 
On the basis of the findings on the ecodesign integration İn different countries, a network circle among the 

stakeholders in terms of the environmental aspects was noticed, which strengthen practices of ecodesign. The 
relation between stakeholder groups is a strong motivation for the integration of environmental considerations into 
the industry. Therefore, creating efficient networks between stakeholders is a good starting point to build a strong 
infrastmcture before implementing the concept. To do this, İt is essential to understand and to get insight in the 
current situation of the Turkish stakeholders. Therefore, to complement findings of the literatm-e on environmental 
considerafions in Turkey, a survey was carried out with three stakeholder groups (i.e. govemment, universities, and 
industiy). The purpose of the questionnaire was to provide an insight into the Turkish stakeholders, opinions of 
people from key institutions through current and future developments, and to understand the nature of cooperation 
between the stakeholders. The survey covered five questions. 36 people fi-om 24 different organization and 
institutions were contacted by e-mail. Of these, 23 people (industrial designers, engineers, researchers and 
managers) from 15 organizations/institutions responded to questions (see Table 4). Besides the questions delivered 
to the stakeholder groups, it was considered to be useful to get opinions of some key institutions that have important 
positions in Turkish platform in terms of product development and environmental improvement, including TTGV 
(Technology Development Foundation of Turkey), UNDP (United Nations Development Programme) Turkey, and 
Industrial Designers Society of Turkey (ETMK). The survey aimed to find answers to: i) importance of ecodesign 
for Turkey; ii) roles of industry about environmentally-conscious design; iii) positions that stakeholders take 
regarding erivironmentally conscious design or in a wider perspective sustainable development; iv) responsibilities 
that stakeholders should have to integrate or develop ecodesign İn Turkey; and v) roles that stakeholders should play 
and activities they should undertake in supporting ecodesign. The answers are analyzed in relation to the 
perspectives of governmental institutions, educational institutions, business, and other stakeholders the highlights of 
which are as follows. 



Table 4. The interviewed companies/organizations/institutions. 

Universities No. of 
Participants 

Governmental Institutions No. of 
Participants 

Anadolu University 
Department of Industrial Design 1 

The Scientific and Technological Research Council of 
Turkey (TUBITAK) ' 

Marmara University 
Department of Industrial Design 

2 Prime Ministry of State Planning Organization (SPO) 3 

Istanbul Technical University j 
Department of Industrial Product Design Republic of Turkey Ministry of Environment and Forestry 3 

Dokuz Eylüi University 
Department of Environmental Engineering 

1 Ministry' of Industry and Trade 1 

Manufacturing 
Companies 

No. of 
Participants 

Otliers No. of 
Participants 

Vestel (electric & electronics sector) 1 Technology Development Foundation of Turkey (TTGV) 3 
İSTİKBAL (fumiture sector) 1 United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 2 
Polinas (packaging sector) 1 Industrial Designers Society of Turkey (ETMK) 1 
BEKO (electric & electronics sector) 1 

5.1 Perspective of Governmental Institutions 
Two Jiinds of government perspectives were possible to distinguish. Some of them are optimistic about the 

developments in structure of the govemment and Turkish industry (especially electric & electronics, and packaging 
sectors). Others thought that Turkey is mostly at the beginning of the sustainable development. Main problems 
indicated were: the lack of implementation in the industry; and the lack of the bottom-up approach because of 
relatively low awareness level in the society. Suggestions made towards: more training activities related to 
ecodesign especially for SMEs about how ecodesign can be integrated and why it is beneficial in three dimensions: 
economy, environment and society. Importance of SMSs were mentioned since they do not have enough time and 

_ qualified employees but the implementafion period is shorter than big companies due to the less hierarchy. Also, a 
champion, who is willing to take the responsibility and manage the network, was suggested. 

5.2 Perspective of Educational Institutions 
Answers to quesfions from educational institutions pointed out three main points: problems connected to being 

a developing economy; not optimization of design profession; and EU accession period. 
Problems connected to being developing economy. Some of them indicated the conflicts between sustainability 

and political concems and especially the permission of Turkey for employment of polluter technologies of foreign 
companies in Turkey. Likewise, another participant menfioned the cheap labor and poverty as one of the biggest 
challenges in Turkey. "Therefore, people can take any risk to cam money and regulations do not prevent it." In this 
respect, cost driver is expressed as a common criterion for the companies. Therefore, it is thought that besides 
intemal dynamics, there have to be condifioned external pressure to push forward to industry like govemment and 
legislations. 

Not optimization of design profession. In fact, the situation of ecodesign can be strongly associated with the 
state of product development activities. Among the parficipants, there was anxiety about the status of the industrial 
design profession in Turkish industry. It was stated that considering environmental issues or creating a new product 
regarding environmental quality of product was rarely seen as a role of industrial design in Turkish companies. 

EU accession period. The Impacts of EU accession period were emphasized before. As İt İs expected, in the 
inteiview almost all participants remarked the influence of the EU on Turkish industry. It is a common sense Turkey 
has to develop their own plan and fi-amework for environmentally-conscious design and furthermore sustainable 
development. But Turkey is still trying to catch European standards according to the respondents. However, İt was 
noticed that it is cmcial to learn from the efforts and experiences of developed countries in the field of 
environmental problems in order not to make the same mistakes. 

5.3 Perspective of Business 
General interest within this section was in which context ecodesign matches or conflicts with the business 

benefits. They stated explicitly that principles of environmental sensitivity and trade are not parallel with each other 
since it requires extra cost, effort and time. For all companies, the key concern was to earn more money and profit. 
From that perspective, according to the answers, the environmental improvements have to overlap with economical 
benefits rather than to conflict. Another important issue was governmental initiatives. In general, participants 
associated integration of ecodesign into the companies with governmental encouragement by means of the 
legislations and financial incentives. Although they mentioned that it is not reasonable to demand everything from 
the govemment, they have rarely taken initiatives for stimulating environmental consciousness and disseminating 
implementation of İt. Also valuable ongoing studies that are not known by the public are mentioned. 



5.4 Perspective of Other Stakeholders 
During the interviews, additional stakeholders appeared as important besides the defmed stakeholders for the 

complementary study, which are TTGV, ETMK and UNDP. They, m general, mentioned the reality of Turkish 
industry, which was mostly indicated before other participants. Then they combined these realities with some 
suggestions for the Turkey's future: 
• The first step should be consciousness of industrial designer's role in the production by the industry. Then, 

designer can be seen as a big contributor/stakeholder for ecodesign and envhonmental considerations in the 
product development and production. 

" Turkish industry should convince the benefits of ecodesign and furthermore it is emphasized with the successfiil 
implementations in the industry. Additionally, since it Is closely related to consumption pattern and lifestyle of 
the consumer, the successful products should be introduced to consumer. 

• Ecodesign becomes a compulsory aspect of production. It will be an inevitable subject in the future. Therefore, 
Turkish industry has to match their strategies with the environmental considerations. 

6. Conclusions 
There has been a rising interest in the world on environmental issues in products, which is promoted mainly by 

legislative and market pressure. In parallel with the considerable improvements throughout the world, Turkey has 
also shifted its focus to enviromnentally conscious product development and production. However, these 
implementations have been fairly low compared to European countries. To evaluate present simation of Turkish 
industry, the paper first analyzed the recent smdies on the adaptation and implementafion of ecodesign in different 
regions of the world. Then, to complement the findings from literamre, it explored four different perspectives of 
Turkish stakeholders. According to the analysis of the literamre and the complementary smdy following conclusions 
could be drawn. 

• There are few directives put in force and many smdies related to environmental policy and sustainable 
development in the govemment have been executed by the help of the EU accession period. However, it can be 
concluded that there is a lack of control mechanisms and a lack of encouragement for the industry to produce 
more environmentally-conscious products. 

• Training activities related to ecodesign are relatively low in the industry. This kind of information has to be 
disseminated by means of conferences, workshops. There also is a need for qualified people on this topic. 

• For businesses, the most important consideration is cost (reducfion). Therefore, while adapting the 
environmental considerations into organizations, they want to keep traditional methods in production or make 
minimum changes to cut down extra expenses. It is believed that more successfiil stories related to 
implementation of ecodesign will move Industry towards more environmentally-conscious activities. 

• A network of Turkish stakeholders has tried to be formed in particular projects and situations linked to 
environmental issues. There are some key inmitions like TUBITAK taking more initiatives to gather industry, 
academy and govemment. However, the relationship between stakeholders is not kept in long term because of 
their other priorities like commercial concems. 
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COLLABORATIVE INNOVATION IN FORMATION OF INNOVATIVE 
SUPPLY CHAINS 

Alberto de la Cal le ' , Esther Alvarez^, and Jalal Ashayeri^ 

Abstract 

Supply chain entities in many industries today must simultaneously improve the creativity and productivity of their 
new product development efforts. Given the fact that limited value is added by each entity, a growing array of 
sources is responsible to introduce new concepts to market. Innovators across the chain must integrate an 
increasing number of interdependencies among product development decisions, concurrently addressing customer 
needs/values, product technical specifications, delivery system capabilities, and environmental requirements. The 
shorter product/process lifecycles has contributed to the complexity of innovation process. It is clear that supply 
chain innovative potential is strongly influenced by its organizational / technological capabilities, and by its 
understanding of external relationship with other entities, ultimate customers, overhead policies, environmental 
needs, and economic trends. This paper is focused on the analysis of the main features that contribute to create an 
adequate collaborative environment for fostering innovation processes in the frame of supply chains. 

Keywords: Innovation, Collaboration, Supply Chain 

1. Introduction 
The context in which firms are competing is more and more complex and dynamic: globalization of the 

markets, rapidly changing technology developments, shorter product life cycles, etc. Firms are forced to change or 
improve its performance continuously in order to be adapted as fast as possible to the customer requirements. In 
fact, the search of business strategies to answer the final customer demand or needs is becoming one of the main 
concerns of many enterprises. It is widely agreed that innovation is crucial for the long-term survival and growth of 
the firm (Schumpeter, 1939) and it has very important effects on meso and micro economic variables such as 
productivity growth, competitiveness and employment, although the exact relationships between these variables are 
not very well known (Edquist et al., 2001). 

Innovation has been used to signify either new ideas or practices. Innovation is an idea that could be 
commercialized. Following the Oslo Manual definition, innovation is the implementation of a new or significantly 
improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organizafional method in 
business practices, workplace organization or external relations. According to the EU Green Paper on Innovation, 
innovation is: 

• The renewal and enlargement of the range of products and services and the associated markets. 
• The establishment of new methods of production, design, supply and distribution. 
• The introduction of changes in management, organizafion design, the working conditions and skills of the 

workforce. 
Following these definitions, innovation could be related to three main areas: product, process and 

management. Maravelakis et al. (2006) outlined the correlation between product and process innovation and stated 
that organizational innovation follows these two dimensions. The innovation process is the combination of activities, 
such as market research, communication, design, process development, organizational restructuring and so on, 
which are necessary to develop and support an innovative product. 

Innovation establishes its basis on what the customers' value is and what they are willing to pay for it. 
Drucker (1985) suggested that innovation is based on creativity, systematic and order, and also on unexpected 
events, but in the end, innovation is based on associating a solution to a need. Companies do not usually innovate on 
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their own. Some authors explained the interest of collaboration between firms and other organizations for innovation 
processes (Porter, 1998; Cooke, 2001). 

Supply Chain is an interesting framework for understanding how collaboration influences the SC 
innovation performance. In the SC there are at least established minimum relationships based on buyer-seller Imks. 
This paper is focused on the analysis of the main feamres that contribute to create an adequate collaborative 
environment for fostering innovation processes in the frame of supply chains (SC). 

The paper is strucmred into five sections. Section 2 presents the innovation and collaboration in the innovation 
process. Section 3 briefs the necessity of having a collaborative innovation in forming innovative supply chain. 
Section 4 discusses a framework to introduce sustainable collaborative innovation process in supply chains. Finally, 
Section 5 presents brief conclusions. 

2. Innovation and Collaboration 
Innovation has gone through different stages ever since of industrial revolution, more specifically since the 

beginning of past cenmry innovation concept has evolved as it is reflected in the different generations of R&D 
(Miller et al, 1999). These are: 

• First Generation (1900s- before the First World War) emphasized the technical innovations carried out by 
scientists such as Edison. 

• Second Generation (extended until the end of the Second World War) was based on in company innovation 
project management. R&D labs integrated into the companies in order to develop projects that served their 
needs directly. 

• Third Generation (1970s-1980s) corresponded to setting up strategic tools in order to plan the R&D 
strategy, taking into account the financial risks inherent to its development. It was focused on continuous 
innovation, which refers to the results from improvements made to existing products on existing markets. 
The core processes of this generation are explicit customer feedback, input from corporate strategy and 
discoveries in new technologies. 

• Fourth Generation (late 1990s - current) meets the difficulties raised by disconfinuous innovation dealing 
with creating new products for new market through mumally dependent leaming, which identifies the 
hidden needs of prospective customers and secure the technical feasibility and marketability simultaneously 
in the very early stages (Park and Kim 2006). 
The literature on innovation strategies is very extensive. Innovation strategies could have short, medium or 

long-term innovation objectives. Faems et al. (2005) reviewed the firms' innovation portfolio approach, pointing out 
that firms faced with muhiple, often opposing, demands that confront them with the challenge of reconciling 
conflicting requirements: 

Incremental iimovation vs. Radical innovation 
Innovation as continuous improvement through leaming by doing vs. Innovation as creative destmction 
Flexibility to keep innovation options open vs. commitment to well-defined innovation pathways 
Divergent vs. Convergent behavior 
Exploitation vs. Exploration 
Path creation vs. Path dependence 
When a supply chain Is investing in deploying innovative strategy, it is important that the culmre of 

innovation is adjusted accordingly. Any entity should begin its innovation journey with the end in mind; in this case, 
an effort to sustain innovation must be carefully planned and practiced among all entities to achieve the 
collaborative culture accelerating the introduction of new products or solutions. Companies which adopt innovation 
as a strategy would face several stages if they want to see an idea converted into a commercialized output. The 
proposal of analyzing innovation as a value chain suggests executives to view the process of transforming ideas into 
commercial outputs as an integrated flow (Hansen, 2007). The innovation value chain offers a comprehensive 
framework broken down into three phases; idea generation, conversion and diffusion and six critical activities 
(Figure 1). However this vision differs from the Open Innovation Paradigm (Chesbrough, 2003) due to different 
analysis focus. Chesbrough (2003) stated the Open Innovation paradigm. Through Open Innovation he declares that 
firms can and should use both extemal and intemal ideas, as well as intemal and external paths to market, as they 
look to advance their technology. Traditionally, innovation has been seen as a mere intemal process through which 
problems appeared in organizations could be overcome, but so closed mind vision makes lose too many innovation 
oppormnities. In the Open Innovation system enterprises are able to take advantages from other ideas generated or 
developed by other companies of the same or different sector, even if they are customers or suppliers (Figure 2). 
Hansen (2007) proposed a picmre of innovation process within a company speaking about collaboration in the first 
stages of the innovation process (idea generation), while Open Innovation is based on the possibility of collaboration 
through all the innovation process stages. 
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Figure 1. Innovation Value Chain. Adapted from Hansen (2007) 

Today, tlie interest of collaboration is not any more limited to acquire Icnowledge but to have access to İt. 
Procter & Gamble, for example, developed a model for collaborative innovation crossing the intra-enterprise 
barriers, changing the concept from Research & Development (R&D) to Connect & Development (C&D), (Huston 
et al, 2006). 

Enterprise 1 

Enterprise 2 

Eiiterpnsc'n' 

Figure 2.Collaboration between SC members. Adapted from Chesbrough (2003) 

The development of Collaborative Innovation (CI) is seen as resulting from processes of interactive 
leaming, i.e. there is often an exchange of knowledge between several organizations involved in innovation 
processes (Lundvall, 1992). CI enables the supply chain entities to rapidly engage and contribute, so that they 
readily add value given their own position in the SC. CI accomplishes this by: 

a) creating an organizational learning atmosphere: previously Peter Senge (1990) proposed five disciplines for 
building leaming organizations. Learning Organizations are where people continually expand their capacity 
the results they truly desire, where collective aspiration is set free and where people are continually 
learning how to leam together. This concept and its five disciplines have great sense on the SC 
collaboration for innovation context: 

• Systems thinking involve a holistic vision. This would allow individual entities to create a total value 
model.. 

• Personal Mastery here for each entity İs meant to identify where to focus innovation effort to add the most 
value for stakeholders, while seeing the reality objectively. 

• Mental Models: is meant for leaning to unearth the intemal pictures of the each organization. This would 
allow each entity to rigorously scrutinize assumptions and decisions so that others in the chain can 
consider them and add value by identifying necessary adjustments and/or by embracing them based on 
clear understanding. 

• Building shared vision is the ability to share the picture of the future fostering genuine commitment and 
enrollment rather than compliance. 

• Team learning is the backbone of learning process, allowing collaborative working teams involved in a 
supply chain to systematically innovate and improve existing processes / products. 

b) modeling the functional architecture of a product and its associated processes so that information is 
accessible to the core entities responsible for product / process innovation and those who support İt. 



• Innovation functional requirements, by analyzing these requirements across supply chain, defining the 
control logic for the collaborative work, and the required data flow also contained within the functional 
architecmre. 

• Validation & Simulation, the model can be validated, and completeness verified by simulation. A system 
dynamic based simulation would fit better the environment, where each function is described as a sub
system and their interactions are highlighted using causal loops. 

3. Collaborative, innovative supply chain 
A supply chain is traditionally considered as an operational function. Therefore, innovation is not the driver. 

When a SC is able to deliver the best value to their final customers, it will generate strong demand and builds 
customer loyalty to its products and services. As mentioned earlier innovation collaborative innovation among SC 
members becomes an essential approach in order to create sustainable competitive advantages. However, the usual 
strategies in innovation and approaches adopted and succeeded in the 80s and 90s, are no longer sufficient. Supply 
chain members must involve İn effective experiments and innovation to reinvent the way they create value, since 
conventional busmess does not produce the desired results in fast clockspeed chains (Fine 1998). 

Von Stamm (2004) considers collaboration with other firms and customers as the innovation's secret 
weapon. It is agreed that a substantial part of the innovation process occurs between buyers and sellers in the SC 
(Lundvall, 1988). Firms must look beyond their organisational boundaries and evaluate how the resources and 
capabilities of suppliers and customers can be used for creating exceptional value (Soosay et al., 2008) and through 
the optimization or effectively coordination of their links to the outside they would be able to create competitive 
advantages (Porter, 1985). Lambert and Cooper (2000) shared that vision pointing out that a real source of 
sustainable competitive advantage would rather be the ability to become involved and create value in innovation and 
improvement processes involving the whole SC. ^ 

The importance of collaboration was proved since Cooper et al (1997) stated that sub-optimization occurs 
when each organization in the SC attempts to optimize its own results rather than mtegrate its goals and activities 
with other organizations to optimize the results of the whole chain. This approach was aheady considered by 
Khandawalla (1973), who formulated that the optimization of isolated elements is not enough for having a deep 
impact on performance, but also the harmony among these elements. The objective of a collaborative strategy within 
the SC is to secure higher performance than would be achieved by operatmg individually (Lambert et al. 1999). 

Interaction between SC members raises the innovation capabilities of the SC, but the way in which collaboration 
is canalized could affect final results. Strategic alliances, joint ventures, cooperative arrangements, vİrmal 
collaboration, vertical, horizontal or lateral integration, and outsourcing are some of the collaboration types that 
firms could establish. According to Spekman et al. (1998) relationships evolve from open-market negotiation, 
through cooperation, coordination, to collaboration, which is characterized by supply chain integration, joint 
planning and technology sharing among partners. 

The discussion above all shows that in a dynamic environment, supply chains are forced to adopt an innovative 
supply chain management strategy to ensure success and long term survival. For best results, innovafion should be 
engrained part of every process, and supported by the management. In the following section we explain how a 
sustainable collaborative innovation can be built in order to make the SC stand out. 

4. Building sustainable collaborative innovation 
Although collaboration is seen as one of the key elements to innovation, the failure rate of strategic 

alliances is projected to be as high as 70% (Elmufi et al., 2001). There are many difficulties encountered for 
achieving a true collaboration between SC members i.e. the difficuhies for aligning the intemal processes. 
Information Teclmology infi-astrucmre. Trust, Organization design. Competition, Fear of external pressure, the 
presence of Powerhouses within the organization and Financial issues (Kampstra et a l , 2006). 

Considering the SC In the center of the analysis, collaboration for innovation in the SC as stated in the 
previous paragraph is directly related to some extemal and intemal factors (see Figure 3). From the common 
understanding of these factors, a solid and sustainable collaborative strategy could be adopted İn order to improve 
the innovation performance of the SC. 
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Figure 3. Extemal and Intemal factors that affect SC Innovation performance. 

Extemal factors to the innovative SC: 
Sector: The analysis through the 5 forces analysis proposed by Michael Porter (1979) determinates the 
ultimate profit potential of a sector. The maturity of the sector should also be taken into account. 
Government: Pohcies, special programmes for strengthening innovation, the creation of innovation spaces 
in which companies can interact with other innovation agents. 
Innovation systems at macro-meso and micro level: "Systems of Innovation" approach is an analytical 
tool used in several economic levels to understand the relationship between innovation efforts and 
innovation performance. This approach is already used in other economic perspectives as National 
(Lundvall, 1992), Regional (Cooke et al., 1998) and Sectoral innovation systems (Carlsson, 1995). The 
existing relationships through these systems could facilitate or make dİffıcuh the establishment of new 
links between SC players. 
Demand: The demand predictability establishes a singular configuration of the SC. The configuration of 
the SC influences the way a collaborative strategy could be buih. With a predictable demand environment 
the most appropriate SC configurafion should be focused on physically efficient processes, whereas with an 
unpredictable demand a market-responsive-process configurafion fits better (Fisher, 1997). Analyzing fiom 
the innovafion point of view, stable demand emphasizes incremental İnnovafions instead of radical 
innovations. 
Intemal factors to the innovative SC: 
Collaborative culture: It deals with a collaboration strategy might be designed, developed, implemented 
and measured. This is a wide concept that includes other main characteristics, i.e. trust, visibility, sharing 
processes, etc. Currenfiy, enterprises still organise their intemal structures foUowing a firncfional thinking 
rather than SC approach (Barratt et al., 2001). The desire to maintain the bargaining power of each 
department arises from this mentality. Extemally the fear of small enterprises of being taken over by larger 
companies of the SC appears. Although cohaboratİon İs one of the objectives of enterprises, there is still a 
lack of collaborative culture. 
People: Even though a collaborative culture is adequate for establishing collaborative objectives, the final 
responsibility falls on the people that work day to day in this field. Social ability, behavior, motivation, 
their knowledge and experiences, their role and power in the decision making processes are some concepts 
that should be kept İn mind. 
Powerhouses: The presence of power centralized in one or two firms in the SC could hinder or smooth the 

way to reach agreements. This factor could be omitted if the mutuality principle is applied from the 
beginning. Collaboration has no sense if the collaborative strategy partners do not assume mutual risk 
sharing and mutual benefit from the relationship. 
Investment capacity: Economic resources and investment capacity play an important role İn that 
innovafion value chain stages. The role is especially important in the second and third stages (idea 
conversion and idea diffusion) when the companies really bet for some ideas and mle out the rest. 
ICTs and information exchange: Successfiil collaboration requires a change of mind related to 
information exchange (Stank et a l , 2001). It is not only the lack of connectivity or the lack of a common 
platform for informafion exchange but also the idea that free exchange of data, production schedules and 
financial information is needed to gain the full benefits of collaboration (Quinn, 1999). According to the 
degree of development of an innovafion and its position following the three stages of innovation value 
chain, different amount of information is needed to be shared. Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and 
Replenishment (CPFR) is the most recent prolific management initiative that provides supply chain 
collaboration and visibility. By following CPFR, companies can improve supply chain effectiveness with 
demand and logistic planning and new product design (Attaran et al., 2007). 
Physical location: In spite of the degree of the advanced ICTs used and the volume of information 
exchanged, the physical location of the firms still have sense in this area of analysis. The proximity to the 



customer or supplier, the personal contact and the possibility of arranging a meeting in the short term could 
increase the level of trust between firms. 
Both extemal and intemal factors affect the SC either directly or indirectly. 

In the old, linear supply chain, product and information flowed primarily in one dhection, and the information 
itself was limited and not timely. The new intemal and extemal views would provide SC members a tme 
collaborative innovation capability. The efforts involved in introducing such a collaborative process consist of the 8 
steps shown in Figure 4. 

8 Close the 
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Figure 4: Collaborative innovation process cycle 

(1) Define customers' value: this is the holisfic system view mentioned earlier. This would be accomplished 
by individual enfities to create a total value model. Based on input fi-om ultimate customers, 
environmental requirements and laws, overhead policies, the involved parties translate these needs into a 
value-based measurement system that can be used to evaluate and select concepts that would benefit the 
entire supply chain. 
Members' innovation focus: this is to identify where, what effort is needed to add the most value. 
Generate ideas: in order to add value generatmg a wide variety of concepts is essenfial by all members, i.e. 
a platfonn to facilitate communicafion is then a necessity. 
Brief all stakeholders: timneled ideas can be communicated to all stakeholders for feedback. 
Evaluate the concepts: Evaluate concepts, using the value-based measures, and select those that can add 
the most value for ultimate customers. 
Assess uncertainties & risks: the mam uncertainfies and their associated risks are idenfified and assessed 
based on their occurrence likelihood. Then a plan is developed to reduce the risks as quickly as possible, 
reducing cost and time for rework. 
Manage collaborative research: primarily orientated towards coordinating research and development 
activities İn order to stimulate and consolidate the supply chain members' efforts in achieving customers 
needs. 
Close the loop: this is to sustain innovation process and avoid inertia becoming the nomi after a success 
story or disappointment with a failure preventing the process rolling forward again. Here strong leadership 
is a must. 

The above approach should be facilitated by the functional architecture platform explained briefly earlier, and 
also through development of good practice guidance to help R&D people with different activities required to 
manage collaborative research projects. 

5. Conclusion 
In the dynamic environment of most supply chains collaborative irmovation is a fundamental strategy for 

sustainable and profitable growth. Growth through collaborative innovation process is more efficient than setting up 
an independent innovafion. Managing supply chain by cost can lead to a downward spiral and has limited potential 
for success. Instead, creating an innovative supply chain with a collaborative innovation culture can offer unlimited 
potential for success. Managing only the supply chain cost limits the freedom to innovate, while leading for 
collaborative innovation opens minds. This is a positive experience for everyone - however it involves own 
complexities to manage. 

This paper discussed the benefit of collaborative Innovation in formation of innovative supply chains and 
proposed a fi-amework to implement this concept. CI makes the development process more efficient as dependencies 
are deah with early in stage. Product or process design rework stemming fi-om incomplete knowledge İs reduced. 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 
(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 



This will also reduce the costs as existing product and process icnowledge is leveraged across supply chain. The 
success in the adaptations of CI mainly depends on the involvement of all parties, the management, creation of 
leaming organization, and availability of a platform to communicate but more than all proper understanding of 
customers' needs. The existence of tmst caimot be ignored but will increase every time that collaborative innovation 
process cycle is completed. 
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A VALUE CHAIN FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN THE CONTEXT 
OF CUSTOMER-RETAILER-SUPPLIER CHAIN: AN APPLICATION IN 

AN ELECTRONIC RETAILER FIRM 

Gülsen Akman', Yeşim Yayla^ and Aytaç Yıldız^ 

Abstract 

Aim of (his study is (o determine the technical characteristics of a product by listening customer voice and integrate 
customer voice to product development process of manufacturer. For this purpose, a questionnaire was developed 
and applied to customers of an electronic retailer firm. This firm is a distributor of laptop computer of XYZ brand. 
The data obtained from the questionnaire was analysed. 12 customer requirements about the selected product were 
classified into two groups; brand related requirements (5) and product related requirements (7). Two types of 
requirements were scaled separately within itself by end customers. Then 14 technical requirements were 
determined to meet to customer needs. These are three groups; brand characteristics (4), design/ergonomics 
characteristics (5) and performance characteristic (5). Quality Function Deployment (QFD) method was used to 
determine degree of relationships between customer requirements and technical characteristics. These results were 
delivered to manufacturing firm by the retailer firm to be able to recommend the related product characteristics and 
to integrate customer needs into product development process of the manufacturing frm. Thus, customer voice as 
well as end-user requirements about the product could be integrated in product development process by means of a 
value chain including customer, retailer and supplier. 

Key Words : Value chain. Product development. Customer voice, QFD 

1. Customer Value Chain Analysis and firm's manufacturing flexibility 
Understanding customer requirements and values is fundamental to the definition of a product, particularly 

a new product. It is well known that deficiencies inunderstanding customer needs are the most prevalent failure 
mode of product development. When products are poorly defined, design teams have been observed to get 'stuck' 
in redefinition activities, so much so that the project cannot progress to detailed design because too many issues are 
unresolved (Wilson, 1993). It İs now widely accepted that an insufficienfiy defined product results İn less revenue 
for the design organization because the product İs late to market or the market demand have changed from 
projections (Patterson and Lightman, 1993). It is estimated that 30% of the product development costs are locked İn 
following product definition (Ullman, 1992). 

The customer chain is a decision support tool, which is part of the 'Design for X' (DFX) set of 
methodologies (Herrmann et al. 2004). In today's world of globally distributed corporate partnerships, design 
teams, engineers and managers require an effective tool to capture and analyze the customer structure, the 
customers' relationships and each one's stake İn the product. Customer Value Chain Analysis (CVCA) is an original 
'Design for X ' methodological tool used as a first step İn the product definition phase to identify pertinent 
customers, their relationships with each other, and their value propositions. Use of CVCA requires business and 
organizafional models to be established early and confidently İn the design process. This ensures that 
knowledgeable decisions regarding product development can be consistently and systemafically made based on 
customer needs and that weaknesses can be addressed prior to the commitment of significant project funding 
(Donaldson, Ishiİ, Sheppard, 2006). 

In the era of time-based competition, supply chain must have ability to meet the customers' demands for 
ever-shorter delivery times and to synchronize supply during the peaks and troughs of the demand. To have this 
ability, supply chain must be responsive to the needs of the market. Responsiveness requires speed and high level of 
agility. Agility İs business-wide capability that embraces organizational structures, information systems and İn 
particular, minds sets. Agility means using market knowledge and virtual corporation to exploit profitable 
opportunities in a volatile marketplace. Literature on supply chain agility describes the dependence of agility on the 
characteristics of some performance variables. A total of 15 variables have been identified for developing a 
framework for agility improvement of case supply chain. Identified variables are: market sensitiveness, delivery 
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speed, data accuracy, new product introduction, centralized and collaborative planning, process integration, use of 
IT tools, lead time reduction, service level improvement, cost minimization, quality improvement, minimizing 
uncertainty , trust development, minimizing resistance to change and customer satisfaction (Agarwal, Shankar and 
Tiwari, 2007). 

Supplier involvement plays a major role in the development and performance of a firm's manufacturing 
flexibility. Not all supplier activities contribute equally to the development of different types of manufacmring 
flexibility, and manufacturing flexibility should be integrated with supply chain management. In practice, supplier 
involvement includes a wide range of collaboration activities such as just-in-thne delivery, quality improvement, 
new product design, green purchasing and so on. It is learned from industry that those collaboration activities could 
improve firms' responsiveness to market demands. Both supplier involvement and manufacmring flexibility are 
multi-dimensional concepts; managers must understand how various supplier acfivifies correspond to different 
dimensions of manufacmring flexibility. This knowledge enables firms to aUgn their supply chain efforts with their 
manufacturing flexibility programs (Chang, Chen, Lin, Tien and Sheu, 2006). 

Early supplier involvement is important in the product development process to reduce the time-to-market 
on new product. It is menfioned that direct communicafion with suppliers is inevitable to solve problems in the 
buying company's product development processes (Shin, Collier, Wilson, 2000). 

Today customers are fi*om every parts of the world; the supply chain strategy should have focus towards 
satisfying the customers. Without satisfied customer, the whole exercise of applying the supply chain strategy could 
be costly and ineffective. For improving performance, supply chain metrics must be linked to customer safisfacfion. 
This measurement is needed to integrate the customer specification in design, to set the dimensions of quality, for 
cost control, and as a feedback for the confrol of process (Agarwal, Shankar and Tiwari, 2007). 

2. Retailer Driven Colloboration 
The objective of mass customization is to deliver goods and services meeting individual customers' needs 

with near mass production efficiency. Companies can embrace both cost efficiency and a much closer reaction to 
customers' needs. New flexible manufacmring systems, however, are a necessary but not sufficient condifion for 
successfiil customer-centric strategies. The companies have to interact with the customers to obtain specific 
informafion that defines and translates the customers' needs and desires into a concrete product specification. In 
other words, the product is the result of a cooperation between all the interrelated parties. This collective design 
process implies a new form of cooperation. The result is a system of company-customer interaction (social 
exchange) and adaptafion for the purpose of attaining added value. An important task for firms heading towards 
customer centrlcity is to develop and operate new kinds of customer interfaces and customer interaction systems. 
Cooperation needs building an efficient platform. In many cases, however, not only do the manufacturer and the 
customer have to collaborate, but manufacmrers and other related bodies, especially retailers, must collaborate as 
well. Interaction skills and matching customization possibilities with the needs of a specific customer during the 
process of co-design are becoming the primary sources of competitive advantage (Berger, Möslein, Piller, and 
Reichwald, 2005). 

In a traditional mass production, retailers are acting as a cushion between customers and manufacmrers. In 
a co-design system, the manufacturer has to get access to information on each single customer in order to fulfill the 
customer's order, and potenfially can match the retailer's advantage. As a resuh, there is a new demand for 
collaboration and cooperation between customers, retailers, and manufacturers. Customer co-design provides a very 
appropriate case to smdy new modes of cooperation that is relevant well beyond the niche of customized 
manufacturing. It is believed that co-design and customer-manufacturer interaction is becoming a characteristic of 
many commercial transacfions, and thus understanding co-design and mass customization may lead to widely 
applicable insights (Berger, Möslein, Piller, and Reichwald, 2005). 

Information exchange in the supply chain is considered crucial. The flow of information is the nerve center in 
any type of relafionshİp, and is the essential flow in a supply chain (Chopra and Meindl, 2001). It determines the 
magnimde of, and the way the physical flow (involving the product flow from suppliers to end-customers and the 
reverse flow due to the recycling or the product remms and repairs) and the cash flow (involving the payment 
schedules and credit granting), are carried out. mformation flow may range fi^om the exchange of transactional data, 
through product configuration data, to technology and research and development matters. It must also be considered 
whether the information exchange takes place on a; 

• Nearest-neighbor basis, i.e., information sharing is limited to adjacent entities (e.g., supplier-manufacturer, 
manufacmrer-retailer, etc.) only; 



supply-chain-wide basis, i.e., information sharing takes place between all entities in the supply chain (e.g., 
supplier exchanging information with the retailer), not only between entities operating at adjacent stages 
(Lejeune and Yakova, 2005). 

In retail-driven collaboration, the manufacturer İs acting as a traditional contract supplier, with the difference 
that each manufacture requires a direct information flow to deliver co-design information to manufacturing. Only 
the retailer has full access to all customer information (being able to match configuration data with a customer's 
name). This model proposes clear advantages İn relation to the acquisition and assimilation challenges. It can be 
assumed that retailers who are motivated by their own strategic motives to offer co-design are much more willing to 
invest in adequate customer interaction systems, provide training and incentives to their employees to support 
customers in the co-design process. Customers see "one face" and major interaction partner in this system, handling 
complaints and signaling trust. The retailer is usually the one to learn directly from the customers and develops 
capabilifies to understand the broader needs of a customer interaction. However often retailers neither have the 
capability nor the motivation to transfer this knowledge properly throughout the supply chain, as they lack control 
over the different supply and manufacturing steps. On their side, manufacturers, often lack the absorptive capacity 
to take up this information. The major challenge of the retail-based collaboration model can be seen regarding the 
exploitation challenge. From the retailer's point of view (initiating and profiting most form the co-design system), 
introducing co-design and product customization shifts the sources of strategic advantage to another field. 
Compared to selling products from stock and competing on the capability to select the right location, bundle 
appealing assortments, and forecast inventory levels precisely, retailers now have to manage new issues like product 
design, complex product architectures, co-design toolkits, manufacturability, and individual order tracking. Every 
sale depends on cooperation with the manufacturer. This long-term extension of the manufacturers' set of 
competences can become a huge opportunity for retailers to "move upstream" increasing their share of the value 
chain. On the other hand, in a co-design system they depend more on the manufacturer than before and have to 
acquire knowledge and competences about the custom manufacturing process to handle the resulting principle-agent 
situation (Berger, Möslein, Piller, and Reichwald, 2005) 

3. Methodology 
PC Ltd. has been a finn that sells laptop computer since for seven years. This firm wants to review its sales 

policy by determining customer expectations and to determine its expectations from suppliers in paralel to 
technological developments. Therefore, questionnafiore method was used to achieve these aims. To determine 
customer wants, a questionnaire was developed. Then it was applied to end-user of the laptop computers. 
Questionnaire was constructed like following; in the fist section, demografics such as age, occupation, income was 
asked, then customer wants which characterİctics should be involved in a laptop computer. It was wanted 
customers to determine importance level of the each characterictİcs. 

Some characteristics of respondents are summarized in Table 1. Most of the respondents are 26-30 years 
old ( % 65). Most of them are male ( % 65 ). Most of their income change between 1500 YTL and 1999 YTL. 

Table \ . some characteristics of respondents 

Age Per cent Sex Per-Cent Income (YTL) Percent 

18-25 23 Male 65 <750 23 

26-30 65 Female 35 750-1499 27 

31 and above 12 1500-1999 31 

2000-2999 15 

3000< 4 

Conmputer usage characteristics are summarized in Table 2. Majority of respondents use computer between 2 and 
4 hours in a day with % 38. They use computer for job and entartaintment with % 46. 

Table 2. Computer usage characteristics of respondents 
Usage duration 
of computer 

Percent Aim of usage Percent 

Below 1 hour 8 Job 23 

1 -2 hours 15 Ertertaintment 31 

2-4 hours 38 Job and 46 



entartaintment 

4-6 hours 27 

Above 6 hours 12 

Possessed brands of notebook are shown in Table 3. Majority of the respondents has HP brand notebook. 
This results show effects of recent sales campaignes of notebook firms. Specifically, HP, Packard Bell and DELL 
launched notebook models which price are below 1000$. 44 % of the respondent explained that they don't satisfy 
their notebook and prefer another brand as shown Table 3. 50 percent of the unsatisfied repondents prefer Toshiba. 

Table 3. Possessed brand and preferred brand. 

Possessed Brand Per cent Preferred Brand Per Cent 

HP 28 Toshiba 50 

Packard Bell 17 HP 25 

Dell 17 Dell 12,5 

Siemens 11 Sonny 12,5 

Toshiba 11 

Asus 6 

Sony 6 

IBM 6 • - • 

Retailer detemined significant level of the each criteria as shown Table 4. When weighted scores are 
investigated, it is seen that most important first five criteria are determined as following; (1) quarantee, (2) 
Hardware, (3) Quality/brand recognizability, (4) Wide service network, (5) Battery life 

Table 4. Evaluation of each criteria by respondent 

Which criteria are important for you when purchasing a laptop computer? 

Non
significant 

Little 
significant Significant 

Very 
significant Average Significant 

Criteria/Characteristics • 1 2 3 4 5 Score level 

1 Quarantee 1 1 0 5 19 23,6 1 

2 Wide service network 1 1 4 11 20,8 4 

3 
Quality/ Brand 
recognizability, reliability 1 1 4 10 10 21 3 

4 Price 0 0 11 10 5 19,6 7 

5 Design and ergonomy 0 3 9 10 4 18,6 8 

6 Battery life 0 2 8 8 ' / • • » • ' • ' - ^ 20 5 

7 AMD/INTEL selection 3 10 8 1 4 14,2 10 

8 High second-hand value 10 8 5 2 1 10,8 11 

9 Screen size and feamres 0 3 8 13 2 18,4 6 

10 Hardware alternatives 0 1 4 11 10 21,6 2 

11 Weight 0 5 13 5 3 16,8 9 

12 Color 7 10 7 1 1 11,4 12 

Then retailer and supplier make a collaboration and they prepare a quality house as shown Figure 1. Fhstly, 
customer requirements are prioritized, then engineering requirements are determined as followmg; (1) Brand related 
factors: after-sale-service, service and duration, material quality, brand; (2) Design/ergonomy related factors: usage 
simlicity, multimedia factors, design, carrying simplicity, size; (3) performance related factors: speed, screen image 



quality, sound, using recent technology, additive hardware options. Secondly, customer requirement and enginering 
requirements are correlated according to scale of weak ( W ) , fair (F), strong (S). 

Thirdly, competitive anaylsis was perfonned. Firm was benchmarked with a its competitor. Then target value 
was determined acordİng to compethive analysis. We determined development factor by following formula 

Development Factor = Target Value / Value of the Firm A 

This value was calculated each customer requirements. Following this sales point was selected according to 
scale of 1.5 ( strong effect), 1.2 (medium effect) and 1 (low effect). After that Absolute weight was calculated by 
following formula; 

Absolute weight ^ Importance Degree X Development Factor X Sales Point 

Then Customer requirements were sorting according to absolute importance. Most important requirements were 
determined as respectively design/ergonomy, quarantee, quality/brand recognizability, wide service network, 
hardware alternatives, battery hfe. 
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Figure 1. House of Quality for Laptop computer 



We developed a technical evaluation of prior generation products and competitive products to access to 
competitive products to perform product or technical benchmarking. We performed this evaluation based on the 
defined technical characterisfics. Then we developed a technical difficulty rafing (1 to 5 point scale, five being very 
difficult and risky) for each technical characteristic by considering technology maturity, personnel technical 
qualifications, business risk, manufacturing capability, supplier/subcontractor capability, cost, and schedule. Then 
we developed preliminary target values for technical characteristics. Afl:er that we calculated absolute importance 
ratings and multiplied the customer importance rating by the weighting factor in each box of the matrix and add the 
resulting products in each column. 

According to these rating results, service and duration, brand, design, using recent technology, carrying 
simplicity and usage simplicity were determined as most important technical requirements 

4.Re5ults 
In this smdy, importance of retailer-supplier collaboration in product development proseswas tried to emphasize. In 
product development process, specifically, stage of determining customer requhements. Retailer can take over an 
hnportant role. At the end of collaboration, product development process can be carried out most effectively. 
Customer requirement can be detemmed by theretailer via questioimaires. The retailer can develops come 
suggestions about customer requirements and reflects these requirements to the manufacturing firm.The retailer firm 
recommends the related product characteristics and to integrate customer needs into product development process of 
the manufacturing firm. Thus, customer voice as well as end-user requirements about the product could be 
integrated in product development process by means of a value cham including customer, retailer and supplier. Then 
product development process carries out most effectively and efficiently. 
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INVESTIGATING THE IMPACT OF VALUE CHAIN PRACTICES ON 
RETAILER'S PERFORMANCE: A CASUAL APPROACH 

Erkan Bayraktar^ Ekrem Tatoglu^, Kaz im Sari^ 

Abstract 

This study examines and prioritizes the importance of a number of factors related to retailer's performance with 
regard to bullwhip effect and total inventory cost from the retailer's value chain perspective. Inventory service 
levels andforecasting accuracy are selected as design parameters ofplanning function of value chain of the retailer 
in the study while seasonality is used to identify the environment where the value chain operates. Lead time is a 
parameter to represent the logistical practice of the value chain. In order to examine the integrated impact of these 
parameters on the selected performance metrics of retailer's value chain, first, a simulation model of a two-stage 
supply chain is developed where demand is assumed to be distributed linearly with seasonal swings. Then, an 
exponential smoothing forecasting and order-up to policy are used to manage retailer's inventory. Under different 
lead times and at varying forecasting parameters and service level assumptions, bullwhip effect and the retailer's 
total inventory cost are measured. Second, a series of univariate tests were undertaken to identify the relationships 
among the simulations outputs including total inventory cost, bullwhip effect, lead time, forecast inaccuracy and 
service level. Finally, based on a structural equation model (SEM), a research framework is developed and tested in 
order to investigate the casual links among the simulation parameters. 

Keywords: Retailer's performance, Bullwhip effect, SEM. 

1. Introduction 
For contemporary businesses, the better management of value chain transactions and associated relations among 

the partners has a significant impact on coping effectively with uncertainties İn supply chains. Uncertainty is 
generally defined as unknown future events that cannot be predicted quantitatively within useful limits, thus, making 
the occurrence of uncertainty unpredictable (Cox and Blackstone, 1998). The sources of uncertainty lie in the 
process of matching demand with supply. Delivery lead-times, manufacturing yields, transportation times, 
machining times and operator performances (Simchi-Levi et al., 2003) are the main source of supply uncertainty that 
has significant Impact on chain performance. On tlie other hand, the difficulties in predicting customer needs and 
wants in a given period increase the importance of a good forecast even further. In fact, the ultimate success lies in 
the ability to manage the demand uncertainty with the existent supply capabilities. 

The bullwhip effect, also known as Forrester or whiplash effect is one of the key areas of research in supply 
chain management (SCM) applications. It represents the phenomenon where orders to supplier tend to have larger 
variance than sales to the buyer and customer demand information is distorted (Lee et a l , 1997a, 1997b). This 
demand distortion also propagates upstream stages in an amplified forni. In remm, high inventory levels and poor 
customer service rates along the supply chain constimte typical symptoms of bullwhip effect. In addition, production 
and inventory holding costs as well as lead times increase, while profit margins and product availability decrease 
(Chopra and Meindl, 2001:363). Metters (1997) empirically showed that elimination of bullwhip effect might 
increase product profitability by 10-30 per cent depending on the specific business environments. 

Given the imperatives of intense global competition, the buyers dominate the market and present their 
personalized and customized requirements. Therefore, forecasting customer demand right is difficult, but extremely 
important (Ying and Dayong, 2005). Positioning the facilities İn the chain and identification of their sizes, 
estabhshing the relationships among the chain members as well as the strategies used to mn the value systems 
altogether help to identify the performance of a unit on the chain. It has been emphatically pointed out that 
understanding and practicing SCM has become an essential prerequisite to be able to manage demand uncertainties 
and to grow profitably in the global competitive race (Power et a l , 2001; Moberg et a l , 2002). SCM includes a set 
of approaches and practices to reduce the uncertainty along the chain through enabling a better integration among 
suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and customers (Koh et a l , 2007). 

The main purpose of this study is to examine and prioritize the importance of a number of value chain practices 
related to retailer's performance with regard to bullwhip effect and total inventory cost from the retailer's value 
chain perspective. Inventory service levels and forecasting accuracy are selected as design parameters of planning 
function of value chain of the retailer in the study while seasonality is used to identify the environment where the 
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value chain operates. Lead time is a parameter to represent the logistical practice of the value chain. In order to 
examine the integrated impact of these parameters on the selected performance metrics of retailer's value chain, 
first, a simulation model of a two-stage value system is developed where demand is assumed to be distributed 
linearly with seasonal swings. Then, an exponential smoothing forecasting and order-up to policy are used to 
manage retailer's inventory. Under different lead times and at varying forecasting parameters and service level 
assumptions, bullwhip effect and the retailer's total inventory cost are measured. Second, a series of univariate tests 
were undertaken to identify the relationships among the simulations outputs including total inventory cost, bullwhip 
effect, lead time, forecast inaccuracy and service level. Finally, based on a strucmral equation model (SEM), a 
research framework is developed and tested in order to investigate the casual links among the simulation parameters. 

The remainder of this smdy is organized as follows. The next section reviews the previous literature. Section 3 
explains the development of a supply chain simulation model used in this smdy. Section 4 develops and tests 
stmctural equation model based on the simulation results. Conclusions are in the final section. 

2. Literature survey 
Forrester (1961) was one of the first smdies identified the bullwhip effect and named it as 'demand 

amphficafion'. According to Forrester (1961), the causes of bullwhip effect are related to the intemal system itself 
such as policies, organizational stmcmre and delays in material and information flow, but not to the extemal forces. 
Later, Sterman (1989) noted that misperception of feedback loops and irrational reaction of decision makers to a 
complex and tacit system has created the bullwhip effect. By suggesting the training of operations managers on the 
bullwhip effect, Sterman (1989) thinks that bullwhip effect can be dampen down, because people have difficulties 
to realize the impact of their ordering decisions due to complexity of the system and the time lags between ordering 
and receiving. However, Lee et al. (1997a, 1997b) show that bullwhip effect is present; even if all members of the 
supply chain behave in optimal manner unless supply chain is redesigned with different strategic interactions. Their 
analytical study points out that the bullwhip effect stems mainly from four factors: demand forecasting, order 
batching, price flucmatİons, and rationing and shortage gaming. In addition, Geary et al. (2006) include the 
following causes initially suggested by Jack Forrester and Jack Burbidge: control systems, activity times in the 
chain, level of information transparency, the number of echelons, synchronization and multiplier eflect. 

Following Lee et al. (1997a), several other researchers have also concentrated on the causes of bullwhip effect in 
order to understand their impacts on supply chain. Of these causes, the major emphasis has been placed on demand 
forecasting. Researchers relying on different methodologies have constmcted various models to explore the impact 
of demand forecast. For example, Chen et al. (2000a, 2000b) used stafistical methods; Anderson et al. (2000) 
adopted system-thinking methodology; while Dejonckheere et al. (2003,2004), and Disney and Towill (2003a) used 
control-engineering methodology. All of these smdies concentrated predominantly on the parameters of forecasting 
methods of moving average, simple exponential smoothing and double exponential smoothing to reduce the 
bullwhip effect. 

The impact of lead time on bullwhip effect is another heavily researched area in the literature, e.g., Forrester 
(1961), Lee et al. (1997a), Anderson et al. (2000), Machuca and Barajas (2004). Under AR(1) demand process using 
order-up-to inventory policy, Chen et al. (2000a) support the significance of reducing lead times to mitigate 
bullwhip effect for moving average forecasting model in a two-level supply chain. Zhang (2004) also show that 
reduction of lead time has the most significant impact on the decline of bullwhip effect under mean-squared 
forecasting error (MMSE) where MMSE forecast yields the lowest inventory cost under the given conditions. For 
demand process with a linear trend using double exponential smoothing forecasting, Chen et al. (2000b) emphasized 
the importance of reducing lead-times to diminish the bullwhip effect. 

Information sharing is also suggested in the literature as a remedy for bullwhip effect. While mvestigating the 
value of information sharing. Sari (2007, 2008a, 2008b) and Closs et al. (1998) stated significant inventory cost 
reductions for the entire supply chain and service-level increments under various operational and environmental 
factors. Relaying on real-life demand data, similar results are also expressed by Waller et al. (1999), Southard 
(2002), and Smaros et al. (2003). Zhao et al. (2002b) investigated the impact of forecastmg models, demand pattems 
and capacity tighmess of the supplier on the performance of the supply chain in terms of total cost and service 
levels. Their findings have emphasized the impact of the accuracy of forecast models on the value of information 
sharing. The supplier can improve its total costs and service level through information sharing in all cases, while 
total costs and service level for retailers may even get worse under information sharing when capacity tighmess is 
low. Through a highly complex simulation model designed to measme the impact of information sharing on 
inventory levels, service levels and supply chain costs, Lau et al. (2004) claim that information sharing leads to cost 
reductions for all supply chain members, while decreasing inventory levels lead to high backorders. 

Seasonality in the customer demand process is not widely considered in the literamre. Bayraktar et al. (2007) 
simulate a two-level supply cham under linear trend with seasonal swings. Their findings reveal that bullwhip effect 
is low under high level of seasonality. 

In fact, there are many other sfi-ategies to deal with bullwhip effect which can be summarized as follows: Sharing 
POS data with frading partners (Dejonckheere et al., 2004; McCuUen and Towill, 2001; McCullen and Towill, 2002; 
Chen et al., 2000a, 2000b; Mason-Jones and Towill, 2000; Towill, 1997); echelon elimmafion (e.g. implemenfing 



vendor managed inventory) (Disney and Towill, 2003b; Forrester, 1961); training decision makers for more rational 
decisions (Sterman, 1989); and designing robust systems that minimize human interactions (Disney et al., 2004). 

3. The supply chain simulation model specifications 
This study concentrates on a simple two-stage supply chain that consists of one supplier and one retailer. The 

supplier provides a single product for the retailer, while the retailer fulfils the requirements of the customers at 
marketplace. 

At the beginning of each period, t, the retailer receives the delivery of the supplier, which was ordered L periods 
ago by the retailer (the lead-time İs L periods). Meanwhile, actual customer demand emerges at marketplace. The 
retailer fulfils the customer demand (plus backorders if there is any) by on-hand inventory, and any unfiilfilled 
customer demand is backordered. After actual customer demand is satisfied, the retailer analyzes the historical data 
to forecast the demand using Winter's method for future periods. Based on this demand forecast, the retailer decides 
how many units to order from the supplier using its inventory control policy. Here, we assume that the retailer 

follows a simple "order up to policy" to manage its inventory İn which the order up to point, ', is estimated from the 
observed demand as below. 

(1) 
j<L*\ "£.+1 

where ' is an estimate of the demand over lead-time and review period of 1, ' is an estimate of the standard 
deviation of the L+1 period forecast error, and z is a constant chosen to meet a desired service level (Chen et al., 
2000b). It should be noted that z is also known as the safety factor. For the purposes of this study, service level is 
identified by the average percentage of fiilfilled demand in a given period (Nahmias, 2005). 

We assume that the suppfier delivers all orders of the retailer afl:er a fixed lead-time (L) so that it will 
simplify the retailer's replenishment policy. A similar assumption has also been made in several other studies in the 
prior literature (Aviv, 2002; Chen et al., 2000a, 2000b). However, when an order of retailer exceeds suppher's 
capacity, either the order is cut-off, or the lead-time is extended where both will in turn increase the variability of the 
retailer on order fulfillment (which is the supply capability for the supplier) as well as the bullwhip effect and 
inventory related costs. This may be incorporated to the model explained above by modifying Eq. (1) for stochastic 
lead fimes. In practice, however, supplier needs to adjust its capacity to match the demand in the long run where 
short term shortages can be negligible. 

3.1 . Generation of customer demand and retailer's demand forecast 
It is assumed that retailer has a seasonal linear demand process. Different demand structures for retailer İn 

the simulation model are generated using the following formula (2); in fact a very similar form for an additive time 
series is also used by Zhao et al. (2002b): 

' ' 277 ^ 
[season + sin {—^^ t)] 

I + noise X snormalO 52 = (base + slope x t) x 
I I 

(2) 
where Dt is the demand in week t, snormal() is a standard normal value of a random number between 0 and 1. Base, 
slope and noise are typical linear demand parameters and are assigned the following values of 1000, 3 and 200, 
respecfively. Season represents magnitude of seasonality. In order to evaluate the impact of seasonality on the 
bullwhip effect, tliree types of demand structures representing different levels of seasonality are used: low, medium 
and high. For each level of seasonality in Eq. (2) the respective values of 30, 15 and 5 are assigned accordingly. 

Since both linear trend and seasonality exist together in the demand model, Winter's (triple exponenfial 
smoothing) method for forecasting is employed in the simulation model. Thus, the retailer uses Winter's method to 
forecast the demand over lead-time. This forecasfing method requires three smoothing parameters to update level, 
trend and seasonal components of the demand, which are represented by alpha (a), beta (p), and gamma (y), 
respectively. More detailed information on this forecasting method İs provided İn Abraham and Ledolter (1983: 
170). 

3.2. Verification and validation of s imulation model 
A two-stage value system is simulated in Microsoft Excel. To verify that the program fiows as intended, the 

conceptual model is divided into three parts: Demand generation, forecasting and calculation of inventory levels. 
Each part is then debugged individually to confirm whether the findings are in line with sample solution problems. 
Combined simulation model is also traced and tested with the results computed manually. 

In order to validate the simulation output, the random demand variables generated by Excel is plotted on a 
scatter diagram so that the demand flincfion İn Eq. (2) İs confirmed. The value system model above was simulated 
for 520 weeks. The initial parameters of the forecasting model were estimated by the first 156 weeks of simulafion 
run, which was removed later from the output analysis to eliminate the warm-up period effect. Therefore, rest of the 



data was used for effective simulation output analysis. In addition, 20 replications for each scenario which 
represents a variety of combinations of the mdependent variables were conducted to fully explore the nature of the 
system. A detailed discussion of techniques to reduce the impact of random variations and also output analysis 
considerations in simulation studies can be found in Banks et al. (1996). 

We also performed the sensitivity analysis for demand parameters by changing the values of base, trend 
and noise to allow increasing and decreasing demand structures. It has been fiirther validated that the variation in the 
demand parameters does not affect our findings. Therefore, only one combination of these parameters with 
increasing demand is selected to perform the analysis. 

3.3. Experimental design parameters 
In order to measure the impact of various contextual factors on the bullwhip effect and the total inventory cost of 

retailer, a total of four factors which include, lead times, seasonality, service levels along with demand forecast 
inaccuracy as a fijnction of the three forecasting parameters of a, ^ and y, are simulated according to the parameters 
and their respecfive values, as shown in Table 1. Winter's forecasting method İs used to anficipate the level of 
customers' demand based on three forecasting parameters referring to level (a), trend {fi) and seasonality {y) 
components of demand data. Forecast inaccuracy between the actual demand and forecasted value is computed by 
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) to generate different levels of forecast accuracy. Then, three different levels 
for each of the six parameters are idenfified which will evenmally produce a total of 3^=729 different scenarios. In 
fine with Winston's (1993: 1268) suggesfion, the values of alpha (a) and beta (p) parameters of the forecasting 
model are selected as 0.01, 0.25 and 0.5. In a similar vein, the levels of gamma (y) are set to produce different 
forecast inaccuracies (Bayraktar et al., 2008). 

Table 1. Independent factors of the experimental design 

Independent factors 
Levels 

Independent factors 1 2 3 
Forecasting parameters: 

0.50 
Forecasting parameters: 

Alpha (a) 0.01 0.25 0.50 
Beta (p) 0.01 0.25 0.50 

Gamma (y) 0.01 0.25 0.50 
Seasonality Low Medium High 
Lead time 1-week 3-week 5-week 
Service level 90% 95% 99% 

From this experimental setup a total of two performance metrics are computed: Total cost of inventory for the 
retailer and bullwhip ratio. Total cost of inventory İs the sum of the inventory holding costs and backorder cost of 
the retailer. Inİfially, unit holding and backorder costs are selected as $0.25 and $10.00 per week, respectively. 
Bullwhip ratio is the dependent variable of the design of experiment, and indicates the rafio of variance of the orders 
realized by the supplier to tiie variance of the demand observed by the retailer, Bullwhip Raiio= 
Var(Order)/Var(Demand). 

4. Results and discussion 
The analyses used in this study are conducted in three stages. First stage involved simulation output analysis 

based on a series of univariate tests. In fiie second stage, a structural equation model is developed and tested using 
LISREL in order to test the impact of simulation parameters on the total inventory cost. Finally, a sensitivity 
analysis is undertaken to consider further the impact of backorder and holding costs on the research model. All these 
stages are explained in the following subsections. 

4.1 . Simulation output analysis 
Out of 520 weeks of the simulation of the supply chain model delineated above, data fi'om the remaining 

364 weeks (from week 157 to week 520) for 20 replications were used for simulation output analysis. The extent of 
variation in bullwhip ratio with respect to simulation parameters of seasonality, lead time and service levels was 
examined based on ANOVA tests, while the variation between bullwhip ratio and forecast inaccuracy was identified 
by means of correlation analysis. Lead time was categorized into three levels including I , 3 and 5 weeks; service 
level was measured İn three levels, 0.90, 0.95 and 0.99; and seasonality was grouped under three different levels 
including low, medium and high. ANOVA test results indicate that both lead time (F=l,627.3; p<0.001) and 
seasonality (F=139.4; p<0.001) differ significantly in terms of bullwhip rafio. No significant difference, however, 
has been found for bullwhip ratio (F=0.00; p=1.0) regarding to different service levels. A significant association has 
also been noted between bullwhip ratio and forecast inaccuracy (r=0.481; p<0.001). 
Similar analyses were also undertaken to examine the extent of variation İn total inventory cost with regard to 
simulafion parameters of seasonality, lead time, forecast inaccuracy and service level. ANOVA test results indicate 
fiiat both lead time (F=3,329.4; p<0.001) and service level (F=695.0; p<0.001) differ significantly in terms of total 



inventory cost. No significant difference, liowever, has been found for total inventory cost (F^O.36; p>0.10) with 
respect to seasonality. Based on bivariate correlations, some significant associations have also been noted between 
total inventory cost and forecast inaccuracy (r-0.470; p<0.001) and between total inventory cost and bullwhip ratio 
(r-0.673;p<0.001). 

4.2. Structural equation model 
Since univariate analyses alone are not sufficient to test rigorously the relationships among the variables, a 

structural equafion model (SEM) is developed İn order to examine the causal Unks among contextual parameters, 
bullwhip effect and retailer's performance as denoted by total inventory cost, as shown in Figure 1. An SEM is a 
conceptual representation of the relationships between variables. It can be expressed in terms of a structural model 
that represents the theory with a set of structm-al equations and is usually depicted with a visual diagram. Advances 
in SEM techniques have made it possible for operafions management researchers to simultaneously examine theory 
and measures. SEM as a comprehensive statistical approach is considered to be much superior to more traditional 
statistical techniques such as multiple regression, factor analysis and multidimensional scaling. The most prominent 
SEM technique is the maximum likelihood (ML) based covariance structure analysis method that is so-called 
LISREL (Bollen, 1989; Joreskog, 1970; Rigdon, 1998). LISREL analysis was used as a linear structural equation 
model for latent variables (Joreskog, 1970). The objective of LISREL is to show that the complete set of paths as 
specified in the model is reasonable and the operafionalizatlon of the theory Is corroborated and not disconfirmed by 
the sample data (Fomell and Bookstein, 1982; Hair et a l , 2006). 

The first step in the analysis was to test the base path model as specified in Figure 1. LISREL first analyzes the 
data collected on the observed variables for evidence of model specification quality. The model fit criteria 
commonly used are chi-square {y^), goodness of fit index (GFI), adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), comparative 
fit index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis index and root mean square residual (RMS) (Schumacker and Lomax, 1996). An 
overall goodness-of-fit (x^) test with a p value exceeding 0.05 would indicate that tlie model İs c o i T e c f i y specified. 
Goodness of fit statistics f o r the base model is shown in Table 2. For the base model, the chi square value of 104.58 
(d.f ^7) has a significance level of 0.000 that is above the minimum threshold value of 0.05. The Goodness of Fit 
Index (GFI) is 0.998, which is close to 1 and accepted as a good indicator of an adequate model fit. The value of 
adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI) İs 0.993, which is more than the suggested threshold value of 0.80 and thus, it 
is considered as a good indicator of an adequate model fit (Hair et al., 2005). In this model, the root mean square 
residual (RMR) value was found to be 0.005 indicating a perfect fit. In terms of goodness of fit indices, there is a 
need to check further two indices, CFI and TLl. The values of both indices are 0.997 and 0.994, respectively, which 
are very close to 1. All of the model fit criteria for the path model are highly satisfactory that the base model was 
accepted to fit the data. 

Table 2. Goodness of fit statistics 

Model Z2 d.f. P GFI AGFI CFI TLI RMR 
Base model 104.58 7 0.000 0.998 0.993 0.997 0.994 0.005 
Sensitivity model 1 84.00 7 0.000 0.998 0.994 0.998 0.996 0.003 
Sensitivity model 2 66.14 7 0.000 0.998 0.995 0.999 0.999 0.001 

Figure 1. Resuhs of the base LISREL model 



The method of maximum likelihood was employed to derive parameter estimates for the structural equation 
model shown in Figure 1. Based on the SEM results, a strong relationship was found between total inventory cost of 
retailer and bullwhip effect which tends to confirm the previous research. Lead time was also noted to have a very 
significant mfluence on the total inventory cost of retailer. For a retailer who intends to reduce total inventory cost, 
the high bullwhip ratio and the long lead times appear to be the most important two areas to focus on. Another 
finding is that increased forecast inaccuracy leads to higher total inventory cost for the retailers. Indeed, the use of 
right forecasting teclmique with adequately selected parameters helps to improve forecasting performance as well as 
total inventory cost. Contrary to our expectations, Figure 1 shows that the higher customer service levels were found 
to be negatively associated with total inventory cost. That is, as the anticipated customer service level increases, 
total inventory cost will decline. This will be discussed further in the next subsection. 

On the other hand, bullwhip ratio has strong positive association with lead time and forecast inaccuracy. 
The longer lead times and deteriorated forecast accuracies lead to exponential increments on the bullwhip ratio. In 
contrast to the expectations, the impact of seasonality on the bullwhip effect is somewhat surprising as it was 
emphasized earlier by Bayraktar et al. (2007). Retailers under highly seasonal bustomer demand need to focus less 
on bullwhip ratio. A retailer, who wants to avoid from the bullwhip effect, should place more emphasis on 
increasing the forecast accuracy and then shortening the lead times without being preoccupied too much with the 
seasonality of the market demand. 

4.3. Sensitivity analysis of S E M 
In the base model, the ratio of backorder cost to inventory holding cost is selected as $10.00/$0.25 = 40. For a single 
period inventory problem such as a very well-known "Newsboy model" in the literamre, this ratio refers to 97.5% 
probability of satisfying all demand in a given period. Zhao et al. (2002a) for their simulation model take this cost 
ratio as 50, which is roughly equivalent to 98% service level for a single period inventory problem. Zhao et al. 
(2002b) and Sari (2007) assume the ratio of backorder cost to the holding cost as 10 and 20, respectively. As 
exemplified above, there is no consensus in the literamre about the value of the ratio concerning backorder and 
holding costs, as it is confingent upon the product and the market conditions. 

The research model shown in Figure 1 is further extended using different backorder to holding cost ratios in 
order to measme the sensitivity of the model in response to varying cost parameters. After experimenting many 
different value combinations, sensitivity models 1 and 2 are constructed using the value of 8 and 2 for the ratio of 
backorder cost to holding cost, respectively. Main characteristics of these two models He in the method of selection 
of the value of standardized regression weights when measuring the relationship between total cost and service 
levels, which is almost " 0 " for sensitivity model 1 and a positive value for sensitivity model 2. The goodness of fit 
indices shown in Table 2 for these two models reveal the adequacy of model fit. Table 3 shows that standardized 
regression weights for sensitivity models 1 and 2 are all statistically significant (p<0.001). 

Table 3. Parameter estimates for LISREL model 

Causal links^ 
Standardized regression weights 

Causal links^ 
Base model Sensitivity model 1 Sensitivity model 2 

Total cost - Service level . -0.291* 0.014* 0.274* 
Total cost - Forecast inaccuracy 0.252* 0.292* 0.298* 
Total cost-Bullwhip 0.441* 0.379* 0.296* 
Total cost - Lead time 0.436* 0.577* • 0.644* 
Bullwhip - Seasonality -0.161* -0.161* -0.161* 
Bullwhip ~ Lead time 0.409* 0.409* 0.409* 
Bullwhip - Forecast inaccuracy 0.575* 0.575* 0.575* 
*p< 0.001 
^InO transfonnation is used for the variables of total cost and bullwliip. 

It is clear from Table 3 that there is a negative association between service levels and total inventory cost in 
the base model. As the cost ratio declines, standardized regression weight of total cost vs. service level first reaches 
to the level of 0 in sensitivity model 1 and later takes a positive value in sensitivity model 2. That is, lower service 
levels lead to severe shortages which are penalized by high backorder costs. Hence, increased service levels 
contribute to lower total inventory costs. As the cost ratio reduces, so as backorder cost. With an increasing service 
level, it is expected to have many items inventoried. Therefore, total inventory cost increases commensurate with 
increased service levels, as shown in sensİfivİty model 2. 

Sensitivity model 1 represents the tuming point where the value of standardized regression weight of total 
cost vs. service level is roughly "0", which indicates that there is no relationship between total inventory cost and 
service levels. At this point, the value of cost ratio is 8, which refers to the simation backorder cost weighted 8 times 
more than holding cost. The experiments also show that the relationship between total cost and service levels are 
even insensitive to the varymg cost parameters as long as the cost ratio considered above is maintained. 



Reducing the value of cost ratio has some counter effects on the relationships between total inventory cost and 
other contextual variables. Reduction in the relative importance of backorder cost dramatically affects the relative 
importance of bullwhip ratio and lead time on the total inventory cost. Assuming low backorder cost, lead time 
becomes the most important factor influencing total inventory cost. The higher the lead times the higher the total 
inventory costs. However, under the same conditions, the explanatory power of bullwhip ratio over the changes in 
the total inventory cost diminishes. It can be inferred that bullwhip ratio becomes less important while lead time 
gains strength to explain the changes on the total inventory cost under relatively low backorder costs. Under these 
conditions, forecast inaccuracy becomes relatively more important. For the retailers to whom backordering is a 
viable strategy, it is not unreasonable to suggest that reducing lead times and increasing forecast accuracy are the 
key objectives to reduce total inventory costs. In case where backordering is not a favorable alternative, bullwhip 
ratio warrants more attention. 

5. Conclusion 
In order to explore the relationship between bullwhip effect and retailer's performance according to forecast 

accuracy, lead time, seasonality and service levels, a two-level value system with linear demand and seasonal 
swings was simulated under varying operating situations. Simulation model was verified and validated. For a total of 
6 parameters and 3 levels for each parameter, 729 different scenarios were generated with 20 replications for each 
scenario. 

Initial simulation output analysis was performed relying on a series of univariate tests. One notable finding 
of the analyses was that service level had no significant effect on the bullwhip ratio. In line with the prior literature, 
bullwhip ratio amplifies with the increased levels of lead fime and forecast inaccuracy, while it declines with high 
seasonahty. A similar analysis was also performed for the total inventoiy cost. While there were significant 
differences on the levels of lead fime and service level for the total inventory cost, seasonality did not produce any 
significant effect on the total inventory cost. Both forecast inaccuracy and bullwhip rafio have significant 
associations with total inventory cost. 

Since univariate analyses alone were not sufficient to test rigorously the relationships among the variables, 
a structural equation model was developed in order to examine the causal links among contextual parameters, 
bullwhip effect and retailer's performance as denoted by total inventory cost. While SEM tends to supports the 
findings of univariate analyses, it also establishes the relafive importance of each factor through the standardized 
regression weights. For example, a retailer who intends to reduce total inventory cost should focus on the high 
bullwhip ratio and to reduce the long lead times. On the other hand, the longer lead times and deteriorated forecast 
accuracies lead to exponenfial increments on the bullwhip ratio. A retailer, who wants to avoid from the bullwhip 
effect, should place more emphasis on increasing the forecast accuracy and then shortening the lead times without 
being preoccupied too much with the seasonality of the market demand. 

Finally, a sensitivity analysis was undertaken to consider further the impact of backorder and holding costs 
on the research model after finding that increased forecast inaccuracy leads to higher total inventory cost for the 
retailers. This occurs if the value of the cost rafio (backorder cost / holding cost) İs higher than the value of 8 
roughly as in base model. Sensitivity model 2 assumes a value for cost rafio less than 8, and then the associated 
relafionship tums all the other way around. Under this condition, lead fime becomes the most important factor 
influencing total inventory cost; however, the explanatory power of bullwhip ratio over the changes in the total 
inventory cost diminishes. For the retailers to whom backordering is a viable strategy, it is not unreasonable to 
suggest that reducing lead times and increasing forecast accuracy are the key objectives to reduce total inventory 
costs. In case where backordering İs not a favorable alternative, bullwhip ratio warrants more attention. 
Other than the assumptions of the model, main limitation of the study lies in the consideration of only the direct 
effects of inbound logistic activities on the retailers. In fact, İn many real world applications retailers may get some 
indirect benefits through information sharing, coliaborafive planning and replenishments, v '̂hich are not considered 
in the assessment of retailer's total inventory costs. 

The paper may be expanded to analyze the individual impact of many parameters used in the sUidy on the 
overall inventory cost. Different marketing, inventory control policies and service levels may be considered to 
further evaluate the retailer's performance. 
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INNOVATIVE ANALYSIS OF A CRM DATABASE USING ONLINE 
ANALYTICAL PROCESSING (OLAP) TECHNIQUE IN VALUE CHAIN 

MANAGEMENT APPROACH 

Adriana Olaru ' , Olga Ungureanu^ and Alexandru Capatina^ 

Abstract 

In this paper, we emphasize the main capabilities of a CRM software, which integrates three aspects that 
provide value chain sustainability: operational (marketing and sales automation), collaborative (the relationships 
between companies' representatives and customers) and analytical (the opportunity to apply OLAP technique on 
CRM system variables). 

The multidimensional analysis applied to the information gathered on CRM database provides a real 
support in view to make an efficient decision by the managers that are responsible for the business development, 
centered on profitable customers. The OLAP technique emphasizes the interdependences between the different 
variables of CRM system in order to value the information about customers, which represents the "digital gold" in 
the e-business approach. 

Keywords: CRM, online analytical processing, information and communication technologies, branding, 
logistics 

1. Connecting CRM systems to branding strategies 
The value brought by the customers to the companies differs according to the specific of the business 

relations developed with them. In order to quantify the customers' profitability, the performing companies have 
created and developed information systems of CRM focused on the value of the data warehouses which stock a large 
amount of information collected as a result of the interaction with the customers during the stages of their life cycle. 
Due to the flows of information, the software designed for CRM, adaptable to each company's specific, allows the 
analysis of the informafion related to customers and the idenfificafion of the clients segments according to the 
profitability they generate; at the same time, İt presents communication abilities with the customers in real time, 
ensuring a high receptivity of the companies' needs and the customers' requirements. 

CRM systems record customer preferences and histories but are often isolated in one part of a company. By 
strategically linking CRM systems to branding strategies, companies can pass valuable sales or service data to the 
right customer. The brands achieve competitive advantage by reinforcing sustainable emotional bonds with target 
consumers who are aligned with their distinctive positioning. These bonds are taking on new importance as 
consumers exert unprecedented control over CRM İnteracfion and as categories become increasingly fragmented. 

Based on great amounts of advertising expenses on all types of markets, brands have looked toward 
alternative methods of targeting customers. CRM is one route that brands use in order to increase consumers' 
expenses. The CRM managers need not to only analyze customer spend by product, but across the whole 
product/service range in order to manage revenue effectively. Customer centrİcity enables businesses to think not 
only about product profitability but also about customer value, and to develop brand extensions strategies connected 
to customer value management models that are designed to appeal to their best customers. With the most profitable 
informing the brand extension strategy, the success chances are greater in the e-business environment. 

In our opinion, the branding strategies must be connected to the following CRM activifies: 
• Identifying key customers targets and their needs in order to realize the best offer positioning; 
• Defining the brand architecture and core value propositions to customers; 
• Aligning brand assets to the organizational culture in view to reinforce brand promise at every contact point 

with customers; 
• Developing innovation programs that expand brand relevance and impact; 
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• Creating effective, target-specific brand communications and personalized marketing programs. 
A well implemented branding concept relied on a successfully CRM strategy can focus a product or a 

service as being the best on its market target by capitalizing its competitive advantage or an absolute innovation in 
its industry. Putting the branding strategy in the core of a business helps the CRM specialists understand 
how to extend and manage their brand, how to prioritize their product line and how to structure their 
organization for delivering satisfaction to all the customers. 

The information systems designed for CRM must answer the informational needs of the project managers, 
so that they can take the most efficient decisions referring to the acquisition of new customers and the development 
of branding strategies. 

The design of the CRM information systems in value chain management approach must be based on the 
following characteristics: 

• The top-management involvement - supposes a business philosophy centred on customers and a 
general manager that should have a strategic vision on the information systems and their role in 
the increase of the business processes efficiency, especially those which serve directly the 
customers; 

• The focus only on the real needs of customers - involves the knowledge of the selecfion and 
analysis procedures of the information referring to the customers within the data deposits; 

• The availability of the data sources - before the implementation of an information system, the 
CRM project manager must make sure of the existence of some multidimensional data bases, in 
which there are stocked large amounts of information derived fi^om the potential or acmal 
customers; 

• High flexibility - while the information needs of the CRM project managers evolve and change in 
time; 

• Possibilities of continuous up- to- date - an information system designed for CRM can't be 
exploited without having some permanent accomplishments to satisfy the changes in the business 
environment in which the company İs involved. 

2. The definition of the design specifications and implementation of the CRM information 
system functions 

The CRM software that we created and developed is designed for small and medium companies and has as 
a purpose the customers and their sales management on a certain period of time. These data represent the basis for 
generating some cubes that will allow the carrying out of some multidimensional analyses on the sales using the 
OLAP technology (On Line Analytical Processing). The information resulted from these analyses represents a real 
support for the marketing managers of the organizations, responsible for the strategies oriented towards the complete 
safisfacfion of customers. 

The main characteristic of this information program is its personalization capacity, according to the 
concrete simations at the companies' level; thus, we considered appropriate to offer our users the possibility to 
configure the products categories, the offers, the information referring to the customers, necessary for the 
development of the CRM projects. 

The CRM application was developed using the Borland Delphi 7 technology and for the data stocking there 
was used an operational database with Paradox 7 type charts. In order to generate the data cube, a SQL Server 2000 
relafional database was used, which was previously completed with data from the operafional database. This 
functionality was implemented within the CRM applicafion by means of a transfer function. 

In order to generate the enthusiasm and implicitly, the customers loyalty, every organization must 
efficiently manage a data basis of opt-in type, that ensures the application of the marketing concept based on 
permission, according to which there is the previous agreement of the potential or effective customers to dispose 
personal information to the companies, so that they could send them personalized offers according to the preferences 
expressed by them. The information stocked in the databases (obtained by means of the direct contacts with the sales 
representatives, as a result of some marketing researches, registrations on the companies' websites, etc) allow a 
division of the customers' portfolio, the determination of a customer profile and an efficient position of the offers on 
the market. The CRM information program offers to its users a way of sending personalized e-mails to the persons 
included in the databases in order to facilitate the on-line communication with the customers. 

The main functions of the CRM information system that makes it original from other systems of the same 
type by the approach manner are: 

• the processing of the transactions carried out by customers, the customers' invoices being registered in 
the system's data basis; this function is found in most of the information programs designed for CRM; 

• the on-line communication with customers, the CRM managers having the opportunity to send 
newsletters or any other kind of marketing messages to the customers: 



• the promotion and loyalty programs management, in fiinction of the number of fidelity points 
determined for each customer on the basis of the algorithm implemented in the software; we offer to the 
users of this application the option that allows to allocate special offers for predefined points levels; 

• the multidimensional analysis of the sales, based on different segmentation criteria (product type, 
occupation, sex, revenue level, etc.). 
We appreciate that our CRM software offers the capacity to provide value chain sustainability as it 

integrates brand, design and logistics: in this way, we applied it to a company which its main activity domain 
consists of clothes' production and selling; the software allows the introduction of company's brands and the design 
of each product and the mulfidİmensional analysis of sales provides information for logistics department in order to 
guarantee the products' availability in the points of sale and customers' satisfaction. 

The evaluafion of the CRM software fijnctions was performed by gathering in the application a sample of 
products, customers and sales and their transfer in Microsoft SQL Server in view to realize a multidimensional 
analysis based on OLAP technique. 

3. The application of OLAP technique for the multidimensional analysis in the CRM 
system and its integration with logistics 

One of the multidimensional analysis that can be performed by the means of the information transferred in 
SQL Server database consists of the sales allocation on personalized products, in firncfion of different segmentafion 
criteria. In this way, marketing managers can identify exactly the products positioning when they develop customer 
value management strategies. 

The data transfer from the operational database integrated in the CRM software to SQL Server offers the 
possibihty to view the tables diagram, accessing Enterprise Manager opfion (figure no. 1.1) 
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Figure no. 1.1 - The visualization of network diagrams between CRM application tables 

The multidimensional analysis can be realized using a Pivot Table from Microsoft EXCEL, in which we 
import an extemal data source - the operafional database from CRM software. The analysis using OLAP technique 
is facilitated by the creation of a cube with SQL Server ftrnctions. 

The sales analysis based on two segmentation criteria (the educafion level and the intervals of customers' 
age) is revealed by the OLAP cube generated by Microsoft SQL Query Analyzer using the following script (figure 
no. 1.2) 



The analysis dimensions are the products categories, the products names, the intervals of customers' age 
and their education level, while the analysis measure is the sum of all invoices' values inserted in the database. The 
pivot table opened in Excel sheet allows a lot of analysis for the entire values domain of the dimensions or selecting 
several values, in function of the user's specifications. 
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Figure no. 1.2 - The SQL script configuration in view to generate the cube for sales multidimensional 
analysis in function of specified criteria (the education level and the intervals of customers' age) 

After launching in execution the query presented in the figure no. 1.2, the wizard of Microsoft Query 
allows the option to link the cube dimensions by transferring them m the OLAP analysis module and requires the 
configuration of the analysis measure - the sum of all invoices' values, (figure no. 1.3 and figure no. 1.4) 
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Figure no. 1.3 - The selection of the pivot table from data cube 

Retuming to the Excel sheet, we can distribute the cube dimensions on rows and columns, taking into 
account the fact that the pivot field (the sum of all invoices' values) must be distributed into Data Area, determining 
the dissemmation of the sales on four aggregated dimensions (the products' categories, the products' names, the 
intervals of customers' age and their education level) (figure no. 1.5) 
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Figure no. 1.4 - The transfer of the aggregated fields in the cube dimensions 

The goals and decisions from logistics domain are close related to CRM objectives, both from the aspect of 
customers' expectations and needs satisfaction and from the perspective of customers' profitability. The 
accomphshment of the CRM goals imposes the existence of a logistic system that is able to offer time and place 
utilities wanted by the customers. 

Our CRM software provides a unique database that gathers information about products, customers, leads, 
personalized offers and invoices helping the processes of sales force automation and the quick search of information 
about sales analysis, the visualization of sales reports on each brand and product, offering a fast response to the 
requests of Logistics Depar tment of a company. 
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Figure no. 1.5 - Sales multidimensional analysis using OLAP technique - support for Logistics 
Department activities 



We consider that the CRM system that we developed can be used in integration with logistics as it 
emphasizes personalized sales reports for each product and brand and in this way the specialists from Logistics 
Department can observe in real time the availability of products to the distributors' level. 

Conclusions 
In the context of Value chain management approach, the companies must use İn an optimal combination all 

the communication channels with customers: the dealers, the customer care services, the web portals and other CRM 
techniques, in order to assure the customers' satisfaction. The performing companies are focused on tlu:ee strategic 
priorities: the increase of customers' life cycle, the increase of the average expendimre for each customer and the 
decrease of costs associated to customers' acquisition using the new mformation and communication technologies. 

We consider that the multidimensional analysis applied to the information gathered in the SQL Server 
database provides a real support for the managers responsible for the business development focalized on profitable 
customers, in the constraints imposed by the principles of Value chain management. The OLAP technique that we 
simulated emphasizes the interdependences between the different variables of a CRM system, focusing on the 
promotion of the customer value. 

The complex CRM techniques integrated in Value chain management approach includes: human resources 
with adequate background (technical assistance and customer care representatives, marketmg specialists, CRM 
database administrator), Intemet based applications that allow the information management in a CRM database, 
documents flows that cover all the technical and fianctional features of the CRM systems, in order to offer flexibility 
and the quick integration capacity in the e-business. 
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DESIGN IN VALUE CHAINS DEVELOPMENT: 
ADDING VALUE TO LOCAL PRODUCTS 

Lia Krucken ' 

Abstract 

The focus of the paper is on a novel identification of design expertise as a potential contributor to defining and 
augmenting value chains. The design approach, more than any other, seems to bring qualitative enrichment to this 
analysis, taking into account economical, and social, cultural and environmental perspectives. The main 
contributions of design thinking to value chains are: a) the visualization of the chain and the envision of futures, b) 
the proposition of strategies to add value to products, integrating knowledge from partners, c) the planning of 
innovative forms of intermediation between producers and consumers, d) the identification of "local qualities " that 
can be communicated to society, improving the products image and its region of origin. In order to illustrate the 
analysis application, the essential oil value chain is briefly presented. In conclusion, a systemic, integrated and 
multilevel approach is needed to support coordinated actions to add value to local products, thus promoting long-
term sustainable development. 

Keywords: value chain analysis, identifying features, creating product value, biodiversity products, essential oils 
value chain 

1 Introduction 
One of the principal characteristics of post-industrial society is the coexistence of currents that are economic, 

technological, and culmral, that involve flows of merchandise, information and ideas and even the currents that 
resuh from the geographic dislocation of individuals. 

In this context, the role of the design profession is becoming increasingly more complex. Various factors 
contribute to the increase in the project focus of design throughout time. Initially centered on physical products, the 
scope of design is evolving in the direction of a systemic perspective. In fact, currently the principal challenge of 
design is to develop and support the development of solutions that require a expanding vision of the project, 
developing products, services and communication, in a form that is linked and sustainable. 

A strong driver of investment in design is the necessities to create value for products, to strengthen and stimulate 
local development. Especially in the case of emerging economies, which seek to position themselves competitively, 
design represents a catalyst for innovation and the development of chains of equitable value, strengthening the 
image of the territory and its products and services. The example of essential oils is given as an example that 
illustrates the applicability of value chain analysis in the identification of oppormnities and competitive strategies. 

2 Value Creation and the Value Chain: concepts 
The value chain can be understood to be a complex of participants who integrate their knowledge and 

competence to develop and make available products and services for society. It is a type of network which 
traditionally focuses on individuals and enterprises. In a wider view, we can also consider those participants who 
give support to the development of this network, in other words, the associations, research institutions and 
govemmental and non-govemmental organizations. 

In this way, the process of creating value is developed by means of the exchange of information and knowledge, 
tangible assets and capital between individuals and organizations, between the production system and that of 
consumption. To understand this process it is essential to conceive sustainable solutions that benefit all the 
participants involved. 

The value chain, according to GTZ (2007)^ constitutes "an economic system organized around a particular 
commercial product. The coordination of business activities İn a value chain is necessary to provide final customers 
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with the right quality and quantity of the product." The value chain connects the different related business activities 
(production, transformation, marketing, etc.) required to bring a product or service from conception tlirough the 
different phases of production and delivery to the final consumers, and final disposal after use. 

3 The creation of value in post-industrial society 
In post-industrial society, the creation of value is influenced by a complex of phenomena that undergo and 

provoke continuous rearrangement and progress. The possibilities of connectivity related to the development of 
information technology and communication, the globalization of markets and the relationships between local-global 
and vice-versa, as well as the growing perception of environmental limits have greatly influenced society and have 
stimulated changes to the industrial production model and in the forms of consumption. 

In this scenario, knowledge is the basic resource for individuals and the economy. However, the creation of 
value resuhs, precisely, from the integration of knowledge and competence of individuals and enterprises. 

This integration has been smdied by Nermann and Ramirez (1995), who adopted the term "value co-production" 
to describe the "reciprocal relations between participants, that characterize the service economy". According to the 
authors, busmesses compete İn the market with offerings (which include physical goods, services and information) 
and not with isolated products. In order to produce offerings, the participants must act in a coordinated manner. 
Moreover, consumers are active parmers in the production of value, and, thus, are considered value 'co-producers". 

Citing the authors (Normann and Ramirez, 1995, p.40): "Presently the economic reality has attained such a high 
level of interconnection that many participants are involved in co-production relationships without realizing that 
they are working together with other participants. This would imply that many strategic opportunities are gravely, 
and in many cases, dangerously underestimated." 

In fact, several of the principal characteristics of value creation today are the connectivity and interactivity 
between value producers. The principal differences between value creation in industrial and post-Industrial societies 
have been pointed out by Ramirez (1999) and are summarized in Figure 1. 

Value creation is sequential, unidirectionally 
transitive 

Value creation is synchronic, interactive 

All managed values can be measured in 
monetary terms 

Some managed values cannot be measured or 
monetized 

Value is added Values are co-invented, combined and reconciled 

Value is a function of utility and rarity Exchange is the source of utility and rarity 

Values are 'objective' (exchange) and 
'subjective' (utility) 

Values are 'contingent' and 'acmal' (established 
interactively) 

Customers destroy value Customers (co-)create values 

Value 'realized' at transaction, only for 
supplier (event) 

Value is co-produced, with customer, over time -
for both co-producers (relationship) 

Services is a 'separate' activity Services configures a framework for all activities 
considered as co-produced 

Consumption not a factor of production Consumption managed as factor of production 

Economic actors analyzed holding one primary 
role at a time 

Economic actors analyzed as holding several 
roles simultaneously 

Firm and activity are units of analysis Interactions (offerings) are units of analysis 

Figure 1. Two views of value production: industrial versus co-productive view. 
Source: Based on Ramirez (1999). 

Understanding the changes in the logic of creating value and developing a wide vision of tiiis process are 
fiindamental to the designer's function. The perception that the value of a product or service is established in an 
interactive form that contributes to reinforcing the role of design, in the mediation between the universe of 
production and that of the consumer. This perspective is supported by Manzini, Meroni and Krucken (2006), 
Krucken and Meroni (2006) and Moraes and Krucken (2008). 



Aside from the incorporation of services into products, which jointly constitute offerings, are highlighted other 
dynamics which characterize a contemporary design project: the growing dematerialization of offerings; the 
necessity to develop support informational interfaces for the development and use of the product/service (and which 
make up part of the offering); the need, increasingly more urgent, to take into consideration the economic, 
environmental, social and cultural sustainability of production and consumption; and the increasingly more active 
role of the consumer and user. In this sense, the analysis of the value chain is configured as an important tool to 
sustain design contributions in a strategic perspective. 

4 Analysis of the value chain 
The value chain is made up of various types of actors (producers, micro, medium and large businesses), which 

are linked on various levels, as shown in Figure 2. All the participants fulfill firnctions İn the creation of value, and 
in this manner, establish (spontaneously or not, consciously or not) a network. 

These primary actors, associations, teaching and research institutions and governmental and non-governmental 
organizations are integrated. At the end, the final consumer - the last level - receives a product which is the resuh 
of the efforts and competencies of all these participants. It can be seen that the aggregate value increases 
significantly along the chain. 

Interfaces 

Level 1 L̂ve! 2 
Raw-materia! Primary 
producers processors 

Level 3 Level 3 Level 4 | Level 5 
Manufacturers h'.a^-Jzzljr-^;^ \ Dlstribu-tors j Rnat con&umefs 

m 

Figure 2. Diagram of poss ible arrangements that can establish a value chain. 
Obs: All levels can be unfolded into many sublevels , as illustrated in the level 3 reappearance. The "distributors" level includes 

dealers, retailers and other commercial agents that can be active in the levels interfaces. 

In this complex flow, which frequently involves different geographical regions, are fiirther inserted commercial 
agents responsible for intermediation regarding merchandise. In the majority of cases, these participants 
significantly intervene in the value creation flow, stimulating demand by means of bargaining power and price 
control (of buying and selling). 

The analysis of the value chain permits a visualization of: 
a. strategies for retaining the greater proportion of the final value of the offering in the local sphere; 
b. possibilifies for the development of innovafive products and services from the integrafion of 

participants' competencies and resources of the territory, contributing to its socio-economic development; 
c. opportunİfies for synergy between actors, strengthening interactions and promoting the competitivity of 

the entire chain. 
d. opportunities for including new participants in the chain; 
e. wants and needs for assistance related to production management, in design and commercialization; 
f market barriers and acfions necessary for improving economic performance; 
g. possibilities of interacfion with research institutions and organizations that support the enabling and 

development of the infrastructure and favorable policies; 



h. opportunities for systematized innovation, incorporating the production and consumption systems. 

The easiest dimension to observe in the value creation process is economic. The social, cultural and environmental 
dimensions are frequently not easily perceivable and are difficult to measure. However, İt is extremely important to 
take all these dimensions into consideration when formulating a project for a product or service. 

5 Contemporary design perspective 
We can see that design is an element that is visibly manifested when the product is already İn the final form of 

commercialization, İn the last steps shown in the value chain represented in the Figure 1. Yet, despite the fact that 
design is most apparent at this stage, the vision and planning of design permeates the entire process of value 
aggregation, directed towards the conversion of primary materials into final products aimed at the users. 

It is important, however, to demonstrate the design concept, fi-equently interpreted in a restrictive form. Afl:er 
all, contemporary employment of design is characterized and sfimulated by its systemic and strategic dimension. 

The growing expansion of the projecting scope can be seen in various areas, such as design, engineering, 
economics, marketing and ecology. In expanding the limits of the project, incorporating dynamic factors in the 
proposal of solutions, designers are confi"onted by both great challenges and opportunities. Many transformations 
can also be seen in the context in which we live, strongly characterized by uncertainty and by the complexity of 
relationships and possibilities. A contemporary project however must be open to new events, foreseeing the 
necessity of change and incorporating the user as an active participant in the solution proposed. The imiovative 
services enabled by ICTs progress (such as network and wireless communication, digital photography, mobile 
telephones etc) also highfight the need for flexibility in a project. 

The systemic character of solutions (including products, services and information) reinforces the need to rethink 
the project culture and practice. In this "new" vision of design, the role of the designer is to facilitate and support the 
development of innovafions in a community, acting as "promoters of diffuse project capacifies" (Manzini, p. 20, 
2004). According to the author, the designer can be considered a "project specialist", who acts in a complex network 
of actors/interlocutors (businesses, institutions, local entities, non-governmental associations, final users) as a 
"process facilitator". 

As Thackara (2005) has shown, it İs necessary to change the perspective of "design for" to "design with". The 
author shows that the transition of products into services reinforces the need to see "design as a service", involved in 
collaborative action models, continuous and open, that include the user. In this form, the authorship of a project, 
which produces new services for the daily life of a community, is either distributed or collecfive. 

Adopfing a systemic perspective of design implies developing competencies related to dialogue, symbolic 
analysis, to listening and acting in different contexts, to the integration of knowledge from various areas and to the 
development of fransversal relations İn society (Figure 3). 

The lasted concept adopted by ICSID (2005) shows design as "a creative activity whose aim is to estabhsh the 
multi-faceted qualities of objects, processes, services and their systems in whole fife cycles. Therefore, design is the 
cenfral factor of iimovafive humanisation of technologies and the crucial factor of cultural and economic exchange". 
It deals with a very wide intei-pretafion, which reinforces the mediating and transversal character of design. In fact, 
the capacity to transversally and qualitafively integrate knowledge fi-om various areas and to establish a common 
language between Üıe actors, by means of the conception of an artifact, physical or not, is appropriate to the 
discipline of design. 

Context Complex and uncertain 

Design characteristics Dynamic, open to new events 

Focus Product and service systems 

Values Diversity, flexibility, sustainability, connectivity, interactivity 

Authorship of the project Distributed or collective 

Role of the user Actor who co-produces value and Is part of innovation 

Role of the designer Facilitates and supports the collaboration and development of 
collective and systemic innovation 

Required competencies Dialogue, capacity to symbolically analyze, capacity to develop 
transversal relationships in society, ability to listen and act in different 
contexts, capacity to integrate knowledge from different areas. 

Figure 3: Systemic perspective of design and the role of the designer. 
Source: Kmcken (2008). 



As Margolin (2000) has pointed out, Design "is a contingent practice whose techniques, goals, and objectives are 
continually changing. What is fixed about design is that it is an art of concepfion and planning whose end resuh is a 
product, whether that product is a material object or an Immaterial service or system. Design is also an integrative 
activity that, İn Its broadest sense, draws together knowledge from multiple fields and disciplines to achieve 
particular results. It has both a semantic dimension and a technical or operative one". 

It is the sense of introducing this transversal viewpoint that design has much to contribute to the development of 
sustainable value chains. In the dynamic context of post-industrial society, the interpretative richness and visionary 
ability that are characteristic of this discipline can contribute to the development of a multiplicity of future solutions 
and scenarios. 

It can be seen that the analysis of the value chain traditionally stressed economic aspects. The social cultural and 
environmental dimensions are frequently not emphasized, even thought they have been taken into consideration in 
the analysis process. It is true that the indicators related to these dimensions are less direct than those that are 
monetary and more difficult to measure. However, it İs precisely these cultural and social values of the producing 
community that impel the development of the product and influence the search for more sustainable forms of 
production. This reinforces the need to conduct the value chain analysis by means of an integrated approach. 

In conclusion, we can say that the design perspective applied to the value chain analysis is crucial for the 
identification of innovation opportunities at various levels: 

1. in the aggregation of the values of offerings already existent, improving the system's performance; 
2. in the design of innovative offerings, which will create potential for the territory's resources, participants 

and possible synergies from the existing system; 
3. In the visualization of offerings and solutions that are completely original, involving alternative forms of 

distribution and furthering new relationships. 
The first level is characterized as innovation of the incremental type, related to processes or products, while the 

second and the third constitute a systemic order. Design main contributions regards the planning of solutions that 
bring producers and consumers closer together; promoting the region of region and its resources; and revealing the 
cultural and socio-environmental heritage present in local products and in the integration between cuhure and 
technology, giving value to e knowing-doing and traditions. The importance of designing interfaces to integrate 
knowledge and make visible the interrelations developed into a cooperafive project and their impacts is well 
illustrated by the "poster concept"', developed by the GTZ and the United Nations Development Program - UNDP. 

6 Illustration: Value chain analysis of essential oils 
Among biodiversity products, essential oils can be highlighted, having aroused increasing economic interest for 

the great potential in aggregate value that they possess. Essential oils are "concentrated aromafic oils present İn 
various parts of the plant - leaves, flowers, seeds, roots and shells of certain fruits" (Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nafions - FAO, 1995). They are contained in mixtures of turpentine, ethers, alcohols and 
other volatile organic substances. 

Many times, the characteristics of final products depend on these oils: aroma, fragrance and therapeutic effects. 
The aromatic components of an essential oil can determine Its aroma or fragrance. For example: the essenfial oil of 
mint used in licorice and sweets, and that of vetiver grass (Vetiveria zizanioldes), used in the perfume of the same 
name. In the same way, essenfial oils contain the active ingredients that determine the therapeutic effects of certain 
products. We can menfion: the essential oil of chamomile (Matricaria chamomilla) which, due to its anfi-
inflammatory and anti-scarring properties, is widely used in facial and shaving cremes; nutmeg (Myristica fragans) 
and eucalyptus (Eucalyptus citriodora), used in cough syrups. 

In the literature can be seen a growing proliferation of studies on essential oils in the last few years, both in 
national and intemafional spheres. The principal argument is that the culfivatlon of specific plants (vegetable 
matrices for the extraction of essential oils) can configure an alternative for small producers, whose usual crops are 
of lower aggregate value. However, in the majority of cases, studies cannot provide the development of a systemic 
vision- that investigates demand, markets, industrial sectors, final products, among other aspects - and, 
consequently, do not propose effective strategies for production. There are few consistent data and systemic studies 
on the sector. In fact, the greater part of the information is not available to the public. 

The generic value chain of essenfial oils begins with the primary materials (aromatic, medicinal and perfume 
plants) and are consolidated İn the consumpfion by the final consumer (cosmetics, food products, perfiimes, 
medicinal and phytotherapic products), as showed in the Figure 4. 

This flow involves five principal levels of participants and activities; 
1. raw material producers: plant production: 

' This poster is a tool to enable local communifies to showcase their activities and contributions in relation to 
attaining the Millennium-Development Goals. GTZ prepared a users manual on how to prepare, create and present 
community-level work in a visual poster format, which clearly demonstrates the projects linkages and impacts. More 
information available at: www.gtz.de/en/themen/umwelt-infrastruktur/umweltpolitik/14936.htm 

http://www.gtz.de/en/themen/umwelt-infrastruktur/umweltpolitik/14936.htm


2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

industrial processor: the first benefit fi'om the raw material (extraction of the imrefined oil); 
transformation industry: use of the essential oil in intermediary products (fi-agrances, aromatic compositions, 
blendmg), use of the intermediary product in final products ( cosmefics, perfiimes, food products, medicinal 
products); 
distributors: commercialization and distribution of final products to participants who are employed in retail 
sales; 
consumers and final users: choice, purchase and use of products. 

Snrf Stttxisnt 

mamos. 

Figure 4. Essential oils value cham. 

By means of the value chain analysis are identified three global strategies for creating commercial value for 
essenfial oils: 

a. standardization of quality, İn the case of commodities; 
b. aggregation of the technological content, by means of isolating the compounds; 
c. development of the "special products", promoting regional qualities related to the product. 
The analysis of the systemic character of the essential oil sector in countries rich in biodiversity resources is 

especially important given the difficulty of converting them into an actual and durable benefit for the population. 
The sustainable use of local resources (such as plants fi'om which essenfial oils can be obtained) depends on the 
abilities and competencies that go beyond the isolated boundaries of the diverse areas of knowledge. It is necessary 
to seek out the richness of disciplinary interfaces and invest in the development of a vision shared between 
participants fi'om business, institutional and governmental sectors. 

Value creation for resources and local products requires, above all, creating the awareness of the fact that the 
products are expressions of a community and, thus, must be considered as such. Sustainable use also depends on 
making producers and governments aware and conscious, and requiring basic conditions related to the quality of life 
within the community so that the resources are employed over the long term, instead of being rapidly exhausted. It 
is essential to develop ways to maintain the intrinsic value and exploit in a sustainable manner value in use İn 
countries containing biodiversity resources. 

In this sense, the attitude of businesses and nafional industries is crucial; they can encourage the integrafion of 
participants and stimulate the adoption of sustainable practices on the part of the other links in the value chain and 
can involve the consumer, communicating the intrinsic values in a sustainable value chain. In order that these actors 
invest in the development of products with this profile it is necessary to have requirements, norms and support fi-om 
the govemment and research insfitutions. Finally, İt is vital to create "synergy spaces" for the articulation of 
competencies necessary throughout the value chain, developing formalized relations between the participants and 
creating conditions for the development of shared strategies over the long term. 

7 Final considerations 
Understanding the value creation process, which involves the systems of production and consumption, is 

essenfial for visualizing sustainable solufions, which benefit all participants involved. The analysis of the value 
chain is a good example, as it fosters the identification of innovation opportunities, especially in relation to the 
design of product and service systems. It is necessary to develop and adopt tools that support the activities of the 
designer on a systemic level. The studies that have been carried out by GTZ (2007) can be very usefiil to bring this 
wide and strategic view of value chains. 



It is crucial, therefore, to promote a design culture in business and industrial arenas, so as to exploit its systemic 
and strategic dimensions. Design Is an important contributor to defining and augmenting value chains, by means of 
mapping the value chain, idenfifying opportunifies and developing high value added products, promoting knowledge 
integration, and innovative propositions for products and services based on local resources. This perspective is in 
line with the widely acknowledged shift in design thinking being applied to services and support systems as much as 
physical products, and on the growing importance of collaborative projects and value co-creation. 

The value chain analysis from the design perspective can also contribute to the identification and the awareness 
promotion of social, culmral and environmental aspects. In fact, great challenges faced by designers are related to 
the communicafion of product values and local qualifies to global consumers and fostering of transparent and 
truthful relafionships between producer and consumer by providing informafion about producfion processes and 
their social and environmental sustainabihty, product quality and origin, the culmral and historic elements embedded 
in the products and their producfion processes. 
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THE ROLE OF DESIGN IN CREATING AND SUSTAINING BRAND 
EXPERIENCE 

Ash Çetin Yildmm' 

Abstract 

In today's increasingly global market, 'competition', with its own rules, appears as the most vital determinant for the 
survival of brands. 'Being different' is advantageous only if it is sustainable, and brands can sustain their existence 
only if they are able to present their differences through indispensable experiences. Customer, on the other hand, 
with the changes on the socio-economical conditions and technological advances, has become one of the most 
important creators and transformers of products or services into experiences instead of being merely 'the buyer of a 
service or a product'. In this context, design of the interaction between the customer and the brand which leads to 
the creation of 'customer value' becomes a very important need for the companies. 
This paper aims to search for an answer to the question of 'How design can contribute to the creation and 
sustainability of brand experience in the context of creation of user value?'. Design appears as one of the key 
elements that find opportunities for differentiation, sustain the gained differentiation by creating value, and 
transform that value into experience. Design İs not only a process of giving form to products or services, but also is 
a process of producing user value as long as İt is involved to the decision making in the very early stages. Two 
educational projects carried out under the theme of integration of design in the creation process of 'user value' and ' 
experience' are going to be presented in order to demonstrate the ideas argued on the paper. 

Keywords: Co-creation of value, experience economy, brand experience, experience design, service design, product 
design, design management 

1. Introduction 
In today's global competitive environment, the firms have to differentiate themselves in order to ensure the 
continuation of their existence in an effective and sustainable way. By the transformation of traditional definition of 
the customer, most of the companies are becoming more and more aware of the necessity of this dİfferenfiation 
among others. 

The raising awareness of the customers, as a result of the developing and widespread use of information 
technologies, takes out the customers fi-om the point of being the one who merely take the decisions of buying/not 
buying to the point of being active members in the creation of product and/or service offered by the firms. This 
process, which also triggered the shift fi-om the 'product-dominant logic' to the 'service-dommant logic', transforms 
the company-centric value creation processes and brings the concept of 'co-creation of value' to fi:ont. The active 
involvement of customers within the creation of value also points out the new ways of customer-firm interaction and 
puts forth the need for a new strategic planning and management approach which should be quite different firom the 
traditional one. The hesitation of customers on confinuing/not continuing for playing the role of being the economic 
value creator at the point of buying/not buying the products and/or services that companies created for them pushes 
the companies for searching new ways of establishing and maintaining the customer relationships. This search leads 
the companies to the organization and planning of processes in which the customers can be actively integrated into 
the value creation processes and establishes meaningfiil interactions with the product and/or service suppliers. This 
approach, which constlmtes its new rules İn providing the customer-brand relationship, points out an experience 
process in which the customer becomes the focus of the value creation and included in the creation of unique 
experiences with the brand. Recognising the inefficiency of traditional methods, companies start to constimte a new 
locus for establishing tills relationship in order to help customers in building up emotional bounds with then brands. 
Such mras in the concept of value-creation and the relationship between the customers and the firms inevitably leads 
to the rise of a new dominant economy, experiential economy. 

The role of design, in spite of being accepted as one of the most important strategic tools which differentiates 
companies in the global competitive environment, in the creation and pursuance of experience is often neglected 
within this new argument. Smdies on the subject of managing the process of experience rarely give reference to the 
importance of the role of design. Furthermore, most of the smdies focused on the concept of 'experience design' are 
handled under the theme of 'product design' and the role of design/designer during the processes of decision making 
and design of services is rarely examined. 
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The aim of this paper is to provide a deeper understanding of how design can contribute to tlie design and 
decision malcing processes of 'experience' with focusing on service design. A conceptual framework on the 
concepts of 'co-creation', and 'experience design' constitutes the second part of the study. In the third part, two 
projects carried out under the undergraduate course of DM301 Design Project Management at Izmir University of 
Economics is presented in order to demonstrate in which ways design can contribute to the design of brand 
experiences. Finally, the resuhs of the projects and further research are discussed. 

2. Conceptual Framework 
2.1. Reasons of the Change 

The transformed customer behaviour, the behaviour of searching for unique and personalized experiences with 
the brand, mostly affected by the development and widespread use of communication technologies, pushes the 
companies to search new ways of establishing and maintaining meaningful interactions (Menor, 2002, Beverland, 
2005, Whelan & Wohlfeil, 2006). Within the world of similar products and services with similar functions and 
similar offerings on the market, the question of what may be the main differentiator that makes a product or service 
preferable among the others constitutes the base for this search. Since the traditional ways of communicating brand 
to the customers become no more effective, companies focuses switches to different communication efforts. Whelan 
and Wohlfeil (2006) explain this transformation by noting that "Competitive advantages are increasingly gained by 
a shift towards the experiential dimension of consumer behaviour, which seeks to form emotional bounds and 
relationships between customers and their brands on a behavioural level. Therefore, a strong focus on how 
customers actually experience the communicated brand and its values is essential for marketing success. (Whelan & 
Wolhfeil, 2006:314)" As pointed out in the literature also, all these transformations lead to a shift in the dominant 
economy, shift to the experience economy (Pine & Gilmore, 1999, Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004, Pullman & 
Gross, 2004, Whelan & Wohlfeil, 2006, Chronis & Hampton, 2002) (Figure 1). 

EXPERIENTIAL 
(experiences) 

SERVICE 
(services) 

AGRARIAN 
(commodities) 

Figure 1. Transformation in dominant economy (Adapted from Pine & Gilmore, 1999). 

The shift in the dominant economy paradigm also is a result, as previously mentioned, of and projects the change 
in the overall value system estabhshed between the customer and the firm. Moreover, the concept of creation of 
value focuses on the 'co-creation' or 'co-production' (Figure 2) of common values resulted from the interaction 
between the customer and the firm (Menor et al., 2002, Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). 
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Figure 2. The Emergent Concept of the Market (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004:11). 

Value creafion logic, as both the input and the output of the brand experience, points out to the creafion of value 
together with the customer in a personal level instead of the creation of value for the customer by the company 
(Michels, 2001, Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). This approach of common value creation that puts the customer at 
the centre of the value creation process as one of the creators also shifted the focus from the customers' cognition to 



the customers' affective experience under a changing communications landscape (Desmet & Held:ert, 2007). The 
economic value extracted from the customers' buying/not buying decisions based on the selection of the offerings 
by the firm tums into the long-term co-creation of value which has the locus on peoples' 'personally lived 
experiences' and 'customer-unique value'. This transformation also brings out the transformation of the subject of 
exchange from tangibles to intangibles (Whelan et al. 2006, Pine et al. 1999). 

2.1. Experience Design 
The shift of the focus of exchange from the tangibles to intangibles also brings the question of if intangibles can 

also be designed just like tangibles. As it is argued in most of the studies in the experience literature, experience, as 
an intangible notion, is a highly personal and emotional concept since it occurs as the result of some kind of a 
personal interaction (Desmet & Hekkert, 2007, Pullman & Gross, 2004, Payne et ai. 2008, Rheinfrank & Evenson, 
2004, Pine & Gilmore, 1999). The point in these studies is that, it is quite impossible to design the experience, since 
experience is not an atfribute of the brand, and offered product or service related with the brand, but it is the 
consequence of a series of provisional and sentimental interplays between the individual and the offered 
product/service. As Whelan and Wolhfeil 2006 point out "...the reality is that it is up to the individual customer to 
obtain their own unique experiences with the brand. Thus experiential brand communication can only provide the 
platform on which consumers obtain their individual brand experiences. (Whelan & Wolhfeil, 2006:323)" The 
focus, from the point of design, in this relationship with the customer and the product/service offered by the brand is 
the design of the 'platform' or the 'context' on which the interaction occurs (Rompay & Hekkert 2004, Pullman & 
Gross 2004, Desmet & Hekkert 2007). Context here refers to the consolidative element of the relation between the 
customer, the company, and the values that are intended to be reflected through the interaction (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Context as the consolidative element of interaction. 

The argument based on the reification of context also raises otlier questions such as which parts of the platform 
can be the subject for design. According to Pullman and Gross (2004) there exist two primary components of 
context which are physical context and relational context. Physical context includes the physical and tangible 
aspects of the context in which the interaction occurs, where; relational context refers to the interaction between the 
customers. They argue that "...an experience occurs when a customer has any sensation or knowledge acquisition 
resulting from some level of interaction with different elements of context created by a service provider. Successful 
experiences are those that the customer finds unique, memorable and sustainable over time, would want to repeat 
and build upon, and enthusiastically promotes via word of mouth. (Pullman and Gross, 2004:553)" 

Similarly, Dubberly and Evenson (2008) represent the 'experience cycle model' in order to describe the steps of 
building the relationship between the customers and the products/services. The model they generated focuses on the 
touch points within the context in which design can contribute. 

Rheinfrank and Evenson (2004) also focus on the touch points during the interacfion between fiie brand and the 
customer in which the experience becomes tangible (Figure 4). 



Figure 4. Brands As Experiences Rheinfranlc and Evenson (2004). 

Setting out on tlie propositions mentioned above, it can be argued that in the creation of the 'touch points within 
the context' designers can play active and important roles in three ways basically outlined as (1) Design of the 
physical context, (2) Design of the relational context (3) Strategic context (within a more managerial approach) 
(Figure 5, 6, 7). 
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Figure 5. Design in the creation of physical context, 
context. 

Figure 6. Design in the creation of relational 
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Figure 7. Design in the creation of strategical context. 
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3. Practices for Implementation 
In this part of the study, two educational projects carried out under the undergraduate course of DM301 Design 

Project Management at Izmir University of Economics, in 2007-2008 academic year as a part of the curriculum of 
design management group, is gomg to be presented in means of demonstrating the argued subjects in the paper. 
Each project will be evaluated according to the level of the integration of design within the creation of the 
experience platform. 

3.1. Overview of the Design Brief 
By the beginning of the project, students are asked to design a Turkish coffee service concept considering the; 

1. physical attributes, process attributes, aesthetic attributes, and associative attributes of the service offering 
2. ways each attribute contributes to the objective of creating the experience. 

They also asked to carry out a detailed analysis of the business environment and the market in order to Identify the 
opportunities to enhance the value delivered by experience. At the end of the project they were expected to present 
their service business concept with the elements which customers dhectly or indirectly interact. 

3.2. Project 1-KAHVEN 
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3.3. Project 2-COFFECILIOUS 

Cor|3oratc iiiirigo 

Product clocisJons 

Vision 
Carrying Turkish coffee' to the global 
market To make tlie TiirKlsli Coffee 
ciiltufe a part of the peoples' Hues. 
TransfoJininti'TLfikishCoffee"froiîi its 
'Alatiiika'image. 

Mission 
We aim to (jive people cjooci quality 
service. wM\ Cieative and pleasurable 
solirtions. 

Production 
decisions 

Target audience 
We address the people v\̂ io can pay 
money for pieasure. 
Youncj couples, irniversity and college 
students wlio pays money for 
pleasure 

Strategic 
context """"""DisiriiJiition 

decisions 
T!R is a porter that carries the Coffeeücrous 
coffee service eierjients. The slogan is 
Turkish coffee comes to you' 

Marketing decisions 

4. Summary and Discussion 
Many researchers point to the new era of experience economy and the transformation of product-dom in ant logic 

into service-dominant logic (Pine & Gilmore, 1999, Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004, Pullman & Gross, 2004, 
Whelan & Wohlfeil, 2006, Chronis & Hampton, 2002). The changing profile of the customers from merely being 
the 'buyer' of the products/services to the 'co-creators' of the value, pushes companies to search for new ways of 
communication with the customers. The active involvement of customers within the creation of value also points out 
the new ways of customer-firm interaction and puts forth the need for a new strategic planning and management 
approach which should be quite different from the traditional one. Establishing long-term emotional links with the 
brand based on unique and indispensİble experiences becomes one of the most important points which link 
customers to brands. 

The purpose of this article was to explore the relationship between design and experience. As examined in the 
article, design's contribution to the process of experience may be over the context, the consolidative element of the 
relation between the customer and the brand, in which the experience occurs. Since experience happens on an 
individual level, the design of the elements within the context, which are also called as touch-points by Rheinfrank 



& Evenson (2004), with which the customer interacts, appears as the main platform for the integration of design. 
Based on the studies of Pullman et al. (2004) and Rlieinfrank et al. (2004) three main parts of the context, (1) Design 
of the physical context, (2) Design of the relational context (3) Strategic context, are identified in which design can 
contribute in different levels. According to this classification, while design contributes in the design of the tangible 
elements of the interaction in the physical and relational parts of the context, in the strategic part, the contribution of 
design occurs more on the managerial level. Being accepted as one of the most important strategic tools which 
differentiate companies in the global competitive environment and in the creation and pursuance of experience, 
design, can also contribute to the decision-making process in the early stages of product, producfion, distribufion, 
and marketing decisions. 

It is intended, İn this article, to make a practical contribution through the demonstration of mentioned possible 
contributions of design by presenting two undergraduate projects carried out under the curriculum of the course 
DM301 Design Project Management at Izmir University of Economics. A fourteen people group of students were 
included in the project whom all product design students studying under design management specialization area. 
The results of the projects also show that design contributes to the experience process in different levels. The design 
of the elements which reflects the value that the brand aims to give to its customers and the strategic integration of 
design Into the decision process which will affect the fijrther experiences tried to be exemplified with these projects. 

In conclusion, this descriptive study intends to draw a framework İn order to explain the importance of the 
integration of design into the context. Since the generated framework is demonstrated over the conceptual student 
projects, future work could focus on the measurement of integration in the real-world applications. Furthermore, the 
integration of design to the strategic context could also be another focus from the perspective of design 
management. 
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SATISFYING THE EXPECTATIONS OF CUSTOMERS THROUGHOUT 
THE VALUE CHAIN: VALUE CHAIN IMPLICATIONS ON 

SUPERMARKETS VERSUS GROCERIES 

Emir Özeren ' , Asl ihan Gizem Korkmaz^ , and Elif Yücealp^ 

Abstract 

There is a fundamental and revolutionary transformation of the industrial system over the role of consumer in 
modern value chain. This is the transformation of the role of consumer from passive audience or simply buyer 
towards active participant in co-creating value. Consumers today are increasingly engaged in a direct and explicit 
dialogue with companies to become an integral part in value creation process. Furthermore, consumers 'are 
becoming business collaborators who have as much to contribute to value creation as companies themselves do. 
This changing role of consumers through the value chain raised our enthusiasm to examine the overwhelming 
influence of consumers on value chain as the ultimate purpose of this study. 

Keywords: Value Chain, Customer Satisfaction, Role of Consumer, Competitive Advantage, Supermarket 
Revolution 

1. Introduction 
Everyday people partake in a wide range of purchasing activities. The decision as to whether to purchase a good 

or a service or not is affected by a great many of factors such as price, promotion, advertisement, quality, after sales 
service and attitude of the salesperson. Consumers, usually unconsciously, give feedbacks to the companies by the 
flucmations and changes in their buying behaviors. Thus, companies setting their sights on remaining competitive in 
the market, try to analyze and interpret buying behaviors of the consumers in order to achieve high levels of 
customer satisfaction and to establish long-lasting relationships with the customer. 

In the traditional ways of doing business, receiving feedback from customers primarily depends on examining 
customer behavior at the point of sale. Which is, flindamentally, a limited source of infonnation as this data solely 
reflects whether the product or service is preferred or not. On the other hand, an attentive researcher may ask many 
incidental questions with a view to discover the real causes of this observed behavior and respond accordingly. 

Finding satisfactory and explanatory answers to the causes underlying the point of sale buying behavior of 
customers requires perceiving the process starting with input receipts and ending with the delivery of product or 
service to the ultimate customer. This process, in literature, is called the value chain. 

With the changing trend in positioning of companies from traditional good or service seller to value conveyor, 
the importance of the value chains burst on the scene. Value chains, in this circular reasoning, are the paths the value 
is delivered to the customer. The theory of these paths value is delivered through, enables customers to get involved 
in the value creation process long before they face the end product at the point of sale. There is a fundamental and 
revolutionary transformation of the industrial system over the role of consumer in modem value chain. This is the 
transformation of the role of consumer from passive audience or simply buyer towards active participant in co-
creating value. The new departure, while providing a platform for the customers to raise their voice and express their 
expectations, needs and demands accurately, also benefits the companies as it enables them to better understand the 
customers and to give fimely response. 

Consumers today are increasingly engaged İn a direct and explicit dialogue with companies to become an 
integral part in value creafion process. They are becoming business collaborators who have as much to contribute to 
value creation as companies themselves do. This changing role of consumers through the value chain raised our 
enthusiasm to examine the overwhelming influence of consumers on value chain as the ultimate purpose of this 
study. In the next section, the literature on value chain will be discussed. The principal subject matter, satisfying the 
expectafions of customer throughout the value chain, will be explained. In the last section, practical and real life 
applications will be cited and conclusions will be noted. 
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2. Literature Review 
The main objective of this section is to give the reader a brief overview about the value chain concept. We 

aim to introduce the theoretical background of value chain process based on the previous studies prevailing İn the 
literature. Examination of value chain is crucial for any business success or failure since ultimate customer 
satisfaction is directly linked with the value chain. Today, organizations are increasingly becoming aware of the 
vitality of customer satisfaction and consumer loyalty while moving from a production oriented era towards a 
customer oriented era. It should be noted that this İs a learning process for companies to review and reevaluate their 
existing business processes, organizational structures and some key business activities from the viewpoint of 
consumers. As Bennett and Forrester argued, firms are gradually shiiting their emphasis from economy of scale, 
where a company relies on self-defined specifications and high volume production, to economy of scope, where a 
company gains the agility in offering largely customized products. (Bennett, & Forrester, 1993). When such 
characteristics above mentioned are taken into consideration, it is apparent that value chain analysis is becoming 
more significant and meaningfial in our current era. 

Let us examine the theoretical insights of the value chain which is a real breakthrough in our contemporary 
business. Professor Michael Porter from Harvard Business School introduced the concept of the value chain in his 
prominent book "Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance" in 1985. (Porter, 1985). 
By the time of the publication by Porter (1985), a new era in the research and development of the concept of value 
had emerged. The notion that key processes across the supply chain form a value chain and the method of analyzing 
the value chain for competitive advantage was developed by Porter and soon diffiised all areas of business literature. 
As Dekker stated, value chain analysis is a structured method of analyzing the effects of all the core activities on 
cost and/or differentiation of the value chain. (Dekker, 2003: 5). Costs can be reduced and/or differentiafion can be 
enhanced throughout the value chain. A firm might select either the former or the latter or combine both of them 
successfiiUy as in the case of Japanese companies. 

The concept of the value chain is considered as a sfrong and reliable tool which enables the firm's decision 
makers to diagnose and create competitive advantage in the marketplace. Value chain analysis begins with the 
separation of the particular underlying key business activities. As Porter argued it was these underlying activifies 
that contained the seeds of competitive advantage. 

Meanwhile, when we look at the literahjre carefully, we have noficed that McKinsey had already done a 
similar study in the early 1980s called "business system concept." Accordingly, a firm is a series of Sanctions such 
as production, sales and marketing, and that insights could be gained by analyzing how each was performed relative 
to competitors. On the other hand, Porter brought a criticism about this study because of the fact that it remained too 
much at the broad fiinctional level. Namely, it did not break down each fiinction into its individual constituent units 
or activifies unlike Porter's model. 

As we have mentioned earlier, Porter identified two main sources of competitive advantage which are a 
lower relative cost advantage and a form of differentiation. The central argument related to this approach lies in the 
fact that succeeding either lower cost or differentiation sfrategy depends heavily on all discrete activities that a firm 
imdertakes. Managers should be able to understand the behavior of costs as well as identify existing or potential 
sources of differentiation by disaggregating these business activities into sfrategically relevant groups. 

Having stated the major sources of competitive advantage, it will be much better to go further insights 
about the value chain. First, we should begin by defining what the value is before going into details about the value 
chain. Barbon stated: "By value, is to be understood the price of things; that is, what anything is worth to be sold..." 
(Barbon, 1969:2). Nowadays, the concept of value is defined differently and has often a pronounced market 
orientation. Coyle et al. state: "An important consideration is that value must be viewed from the customer's 
perspective, because it is value to the customer thai is most important." (Coyle, Bardi, & Langley, 1996: 548).Most 
contemporary writing on the topic of customer value sfresses this concem from the viewpoint of the customer. 
According to Porter, value is defined as "the amount buyers are willing to pay for what a firm provides." (Porter, 
1985: 38). Therefore, the value chain was designed to display total value and consisted of firm's value activifies and 
its margin (the difference between total value and the collective costs of performing the value activities) As it has 
been illustrated in Figure 1, the generic value chain for a smgle firm consists of three main components which are 
primary activities, support activities and the margin. 

Figure 1 The generic value chain model 
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Let us briefly examine those key activities that took place İn the value chain. Primary activities include the 
creation of the product, Its sale to the buyer and after sales service. There are five types of primary activifies which 
are inbound logistics, operafions, outbound logistics, marketing and sales and service. Inbound logisfics includes 
warehousing, materials handling and inventory control. Operations consist of activifies that turn inputs into finished 
products. Outbound logistics consist of activities that store and distribute products to customers. Marketing and sales 
are related to activifies that make the buyer to purchase the product by advertising and sales force operations and etc. 
Finally, service includes the activities which maintain the value such as installafion. Support acfivifies are the ones 
which support primary acfivities. These are procurement, technology development, human resource management 
and firm infrastructure. Procurement means systemic purchasing. Companies need to purchase the required Items in 
the cost effective manner while maintaining superior quality. Procurement's job is to provide the relatively cheap 
but quality raw materials on fime. Technology development is broader than research and development. It also 
contains engineering and process development. Human Resource Management includes the selecfion, training, 
development and compensafion of all employees within the organization. As Porter points out that the skills and 
motivation of employees and the costs involved may be critical to competitive advantage. Firm infrastructure 
includes general management activities as well as finance, accounting, legal, corporate affairs and quality 
management. Afl:er all, it should be said that the purpose of analyzing the value chain is to idenfify areas that might 
provide competitive advantage. Firms should identify their own individual value acfivifies within particular industry. 
Each of the main categories in the generic value chain can be subdivided into discrete activities. For example, let us 
assume sales and marketing activity. It could be separated into marketing management, advertising and promotion. 
This process of subdivision may confinue down to increasingly narrow activifies if they are discrete. 

Even though we have discussed the significance of disaggregating a firm into its strategically relevant 
activities in the value chain and gaining competitive advantage by performing these strategically important activities 
more cheaply or better than its competitors, one should not think that the value chain İs a series of independent 
activities. On the contrary, it is an interdependent system rather than being independent. Competitive advantage 
emerges from Hnkages among the activities in the value chain. Managing such linkages is a more complex 
organizational task than managing value activities themselves. This leads us to say that the ability to manage 
linkages yield a sustainable source of competitive advantage. In the literature, Gattorna and Walters point out the 
same concern: The value chain identifies the linkages and Interdependencies between and among suppliers, buyers, 
intermediaries and end-users. Its primary benefit is the ability to examine these linkages and idenfify the "value" that 
is created for customers (or that which may be created), and how this in mrn creates competitive advantage for a 
company. (Gattoma, & Walters, 1996: 99). 

Furthermore, it should be said that it İs beneficial to extend the value chain concept as value system. 
Individual firm's value chain is Inevitably embedded in a larger stream of activities. At least three additional value 
chains should be taken Into consideration which are supplier value chains, channel value chains and buyer value 
chains. Therefore, managers should understand not only their own firm's value chain, but also how it fits into the 
industry's overall value system. In other words, competitive advantage does not just emerge within the firm. Instead, 
it can be achieved by looking at the whole system and recognizing that different firms can adjust and improve their 
own value system. 
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Figure 2: The Value System 
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Normann and Ramirez argue that the focus of analysis should not be on the fixed activities along a value 
chain, but on the value creating system itself, where mutual value is created as a consequence of cooperative 
interactions. (Normann, & Ramirez, 1993: 65-77) Clearly, supply chain profitability is limited by consumers' 
perceived value gained from obtaining or consuming the product and their willingness to pay for it. For value chains 
to be sustainable several conditions apply: a chain needs to generate sufficient value for each member; consumer 
requirements must be communicated accurately throughout the chain; and the relevant types of consumer value a 
product represents must be revealed and communicated to the target market. Superior knowledge of customers' 
perceptions of value is recognized as a critical success factor in today's competitive marketplace. Despite this, the 
voice of the consumer İs often poorly integrated within the value chain. The voice of the customer is a description of 
the consumer value from the consumers' view point. There is a continuum of research and practitioner material 
regarding the methods for capturing and analyzing the voice of the customer. (Griffin, & Hauser, 1993: 1-27). 
Merely listening to the voice of customer is not enough; firms should understand and characterize the voice of 



customer and use the appropriate techniques to translate the voice of customer into meaningful product and process 
features. (Knowles, 2002:57-80). 

For instance, Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a system for translatmg customer requirements into 
appropriate product attributes in a meaningful language for the designers and engineers. (Akao, 1990). It İs equally 
valid to think of QFD as a way of identifying the true voice of the customer. 

Having stated the many aspects of the value chain, we should also bring a point of criticism about Porter's 
value chain model. There are numerous discussions in the Hterature indicating that Porter's value chain model was 
codified in a way that made it more suited to manufacturing rather than service industries. The model has been 
criticized for being too linear, too unidirectional and too sequential. 

The creation of value in value chains is often expressed as a successive or stepwise process in which value 
increases along a value chain. In the last decade or so, since Porter (1985), scholars have intensively discussed -
explicitly or implicitly, İn terms of value, value chains, value added chains etc - value as a successive creating 
process in different contexts, applications and considerations. For instance, the following authors have in some way 
or another involved the concept of value chain in their articles: Freeman and Liedtka (1997), Evans and Wurster 
(1997), Handfield et al. (1997), Rayport and Sviokla (1995), Preece et al. (1995), Forge (1994), Gustİn et al. (1994), 
Womack and Jones (1994), Drake (1993), Webster (1992), Brathwaite (1992), Robert (1991), Hergert and Morris 
(1989), McGinnis and Kolm (1988), Johnston and Lawrence (1988), Fredericks and Venkatraman (1988), Berkowitz 
and Mohan (1987) and Kogut (1985). The unifying feature and point of departure in these publications is the value 
creation as a successive process. Scholars in recent years have argued for a more consumer driven value process. 
Durgee et al. (1996), Cavuoto et al. (1996), O'Connor (1995), Partridge and Perren (1994), Clark (1993). Normann 
and Ramirez (1993) regard the creation of value as a process of value constellation; that is, the value creating 
process is not sequential. 

3. How Is Customer Satisfaction Ensured Through the Value Chain ? 
Customer satisfaction is an evident fact for those firms willing to entrench their positions in the market by 

keeping their current market share and even increasing their share if there exists any possibility. Understanding the 
needs and behaviors of the customers is the primary step in ensuring customer satisfaction. In other words, if the 
companies do not know what their target market demands, they can not satisfy their customers, and inferentially 
their product or service will not sell İn the market. 

Though, it is not only the product or service that has to meet the expectations of the customer but it is a whole 
chain of operations and activities the product or service passes through. This chain, called the Value Chain in 
literature, includes a wide range of activities. Looking below at Figure.3, a simple value chain starts with design and 
development stage and ends with consumption and recycling. 
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Figure. 3 Value Chain (Kaplinsky and Morris, 2001) 

In today's consumer-focused world, the companies which utilize the involvement of consumers in their value 
chains, are more adaptive to the changing needs and demands of customers in their target markets, and so more 
successful they are. Building competitive advantage on ultimate consumer involvement in the value chain requires 
intense communication with the consumers at every stage of the value chain. This communication mainly takes form 
feedback receipts from customers. 

Companies may receive feedback in two ways which are direct feedbacks and indirect feedbacks. Direct 
feedbacks can be counted as questionnaires, interviews, point of sale communication, toll-free support lines and 
official websites of the companies. Direct feedbacks are advantageous to companies, since they can directly 
communicate with the customer and step in where necessary. Per contra, indirect feedbacks are more difficult to 
realize and most of the time the results are already obtained and company's controlling power on communicafion is 
weak. Increases and decreases in sales, complaint platforms, open-conomunicafion media that enables free flow of 
word of mouth are indirect feedback forms. Yet, these are not under the control of the company and sometimes, as 
in the case of sales decrease, it is too late that the customer is already lost to a rival company. 

According to the different stages of the value chain, consumer feedbacks differ at each step. What a firm has to 
do is to establish close relationships between the consumer and the company and form a ground for the consumers 
so that they can express their demands and expectations clearly. 



3.1 Design and Product Deve lopment 
The value chain starts with the imaginative power of the designer. It is a hard work reading consumers' minds 

and developing a brand new product that satisfies them while performing artistry. Thus, using focus groups, using 
test marketing and questionnaires helps the designer better understand the customer. 

3.2 Production 
Production stage is composed of three sub-stages which are inward logistics, transforming inputs, and 

packaging. Inward logisfics is the step where inputs arrive at the company. For some products, the method of 
transportation influences production schedule, the quality of the goods that are being transported or the cost of the 
final good. Then at the transformation stage, to comply with the standards the customer expects from the company, 
superior communication is necessary. After the transformation stage, the last stage of producfion, packaging, is also 
related to marketing. The packages used by the company must not offend the eyes of the consumers. Furthermore 
health standards must be satisfied. 

3.3 Market ing 
Another stage of value chain which is vital for a product's sales strategy is marketing. A good marketing plan 

can sell even an unsuccessful product. On the other hand, sometimes a strategic mistake made in advertisements, for 
example, offensive adverfisements due to culmral differences can harm the sales of a successful product. 

3.4 Consumption and Recycl ing 
At this stage, a company has to know how to touch the right key. The environmentally conscious consumers 

give emphasis on recyclable products. 

4. The Examination of Supermarket Revolution in Turkey From The Value Chain 
Perspective 

Turkey, like most of the developing countries, has witnessed a "supermarket revolution" due to the build-up of 
demand factors, which were the results of major supply factors such as FDI liberalizafion, manufacmring sector 
growth and improved infrastructure. (Reardon ef al 2007). As a resuh of those changes, the tradifional retailers with 
disorganized chains were challenged by the take-off of western type of retail formats and started to be replaced by 
the supermarkets. The supply-side factors played a very important role in changing the shopping pattems, 
expectations and the involvement of consumers in retail value chains. The demand-side factors are mainly the 
results of urbanization, female participation in the workforce and increased mobility, which resulted in changing 
needs like the need for increased bulk shopping and lower product assistance. 

4.1 Supply Side Factors: 
The main driver of this revolution in Turkey was the trade and FDI liberalization in early 1980s, which was led 

by the replacement of import subsfimted industrialization strategy by export-oriented strategy, followed by Customs 
Union in 1996 and resulted in economic growth and internafionalizafion. These stmctural changes in the economy 
resulted in the rapid growth rates accompanied by the investments of multinafional retail chains İn Turkey like the 
most of the developing countries. 

4.2 D e m a n d Side Factors: 
The reflections of this stmcmral change in the economy were "the suburbanization of population growth, 

increased personal mobility and car ownership, being widespread usage of deep freeze and credit cards, rising 
demand for consumption goods, and changes in transportation, electronics and computer technologies." (see 
extensive reviews on retail change in Dawson (1980), Guy (1994), Bromley and Thomas (1993), Rogers, (1984), 
McGoldrick (1984) etc.) The retail environment adapted itself to the new socio-economic condlfions, which shaped 
the needs and the wants of new type of Turkish consumer. The organized retailing chains including supermarkets, 
discount stores and hypermarkets unsurprisingly started to penetrate the big cities (Ankara, Istanbul, Izmir) that have 
higher urbanization rates. A number of multi-purpose shopping centers and shopping malls have established in the 
major cifies of the country such as in Istanbul (37), Ankara (13), Izmir (8), Konya (6), Bursa (5), İzmit (4) (Turkish 
Council of Shopping Centers & Retailers, members' Hst, 2006). 



REGION TOTAL POPULATION URBAN POPULATION % URBAN POPULATION / TOTAL 
Ankara 4.466.756 4.140.890 92,70% 
Istanbul 12.573.836 11.174.257 88,87% 
İzmir 3.739.353 3.175.133 84,91% 
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W ! 
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Source: TURKSTAT, Urban Statistics, 2007 

As the supermarkets started to penetrate the big cities, grocery stores were challenged by the competitive 
advantages of supermarkets since the traditional retail patterns and structure were altered. According to a recent 
research by the Turkish Council of Shopping Centers & Retailers, organized retail chains have increasingly been 
capturing the market İn size, number and consolidating through sales in YTL and sales volume. 

Turnover Index 
A M P D .. 

Source: Turnover Index, January 06 - September 08, Turkish Council of Shopping Centers & Retailers 

Source: Total Square Meter(Sqm) Index, January 06 - September 08, Turkish Council of Shopping Centers & 
Retailers 

According to a recent research, which was conducted on 6169 households in 34 cities in Turkey by Ipsos 
KMG showed that the seven largest organized retailers captured the non-durable goods market at a considerable 
level. 

% households shopping % Share in the spending on 
non-durable goods 

Average Check (Annual 
turnover / number of 
customers) 

BIM 54,3 5,0 196 YTL 
MICROS 41,1 2,7 • 137 YTL 
CARREFOUR 24,3 2,1 N / A 
TANSAŞ 20,6 2,2 225 YTL 
ŞOK 19,1 0,8 91 YTL 
DIA SA 13,6 0,8 129 YTL 
TESCO KIPA 9,6 1,1 435 YTL 



The rapid increase in sales and volume puts forward the need for explaining what gives the organized 
retailers (supermarkets, hypermarkets, discount stores) the competitive advantage. 

4.3 Value Chain Implications: W h a t differentiates the supermarkets from the grocery stores in the 
eyes of customers? 

It takes a long discussion to explore what makes a supermarket more attractive than a grocery store or the 
opposite of it. It is a fact that the Turkish retail market is dominated by traditional grocery stores which have 70 % 
share, while supermarkets and hypermarkets count for 15 %. Contrary to this large dominance, the number of 
supermarkets, hypermarkets and chains increased from 2135 (1998) to 8258 (2008) while the number of grocery 
stores decreased from 155,000 to 113,000 in the last ten years (Determination of the Number of Retailers Research, 
AC Nielsen, 2008). This namral selection process for the traditional retailers (the groceries) is subject to endless 
discussions between two parties. What gives the supermarkets the competitive advantage over the groceries? 

A recent study by Reardon and Gulati in February 2008 discusses that "the two basic sources of conflict 
between the supermarkets on one side and the traditional retailers and supermarket suppliers on the other are (1) 
inequality of power based on supermarkets' greater concentration and scale and greater access to technologies and 
commercial practices because of that scale; and (2) the practices and strategies through which supermarkets wield 
their power, magnifying their initial advantages through pricing, quaHty, location, payment, and contracting." 
(Reardon and Gulati et al 2008) To better understand the foremost differences between a typical grocery store and a 
supermarket, the value chain elements, the sources of competitive advantage will be explained. Michael Porter's 
generic value chain model will be utilized. 

Both groceries and supermarkets are the intermediaries for the producers to get access to fmal customers; 
however those two show different characteristics when it comes to the value chain implications. 

4.3.1 In-bound logistics 
The supermarkets, first of all have a considerably high bargaining power over the suppUers since they order 

in large quantities. Since the supermarkets are the intermediaries, which are available for bulk shopping, they 
become the main buyers for each supplier. Due to the large store sizes (the size of a grocery store Is below 50 square 
meter(sqm) and a larger grocery store's (markets) varies between 50-100 sqm while a small supermarket's size is 
slightly below 400 sqm and an average supermarkets' varies between 1000 - 2500 sqm.) they have the ability to 
buy, warehouse and sell in large quantities, The supply chain efficiency plays an important role in working with 
lowered prices; the average purchase price and in turn, the selling price. This provides the consumers to find a wider 
product range with lower prices than the prices in groceries. As a resuh the supermarkets enjoy the economies of 
scale by decreasing the prices yet higher margins. (Gross margin: 10 - 15 % for groceries; 15 - 17 % for 
supermarkets) (Retail Sector Report, Rıfat Sait, 2006) What makes this efficiency sustainable is the self-service 
concept, in which the customers can do shopping on their own without product assistance that's why the customers 
take part in ensuring the efficiency of the retail system. On contra the groceries work with smaller quantities and try 
to serve the customers. The only competitive advantage of groceries is tab payments for their acquaintances. 

4.3.2 Technology development and operations 
Next, the supermarkets have the ability to reconfigure their supply chains around the customer preferences 

by continuously monitoring the change in needs and wants of customers and optimizing the mix of goods based on 
sales pattems. This involves data mining and "market-basket" analysis, which is the practice of identifying the 
general mix of items a particular shopper will buy in an average trip to the store (Foote and Krishnamurthi, 2001). 
The technological infrastmcture enables them to follow-up the customer trends through bar-code scanners and club / 
loyalty cards which is used to calculate the frequency of buying on the product and customer profile (customers' life 
stage, shopping habits, what they buy, their response to promotions etc.) basis. Therefore, the customers inevitably 
become a major part of the value chain, where the products required in stock are steered towards the data on tme 
consumer demand gathered by those cards rather than warehousing the entire product repertoire. "This gives the 
customers a better targeted offer and at the same time ensure exactly the right stock is in the right place, eliminating 
another source of order amplification and enhancing both the customer experience and the effectiveness of the 
supply chain. " (Daniel T Jones, Philip Clarke, & Chestnut, 2002). The traditional retailers do not have technological 
infrastructure, and show lack of integrating their supply chains with the customer demands thaf s why they cannot 
respond to the needs and wants of the customers and increase their operational efficiency. 

4.3.3 Market ing / Sales 
Widespread credit card usage İs one of the most important demand side factors, which stimulates bulk 

shopping and provides the customers with relatively increased purchasing power. Since the organized retailers 
provide the customers with many payment options through a wide range of credit cards, their attractiveness for the 
customers, due to the installment advantages, has arguably a more posifive effect on disposable income. Since the 



grocery stores do not work with high sales volumes, most of them have no credit card agreements. The tab 
purchases can not even replace the advantage offered by high number of installments. 

Conclusion 
As a result, large body of evidence in the literature demonstrates that today supply chain management is 

emerging into value chain management, which recognizes the importance of demand in addition to supply as 
Marzian et al., argued. (Marzian, McLaughlin, & Andraski, 2003). The point of origin of any supply chain activity 
should take into account the values that are or are going to be of importance at the final consumer market. Michael 
Porter has popularized the term value chain to mean the entire production process from the input of raw materials to 
the output of the final product consumed by the end-user. It is called a value chain because each link İn the process 
adds some value before the product or service is delivered to the ultimate customer. Under these circumstances, not 
only the product but also the entire chain of busmess activities from raw material through to the final point of 
consumption should be effectively managed to deliver the end-consumer's value. In today's world, the ttaditional 
retail formats are being replaced by contemporary ones, which can monitor and react to consumer preferences faster, 
while reconfiguring their supply chains around the consumer demands. On the other hand, the consumers are 
increasingly becommg a part of the value chain as the supermarkets use more of the monitoring tools m order to 
customize their sales / merchandising methods and steer the sales towards the consumer-related data gathered from 
those practices. They also have the competitive advantage of low cost operations resulting from working with large 
volumes and enjoy economies of scale when compared to small groceries. 
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PACKAGING VALUE OF COSMETICS PRODUCTS: AN INSIGHT 
FROM THE VIEW POINT OF CONSUMERS 

Mert Topoyan^ Zeki Atil Bulut^ 

Abstract 

Difference between consumers' and business chains' perceptions on value is the major factor determining the 
success of a value chain. Thus integrating the voice of consumer in the value chain is critical to gain competitive 
advantage. However, this situation cannot be achieved in most cases. One of the issues, which seems to be 
disregarded in determining the value to consumer is packaging. Value added through packaging seems 
controversial in many sectors. On the other hand, in some sectors like cosmetics, packaging design and materials 
can easily become a crucial part of the value of product. Thus, a value based packaging design approach becomes 
inevitable. This study aims to discuss the main attitudes driving the consumers to purchase a cosmetics product from 
the value based packaging point of view. To achieve this goal, a survey is conducted to collect data from female 
university students around Turkey. Then this data is used in a structural equation model. Results and future 
research opportunities are discussed. 

Keywords: Packaging, consumer value, cosmetics sector 

1. Introduction 
One of the critical success factors effecting firms to be successful in competition driven marketplace is 

consumers' perceptions of value on their products. Despite this, the voice of the consumer is often poorly integrated 
within the value chain (McEachers & Schroder, 2004). Traditional marketing strategies assume that customers 
involve (e.g. search, assess, purchase, use) with products or services mostly at the end of their value chain as 
finished market offerings (Mascarenhas et al, 2004). While moying from traditional marketing era to a consumer 
oriented era, companies notice the importance of customer satisfaction and loyalty. Because of customer satisfaction 
and loyalty İs on the focus in consumer oriented era, companies increasingly overrate integrating the voice of 
consumers within the value cham. Consequently, created value for consumers in value chain provides competitive 
advantage for companies. 

The value chain of a company traditionally has been viewed as a static construct from suppliers to distribution 
channels (Fine et al.„ 2002). Businesses in the twenty-first century have to overcome the challenges of satisfymg the 
demand of customers' unique and rapidly changing needs (Gunasekaran et al, 2008). In order to cope with changing 
customer needs and expectations, forward-thinking companies try to find how to integrate the voice of consumers' 
into the value chain. In this situation, not only the product but also the entire chain of business activifies - from raw 
material through to the final point of consumption - should be effectively managed to deliver the end-consumers' 
value (Christopher, 2005). 

2. Cosmetics Products As Tlie Target Area of Study 
Cosmetics products are predominantly aesthetic feelings oriented products. Packaging design can be assumed to 

have more effect in consumers' choice behavior in cosmetics products since visual properties of products are also 
contribute to aesthetics. Aesthetic properties are subjective properties, thus can be regarded as perception based. 
Since consumer perceptions can be said to be more crifical in assessmg the value of these products, cosmetics 
products are assumed to be more sensifive in value assessment. Owing to these facts, cosmetics sector was preferred 
to evaluate the consumers' assessment of packaging value. 

3. Literature Review 
It is necessary to focus on customer needs to understand customer value in value chain. A value chain is defined 

as."the linked set of value-creating activities all the way from basic raw material sources for component suppliers 
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through the uhimate end-use product dehvered into the final customers' hands" (Shank, 1989). Key processes and 
analysis about value chain were firstly introduced by Porter (1985). Subsequently, value chain analysis was used in 
the accounting literature (Hergert & Morris, 1989; Stephens & Archambault, 1998; Shank & Govindarajan, 1992) 
and operations management literature (Main & Short, 1989; Rainbird, 2004; Sankaran & Mouly, 2006). 

The relationship between firms and customers is one of most important relations in value chain. Certainly, 
customer satisfaction is the ultimate goal of any sustainable business (Zokaei & Simons, 2006). Several models 
developed to measure customer satisfaction adopted the value perceptions of customers as an antecedent of 
customer satisfaction (Juhl et. al., 2002; Türkyfimaz & Özkan, 2007). Walters and Lancaster (1999) have stated that 
value is created by any product or service attitudes, which motivates the customer to buy product. According to 
Woodall (2003), attributes of products and services which help to create customer value can be divided into two 
groups: 

• Factors that decrease customer's costs, 

• Factors that enhance customer's benefits or help to satisfy customer's needs. 

3.1. Value Concept and Components of Value 
Value concept is mostly related with the benefit created for the user of a product. There are many factors which 

effect benefit of a product to customer. Ferrell, et al. (1998) specified these factors as product quality, customer 
service quality and experience based quality. Some other authors measured value as a construct of hedonic and 
ufilitarian dimensions (Voss, et. al, 2003). Owing to the fact that benefit, and therefore value concept is much of a 
matter of perceptions, a suitable measurement model for value should focus mostly on percepfion measures. 

Hence, in this smdy, we tried to measure perceptions of consumers on value. Dimensions of value were 
considered as pricing value (customer cost), fianctional value, brand value, perceived quality and packaging value. 
Rather than using the total value perception as a single factor effecting customer satisfaction, we separated these 
dimensions to figure out their individual effects. 

Product value (fianctional value), which represents "the customers overall assessment of the utility of a product 
based on perceptions of what is received and what is given" is important for customer services (Zeithaml, 1988). 
The term funcfional value involves product characteristics and its benefits to customers. Therefore customer 
perceptions about functional value consist of product attributes. 

According to Best (2002), brand value is another factor that create value to customer. Because of brand 
embodies everything about firm and product in all customer touch point, it creates value by helping customers 
decision.making process. The brand proportion conveys the benefits offered by the brand. These benefits may be 
funcfional, emotional, or self-expressive (Aaker, 1996). The intent is to consider the benefits that distinguish a brand 
from its competition. The value proposition expresses the underlying logic of the relationship between the brand and 
the customer (Cravens & Piercy, 2006). 

Customers' view of perceived quality is the culmination of how they experience product performance 
(Terblanche, 2006). Product performance is the degree of customization and freedom from differences, or how 
rehably the product meets its specifications (Johnson & Ettlie, 2001). Some researchers brought out that perceived 
quality had a significant effect on perceived value (Dodds, et. al., 1991). Rangaswamy, et. al (1993) found that 
marketing communications that promote quality can enhance product value. In our smdy, we hypothesized that 
perceived quality directly effects customer satisfaction in value chain. 

3.2. Packagmg Value 

Although packaging is most commonly regarded as a way to protect the product, an often overlooked component 
of packaging is the capability of better reflecting the sense of product attributes to consumers who might assess 
these attributes valuable. Using new and innovative packaging designs, increasing perceived benefits to consumers -
thus increasing value added- can be achieved. Value is added when packages are designed for aesthetics and ability 
to deploy positive information to consumers and at the same time preserve the product qualities through time and 
from the environment (Gonzalez, et. al., 2007). For decision made at the point of purchase, packaging undertakes 
elevated importance relative to other communication tools because of its easy availability (Underwood & Klein, 
2002). 

The cosmetics industry requires packaging materials that provide efficient barriers, preserve product effectively 
and increase the life of cosmefic products. Packaging helps consumers to understand the contents of product and 
usage. Consumers' packaging choice is generally an economic decision made by comparing costs and benefits ratio. 
However, packaging has not only functional utilities. As a marketing tool, packaging has some important roles 
(Peters-Texeria and Badrie, 2005). Packaging can create competitive advantage to firms. Distinctive and innovative 
packaging with aesthetic presentation can intrigues consumers and changes their interests. Innovative packaging 
impresses consumers with Its color, image, scent, design, etc. Therefore packaging has a vital role on consumers' 
perceptions and also firms' competitiveness. Besides fimctional usage of packaging, consumers' hedonic choice 
criteria is also effective İn creating packaging designs, especially in predominantly aesthetic feelings oriented 
products. 



3.3. Customer Satisfaction and Brand Loyalty 

Many studies on consumer beliavior liave been conducted on customer satisfaction (Yi, 1993; Oliver, 1999). 
Despite earlier study researched global functions of customer satisfaction (Griffin & Hauser, 1993), recent studies 
have been focused on to analyze attribute-level conceptualization (Mittal, et. al, 1998). Attribute-level antecedents 
of satisfaction include fiinctional symbolic and experiential benefits (Suh & Yi, 2006). Customers have some 
expectations about values of marketing mixes that firms presents. Customer satisfaction can be defined as 
differences between customer expectations and their level met. Customer satisfaction increases while perceived 
performance of product is high. 

According to Oliver (1999), brand loyalty was used by many researchers to describe a number of phenomena in 
marketing. Researchers and marketers simply defined loyalty as a behavior of the customer (Punniyamoorthy & Roj, 
2007). But in their earlier study, Jacoby & Kyner (1973) referred that brand loyalty has a complex mixture of 
attitudinal and behavior elements and many other research shows that brand loyalty has a psychological elements 
(Foumier, 1998). 

In our conceptual model (Figure 1); packaging value, functional value, perceived quality, brand value and price 
value effect customer satisfaction and customer satisfaction subsequently effects brand loyalty. 

4. Methodology 
In this study female university students were selected to analyze value perceptions on cosmetics products. This 

restriction found its basis on the assumption that women consumers are more sensifive on cosmetics. In this way, 
data collected from of 25 randomly selected universifies representing all geographic regions of Turkey. This number 
constitutes about 22 % of all universifies İn Turkey. Because of students in a university can be assumed randomly 
distributed İn region of origin, the collected data was assumed to represent the population of female consumers in 
Turkey İn relevant age group. 

Data collection took between 14* April and 20"' May, 2008. Of the 2500 questionnaires posted, 1646 returned. 
This means a respond rate of 65,8 per cent. 

SPSS for Windows 16.0 and LISREL 8.70 applications were used to conduct analysis. Collected data was 
subjected to elimination in order to obtain the analysis sample. After eliminating missing values, 450 cases were 
selected randomly using SPSS for Windows's random number generation option. Sample size was restricted to 450, 
because İt is suggested that for larger sample sizes, structural models are tend to generate poor fit results. (Achjari 
& Quaddus, 2004). 

4.1. Measures and Survey Instrument 

Survey instrument was designed regarding the studies of Voss, et. al 2003. Mouri, 2005, Punniyamoorthy & 
Raj, 2007, Juhl et. al, 2002, and Türkyılmaz & Özkan, 2007. Resulting survey insüiıment consisted of 29 quesfions 
to evaluate value perceptions on packaging, functional attributes, perceived quality, brand and price, and customer 
satisfaction and brand loyalty. 

4.2. Reliability Analysis 

The questionnaire was pilot-tasted on 60 respondents for refiability. Since the results of pilot-test showed 
acceptable refiability values (Cronbach's a= 0,861), scale was appfied to rest of the sample. The scale used gave an a 
= 0,852 reliability value, and this was acceptable since the a value is over the requested value of 0,70. 

Also to ensure the content and construct validity of scales used, factor analysis was used. All scale items were 
confirmed to accumulate in related factors. 

4.3. Conceptual Model 

Conceptual model of the study is proposed considering the previously developed models of European Customer 
Satisfaction Index (ECSI) (Juhl et. a l , 2002), American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) (Türkyılmaz & Özkan, 
2007), and works of Mouri (2005), Voss et. al. (2003). 

Figure 1 represents the hypothesized relationships in conceptual model. These hypothesis were analyzed İn the 
structural model. 
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Figure 6 Conceptual Model of Study 

4.4. Measurement Model 

Packaging and functional value perceptions were assumed to comprise two dimensions of hedonic and utilitarian 
value perceptions. These dimensions were integrated in the model with total factor loadings. PFactorGrpl, 
PFactorGrp2, FFactorGrpl and FFactorGrp2 represented hedonic dimension for packaging value, utilitarian 
dimension for packaging value, hedonic dimension for functional value and utilitarian dimension for functional 
value perceptions respectively. 

Measurement model of smdy was analyzed using LISREL 8.70 and generated good fit values for x̂ -̂ f̂ - 2,84, 
Root Mean Square Error of Approximafion (RMSEA) = 0,064, Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) = 0,94 and Adjusted 
Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI) ^ 0,90. These values are required to take values less than 5 for % /̂df, and more than 
0,90 for GFI and AGFI. Although suggested RMSEA value is less than 0,05 and observed value is 0,064, it can be 
tolerated while the value is under 0,08 (Streiner, 2006; Jaros, et. al, 1993). Considering these values, measurement 
model was accepted. 
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Figure 7 Measurement Model 

4.5. Structural Model 

Stmcmral model was also analyzed using LISREL 8.70. Structural model generated fit values of X '̂'df = 2,065, 
RMSEA - 0,049, GFI - 0,96, AGFI - 0,93 and Comparative Fit Index (CFI) - 0,98. These values suggested that the 
structural model is acceptable. 

Figure 3 comprises standardized R^ values for hypothesized relationships. As it can be seen from values in the 
Figure 1, although most hypothesis suggesting effects of value percepfion variables on safisfacfion approved, most 
of the relationships were moderate to low. 
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Figure 8 Structural Model 

5. Conclusions 
Regarding the proposed structural model, it is found that packaging value perceptions of consumers is related 

with three components of model. These components are price and brand value perceptions and customer 
satisfaction. Although none of these relations can be regarded strong, effect of packaging value on brand value 
perceptions has the strongest relation (R^ = 0,47) among them. This value represents a moderate effect. Likewise, 
other values R^ = 0, 33 and 0,29, which are between packaging value and customer satisfaction, and packaging value 
and price value respectively, can be regarded as moderate but weaker relationships. 

Reviewing the structural model relationships, there can be found some interesting results about packaging value 
of cosmetics products. First of all, packaging value perceptions has no relationships with value perception caused by 
functional and quality attributes of products. Based on this result, it can be said that consumers of cosmetics 
products do not regard packaging as an integral part of functional or quahty attributes of products. However, as 
explained above, packaging value is related with price and brand values and customer satisfaction. Regarding these 
relationships, three resulting statements can be extracted: 

i. Consumers expect more sophisticated packages from known brands. 
ii. Consumers are willing to pay more on better packages. 
iii. Better packaging designs positively influences customer satisfaction. 

Companies operating in cosmetics sector can benefit these results while developing product strategies in the 
following ways: 

i. If a company has a known brand, it should invest in packaging design of products more than generic or less 
known brands. Because it İs predicted that customer expectations on packaging design of those products 
will be higher. 
If a company is willing to increase its product price, one optional strategy can be investing in packaging 
design of product. 
Companies can use packaging design improvements in order to contribute customer satisfaction 
improvement. 

However, it should not be overlooked that all strategy options suggested above are predicted to have moderate 
effects. Hence, in order to achieve their goals, it is suggested that companies must incorporate several different 
options regarding the other dimensions took part in the proposed model of the study. 

All those suggested options require good communications with customers. Customer voice should be represented 
well in providing products and services. As a limitation of the study, from a packaging value focus, the question 
"what makes a packaging design valuable to customer?" will find its answer in customers' opinions. Thus 
companies should establish close relationships with their customers and incorporate them into the value chain. 

11. 

n i . 

6. Further research 
This study evaluates only packaging related issues on proposed model. As it can be seen on conceptual, 

measurement and structural models, other factors have some interesting relationships to analyze. For example, 
structural model shows that there is a very weak relation between customer satisfaction and brand loyalty. Also, 
another interesting result shows that functional and quality related issues have strong effect on brand loyalty and 
very weak effect on customer safisfacfion. Another remarkable result is the strongest effect of price on customer 
satisfaction compared to the other factors. 

All those explained and other relations of the model should be evaluated in further detailed studies. 
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FACTORS OF VALUE CREATION IN LEAGILE SUPPLY CHAINS: 
A CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVE 

Danuta Kisperska-Moron^ Artur Swierczek^ 

Abstract 

The added value generated in manufacturing and logistics processes may be considered as a primary criterion of 
supply chains' classification. On the one hand, the supply chains may concentrate on the increase of internal 
efficiency (e.g. for stakeholders, owners, employees) through reducing and eliminating waste (muda), on the other 
hand, they may focus on maximization of value delivered to customers. The first group concerns lean supply chains, 
the latter one is linked to the agile supply chains. In practice, the two extreme types are combined in one 
successjully designed leagile supply chain. 
The major portion of value created in any supply chain results from the perfect order fulfillment. The perfect order 
represents ideal performance measured by many variables concerning complete delivery on the requested date, with 
accurate documentation, and in perfect condition. 
The aim of the paper is to verify if leagile supply chains significantly determine the level ofperfect order fulfillment 
in terms of its main characteristics. For that purpose the factor analysis is employed. The research is carried out in 
companies operating globally in Europe. North America, Asia, Africa and Australia. The conclusions obtainedf'om 
the empirical study demonstrate factors of value creation in leagile supply chains, which play the most significant 
role for customers. 

Keywords: Leagile supply chain, Supply chain design. Customer-oriented value creation 

1. Introduction 
In supply chains value is created by efficient sourcing, manufacturing, and distribution processes. The main role 

of adding new value to products is to enhance customers's perception of a product's value by creating economic 
utility. There are four economic utilities adding value to a product or service: form utlility, possession utility, place 
and time utility (Bloomberg et al. 2002). Form utility is mostly created by manufacmring through production 
process. However, also logistics operations in a supply chain adds that value through break-bulk operations in the 
plant, warehouse and transport terminals. Possession utlility is based on the transfer of ovmership from one channel 
member t o another. It is being done mainly by sale of a product or service which creates the value added benefit. 
Place utility refers to moving a product from one point to another point where demand exists. Due to that, customer 
can find a product where it is needed. Finally, time utility is having the product available when demanded. 

For customers, at least three perspectives of value exist: economic, market and relevancy value (Bowersox et al. 
2003). Traditional value İs economic value built upon the economics of scale in operations as the source of 
efficiency. For the customer it means high quality at a low price. Another value perspective is market value 
connected to economies of scope effectiveness. Here customer has convenient products assortment and choice. 
Business success depends also on relevancy involving customization of value-adding services producing a unique 
product or service bundle for each customer. 

The simultaneous achievement of economic value, market value and relevancy value (known as integrative value 
proposition - Bowersox et al. 2003) becomes the major task of supply chain management. It requhes proper 
operational performance in terras of its speed, consistency, flexibility and malfunction recovery. To achieve 
satisfying level of that performance two strategies can be applied: lean thinking (Womack & Jones 2003) or the 
concept of agility (Harrison et al 1999). In practice those two concepts are often connected with "leanness" adopted 
to upstream processes, followed by agility thereafter. Such a strategic concept has been referred to as "leagility" 
(Nayloretal . 1999). 

Our main research question was: how the factors of value creation differ in manufacturing companies operating 
in combined lean and agile environment due to the proportion between' the degree of leanness and agility in 
particular systems? 

The remaining part of the paper has been organized in the followmg sections: literamre review on leagile 
manufacmring and perfect order concept, research fi^mework and methodology, demograpliic profiling of the 
obtained clusters, analysis of customer-oriented factors of value creation in leagile supply chams and conclusions. 
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2. League supply chain - literature review 
The lean approach to manufacturing concentrates on inventory reduction and move towards just-tn-time 

environment (Christopher, 2005). Lean organizations operate in relatively stable, largely controllable and 
predictable environments, maintained by cooperative long-term trading relationships between partners in supply 
chain (Peck et al. 2001). Classic lean supply chain and manufacturing performance are focused on achievement of 
low cost and not over-servicing the customer (Gattorna, 2006), Agility denotes the ability to match supply with 
demand, more readily adaptive to turbulent environment and rapid changes in industry. The focus in agile 
manufacturing and supply chain is on being fast and smart in aligning with demanding customers or in other words 
"first, fast and besf'. 

Leanness is about doing more with less. Lean producer usually would be a mass producer thai has 
succeeded in eliminating waste from his operations (Duguay et al. 1997). However, some authors discuss lean 
manufacturing referring to Japanese practices and experience (Fujimoto, 1999; de Haan and Yamamoto, 1999; 
Oliver et al. 2000). Their interpret leanness as operations targeting to produce "what, when needed but perfect'". 

The flexible producer demonstrates the ability to adapt to its environment. Agile manufacturing supporting agile 
supply chain operations is market-sensitive, network based, with process alignment and virtual operations 
(Christopher, 2005). The best adapting organizafion would be the agile manufacturer thriving and prospering in an 
environment of constant and unpredictable change (Maskeli, 2001). 

Some authors indicate that leanness and agİlİty in a supply chain do not have to exclude each other, 
however, lean supply manufacturing and supply chain paradigm, with its focus on advanced standardization as the 
way to improved efficiency, can discourage iiuiovation, differentiation and complex learning needed to cany on the 
change (Dubois, Gadde, 2000). The assumption of this paper is that leagile practices in companies provide a 
combination of different aspects of ufility being the source of value added in supply chains. 

3. Perfect order as the source of value 
Leagile practices at manufacturing firms may influence the level of customer service in a supply chain. The terra 

"customer service" in this paper has been used in a very broad sense and denotes not only a function or activity that 
has to be managed, such as order processing, invoicing and posfsale support, but mainly deals with the total 
corporate philosophy and attİUide leading to the planned action in the company and the market (Stock and Lambert, 
1987). There are some classic elements and indicators of customer service such as (La Londe and Zinszer, 1976): 
1. Availability of an item, representing the ability of the supplier to satisfy customers orders within a fime limit 

(accepted generally for a particular item). The number of stock outs is a usual measure of product availability. 
2. Delivery time, elapsing between receipt by the supplier of a finn commitment for an order and receipt of the 

goods by the customer. 
3. Reliability, meaning the supplier's commitment to maintain a promised delivery schedule. 

Accuracy of quantities and products ordered. 
In leagile operations environment managers focus attention on both fiexible order performance as well as 

on zero-defect performance. Therefore, logistics processes have been subjected to the same Total Quality 
Management efforts as manufacturing and other processes. In practice, it resulted in creafion of the concept of 
"perfect order". There is a plethora of articles which place a great emphasis on "perfect order" concept (Novack and 
Thomas, 2004; Montgomery et al. 2002; Rushton et al. 2000). However, from a practical point of view, the concept 
of "perfect order" introduced by Bowersox et ai. is perceived as the most compact and clear, and thus, can be 
effectively applied in empirical studies (Aramyan et al. 2007). In the opinion of Bowersox et al. perfect order 
denotes complete delivery, on time, at the right location, in perfect condition, with complete and accurate 
documentation (Bowersox et al. 2003). In other words, it means that tolal order cycle perfomiance must be executed 
with zero defects. The concept of perfect order enables managers to measure the performance of the logistic system 
and how well that system creates all utilities for customers. 

Research results presented İn this paper are based on a large set of variables representing the above mentioned 
aspects of customer service included İn the concept of "perfect order". 

4. Research framework and methodology 

4.1. Data collection and sample 
The main research instrument used for this study was a questionnaire developed by the Global Manufacturing 

Research Group consisting of several sections examining, besides general demographics of surveyed companies, 
such aspects as: competitive goal measurement, intemal manufacturing practices, manufacturing planning and 
control information systems, outsourcing and suppher relations, sales forecasting, purchasing practices. The whole 
questionnaire contained several hundreds of variables and led to the creation of a database extremely rich with 
informative value. There is no single meta-theory for guiding a development of GMRG survey. Instead, many 
aspects of general manufacturing practices were a subject of investigation. Data collected within a fourth release of a 
survey has been collected by researchers from several countries in Europe, North America, Asia, and Africa. 



For the purpose of the research presented in this paper only a portion of that data (selected variables) has been 
used. Originally 49 variables with diverse scales were a subject of mitial analysis. The opinion items were gathered 
using 5-point Likert scale, and on the other hand, the descriptive measures were filled m directly (e.g. average time 
firom start to completion, index of manufacturing throughput time, etc.). The preliminary analysis has shown that 
distributions of the selected variables were skewed. Finally, only 27 ofthe items were used for the fijrther investigation. 

The total sample employed for this research consisted originally of 861 manufacmrers. As a result of initial 
data analysis, screening and elimination of observations with missing values 501 companies remained as a subject of 
fiarther analysis. This group embraced manufacturers from Albania, Australia, Austria, China, Shanghai, Fiji, Ghana, 
Italy, Macedonia, Nigeria, Poland, Sweden, Thailand and USA. 

The majority of the survey companies operate in electronic and other electrical equipment industry (26.6 
percent), followed by industrial, commercial machinery and computer equipment (12.2 percent) and food industry 
(IÛ.0 percent). The other industries are also represented İn the sample but with a much smaller share. It is important 
to note that companies fi'om other miscellaneous industries occupy 9.5 percent ofthe total sample. 

The examined companies were not subject to random selection and the items included in the questionnaire 
are not stochastic variables. Instead a non-probabilisfic extracfion of the data set was used. It means that a 
descriptive (not a stochastic) approach was employed in the presented research. Although the research sample of 
501 companies is relatively large, the obtained conclusions can by no means be generalized to the entire population 
of companies In the analyzed industries. The results of the research indicate only certain tendencies and may be used 
to the fiirther in-depth smdies. 

4.2. Research methodology 
In order to reveal factors of value creation firom the perspective of customer two-step statistical analysis was 

employed. 
The fu ŝt step was the reduction of the many variables available through factor analysis in order to highlight the 

main underlying multi-item factors of value creafion. Factor analysis was performed on the variables reflecting 
multidimensional aspects of customer service which involves total order cycle performance fi'om order receipt to 
delivery and error fi-ee mvoicing. In order to perform the factor analysis a principal component analysis (PCA) with 
Varimax Rotation was employed. PCA was performed to structure the collected information and the Varimax Rotation 
was employed to reduce multicollinearity among variables. The analysis was conducted on standardized variables. 

The inspection of anti-image correlation matrix has led to the elimination of 5 variables whose a measure of 
individual sampling adequacy is below a nominal cut off point of 0.5. In tiie result of factor analysis 1 variable was 
excluded as it indicated factor loading below a nominal cut-off point of 0.65 [1]. Finally, factor analysis which was 
carried out on 21 items, enabled to identify the following set of constructs (Table 1): 
• Factor 1: comparison of companies' performance with theh major competitors in temis of product 

performance, order fulfillment speed, delivery speed, delivery as promised, delivery flexibility, flexibility to 
change output volume, flexibility to change product mix, manufacturing throughput time, new product design 
time, 

• Factor 2: investments made by companies in the manufacmring throughput time reducfion. Total Quality 
Management, ISO 9000 Certification, Supplier Certification, Statistical Process Control in the last two years, 

• Factor 3: Indices of change of cycle time, manufacmring throughput time and delivery speed within two 
years, 

• Factor 4: changes made to the plant's bills of materials and mvestments m Six Sigma and ISO 14000 
Certification, 

• Factor 5: average nmnber of days late for customers' order. 

The number of factors was determined according to the analysis of the percentage of variance explained 
and the Kaiser criterion (Aczel. 1993). KMO coefficient score indicating a suitability of the sample for factor 
analysis in a space of 21 variables is 0.877 which is a very good result (Bryman & Kramer. 1999). Bartlett's test of 
sphericity demonstrated sufficiently high value for the extracted factors at p <^ 0.000 (Approx. chi-square 5108.9, 
df = 210). 

As shown in table 1, the obtained factors explain almost 65 percent of total variance. The Cronbach's alpha 
coefficients were calculated to check the intemal consistency of extracted factors. Alpha score of transformed 
variables in three instances (Factor 1, 2, 3) İs above the nominal cut-off point of 0.7. Considering the rule provided 
by George and Mallery, the obtained results of alpha coefficients suggest a good intemal consistency of those three 
extracted constmcts (George & Mallery. 2003). The alpha score for factor 4 is lower than a nominal cut-off point of 
0.7 which is a questionable result. As the content ofthe constmct is divergent, we decided to split the three variables 
forming the factor 4 into two groups of items. First group consists of investments in Six Sigma and ISO 14000 
Certificafion (achieving alpha coefficient at 0.766) and the second construct was formed by one variable - annual 
permanent changes made to the plant's bills of materials. The splitting of factor 4 resulted in producing the total of 
six factors, used for the further analysis. 

The second step of the smdy was the classification of the sample into homogenous groups 
through cluster analysis. The criteria for classifying the sample into clusters were the six factors extracted in the 



previous step. On the one hand, it enabled to investigate which dimensions of value creation play an important role 
in the extracted groups of companies, and on the other hand, it allowed to reveal clusters' major characteristics in 
terms of some demographics and the level of leagility in supply chains. 

Table 1. The selected factors measuring value creation in leagile supply chains from the perspective of 
customer. 

Factor loadings 
Extraction: Principal Componen t s Analysis (PCA) 

Varimax [Rotation 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 

Variables used 
product performance 0.539 
order fulfillment speed 0.470 
delivery speed 0.816 
delivery as promised 0.790 
delivery flexibility 0.822 
flexibility to change output volume 0.786 
flexibility to change product mix 0.786 
manufacturing throughput time 0.706 
new product design time 0.609 
index of the change of cycle time in 2 years 0.871 
index of the change of manufacturing throughput time in 2 years 0.936 
index of the change of dehvery speed in 2 years 0.876 
average number of days late 0.834 
annual permanent changes made to the plant's bills of materials 0.594 
investments in Six Sigma (Green belt/ Black Belt) 0.786 
investments in ISO 14000 Certification 0.811 
investments in manufacturing throughput time reduction 0.563 
investments in Total Quality Management 0.733 
investments in ISO 9000 Certification 0.803 
investments in Supplier Certification 0.823 
investments İn Statistical Process Control 0.687 
Cronbach's a 0.885 0.820 0.873 0.627 un if actor 
Eigenvalue 6.5681 2.5404 2.2390 1.228 1.003 
% total variance explained 23.466 15.878 11.781 8.331 5.213 
Cumulative % variance explained 23.465 39.343 51.124 59.455 64.667 

At first in order to detennine the number of clusters a hierarchical cluster analysis with Ward's partİfioning 
method and squared Euclidean distance was perfomied (Sagan. 2003). In the result of the analysis four clusters were 
formed. The number of groups was obtained through the greatest increase İn the agglomerafion coefficient while 
minimizing a number of clusters (Ketchen & Shook. 1996). The greatest increase corresponds to the grouping of all 
cases from four to three clusters. 

The number of four clusters was used to perform K-Means Cluster Analysis to assign each case to the appropriate 
cluster. The criterion of the cluster membership was the minimal Euclidean distance between each case and 
classification center represented by centroid (cluster center). The results of the cluster analysis are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Clusters obtained on the base of value creafion factors (standardized score). 
Clusters 

Factors 1 2 3 4 
comparison of companies' performance -0,07 0,00 -1,66 0,09 
investments in mfg time reduction and quality std. -0,46 0,67 -0,46 -0,93 
indices of change -0,23 0,04 -1,60 0,05 
changes made to BOM 2,56 -0,26 0,84 -0,34 
investments in Six Sigma and ISO 14000 0,71 0,45 -0,34 -0,56 
average number of days late for customers' order 0,39 -0,08 4,94 -0,18 



The results of K-Means Cluster Analysis was compared with the class assignment obtained from the Hierarchical 
Cluster Analysis. On the basis of the results of two partition methods the contingency table was constructed and 
Rand Index calculated. The measure of agreement showed that 67.5 percent of pairs of objects are placed İn the 
same class. It means a sufficient level of agreement and confirms a correct choice of K-Means Cluster Analysis as 
the leading clustering method (Krieger & Green. 1999). 

Cluster 1 contains 8.8 percent of research sample of companies which indicate the highest level of annual 
changes made to Bill of Materials. The firms of this group invest, to the great extent, their resources (money, fime 
and/or people) in the area of Six Sigma and ISO 140000 Certificafion. Cluster 2 includes the largest group of 55 
percent of cases in the sample. The firms of this cluster mvest their resources in the manufacmring throughput and 
semp time reduction and quality standards such as Total Quality Management, ISO 9000 Certification, Supplier 
Certification and Statistical Process Control. Cluster 3 contains the smallest share of 1.4% of companies in the 
sample. This group indicates the lowest level of comparison with major competitors and the highest average number 
of days late for delivering customers' orders. The companies of the cluster 3 report the lowest change of indices 
concerning cycle time, manufacmring time and delivery speed in the last 2 years. The last cluster 4 includes almost 
35 percent of the sample. The companies from this group indicate the lowest level of investments İn the 
manufacmring throughput and semp time reduction, quality management and in the area of Six Sigma and ISO 
140000 Certification. On the other hand, this group reports the highest changes of indices in cycle time, 
manufacmring time and delivery speed in the last 2 years and the lowest level of changes made to Bill of Materials 
and the smallest average number of days late in delivering customers' orders. Although, cluster 3 represents a very 
small share of the sample, due to consistency of the obtained results, we decided not to reject that cluster from 
fiirther analysis. 

5. Demographic profiling o f t h e obtained clusters 
The clusters presented have been analyzed considering their major characteristics, such as industry type, country 

of origin, number of employees in analyzed forms and the share of domestic capital in companies' ownership 
(Tables 3 and 4). 

Table 3. Industry distribution of the clusters. 

Clusters 
Industry type 

1 2 3 4 
Food And Kindred 8.3% 12.8% 0.0% 6.5% 

Lumber and wood 4.2% 3.1%, 0.0% 3.9% 

Chemicals 0.0% 4.8% 0.0% 5.9% 

Rubber and plastics 4.2% 3 .1% 0.0% 5.2% 

Primary Metal 8.3% 4.4% 0.0% 3.3% 

Fabricated Metal 0.0% 2.6% 0.0% 11.8% 
Industrial/Commercial Machinery/Computer 12.5% 12.8% 16.7% 11.1% 
Electronic/Electrical Equipment/Components 45.8% 28.6% 66.7% 19.0% 
Stone. Clay. Glass. And Concrete Products 0.0% 4.4%, 0.0% 3.9% 

Miscellaneous manufacturing 4.2% 10.6% 0.0% 9.2% 

It is important that in each of the clusters companies from elecfi-onic/electrical and equipment/components 
sector prevail which may be partially caused by a large share of companies representing this industiy in the whole 
sample. 

Table 4. Distribution ofthe clusters by country of origin 

Country of Clusters 
origin 1 2 3 4 
Australia 2 ,3% 2,9% 0,0% 7,5% 
Austria 9,1% 0,7% 0,0% 1,1% 

China 15,9% 13,1% 14,3% 6,9% 

Fiji 6,8% 30,7% 0,0% 7,5% 
Italy 0,0% 4,0% 0,0% 16,1% 
Korea 40,9% 9,9% 14,3% 6,9% 

Poland 6,8% 5,8% 0,0% 17,2% 
USA 9,1% 21,2% 71,4% 19,5% 



Table 4 shows the composition of the sample by selected countries of origin. One should note that the clusters 
include quite diverse share of companies from different countries. The companies from Korea comprise almost 4 1 % 
of the cluster 1 followed by 15.9% firms from China and 9.1% of companies from Australia and USA. Cluster 2 
includes mostly companies from four countries, namely Fiji (30.7%), USA (21.2%), China (13.1%) and Korea 
(almost 10%). In the smallest cluster 3 dominate firms from USA (71.4%), China and Korea (both with a share of 
14.3%). Cluster 4 contains quite even share of companies from USA (19.5%), Poland (17.2%) and Italy (16.1%). 

Cluster 1 is characterized by companies with the highest average number of employees and the lowest share of 
domestic capital in companies' ownership. On the contrary, cluster 4 has the lowest average number of employees 
and the highest share of domestic capital in ownership of the examined firms. 

The analysis of major characterisfics of the obtained clusters shows that in all 4 clusters similarly companies 
belong to two industries: industrial/commercial machinery/computer equipment and electronic/electrical equipment 
and components industry, however, the share of each of them is somewhat different. Only in cluster 4 the sector of 
fabricated metal is represented by third major industry whereas in cluster 1 and 2 İt is food and kindred products. On 
the other hand, the analysis reveals that there is a high level of diversity in distribufion of clusters by country of 
origin. In cluster I a prevailing posifion is reported by Korean companies while companies from Fiji and USA 
dominate in cluster 2. The American companies have a largest share İn cluster 3. The participation of firms from 
USA is the highest in cluster 4 but they are followed by Polish and Italian companies with a similarly high share in 
this group. In synthesis, İt should be noted that clusters 1 and 2 contain mainly the companies from Asia and USA 
while in cluster 4 the European and American firms dominate. 

6. Analysis of customer-oriented factors of value creation in leagile supply chains 
In order to investigate the factors determining the creation of value from the customer perspective in leagile 

supply chains, we compared the results of the clusters and the percentage of manufacturing orders falling into four 
categories, namely engineer-to-order, make-to-order, assembly-to-order and make-to-stock. Those categories reflect a 
location of decisions made in a supply chain concerning a structure of manufactured and delivered products. To be 
consistent with a theory, it is important to note that lean part of the supply chain İs rather connected with assembly-to-
order and make-to-stock practices while agility in supply chains is linked to the engineer-to-order and make-to-order 
acfivifies (Mason-Jones. & Towill. 1999; Hoeksfra. & Romme. 1992). These two concepts can be practically combined 
into a leagility and the location a share of manufacturing orders classified into the one of four respective categories may 
indicate a level of leagility İn supply chains. 

The distribufion of medians of manufacturing orders in four categories is very even in the sample and ranges 
from 11.5% to 15.0% for engineer-to-order, assembly-to-order, make-to-stock and 32.0% for make-to-order category. 
The breakdown of the four clusters by the four levels of leagility in supply chains is presented in Table 5. 

Table 5. Distribution of the clusters by the diversity of leagility in supply chains (median scores). 

Clusters 
Engineer-to-order 

percentage of manufacturing orders 
Made-to-order Assembly-fo-order Make-to-stock 

1 5,0% 30,0% 6,0% 1,5% 
2 20,0% 30,0% 18,0% 16,0% 
3 0,0% 20,0% 65,0% 5,0% 
4 10,0% 40,0%, 5,0% 10,0% 

The companies from cluster 1 report that a share of 30.0% of incoming orders is custom made. This resuh 
may explain a high level of annual changes made to the Bill of Materials as well as the largest extent that the 
companies of this group invest their resources in Six Sigma and ISO 14000 Certification. The obtained results seem to 
be consistent with the major characteristics of the cluster, as it is formed mostly by Korean and Chinese companies 
operating in electronic and other electrical equipment/components. This sector requires from companies to be 
innovative and specialized in manufacturing the most advanced and automated technologies. In order to address the 
most refined needs of customers, the companies from this cluster may be forced to adjust their products and make 
many annual changes to the BOM. It would mean that companies from this group develop, on the basis of partnership, 
cooperation with customers at the initial stages of product design. The great number of annual changes made to BOM 
may also result from problems in procurement process and purchase orders delivered from suppliers. When those 
problems occur, the companies often have to look for substitutes and change the structure of the final product to fit the 
replaced elements. The complexity and a high frequency of changes in Bill of Materials comprising large number of 
components, often resulted in a correspondingly high probability of defective final products. Therefore, the companies 
employ a Six Sigma framework which is a teclmique that aUows companies to enhance their bottom line by designing 
and monitoring everyday activities in ways that minimize waste and resources while increasing the level of customer 



service. The obtained result is consistent with previous studies conducted by Andersson et al. (2006). High tech 
industries represented by majority of companies m cluster 1 with innovative and automated technologies may also be in 
line with the increase of companies' social awareness of envlrorunental problems which reflects a customer oriented 
character of environmental management and demonstrates that the part of value creation for customer includes 
proactive steps to be taken by an organization to preserve and protect natural environment. This view is also supported 
by Chattopadhyay who claims that envkonmental management integrates general principles m order to ensure prudent 
use of non-renewable resources and preservation of envh-onment (Chattopadhyay. 2001). The concept has been supported 
in operational terms by the development of the ISO 14000 standards. Based on the literature review, Cliavan concludes 
that "the benefits gained fi'om ISO 14000 Standards certification are mainly related to clean/green and effective 
operations, and market expansion, as well as improvement in company image for most companies" (Chavan. 2005). 

The companies İn cluster 2 indicate quite even and shnilar level of leagility in supply chains. They report a 
relatively large (though the lowest in four categories) share of orders made to stock. The companies in that cluster 
indicate that investments in manufacmring throughput time and semp time reduction is an important element in their 
operations. It may suggest that, due to make to stock strategy applied in the companies of this group, the processing 
time is somewhat longer and generates larger levels of work-in-progress (WIP). This result is in line with previous 
emphical smdies which suggested that throughput time is connected to several performance indicators, and long 
throughput times tend to generate inventory or work-in-progress, which, by absorbing workmg capital, increases 
financial coste (Blocher. Garrett & Schmenner. 1999). Therefore, the traveling tune of semi-product in a manufacturing 
process should be kept to a minimum and any necessary traveling is performed along a few simple and well-defined 
routes. This view İs supported by the results of earlier research conducted by Wemmerlov and Hyer who noticed diat in 
manufacturing programs set-up times were reduced by an average of 41.4 per cent whilst throughput times were 
reduced by 24.3 per cent (Wemmerlov & Hyer. 1989). 

The obtained results may also suggest that regardless of the characteristics of manufacturing orders in a supply 
chain, the companies from cluster 2 operating in elecfronic and other electiical equipment/components, industrial/ 
commercial machinery/computer equipment and food/kindred industries are forced to undertake a continuous 
improvement process embracing Total Quality Management, ISO 9000 Certification, Supplier Certification and 
Statistical Process Conttol. These results seem to be consistent with the literature, as the companies should seek to 
meet or exceed customer expectations by providing goods in accordance with the required customer service 
standards (Mersha. 2000). It is a vital element of every company's mission and strategy. 

Cluster 3 seems to be strange, as its share İn a whole sample, and thus its representativeness, İs limited. 
There is a prevailing share of companies firom USA operating mostiy in electionic/electrical equipment and 
components. The companies in this group report a large share of products (65.0%) to be assembled to order. As the 
decisions about a stmcture of the products are located relatively close to the market and customers in assembly to order 
concept, it may explain the highest reduction of cycle and manufacturing throughput time reported by companies of 
this cluster. However, it is notable that the companies of the group indicate the highest average number of days late in 
case of delayed deliveries. 

The companies fi'om cluster 4 indicate a large share of 40.0% of orders falling to the custom made 
category. This group consists of European and American firms operating mostly in electronic and other electrical 
equipment/ components, industrial/commercial machinery/computer equipment and fabricated metal products. The 
distribufion of manufacmring orders falling into four categories is similar to cluster 1. However, considerable 
differences m the factors of value creation among two clusters may be observed. Although the companies from this 
group report a high share of custom made orders, tiiey also mdicate the lowest level of changes made to Bill of 
Materials. The companies from this cluster might not have problems m the purchase of components and therefore they 
do not need to change the stmcture ofthe final products. The small number of changes made to BOM may determine a 
low probability of defects occurring in the products. Therefore the companies fi-om this cluster do not mvest their 
resources in Six Sigma. It is interesting to note that the companies of this group are not veiy keen to invest also in the 
other quality standards such as Total Quality Management, Statistical Process Control, ISO 9000 Certification, 
Supplier Certification and ISO 14000. It may suggest that the level of quality systems is already high, and does not 
need much improvement, however, that problem requires fiirther in-depth research. The companies also do not 
invest in manufacmring throughput time and semp time reduction and probably therefore they report the highest 
increase of indices connected to cycle time and manufacmring throughput time within two last years. It suggests that 
logistical time compression of physical flows might be highly related to the extend of investments made by companies. 
On the other hand, it may be observed that the firms fi'om this cluster indicate the lowest average number of days late 
for delayed customer orders. Though the companies do not mvest their resources İn the area of manufacturing 
throughput and semp time reduction, when a delivery of customer order İs delayed they minimize a number of days 
late. 

7. Conclusions 
Our research contributed to answering the main research question and helped to identify the main factors of 

value creation in "leagile" operations. Those factors stay in accordance with the main idea of "perfect order" as the 
concept combining zero-defect efforts toward typical market, economic and relevancy value for customer. Several 



robust factors were identified showing the dual character of "leagile" operations. Those factors correspond to the 
main forms of value: market, economic and relevancy . There are differences in value creafion between the clusters 
determined on the basis of factors creating value. They resuh from the level of agility and leanness İn manufacturing 
operafions but also from the type of industry and practices typical for regional markets. 
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A STUDY ON USER ACCEPTANCE OF PORT COMMUNITY SYSTEMS 

Yavuz Keçel i ' , Hyung Rim Choi^, Yoon Sook Cha^ and Y. Volkan Aydogdu'^ 

A b s t r a c t 

Port community systems (PCS) are computer networks which link up the port with all the companies that use it, 
including haulers, rail companies, shipping lines, feeder ports, shippers and customs officers. Although these 
systems have promising benefits for the users, a lot of companies are reluctant to adopt them. Thus this paper tries 
to derive the factors that affect PCS adoption. For this purpose a research model was constructed using Technology 
Acceptance Model (TAM). In order to confirm the model a questionnaire survey was conducted targeting the sea 
and land carriers located in the Busan Port area. According to the results, a direction of improvement was 
suggestedfor better PCS adoption. 

Keywords: port community systems (PCS), electronic data İnterciıange (EDI), technology adoption, Busan Port 

1. Introduction 
In the world of globalization, due to various changes in the international port logistics environment, such as 

increasing amount of intemational trade and container throughput, advent of ultra-large container vessels, changing 
customer demands, developments in information technology and new handling equipments, concems about security 
and environmental issues, the advanced ports around the world are in a severe competition to ensure their container 
throughput and strategic position as "hub" ports. In order to confront this competitive pressure, ports are investing in 
infrastmcture and improving their operation systems. These investments can be categorized in four general groups. 
First, ports have to provide deep berths to enable the safe docking of ultra-large container vessels. It would require 
constmction of new berths or deepening the existing ones. The second one is related to new handling technologies 
and terminal automation for rapid handling of containers, such as advanced container cranes with tandem spreaders 
that can handle four 20-foot-containers and two 40-foot-contaİners at one time, driverless automated container 
carriers, and automated yard cranes that are remotely controlled. Tennİnal automation not only increases the 
container handling efficiency but also enables huge savings in operational costs. Thirdly, along with the terminal 
automation, the terminal operating systems (TOS) are also improved. Terminal operating systems are "computer 
systems available for organizing the container terminal i tself (Jeffrey, 1999). A typical TOS manages the flow of 
containers through the terminal, plans loading/unloading schedules and yard transfer operations, processes the 
containers transported into the terminal by rail or road, and notifies shipping companies and tmckİng companies 
about the locations of containers (Choi et al., 2003). Modem TOS applications use artificial intelligence to 
detennine the optimum position of the container according to their shipping schedule and coordinate the operations 
within the terminal in order to increase the overall efficiency of the operations. Finally port community systems, 
which are "computer networks which link up the port with all the companies that use it, including hauliers, rail 
companies, shipping lines, feeder ports, shippers and customs officers"(Forward, 2003) are being implemented in 
order to reduce paperwork and facilitate the information flow related for port operations and customs declarations. 

All these factors are necessary for the ports to keep competitive advantage. On the other hand research 
related to port community system development and adoption is relatively insufficient when compared to terminal 
operating systems and handling equipments. However port community systems require the participation of various 
organizations with different characteristics, often challenge them to integrate their systems or change their business 
processes. Previous studies state severe resistance of the port users which causes failure of the projects (Keceli, Choi 
& Park, 2007) or delays and additional costs (Jeffrey, 1999). Therefore, it can be concluded that there İs necessity 
for determining factors affecting technology acceptance of port community systems. Thus, the purpose of this study 
is to derive the factors affecting the adoption of port community systems by the port users. 

2 . T h e o r e t i c a l B a c k g r o u n d 
2.1 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

Port community systems are generally based on Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) technology. According 
to UN/EDIFACT, EDI is "electronic transfer from computer to computer of commercial or administrative 
transactions using an agreed standard to structure the transaction or message data" (van Heck & Ribbers, 1999). 
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Nowadays, the information within an organization is mainly processed by computers, but the data transfers between 
organizations are mainly based on papers, forms or printouts. EDI technology enables data transfer between 
organizations' databases without printing. The data is converted through data converter, transferred via e-mail, 
intemet or a dedicated line, and decoded on the receiver side. The key to EDI is using the same data fomiat on both 
sides ofthe transfer (Vincent, 2003). 

Using EDI can lead important benefits to an organization, such as faster exchange of data without errors, 
reducing the communication costs, streamlining logistic processes, resulting in reduction of lead times, on time 
defivery and inventory reducfions, improving the competifive position, e.g. by creating new kinds of services (van 
Heck & Ribbers, 1999). The study of Jimenez-Martinez and Polo-Redondo (2004) categorizes the benefits of EDI 
into three groups, i.e. direct benefits, such as paper savings, avoiding repetitive administrative procedures or 
reduction in administrative personnel, indirect benefits, such as avoiding errors, faster payments/Improved cashflow, 
and finally strategic benefits, such as increasing business relafionships with companies using EDI or improving 
customer loyalty. 

Although the promising benefits of EDI, a lot of companies are reluctant to implement EDI (van Heck & 
Ribbers, 1999). The smdy of Suzuki and Williams (1998) addresses this resistance behavior and states that the 
resistance is due to uncertainty, lack of standards, and low perceived benefits. 

Thus, there are plenty of previous smdies about EDI adoption in various contexts and industries. These 
papers will be referred in detail for research model formulafion İn the following chapters. But most of these smdies 
focus on information exchange between buyers and suppliers; however none of them targets adoption of port 
logistics related EDI or port community systems. 

2.2 Port Communi ty Systems 
Traditionally, port users deliver cargo related documents and forms for port service requests through paper-

based methods, such as sending a fax or handing in the documents directly. Sending the documents via e-mail also 
became a common practice due to the diffusion of the intemet. The delivered informafion must be typed again into 
the port's information systems. Such typing works consume time and are vulnerable to typing errors. Port 
community systems allow the users to make service requests and input their informafion directly into the port's 
information systems. Such a system drastically decreases paperwork, improves data quality, enables data integrity 
among different stakeholders, and supports the port management for operations (Vincent, 2003; Zygus, 2006). 

Rodon and Ramis-Pujol (2006) defme port community systems as "an electronic platform that connects the 
multiple systems operated by a variety of organizations that make up a seaport community," and tries to explain the 
integration of an organization to an exisfing port coimnunity system. Rodon et al. (2007) analyzes the PCS in port of 
Valencia and tries to indicate the importance of standardization in B2B context. Mila (2007) give an overview about 
PCS and presents the results of a survey about the characterisfics of PCS in 27 ports. Diop (2007) describes the basic 
characteristics of a PCS, indicates suitable architecmre and explains the designs of PCS in Port of Dakar. Smlt 
(2004) compares PCS of three ports in Europe; port of Antwerp, Hamburg and Rotterdam, on the basis of their 
architecmres. 

There are a few smdies on port community systems; most of them are descriptive in nature (Rodon, J., 
Ramis-Pujol, 2006), i.e. the case smdies on Portoet in Singapore (Applegate et al., 2001) or TradeLink in Hong 
Kong (King & Konsynski, 1990). They do not tackle the problem of the factors that affect the users' adoption of 
PCS. On the other hand the smdy of KeceU et al. (2007) states that the user resistance to adopt informafion systems 
offered by Kumport (a private port in Turkey) resulted in the failure of the system, whereas Forward (2003) states 
that getting the members of the port community in Cypms acfively involved in the system was more difficult than 
expected, which caused delays in the completion of the system. Thus, Cypms Ports Authority directed its efforts at 
training and education. Thus more smdy on user acceptance of PCS is necessary. The resuhs of the study can be 
directiy utilized in fumre PCS implementation projects, and the success of the systems can be guaranteed with 
proper understanding of the factors affecting the adoption of such systems. 

2.3 Port Communi ty Systems in the World ' s Advanced Ports 
Port community systems have various forms and characteristics in each and every port. Among them, 

Portaet in Port of Singapore İs the one that is most smdied in previous research. Port of Singapore Authority's (PSA) 
Portnet is the representative port community system since it is totally connected to PSA's terminal operating system 
(CITOS) and custom declaration system (TradeXchange) of Singapore govemment. Besides Pormet, Data 
Communications System (Dakosy) and COAST (Container Authorization System) of Port of Hamburg, Customer 
Plus Programme and OnePort Ltd. and Tradelink of Port of Hong Kong, PortofRotterdam.com, Virmal Port and 
WebJonas of Port of Rotterdam, PORT-MIS and KTNET in Busan Port can be considered as some of the well-
known port community systems around the world. When the fijnctionalities and services of these systems are 
examined, it can be easily concluded that not all of these systems offer fijU services required by the port community, 
but some of them only offer a portion of the services, depending on the major stakeholders of each system. These 
fimctions can be classified under three major categories, namely port management related tasks, customs related 
tasks, and online platforms for electronic commerce among the port users. 

http://PortofRotterdam.com


3. Research Methodology 
3.1 Research Method 

In order to derive tlie factors affecting PCS adoption, this research uses a questionnaire survey targeting the 
corresponding representatives of shipping companies and land transport companies İn the Busan Port region. The 
collected data will be analyzed with SPSS and AMOS software packages using stmcUiral equations method. 

3.2 Research Model and Hypotheses 
On the basis of the previous studies on adoption of information systems similar to PCS, such as Electronic 

Data Interchange (EDI) and other inter-organizational information systems (lOIS), a research model was derived as 
shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Research Model 

According to the research model, independent factors affecting intention to use PCS are divided into four 
categories, namely factors related to PCS service provider, factors related to services provided, factors related to 
PCS Adopter and factors related to system characteristics. Factors related to PCS service provider refer to the power 
of the provider to influence the decision of the adopter, and the trust of the adopter towards the provider. 

Factors related to services provided refer to customer services, community services and compatibility. 
Customer services are additional services offered by PCS to a single customer, which could not be achieved through 
other modes of communication, whereas community services are defined as additional services offered by PCS 
facilitating commerce between various customers, which could not be achieved through other modes of 
communication. Compatibility refers to the extent to which an innovation is perceived as consistent with existing 
procedures, value systems and needs of potential adopters. (Crum et al., 1996). 

Factors related to PCS adopter refer to technical and non-technical readiness of the adopter, perceived 
benefits from PCS, top management support and competitive pressure on the adopter. According to Chwelos et al. 
(2001) the readiness of a company to adopt the new system is defined by measures whether a firm has sufficient IT 
sophisticafion and financial resources to undertake the adoption of EDI. IT sophistication captures not only the level 
of technological expertise within the organization, but also assesses the level of management understanding of and 
support for using IT to achieve organizational objecfives. To be more specific, technical aspects of readiness such as 
hardware and software capabilities are considered separately from non-technical aspects such as know-how, 
expertise and financial readiness. Competition is considered as the ability to maintain or increase competitiveness 
within the industry (Chwelos et al., 2001), whereas top management support refers to the innovativeness and 
involvement of CEO (Al-Qirim, 2007). 

Finally, factors related to system characteristics refer to the rafionality of the cost of using the system over 
its benefits and the technical reliability of the system, i.e. the ability of the system to perfonu a required function 
under stated conditions for a stated period of time (Walls et al., 2006). These factors are the main differences 
between conventional EDI based on value added networks (VAN) and XML/EDI systems based on the web (Hsieh 
and Lin, 2004; Ratnasingham, 1998). 

In accordance with the research model, the research hypotheses are derived as shown in Table 1. 



4. Research Results 
Before the actual survey, a pilot test was conducted on ten responsible employees of a shipping company in 

Busan. After verifying that the contents of the questionnahe are consistent and easily understood by the respondents, 
actual questionnaire survey was conducted m April 2008. The self-administered questionnahe was consisted of 7-
point Lickert scale questions, and the survey was conducted by dhect visits to the sea and land carrier companies in 
Busan Port region. The demography ofthe respondents are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Demography ofthe respondents 
Characteristics Sea Transport Companies Land Transport Companies 
Number of respondents 107 out of 139 86 out of 114 
Response rate 77% 
Distribution 
ofranks 

Clerk 
Deputy chief 
Chief 
Manager 
Executive officer 
President 

43.88% 
19.39% 
24.49% 
7.14% 
5.10% 

0% 
Average years of work experience 7.2 years 

76% 
37.5% 
25% 

17.5% 
7.5% 
7.5% 
5% 

6.6 years 

Table 1. Research Hypotheses 

No. Hypothesis Source 

H l a Enacting power has significant positive 
impact on perceived usefulness 

Grandona,E. E. .Pearson, J. M. (2004); Lua,J., Yaob, J. E., Yu, 
C.S.(2003); Hu, P.J.H., Clark, T.H.K., Ma, W. W. (2003); Liao, C , 
Chen, J.L., Yen, D. C. (2007), van Raaij, E. M., Schepers, J.J.L. 
f2008)Lee, K.C., Kang, I.W.. Kim, J.S. (2007) 

H l b Organizational tmst has significant positive 
impact on perceived usefiilness Pavlou (2003) 

H2a Enacting power has significant positive 
impact on intention to use 

Ngai, Gunasekaran, (2004); Seyal et al. (2007); van Heck & Ribbers, 
(1999), Hart &. Saunders, (1998); Akos, N. (2004); 

H2b Organizational trust has significant positive 
impact on intention to use 

Crum et al. (1996), Holmes, Srivastava, (1999), Carter and Belanger, 
(2005); Hart & Saunders, (1998); 

H3a Customer services has significant positive 
impact on perceived usefulness Lee et al (2003); 

H3b Community services has significant positive 
impact on perceived usefulness Lee et al (2003); 

H3c Compatibility has significant positive 
impact on perceived usefulness 

Venkatesh, Davis (2000); Sun, Zhang, (2004); Achjari and Quaddus 
(2002); Quaddusa & Xu (2005); Tung, F.C., Chang, S.C. (2008), Fu, 
J.R..Fam. C.K.. Chao, W.P. (2006), Wua, J.H.. Wane, S.C. (2005) 

H4a Customer services has significant positive 
impact on intention to use 

Seyal et al. (2007); Lee et al (2003); 

H4b Communily services has significant positive 
impact on intention to use 

Seyal et al. (2007); Lee et al (2003); 

H4c Compatibility has significant positive 
impact on intention to use 

Lee (1998), Crum et al. (1996), Al-Qirim (2007), Zhu et al. (2002); 
Carter and Belanger (2005); Premkumar & Roberts (1999); 
Ramamurthv & Premkumar (1995); 

H5a Technical readiness has significant positive 
impact on perceived usefLuness 

Lin et al. (2005); 

H5b Non-technical readiness has significant 
positive impact on perceived usefulness Lin et al. (2005); 

H5c Perceived benefits has significant positive 
impact on perceived usefulness 

Amoako-Gyampah, K., Salam, A.F. (2004); Ramayah, T., Lo, M.C. 
(2007) 

H5d Top management support has significant 
positive impact on perceived usefulness 

Sun, Zhang (2004); Liao and Raymond (2000); Quaddusa & Xu (2005); 

H5e Competition has significant positive impact 
on perceived usefulness 

Quaddusa & Xu (2005); 

H6a Technical readiness has significant positive 
impact on intention to use 

Lee (1998); Chwelos et al. (2001); Ngai, Gunasekaran (2004), van Heck 
& Ribbers (1999), Wang et al. (2004), Zhu et al. (2002); Ramamurthy 
& Premkumar (1995); 

H6b Non-technical readiness has significant 
positive impact on intention to use 

Chwelos et al. (2001); Ngai, Gunasekaran (2004), van Heck & Ribbers 
(1999), Crum et al. (1996), Holmes, Srivastava (1999), Zhu et al. 
(2002); Femandes et al (2006); Premkumar & Roberts (1999); 
Ramamurthv & Premkumar (1995); 

H6c Perceived benefits has significant positive 
impact on intention to use 

Lee (1998); Chwelos et al. (2001); Ngai, Gunasekaran (2004), Seyal et 
al. (2007), Suzuki, Williams (1998), van Heck & Ribbers (1999), Crum 
et al. (1996), Wang et al. (2004), Al-Qirim (2007), Carter and Belanger 
(2005); Murphy & Daley (1998); Akos, N. (2004); Femandes et al 
(2006); Premkumar & Roberts (1999); Ramamurthy & Premkumar 
(1995); 

H6d Top management support has significant 
positive impact on intention to use 

Lee (1998), Ngai, Gunasekaran (2004), Seyal et al. (2007), Crum et al. 
(1996), Wang et al. (2004), Al-Qirim (2007), Femandes et al (2006); 
Premkumar & Roberts (1999); Ramamurthv & Premkumar (1995); 



H6e Competition has significant positive impact 
on intention to use 

Lee (1998), Ngai, Gunasekaran (2004); Crum et al. (1996), Al-Qirim 
ilOQlX Femandes et al (2006); Premkumar & Roberts (1999); 

H7a Technical readiness has significant positive 
impact on perceived ease of use Lin et al. (2005) 

H7b Non-technical readiness has significant 
positive impact on perceived ease of use Lin et al. (2005) 

H7c Perceived benefits has significant poshive 
impact on perceived ease of use 

Amoako-Gyampah, K., Salam, A.F. (2004); Ramayah, T., Lo, M.C. 
(2007) 

H7d Top management support has significant 
positive impact on perceived ease of use Sun, Zhang (2004); 

H7e Competition has significant positive impact 
on perceived ease of use Henderson, R., Divett, M. J. (2003) 

H8a Cost rationality has significant positive 
impact on intention to use 

Lee (1998), Crum et al. (1996), Al-Qirim (2007), Akos, N. (2004), 
Premkumar & Roberts (İ999); Ramamurthy & Premkumar (1995); Lee 
et al (2003); Tung, F.C., Chang, S.C. (2008) 

H8b Reliability has significant positive impact on 
intention to use 

Lee (1998), Ngai, Gunasekaran (2004), Suzuki, Williams (1998), van 
Heck & Ribbers (1999), Carter and Belanger (2005); 

H9a Cost has significant poshive impact on 
perceived ease of use Hertzum, M. (2002) 

H9b Reliability has significant positive impact on 
perceived ease o f use 

Liao and Raymond (2000); Arning, K., Ziefle, M. (2007); Lu, C.S., Lai, 
K.H.,Chene, T.C.E. (2007); Ahn. T.. Ryu, S.W., Han, l.G. (2007) 

HlOa Perceived useflilness has significant 
poshive impact on intention to use 

Davis et al. (1989), Venkatesh, Davis (2000); Seyal et al. (2007); Carter 
and Belaneer (2005); Liao and Raymond (2000); Lee et al (2003); 

HlOb Perceived ease of use has significant 
positive impact on intention to use 

Venkatesh, Davis (2000); Crum et al. (1996), Carter and Belanger 
(2005); Liao and Raymond (2000); Premkumar & Roberts (1999); 
Ramamurthy & Premkumar (1995); Lee el al (2003); 

HIOc Perceived ease of use has significant 
poshive impact on perceived usefulness 

Liao and Raymond (2000); (^uaddusa & Xu (2005); Tung, F.C., Chang, 
S.C. (2008) 

In order to verify whe the r the hypotheses are accepted, the quesfionnaire results were analyzed structural 
equafion model ing . The mode l fit r e suhs are given in Table 3 , all of which are in acceptable limits. 

Table 3 . Mode l Fit Values 

Indicator Value 
Criterion of 
Accep tance 

C M I N / D f 1.049 < 2 
N F I 0.995 < 0 . 9 5 

R M S E 0.016 < 0 . 0 5 

The regression values and the acceptance of each hypothesis are given in Table 4 . In this table, the accepted 
hypotheses that have a P value less than 0.001 (i.e. accepted in a lmost 1 0 0 % of the cases) are marked with three 
asterisks, the ones with a P value less than 0.01 (i.e. accepted İn more than 9 9 % of the cases) are marked with two 
aster isks and the ones with a P va lue less than 0.05 (i.e. accepted in m o r e than 9 5 % of the cases) are marked wi th 
one asterisk. The hypotheses with a P value more than 0.05 are rejected. 

Table 4 . Regress ion values 

Hypothesis H l a H l b H2a H2b H2c H3a H3b H4a H4a H4b H4c 
Estimate 0.07 0.21 -0.1 -0 0.11 0.09 -0 0.12 0.12 -0.2 -0.1 
P 0.11 0 0.26 0.88 0.04 0.11 0.98 0.15 0.15 0.03 0.4 
Decision R ** R R * R R R R R 
Hypothesis H5a H5b H5c H5d H5e H6a H6b H6c H6d H6e H7a 
Estimate -0.1 -0.1 0.29 0.13 0.28 0.09 0.14 0.02 0.38 -0.1 0.13 
P 0.08 0.15 *** 0.01 0.08 0.02 0.84 0.16 0 
Decision R R ** *** R * R R ** 

Hypothesis H7b H7c H7d H7e H8a H8b H9a H9b HlOa HlOb HlOc 
Estimate 0.15 0.2 0.08 0.16 0.03 0.13 0.1 0.22 0.29 0.07 0.34 
P 0,01 0.01 0.17 0.01 0.54 0.06 0.03 *** 0 0.4 *** 

Decision ** ** R * R R * *** ** R *** 

Finally according to the resuhs , squared mul t ip le correlat ions of the dependent variables indicate the 
percentage of dependent variables explained by the independent variables . In this cases 6 2 . 5 % of perceived ease of 
use, 7 5 . 3 % of perce ived usefiilness and 6 4 . 1 % of intention to use is explained by the independent var iables , thus one 
can conclude that the research mode l is powerful enough to explain the dependent variables by the given 
independent variables . 



5. Discussion on the Results 
On the basis of the results, top management support appears to be most important that has positive impact 

on PCS adoption, followed by non-technical readiness, competition, perceived benefits, organizational trust, 
compatibility, technical reliability, technical readiness and cost rationality, respectively. Enacting power and 
customer services have no influence on PCS adoption whereas community services have a negative impact. When 
previous research on technology acceptance was surveyed, it can be easily concluded that the results of the smdy is 
in compliance with previous research on technology acceptance of various other systems İn individual and 
organizational level (Jeyaraj et al., 2006; Sabherwal et al., 2006). 

According to the research outcomes, the Impact of perceived usefulness is 0.28, which is higher than that of 
perceived ease of use (0.09). This means the probability that use of the system increasing the user's job productivity 
is considered to be more important than the system being easy to use itself. 

Among each factor group, the one with maximum total impact on intention to adopt PCS was factors 
related to PCS adopter (0.774), followed by factors related to PCS service provider (0.051), factors related to system 
characteristics (0.029) and factors related to services provided (-0.113) respectively. These results imply that the 
successfiil acceptance of the system by the users mostly depend on the user, rather than the service provider or the 
system itself Thus user involvement is considered to be essential for the success of the system. 

Non-technical Readiness, being more important than Technical Readiness, implies that know-how transfer, 
human resources cultivation, training, etc. can significantly contribute to PCS adoption. Also financial support as 
incentive can also contribute to adoption. 

The results point out that additional customer services have no significant impact on PCS adoption for 
users in Busan Port area. This Implies that the main functionality of the system, such as submission of required 
documents, customs declarations and application for port services are adequate for the adoption of the system; even 
the system offers no additional services, such as transshipment management, container management, or other 
logistics and supply chain management solutions. But the results should not be interpreted as "additional services 
should not be offered"; since such services are means for creation of economic value added and revenue for the 
provider. But It appears to have no influence on the users for making the decision to adopt the system. 

On the other hand, community services appear to have negative influence on the system adoption. This 
implies that an e-business platform that enables online business relations between port related companies acmally 
decreases the level of intention to adopt the system. On the basis of the interviews made with field experts, it was 
discovered that the companies İn Busan Port area are reluctant to use a centralized portal site for e-business. There 
were several projects on this subject, but they all got cancelled due to low level of use. For example Empty Vehicle 
Management System, promoted by KL-Net was designed to display the cargo information on a public network and 
to assist the land transport companies with fleet management and operation planning. But the response of the 
companies was not friendly, since the system was considered as a threat to the competitiveness of their company by 
enabling every company to access every single cargo that appears in the system. On the other hand field experts 
from adopter companies claim that their in-house B2B systems are much cheaper and effective than those services 
offered by the service provider company. 

Generally, tmst towards service supplier becomes more and more important when reliability of the system 
decreases (Ratnasingham, 1998). In the case of Busan Port, reliability of the system is ranked more important than 
the tmst towards the service provider. 

From system development point of view, our results indicate that compatibility is more important than 
Technical reliability, which is also more important that cost rationality. It implies that PCS development projects 
should start with analyzing not only business processes, but also belief/value systems of the adopters. Then, a robust 
network to avoid congestion, and secure transactions should be ensured for reUabllity. Finally a Web-based 
XML/EDI system should be considered for lower transaction costs. At the begitming VAN-based EDI systems were 
preferred because of high reliability and speed. But as XML/EDI-based networks are rapidly gaining ground since 
the intemet teclinology has mamred and become available for a wider base. According to our results, reliability of 
the system appears to be more important than cost of the system. Thus issues like network capabilities, 
standardization and security must be emphasized in system development. 

As the result of the factor analysis, among various benefits that PCS offer, the users are more interested in 
increased operational productivity, rather than cost reduction or enhanced relations with business partners. 

Finally, enacting power having no impact on PCS adoption indicates that potential users in Korea would 
adopt the system if they perceive the benefits, even If it is not forced by the govemment. 

6. Conclusions 
In this smdy, the factors affecting PCS adoption by the sea and land carrier companies were 

examined. A questionnaire survey was conducted to test the impact of various factors on PCS adoption. According 
to the results; among four factor groups, factors related to PCS adopter appeared to have the most important 
influence on PCS adoption. Factors related to PCS adopter consist of top management support, adopters' technical 
and non-technical readiness, competition and perceived benefits. On the other hand, additional services, such as 
logistics solutions or e-Busİness functionality among the PCS users have the least impact on the system adoption. 



Thus on the basis of the research resuhs; following conclusions are drawn; 
1. Since factors related to PCS adopters have the most significant impact on PCS adoption, future PCS 

development projects must be conducted by emphasizing close relations with potential user in order to 
ensure their understandings about the benefits of the system. 

2. Govemment support to improve potential users' technical infrastmcture and training programs to 
improve their technical know-how would increase the probability of successfiil technology acceptance. 

3. As perceived benefits of the system, users are more interested İn operational productivity, rather than 
cost reduction or improved business relations. 

4 . Reliability of the system is considered to be more important than cost, thus security, encryption and 
networking issues must be fully considered in PCS development. 

5. Users consider e-Business on an open platform as a threat to their competitiveness. Thus more detailed 
analyses are needed to develop a business model to overcome this issue. 

The research results are exposed to several limitations. First of all, it was very difficulty to access questionnaire 
respondents due to limited number of potential respondents. In order to ensure high response rates, the 
questionnaires were distributed directly to the respondents. Negative attimde of some respondents against 
questionnaire was observed. It is also difficult to generalize the outcomes for other ports around the world, since 
PCS adoption behavior differs significantly in different countries (Vincent, 2003). Thus contribution of this study İs 
mainly focused on verifying the model for future PCS adoption studies. Due to limited fime and physical resources, 
the survey was limited to the users in Busan. Therefore future research for other ports around the world is needed. 
Finally; again due to limited time and physical resources, the survey was limited to sea and land carriers. Thus 
future research on other stakeholders of a port community, such as service providers, bunkering, vessel crew 
management, brokers, ship inspections, immigration ...etc. İs definitely needed. 

Port community systems are very rich in research topics. First of all, security and reliability issues must be 
solved for successful implementation of internet based PCS. When technical issues are solved, it would be possible 
to implement more reliable and cheaper systems. Another important research subject would be enhancing the study 
to an intemational level. Thus the differences in PCS adoption behavior according to nafional and port related 
factors could be seized. Finally, more detailed analyses are needed to fully understand the resistance behavior of 
the users against B2B services offered through PCS. Hence design of a B2B network that would create added value 
while maintaining users' competitiveness could be possible. 
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SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT IN THE TURKISH AUTOMOTIVE 
INDUSTRY 

Arif Özver Ergin ' 

Abstract 

In the Turkish Automotive Industry, the major motivation of Supplier Development is to reduce costs, improve 
quality, and improve delivery performance. Supplier Development, which has Sourcing, Project and Mass 
Production stages, is handled with managerial commitment of the supplier and direct involvement of the car maker. 
Recently, global legislations and regulations also encourage OEMs to develop their suppliers. 

Keywords: Supplier Development, Supplier Quality Improvement, Supplier Improvement 

1. Introduction 
Concepts recently known as the Supplier Development, Supplier Improvement or Supplier Quality 

Improvement have been developed within the automotive industry in Turkey. Turkish automotive industry 
principally dominated by the OEMs, Original Equipment Manufacturers, including Renault, Tofaş, Toyota, 
Hyundai, Honda, Mercedes have straight and clear expectations about quality, cost and delivery performance from 
their suppliers. Even tough OEMs have enormous know-how and experience based on the history of decades, 
Turkish local suppliers are contrarily new and their capabihtİes are limited. Therefore Turkish OEMs have been 
trying to develop their suppliers regarding to quality, cost and delivery performance. 

2, Turkish Automotive Industry 
2.1. History of Turkish Automot ive Industry 

Turkish automotive industry had begun production in 1950. In the 1960s, the first steps were taken towards 
establishing an automotive industry with the aim of "import substitution," and ever since it has been closely 
integrated with the EU automotive industry. In the beginning of the 1990s, the fact that the demand, especially for 
passenger cars, was on an upward trend and reached a consistent 25 percent annually, resulted in heavy investment 
in the motor vehicle and parts and component industries. It was during this time that rapid steps were taken in the 
areas of capacity increase, in addition to renewed technology and investments in new models geared especially 
towards competition, as weU as in the areas of research and development. It was also during this time that 
contemporary manufacturing techniques were implemented following intense training programs as well as the 
establishment of quality management systems enabling these firms to obtain intemational certification, such as ISO. 

After the year of 1990, automotive industry was accelerated to open the world market. Therefore motor 
vehicles import has increased confinuously. Especially after the 'Custom Union' during the '90s, it became 
necessary for the industry to protect its market share by manufacturing new models of vehicles and importing 
models not manufactured in Turkey. Since the beginning of the 1990s, incenfives have been provided to invest in the 
manufacturing of new, current model vehicles. During this period, the import-of technology and foreign capital 
partnerships were made easier and supported. Contemporary manufacturing techniques were applied after intense 
training programmes, especially through the establishment of quality management systems. As a result, foreign 
partners established their facilities İn Turkey within their own global strategic development projects. This process 
enabled facilities in Turkey to manufacture goods to sell in intemafional markets across the world. Thanks to its 
intense efforts during the past 5 years, the Turkish automotive industry has pursued its adaptation to the relevant 
technical regulations and has established an efficient and exemplary co-operation with public institutions in the 
transfonnafion of the EU regulations to national regulations and their implementation. 

With intense worldwide competition, each year firms now introduce new models or face lifts on existing 
models to the Turkish market simultaneously with global launches. Within the various segments of the Turkish 
market, a total of around 130 different brand/model passenger cars are now being supplied. Fiat, Ford, General 
Motors, Renault, Toyota, Honda, Hyundai are all taking advantage of its proximity to fast growing markets and low 
labor costs. Substantial export-orientated investments have placed local manufacturers in the perfect position to 
attack regional markets. 

Automotive production, which was around quarter of a million units in 2002, dramatically increased and 
exceed one million unit vehicle production in 2007 as seen in the Figure 1: 
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Figure 1. Turkish Automotive Production between 2002 and 2007 

2.2. Turkish Parts and Components Industry 
In the beginning of the 1990s, the rapidly increasing world demand for motor vehicles resulted in 

significantly increased investment in the Turkish parts and components industry. Development continued apace. 
Until now the Turkish automotive parts and components industry has reached a level, where it can answer the need 
for the vast majority of items for the necessary parts and components required for locally manufactured vehicles. 
Due to the high export potential and Turkey's regional advantages, foreign capital has been showing an increasing 
interest in the automotive parts and components industry in Turkey. By year 2002 there were 185 foreign company 
partoerships in the industry, which are led by European Union companies. Consequently, exports have also 
expanded until now. Direct exports exceed US $3 billion, of which around 70% being shipped to European 
countries. Turkish companies in the automotive sector have been steadily improving the quality of their products, 
management and employee skills, and making advances in their cost and delivery processes, all İn order to be able to 
compete with global competitors 

Opportunities for foreign investors to do business with Turkish automotive suppliers industry include: Total 
exports of the Turkish supplier industry are now realizing over US$1,9 billion, destined for 155 countries. 
Companies are supplying to major European producers such as CM, VW and Ford. Of the total automotive parts 
exports from Turkey, 69% are destined for the EU. Leading importing countries are France, Germany, Italy and 
UK. Due to the high export potential and regional advantages of Turkey, foreign capital is now showing an 
increasing interest in the automotive supplier industry in Turkey has had a strong component sector and in recent 
years has developed a highly competitive components industry providing products compatible witli brands such as 
GM, Mercedes, BMW, Opel, Toyota and Ford. The Turkish auto parts industry with its large capacity, wide variety 
of production and high standards, supports automotive production and the vehicles in Turkey (around 7.3 million 
vehicles) and also has ample potential for exports. Tmkish automotive manufacmrers are in direct contact with 
1120 local auto parts manufacturers for procurement and 70% of these companies are SME's (Small Volume 
Enterprises). It is known that the total number of auto paits manufacmrers in Turkey far exceeds 1120. The 
production value of the auto parts industry was above 4 billion U.S Dollars in 2003. 

3. Supplier Evaluation 
3.1. Sourcing Stage 

Supplier evaluation is a continual process within purchasing departments and forms part of the pre-
qualification step within the purchasing process. It often takes the form of either a questionnaire or interview and 
includes appraisals of various aspects of the suppliers' business including capacity, fmancials, quality assurance, 
organizational strucmre and processes and performance. Based on the infonnation obtained via the evaluation, a 
supplier is scored and either accepted or rejected as one, which can be used to procure materials or services from. If 
rejected, the supplier is generally not made available to the assessing companies' pmchasing team. Once approved, a 
supplier may be reevaluated on a periodic, often annual, basis. 

There are various benefits associated with an effecfive supplier evaluation process. Generally this is 
associated with mitigation agamst poor supply and benefits typically include resultant sourcing fiom suppliers that 
provide high standards of product and service levels whilst offering sufficient capacity and business stability. 

Associated problems with supplier evaluation include resource and cost commitments in establishing and 
maintaining a system, challenges with gathering data and subjective scoring which may result in in-accurate 
assessment. In the smdy of Wasti et al. based on Questionnaire data from 51 buyers in automaker firms and 72 
supplier firmsT, three relationship types (captive supplier, market exchange, and strategic partnership) were 
identified both in the buyer and supplier data. Significant differences were observed in terms of contexmal (product 
and supplier characteristics), managerial (informafion exchange and cooperation), and social climate variables 
(mutual understanding, payoff equity, and satisfaction). Turkish buyers were found to strategically segment their 



suppliers based on product and supplier characteristics, whereas suppher groups were differentiated along social 
climate variables: 

* The Turkish results differ somewhat from the ones for developed countries, which suggest that more 
work should be conducted in emerging economies. Future research that uses matched pairs of buyers and 
suppliers may provide in-depth insights. 
* The results demonstrated a perception (hence, communication) gap between buyers and suppliers in how 
they differentiated relationship types. Strategic partnership led to cooperation in both samples, and to 
satisfaction, mutual understanding, and equity in the supplier sample. 
* This study used data from both parties, contrasted buyer-supplier relationships in an emerging market 
with those in developed markets, and highlighted the effects of the industry's historical evolution on the 
present state of buyer-supplier relationships, (Wasti, S. Nazli; Kozan, M. Kamil; Kuman, Ayca, 2006). 

3.2. Deciding on Suppliers to Develop 
Generally car makers generally follow their suppliers' performance with PPM for quality and DPM for 

delivery. Turkish OEMs generally introduce Supplier Development programs for small supphers with insufficient 
quality and delivery performance: 
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Figure 2. Main Area of Supplier Development 

4. Supplier Development 
There is a wide literature about Supplier Development in US. Major corporations in US are using 'hands-

on' approach to improve their suppliers' manufacturing processes and administrative systems. Working side by side 
with their suppliers' employees, customers are improving quality, reducing cycle times, cutting costs, and increasing 
capacity. The results of these efforts are impressive. A manager at General Motors, whose group has completed 
supplier development projects with more than 2,000 suppliers, cites average supplier productivity improvements of 
more than 50 percent, lead time reductions of up to 75 percent, and inventory reductions averaging 70 percent 
during iheir one-week workshops. On one project alone, Honda of America's Best Practices (BP) team reduced a 
supplier's costs by more than $200,000 per year by changing the layout of a welding process, (Janet L. Hartley and 
Thomas Y.Choi, 1996). Formal activities undertaken by customers to improve the performance and capabilities of 
existing suppliers are referred to as supplier development. All of the major auto assemblers in the U.S. and some 
first-tier suppliers now have fonnal supplier development programs in place. For example, the Toyota Supplier 
Support Center in Lexington, Kentucky helps suppliers and other companies adopt lean manufacturing concepts. 
Ford bas a team of "kaizen engineers" who are constantly on the road facilitating Supplier Developments through 
one-week workshops. Despite all these formal supplier development programs in place in U.S. firms, the 
dynamics of putting such a program into place have not been widely discussed in the literature. There is also very 
limited study about Supplier Development activities İn Turkey. However limited literature have been suggesting the 
same dynamics because the global companies like Ford, Toyota, Mercedes, Honda, Renault implement nearly same 
strategies in US and Turkey. 

Turkish car makers and global part & component buyers primarily demand sustainable capacity supply with 
quality, cost and delivery performance from their suppher. At the beginning they select their suppliers according to 
capacity, quality, cost and delivery criteria. If there is a long term agreement, the supplier İs invested. After all, 
when the supplier's level does not meet the customer's expectation, then the customers try to improve their Supplier 
Development about quality, cost and delivery. 

Whenever main Turkish OEMs explain their capacity ramp up strategies and plans. Supplier Development 
has always been underlined as an important milestone. In his presentafion of "Ford In Turkey: Growth Strategies, 
Current &Future Production Volumes &Fuither Development Plans" İn AutoTurkey06, Nuri Otay, plant manager, 
pointed out supplier development as an important element of Ford strategies. In the same congress, Joseph Navarro 
from KARSAN also pointed out the importance of suppliers in his presentation namelyr "Working in Collaboration 



With Suppliers &OEMs to achieve maximum Growth, Ensure %100 quality to drive your business in Turkey". In 
AutoTurkey2006, A senior representative of Renault Turkey detailed "Achieving Continuous Competitive 
Advantage In Turkey regarding to Growing Production Volumes &Introducing New Models At Renault Turkey". 
He explained strategy and details behind Renault's success and growth in Turkey as: 

-Current model production volumes and models 
-Future plans for production increases 
-Supplier localization &management strategies 
-Development strategies 
Some car makers have separate SD (Supplier Development) or SQI (Supplier Quality Improvement) 

departments to handle Supplier Developments and most of them hires engineers for supplier handling. Below some 
hiring call irom Toyota, Mercedes and Fiat: 
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Figure 3. Engineering Positions related with Supplier Development in Kariyer Net 

4.1 .Suppl ier Deve lopment Stages 
Supplier Development might be examined in three main stages as seen in the Figure 2. First stage is 

sourcing, the next stage is project and the last stage is mass production. These stages will be explained separately 
through out the paper. Moreover there is an independent phase of the Supplier Development which is the Legislation 
&Regulation. 

Figure 4. Supplier Development Stages 

4.1.1. Sourcing &Substitution Involvement 
Any business between Car maker and the supplier starts with sourcing and supplier selection. Need for 

SuppHer Development gains importance in the time being ofthe business. 
Strategic sourcing is critical for firms practicing the principles of supply chain management. It specifically 

deals with managing the supply base in an effective manner by identifying and selecting suppliers for strategic long-
term partnerships, involving in supplier development initiatives by effectively allocating resources to enhance 
supplier performance, providing benchmarks and continuous feedback to suppliers, and in some cases involving in 
supplier pmning activities. Currently, the methodologies in practice for strategic sourcing have mostly been 
subjective in namre with few objective decision models focused at supplier evaluation, which are also not devoid of 
limitations. 

R. Vokura and G. Zank suggest that the supplier development requires a long term cooperative effort. This 
effort can aid in upgrading suppHer's technical quality, delivery and cost capabilities, (Zank and Vokura, 2002). In 
addition, the importance of purchasing and materials management continues to expand as organizations outsource 
some fabrication and assembly activities in order to focus on their core competencies. (Vonderembse and Tracey, 
1998) This causes organizations to rely even more heavily on suppliers for design and production of component 
parts and subassemblies. As this reliance grows, performance increasingly is dependent on the actions and 



performance of suppliers. As firms continue to seek performance improvements, they are organizing their suppher 
base and managing it as an extension of their manufacturing system. 

As a result, initial involvement to supplier & car maker partnership as sourcing and suppher selection is one 
of the major Supplier Development phases which include encouragement, hiring of educated people &direct worker 
and investment. 

4.1.2. Supplier Development in the Project Stage 
After the supplier selection and sourcing (confirming the potential that the supplier has enough human 

resources and equipments &]ayout capacity) stage, supplier teams and customer teams (teams may include people 
from quality, purchasing, engineering or project, production control departments) joint work a project. Within this 
project, supplier team supposed to study the customers' drawing, develop dies, jigs, control fixtures, arrange overall 
layout for production equipments, establish overall quality and delivery structure under the control of the customer. 

Moreover some OEMs expect their suppliers to contribute to design &development. A TOP AS manager 
said that: 

"Suppliers should increase their cooperation about co-design with us. Big OEMs including TOFAŞ has a 
capability for big investments. However suppliers have some doubts about R&D investment. R&D investment is 
very huge for most of the suppliers. Therefore suppliers want long term partnership if they are supposed to make big 
investment. Short term projects are mostly one or two years. Hence suppliers ask themselves what will happen 1-2 
years later to hired people, layout, and machine expenditure. Therefore with the increase in new projects, more 
convenient investment atmosphere could be established. Therefore 1 advise Turkish suppliers to gain courage 
because new projects are coming to Turkey one right after the other. Turkish government has been also working on 
support policies. 

We have two main expectations from our suppliers: Because of economic crises, most of the Turkish 
supphers suffered some Turkish suppliers afraid of going through new projects. They are naturally afraid of 
investing. Turkish suppliers still have wait and see policy about hiring new people and investment. For example, 
MINI CARGO and 263 projects guarantee 8-10 years of supplier. However even after the sourcing and supplier 
selection, the supplier still waits to make necessary investment until the last minute. We have also experienced same 
thing in new LINEA. Even afl:er the start of production, the supplier has not hired enough operators. Therefore they 
created capacity problems. Of course after some times later, they saw that everything is OK. We principally expect 
our suppliers to make plans, and invest on necessary resources", ( Özoğul. Filiz, 2007). 

Project stage between the supplier and the car maker, includes several cross interdepartmental activities, 
which at the same time contributes to the improvement of the supplier. As explained previous section, car maker 
firstly selects and sources the supplier. Then the project stage starts. Firstly, the car maker issues the draft and/or 
final drawing of the component which has been sourced. Supplier studies the details of the drawing within 
teamwork. 

Car maker concentrates on capacity potential, process layout, general quality system, first in-first out and 
logistic systems of the supplier. If any lack point detected, related direction has been given to the supplier in the 
form of PFUS (Problem Follow-Up Sheet). At the came fime supplier and car maker decides on production dies 
&fixtures, control fixtures as weH. SmaU &mass production trials are done lastly and parts delivered to the car 
maker for approval. Car maker uses those parts on the vehicle for confirmation for fit &fmish and performance. 
Please refer to Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Project development between the supplier and the car maker 

There are three main standards which defines customer and supplier collaboration. These are APQP, ISO 
16949 and SQAM: 

4.1.2.1. APQP (Advance Product Quality Planning): 
Advanced Product Quality Planning is a process developed in the late 1980's by a commission of experts 

gathered from the 'Big Three' US automobile manufacturers: Ford, GM and what Chrysler was then. This 
commission invested five years to analyze the then-current automotive development and production status in the US, 
Europe and especially in Japan. At the time, the success of the Japanese automofive companies was starting to be 
remarkable in the US market. 



APQP serves as a guide in tlie development process and also a standard way to share results between 
suppliers and automotive companies. APQP specify three phases: Development, Industrialization and Product 
Launch. APQP focuses on: 

Up-front quality planning, determining If customers are satisfied by evaluating the output and supporting 
continual improvement. APQP consists of five phases: 1-Plan and Define Program, 2-Product Design and 
Development Verification, 3- Process Design and Development Verification, 4- Product and Process Validation , 5-
Launch, Feedback, Assessment & Corrective Action 

There are five major activities: 1-Planning, 2-Product Design and Development, 3-Process Design and 
Development, 4- Product and Process Validation, 5-Production 

The APQP process has seven major elements: 1- Understanding the needs of the customer, 2- Proactive 
feedback and corrective action, 3- Designing within the process capabilities, 4- Analyzing and mitigating failure 
modes, 5-Verification and validation, 6- Design reviews, 7- Control special / critical characteristics 

4.L2.2. ISO Standards: 
In order to assure their expectations, some OEMS, including;^ Ford, Fiat, GM, Chrysler, standardize their 

specific requirements. The Technical Specification, ISO/TS 169 49:2002 Quality management system, in 
conjunction with ISO 9001:2000, defines the quality management system requirements for the design and 
development, production and, when relevant, installation and service of automotive-related products. This Technical 
Specification is applicable to sites of the organization where customer-specified parts, for production and/or service, 
are manufactured. Supporting functions, whether on-site or remote (such as design centers, corporate headquarters 
and distribution centers), form part of the site audit as they support the site, but cannot obtain stand-alone 
certification to this Technical Specification. The aim of ISO/TS 16949 is the development of a quality management 
system that provides for continual improvement, emphasizing defect prevention and the reduction of variation and 
waste in the supply chain.. It is based on ISO9000. 

The requirements are intended to be applied throughout the supply chain. For the first time vehicle 
assembly plants will be encouraged to seek ISO/TS16949 certification. ISO/TS 16949:2002 were prepared by 
Intemational Automotive Task Force (lATF) and Japan Automobile Manufacmrers Association Inc (JAMA), with 
support from ISO/TC 176, Quality Management and Quality Assurance. 

ISO/TS 16949 = ISO 9001:2000 requirement + Automotive Requhement + Customer Specific Requhement. 
ISO/TS16949:2002 also requires: Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA), Advanced Product Quality Planning 
(APQP), Measurement Systems Analysis (MSA), Supplier system development. Incident Premium Freight, 
Preventive and Predictive Maintenance, Error Proofing, Statistical Process Control (SPC), Product Part Approval 
Process, Control Plan 

4.1.2.3. SQAM (Supplier Quality Assurance Manuals) 
There are also some OEMs, including Toyota, which have its own detailed SQAM, Supplier Quality 

Assurance Manual. The objectives ofthe SQAM are as follows: 
- To clearly communicate Toyota's expectations and minimum requirements to the suppliers to assure the 

quality of supplied parts. 
- Encourage open and free communication of ideas, information and early notification of problems between 

suppliers and Toyota. 
- Develop an overall plan to assure a smooth Start of Production (SOP) at both Toyota and the supplier, 

based on effective project management and communication. 
- Set out the Quality Assurance (QA) procedures and documentation. Suppliers must follow and use in 

order to support the management of an effective quality system based on built-in-quality, problem prevention and 
continuous improvement. 

- Assure the complete vehicle quality requirements and satisfaction for Toyota's customers. 

4.1.3. Supplier Development during Mass Production 
Supplier development is a relatively new phenomenon. Traditionally, most suppliers managed their 

manufacturing processes with little customer input as long as the product met customer specifications. Customers 
provided hands-on technical assistance only when suppliers had major problems with short-term quality or delivery 
performance. Then, durmg the 19S0s, U.S. supplier management practices underwent a paradigm shift. Companies 
reduced the number of direct suppliers used and began evolving from adversarial relationships to more cooperative 
ones with the remaining suppliers. Under the new paradigm, suppliers were given long-term confracts (often for the 
life of a product model), making supplier development an attractive proposition for both types of firms. 

There has also been a frend toward an increased level of outsourcing. Industrial customers depend more on 
their suppliers for their products' end quality, performance, and cost than in tiie past. For example, 80 percent of the 
manufacmring cost of a Honda and 70 percent of the cost of a Chrysler automobile can be fraced back to purchased 
components. So to ensure that end consumers receive the right product at the right price, industrial customers are 



actively intervening in their suppliers' operations. By initiating supplier development programs, customers become a 
catalyst for change in those organizations, (Janet L. Hartley and Thomas Y.Choi, 1996). 

Customers typically have two objectives for suppher development programs. The first is to reduce costs, 
improve quality, and improve delivery performance by completing projects jointly while the customer is on-site. 
The second objective is to teach suppliers a systematic process they can use to continue making improvements. All 
the auto assemblers expected their suppliers to be self-sufficient in continuing a stream of cost reductions after they 
left. For suppliers, sustaining the change process on their own is a difficult task. 

The type of administrative or manufacturing processes used by the supplier should also be considered. The 
industrial engineering techniques used during supplier development are more effective for labor-intensive assembly 
processes than for capital-intensive ones. Consequently, in labor-intensive processes it is often relafively easy to 
achieve impressive cost reductions during supplier development projects. 

Janet et al. underlined that inifially many suppliers were not as willing to participate in development. From 
their viewpoint, opening up their plant to customers was not an easy decision. During development, the customer 
learns much more about the supplier's operafions and cost structure than can be gained through routine supplier 
visits. Suppliers even explained such as "[The customer] sees all your dirty laundry" and "[We] couldn't hide 
anything." Supphers are more willing to participate in the development project if they believe the customer is 
serious about a long-term relationship. Nevertheless, suppliers are sometimes coerced into participafing. For 
instance, one customer sent an uhimatum to a particularly reluctant supplier that the company would lose the 
customer's business if it did not participate in the supplier development program. The supplier not only ended up 
participafing, but was successful in sustaining the change process and spreading the process improvement 
techniques to other facilities within its company, (Janet L. Hartley and Thomas Y.Choi, 1996). 

Janet et al. suggested that Supplier Development needs to be anchored firmly in both the customer's and the 
supplier's organizafions, leading to a joint team structure. All the major corporafions have fonned separate supplier 
development groups within their purchasing organizations, staffed primarily by manufacturing or industrial 
engineers. The most common approach—used by Honda, Toyota, Ford, and GM~is to have full-time specialists who 
conduct the supplier development projects, becoming experts in the process. 

The most frequently used data source comes from direct observations of the supplier's production process. 
For example, Honda's supplier development teams use hand sketches of the operations on the shop floor to identify 
opportunities for improvement. These sketches also sei've as documentation for "before" and "after" examples. 
General Motors and Chrysler use techniques such as process flow charts to identify the non-value-adding activities 
that should be eliminated. Transit, storage, waiting in queues, and inspection are non-value-adding activities to be 
eliminated. 

Actual observation of the process is a key step for several reasons. On the shop floor, such opportunities for 
improvement as elimination of wasted mofion or layout changes to improve ergonomics are often obvious to a 
trained outsider, who doesn't take the existing layout as a given. In one case, an operator used a small carton to hold 
assembly parts at her work station. But she had to leave her work station frequently to fill the small carton by 
dipping into a larger carton of parts. By moving the large container to a position next to the work station, the step of 
filling the smaller carton was eliminated. 

Although administrative processes cannot be observed easily, using a flow chart to understand the 
processes can also İdenfify non-value-adding steps. General Motors helped a hospital reduce its lead time for 
detennining radiafion treatment for oncology patients from eight days to 24 hours. Two changes were made in the 
process. First, the standard cases were segmented from the few that were unusual and required more time. Second, 
all the key players met simultaneously rather than sequenfially to develop the treatment plan. 

Another benefit of observing the process is that the team members are able to interact with the shop floor 
operating associates. Through interaction, the team builds support for changes from among those people who will be 
affected the most-the operators. And the operators are able to learn techniques for improving the process by 
watching the supplier development team. Several of the suppliers in US used the customer's development effort as a 
way to increase their employees' involvement in confinuous improvement efforts. 

Honda's supplier development specialists also recognize the importance of implementing operators' 
suggestions. In one of its supplier plants, an operator who had to bend over to use a light board for inspecting 
switches suggested it would be much easier if the light board were at a 45 degree angle. So during lunch that day the 
development team installed a stand to hold the light board as she suggested. When the operator came back from 
lunch, "she was so happy she almost cried." Employee involvement in process improvement can have other benefits 
as well. In one plant, absenteeism dropped from 14 percent to 4 percent after the supplier development efforts got 
under way. 

As a GM manager commented, "Success gets everyone's attention." All the major auto makers in US with 
select a portion of their suppher's producfion plants called a "model line" to demonstrate the improvement 
techniques. Each model line selected is considered to have a lot of "low-hanging fruit" so that easily made changes 
can demonstrate dramatic results (for some commonly used improvement methods). According to Chrysler, the area 
around the model line may be painted and cleaned so that it grabs the attenfion of everyone in the plant. 

The signiflcant improvements in producfivity that accrue from demonstrating the techniques using the 
model line generally win over those in the supplier's organizafion, such as middle managers and manufacturing 



engineers, who may have been siceptical of the potential benefits. Although the customers in this smdy consistenfiy 
remarked that they preferred to work on a line producing parts for theh company, they had occasionally worked on a 
model line producing another customer's parts if that was a major problem area for the supplier with all its 
customers. 

Typically, the improvements made during supplier development include changing the process layout to 
remove bottlenecks and improve ergonomics. Layouts are often changed firom fianctional ones, in which similar 
operations are grouped together, to cellular layouts, which are similar to "mini assembly lines." This reduces the 
time required for changing the equipment over fi'om one product to another and simplifies the flow of the product 
through the process. Layout changes can improve productivity to the point at which the number of operators can be 
reduced. Employees whose jobs have been eliminated can be assigned to other areas of the process. Some suppliers 
use the fteed-up positions to devote full-time employees to process improvement activities in their facility. 

Another common improvement technique involves developing and implementing poka-yoke systems to 
build "mistake-proofing" into the production process. Poka-yoke systems are simple process changes used to prevent 
errors coupled with simple sensors that detect errors at their source. One supplier was assembling a part with a 
plastic cap that the operator occasionally forgot to install. The supplier development team installed a simple sensor 
to check every part for the plastic cap at that work station. Parts without the cap were rejected and immediately 
reworked, thereby ensuring that defective parts were not shipped to the customer. 

Reduction in the time required to change from one product to another is a common improvement made 
during supplier development. When the dies or fixtures for a machine are being changed, production stops. 
Reducing the time required to set up for a different product effectively increases the overall capacity of the plant. 
Simple changes, such as having the proper tools and fixtures or dies stored near work stations, significantly reduce 
semp time. Through operator training, one supplier development project reduced the time required to change dies 
from an hour and a half to 30 minutes; another cut 65 minutes down to 10 minutes by ensuring that the proper 
tooling was readily available. Therefore car makers develop their supplier's quality, cost and delivery for sustainable 
supply of components during capacity increase and launch of new models. 

In Turkey, more typical improvement items in the Supplier Development are: 5S (5S is a reference to a list 
of five Japanese words which, transliterated and translated into English, start with the letter S and are the name of a 
methodology. This list is a mnemonic for a methodology that is often incorrectly characterized as "standardized 
cleanup", however it is much more than cleanup. 5S is a philosophy and a way of organizing and managing the 
workspace and work flow with the intent to improve efficiency by eliminating waste, improving flow and reducing 
process unreasonableness. Moreover FIFO, (FIFO is an acronvm for First In, First Out, an absfraction in ways of 
organizing and manipulation of data relative to time and prioritization. This expression describes the principle of a 
queue processing technique). Identification of OK and NG parts. Problem Solving and Reporting Techniques are 
concurrent supplier development ways. 

As a result, the car maker firstly follows the supplier's quality stams with DPM, defect per million unit, 
which is a key point indicator for quality and delivery performance. Then car maker, or the customer, makes a 
serious shop floor observation on the supplier. Listing up missing and insufficient items in the form of PFUS 
(Problem FoUow-Up Sheet), supplier and customer teams established. Then plan is progressed and followed until 
necessary quality and delivery performance achieved and all open items closed. In mass production stage, general 
improvement Items for Turkish Automotive Suppliers are: 5S, First in-First Out, Problem Solving and Reporting 
Techniques. 

4.2. Legislation 
One of the most powerfiil sources of Supplier Developments is legislation. Several organizations, especially 

EU and UN, have developed several legislations and regulations especially for safety and environment. 
As a representative case, most recently issued, the End of Life Vehicle (ELV) of EU can be explained. ELV 

directive aims to generate environmental gains through increased levels of vehicle recovery and a reduction in the 
use of hazardous substances. ELV particularly underlines following items: 



Prohibition on heavy metals 
6. A producer shall ensure that materials and components o f vehic les put on the market do not contain lead, 

mercury, cadmium or hexavalent chromium except in the cases listed in Schedule 1 to these Regulations. 

Requirement for technical documentation 
7. A producer shall at the request o f the enforcement authority submit technical documents or other information 

showing that the materials and components o f vehic les put on the market comply with the requirements o f regulation 
6 and Schedule 1. 

8. A producer shaU ensure that he keeps the information necessary for him to submit to the enforcement authority 
the documents referred to in regulation 7 for a period o f four years from the date that he puts the materials and 
components on the market. 

Figure 6. ELV Content 

OEMs, main responsible for the regulations, smdy ELV directive and make a detailed plan for their in-
house operations and for their suppliers as well. For Tier 1 suppliers, OEMs prepare audit and training plan, as ELV 
directive might be very difficult to understand by medium and small Tier 1 suppliers. Therefore OEMs audit and 
train Tier 1 suppliers. Then Tier 1 suppliers tiain and audit Tier 2 suppliers. Then Tier 2 suppliers train and audit 
Tier 3 suppliers and so far so on. -At the end, OEM aims to obtain a vehicle which does not contain a single part, 
containing any hazardous material as shown in the Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. EU ELV, End of Life, directive follow through suppliers. 

S.Conclusion 
In this paper overall literature about Supplier Development is examined and related material in the Context 

of Turkish Automotive Industry Is studied. Even Supplier Development is relatively new concept in Turkey; Turkish 
and Global literatures are In an accomplishment. 

Turkish car makers, OEMs, develop their suppliers in order to reduce costs, improve quality and delivery 
performances through three main stages; first is in purchasing stage, second İs project stage and the last is mass 
production stage. Moreover some legislations &regulations force both car makers and suppliers for improvement. 

Main motivation of the Turkish car makers for the Supplier Development is capacity increase and launch of 
new models. Therefore car makers develop their supplier's quality, cost and delivery for sustainable supply of 
components during capacity increase and launch of new models. Typical improvement items in the Supplier 
Development are: 5S, First In, First Out, Identification of OK and NG parts. Problem Solving and Reporting 
Techniques. 
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SUPPLIER SELECTION PROBLEM IN PRESENCE OF VARIOUS PRICE 
DISCOUNT OFFERS REGARDING THE BRANDS 

R. M o h a m m a d Ebrahim , J. Razmi ' 

Abstract 

Supplier selection as an important element of supply chain management and logistics involves evaluation of many 
factors such as, cost of parts/materials, size of order, quality, delivery performance, etc. Therefore, this problem is 
categorized as multi criteria decision making problems. In this paper it is assumed that there are two groups of 
suppliers. The first group include suppliers with well-known brands and the second group include suppliers with 
sundry brands. Hence, a mathematical model is developed in which two types of discount schemes (all-unit and 
incremental discount) are considered. Hence, a multi objective formulation is developed for single item, multiple-
sourcing, purchasing problem. The weighted sum of objective functions is calculated as the major objective function 
to be minimized. Due to the complexity of the problem a proposed Scatter Search Algorithm (SSA) is presented to 
solve this problem. Finally the proposed SSA is run for a set of problems and the corresponding logical outputs 
within reasonable computational times, shows the performance of the proposed SSA. 

Keywords: Supplier Selection, Lot sizing. Branding, Price Discount, MCDM, Scatter Search, AHP 

1. Introduction 
Supplier selection is one of the most important components of production and logistics management in the 

competitive environment of the global market. As organizations become more dependent on suppliers the direct and 
indirect consequences of poor decision makings become more severe (Boer et al. 2001). Such decisions involve the 
selection of individual suppliers to employ and the determination of order quantities to be placed with the selected 
supphers. 

Many attributes affect a supplier's performance. Dickson (1966) identified 23 criteria that have been considered 
by purchasing managers in various supplier selection problems. Also Weber et al. (1991) found that 47 out of 76 
articles which they reviewed, addressed more than one criterion for supplier selection decision making. Hence 
supplier selection problem is multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) problem and it İs necessary to make a trade 
off between conflicting quantitative and qualitative criteria to select the best suppliers (Tracey 2001). One of the 
factors affecting such a decision making problem is the existence of suppliers with well-known brands. This 
situation can affect the supplier selection decision making from different aspects. For instance, innovation İn design 
of these items, their high quality and also the impact that these brands may have on final customers are some of 
these aspects. Along with common suppliers there may be suppliers with well-known brands. In addition, other 
attributes such as quality and delivery etc. (which have been considered İn the model) made the suppliers' brand and 
in order to be a world class manufacturer, the performance of suppliers İs vital to receive the above goal. 

In addition. Suppliers sometimes offer discounts. The motivation for using discount schemes stems from the fact 
that it tends to encourage buyers to procure larger quanthies and to obtain operating advantages (such as economies 
of scale or reducing the cost of transportation) for the buyer. Usually, two types of discounts—all-units discount and 
incremental discount—are used for cost reduction (Benton and Park 1996). Considering both qualitative and 
quantitative criteria in this model and in addition, permitting two types of discount schemes simultaneously by 
suppliers under the situation which both common and well-known brands exist, make this model more practical in 
comparison with other previous studies. 

2- Description of the Proposed Model 
In this section, the model of the problem is developed under some assumptions. These assumptions are discussed 

in the following subsection. 
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2.1. Assumptions and Notations 
The following assumptions are considered in definition and the modeling of the problem. 

The buyer can purchase required quantity from multiple suppliers. 
The buyer is going to purchase only one item from suppliers. 
Two groups of suppliers (with common brands and with special brands) are taken into consideration. 
Each supplier can offer one of two discount schemes arbitrary. 
The total demand is known and the total purchased quantity is exactly equal to the total demand. 
The total demand and purchased quantities from suppliers are integer. 

Notations 
i: index of suppliers 
k: index of discount intervals 
Xjk- purchased quantity from supplier i in discount interval k (integer variable) 
yik'. binary variable; if the purchased quantity from supplier / falls on the interval corresponding to this variable then 

yik = 1, otherwise ytk = 0 
«: total number of suppliers 
nf. number of suppliers that offer all-unit discount 
«2; number of suppliers that offer incremental discount 
lik'. lower bound of the discount interval k offered by supplier i 
Kik. upper bound of the discount interval k offered by supplier 1 
Pik. discounted unit price of the discount interval k offered by supplier / 
di'. defective rate of purchased goods from supplier / 
hf. late delivery rate of goods purchased from supplier i 
Wi. total weight of supplier / calculated by AHP 
Ki. index ofthe last interval offered by supplier i 
D: total demand 

2.2. Cost function 
The total cost of purchasing depends only on the unit price of item. The price for commodity items usually offered 

in different discount schemes which can usually be seen in one of the following strucmres: All-unit discount and 
Incremental discount. In this section we propose a model in which both of these discount models are considered 
simultaneously. 

2.2.1. All-unit discount 
Under this discount model, supplier i discloses the all-units discount scheme (Nahmias, 2001) which depends on the 

quantity purchased from supplier i. All-units model divides the range of possible order quantities into intervals with 
progressively lower unit costs. The unit cost corresponding to the size of a particular order is applied to every unit In 
the order. The cost fimction under all-unit discount policy can be modeled as follows. 

tt p ^ 
1=1 k ^\ 

Where at most one of the variables xn, for k= 1,.. can be positive and the rest must be equal to zero and it is 
assumed that p > p ^2 > " > P ik. • 

2.2.2. Incremental discount 
Dolan et al. 1990 argued, however, that the supplier is often better served by the incremental discount model, which 

applies a lower unit price only to those units purchased in excess of each successive breakpoint (Rabin and Benton 
2003).Under this discount model, supplier / discloses the traditional incremental units discounting scheme (Nahmias, 
2001) which is dependent on the quantity Xj purchased from supplier i. This discount scheme applies a lower unit price 
only to those units purchased in excess of each successive breakpoint. The cost mnction under incremental discount 
policy has been modeled as follows. 

« r k-i 
Z E P/* (^/*-^/t"/.*-i) + >';tE/' ' j{"!; 

(2) 

Where at most one of the variables for k= 1,...,^/ can be positive and the rest must be equal to zero and it is 
assumed that p n > P i2 ^ '" ^ P ik • 



2.2.3. Total cost function 
Let Hi suppliers offer all-unit discount schedules and n - rij suppliers offer incremental discount schedules. So 

by adding (1), (2) we have the cost objective fiinction as it follows: 
K 

(3) 

2.3. Defective items function 
The buyer usually intends to minimize the number of defecfive items for improving product quality, to reduce costs 

related to quality, etc. This objective function can be stated as equation 4: 

(4) 

2.4. Late Delivered items function 
In order to reduce the total lead time of manufacturing, the number of production breakdowns, etc, buyers desires to 

minimize the total late delivered items purchased from suppliers. So, the third objecfive funcfion can be defined as 
equafion 5: 

min Z,=±f^h,x, (5) 
i 1̂ k =1 

2.5. Total weighted quantity of purchasing function 
Depend on the purchasing strategies; various criteria can be taken into consideration in decision making process. 

For instance Dickson (1966) idenfified 23 criteria which can be used in various supplier selection problems. In 
addition Tracey (2001), Min and Galle (1994) and some other authors have proposed different criteria for supplier 
selection evaluafion. We propose some factors according to table 1 including branding which affects the current 
problem. The suppliers with more popular brands get higher scores and this may lead to higher final weight. In spite of 
this posifive impact the cost of these brands are usually higher than other sundry ones. 

Table 1. Proposed Criteria for Supplier Selection Decision Making 

In this paper we use the AHP method introduced by Saaty (1980), as the well Icnown and useful MADM technique 

Criteria Sub-criteria Criteria Sub-criteria 
Services 

Background of 
relationships 

Organizational level 

Length of guarantee period 
Available services during 
guarantee period 
Needed training for use of 
production 
Length of the relation period 
Importance of relations 
Level o f mutual satisfaction 
during relations 
Technological level 
Level o f information technology 
Capital o f the supplier 
Flexibility in manufacturing 

Brand Level o f popularity 
Impact on the buyer 
Marketing processes 
Innovation in design 

Communication Capability o f getting İn 
touch by the buyer 
Available information about 
supplier 

to obtain weights of each supplier which consists of three steps of making hierarchical structure, constmcting the 
matri.K of pair wise comparison ratios and calculating the total weights for each alternative. 

So, the fourth objective is as follows: 

Max w ,x, (6) 

2.6. Final objective function 
In practical situations, for supplier selecfion problems, the weight of each criterion is different from others and it 

depends on purchasing strategies. Suppose that Wi, Wj, Ws and W4 are the weights of objective functions. We use the 



weighted sum of these four objective functions as the main objective function to be minimized. Before going farther, 
we have to normalize the coefficients of decision variables. We use linear normalization method (Shih et al 2007). 
Linear normalization: 

^ _ X ik for benefit attributes and ^ _ '^.J" ^ for cost attributes, where / is the index of suppliers 
m a x { x , , } X 

and k index for intervals. 
Since we intend to minimize the total weighted sum of these objectives, we regard the total weighted quantity of 

purchasing as cost attribute and the three other objectives as benefit attributes. So the final objective function after 
normalizing the coefficients can be stated as: 

Where 

Pik 

i,jt 

(8) 
•Ahi. 

(9) 

^ ^ 

2.7. Constraints 
There are some constraints associated with the supplier selection problem. In the following these constraints are 

explained and modeled. 

2.7.1. Demand constraint 
This constraint implies that the total purchased quantity must be equal to the total demand of the buyer. Therefore 

we have: 

1=1 h=\ 

2.1.2. Discount intervals constraints 
Variables conespondlng to intervals must be equal to or between their lower and upper limits. Since at most one of 

the intervals offered by each supplier must be selected, the binary variable is utilized in these constraints. These 
constraints can be stated as equations (11) and (12): 

h^y^k^^^k^^^kyik v z — \ / k ^ u . . . , K , (11) 

Xy,, < 1 V/ (12) 

2.7.3. Capacity constraints 
This constraint implies that the total purchased quantity from each supplier must be equal or less than the supply 

capacity of the nominated supplier. So we have the following relation: 

f^x,, <C,, V; =! , . . . ,« 

However, for k = Ki we have JC,.̂  ~^^iK = C^., so this constraint is already considered in Eq. (11) and adding the 

above constraint to the model is not bounding and is redundant. 



2,8. The Final Mathematical Programming Model 
The Final proposed mathematical model for supplier selection under discount policy can be formulated as follows: 

min XE'̂ ft̂ /̂  + Z 

S.t. 

(=1 k=\ 

A--I 

y,, e{0 , l} V/ =l...,n V/r =1,...,K. 

This model is a linear, integer programming model which has i + + 2 ^ K . constraints and 2 ^ K variables. 
/=1 / = l 

Goosens et al. (2007) shows that the supplier selection problem under all-unit discount policy is strongly NP-
complete and no polynomial-time approximation algorithm with constant worst-case ratio exists for this problem 
(unless P^NP). In addition. Burk et al. (2008) discuss that purchasing problems under all-unit or incremental discount 
policy are categorized among NP-hard problems. Therefore, we apply a heuristic algorithm for our current problem 
which certainly can be classified in the NP hard problems. 

3 . S o l v i n g tl ie p r o b l e m v ia Scat ter S e a r c h A l g o r i t h m 
In this paper Scatter Search Algorithm (SSA) İs considered as a population-based method. This methodology has 

been introduced by Glover (1977) as a heuristic for integer programming. The SSA Meta heuristic has successfully 
been applied to a variety of hard optimization problems (Rahimi-Vahed 2007). 

In the original proposal. Glover described scatter search as a method that uses a succession of coordinated 
initializations to generate solutions. He introduced the reference set (ReJSet) of solutions and several guidelines, 
including that the search takes place in a systematic way as oppose to the random designs of other methods (Marti 
2006). 

3.1. Scatter Search structure 
The scatter search methodology is very flexible, since each of its elements can be implemented in a variety of ways 

and degrees of sophistication. In this section we illustrate the structure of scatter search based on the well-known "five 
methods" (Marti et al. 2006). 

1. A diversification generation method 
2. An improvement method A reference 
3. set (Ref-Set) update method 
4. A subset generation method 
5. A solution combination method 
Fig. 1 shows the interaction among these five methods. 
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Figure 9: Scatter Search structure 
3.2. Proposed Scatter Search Algorithm 

Before describing the proposed SSA we present an algorithm by which we can equalize the discount intervals 
offered by suppliers to make the SSA work easier. Let [7,^, m/̂ ] represents I^^ interval offered by supplier i and the total 
number of suppliers is k and = m a x {K ,. } where K/ is the maximum supply capacity of supplier i. 

Algorithm 1. (Equalizing discount intervals) 
Step 1. For all i let // := /,-/ = 1 
Step2.j=l; 
Step 3. Uj := min{H,^. } 

Step 

Step 5. If (/•<= K)j--=y+1 , go to 3 
Step 6. Stop. 

Vector solutions in this problem have the following general format: 

s = 
•"' IK, 

(13) 

Here we set these five methods for our supplier selection problem. 
1. Diversification Generation Method: In this first step of SSA, 50 trial solutions are built. For solution we 

begin from suppher where (/ = / mod n & if (j = 0) then j=n, and n is the total number of suppliers. So a 
random integer value "x" from interval [1 , KJ] is assigned to this supplier. Now D is updated as D = D -Xj . 
Hence,y = j+l & if (j = n+J) then j = 1. We do the above process until all suppliers are assigned a value or D = 
0. If all suppliers are assigned a quantity but D is still non-zero, the above process must be repeated until D İs 
zero. This set is called "setp ". 

2. Improvement Method: This step is developed to improve the quality of solutions and to obtain more enhanced 
solutions. This step consists of two phases. 
Phase I: Let / = 1. For j ^ / +7 t o = « we do the following process. Assume that the assigned quantity to 
supplier i falls in interval ki and similarly the assigned quantity to supplier j falls in interval kj. So, 

if (i^^jc +̂4̂ -î ;̂ĉ +̂̂ p-(V*,+> ;̂+ /̂A+A>0 assigned quantities to supplier i andy, i.e. x^^^ , x are 

exchanged. If x^^^ and X .̂̂ ^ are zero, then a.^ , fi.j^ , aj^^, yff̂ .̂  will be zero. Now if / - 1 then / is 

updated as / = / + 7 and then again we start fi-om the beginning of the process with the updated i. 
Phase 2: In this phase, for each vector solution, those positive quantity variables which are lower than a fixed 
determined quantity (the lowest acceptable positive quantity) are selected. This fixed quantity can be 
determined based on organization's poHcy. We add up these selected variables with each other and then assign 
the resulted value to the best supplier who has extra capacity more than the above calculated summation 
quantity. In order to evaluate these suppliers and select the best one we assign the calculated summation 
quantity to these suppliers and select the supplier that leads to larger decrease in objective function. 

3. Reference Set (Ref-Set) Updating Method: In SSA, Ref-Set originally consists of two subsets. In the first subset, 
b} solutions with better objective values are collected. Members of this subset are sorted with respect to tlielr 
objective value fi-om higher one to the lower one. The second subset oî Ref-Set is the set of diverse solutions. 
Combination of these solutions with other solutions in Ref-Set may lead to solutions with good quality. For 
updating this subset the remaining of solutions which have not entered the first subset oi Ref-Set are considered. 



We define a "distance index" as follows in order to measure distance of these solutions with solufions in the first 
subset of Ref-Set. 

nrr,—\ r 

dist.^. = L ~ i ) ^^^""^ ^'^^'J '•^^ distance of solution / from solution j . Now the distance index 

is measured as follows. distj = min ^dist.j J 

The number of 62 solutions with highest distance index value is selected. These are sorted with respect to their 
distance and placed in the second subset. 

4. Subset Generation Method (Constructing new solution sets): In this step, new subsets are constructed from Ref-
Set. Let the Ref-Set has members. Therefore, there are 2'*'"^''^'—1 non-empty subsets that can be 
constructed from Ref-Set. In this paper, in order to optimize the computafional time, we use only the subsets 

w 
h 

# of 
Intervals 

Unit # o f Intervals Unit # o f 
Intervals 

Unit 
suppher 

Intervals 
suppher supplier 

Intervals 
Unit 

suppher prices suppher prices supplier 
Intervals 

prices 
1-80 660 

1-50 670 S1-I40 612 
51-100 610 141-200 550 
101-150 560 3 201-280 520 

i-100 623 151-200 510 281-350 450 
1 101-200 534 20i-250 470 351-400 370 
1 201-300 465 z 251-300 440 401-500 280 

301-400 383 301-350 400 1-75 650 
351-400 360 76-150 620 
401-450 320 4 151-225 530 
451-500 290 226-300 460 

301-375 390 

1 
c 
h 
h 
a 
V 
e 
j 
u 
s 
t 
2 

members. 
5. Solution Combination Method: Members of the subsets made in the previous step are combined together and 

consequently new solufions are obtained. In this paper, the convex combination of each couple of solufions is 
computed. Since the value of X (parameter of convex combinafion) is considered to be 0.5, the outputs are 
feasible. 

In the proposed SSA these five steps are ufilized in the order shown in Fig 1. The following example illustrates how 
the problem is formulated and then solved by the proposed SSA. 

Example: 
Assume that there are four suppliers as alternatives such that = 2 of them offer all-unit discount and T?? ^ 2 of 

them offer incremental discount. Suppliers 2 and 3 are with famous brand. Table 2 shows these discount intervals. In 
table 3 rates of defective and late delivered items are presented, more over, the final weight of each supplier is listed in 
this table. The AHP method is applied to calculate these weights using scores " 1 " to "9" for computing matrixes of pair 
wise comparison ratios. 

Table 2. Discount intervals of the example 



Table 3. Data related to each supplier 

Using Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), CK,.̂ ,yÖ)̂  can be computed =1, . . . ,77 VÂ: = 1 , . . . , . ^ ; . Applying algorithm 1, 

equalized lower and upper bounds of discount intervals are computed according to table 4. This model is solved using 
both LINGO and the proposed SSA. 

Table 4. Objective coefficients and upper and lower bounds of discount intervals 

# of 
interval 

Supplier 1 Supplier 2 Supplier 3 Supplier 4 
Lower 

bound (//) 
Upper 

bound (H,) 
# of 

interval % A . A A ^ik 

Lower 
bound (//) 

Upper 
bound (H,) 

1 3.39 0 3.52 0 3.12 0 3.064 0 1 50 
2 3.39 0 3.43 0 3.12 0 3.064 0 51 75 

3 3.39 0 3.43 0 3.12 0 3.019 0.022 76 80 

4 3.39 0 3.43 0 3.05 0.037 3.019 0.022 81 100 

5 3.27 0 3.36 0 3.05 0.037 3.019 0.022 101 140 

6 3.27 0 3.36 0 2.95 0.122 3.019 0.022 141 150 

7 3.24 0 3.28 0 2.95 0.122 2.885 0.154 151 200 

8 3.14 0 3.22 0 2.91 0.181 2.885 0.154 201 225 

9 3.14 0 3.22 0 2.91 0.181 2.78 0.308 226 250 

10 3.14 0 3.18 0 2.91 0.181 2.78 0.308 251 280 

11 3.14 0 3.18 0 2.80 0.373 2.78 0.308 281 300 

12 3.02 0 3.12 0 2.80 0.373 2.676 0.514 301 350 

13 3.02 0 3.06 0 2.68 0.647 2.676 0.514 351 375 

14 3.02 0 3.06 0 2.68 0.647 - - 376 400 

15 _ 3.00 0 2.55 1 - - 401 450 

16 - - 2.95 0 2.55 1 - - 451 500 

The exact optimal solution of this problem shows that the best purchasing strategy is to buy the total demand fi'om 

# of supplier Defective items' rate (di) Late delivered items' rate (h,) Final weight of suppliers (w,) 
1 0.009 0.01 0.2016 
2 0.02 0.009 0.3222 
3 0.008 0.01 0.2734 
4 0.006 0.008 0.2028 

Other qualitative factors however this supplier offers a high unit prices for its items. In mathemafical form it is 
indicated as xsjs^'SOO. This problem is also solved using the SSA then, the same result is obtained. 

4. Performance evaluation of the proposed SSA 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed SSA in compufing the optimal purchasing decision, 24 
problems have been solved by both the SSA and LINGO package version 8 on a Penfium 2.8 GHz PC with 1 GB 
RAM. In table 5 there are 8 groups of problems such that each group has three subgroups and the total number of 
suppliers in each subgroup is the same. However, the coordinates (ni.nz) for these subgroups are not equal where «/ is 
the number of suppliers offering all-unit discount and « 3 is the number of suppliers offering incremental discount. 

Through comparing the computational time of the proposed SSA with LINGO's it is perceived that how fast this 
algorithm can reach to a desirable solution. In the column titled "Relative Error", the relative errors of outputs of the 
SSA from exact optimal solufions are presented. The relative error is measured using the following relation: 

Relative Error — (Objective Junction value via SSA - Objective junction value via LINGO) / Objective function 
value via LINGO (14) 

Table 5. Performance evaluation of the proposed SSA 
Total # 

of suppliers 
fnl 

"2) 
Objective 

function value 
via SSA 

(4,0) 1280.0 

Objective 
function value 
via LINGO 

1280.0 

Relative 
Error 

SSA 
computational 
time 

0.4 

LINGO 
computational time 

0.5 



(0,4) 1281.0 1281.0 0 0.4 0.8 
(2,2) 1281.0 1281.0 0 0.3 0.7 

8 
(8,0) 692.3 692.3 0 0.2 0.8 

8 (0,8) 693.1 693.1 0 0.3 1.3 8 
(4,4) 692.1 692.1 0 0.3 0.9 

12 
(12,0) 1287.7 1287.7 0 0.4 3 

12 (0,12) 1288.1 1288.1 0 0.5 2.3 12 
(6,6) 1288.03 1288.03 0 0.3 2.5 

15 
(15,0) 1467.0 1467.0 0 0.6 2.4 

15 (0,15) 1467.87 1467.87 0 0.5 3.5 15 
(S,7) 1466.06 1466.06 0 0.6 2.9 

20 
(20,0) 1440.0 1440.0 0 0.4 3.3 

20 (0,20) 1440.95 1440.67 0.0002 0.5 3.8 20 
(10,10) 1441.02 1440.72 0.0002 0.5 5.2 

25 
(25,0) 1471.026 1471.026 0 0.5 4.1 

25 (0,25) 1472.02 1472.02 0 0.5 3.7 25 
(15,10) 1472.03 1472.03 0 0.6 5.4 

30 
(30,0) 1512.68 1500.0 0.0084 0.4 6.2 

30 (0,30) 1513.40 1500.93 0.0083 0.5 7.6 30 
(15,15) 1513.60 1500.4 0.0088 0.3 7.1 

40 
(40,0) 1893.7 1887.53 0.0033 0.6 9.3 

40 (0,40) 1894.1 1888.38 0.0030 0.5 12.2 40 
(20,20) 1894.1 1888.50 0.0029 0.5 10.8 

5. Conclusion 
Supplier selection problem is affected by various qualitative and quantitative conflicting factors. Furthermore, in 

many practical situations, suppliers may offer different discount schemes according to their selling policies. In addition 
existence of renowned brands along with sundry ones can affect the purchasing decision from different aspects. Hence , 
buyers face a complex decision making problem. This paper introduced a linear integer programming model in which 
qualitative and quantitative factors are considered. W e have regarded some qualitative factors including the branding 
situation in table 1. In addition, an extended cost objective function is modeled as a part o f t h e main model in which 
suppliers are allowed to offer any of the two discount schemes (all-unit and incremental discount). 

Since this problem is NP-hard, we proposed a scatter search algorithm (SSA) by which this problem can be solved. 
The performance of this SSA is evaluated by comparing its outputs in solving 24 problems with exact optimal 
solutions. For computing exact optimal solutions L I N G O package version 8 is used. Results obtained from this 
evaluation showed that the proposed SSA can find solutions with high quality but in a short computational t ime. 
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SUPPLIER SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT BASED ON 
FUZZY QFD APPROACH 

Saman Hassanzadeh Amin ' , Jafar Razmi^, and Sina Mostafaei'' 

Abstract 

Supplier development is an important concept in logistics which is defined as working with suppliers to help increase 
efiiciency and decrease costs for the benefit of both supplier and buyer. This concept enables buyers to develop 
suppliers to meet the exact needs. In this paper, a novel decision-making approach to the supplier development has 
been proposed based on product design. In addition, the House of Qualit}- (HOO) concept and triangular fuzzy 
numbers have been composed to deal with vagueness of human thought. The HOQ translates the voice of customer 
into technical descriptors. Each supplier can be assessed according to the significant criteria. Finally, a case study is 
conducted to show the simplicity and efficiency of the proposed method. This innovative method can be implemented 
with spread sheet packages. 

Keywords: Supplier development and selection, Logistics, Fuzzy House of Quality 

1. Introduction 
Logistics is about moving materials, information and funds from one business to another business or from a 

business to the consumer. Logistics is an important part of the business-economic system and is a major global 
economic activity. In fact, 10-15% of product costs are logistics related (Yiswanadham, & Gaonkar, 2003). A structure 
of logistics and supply chains is composed of potential suppliers, producers, distributors, retailers and customers 
(Fiala, 2005). Buyers try to manage the suppliers by methods such as supplier development. Krause and Ellram (1997) 
defined supplier development as any effort of a buying firm with its supplier(s) to increase the performance and/or 
capabilifies of the supplier and meet the buying firni's short- and/or long-term supply needs. Two kinds of supplier 
development strategies can be distinguished (Krause, 1999; Krause, ScanneU, & Calantone, 2000). External supplier 
development strategies are competitive pressure (using several suppliers for a purchased item), supplier assessment 
(in-depth evaluations of suppliers' performance and providing feedback), and supplier incenfives (promises of future 
business condifional upon current supplier perfonnance). 

Suppher selection and development is a mulfi criteria decision making problem. Cnterİa and decision 
techniques are two important factors in this problem. The earliest review in the context of supplier development and 
selection is by Moore and Fearon (1973) where they focused on industry applications of computer-assisted models. 
Weber, Current, & Benton (1991) categorized the literature with regard to the particular criteria menfioned in the 
article, the purchasing environment and the decision technique used. They reviewed 74 articles and selected price, 
delivery, quality, facilifies and capacity, geographic locafion, and technology capability as the most important factors in 
supplier selecfion. De Boer, Labro, & Morlacchi (2001) did not restrict the review to the final choice models. The 
authors recognized the prior steps to the ultimate stage including problem formulation, formulafion of criteria, 
qualification and final selection. Recently, Aissaoui, Haouari, & Hassini (2007) have presented a literature review that 
covers the entire purchasing process. They proposed different classifications of the published models based on single 
and muhiple periods and Items. 

Researchers have utilized fuzzy sets theory to solve supplier development problem. They have tried to 
consider both qualitative and quantitative criteria. Table 1 shows the summary of the utilized techniques. The majority 
of papers did not consider product design. 
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In this paper, we develop a decisional model for supplier development that based on TQM methods such as 
House of Quality, adopting an analysis based on fiizzy logic and triangular fuzzy numbers. HOQ enables buyers to 
focus on product design. To deal with vagueness of human thought, a fuzzy method is suggested to convert the 
supplier linguistic attributes into fuzzy numbers. The model can be easily hnplemented with a spreadsheet package. 

The organization of this paper follows as section 2, discusses the literature review that includes House of 
Quality and Fuzzy sets theory. Section 3, presents the proposed model. In section 4, a case study is discussed. Fmally, 
conclusions are presented in section 5. 

Table 1. Supplier development & selection techniques 

Supplier development & selection techniques Authors 

Fuzzy sets theory Li, Fun, & Hung (1997) 
Scoring method and fuzzy expert system Kwong, Ip, & Chan (2002) 
Fuzzy AHP Kahraman, Cebeci, & Ulukan (2003) 
Fuzzy TOPSIS Bottani & Rizzi (2006) 
Fuzzy goal programming Kumar, Vrat, & Shankar (2004) 
Fuzzy-QFD Bevilacqua, Ciarapica, & Gİacchetta (2006) 
Fuzzy neural network Lopez (2007) 
Fuzzy simple multi attribute technique Chou & Chang (2008) 

2. Literature review 
2.1. House of Quality 

Authors have used a QFD technique for supplier development. Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a 
planning tool used to fulfill customer expectations. It is a disclplmed approach to product design, engineering, and 
production and provides in-depth evaluation of a product. An organization that correctly implements QFD can improve 
engineering, productivity, and quality and reduce costs, product development time, and engineering changes. QFD 
focuses on customer expectations or requirements, often referred to as the voice of customer. It is employed to 
translate customer expectations, in terms of specific requirements, into directions and actions, in terms of engineering 
or technical characteristics, that can be deployed through: Product planning. Part development, Process planning. 
Production planning. Service industries (Besterfield et a l , 2003). The strucmre of QFD can be thought of as a 
framework of a house, as shown in Figure 1. This is the basic strucmre for the House of Quality (HOQ). Ansari and 
Modarress (1994) discussed the roles of supphers in the various phases of QFD. The Holmen and Kristensen (1998) 
smdy illustrated how the HOQ, can be used in the pre-interactive stage of a single product development project, and 
how the identified correlations and non-correlations between the characteristics of the planned product can be used by 
a customer as a practical approach for discrimination between the three types of suppliers. Temponi, Yen, & Tiao 
(1999) developed a fuzzy logic-based extension to HOQ for capmring imprecise requirements to both facilitate 
communication of team members and have a formal representation of requirements. Recently, Bevilacqua, Ciarapica, 
& Gİacchetta (2006) have suggested a new method that transfers the house of quality approach typical of quality 
function deployment problems to the supplier selection process. They utilized fuzzy logic for supplier selection. In 
their method, the weights assigned by decision makers were aggregated using the average operator; however, in 
practice it is not useful because experience, authority, and the responsibilities of different DMs are not equal. 

(C) 

(A) (D) (B) 

(F) 

(A) Customer requirements (voice ofthe customer), (WHATs) 
(B) Prioritized customer requirements 
(C) Technical descriptors (HOWs), (voice ofthe organization) 
(D) Relationship between requirements and descriptors 
(E) Interrelationship between technical descriptors 
(F) Prioritized technical descriptors 

Figure 1. House of Quality 



2.2. Fuzzy sets theory 
To deal with vagueness of human thought, Zadeh (1965) first introduced the fuzzy sets theory, which was 

oriented to the rationality of uncertainty due to imprecision or vagueness. A major contribution of fuzzy sets theory is 
its capability of representing vague data. To deal with this type of uncertainty correctly we can resort to fiizzy logic. 
Fuzzy logic is based on fiizzy sets. 

There are various types of fuzzy numbers, each of which may be suitable than others for analyzing a given 
ambiguous structure, the present analysis uses triangular fuzzy numbers. A triangular fuzzy number Â= (1, m, u) is 
shown in Figure 2 (Klir and Yuan, 1995). If we want to use fuzzy sets in applications, we will have to deal with fuzzy 
numbers operations. Let Â= (a, b, c), E = (d, e, f) denote fuzzy numbers. Then: 

'k®E^{a + d,b + e,c + f) (1) 

A®E = (axd,bxe,cxf) (2) 

I m u X 

Figure 2. Triangular fuzzy number 

3. Proposed model 
In this paper, it is supposed that supplier assessment is selected as a supplier development strategy. Assume 

that a company buys components from some suppliers and we want to assess them according to the significant criteria. 
In other words, a multi-criteria decision making problem should be solved. In this section, the proposed algorithm is 
described. 
Step 1: List Customer Requirement (product criteria or WHATs). 
Step 2: List Technical Descriptors (suppher criteria or HOWs). 
Step 3: Determine prioritized customer requirement: Each of decision-makers, detennines a weight by hnguistic 
variables. Triangular fuzzy numbers were used to quantify the linguistic variables. 
Step 4: Determine a weight of each decision malcer: Suppose the weight of DM[ is rj. This parameter can be calculated 
by linguistic variables. This step is important because experience, authority, and the responsibilities of different DMs 
are not equal in practice. 
Step 5: Calculate the aggregated weight for WHATs: The weights assigned by decision-makers for customer 
requirement, should be aggregated. Aggregated weight (w/), is calculated by the Eq. (3). Where k is the number of 
WHATs and n the number of decision-makers (/ = 7,... , k). 

w, = (ri ® vv,.i) © (^2 ® w^2 )©. . .© (r„ ® w.„ ) (3) 

Step 6: Determine the relationship between requirements and descriptors: Each decision-maker was asked to express 
an opinion, using the linguistic variables, on the impact of each HOW on each WHAT. Here again, triangular fuzzy 
numbers are used to quantify the linguistic variables. 
Step 7: Calculate aggregated weight between WHATs and HOWs: Aggregated weight {aj) is calculated by the Eq. 
(4): 

«y = ( ' - 1 ®^,yi)®(' '2 ® « y 2 ) © - ® ( ' « ®^ijn) W 

Where k is the number of WHATs, n the number of decision-makers, (/ ^ l,...,k), (f = J,...,m) and m the number of 
HOWs. 
Step 8: Detennine prioritized technical descriptors: now we can complete the HOQ, calculating the weights of the 
HOWs (fi), averaging the aggregated weight for WHATs (wi), with the aggregated weight between WHATs and 
HOWs (ay), according to the Eq. (5). Again, these variables are triangular fuzzy numbers. 

fj = | ® [ ( M ' I ®a^j)®...®(w^ ®a/^/)] (5) 
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Step 9: Determine tlie impact of each potential supplier on the atteibutes considered: It is necessary to assess each 
supplier vis-a-vis the attribute in question and combine said assessments with the weight of each atttibute in order to 
establish a final ranking. In the same way as before, the linguistic variables are used, then the DMs' assessment or SR 
(SR = Supplier Rating), are aggregated according the following equation: 

SR,j = (n ® sr^ji) ® ('-2 ® sf'hji) © •" ® (Tn ® ) (6) 

Where h = 1,..., p, j = 1,...,m and m is the number of atfributes. Furthermore, p the number of suppliers and n the 
number of decision makers. 
Step 10: Calculate the FSI index: The FSI mdex expresses the degree to which each supplier satisfies a given 
requirement. The FSI index is a triangular fuzzy number obtained from the previously calculated scores by the Eq. (7): 

FSI, = - ® [(57?,, ® /O ©... © {SR,^ ® f„ )] 
m 

(7) 

Step 11: Defiizzify the FSI index and rank the suppliers: There are a lot of methods for ranking fiizzy numbers such as 
a-Cut, Deftizzificafion, Hamming distance. The simple and popular method, cenfroid method, is adopted to defiizzify 
FSI index (Chou and Chang, 2008). This mefiiod is simple and easy to use for practitioners. A deflizzified fiiangular 
fuzzy number Â= (I, m, u) is calculated in Eq. (8): 

FSI = --><{L + m + U) 

Finally, the final scores can be ranked. Thus, the suppliers are assessed. 

(8) 

4. Case study 
A famous company in Iran that manufacmres automobile components such as cranks, hubs, rims, and so forth 

wants to expand its supply chain. The strategy of the company is to focus on product design during supplier 
development process. Therefore, the company is interested in assessing current suppliers and determine appropriate 
ranking. Now, the company buys a specific product from 4 suppliers simultaneously. The data were collected by 
means of interviews with four experts who are eligible to assess tlie suppliers. 
Step 1: Reasonable Cost, Nice Finish, Lightweight, Strength and Durable are five customer requirements. 
Step 2: Now that the customer needs and expectations have been expressed in terms of customer requirement, the 
experts must come up with engineering characteristics or supplier criteria (HOWs). Six supplier criteria are Financial 
Sfrength (FS), Technical Support (TS), Management Stability (MS), Quality Systems (QS), Support Resource (SR), 
Flexibility and Agility (FA). 
Step 3: We propose a novel scale to assess suppliers. Let U = {VL, L, ML, M, MH, H, VH} be the hnguistic set used 
to express opinions on the group of attributes (VL - Very Low, L = Low, ML = Medium Low, M = Medium, MH = 
Medium High, H = High, VH = Very High). The linguistic variables of U can be quantified using friangular mzzy 
numbers as follows (Figure 3): VL = (0, 0, 1); L = (0, 1, 3); ML = (1, 3, 5); M - (3, 5, 7); MH = (5, 7, 9); H = (7, 9, 
10); VH - (9, 10, 10). Each of the four decision-makers established the level of importance or weight of each of 
WHATs by means of a linguistic variable. The results are shown in Table 2. 

VH 

3 4 5 6 7 
Figure 3. Linguisfic scale 



Table 2. Customer requirement 
WHATs DM, DM2 D M 3 DM4 

Reasonable Cost H M H MH M 
Nice Finish ML M MH ML 
Lightweight MH MH H ML 
Strength H H MH VH 
Durable M VL L VL 

Step 4: In this case, for determination the weight of each decision maker, experience index has been considered. It is 
supposed that a D M with more experience is more reliable than others. Experience index can be presented as linguistic 
variables. (Figure 4) : P o o r - ( 0 , 0, 10); Normal = (5, 10, 15); Good = (10, 2 0 , 2 0 ) . In our case, o - (5 , 10, 15), = (5, 
10, 1 5 ) , o = (5, 10, 1 5 ) , r ^ - ( 1 0 , 2 0 , 2 0 ) . 

Poor Normal Good 

0 5 10 15 20 years 
Figure 4 . Linguistic scale for experience 

Step 5: By using E q . (3) the aggregated weights are calculated in Table 3. In our case, A = 5,;« = 6, and n = 4. 
Step 6: The opinions expressed by the four decision-makers, on the impact of each H O W on each W H A T are shown 
in Table 4 . 

Table 3. Aggregated weight (w/) 

WHATs r i *Wi i r3*VVi3 r4*Wi4 Aggregated weight 

Reasonable Cost (35, 90, 150) (25,70, 135) (25,70, 135) (30, 100, 140) (115,330,560) 
Nice Finish (5, 30, 75) (15,50, 105) (25,70, 135) (10, 60, 100) (55,210,415) 
Lightweight (25,70, 135) (25, 70, 135) (35,90, İ50) (10, 60, 100) (95,290, 520) 
Strength (35,90, 150) (35,90, 150) (25,70, 135) (90, 200, 200) (185,450,635) 
Durable (15,50, 105) (0, 0, 15) (0, 10, 45) (0, 0, 20) (15,60, 185) 

Table 4 . Impact of each HOW on each WHAT 
HOWs Financial Strength (FS) Technical Support (TS) Management Stability (MS) 

WHATs DM, DM2 DM3 DM4 DM, DM2 D M 3 D M 4 DM, DM2 DM3 DM4 
Reasonable Cost VH H MH H H MH H M H H MH H 
Nice Finish M M M ML M ML M M ML M L M 
Lightweight M MH ML M VH VH H MH VL VL L ML 
Strength MH M MH MH M M MH MH L L ML ML 
Durable M ML M M MH MH MH VH ML M M ML 

HOWs Quality Systems ( Q S ) Support Resource (SR) Flexibility and Agility (FA) 

WHATs DM, DM2 DM, D M 4 DM, DM3 DM3 DM4 DM, DM2 DM, DM4 
Reasonable Cost M M ML ML H H MH VH H MH H VH 
Nice Finish VH H MH VH VL L ML L M L M ML 
Lightweight H H MH H L ML ML ML M MH M M 
Strength VH VH H MH VL L L ML L ML ML ML 
Durable MH MH MH H ML ML ML L M M MH ML 



Step 7: The aggregated weights between WHATs and HOWs are calculated by Eq. (4). Here again, the a,y 
elements are triangular fuzzy numbers (Figure 5). 
Step 8: Prioritized technical descriptors are calculated by Eq. (5). The fiizzy values are shown in the matrix F of 
Figure 5. 

FS TS MS QS SR FA 

Cost 
Nice Finish 
Lightweight 
Strength 
Durable 

(175,440,635) (125,350,575) (165,430,635) (45,190,385). (185,450,635) (185,450,635) 
(55,210,415) (65,230,425) (50,190,365) (195,460,635) (5,60,195) (40,170,355) 
(75,250,455) (175,430,630) (10,70,175) (165,430,635) (20,130,295) (85,270,485) 
(115,330,555) (105,310,525) (15,110,265) (175,430,630) (10,80,205) (20,135,295) 
(65,230,425) (165,410,605) (45,190,385) (145.390,605) (15.110,285) (65,230,445) 

(115,330,560) 
(55,210,415) 
(95,290,520) 
(185,450,635) 
(15.60,185) 

f, fi h U fs U 

(11295,90520,254255) (13225,100180,264260) (7235,66960,204955) 

(10505,84820,239095) (5225,52600,167515) (5105,48280,154565) 

Figure 5. The completed fuzzy-HOQ 

Step 9: In this step, the impact of each potential supplier on the attributes considered. Table 5, shows each 
decision malters opinions on the various suppliers in relation to each attribute. By using Eq. (6) suppliers rating 
are calculated. 
Step 10: The FSI index is calculated by using Eq. (7). Table 6 shows the results. 

HOWs Financial Strength (FS) Technical Support (TS) Management Stability (MS) HOWs 

DMi D M 2 D M 3 D M 4 DM, D M 2 D M 3 D M 4 DM, D M 2 D M 3 D M 4 

Suppher1 VL L ML L VH MH H M H H MH H 
Supplier 2 ML L M ML M ML H M M L M ML 
Supplier 3 M , MH M H VH H MH MH H H MH H 

E_l_ ^ -

Supplier 4 M ML MH MH M M MH MH L L ML ML 

HOWs Quality Systems (QS) Support Resource (SR) Flexibility and Agility (FA) HOWs 

DM, D M 3 DM, D M 4 DM, DM, D M 3 D M 4 DM, DM, DM, D M 4 

Supplier 1 H MH MH VH M MH M MH M L L ML 
, . E_l-

Supplier 2 M M ML ML MH H H VH H MH H VH 
Supplier 3 H H MH VH VL L ML L M L VL L 

Supplier 4 
H H MH H L L ML ML M H M M 



Table 6. Calculating the FSI index 

Alternative L M U 

Supplier 1 955108 21227100 100101921 
Supplier 2 527175 16520167 90691733 
Supplier 3 1090850 23302767 104464421 
Supplier 4 787683 19474633 95771596 

Step 11: Triangular fuzzy numbers have defuzzified by using Eq. (8). Now, the scores can be ranked. Ultimate ranking 
and scores are given in Table 7-a. 

Now we can analyze the solutions of our problem. If we devote an equal weight to each DMs then the results 
would be altered. In the case, we suppose that the weight of each decision maker is r ^ (5, 10, 15). It means that there 
is no priority between DMs. The resuhs have been written İn Table 7-b. After a glance at the results, we can identify 
the similarities and differences. Supplier 3 is still the best altemative and supplier 2 placed in the last rank. But the 
ranking of supplier 1 and 4 has been changed. This case shows that the step of determining a weight of each decision 
maker has a prominent effect on the answers. 

Table 7. Defuzzifıcatİon 
a) Resuhs 

Non equal v f̂eight for decision maker 
b) Results 

Equal weight for decision maker 
Altemative Score Ranking Altemative Score Ranking 
Supplier 1 40761376 2 Supplier 1 33453675 3 
Supplier 2 35913025 4 Supplier 2 32177871 4 
Supplier 3 42952679 1 Supplier 3 35446451 1 
Supplier 4 38677971 3 Supplier 4 33506044 2 

5. Conclusions 
One of the most important issues in logistics and Supply Chain Management is supplier development. This 

concept is a cross functional group decision-making problem. The previous methods do not consider the relationship 
between customer requirements (WHATs), and technical descriptors (HOWs). Furthermore, expertise, experience, 
authority, and the responsibilities of different DMs are supposed to be equal; however, these parameters are different 
in real world. In this paper, we determined the weight of each decision maker by using fuzzy logic. Moreover, a 
decisional model has been developed for supplier assessment that based on Total Quality Management (TQM) 
methods such as House of Quality, adopting an analysis to fuzzy logic and triangular fuzzy numbers. Fuzzy logic can 
overcome the vagueness of decision-making. The HOQ was selected because it pays special attention to product 
design. It is expected that in the near future, this algorithm will be applied effectively to various issues such as 
performance assessment, personnel selection, policy making, and business strategies. 

The lack of quantitative metrics is one the most important weaknesses in HOQ method. For instance, price is a 
quantitative criterion which must be evaluated precisely. Therefore, it is worth wile to add another step to take into 
account quantitative criteria. Besides, after supplier assessment the company should suggest supplier development 
programs. Another research may focus on supplier development programs. In addition, the majority of papers in the 
field of supplier selection and development focus on manufacturing environment, and ignore service environment. A 
future research may be implemented İn this area. 
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SUPPLIER SEGMENTATION IN IRANIAN AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 

Mehdi R a h i m i \ Nargess Imanipoor^, Nasrin Aldiondi^, Shohreh Ghadami 

Abstract 

New concepts of Supply Chain Management have appeared more them 20 years ago. Variety of customer's 
requirements, need for fast delivery of product to market and development of Infonnation Technology resulted in 
movement of organizations toward Supply Chain. In the meantime, automotive industries because of having very 
competitive market, also variety and lots of components are one of the most developed industries to utilize the Supply 
Chain Management. 

Meanwhile the effective role of suppliers as a first ring of the chain is very important. On the other hand, due to the 
uncertainty in the effectiveness and efficiency of suppliers and also change in supplier's performance, supplier's 
relationship management and performance measurement have become very important issues that resulted in 
improvement of relationship with suppliers in Supply Chain Management. 

In recent years, some studies have been concerned with segmentation, evaluation and relationship management of 
suppliers. Goran Svensson (2004) has presented a strategic model for supplier segmentation base on two factors: 
commodity's importance for manufacturer and supplier's commitment to manufacturer. In this paper we will develop 
Svensson's model based on characteristics of Iranian automotive industries. 

Keywords: Supply Chain Management, Supplier Relationship Management, Supplier Segmentation 

1. Introduction 
Supplier relationship management is one of the most important parts of supply chain management. In fact, effective 

supplier management and improving qualitative and quantitative level of suppliers could be a competitive advantage of 
every company. (Cusumano, Takeishi 1991) 

Due to focus of Iran's economy on Automotive Industry, quick growth of this industry in Iran, developing 
competitive market of automotive industry in Iran and entering new products from some famous car manufacturer 
(BMW, Toyota, Hyundai...) to Iranian market, there İs need to study buyer-supplier relationship strategy for 
promoting supply chain capabilities, reducing supply chain costs and increasing competition power with other 
manufacturers in the market. Therefore, regard to Iranian automotive industries needs, this research is useful for them 
as an applicable study. 

Our research organized as follow: main concept of Supply Chain Management and Supplier Relationship 
Management will be explained and also hs literature review will be summarized. Next, research method for supplier 
selection, sampling and statistical analysis wiH be drawn. Finally, we will have some discussion on results. 

2. Supply chain Management 
The production, base on Supply Chain Management (SCM) thinking was appeared in 1960s by movement from 

mass production to lean production. (Huang, Keskar, 2006) 

Many factors, such as competitive market place for products and variety of customer's requirements, need for fast 
delivery of product to market and development of information technology resulted in movement of organizations 
toward Supply Chain and forced them to outsource their organizational activities to appropriate and certain suppliers 
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for sustaining market's profit margin. (Kwai-Sang et al., 2004) In fact it lets companies to use their capabilities in an 
effective way. New concepts of SCM that defined as "Integration of relevant activities that changes raw material to 
semifinal product to final product and delivering these outcomes to customers " were presented from 20 years ago. 
(Heizer, Render, 2001). Figure 1 indicates simple strucmre of supply chain. 

Manufacturer Customer 

Figure 1- Simple structured Supply Chain (Hugas, 2006) 

On the other hand SCM is:" All links for transferring materials, products, money and information from suppliers to 
manufacturer and vice versa." (Goffm et al.l997).Figure 2 shows transferring products. Information and money 
through the supply chain. Considering the stmcmral characteristic of SCM, one of the industries that can specially 
benefit this philosophy is Automotive Industty. 

Material 
Flow 

Supplier Manufacturer Customer 
Information 

Flow 

4 Cash 
Flow 

Figure 2- Supply Chain Flows (Shariati, 2004) 

2.1 Supplier Relationship Management: Portfolio Models 

There are wide smdies related to supplier segmentafion and supplier relationship management that based on their 
stmctures, named as Portfolio Models. These models commonly analyze effect of two factors on concept and 
characterisfics of buyer-supplier relationships. For example, for the first time, Kraljic (1983) in his smdies classified 
buyer-supplier relationship based on two factors: Profit Impact and Supply Risk. Table 1 shows Kraljic's model. 

Table 3-Kraljic portfolio model (1983) 
Supply Risk 

Profit 
Impact 

Low High 

Low Non-Critical m . Bottleneck 

High Leverage 
m . 

Strategic 

In portfolio models, one ofthe factors that consfruct model is related to suppliers and the other factor is related to 
buyers. On the other hand, based on the impact of every factor in characteristic of relationship (sfrength or weakness of 
factors), we have High and Low impact of every factors. Portfolio models divide buyer-supplier relationship into 4 
categories. In cells no. 1 and no.4 there is symmetric relationship between buyer and supplier. It means that in these 
cells, the relationship is important for both buyer and supplier and both of them tend to investment for relationship 



promotion(cell 4) on non of them tend to investment in relatİonship(cell 1). On the other hand, in cells no.2 and no.3 
there is non-symmetric relationship between buyer and supplier. In non-symmetric relationship, one of buyer or 
supplier tends to investment and promote in relationship, but the other one tend to maintain current status in 
relationship. 

From 1983 that Kraljic presented the fust portfolio model for buyer supplier relationship segmentation and 
classification till now, many smdies focus on these similar models. Krapfel (1990); Olsen, Ellram (1997); Trend, 
Monczka (1998); Bensaou (1999); Kaufman et al. (2000) and Svensson (2004) have presented portfolio models for 
supplier segmentation and classification. In table 2 these studies classified based on their factors. 

Table 4- Models and related factors (Rahimi et al, 2008) 

Model 
Factors 

l~Low 

2=Low 

l=High 

2=Low 

l=Low 

2=Hish 

l=High 

2^High 

Kraljic 

(1983) 

1. Supply Risk 

2.Profit Impact 
Non Critical Bottleneck Leverage Strategic 

Krapfel 

(1990) 

1. Interest commonality 

2. Relationship value 
Acquaintance Friend Rival Partner 

Olsen, Ellram 

(1997) 

I. Strategic Importance of 
Purchase 

2.Difficulty of Managing 
the Purchase Situation 

N o n Critical Leverage Bottleneck Strategic 

Trend, Monczka 

(1998) 

I. Supply Risk 

2.Profit Contribution 
L o w Value 

Supply 
Assurance 

Profit Contribution 
Provides 

Competitive 
Advantage 

Bensaou 

(1999) 

I.Suppher's Investment 

2 .Buyer's Investment 

Market 
Exchange 

Captive 
Supplier 

Captive Buyer 
Strategic 

Partnership 

Kaufman et at. 

(2000) 

1. Collaboration 

2 . Technology 

Commodity 
Supplier 

Collaboration 
Speciahst 

Technology 
Speciahst 

Problem-Solving 
SuppHers 

Svensson 

(2004) 

I. Supplier's Commitment 

2 .Commodity 's Importance 
Transactional Friendly Business Partner Family 

Ozlap et al. (2006) classified these models into 3 groups: Relationship-focused framework, Factor-based 
framework and Hybrid framework. 
Relationship-focused framework segmented suppliers based on relationship characteristics (such as trust and 
commitment). Factor-based framework segmented suppliers on more factor-based characteristics (such as supplier 
capabilities, characteristics of the product on hand, availability of alternative suppliers) and Hybrid framework is 
complex of two other frameworks. 

According to all models presented in table 2, common characteristic of every form of relationship could be developed 
that indicated in table 3. 

As indicated in table 2, Svensson (2004) presented a model for supplier segmentation that Ozlap (2006) classified 
it as hybrid model. Due to having characteristics of both relationship-focused and factor-based frameworks, it was 
more comprehensive than other frameworks for segmentation of buyer-supplier relationship. One of the other reasons 
that his model was choose for our research was that hke Svensson, our study try to examine supplier segmentation in 
Iranian automotive industry. 

Svensson, in his article, with use of paired questionnaire, studied buyer-supplier relationship in one of Swedish 
Vehicle Manufacturer (VM) and its suppliers based on two factors: supplier's commitment to VM and commodity's 
importance to VM. Every questionnaire included 20 questions based on Likert scale. Questions 1-6 for measuring 
family relationship strategy, questions 7-10 for measuring business partnership strategy, questions 11-14 for measuring 
friendly relationship strategy, questions 15-18 for measuring transactional relationship strategy, also question 19 for 



measuring the importance of relationship and finally question 20 for measuring degree of cooperation in the 
relationship. 

We used Svensson model and questionnaire to study perception of relationship between buyer and suppliers in 
Iranian automotive industiy. Regarding to more than 560 suppliers of automotive industries (tier 1 suppliers) 70 
questionnaires sent to suppliers and also for buyers. Answers to those questionnaires gathered by mall, telephone and 
interview. Finally 36 questionnaires that filled by botii suppliers and buyers gathered. 

Table 5- Common characteristic of models (Rahimi et al, 2008) 

Transactional, Non critical. Market Exchange Friendly, Leverage, Captive Supplier 
1. Short-term relationship 
2. Allocating limited resources to supplier 
3. Simple buy-sell relationship 
4. Change supplier easily 
5. Local suppliers 
6. Standard commodities 
7. No need for innovation 
5. Stability of Demand 
9. Lack of tendency to Investment 

L Suppliers depend on buyers 
2. Multi suppliers for every product 
3. High competition between suppliers 
4. Need for high-ranked engineering experiences 

Business Partnership, Bottleneck, Captive Buyer Familiar, Strategic, Strategic Partnership 
1. Buyers depend on suppliers 
2. Try to increase competition power of suppliers 
3. High level of buying value 
4. High level of supplier's creativity 
5. Supplier's technology ownership 
6. High-ranked supplier's bargaining power 
7. Variety of supplier's product 

L Long-term relationship 
2. Buyer's investment on supplier innovation 
3. Powerfiil joint venture with supplier 
4. Trying to develop supplier's technical skills 
4. High level of buying value 
5. Intemational suppliers 
6. R&D planning for suppliers 
7. Complex commodity's production 
8. High competition power of suppliers 
9. Changing supplier is very costly 
10. Product development planning 
11. Limited number of suppliers 

3. Research Method: Supplier selection 
This smdy is based on research In one of Iranian automotive industries. The identity of this automotive indusny is 

autonomous due to the need for confidentiality. For this research, 70 suppliers were selected based on random 
sampling. Obtaming dyadic perception of relationship between this buyer and its suppliers, questionnaires were sent to 
them and finally 36 paired questionnaires were collected. 

4. Statistical analysis 
Distribution normality assumptions of "Importance of Relationship " and "Degree of Cooperation in Relationship " 

were assessed by the Kolmogrov-Smimov test. For comparison of mean of buyer and suppliers answers to question 19 
(Importance of Relationship), paired sample t-test was used. For comparison of buyer and suppliers answers to 
question 20 (Degree of Cooperation in Relationship), Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used. In our discussion, 
correlation between buyer and suppliers answers was analyzed with Kendall correlation test (table 4). The level of 
statistical significance was established atp<0.05. 



5. R e s u l t s 

Table 6-CoiTelation between buyers and suppliers answers 

Familiar Transactional 

Variables (2,3) (3,4) (3,5) (16,18) 

Supplier Correlation Coefficient 0.326 0.277 0.388 -0.315 

P-Value 0.020 0.047 0.006 0.026 

1 Variables (1,2) (3,4) (5,6) (16,17) 

Buyer Correlation Coefficient 0.554 0.526 0.346 -0.371 

P-Value 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.009 

* Other values were not in significant level. 
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Figure 3 - Buyer's expectancy viewpoint of relafionship with suppliers 

Questionnaire presented in Svensson's model has designed based on Expectancy Theory. It means that our expectation 
in this questionnaire İs observing familiar relationship between buyer and Its suppliers. Buyer tries to develop familiar 
(strategic) relationship for obtaining its long term goals. Therefore, buyer tends to overestimate level of relationship 
with its supphers. Figure 3 shows the expectancy viewpoint of buyer and Figure 4 shows the interaction between buyer 
and its supplier's viewpoint about the level of relationship. 
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Figure 4 - Interaction between buyer and supplier's viewpoint of relationship 
based on level of relationship 

6. Discussion and Conclusion 
As mentioned above, Svensson's model has based on measm-ing intensity of strategic relationship between 

buyer and its suppliers. Statistical analysis of buyer-supplier perception of relationship shows that tliere is nearness 
between buyer and supplier's perception about familiar (strategic) relationship in Swedish automotive industry. But, 
Due to statistical results of our research, there is no strategic relationship between buyer and suppliers. In fact buyer-
supplier relationship in our sample was kind of operational relationship. Now, with regard to strategic roadmap of 
Iranian automotive industry for product quality development, on time delivery, cost leadership and also increasing 
competitive power in intemal and external markets, tliere is some question: is this kind of non-strategic relationship 
suitable for ensuring strategic roadmap goals? If not, what kind of relationship (mentioned in table 3) is appropriate for 
every goal? It seems that buyers in Iranian automotive industry need an immigration plan to develop and improve their 
relationship with suppliers from non-strategic relationship to strategic partnership. 
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QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT APPLICATION IN 
SUPPLIER SELECTION 

ö z l e m Akçay Kasapoğlu^ and Fatma Lorcu^ 

Abstract 

Major developments and changes in the global market economies urge the vitality of the customer focus in all 
industries. In the competitive world of business, the companies have to evaluate their suppliers for the success of their 
supply chains. Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a customer focused methodology depicting the processes in 
need of improvement. In this research a survey is mn to collect data among the companies which have pneumatic 
valve suppliers in their supply chain. The important factors related to customer selection are identified and QFD 
methodology is applied- In this research through the help of QFD methodology supplier selection and development is 
aimed. 

Keywords: Supplier Selection, Supplier Development, Quality Function Deployment, Pneumatic Valve 

1. Introduction 
Over the last two decades, globalization has resulted in a highly competitive business environment. The turbulent 

market condition in the twenty-first cenmry has heightened the need for more competitive enterprise strategies. Speed, 
quality, flexibility, and responsiveness, which are the key components of agile capabilities, are necessary to meet the 
unique needs of customers and markets (Baramichai et al., 2007). 

Manufacmrability and value engineering activities are concemed with improvement of design specifications at the 
research, development, design and production stages of product development. In addition to immediate, obvious cost 
reduction, design manufacmrability and value engineering may produce other benefits like reduced complexity of the 
product, additional standardization of components, improvement of the fimctional aspects of the product, improved job 
design and job safety, improved maintainability (serviceability) of the product and robust design. Although value 
engineering focuses on preproduction design improvement, value analysis, a related technique, takes place during the 
production process, when it is clear that a new product is a success. Value analysis seeks improvements that lead to 
either a better product or product more economically. The techniques and advantages for value analysis are the same 
as for value engineering, although minor changes in implementation may be necessary because value analysis is taking 
place while the product is being produced. (Heizer &Render, 2001, s: 144) 

Supplier selection has increasingly been regarded as one of the most important strategies in the globalizafion era. 
With the multidimensional namre of the problem, supplier selecfion involves both tangible and intangible selecfion 
criteria. This paper presents a case smdy on solving the supplier selection problem in the pneumatic valve industry 
through a decision support system that employs the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) and the quality fimction 
deployment (QFD). Since QFD has been used successfully in product design to relate what needs to be achieved with 
the ways to achieve it, it should provide a means to ensure that the business dynamic/potential changes are embedded 
in the process of supply chain configuration. In addition, by employing the AHP approach to prioritize the importance 
of the potential changes and the appropriateness of the change response strategies, the areas that need to be improved 
can be clearly identified. In our quality mnction deployment smdy the pneumatic valve suppliers in Turkey are 
considered. Among the 6 big pneumatic suppliers in the Turkey Market, only the three of them are considered in the 
analysis, which have bigger market share in Turkey. In order to understand the customer demands and expectations, 
questionnaires are replied by the purchasing specialists in the pneumatic valve user companies. 

The QFD belongs to the sphere of quality management methods (Bevilacqua, et al., 2006) originated in Japan in the 
late 1960s (Akao & Mazur, 2003) and has been traditionally employed for developing new products as it provides a 
method for translating customer requirements into appropriate functional requirements at each stage of product 
development and production. Recently, a modem QFD that offers a better way to perform an analysis (Zulmer, 1995) 
was developed with the major improvements on the quantitative method used to establish the metrics and prioritize the 
altematives. Instead of relying on the ordinal scale, the AHP, which İs the simplest prioritization method that provides 
accurate and reliable results on a ratio scale (Zultner, 2005), is utilized. Using this new approach, the modem QFD has 
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been applied successfully for solving problems in several areas including business process redesign and organizational 
improvement. 

Bevilacqua, Ciarapica, Giacchetta (2007) in their article they suggested a new method that transfers the house of 
quality (HOQ) approach typical of quality function deployment (QFD) problems to the supplier selection process. To 
test its efficiency, the method İs applied to a supplier selection process for a medium-to-large industry that 
manufactures complete clutch couplings. The study started by identiiying the features that the purchased product 
should have (internal variables 'WHAT') in order to satisfy the company's needs, then it seeks to establish the relevant 
supplier assessment criteria (extemal variables 'HOW') in order to come up with a final ranking based on the fiazzy 
suitability index (FSI). The whole procedure was implemented using fuzzy numbers; the application of a fuzzy 
algorithm allowed the company to define by means of linguistic variables the relative importance of the 'WHAT', the 
'HOW'-'WHAT' correlation scores, the resulting weights of the 'HOW and the impact of each potential supplier. 
Special attention is paid to the various subjective assessments in the HOQ process, and symmetrical triangular fiizzy 
numbers are suggested to capmre the vagueness in people's verbal assessments. 

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is also known as the "House of Quality" concept. The House of Quality 
(HOQ) is the central component in constructing QFD (Hauser & Clausing, 1988). There are many different forms of 
the "house of quality", but its ability to be adapted to the requirements of a particular problem makes it a very strong 
and reliable system to use. Its general format is made up of six major components. These include customer 
requirements, technical requirements, a planning matrix, an interrelationship matrix, a technical correlation matrix, and 
a technical priorities/benchmarks and targets section. 
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Figure 10. Illustration of main parts of the house of quality 

QFD refers to both determining what will satisfy the customer and translating those customer desires into the 
target design. The idea is to capture a rich understanding of customer wants and to identify alternative process 
solutions. This information is then integrated into the evolving product design. QFD is used early in design process to 
help determine what will satisfy the customer and where to deploy quality efforts. One of the tools of Qfd is the house 
of quality. The house of quahty is a graphic technique for defining the relationship between customer desires and 
product (or service). Only by defining the relationship is rigorous ways can operations managers build products and 
processes with features desired by customers. Defining this relationship is the first step in building a world-class 
production system. (Heizer &Render, 2001, s: 139) 
To build the house of quality, we perform six basic steps: 

1) Identify customer wants (What do prospective customers want in the product?). 
2) Identify how the good/ service wiU satisfy customer wants (Identify specific product characteristics, features, 

or attributes and show how they will satisfy customer wants). 
3) Relate customer wants to product how's. 
4) Identify relationships between the firm's how's (How do our how's tie together?). 
5) Develop importance ratings. 
6) Evaluate competing products (How well do competing products meet customer wants?). 



2. R e s e a r c h 
Supplier selection is sometimes highly complex, since it incorporates a great variety of uncontrollable and 

unpredictable factors that affect the decisions involved. The aim of this study was to get a better understanding ofthe 
supplier selection process. 

2.1. Research material 
Main source of our study is composed of the pneumatic valve suppliers in Turkey. In Turkey although there are 6 

big pneumatic suppliers in the market, only the three of them are considered in the analysis. The others are not 
considered because they have small market share in Turkey. The information about the suppliers is obtained by 
interviewing with the company professionals. Because of the privacy reasons no company name will be given İn the 
paper. The company in the analysis is a company which has all its plants and production in Europe, and works with a 
disttibutor in Turkey. One of its competitors is a German company which has some of its production in China, and the 
other competitor is a Far East Company. All of them have a high market share in Turkey. On the other side, to 
understand the customer demands and expectations, questionnaires are replied by the purchasing specialists in the 
pneumatic valve user companies. In the analysis of these questionnaires the criteria of the suppliers' preferences are 
determined and the importance of them is obtained through AHP method which will be used in the house of quality 
matrix. 

2.2. Identifying customer expectations 
In the process of the purchasing pneumatic valves the criteria given below are they taken into consideration. 

The criteria can be called the customer wants and those wants are shown on the left of the house of quality and are: 
Price, Quality, and Lead Time, after Sales Service and Company Qualification. 

Second, it is determined that how the organization is going to translate the customer wants into product design and 
process attribute targets. These how are entered to the top portion of the house of quality. These characteristics are 
Quantity Discount, Sale on Credit Terms, Cash, Material life. Quality Documents, Reputation, Delivery Variety, 
Delivery Cost, Spare Parts, Insurance, Capacity, Product variety. Training. 
Third, customer wants are evaluated against how. Fourth, the relationship between the attributes İs developed in the 
" roof of the house. 

Fifth, importance ratings for the design atfiibutes are developed and written on the bottom row of the table (9 İs 
assigned for high, 3 for medium, and 1 for low) to each entry in the relationship matrix, and then each of these values 
are multiplied by the customers' importance ratings. These values in the "our importance ratings" row provide a 
ranking of how to proceed with product and process design, with the highest values being the most critical to a 
successful product. 

Sixth, the house of quality is also used for the evaluation of competitors. (Heizer &Render, 2001, s: 139) How 
well tiie competitors meet customer demand? The two columns on the right indicate how market research thinks 
competitors (German and Far East Companies) satisfy customer wants. So German Company does a good job on 
quality, after sales service and it is a qualified company but does a fair job on price (expensive among the other 
competitors) The far east company does a good job on price but a fair job on lead t ime, after sales service and quality 
1. Price: The price criterion is very important as it is in all purchasing. Without sacrificing from the other criteria the 
best quality product in the cheapest price is tried to be bought. The availability of a quantity discount, the type of 
payments, whether they accept cash or credit terms are on the price concem. 
2. Quality: The quality criterion is the most important criterion among the others, it has the highest priority number, 
0.327. Life if the material, availability of quality documents, and reputation is under the quality concem. 
3. Lead Time: In production planning the variability of lead times is very important issue that has to be taken into 
account. The variety of the delivery terms and the cost of the delivery depend on the type of the delivery, whether it is 
by train, plain, ship or road transport, is so important for the time factor. 
4. After Sales Service: After sales service is important in assuring the customer satisfaction this is why it is considered 
as the main criterion. The availability and variety of spare parts, the insurance time is in the concem of after sales 
service. 
5. Company Qualification: When company qualification is considered, the capacity of that company, product range of 
the company, their attimde on tiaining for their customers can be taken into account; the expectation of customers for 
training is increasing day by day. 

In Table 1 the priority of criteria obtained fi-om questionnaires and analyzed by AHP technique can bee seen. 



Table 7. Customers' Priority 

Criteria Priority 

Price 0,151 
Quality 0,327 
Lead Time 0,179 
After sales service 0,150 
Company Qualification 0,193 

1,000 

The importance percentages of calculated customer's request are placed as the customer's request in QFD matrix. 
These requirements are then converted into technical specifications. The quality house of pneumatic valve supphers' 
selection İs shown in Figure 2. 

Conclusion 
It has been universally accepted that the key success in industry is in understanding and meeting the customer 

needs. Quality fiincfion deployment is a very comprehensive system to transfer this understanding into product, design 
requirement, part characteristics, process plans, and requirements. It is a powerful tool to evaluate the company and the 
competitors. The use of QFD is to show how the quality effort will be deployed. By QFD the design characteristics for 
a new product or the characteristics need to be improved can be easily defined. These design characterisfics are the 
inputs of products and they are satisfied through particular producfion processes. Once these production processes are 
defined they become requirements of the quality plan, in that quality plan there is the set of specific tolerances, 
procedures, methods and sampling techniques that will ensure the production process meets the customer 
requirements. So the house of quality is the starting point of all the efforts for the improving product. 

This study presents the QFD approach in Pneumatic valve supplier evaluafion. In the first part of the study, the 
importance percentages, requested from customers are calculated by using AHP. According to the analysis, "quality" 
is the most important customers' request (32, 7 %). Lead time, company qualification, price and after sales service 
criteria follows the quality. In the second part of the analysis, the calculated importance percentages are placed as the 
customers' request in QFD matrix. These requirements are then converted into technical specifications. 

By the analysis of house of quality, the company managers renewed their investment policies and they decided on 
making investment on the most important criteria more on "quality", although they see their company is doing well in 
quality (10) and although their competitor is not doing well in that issue (7). 

In the analysis it is seen that the company can achieve its goals by putting more emphasis on having quality 
documentation better, by long material fife assurance, by having good reputation, having long insurance fimes, and low 
delivery costs. The improvement in the technical requirements has to be done by considering the customer importance 
criteria. When the company is compared with its competitors, it can be seen that the need for improvement in after 
sales service and company quahficafion, and a decrease in the lead times is a must, other vice the competitors can 
easily take the company's place in the near fiiture. By the questions how-what the company's potential is challenged. 
Visual comparison of the customers wants against the suppliers how's is enabled through the house of quality matrix. 
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SUPPLY CHAIN PROCESSES MAPPING AND INTEGRATION INTO 
LOGISTICS INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Türkay Yildiz^ 

Abstract 

Integrating continuous development plans into company's enterprise resource planning (ERP) system with combined 
total quality management (TQM) principles and methodologies to fully address all work-in processes is inevitably 
an essential factor to achieve robust design in Supply Chain Management (SCM) and Logistics systems. Keeping 
under-control of all business processes, continuously improving, and maintaining the total workflows of all 
logistics operations, today with highly increased competition in the market, play crucial role while keeping the 
systems performance level on its optimal values without overloading any system processes. However, to achieve 
robustness in the design, replacing direct human interaction processes with more abstract process definitions with 
direct concems into rides and how-to schemas play critical roles. 

Keywords: Process development, robustness, work flow, resource management 

1. Introduction 
Supply Chain and Logistics Systems Involve wide variety of business operations and activities ranging from the 

bottom part of operational activities, in the middle part; mid-level tactical operations to on top level; the strategic 
operations: The strategic level deals with decisions that have a long-lasting effect on the firm. These include 
decisions regarding the number, location, and capacity of warehouses and manufacturing plants and the flow of 
material through the logistics network. The tactical level includes decisions that are ^ i c a l l y updated anywhere 
between once every quarter and once every year. These include purchasing and production decisions, inventory 
policies, and transportation strategies, including the frequency with which customers are visited. The operational 
level refers to day-to-day decisions such as scheduling, lead time quotations, routmg, and tmck loading. (Simchi-
Levi, David, 2003) 

Design chain/supply chain integration is critical to innovation driven companies, ensuring the fast and 
sustainable launch of new products. Moving from product development to volume production at the target level of 
quality requires management of processes, assets, products, and information. Design chain/ supply chain integration 
also ensures that when demand cranks up, the whole supply chain is ready that suppliers can handle your needs, 
which order-management systems support the new product information, and that sales charmels and service people 
are trained. (Cohen, Shoshanah., 2004) Your supply chain strategy should directly support and drive forward your 
business strategy. ... an effective business strategy begins with a core strategic vision that lays down the boundary 
conditions for your business: what you are, what you'll do, and just as important, what you are not and what you 
won't do. (Cohen, Shoshanah., 2004) The members of the chain are required to synchronize efforts, initiate cost and 
schedule savings through continuous improvement. Once the supply chain of a service commitment Is defined, 
management of what becomes a service chain will result in savings and greater efficiencies (Stevens, G.C., 1989). 
The service chain will identify linkage and gaps or holes that cause perturbations in terms of unfavorable impacts on 
operational costs and schedules and efficiencies (Dabbİere A., 1999). Management of the service chain will point 
out where an organization's time and efforts can be opfimized (Roberts, Julie S., 2003). An optimized service chain 
will search for inefficiencies, assist in decision-making support systems, identify areas negatively impacfing costs 
and schedules and will illustrate relationships between the chain's members and the effects of procurement, logistics 
and distribufion decisions (Roberts, JuUe S., 2003, Dougherty D., et. al, 1998). 

For many reasons, interest in logistics and supply chain management has grown explosively in the last few 
years. This Interest has led many companies to analyze their supply chains. In most cases, however, this has been 
done based on experience and inmition; very few analytical models or design tools have been used in this process. 
Meanwhile, in the last two decades, the academic community has developed various models and tools to assist with 
management of the supply chain. Unformnately, the first generation of this technology was not robust or flexible 
enough to be used effectively by industry. This, however, has changed in the last few years. Analysis and insight 
have improved, and effective models and decision-support systems have been developed but these may not be 
familiar to industry. (Simchi-Levi, David, 2003) In many cases the IT that currently supports the components in the 
supply chain process is diverse and disconnected. It typically has evolved throughout the years based on various 
local and companywide requirements that were rarely integrated. This issue must be addressed if a company is to 
position itself to manage its supply chain effectively. (Simchi-Levi, David, 2003) 
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ERP is a business model that involves all levels of the organization - hence the word "enterprise". ERP process 
disciplines allow organizations to link customers and top-management decisions all the way through to execution in 
the supply chain and the factory floor. Well-executed ERP not only starts with top management, it is totally 
dependent on top management (Sheldon, Donald H., 2005). ERP systems are large integrated computer software 
packages consisting of components, each with a given set of functions. All available functions operate on a shared 
set of data, thereby achieving integration. The idea of these systems is to support every single aspect of 
rganizational storage, processing, retrieval, and distribution of data and information (Grant, Gerald., 2003). The total 
resource planning system concept is the "master plan" designed to address every details of the operational and 
decision making activities of the business. The systems' parts can be considered independently while focusing on 
organization's specialized functions. Specialized software systems can be developed to ease the specific functions of 
the organizations and to retrieve data about the current conditions of that function. However, while taking into the 
consideration of the enterprise level plans and whole business activities, it is not possible to make specific 
disfinctions between funcfional bodies of an organization. Consequently, all these functional bodies İn an 
organizafion work with a harmony and build the enterprise level body. Strategic decisions can only be made at this 
enterprise level. System plans developed to define overall operations usually do not exist in vendor supplied turnkey 
ERP structures. On the other hand, businesses run on their own customized and specific funcfional bodies to 
produce the necessary output. Figure 1 shows a sample major ERP backbone of a sample supply chain management 
organizafion. 
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Figure 1. A sample, simplified ERP structure. 

Total Quality Management (TQM) is one of the key issues that need to be flilly addressed with the enterprise 
level systems implementations. Fig.2. On quality management systems, systems work flows and process interactions 
of business operations are all well defined. Systems plans changes and redefinitions of operations are all made on 
these quality document data. Every detail of fiinctional interactions of one organizafional body to another can be 
found on these document layouts. The system plans feature includes inputs, outputs, and feedbacks. Continuous or 
discrete data provided on the whole TQM system. However, on many enterprise-level-resource planning systems 
software, TQM is not well addressed or poorly defined in the mapping methods of the ERP systems structure. 
Configurable parts of the ERP software modules usually are not as fiexible as to match the real time operational 
functions of the business. Inflexible parts therefore create non-opfimal work loads and overloads the systems 
funcfion. 
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Figure 2. Sample business activities with TQM and ERP coverage 



2. Integrating Systems Plans Feature into ERP Structure 
Information technology is a critical enabler of effective supply chain management. Indeed, much of the current 

interest in supply chain management is motivated by the opportunities that appeared due to the abundance of data 
and the savings that can be achieved by sophisticated analysis of these data. The primary issue in supply chain 
management is not whether data can be received, but what data should be transferred; i. e., which data are 
significant for supply cham management and which data can be ignored safely? How should the data be analyzed 
and used? What is the impact of the Intemet? What infrastmcture is required both intemally and between supply 
chain parmers? (Simchi-Levi, David, 2003) 

The availability of information regarding the stams of products and material İs the basis on which intelligent 
supply chain decisions can be made. Furthermore, it is not sufficient simply to frack products across the supply 
chain; there is also a need to alert diverse systems to the implications of this movement. If there is a delay İn a 
delivery that will affect production schedules, the appropriate systems need to be notified so that they can make the 
proper adjustments by either delaying the schedules or seeking alternative sources. (Simchi-Levi, David, 2003) 

ERP is the overall business model defining information flow and accountability (Sheldon, Donald H., 2005). IT 
part of an ERP system is based on client and server computers with the flow of data bidhectional (Fig 3). Client 
computer side highly involves user interface related part. At the client side user forms and reports are used 
frequently. The system's response time and the usability ofthe IT stmctme at the clients' side are vital parts of the 
flow of an organizational system. 
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processes) 

User Inteifece 

Supply Chain Managemait/Lo^tics Business 
Operations Log^c with ERP and TQM systems 

ERP and TQM 
Systems End Useis 

Figure 3 . ERP Systems Software - Client/Server interactions with organizational processes. 

Each step in the flow of organizational activities needs to be addressed inside the chain management. All flows of 
activities need to be documented and need to be stored into an information retrieval system. Otherwise, it would 
become hard to make or develop the needed improvements to the existing system. Documented data play cmcial 
role inside an organization. Based on the documented data of the real time organizational activities, any revisions or 
add-ons to the documented system needs to be reflected to the operational units of an organization. Fig. 4 

Figure 4. A sample work flow diagrams inside of a TQM. (Eg.: Purchasing Department's work flow diagram) 
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Figure 5. A sample processes layout within an organization. 

TQM part of the user interface includes processes (Process 1 through N), input, output, feedback, and the tasks 
definitions of the current and fiiture organizational activities (Fig. 5). These document data are supplemented by 
statistical information of the current state of the organizational implementation. 

To understand the relationship between ERP and quality, one must understand the essence of quality. Quality is 
defined as "an organization wide effort to continuously improve products and services delivered to customers by 
developing supporting organizational culture and implementing statistical and management tools" (Madu, 1998). 
This definition İs enfirely accurate when we look at the role of ERP in today's organizafions. The essence of ERP is 
to achieve organizational efficiency through effective management of informafion in order to deliver high value. 
ERP is based on the philosophy that the whole is more than its parts, whjch simply implies that synergistic benefits 
could be accrued through integration of the different parts of an organization. Knowledge management is the key to 
competitiveness today and it is the key to achieving high quality. Quality cannot be attained when either customers 
or employees are dissatisfied, and resources are used inefficiently. Customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction, and 
employee service quality have been shown through empirical studies to be instrumental in achieving high 
organizational performance (Madu et al., 1995). 

A major phrase in quality management is to "do things right the first time". ERP helps to accomplish this goal by 
making every part of the organization responsible to the customer by being able to respond in a timely and accurate 
manner to the needs of the customer without having to re-route customer calls and requests to speciahzed 
departments. Of course, there may be cases where this may be inevitable; however, each fiinctional department 
becomes responsible for providing quality services to the customer and for fistening and hearing the needs of the 
customer. It İs no longer a situation where marketing is the only unit responsible for dealing with the customer. 
Everyone now İs responsible in ensuring that the customers' needs are met beyond their expectations. Doing things 
right the first fime means a high level of efficiency and productivity. Customers' needs must be met as the customer 
expects. With the common policy that " the customer is always right" now more than ever customers will demand 
informafion at will on their transacfions or activities or relationship with an organization. The customer is the master 
and the organization must tailor its roles to meet the needs of the master. ERP helps to get the organization prepared 
to deal with the demanding needs of the customer. By integrating and coordinating effectively the activities of the 
different funcfional units, the organization is able to streamhne its operation, reduce waste and redundant activities, 
and significantly improve productivity and efficiency. By so doing, quality is enhanced and limited resources are 
conserved. (Seow, Christopher., 2003) 

ERP is the acronym for enterprise resource planning. However, this name is a misnomer because ERP actually 
stands for enterprise management. The aim of ERP is to develop an integrated enterprise - a system whereby all the 
fiinctional units or departments of an enterprise are integrated onto a single computer system that will serve their 
different needs. This obviously requires comprehensive software that is able to integrate the functions of the 
different business units and departments such as finance, operations, accounting, and human resources. Prior to the 
concept of ERP, these departments or business units operated in isolation, each with its own computer system and 
ability to achieve its own departmental goals. Thus, the optimization of any one department may be at the expense 
of the overall organizational goals. ERP, therefore, helps the organization achieve its global optimum goals rather 
than sub-optimizing them. In this sense, ERP can be viewed as an effective planning tool, since it will help re-align 
an organization so it can make more efficient use of resources resident İn its fiinctional departments or divisions. 
(Seow, Christopher., 2003) See Fig. 6, 7. 
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Figure 6. A basic diagram of a TQIVI system management document access. 
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Figure 7. A sample TQM Flow diagrams and detailed node descriptions. 

ERP is an effective and efficient use of computer technology to reduce the stmcmral size of an organization by 
forming a cohesive whole. Fig.6, It deals with resource planning in the sense that it makes organizations more 
efficient and productive and, therefore, more able to effectively manage and use their limited resources. Resources 
conserved through' ERP such as time, improved quality, and paperless services can be translated into reduced costs 
to customers. The ability to effectively manage inventory and obtain accurate information translates Into significant 
profit margins for an organization. Keep in mind, however, that ERP is based on automating the business processes 
of an organization. (Seow, Christopher., 2003) 



3. Conclusion 
Systems plans built into the ERP parts of the organizational activities to disseminate total quality management 

(TQM) system all over the organization structure will be highly beneficial to organization's fully dynamic 
management. Numerous companies and enterprises have already installed ERP systems into their operations. 
However, with little customizable options of the ERP systems on every functional module, especially on totally 
vendor supplied ERP systems; system-enablers of the supply chain systems have no option to make use of the every 
vital detail of the important chain operations on the ERP system. Therefore, the heightened demand of integrating all 
business processes into the one software (ERP) backbone can only be assured by utihzing more customizable parts 
of each modules and properly laying out the processes into the ERP modules. On the market, most ERP systems are 
not designed to cover the TQM principles. Supply Chain System managers who do not wish to limit operational 
activities to a vendor-provİded-tumkey ERP solution; need to consider the customized ERP structures, with an 
option to fully integrate TQM structure to ERP backbone. Business processes which are clearly defined İn the 
quality documents are not independent parts of business operations. The existing systems that completely rely on 
ERP data without the TQM part will fail to address further business operations and the system will lose its flexibility 
to comply with the current and future business activities. The question here is "Should the companies need to force 
themselves to adapt to an existing tumkey ERP solution? Or should the customized ERP systems solution structures 
need to address the companies' current operations?" In this article, conceptual approaches, answers, and models are 
tried to develop to answer and explain the outcomes and benefits from the second question. 

One of the best methods to start binding and mapping systems plans and system's value chain members into the 
organization's Information Technology (IT) infrastructure is the use of TQM's detailed processes, process 
descriptions, operational level procedures, TQM work flow charts, and all documented data. By defining direct 
mapping methods for system plans, it will become possible to combine ERP's organizational processes with quality 
processes cycles inside of an organization. 

As a result of systems plans integration into enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, the overall ERP structure 
will eventually place an emphasis on replacing unplanned total quality processes leaks within the ERP system with 
carefully timed and delivered whole ERP services based on data retrieved through data-based-systems. 
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TRANSPORT NETWORK DESIGNS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS ON 
INTERMODAL RAIL FREIGHT TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

Hülya Zeybek ' 

Abstract 

Globalization has brought about great changes in the European transport market. There is a shift from traditional 
haulage to logistics/supply chain management. This environment brings changes in transport planning and a 
network approach rather than single route operations becomes a key notion. Within this planning, one important 
area is the choice of how to design the transport network to improve the supply chain operations. The aim of this 
paper is to discuss the recent developments in the transport network designs, freight transport setting and then focus 
on the implications on the intermodal rail freight transport system, review the recent challenges in Europe and 
highlight the reflections of these challenges on Turkish transport and logistics system. 

Keywords: logistics/supply chain management, transport network design, rail freight, logistics, Europe, Turkey 

1.Introduction 
Globalisation of production and the corresponding supply chains increase the need for transportation. Today's 

transport industry is faster, more global and more competitive than ever before. Customers increasingly seek out 
transport providers who can do more than deliver efficient service at a competitive cost. To compete in this 
environment, transport sector takes the form of a chain of 'value added' activities that are performed by different 
actors who utilize the existing Infrastmcmre and offer a reliable service that the user is willing to pay for. One 
important issue in this context, is the design of the transport network. The design of the network will help maximize 
logistics efficiency while maintaining service responsiveness. 

Most textbooks in the field of transport include denotation of network designs. Recently transport network design 
has been intensively contemplated by a number of scholars (see e.g. Woxenius 1998,2002,2007a,b, 
Hesse&Rodrigue 2004, Notteboom 2002, Bontekoning 2006, Wiegmans, et al. 2007). The terminology, however, is 
far fi-om unanimous between authors and it often varies depending on the context of geography and traffic mode. 
With the evolution of the intermodalism, more attention has been recently based on analysing intermodal fi-eight 
transport network designs and the stmcture of networks has adapted to fulfill the requirements of an integrated 
freight transport demand (Woxenius,2007b). 

The European Union places considerable emphasis on promoting multi-modal transport chains and ensuring 
quality of service especially for rail transport (EC,2006). However, present sfi-ategies to improve rail transport are 
often based on infrastmcmre developments to eUminate the existing bottlenecks of the rail network. This is 
necessary but insufficient condition to promote a re-equilibrium of the modal split which can be achieved only by 
improving the overall quality of the rail transport supply taking into account the needs of the shippers, such as 
frequency and time of transport. As a matter of fact, a potential customer of rail assesses the quality of door-to-door 
service. Thus, he is indifferent to improvements concerning, for instance, the train speed over a line section, if that 
will not reduce the total delivery time. Most freight transport models take into account only basic characteristics of 
the rail supply, such as transport time over railway lines and some estimation of lines and shunting costs. Hence, rail 
planning methods should be focused not only on long-term strategic decisions about the physical network, such as 
building of new lines and faclHfies, doubling of exisfing secfions, etc.,but also on medium-term design ofthe service 
network. 

The object of this paper is to present the design variables for transport networks focusing on rail intermodal 
transport which is the core mode for the improvement of sustainable transport. 

2. Transport network designs 
The term network refers to the framework of routes within a system of locations, identified as nodes. A route İs a 

single link between two nodes that are part of a larger network that can refer to tangible routes such as roads and 
rails, or less tangible routes such as air and sea corridors (Rodrigue, Comtois&Slack, 2006). 

Transport networks, like many networks (communication and energy), consist of links and nodes which are 
closely interlinked with each other. Nodes are locations where goods are stored, transferred or processed. Link is a 
connection between two nodes on which the transport mode does not change (Walker, et al, 2003). One of the 
feamres of a network is that any inefficiencies in, or missing links or nodes can affect the overall efficiency of the 
network. 
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F i g u r e 1 : Transport network system 

Source: Hesse andRodrigue,2004 

To offer cheap, reliable, fast, flexible and high accessible transport services, transport operators apply different 
transport network designs. In designing these networks, the geography, supply of infrastructure, character of the 
transport demand including consignment size, transport distance, transport time demand, product characteristics, 
availability of other goods along the route and competition with other traffic modes are important parameters 
(Woxenius,2007a,Ramstedt & Woxenius, 2006). The directness of transport services depends on the economy and 
practical possibility for consolidation and finding return flows. 

Woxenius(2007a) suggested six transport network designs as: direct hnk, corridor, hub-and-spoke, coimected 
hubs, static routes, and dynamic routes. 

Conidor Hub-and-spoke Connected hubs Static routes 

Figure 2: Major transport network designs 

Source: Woxenius(2007a) 

The terminology is far from unanimous between authors and it often varies depending on the context of 
geography and traffic mode. Some authors, for example; Hesse and Rodrige( 2004) and Bontekoning(2006) use the 
term 'Point-to-point' instead of 'direct link'. 

Direct link or 'Point-to-point' is the simple, flexible and the most efficient design if there is a sufficiently large 
flow for the required frequency. 

Corridor network design often link high density agglomerations with services such as the landbridge where 
container trains link seaboards. Traffic along the corridor can be loaded or unloaded at local/regional distribufion 
centers. 

Hub and spoke network design is like a hub with the spokes of a wheel. The hub acts like a central feeder point to 
distribution centers that are at strategic locations spread across a particular geographical area. High volume and 
high-speed shipments take place from the hub to the disfiibutİon centers through predetermined short routes called 
spokes. The major benefit of hub-and-spoke is the ability to connect a large number of origins and destinations with 
a high frequency, although the flow between each 0-D pair is small. (Hesse and Rodrigue, 2004). 

The connected hubs design is another hierarchical layout in which local flows are collected at hubs that in turn 
are connected to other hubs in other regions. It can thus be described as a direct link with regional 
consohdation(Woxemus, 2007a). 

The static routes design is generally applied jointly by several users of more or less publicly available transport 
services along predefined lines or in routes following strict schedules. The users can then combine different services 
to connect a very large number of origins and destinations. A classic example of this is urban public transport. 



In a dynamic routes design, links are designated depending on actual demand, and the network operator can 
choose many different routes between O and D. Transport services are planned by heuristics or optimization 
methods. In an extreme form, routes can be changed durmg transportation. Timely capture and processing of 
demand data are obviously crucial for the planning process. Full information in advance is the common assumption 
for optimization exercises, but a rare experience for transport planners. 

3. Implications on the intermodal rail freight transport system 
Intermodal transport has been conventionally defined as movement of mitised goods with at least two different 

transport modes. 
The term Intermodal freight transport is defined in the "Terminology on Combined Transport" prepared by the 

UN/ECE, the European Conference of Ministers of Transport (ECMT) and the European Commission {UNECE, 
2001) as; 

"The movement of goods in one and the same loading unit or road vehicle, which uses successively two or more 
modes of transport without handling the goods themselves in changing modes. By extension, the term 
intermodality has been used to describe a system of transport whereby two or more modes of transport are used 
to transport the same loading unit or truck in an integrated manner, without loading or unloading, in a [door to 
door] transport chain.." 
In order to be classified as intermodal, the transport chain needs the following characteristics: 

• The goods shall be transported in unbroken Intermodal Loading Unit (ILU) fi'om origin to destination. 
• ISO-containers, swap bodies, semi trailers and specially designed load units of corresponding size are 

included in the definition of ILUs. 
• The ILUs must change between two different transport modes at least once between origin and destination. 

Therefore, intermodal transport operates on a large scale, relying on the consolidation of imit loads into trains. It 
also involves several categories of actors. 

In intermodal rail freight transport, point-to-point and hub-and-spoke network models are widely used. The most 
common model is the point-to-point model (Wiegmans, et al, 2007). The trend İs to focus on reliable and cost 
effective point-to-point services for intermodal transport operators and railway companies. Point-to-point services 
imply that all load units loaded on a frain at an origin terminal for the same destination terminal. 
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Figure 3: Point-to-point and hub-and-spoke networks in rail fransport 
Source: Bontekoning,2006 

Point-to-point network model is common when specialized and specific one-thne orders have to be satisfied, 
which often creates less-than-firll-load as well as empty return problems. The logistical requirements of such a 
structure are minimal, but at the expense of efficiency. 

There are two types of direct or point-to-point trains which are block trains and shuttle trains. In block frain 
arrangement, the number of wagons can be changed according to the demand. On the other hand, shuttle trains 
repeatedly operate between two terminals with a fixed number of wagons (Zeybek,2007). 

Hub-and-spoke networks, often found in air freight, have not been favoured by railways in the past. Such a 
structure could be profitable, however, if there exist concentrated freight flows on some service links. In the hub-
and-spoke model, the contamers with different destinations are all loaded onto one train at the start terminal. On 
arriving at the hub, they are redisttibuted for their various final destinations (Bontekoning, 2006). 

The advantages of hub-and-spoke networks compared with point-to-point networks are (1) a higher frequency of 
fransport services per transport relation; (2) an increase in the number of transport relations (serving small flows); 
and (3) economies of scale. Instead of increasing the frequency of trains, larger trains may be used, resulting in 
economies of scale(Wiegmans, et al. 2007). 



4. Recent challenges in Europe 
Traditional markets for intermodal transport in Europe are large flows over long distances e.g.. seaport hinterland 

flows, flows between production plants and to depots, bulk commodities and dangerous goods (Bontekoning and 
Priemus, 2004). 

The industrial trend in Europe is to simplify rail operations rather than apply the advanced traffic designs 
investigated and sometimes normatively proposed by researchers. The proportion of transport using single railway 
wagons is decreasing because of Its poor time-quality ratio (Rotter, 2004). Intermodal transport operators and 
railway companies are engaged in the development of efficient direct train concepts. Direct trains offer simple and 
cost-efficient operations and a very good service on axes with large flows over long distances. In this regard, 
intermodal rail transport services focus more and more on ports, and industrial zones. This means that major parts of 
the freight transport market are left to all-road. In transforming the European transport system İn a sustainable 
direcfion, there is a need to work up the markets of relatively short distances or small flows (Woxenius 2007b). 

Starting with Germany in the 1980s and the Netherlands in the 1990s, European railways have gradually 
abandoned the wagonload production and the use of direct trains has increased dramatically ( Woxenius&Barthel, 
2007). There are few European examples in rail freight using hub-and-spoke systems which are Transfracht, 
BoxXpress and Intercontainer-Interfrigo (Woxenİus,2007a). 

The intermodal operator Freİghtlİner launched new shuttle trains to increase the number of carried containers. 
French CNC, with a long history of operating a hub-and-spoke system with Paris as the hub, which now limits its 
operation of shuttle trains to and from ports under the new company name, NavilandTM. The Swedish intermodal 
market was one of the last to face the transition as CargoNetTM changed its timetable to include only shuttle trains 
beginning in January 2006 (Woxenius,2007a). 

5. Reflections on Turkish transport and logistics system 
Freight transport Is of major importance to the Turkish economy. Due to its favourable position between Europe 

and Asia, Turkey has always been one ofthe major gateways to the European and Asian hinterlands. Besides the 
benefits for the Turkish economy, the growth in transport sector, however, has negative consequences as well. The 
majority of fi-eight is transported by truck. Because of the large number of trucks, the congesfion of the road network 
is constantly growing. Freight transport by tmck is one of the major perpetrators of "green house" gases, like C02 . 
Furhermore, trucks make a lot of noise, cause a lot of accidents, etc . In fiimre, the transport sector will continue to 
grow strongly. The policy of Turkish govemment is to reduce the negative effects of transport by creating 
altematives to road transport such as rail freight intermodal transport in consistency with the policy of the EU. 

In Turkey, unique railway operator Turkish State Railways (TODD) operates rail services on 10.991 km of rail 
network. The network is predominantly single-tracked and is characterised by mountainous terrain, fight curves and 
steep gradients. For freight transport, TCDD is using point-to-point network model as a block train arrangement. 
TCDD has abandoned the single wagon operafions and started to use block trains since the begining of 2004 
(www.tcdd.gov.tr). The number of block trains operating on the network is around 83 train/day, not all intermodal. 
Since we classified the goods transported in Intermodal Loading Unit (ISO-containers, swap bodies, semi trailers) 
from origin to desfination as intemiodal, when we consider only the block container trains. Its proportion is 1/3 of 
total block trains/day, operating in various days ofthe week (Table 1). 

Table 1: Intermodal block trains in Turkey on 23 June 2008 

From To Km 
Net 
tonne 

Departure 
time Working day 

YAHŞİHAN MERSİN/DÖRTYOL 696 550 00:45 everday 
KAYSERİ MERSİN 343 600 18:00 everyday 
HAYDARPAŞA ALMATİ 2003 500 03:55 sat 

HALKALI SOPRON (KAPIKULE) 276 800 22:07 wed-thu-fri-sat 
KÖSEKÖY KAPIKULE/KÖLN 403 800 19:00 tue-wed-thu-fri 
GENK(KAPIKULE) HALKALİ 276 800 00:35 mon 
LAMBACH(KAPIKU 
LE) HALKALI 276 800 15:50 cts 

HALKALI LAMBACH(KAPIKULE) 276 800 01:10 wed 
KEYKUBAT/ 

H.PAŞA/KÖSEKÖY BOĞAZKÖPRÜ 940 550 03:55 me-thu-sat 
HALKALİ VİYANA 276 800 16:20 thu-sat 
VİYANA HALKALI 276 800 10:20 thu-fri 
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KÖLN/KAPIKULE DERİNCE/KÖSEKÖY 403 800 14:30 mon-M-sat-sım 

SOPRON mon-tue-fri-sat-
(KAPIKULE) HALKALI 276 800 15:50 sım 

HALKALI GENK(KAPIKULE) 276 800 04:48 mon 
ÇATALAĞZI ANKARA 476 600 11:16 wed-thu-sat 
KUŞCENNETİ KEYKUBAT 1054 550 12:00 fri 

08:45 
16:45 mon-tue-wed-thu-

ALSANCAK HALKAPESIAR 3 272*3 19:00 fri-sat 
mon-tue-wed-thu-

ALSANCAK HİLAL 3 250 20:30 frİ-sat 
09:45 17:30 mon-tue-wed-thu-

HALKAPINAR ALSANCAK 3 783*3 20:00 fii-sat 
mon-tue-wed-thu-

HİLAL ALSANCAK 3 750 21:15 fii-sat 
BİÇEROVA B.KÖPRÜA^NİCE 1088 600 00:10 mon-thu-sat 
Source: www.tcdd.gov.ir access date: 24.06.2008 

Block train is simple, flexible and efficient design for large flows but often creates empty return problems. 
Shuttle train and hub-and-spoke network systems are not favotired by TCDD. A main problem facing TCDD is to 
provide an adequate answer to the customer's demand for frequent inland services (İn number of departures per 
week) and in attaining a high volume per haul in order to gain a reasonable profitability. However, it seems that 
there is a potential for shuttle frain operations between seaports and hinterland industrial centers like Kayseri-Mersin 
port and Haydaipaşa Port- Köseköy. 

In Turkey, network approach concept in fransport planning is not yet improved. Although there is a frend to 
shift from fradifional fransport to logistics/supply chain management in paralel to the universal frend, it is followed 
with a certain time lag. Therefore, to improve the supply chain operations and to acqufre competitive positions by 
designing the transport network is under development. Considering that any inefficiencies in, or missing links or 
nodes İn a network system affect the overall efficiency of the network, the efforts should concenfrate not only on 
long-term strategic decisions about building of new lines and facilities, doubling of existing sections, etc., but also 
on medium-term design of the service network. This term defines the set of frain services to operate (each service 
being characterised in terms of origin, destination, route over the physical network, speed, capacity, frequency and 
other relevant parameters) in order to satisfy the existing demand. Beyond that, intermodal rail fransport services 
should focus more and more on ports, and industrial zones and there is an urgent need to develop efficient shuttle 
trains to and from ports. 

6. Conclusion 
This paper has reviewed the recent developments in the network designs in freight fransport, the recent challenges 

in Europe and Turkish transport and logistics system focusing on rail intermodal transport. 
It is observed in the European transport market that there is a trend towards simple and cost-efficient intermodal 

rail freight network designs in order to minimize logisfical requirements. Thus, the use of direct fraİns has increased 
dramatically. 

The evaluafion shows that in Turkey, there is a frend to shift from traditional transport to logistics/supply chain 
management in paralel to the universal trend, although, it is followed with a certain time lag. In parallel with 
Europe, there is a significant increase in the use of direct trains arranged as block frains. However, ports and 
industrial zones should be linked by shuttle trains to satisfy the urgent need for efficient frain services to and from 
ports-
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VALUE CREATION THROUGH THE INTEGRATION OF PRODUCT 
DESIGN AND BRANDING 

Ebru Uzunoğlu ' , Sema Misçi^ 

Abstract 

Modern marketing approach aims to discover what consumer calls "value ", how it can be adapted to product and 
how efficiently product value is launched. These components involve "identifying value ", "implementing value " and 
"branding". 

Identifying value can be determined not only by intemal sources such as top managers, product managers, 
marketing specialists but also directly/indirectly by the customers themselves. Today, actual product value is defined 
by customer needs and preferences. Implementation of value named by customers involves determining whether this 
value can be adapted to the product. This adaptation can be realized through developments and innovations in the 
product design process in many companies. The launch of this process requires assistance of branding, which 
includes not only naming and logo creation, but also association development, emotional bond creation and 
relationship management. Marketing communication activities can be considered as the major support of branding 
which will lead to accomplish the goals in the launch process. 

Crucial components of customer appreciation and preference; clarity, consistency and sustainability are achieved 
by the integration of value identification, implementation, and branding. In this paper we will analyze different 
products developed by customer value through the integration of product design and branding. 

Keywords: Customer Value Creation, Branding, Product Design, Value Delivery System 

1. Introduction 

Marketing concepts are rapidly changing due to the developments m business enviromnent in the 21st 
cenmry that is also called as the age of information and technology. Companies are able to increase theh production 
capabilities and consumers meet new products and brands with different qualities, prices, and altematives by 
developing technologies. Reaching wide audiences becomes more difficult with media firagmentation. Success of 
companies is no more directly related with their production capabilities. Gaining customers and creating loyalty, in 
other words customer oriented working, become more cmcial in almost every sector in order to survive in highly 
competitive markets. However, it is not easy to gam new customers or keep good relations with current customers 
who are bombarded with millions of new products and messages everyday. While choosing a product or service, 
current conscious customer wants not only to safisfy his needs, but also to know how the product differenfiates hself 
from the compefitors and what kind of benefits it supplies. For that reason, today, marketing specialists try to find 
out what customer names as value, how this value can be transferred to product/service, and how well value-added 
product can communicate with customers. 

Values of products are determined by the needs and wants of customers. Value is the benefit that customer 
gets from the product. Since there are too many products and brands that satisfy the needs of customers, the 
preference among these altematives can be determined according to its benefits. In other words, a product should 
provide additional benefits named as value. Successful companies of today consider "value" as a strategic concept 
and manage it with its functional units. Therefore, value management includes, findmg the value for customers, 
providing it and communicating the value as branding strategy. Value management is a chain with three rings; 
choosing the value, providing the value and commimicating the value. " Value Delivery System" forms a model that 
includes these three main processes {Lannlng and Michaels, 2000). 
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2, Literature Review 

Customer oriented approach requires to determine customer needs from the customers' point of view. 
Marketing plan that is constituted on understanding customers' essential factors is one of the observed changes in 
today's marketing world. Customer oriented marketing provides an ability to get beneficial data about customers, to 
identify efficient segments during new product launches, and to create efficient communication campaigns with high 
return-on-investment. According to modem marketing approach, the aim is to gain customers; get their appreciation 
with high satisfaction, and create loyalty among those satisfied customers, which will finally bring a long life 
relation with companies. 

Having close relations with customers, a necessity in highly competitive markets, provides an 
understanding of their needs and wants. This understanding will also guide companies to develop new products and 
brands those will directly satisfy needs and wants. In other words, companies need to provide values attributed by 
customers to be preferred among competitors. Value is accepted as "Any principle to which a person or company 
adheres with some degree of emotion. It is one of the elements that enter into formulating a strategy." 
(http://pdma.org/library/glossary.html, 2006). Value is defined as the ratio of perceived benefit to perceived cost 
(Evans, 2002). According to Lanning and Michaels, customers base their buying decisions on two criteria: the 
benefits of a particular product or service and its price. "The benefits can be reduced to a single number: the most 
the customer would be willing to pay for that product or service. That number, minus the price, represents the 
product's value to the customer." (Lanning and Michael, 2000). In other words, "Value is the difference between a 
brand's benefit and its cos f (Park, 2002). This can be formulated with the following equation: 

Value = benefits - costs 

Benefits can also be expressed as perception of quality in the minds of customers. The factors which affect 
customers' quality perception vary from tangible assets to intangibles; such as from product to customer service, 
relationship and image. In other words, companies try to gain a place both in the minds and hearts' of customers. 

How customers clioose among competing suppliers 

1. Customer buys on value 

2. Value= Overall Quality relative to Cost 

3. Quality includes all non-price attributes 

4. Quality, Cost, and Value are relative 

Product 

Customer 
Value 

Customer Service Quality Customer Service Quality Customer Service 

Figure I. Customers' Choice Criteria 
Source: Bradley, G. 1997. Measuring and improving customer value, www.cval.com. accessed in 

20.06.2008. 

Surviving in the market place, and ultimately profitable success in market share, depend heavily on 
customer perceived value. Customer value can be acknowledged through finding ways of getting inside the 
customer's perception of value (Kippenberger, 1998). So the critical elements are to look after the value that is 
offered to the customers, and to be able to be ahead of the competitors (Mittal & Sheth, 2001). Customer perceived 
value is the result of the customer's evaluation of all the benefits and all the costs of an offering to as compared to 
that customer's perceived altemative. It is the basis on which customers decide to buy things (Belliveau, Griffin, 
Somemeyer, 2002: 439). The customer perceived value needs to get a deeper understanding, a deeper meaning - a 
meaning which do not relate only to episodes, but to the expectafions of the customer and the responsibility of the 
company to meet these expectafions in a long-term relationship" (Ravald and Grönroos, 1996: 25). 

http://pdma.org/library/glossary.html
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According to DeBonis (2002), value-based marketing is an integrated view of the entire business process 
that focuses on the value needs and value expectations of the customer. It is the optimized combination of business 
processes, people, capabilities, resources, and capital that are focused and implemented in five continuous, dynamic 
steps that help companies create value for themselves and their customers. These steps are (DeBonis, 2002: 17): 

Step 1: Discover - Understand the customer. 

Step 2: Commit - Commit to the customer. 

Step 3: Create - Create customer value. 

Step 4: Assess - Obtain customer feedback. 

Step 5: Improve - Measure and improve value 

Companies will be able to create loyalty that will ensure their existence İn the marketplace with the 
implementation of these steps. 

Lanning and Michaels (2000) believe that a superior value proposition must stand behind any winning 
strategy - 'a clear, simple statement of the benefits, both tangible and intangible, that the company will provide, 
along with the approximate price it will charge each customer segment for those benefits.' Value proposition is a 
short, clear, and simple statement of how and on what dimensions a product concept will deliver value to 
prospective customers. The essence of "value" is embedded İn the trade-off between the benefits a customer 
receives from a new product and the price a customer pays for it (Belliveau, Griffin, Somemeyer, 2002:465). 

Value Delivery System (VDS) framework was firstly developed by McKinsey & Company as "The Business 
System". Then it was widely popularized as "The Value Chain" by Michael Porter's Competitive Advantage. The 
main question in VDS is "what value proposifion (that is, what combinafion of resulting experiences including 
price) should organizafion deliver and how exactly all products, resources and processes should be aligned to 
profitably deliver it, that is, to provide and communicate each resulting experience?" It is not enough for companies 
to listen the customers to sustain their competitive advantages; instead they should leam how to become customers 
(Lanning, 2005). From Lanning's perspective, delivery of a specific value proposition is an integrated system that is 
expressed as Value Delivery System in which a specific value proposifion is chosen, provided and communicated. 

Figure 2. Value Delivery System 
Source: Lanning, M. 2005. An infroducfion to the market-focused philosophy, framework and methodology 

called delivering profitable value, White Paper, The DPV Group, LLC 

Choosing the value proposition: The first step of VDS is "choosing the value" according to the 
customer feedback. This step includes a set of activities undertaken before the product is developed. It starts from 
customer segmentafion for a focused selection of the markets and then developing value posifioning (Sharma and 
Kapoor, 2004). The value suggesfion directs the customers to purchase the product. The value of a product depends 
on its logical benefit for customers. Thus it will not be a mistake to claim that the value is determined by customers. 
However, customers should be deeply observed in order to find accurate values. Understanding customer 
preferences involves some quantative market research as well as other diagnostics: systematically listening to 
customers and distributors about customer preferences, analyzing actual marketplace behavior, and test marketing 
new benefit or price concepts (Lanning and Michaels, 2000). Consumer insights, their likes and dislikes, needs, 
preferences, expectafions, consumption habits, behaviors, thoughts and feelings are determined through several 
researches. In the light of this infomiatİon, performance and benefits expected from products can be adapted as a 
meaningful value proposition. 

Providing the value proposition: When literature and business applications about "providing the value 
proposition" is reviewed, it İs observed that rather than having the greatest appeal proposition, a successful strategy 
depends on best implementation of the value proposition. Once chosen, the value proposition must actually happen 
in the life of the intended, target customer. That is, the business must actually provide the chosen resulting 
experiences to the chosen intended customer (Lanning, 2005). Providing the value proposition is a comprehensive 
process in which the applicability of the value is decided with the capabilities of the company. This process involves 
adapting the chosen value proposition to a certain product or service that is product development. New-product 
development İs the development of original products, product improvements, product modifications, and new brands 



through the companies' own research and development efforts (Kotler and Armstrong, 2005: 274). In addition to 
product development, sourcing, pricing and distribution of value offered product are also managed within this step. 
The price must fall within the range that provides maximum perceived customer value (Sharma and Kapoor, 2004). 
Providing the value is not only realized by new product development or product design, but also by image 
development through marketing communication activities. In order to be relevant with the purpose of this study, it is 
focused on added value of design in providing the value proposition. 

Communicating the value proposition: Chosen and provided value proposition is not an accomplished 
value unless it is communicated. In order to flilfill the VDS process accurately, İt İs needed to inform and convince 
the customers about the value proposition to sell the product. Therefore, value proposition should be transferred to 
the right target audience with effective, simple and clear messages. This can be achieved by marketing 
communication activities which drive brand value (Duncan, 2002) with clear, consistent and compelling messages 
about the products (Kotler et al, 1999). Products are distinguished with their brand names. Many marketers believe 
brands are important because they shape customer decisions and, ultimately, create economic value (Court, Freeiing, 
Leiter, and Parsons, 1996). Therefore companies invest on branding in order to have a distinct position in the 
marketplace. Branding is the process of creating a brand with brand attributes and brand identity to build 
marketplace awareness and acceptance in order to meet alms of the companies. It consists of the creation of brand 
name, selecting and blending tangible and intangible attributes, packaging, colors, symbols, etc., that helps to 
differentiate it from its competitors in an attractive, meaningful and compelling way, and helps the customer to 
develop a relationship with the product (Pickton and Broderick, 2005; Belch and Belch, 2007; Wells, Moriarty, 
Burnett, Lwin, 2007; Keller, 2008). Successive cases from professional business environment have proven that no 
matter how well a company chooses and provides a value proposition, it must communicate it to acmally win 
customer preference. Branding means not only naming a product but also conducting emotional bonds and rational 
reasons which can be achieved through communication. 

Brand differentiation and brand management are a part of design management. The designer contributes by 
creating differences that are perceived by the consumer as benefits and which have an impact on consumer behavior 
(Mozota, 2003: 82). Customer needs should be expressed in terms of what the product has to do, not in terms of how 
the product might be implemented. Marketing professionals should ensure that the product İs focused on customer 
needs and that no critical customer need is forgotten (Ulrich and Epplnger, 2003: 68). Adherence to this principle, 
selecting a product concept and establishing product specifications according to customer needs are cmcial for the 
success of product development through the integrafion of product design and branding. 

3. Methodology 

The main objecfive of this study is to display how VDS brings success with measurable and tangible results 
if consumer insight is considered as the starting point. Our study is based on qualitafive research where descriptive 
data are analyzed. We have gone through 65 companies those were considered as successful according to the 
measurable results in marketing communication activities. The reason why we chose these companies is they all 
conduct pre-tests and post-tests in their projects and they all take customer needs and wants as starting point. Among 
65, 12 companies are selected since these companies designed new products in the light of data gathered from 
customers. Through the analysis, a themafic structure is followed by evaluafing the data on the basis of "brand 
name, category, company, value delivery period, customer perceived value, product design, branding, and success 
criteria". 

4. Research Findings 

The resuhs of the analysis of 12 companies confirmed that VDS points out customer-centric and data 
driven product development process. Our findings support the objective of this study. It is observed that 
implementing VDS accurately brings measurable and successfiil results which are displayed in the below table: 
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Regarding the findings stated in Table 1, VDS process developed by Lanning and Michael (1998) can 
be combined with customer centric and data driven point of view. Their process can be adapted as below by 
integrating design and branding. 

C u s t o m e r i n s i g h t 
t o c f i o o s e 

s u p e r i o r v a l u e 
p r o p o s i t i o n 

P r o d u c t d e s i g n 
t o o f f e r 

d e t e r m i n e d V P B r a n d i n g o f f e r e d 
V P t h r o u g l i 

c o m m u n i c a t i o n 

SUSTAINABLE VALUE 

Figure 3. Design and branding integration within VDS process 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 

Customer-oriented approach is based on traditional notions of needs, wants, requirements. However, in 
today's highly competitive business environment, listening to customers is not enough as Lanning (2005) stated. 
"Leaming how to become customer" provides competitive advantage for the companies as it can be observed 
fiom our findings. Deeper understanding of customers, becoming the customer, requires to explore their 
experiences. Customer-centric and data driven product development process gives the opportunity of designing 
value added products where value is named by the customers. 

Some of the brands have created a new category with the products that they have launched via VDS. 
Among analyzed companies, Elidor 7/24 is a successful brand that created a new category. They have developed 
a new product which protects and shapes the hair at the same time. With the integration of product design and 
branding, they have also pioneered a new category called hair conditioner and protector. 

All of the analyzed companies take consumer insights as the starting point in order to choose the value 
proposition to be disfinguished in the marketplace. Their success is measured not only with sales, market share 
or revenue but also with brand equity. In other words, provided benefits may bring both tangible and intangible 
assets. Intangible assets, which create emotional bonds between companies and customers, develop sfiong 
relationships that end with loyalty in the long term (Keller, 2008; Pickton and Broderİck, 2005, Lane, King and 
Russei, 2005). For instance, Aygaz has achieved 75% of reliable brand percepfion among its target audience with 
its new hologram valve. 

According to Keller (2008), it is imperative that companies proactively develop strategies to attract new 
customers, especially younger ones. They followed customer insights in order to ensure their success in these 
new target groups. The marketing challenge in acquiring new customers lies in making a brand seem relevant to 
customers from potentially vastly different generations and cohort groups or lifestyles (Keller, 2008: 574). It is 
observed that some of the analyzed companies have entered new target segments with their new or redesigned 
products. Okey expanded its existing market by targeting young generation with 4 new products that have 
different ingredients (with varied colors and smell). On the other hand, although Ruffles' existing target group 
was young, it is found out that they took lifestyles of their target group into consideration. As stated in Table 1, 
their target group was 18-24 year old young men who were chaotic, unplanned, don't have any responsibility and 



resident life, like to eat out-of-home, travel for freedom, fun and adventure. Therefore, they launched new 
Ruffles with Turkish sausage (sucuk) aroma, cheddar and grilled meatball aroma. 

Some of the companies tend to differentiate their redesigned or newly developed products with their 
specifications and reach to certain target groups who have distinct properties. In other words, they target special 
groups. Companies with low shares of the total market can be highly successful and profitable through smart 
niching (Kotler and Armstrong, 2005: 542). For example. Deren faced a market share problem in February, 
2006. In order to overcome this problem, they tended to concentrate on some niche markets in women target 
group with their Active & Fit, Form, D-Tox, Zen, Specially for Women, Serenity, After Meals, and Form with 
Flaxseed teas with which they aimed to reach women who had diet and stress problems. While they were in 6* 
level with 4% market share in Feb 2006, they achieved to 8% market share and reached the 3'^ level in the 
market within three months after the launch of their new products. 

It is found out that newly developed products, based on consumer insight, bring customer satisfaction 
since the provided benefit direcfiy points out customer needs. As the customers are safisfied, they repeat 
purchase which becomes a competitive advantage in the marketplace, tîence, competitors realize this situation 
and they become eager to launch similar products like in Lily and Ehdor 7/24 cases. However, these companies 
are considered as followers and their products are called "me, too" products which extend the category. 
Nevertheless, experiences of many companies show that Üıe first company that introduces the value added 
product might get the most benefit in the marketplace. 

When findings are evaluated, it is observed that all the brands have used 360" communicafion in which 
they support all their new products with highly intense communication activities. Using television as the main 
medium is also another commonality between the brands except Coca Cola, since they did not want to be 
recognized as cheap product during the economical crisis. 

VDS points out customer-centric and data driven product development process. In order to implement VDS 
accurately, it is suggested that companies should evaluate customers' key buying factors and try to find out essential 
factors that require the most attenfion. On the other hand, the design and branding process should also be integrated 
and be İn line with these factors in order to ensure the consistent success and sustainable value. 
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GENERAL SYSTEMS THEORY AND THE INTEGRATION OF 
DISCIPLINES: DESIGN AND MARKETING 

Bahar Kurkcu ' and Jean-Pieire Mathieu 

Abstract 

Brand management is an important concept of marketing for companies in today's liighly competitive market. 
Although the concept of brand is analyzedfrom various aspects, the interaction between disciplines of marketing 
and design is mostly ignored in the literature. Essentially scholars of marketing and design agree on the 
importance of branding, even though they have different perspectives and accordingly different areas, borders 
and interrelations. However, in order to achieve success in branding, these disciplines must have an integrated 
vision of the brand. Therefore, it can be assumed that branding needs to have a holistic approach. As a matter of 
fact. General Systems Theoiy. by its holistic view, supports this aspect, since branding refers to the concept of 
whole as being a multi actor system in which all the actors must work together to accomplish the same objective. 
In this paper, the need for the integration of disciplines of design and marketing and accordingly the 
coordination of design management and brand management is discussed through General Systems Theory. 

Keywords: General Systems Theory, Branding, Design 

1. Branding and the Importance of Brand-Customer Relationships 
Brand management is an important concept of marketing for companies in today's highly competitive market. 

Although branding is not a new concept, İt is discussed and enhanced in recent years both by the leaders of 
academia and industry. Various concepts of branding were developed and the importance of branding was 
highlighted mostly by Aaker (1991,1996, 2004), Arnold (1992), Kapferer (1992, 2001), and Keller (2002). 

The brand concept has evolved within years from being an approach of a name or a logo to that of an 
integrated view and within the course of the highly fierce competition, brands have become one of the most 
valuable assets of the companies. 

Brand is not seen as a logo anymore and it is accepted as something intangible in the minds' of consumers 
(Kapferer. 1992) which generates value (Keller, 2002). However, American Marketing Association still defines 
the brand from a traditional perspective: "A name, term, design, symbol, or any other feature that identifies one 
seller's good or service as distinct from those of other sellers""". 

In contemporary studies, branding has begun to be analyzed with a holistic view. Kapferer (1992) made a 
great contribution to the literature by explaining brand in holisfic tenns and he criticized the deconstrucfionist 
perspective of the brand as a logo by defining brand as the meaning of the product. Other researchers adopting a 
holistic view are as follows: 
- Lepla and Parker (2002) use the term "integrated branding" and define it as an organizational strategy that 
is used throughout the company and its products. According to these researchers, all actions and messages must 
be based on the value the company offers. 
- Another holistic approach is presented by the brand definition of de Chematony and McDonald (2003), "an 
identifiable product, service, person or place, augmented in such a way that the buyer or user perceives relevant, 
unique, sustainable added values, which match their needs most closely". 
- Schmidt and Ludlow (2003) developed the term "inclusive branding", emphasizing a holisfic approach 
based on the mobilization and optimization of all resources to focus on defining and realizing the brand promise. 

Ambler (2004) also adopts a holistic view and defines brand as the sum of marketing mix elements: 
product, price, promotion and distribution. 

About this hohstic approach of branding, it can be articulated that, the changes in the customer requirements 
and the need for differentiation compelled branding to adopt a broader perspective. 
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Thus far, too many discussions wliich refer in common to differentiation have been held in the literamre of 
brandmg. Evenmally, differentiation is accepted as a key to brand success (Aaker, 2003). The vital point here is 
the delivery of the differentiation to be welcomed by the customers. Therefore, "A brand's power lies İn its 
ability to form relationships with its customers", as Kapferer (2001: 221) stated. According to Keeble (1991: 
170), "a brand becomes a brand as soon as it comes in contact with a consumer". Additionally, Arnold (1992) 
explains brand as an expression of the relationship between the customer and the product. Though, this 
relationship must be personal and unique as the brand itself is. 

Communication and feelings play an important role in the success of the brand trying to differentiate through 
a relationship. In this sense, a relationship built between the brand and the customer can never be copied while 
the functional attributes of a brand can be copied. Aaker (1996) emphasized the importance of building 
emotional associations. Consequently, creating a meaningfiil relationship with the customer is very important 
and this personal relationship leads to the differentiation and accordingly to the success ofthe brand. 

However, addressing to today's consumer İs more complicated then ever because the modem consumer is 
more individualized, independent and knowledgeable through the availability of information. Today's 
sophisticated consumers do not just buy the product but are also fond of the experience they can get and they 
look for satisfaction. Satisfying the customers has always been the core of marketing but in recent years in 
addition to this core, the focus has shifted from the producer to the customer. 

In today's customer centric market, advancements in communication technologies help the brands In building 
their individualized relationship with the customer. On the other hand, these advancements result in daily 30-100 
touch points between a particular brand and the customer (Colasanti, 2004). So many communication trials can 
cause brain confusion on the customer side. 

Since every consumer touch point serves to strengthen the brand values; while building this relationship, 
coherence and consistency withm the brand is essential. Kunde (2002) emphasized this hnportance about 
miiqueness and the consistency of being unique. With the intention of the success of the brand, the importance 
and the need for consistency was highlighted before in the literamre also by Ind (1997), McWilliam and Dumas 
(1997), Hatch and Schultz (2001), LePla and Parker (2002). 

Consequently, in order to be accepted in the marketplace, significant brand-customer relationships must be 
built and it must be realized that what the modem customer seeks İs an integrated, coherent and consistent brand. 

2. Rivalry Between Design and Marketing 
In order to have an integrated, coherent and consistent brand, brand responsibility must be extended 

throughout the company, rather than remaining just within the marketing department, as Ind (1997), McWilliam 
and Dumas (1997), Hatch and Schultz (2001), LePla and Parker (2002) stated. 

Furthermore, today not only the different departments within the company but also the consultants for design, 
brand, advertising, law and finance are involved in branding. Therefore, the success of branding should not be 
delegated to the actors just inside or outside the company. Thus, companies should adopt a holisfic model of 
branding and actors from different disciplines involved in branding should be guided. 

At this very point, rivalry between design and marketing emerges as an important debate. In order to figure 
out the reasons behind this rivalry, Holm and Johansson (2005) analyzed the literature of marketing management 
and design management and by the help of an inductive contrasting method they highlighted the similarities and 
the differences in 5 main themes: attimde toward the product; professional identity; attimdes toward coi-porate 
identity; relation to value creation; approach to consumer and market research. This analysis can be summarized 
in short as follows: 

1. Attimde toward the product; 
Kapferer (1992) claims that the brand İs not equal to the product anymore due to the invalidity of the classical 
brand concept. In contrast, the product is the fimdamental discourse of design. 

2. Professional identity: 
Marketers appreciate general intellecmal knowledge while designers appreciate creativity. 

3. Attimdes toward corporate identity: 
The concept of corporate identity is used both by designers and marketers. Designers consider the concept of 
corporate identity as the integration of design elements such as product, graphic and environmental design. 
Marketers consider this concept as the identity the company wants to have. 

4. Attimdes toward creating value: 
Although brand is a real financial asset, it is difficult to value design. While branding Is regarded as an 
investment, design is regarded as a cost. 



5. Approach to the consumer and to market research: 
In order to figure out what consumers want, marketers focus on what they say while designers focus on how they 
behave. In this sense, marketers use marketing research techniques while designers use observation and 
accordingly their intuition. In other words, marketing is objective, design is subjective. 

Consequently, although these two disciplines have similar goals and use a similar rhetoric, since they come 
from different roots, there are differences in the conceptual understanding, professional performance and work 
processes. 

3. General Systems Theory 
In order to have an integrated, coherent and consistent brand, in other words to apply a holistic approach in 

branding; first and foremost, the problematic dialogue between marketing and design has to be advanced and 
interdisciplinarity has to be highly considered. The concepts of holism and interdisciplinarity lead us to General 
Systems Theory (GST). 

GST is the science of wholes (Bertalanfy, 1968). In order to understand GST, the concept of system should be 
defined. To begin with, it should be considered that the concept of system has a subjective nature. "A system is 
not something presented to the observer; it is something to be recognized by him/her." (Skyttner, 1996: 16). 

The following system definifions belong to the leading GST theorists. The muhiplicity of the definİfions 
refers to the subjectivity and the widely accepted nature of the concept. 

Paul Weiss (1971): 

' A system is anything unitary enough to deserve a name." 

Bertalanffy (1975): 
"A set of elements standing in interrelation among themselves and with the environment" 
Churchman (1979): 
"A structure that has organized components" 

Ackoff (1981): 
"A system is a set of two or more elements that satisfies the following three conditions; 
1. The behaviour of each element has an effect on the behaviour of the whole. 
2. The behaviour of the elements and their effects on the whole are interdependent. 
3. However subgroups of the elements are formed, all have an effect on the behaviour of the whole but none has 
an independent effect on it." 

Boulding (1985): 
' A system is anything that is not chaos" 

Skyttner (1996: 16-17) refers to a commonly used expression "A system is a set of interacting units or elements 
that form an integrated whole intended to perform some function". He explains the system basically as "any 
structure that exhibits order, pattern and purpose". Skyttner (1996: 17) also gives an example of definition from 
management: "a system is the organized collection of men, machines and material required to accomplish a 
specific purpose and fied together by communication links". 

Depending on the definitions above, the following common concems to be derived about a system are: 
- The existence of elements 
- The integrafion of these elements as a whole 
- The common purpose to be accomplished by the elements 

Subsequent to the definitions of systems, we can set off with explaining GST. 
GST is a tool that can be used for "understanding"; accordingly it is qualitative and descriptive by its nature. 

The major aim of GST is to explain "systemness" (Skyttner, 1996:16). 
A biologist, Ludwig von Bertalanffy, is accepted as the founder of GST. Bertalanffy assumed that biology 

science can be a reference to understanding the key principles of organization. He was not interested in parts of 
an organism like his colleagues; he focused on the organization of organisms. "Since the fundamental character 
of the living thing is its organization, the customary investigation of the single parts and processes cannot 
provide a complete explanation of the vital phenomena. This investigation gives us no information about the 
coordinafion of parts and processes", as Bertalanffy (1975; 152) he stated. 



He advocated the "organismic" approach which considers the organism as a system or whole (Bertalanffy, 
1968: 12). As. Bertalanffy (1968: xxl) stated, this theory emerged out of the deficiency of "the analytic, 
mechanistic, one-way causal paradigm of classical science" in understanding the biological phenomena properly. 
Although Bertalanffy declared his thoughts about the smdy of biological organisms as wholes firstly In 1926 and 
presented GST first in 1937 at the University of Chicago, the first publication about the subject appeared in 1949 
(Bertalanffy, 1975). 

GST first originated in biology in the 20'** century but the discourse about holism is very old. As a matter of 
fact, GST is based on Aristotle's still relevant statement: "The whole is more than the sum of its parts" 
(Hammond, 2003). Hegel, Saussure, Smuts are the researchers who smdied holism before Bertalanffy did 
(Skyttner, 1996). The originalify of Bertalanffy's work depends on the presentation of the "organismic" concept 
and theoretization of holism as systems. 

GST arose from biology but it affected many scientific fields such as economy, law, mathematics, sociology, 
computer sciences...etc. Furthermore, there is a remarkable variation of systems theories developed by other 
disciplines. And also the essence of the theory is advanced by fruitful approaches. 

Since GST has grown to be an independent discipline over the years (Ruberti,1984), this paper deals with the 
fundamental principles which are in the scope of this paper. In this sense, some very important concepts of GST 
are not revealed İn order not to get out of focus. Equilibrium, entropy, feedback, open and closed systems, 
division of labor are some of the issues not mentioned. After all, the variations of systems theory and the 
approaches to the theory are based on the fimdamental principles considered in this paper. 

The fimdamental principles of GST summarized due to the scope of this paper are as follows: 

1. Adoption of a holistic approach: 
According to this principle; parts are not examined separately thus researchers concentrate on the whole. In this 
sense, a common purpose of the parts and accordingly integration is highly considered. The main question to be 
answered is how parts work together. 

2. Focusing on the relationships: 
According to this principle; these relationships take place between the interdependent parts which are İn 
interaction. "Dynamic interacfion appears to be a central problem in all fields of reality" (Bertalanffy, 1968: 88). 

3. Considering İnterdİsciplinarity: 
General Systems Theory, which is a guide for Interdisciplinary research, is relevant in various disciplines where 
similar laws of organization might be applied regardless of their namre. Witii its interdisciplinary nature, one-
sidedness is prevented (Bertalanffy, 1968). 

4. Conclusion 
Although it is difficult to use GST İn measurements and predictions, due to its high level of abstraction, it can 

be used in understanding systems (Skyttner, 1996).Thus, in this paper. General Systems Theory is proposed as a 
tool to overcome the problematic relationship between design and marketing. The fundamental principles of 
GST, summarized due to the scope of this paper, keeps up a correspondence with the discussion held throughout 
this paper and this reveals the convenience of utifizing this theory in dealing with the acknowledged problem. 

However, this is an introductory paper and fiirther research is needed about the issues related to 
implementation. The originality of this paper lies in the articulation of using GST in the integration of design and 
marketing. As a matter of fact, applications of GST in design and in marketing are accessible in the literamre, yet 
separately. In the marketing literamre, the most outstanding GST applications are the research of Reldenbach and 
Oliva (1981) and Ruekert and Walker (1987). In the design literamre, GST is related only with production. 

In addition, GST applications in business are worth to consider in terms of integration in business. 
Nevertheless Bertalanffy (1967: 69) claimed about tiiis issue "The system components need not even be 
material, as, for example, in the system analysis of a commercial enterprise where components such as buildings, 
machines, personnel, money and "good will" of customers enter". 

Consequently, in order to be accepted in the marketplace, brands must build significant relationships with the 
customer and realize that what the modem customer seeks is an integrated, coherent and consistent brand, in 
order to become such a brand, tiie well-known rivalry between design and marketing has to be overcome by 
adopting a holistic approach of branding. General Systems Theory, by its holistic view, relationship focused 
stmcture and İnterdİsciplinarity, can be used by brands in this process. 
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A PACKAGING SUPPLIER'S CONTRIBUTION TO BRANDING AND 
SUSTAINABILITY 

Renee W e v e r \ Michiel Bouvy^, Andries W. H e t t e m a ^ and A b Stevels' ' 

Abstract 

In recent years power in the value chain has shiftedfrom manufacturers of branded products to retailers. As the 
field of retailers has been consolidated, a few very large retailers have emerged, whose influence in the value 
chain has increased. Retailers set demands for packaging, both in relation to their logistics system, as to 
sustainability. 
Simultaneously, brand owners depend more and more on the expertise of their packaging suppliers, who play an 
important role in pack development and design. Packaging suppliers find that not only are their customers 
increasingly bound by third party restrictions, they themselves are well advised to place their efforts in a wider 
context of the retailer and consumer focused value chain in order to stay competitive. 
This paper discusses the need for packaging suppliers to deliver added value besides the physical packaging. 
This will be illustrated with two cases. The first is a design project for the packaging of a coffee maker, where 
the onshelf performance, the unpacking experience and logistical efficiency had to be improved. 
Secondly, Retail-Ready-Packaging (RRP) will be discussed. RRP puts the emphasis on in store performance of 
secondary packaging on top of traditional protective and logistic functions. It will be discussed how the design 
of RRP influences logistical efficiency, branding and environmental impact, and how packaging suppliers can 
utilize a good understanding of these developments in generating added value for their customers. 

Keywords: logistical efficiency, environmental impact, unpacking experience, retaİl-ready-packagİng, retailer 
influence. 

1. Introduction 
Worldwide, several major economical developments have taken place, or are still taking place, that have a 

major influence on the business performance of Westem European packaging suppliers. These developments 
include, first, globahzation with its relocation of production to low-wage countries in Eastern Europe and the 
Far-East. Second, retail for many product categories is changing in the direction of big-box retailing. Big-box 
retailing means a twofold change in the scale of retailing, both in the size of individual outlets and in the size of 
the corporations behind them. These outlets are huge stores which utilize a supermarket-style product 
presentation of all types of products. This means a self-service environment, with packed products on the shelf, 
thereby placing different requirements on packaging. Furthermore, due to the size of the corporations behind 
these stores, their power in the value chain is increasing, in many cases surpassing the power of manufacturers of 
branded goods. 

The first development, the move of production to low-wage countries, places a considerable burden on 
packaging suppliers in Westem Europe, as part of their business moved out. Hence competition is fierce for the 
remaining business. One strategy in retaining as much business as possible, is building long-lasting relationships 
with chent product manufacturers i.e. striving to become preferred supplier. To achieve this, a packaging 
supplier needs to supply more than just packaging, they should offer tme added value. The second development, 
the changes in retailing and the increasing power of retailers, is a pointer for what this added value could be. 

This paper will explore the possibilities of supplying added value. First the dynamics of value chains will be 
discussed in section 2. In section 3 and 4, two cases will be studied from a major European cardboard supplier in 
which they were required to supply more than just the cardboard. The first case will explore a design for an 
innovative package for a coffeemaker, İn which the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) wanted to improve 
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the marketing performance of the packaging, both in store (sales performance) as at the consmner's home 
(mipacking experience). It called on the help of its suppliers. 

The second case smdy deals with retail ready packaging (RRP); secondary packaging for Fast Moving 
Consumer Goods (FMCG) designed to be put on the shelf as one unit. RRP defines performance criteria for 
secondary packaging related to in-store operations on top of logistical fiancfions. As RRP is increasingly used for 
on-shelf (shelf ready packaging) and off-shelf (display ready packaging) merchandising, it rapidly becomes a 
vital marketing element. The case described m this paper deals with a proactive exploration by the cardboard 
supplier to compare the financial, technical, marketing and environmental performance of its cardboard trays 
with altemative embodiments. 

Both cases deal with requirements fi'om the value chain beyond the direct control of the client (e.g. the 
manufacturer of the branded product) that orders the packaging fi'om the supplier. Furthermore, in both cases, the 
requirements deal with 'soft' issues of marketing, whereas the traditional expertise of packaging suppliers is 
more on 'hard' issues of technical performance. 

2. Value Chain Dynamics 
OEMs usually do not consider packaging to be part of their core business; rather, they believe their core 

business is the packed product. Therefore packaging is usually bought firom extemal suppliers. Also the packing 
and distribution may be outsourced for the same reason. As only very few packaging solutions are patent 
protected and the number of available suppliers İs quite large, OEMs get to choose their suppliers. They do this 
based on factors such as price, quality, locality and reliability. If a suppliers comes along that outperforms the 
current supplier on these criteria they may easily change suppliers. 

If one looks fiuther down the value chain, one sees a shift of power. More and more of the control over the 
chain lies with the stakeholder that has direct contact with the (purchasing) consumer; the retailer. Besides the 
advantage of direct consumer contact, this increase in power is a result of the retail concentrating in fewer but 
larger retail chains (see Figme 1). Retail has become the 'narrowest' part of the value chain (i.e. smallest amount 
of tmly significant players), giving each of the remaining retailers increased power over its supply chain. This 
development can be seen in many different branches of retailing (For a discussion see Spector, 2005, Sampson, 
2008), including the ones described İn this paper; Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) and Consumer 
Electronics (CE) (for the specific retail developments in the CE industry see Wever, Boks & Stevels, 2008). Due 
to the buying power these retailers represent, OEMs cannot afford to alienate one. The largest retailer, Wal-Mart, 
operates in most product categories fi'om FMCG to CE products, and fi'om toys to apparel. 

Historic Current 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of size and number of players at different phases of the value chain. 
On the left the post WWII simation, on the right the current simation. 

Retailers strive for continuous reduction of cost, increase of convenience, and thereby increasing sales. They 
have started to treat manufacturers of branded products İn the same way these manufacturers have regarded their 
suppliers. The retailers set the demands, and if those are not met, one manufacmrer is often easily replaced for 
another. The position of the packaging supplier Is hereby reduced to a sub-supplier; a position that is potentially 
even weaker. 

Retailers put a wide variety of demands on the packaging in which products are delivered. This goes both for 
primary as well as for secondary and tertiary packaging. Demands can cover a wide variety of subjects fi'om 
dimensions of the primary pack (in order to utilize shelf space optimally), palletization (in order to fit intemal 



distribution systems), openability of secondary packaging (in order to facilitate speedy shelf replenishment) and 
recently issues of identification (RFID) and sustainability (e.g. Wal-Mart sustainability scorecard). Due to the 
supermarket-like style of retailing, the demands set for packaging have to do with a mixture of functionalities 
regarding logistical efficiency, increasing sales and shopping experience. In the end these demands have a strong 
link to economics, either through reducing costs or through increasing tum-over. 

Several retailers have published guidelines regarding packaging to which they expect their suppliers to 
confirm such as Albert Heİjn supermarkets in the Netherlands (Albert Heijn, 2003) which includes modular 
dimensions for secondary packs and Argos (Argos, 2004) which includes drop test procedures. 

Wal-Mart's packaging sustainability scorecard is one of the most far-reaching examples of retailer demands, 
as it basically defines what sustainability İs regarding packaging and simply requires its suppliers to present data 
on their packaging performance in relafion to this definifion. The score on the scorecard is subsequently a factor 
in the purchasing decision by Wal-Mart procurement agents (Mohan, 2008). 

Some manufacturers retain some power over large retailers by having something unique to offer, something a 
retail outlet cannot do without. This can for instance be a very strong brand that consumers simply demand to be 
on offer. Part of this uniqueness lies in the ability of manufacturers to innovate, something retailers are usually 
not very good at. 

Such a position of essential supplier is something packaging suppliers can also strive for in relation to 
manufacturers, i.e. obtaining a posifion of preferred partner where one is not easily exchanged for another 
supplier. But that requires them to offer more than simple packaging materials. The following two case studies 
will illustrate that this added value can consist of valued insights in the marketing performance of packaging and 
the sustainability performance of packaging. 

The first case, on the packaging of a durable product, will illustrate aspects to do with the marketing side of 
the packaging (both increasing sales and experience) as well as sustainability. The RRP case will deal with in-
store efficiency and sustainabifity. 

3. Case I: Co-creation of a Durable Product Packaging 
This first case describes a case of co-creation of a packaging for an iconic coffee maker from Royal Philips 

Electronics. First the background of the coffee maker, and the previous product and packaging designs will be 
described. Also the reasons for a radical new packaging design will explained. 

Philips and coffee brand Douwe Egberts (a Sarah Lee company) introduced a co-branded coffee-pod system, 
suitable for single-serve portions. The system İs called Senseo™, and uses special pods of coffee that can only be 
used in special coffee makers. The Senseo coffee maker has been a considerable success on the Dutch market, as 
well as abroad. Since its launch in 2001 millions of Senseo appliances have been sold (Santema & Beelaerts van 
Blokland, 2006). 

Philips has a high third party involvement with this product. Not only is it co-branded with Sara Lee/Douwe 
Egberts, also the packaging was a co-creation with supphers, as well as sub-assemblies, such as the boiler (Van 
Echteh, Wynstra & Van Weele, 2007) 

The first series of Senseo coffee makers were made in China. Due to the high quality demands on the 
product, and the long lead-time for products shipped from China, production was moved to Poland (Hettema, 
2005). 

At this time the first redesign of the packaging was made, as a switch was made to European packaging 
suppliers (see Figure 2, on the left). Both the original box and the second generafion consisted of a cardboard 
box, with molded fiber cushions. However, in the new design the cushions were reduced in size, as well the outer 
box. However, the box increased in complexity and direct cost. Later on, production of the Senseo was resumed 
in China as well, in partial fulfillment of product demand in the US (Hettema, 2005). 

The Senseo became a kind of iconic product, and many stores erected walls of packed Senseo machines in 
their stores, which was of course a marketing success for Philips. As the packaging has a significant sales 
funcfion to fulfill, the visual quality of the box has to be very good. Hence, during transport addifional transport 
packaging is applied, with two Senseo packs in one secondary container (Hettema, 2005). 

The sales numbers for the Senseo coffee machine in the Netherlands were quite staggering. However, this 
also presents a problem; how to keep selling machines when most households have one? Part of the solution can 
be to continuously renew both product and packaging. One example of this is the introduction of a luxury 
version of the product with an aluminum finish, for which a separate packaging was developed as well. Later, yet 
another version was launched; the sweet mandarin. This version was available İn translucent orange or blue. The 
package for this model was designed İn an unpacking workshop organized by Philips together with its suppliers 
for the cardboard box and the molded fiber cushions (Hettema, 2005). A radical new design resulted, which 
utilizes see-through blisters, allowing consumers to see the product while sfill packed. Hence a supplier of 
thermoformed plastics was also involved in the project. This also meant that the molded fiber producer was 
dropped. However, the sweet mandarin was only a limited edition and the normal version continued to be sold in 
the cardboard/molded fiber combination package. 



Figure 2: The 2nd generation product with cushions and box (left) 
and the sweet mandarin version in a MediaMarkt store (right). 

Note the safety strap here. (Hettema, 2005). 

Table 1 gives some data on the different product generations and their packaging. The interesting aspect of 
this project is that the new design resulted in a more elaborate unpacking experience (it opens by flipping open 
the front side of the package) and improved shelf performance (through being radically different from previous 
packs, or even other CE packaging in general, and through allowing consumers to see the product), but also 
improved logistical efficiency by increasing the number of products per pallet from 40 to 42 (Hettema, 2005). 

There was however an issue with the retail performance of the packaging. To prevent consumers from 
opening packaging in the store, MediaMarkt, which is the chain with the largest market share in the Netherlands, 
applies safety strips around the box. These are red and black (the colors of MediaMarkt) which conflicts with the 
colors of the packaging, and worse, were applied through the middle of the window in the packaging, thus partly 
ruinmg the presentation of tlie product (see Figure 2, on the right). 

Hence, it can be concluded that what happens to a packed product in a retail setting is essential to the success 
of a packaging design. Proper understanding of retail requirements (of course in combination with creative 
powers) is essential for product manufacturers, for whom these retail requirements are just as extemal as for the 
packaging supplier. Packaging suppliers that are capable of assisting the manufacturer in dealing with these 
requirements provide tme added value. 

4. Case 11: Retail-Ready Packaging in the FMCG Industry. 
The second case deals with retail ready packaging (RRP). Confrary to the previous case, where the project 

was initiated by the OEM, this project was initiated by the packaging supplier in a proactive attempt to stay on 
top of the issue. First RRP will be defined, and the background of the concept described. Then the specific case 
project will be introduced and discussed. 

The purpose of a retailer İs to provide consumers with the goods they want (and some times even with goods 
they did not know they wanted). One of the key factors in running a successful retail outlet is making sure a 
consumer always finds what she İs looking for. A product being available and recognizable is essential. 
However, making sme that a product crosses the last yards from the back-room to the shelf has presented 
problems in the past. Retailers currently push two developments that may improve product on-shelf availability, 
namely Radio Frequency Idenfification (RFID) and Retail-Ready-Packaging (RRP). A distinction needs to be 
made between two term used in this latter field, namely Shelf Ready Packaging (SRP) and Retail Ready 
Packaging (RRP). 'Shelf Ready Packaging is generally the term used to refer to a product that comes ready 
merchandised and can be put onto the shelf RRP is a broader definition that encompasses SRP, but also includes 
fiirther criteria such as easy ID and easy opening' (Instimte of Grocery Distribution, 2005). 

Currently, one sees two general embodiments of SRP and RRP in store; plastic transparent trays and 
cardboard trays. Traditionally SRP has been associated with budget oriented supennarkets like the Aldi and Lidl 
concepts from Germany. Currently though, several large up-market retail chains are pushing for RRP, which can 
be considered an up-market version of SRP. Aware of questions that might come fi'om their customers as to the 
performance of cardboard RRP trays in comparison to the altemative transparent (bio)plastic ones, a project was 
started to gather data and understanding regarding the differences of these embodiments. A current customer 
utilizing both cardboard and plastic trays was located. This customer participated in the comparative analysis 
regarding both technical, financial, marketing and sustainability performance. 



Considered from tlie marketing perspective, the transparent plastic trays allow for good visibility of the 
primary packs, whereas the cardboard trays, while obscuring (part of) the primary packs, provides a bigger, 
printable area for product identification. 

Table 1. The different generations of Senseo coffee makers and their packaging. (Hettema, 2005). 

The product Senseo creme Senseo blue Senseo VIP Sweet Mandarin 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Specifics 1̂ ' generation, 
2001 

2"*̂  generation, 
2003 Introduced in 2004 Imroduced in 2005 

Introduction price 
(Mossou, 2004) ~€70,- ~€60,- ~€ 170,-

Current price (a) Not applicable € 59.89,- € 149,- € 79.99 
Weight 2668 g İ920g 1920 g (assumed) 

Height X width 325 X 315 mm 323 X 318 mm 323 X 318 mm 
Diameter high part 0133 mm 0140 mm 0140 mm 
Diameter low part 0213 mm 0211 mm 0211 mm 

Changes with the former 
series 

(Mossou, 2004) 

Dimensions 
Top handle 
Cup plateau 

Dimensions 
Metal instead of plastic 

S emi transparent plastic 

The primary box 

mimififT * 

Box dimensions 
h X w X d, mm 400 X 385 x 255 385 X 370 X 265 400 X 395 X 265 383 x383x265 

Box volume 39.27 dm^ 37.75 dm^ 41.87 dm^ 38.87 dm^ 
Corrugated board E-fiute 

~ 550 g/m-
E-flute 

512 g/m- (b) 
E-flute 

560 g/m^ 
F-flute (c) 
530 g/m^ 

Used board 0.84 0.96 m^ 0.99 m^ 0.76 m^ 
Packed weight 3760 g 2760 g ~ 2830 g 

F/box weight 456 g 492 g (d) 554.5 g 403 g 
Buffer weight 640 g 225 g 507 g 

Transport position Standing Standing Standing Laying down 
# products/pallet 8 x 5 layers = 40 8 x 5 layers = 40 8 x 5 layers = 40 6 x 7 layers = 42 

Pallet stack height 2.0 m 2.0 m -2.1 m 2.1 m 
(a) Price at MediaMarkt in the Netherlands, June 2005 
(h) 210g outerliner+ 120 g fluting (xl.35)+ 140 innerliner 
(c) Due to increased folding stress as result of the design the flute was changed 
(d) measured at 502 g, which İs a 2% difference with reported data 

The detailed results of the smdy are proprietary knowledge, but some of the sustainability results—which are 
most relevant for this paper—can be shared. First it should be noted that relative to the packed product itself the 
environmental impact of any secondary packaging is minimal. Hence, from an environmental perspective, 
improving secondary packaging should not be the first priority. Second, there are differences in the 
environmental performance between cardboard and plastic embodiments of RRP, but which one is better 
depends largely on the actual percentage to which both ahematives would be recycled. A quick scan of retailers 
in the studied country showed that retailers have only two separate waste streams; a paper/cardboard stream and 
a plastic stream. The plastic stream consists of a mix of different transparent plastics (PS, PE, PET, PP), most of 
it unmarked. This may prohibit high level recycling. Furthermore, a complication is on the horizon with an 



increasing amount of bio-based PLA being used, which is considered a contamination within a stream of fossil-
fiiel based plastics, as its biodegradability would compromise the properties of the recycled plastic. 

Although the study did not yield explicit results clearly in favor of either material, it did result in a proper 
understanding of what the essential parameters are, and how they influence packaging performance İn relation to 
retail operation and sustainability. As the IGD already noted in its study 'RRP solutions can only be delivered in 
"genuine partnership" with both Branded and Own Label suppliers, and represents a significant challenge for all 
parties involved.' (InstiUite of Grocery Distribution, 2005). Thus it can be concluded that a proper anticipation of 
questions and demands that may arise with regard to retail operations may prove essential added value in 
retaining current business and securing new customers. 

5. Discussion and conclusions 
OEMs increasingly face questions and requirements from retailers, which they pass on to their suppliers. 

Two of the major issues İn retailing are guaranteeing product availability {which is currently addressed through 
both RRP and a push towards RFID) and sustainability issues {e.g. Wal-Mart sustainability packaging 
scorecard). Packaging suppliers that can respond effectively to these questions and requirements have a 
considerable competitive advantage over those that cannot. 

This paper has illustrated these points through the analysis of two cases. In the case of the Senseo coffee 
maker the packaging suppliers were involved by the OEM, while the case of Retail Ready Packaging was an 
example of proactive action by the packaging supplier. 

Packaging suppliers need to take a lifecycle perspective to thefr products, and continuously study the interest 
of the other stakeholders in the value chain, in particular the most influential one; retailers. 

Due to this development packaging suppliers need to develop expertise in other fields than the pure physical 
performance of their packaging. They should be able to address issues that have to do with marketing and 
sustainability, both aspects that are harder to quantify objectively. The case analysis shows that a proactive 
approach can provide a packaging supplier with answers to questions that most of its clients are already asking, 
or soon will be. 

As most packaging suppliers are typically engineering focused, they usually do not have the skills requfred 
for dealing with 'soft' issues like branding and sustainability. In building this expertise cooperation with third 
parties, such as clients, universities and consultancies, may be very helpfiil. 

6. Further research 
This paper is part of a wider PhD program focused on improving the sustainability performance of packaging 

for durable goods, in particular consumer electronic products. Due to the influence of packaging volume on 
fransport efficiency, it takes a focus on design for volume reduction (Wever, Boks & Stevels 2007). Several 
functional issues of packaging are researched İn their relation to sustainability and in particular packaging 
volume, such as protection from distribution hazards (Wever, Boks, Marinelli & Stevels 2007) sales performance 
(Wever, De Vries, et al, 2007), and unpacking experience (Wever & Del Castillo, 2006). Future research will 
focus on how to improve design practice İn such a way as to eliminate inefficiency, as well as to find the optimal 
balance between marketing, logistics and sustainability for a given product. 
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SOME INSIGHTS ON SERVICE DESIGN AND BRAND INTEGRATION 

Melike Demirbag Kaplan^ 

Abstract 
I, 

According to recent figures, services constitute the largest component of the world economies, while it also is the 
most rapidly growing industry. This obviously highlights the importance of managing and marketing services, 
which can also be traced in the tremendous growth of this scholarly field since early 80s. However, the design of 
services is scarcely studied within this discipline, and up to date only a few works on service design is present in 
literature. Yet, it is obvious that design in the new millennium is a key contributor to success, and it applies to 
services as well as physical products. Moreover, the impact of design on branding is recently being documented 
empirically, which increases the significance of design from a marketing perspective. This paper aims to provide 
the readers with a better understanding of the recent developments in the services industry, particularly using a 
framework that integrates service design and branding. The paper also investigates the major gaps in the 
services industry that mostly pertain to the design of services and offers the researchers with several research 
directions. 

Keywords: Service design, Brand management, Design management 

1. Introduction 
The service industry has experienced a remarkable growth during the last decades, becoming the largest 

component of worldwide economies. Statistical data reveals that weighted contribution of services to GDP 
(Gross Domestic Product) is around 57 percent worldwide, while the figure is as high as 73 percent for 
developed countries. Services also exhibit an upward trend in economical contribution by more than 25 percent 
since 1970 (World Research Institute, 2008). This growth eventually reflects itself in scholarly work devoted to 
services Industry since early 80s. Originated particularly in services marketing, literature on service businesses 
now constitutes an important area of study. While a quarter century of services research has fonned remarkable 
knowledge in the field, the industry still provides the scholars with a vast.array of research opportunities. 
Compared to research in manufacturing industries, the service industry is relatively younger with many literature 
gaps to be filled. These gaps do not only include the service applications of manufacturing oriented theories, but 
also cover the development of new approaches that specifically apply to this industry. 

The piupose of this paper is to investigate these gaps fi'om a design-branding perspective, as this dyad 
consfifiites one of the hottest topics in business today. Not surprisingly, the image empire we live in ultimately 
directs the attention to these two issues, how design and branding are incorporated into otxr product experience 
and how they form images that guide oiur consumption behaviors. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. It first describes services delineating their differences fi'om goods 
and explains major service typologies. Oriented around this discussion, it follows by explaining service design 
and branding, and how these two may be integrated to develop sustainable and profitable services. Next, the 
paper highlights main gaps in literature pertaining to design and branding of services with a brief discussion of 
research recommendations. 

2. Service Characteristics and Taxonomies 
From an economics perspective, a service İs non-material equivalent of a good and encompasses the subject area 
of several industries such as retail trade, accommodation, information, media and telecommunications, finance 
and instu-ance, healthcare, consultancy and education. Services are characterized with a number of unique 
features that differentiate them from goods (Lovelock, 1981; Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry, 1985). 
Obviously, the primary differentiating feature of services İs their intangibility. Services, to a large extent, cannot 
be seen or touched, nor can be imderstood by other senses. They are consumed as experiences rather than things, 
and mostly at the place where it is produced. This context is regarded as the mseparability of services, referring 
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to the fact that both the consumer and the producer at the same time must be present İn a particular service 
delivery. In other words, it İs not possible to separate the production and consumption stages; rather services are 
consumed when they are produced. This is a major feature that obviously compHcates management of services. 
For most services, as in the case of education, travel, hospitality, or healthcare industries, consumers witness the 
production phase of the service, and even they are a part of İt, which necessitates an increased level of alertness 
in dehvery. In services, mistakes are less likely to be reversed; an unpleasant service experience cannot be 
compensated easily as done with a production failure in manufacturing industries. Labor-intensive nature of 
services industry also adds to this vulnerability, as the delivery of services depend more on humans and less on 
machines. Not surprisingly, humans have a higher tendency to make mistakes, and even if not, their actions are 
not easily standardized. Human involvement in services highlights a third differentiating factor, which is usually 
referred as variability: Service deliveries vary in quality. Every service encounter İs more or less different than 
one another; no matter the same firm or same service personnel provide it. Obviously, such heterogeneity makes 
the management of service businesses more difficult. And finally, services are perishable, which addresses the 
impossiblHty of stocking services. Unused service capacity cannot be inventoried for some future use, and once 
unused it is lost forever. Service businesses continually strive to cope with such difficuifies that arise from the 
very nature of services, which also fiiels a large body of research for the last three decades. 

Notably, the extent of these characterisfics may vary with the nature of the service, such as the degree of 
tangible components, contact type or audience. In this context, it is possible to talk about service typologies, 
which classify the services with regard to several factors. Such classification is important to gain a better 
understanding of potential tools to manage a particular service business. Notably, previous research has proposed 
several service typologies. According to Cook et al. (1999), İt İs possible to find as much as 39 different service 
taxonomies in literature, while the below discussion involves three most prominent. 

Basically, products are theoretically comprehended as laying out on a continuum with entirely tangible and 
intangible ends (Chase, 1981). Pure tangible products are goods that require no service, such as a packet of salt. 
On the other hand, the intangible end refers to pure services where no tangible component is present, such as 
education. In pracfice, most products lay somewhere in between, involving some degree of tangible and 
intangible components at the same time. For example, restaurants are hybrid products in this regard, as the 
consumption involves both a tangible (food) and intangible (dining service) component. Other researchers have 
proposed taxonomies that rely on customer contact level (e.g. Lovelock, 1983). From this perspective, services 
can be classified with regard to the proximity between the customer and the service provider. For instance, some 
services involve face-to-face contact, such as barbershops, others may include one-to-one but indirect contacts, 
such as call center services, or others may be characterized with no contact, such as the tasks carried by a back-
office laboratory technician. Another way to classify services is to differentiate between people-focus versus 
equipment focus. As proposed by Silvestro, Fitzgerald, and Johnston (1992), in this way it is possible to 
categorize services into three groups, namely professional services (people-focused with high contact fime and 
customization), service shop (people/equipment-focused with medium contact time and customizafion), and 
mass services (equipment focused with low contact time and customizafion). Consultancy services provided by 
professionals, such as doctors or lawyers can be given as examples of professional services. Service shops 
involve businesses with medium customization like hotels or banks. According to the authors, services provided 
by telecommunications, transportation or entertainment industry exemplify mass services. 

In this paper, the aim is to provide some insights for services in two marketing related areas, namely service 
design and branding. Notably, both these concepts appear to be on the top of the marketing agenda, as they are 
valuable tools to differentiate products in the fiercely competifive environment of the new millennium. 
Unsurprisingly, factors that distinguish services from goods play a key role İn designing and branding services, 
while the categorization of services also appear to be important in such decisions. The importance of design and 
branding is briefly provided below, which is followed by some major gaps in the service literamre that may 
provide the researchers with new areas of study. 

3. Design and Branding for Services 
Design, in general, refers to the creative process that transforms an idea to a purposeful solution. The impact of 
design İn manufacturing İs relatively well documented. A number of design oriented fields, such as product 
design, industrial design or manufacmring design have put remarkable effort do develop a comprehensive theory 
of design and relevant applicafions. 

As in manufacturing, design Is an essential contributor to success in services, although it is not fully 
understood in this industry. Service design in brief is the application of design principles and methodology to the 
service development process and it is concemed with creating a service with such qualities (Holmlld, 2007). In 
this context, it involves designing the service process to create pleasing experiences. In other words, it can be 
defmed as the purposeful creation of service delivery components that contribute to a quality service experience. 
Service design is not an exact synonym of service development, which basically refers to the transformation of a 
market opportunity into a service product available for sale. In this context, service development is more likely 



to define the new product development process for intangible marketable values, while service design is 
concemed with intrinsic qualities of the service product fi'om a design perspective. 

To better illustrate this argument, the Swedish fijmiture retailer, IKEA, can be given as an example for 
successfully designed services. Apart firom their products, the retailing service in IKEA is also designed. The 
service area, which includes the store in its enfirety, is intentionally constmcted in a way to allow for visiting 
every section. The consumers enter the store fi:om the showroom area and first view all the products, which are 
generally placed in a room setting. However, they cannot pick the products directly to buy, but they are required 
to note product codes that show the warehouse location that they can be found. Upon entrance to the showroom, 
the consumers are offered notepapers and pencils with a description of this procedure that they are expected to 
carry. Once the consumers note all relevant information and view all the products, they are directed to the 
warehouse floor where they can find the items and carry them to the checkout area. Moreover, the role of the 
consumer İn this service design extends beyond the physical store area to the living room, as assembly of the 
product is usually the responsibility of the consumer. These processes that show the very nature of the design are 
depicted in Figure 1. Apparently, the service process here is completely different fiom a traditional ftimiture 
retailer, as it urges the consumer to play a pre-designed role. IICEA's service design generates several benefits 
for the firm, as it increases customer involvement and retailing efficiency. Moreover, service design process may 
play a key role in differentiating the particular service fi-om competition, as in the IKEA case. 

Figure 1. IKEA Service Design Elements 

However, the literattire on service design is still in its infancy. This is not surprising given the lack of 
research on product design particularly fi-om a marketing perspective. Existing theoretical base in several other 
disciplines, most notably semiotics and industrial design, is mostly ignored by recent marketing effort. As may 
be anticipated, such deficiencies are eventually reflected İn service design research as well. Moreover, 
application of other marketing related constmcts to services, such as brandmg, are scarce, particularly fi'om a 
design fi*amework. This constitutes a major gap in literature that may be filled with further research. 

As noted, another important area for research is branding of services. Branding plays a key role İn today's 
business. A brand İs generally defined as "a distinguishmg name and/or symbol {such as a logo, trademark, or 
package design) intended to identify the goods or services of either one seller or a group of seller, and to 
differentiate those goods or services fiom those of competitors" (Aaker, 1991). In practice, the context of brand 
is not limited to tangibles such as logo, symbols, or slogan, but it mvolves any reference that may be linked to 
the brand. These eventually include all the values created by the entire marketing mix (DeChenatony and 
McDonald, 1994; Ambler and Styles, 1996). From such a holisfic perspective, service brands are the sum of the 
meanings attached to a particular service experience. For instance, a service brand may be characterized by being 
easy, convenient, enjoyable, fun, boring, unmanageable or tiring. 

Branding services generate several benefits for the consumers and. providers. Similar to tangible product 
brands, consumers decrease their decision making risks when making a branded service purchase (Aaker, 1991). 



Moreover, buying a branded service may provide tlie consumer with nonmaterial benefits as well, such as 
psychological pleasures and a feeling of prestige. These in turn increase the loyalty of the consumer for the 
branded service, generating a number of benefits for the firm. Branded services can enjoy higher profit margins 
reflected in additional cash flows. The value of the brand also strengthens the financial assets of the business and 
allows the company to easily extend its brand to new markets. As with tangible products brands, the presence of 
a loyal customer base acts as a risk reducer for firms, particularly in their strategic decisions. 

4. Integrating Service Design and Branding 
Design and branding are fiilly interrelated concepts, although research that focuses on the integration of these 

two is scarce. This is particularly due to the lack of a common language between two disciplines: Design 
generally being explored by designers, and branding being investigated by marketers and consumer behaviorists. 
As the researchers İn these two fields usually have different backgrounds they have a lack of interest into each 
other's field and act on stereotypes (Biemans, 1995). In other words, it is quite common that marketers utilize a 
managerial approach while designers employ an artisfic perspective, which resuhs in a clash between two 
disciplines. 

However, recent research reveals that most of the brand knowledge is in fact cultivated in design (Kaplan, 
2007). Design plays a major role in creating brand awareness (Page and Herr, 2002) and reinforcing the brand 
image through identification (Schmitt and Simonson, 1997) with the strategic messages it carries (Karjalainen, 
2004). Notably, research on the interrelafion of design and branding is only newly emerging, and following the 
traditional path of "tangibles-come-firsf', it currently focuses on goods. 

From such a framework, service design may also be proposed to have a significant impact on brand 
knowledge, a term to coin the set of brand awareness and brand image (KeUer, 2003). In other words, the design 
of a service may lead to instant recognition of the service brand and create several associations, which İn time 
are transferred into brand image. At this point, a few real world examples may be appropriate to support the 
assertion. 

Starting with the previously mentioned IKEA case, İt may be suggested that the unique design of fumiture 
retaihng service has been profoundly cultivated into the brand of the firm. Such a service design has obvious 
connecfions to the do-it-yourself approach, which is a major facet of the IKEA brand in general. Extensive 
consumer participation in service delivery that urges the consumers to undertake most of the service tasks 
themselves, such as picking the product from the warehouse, transporting and assembling, is ultimately tied to 
the brand proposition of inexpensive fumiture with attractive design. In Turkey, Garanti Bank constitutes 
another good example, as it designs the service in a manner to direct the consumers to altemative distribution 
charmels as much as possible, such as call centers, intemet banking and automatic teller machines, and enjoying 
a brand image that produces associations to technology and innovativeness. Design of the servİcescape may also 
generate clear references to the service brand, for instance, the existence of high tables with no chairs wiU 
signify an eat-and-go type of fast-food business, while velvet covered armchairs convey the message that 
Starbucks positions its brand around a theme of a relaxed environment, i.e. "your third place" (after home and 
work). In the motion picture industry we face a similar situation, the design of the service, i.e. the movie, has 
apparent references to the brand of the production company. Disney launches family films under Buena Vista 
name, while movies with thriller or confroversial scripts are produced by other divisions of the company, such as 
Touchstone Pictures, Hollywood Pictures, or Miramax Pictures. 

Obviously, the world of business practice endows the scholars with more examples, which may found the 
basics for undertaking research that integrates service design and branding. The next section provides insights 
into several research opportunities in the field. 

5. Some Implications for Service Researcli 
As previously noted, services constitute a relatively newer area of research as compared to the manufacturing 

industry. Moreover, the interaction of design and branding İs only recently focused by the researchers. In this 
context, researchers may find several gaps in the service literature. A few of these research opportunities are 
provided below: 

• Service design: Research on service design is very scarce, while most texts available explore the issue 
from a "service development" perspective. While these two concepts are obviously connected, service 
design İs not the equivalent of service development. Notably, a literature of service design should be 
estabhshed on the existing theorefical base in design research, including but not limited to concepts as 
service semiotics, design process in services, and service design innovativeness. 

Integrafion of service design and service brands: Another area for research is obviously the brand-design 
interconnecfion İn services industry. As discussed afore, most of the brand meanings are enrooted in 
design, no matter the product is a tangible or an intangible one. In this context, the extent of service design 



impact on formation of brand knowledge can prove to be a fruitfiil topic for researchers to explore. 
Applicafion of this framework to particular service fields to examine potenfial benefits that may arise 
from integrafion of service design and service branding is also another research altemafive. 

• Application of service design and branding into different categories of services: Application of design and 
branding models into different service categories may provide interesting results due to two reasons: First, 
the extent of application success may be limited or extended in line with the nature of the service class, 
and second, current taxonomies of services are sfill far from perfection as they share little in theoretical 
basis, which may be explored and redefined from a design-brand perspective. Witliin available 
classificafions, for instance, mass services appear to be a major area for fiimre research due to a number of 
reasons. As Ng et al. (2007) asserts, current definifion of mass services İs not sufficient and existing 
criteria do not adequately address some industries contained within. Entertainment industry in particular is 
a good example: While it provides a mass service, it is not necessarily equipment oriented. Insufficient 
insights into the mass services also generate several literamre gaps with regard to application of existing 
marketing concepts to the services in this group, including design and branding. 

• Service design education: Service design inherently compasses two major fields, marketing and design. In 
this context, the design of services should be an indispensable part the curricula of both fields. However, a 
quick look to the contemporary marketing and design curricula makes it clear that service design is 
literally ignored in education, while most of the theoretical and practical issues covered in these classes 
are devoted to physical goods. Therefore, a new understanding that embraces service design as an 
essential component of business and design education is necessary, which can be developed and enriched 
with the research that investigates how this issue can be best integrated to the mentioned curricula. 

This review and recommendations for research are obviously not intended or meant to be complete, but they 
may provide the researchers with a starting point to carry rigorous academic work into tiiis unexplored area. 
With such research, more gaps İn the service literamre may be filled, increasing our understanding into the 
nature of service businesses which constimtes a remarkable fraction of the global economies. 
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DESIGNING FOR IMPROVED LOGISTICS: A NEW GENERATION 
AUTOMATED WAREHOUSING CAPABILITY 

Qian Wang^, Robert Jardine^, Richard Mcintosh^ and Weijun Li'^ 

Abstract 

Highly automated warehousing/logistics systems have enjoyed only limited uptake, in part because of their 
performance capability relative to their cost. Notably, the limited volume retrieval, responsiveness and 
simultaneous storage capabilities ofAS/RS systems are insufficient for many customers' needs. 

A novel and highly flexible design solution is described that is built with simple modular elements. Early 
indications are that it can significantly outperform existing logistics systems. The solution can be scaled in 
terms of the number ofparallel users (retrieval points), the range of different items in store (number of different 
SKUs), the quantity in store of each SKU and the physical size of the SKUs. The concept, which is being 
developed to serve the requirements of a leading UK Internet business, is also scalable on response capability 
and, if chosen, is intrinsically able to deliver items in any selected sequence. 

Not only applicable for conventional warehouse/logistics operations, the system's potential capability is such 
that it might even be employed as the basis of an automated retail supermarket. Its capability in a supermarket 
scenario is investigated by simulation, where results show that customers can expect delivery of chosen items to 
an assigned collection location within a minute of payment. 

Keywords: Warehousing, Logistics, Automated supermarlcet. 

1. Introduction 
Online shopping in the UK is reported to have mcreased by 33.4% to £10.9bn between 2005 and-2006 and is 

predicted to rise to more than £28bn, or about 9% of the UK's total retail sales, by 2011 (Verdict/BBC, 2008). 
Customers prefer the discount prices that can be found online but are also demanding convenient and quick 
delivery. Retailers require highly efficient distribution centers to be able to satisfy this demand. Improved 
performance in terms of order throughput volume, mix capability and decreased response time are all highly 
desirable for such companies, as well as reducing the number of personnel employed. Other advantages can be 
sought such as reduced pick error, the ability to readily present selected items in sequence ready for dispatch, or 
the flexibility to accommodate promotions without incurring operational penalty. 

Logistics operations of course extend far beyond those focused only on retail shopping, where the logistics 
sector is acknowledged to be one of the most important in the UK economy. Jackson (2008: p i ) writes: 

"The UK economy is the fifth largest in the world and the logistics industry is the fifth largest sector in the UK economy, 
tuming over £75bn a year and employing 2.3 million people, which is eight percent of the total UK workforce." 

The rapid growth of online businesses includes retail supermarkets, where for example all major UK 
supermarket chains provide for Intemet ordering and home delivery. Indeed some chains such as US outlet 
Peapod.com are set up exclusively as online stores. As yet however it is not possible both sufficiently quickly 
and fully automatically to fumish customers with Intemet pre-ordered items should they wish to tum up at a 
supermarket premises at an unspecified time to collect their items. Equally, extensive automation is not seen for 
customers who may instead prefer to choose fi'om representative in-store goods, for example by using a scarmer. 
The challenge again is to very rapidly supply customers' chosen goods from a storage area, this time once 
payment has been taken. 

Whether logisfics hub or retail supermarket, there is considerable potential to reduce the handling 
mefficiencies of high-staff systems, replacing personnel with automation. The challenge is to do so in a 
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financially viable manner whilst at the same time at least matching the capability of any system dominated by 
high numbers of staff 

1.1 Diverse strategic approaches to automation 
There is cunrently available over 220 million square feet of storage space across the UK, with a trend towards 

larger, more centraHzed warehouses (Jordan-Smith, 2008). Mirroring the rapid increase of Intemet shopping, it 
is reported that major suppliers of automated warehousing systems are expanding their revenue, up 2 3 % in 2007 
relative to 2006 (Kator, 2008), hence indicating a likely growth in the levels of automation employed In the 
industry. Operational systems can readily be identified, for example via major system builders' literature. 
Nevertheless, these systems can still often be seen to employ very substantial levels of personnel (Lyall/BBC, 
2007), suggesting, even in such examples, the term 'highly automated' is much more correctly employed than 
the term 'fiilly automated'. 

The move to automation is not universal. Whereas the University is currently working alongside an 
industrial partner who is highly committed to automation, prior contact with a major UK third party logistics 
(3PL) company elicited a polar opposed strategy, namely a deliberate continuing reliance on essentially a fiiUy 
manual operation. 

1.2 Designing for improved logistics 
University of Bath researchers have developed a novel warehousing system which has the potential, through 

modularity, to be deployed in many diverse logistics operations. There are two prongs to the research. First, the 
ultimate performance ofthe concept is being evaluated. This is being done by simulating its response in a highly 
demanding retail supermarket context. Second, the system's applicability in a major logistics operation is being 
investigated. A paper exercise of building a ftill system with appropriate modular elements is being undertaken 
such that the design could be installed in place of the research partner's existing system. Issues of both cost and 
capability are being assessed with the foil involvement of the industrial partner. 

In both cases very encouraging initial results are apparent, and are reported later below. 

2. A review of warehouse design alternatives 
Market competition obliges continuous improvement in the design and operation of distribution networks. 

Tighter inventory control, shorter response time, expanding product variety and shorter product life cycles are 
among the challenges for the modern warehouse, which can be prompted in pait by the adoption of Just-In-Time 
practices (Gu et al., 2007) or in response to mass customization (Pine, 1993). At the same time the 
implementation of new IT capabilities such as bar coding, radio frequency communication and warehouse 
management systems (WMS) has also presented new oppormnities to improve warehouse operations (Gu et al., 
2007). 

A number of altemative design solutions are apparent in existing automated warehouses. These can include 
palletizing robots, carton flow order picking systems, automated guided vehicles (AGVs), rotary storage cabinets 
and automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/RSs). AS/RS designs in particular have been the basis of 
considerable optimization research. 

As well as the variety of available design solutions, there is also clearly considerable variation in the 
applications for which automated system might be used, ranging from, say, long-term storage of semi-dormant 
govemment records through to high volume mail order operations through in mm to a busy multi-user 
supermarket. Excepting space constraints, the first of these applications would be very lightly taxed, whereas the 
last exhibits both extreme throughput and response capability demands. 

Gu et al. (2007) suggest constmcting a theoretical framework to address both warehouse design and 
operational problems. Cormier and Gunn (1992) classify problems associated with warehouse design, whereas 
Rouwenhorst et al. (2000) have proposed that a typical design process includes a number of consecutive phases 
which can be simated at strategic, tactical and operational levels. 

2.1 Inefficiency: moving the tote, moving the carton and moving the person 
There would not seem to be any single current design able satisfactorily to serve all competing potential use 

simations. Instead different systems designs will be suited to specific applications, or hybrid systems may be 
proposed. Essentially folly manual working practices might be also be maintained. The authors have 
particularly researched hybrid systems where AS/RS components have been combined with carton flow order 
picking systems. 

In addition to the academic wisdom outlined above, the designer might also assess warehouse systems with 
a view to the movement of storage totes, the movement of cartons and the movement of personnel. In particular 
the movement of personnel, for example when operating pick to light systems, will contribute to operational 
inefficiency, as will their often necessary employment when enacting the interface between different elements of 
an overall hybrid design. Equally, automated movement of totes and cartons typically becomes increasingly 



problematical as a system becomes more complex, when longer distances are traveled, or when the tote 
conveying hardware is independent of (and hence in addition to) the carton conveying hardware. Commercial 
data shown to the research team indicates that the running costs of extensively automated systems can be high, 
sometimes approaching those of systems which substantially rely instead just on manual labor. 

As will be described, a desire to move storage totes to statically located personnel at pick stations imderpins 
the new conceptual design. In this way the number of personnel who need to be employed can be minimized, 
and there İs facility to readily scale the number of staff employed to match the overall demands placed on the 
system at any given time. It will be shown that, unusually, this goal of static personnel location does not 
compromise performance in other ways. 

2.2 The particular issue of flexibility 
Notwithstanding other challenges of any highly automated system, it will often ideally need to provide high 

levels of flexibility, to accommodate changing product profiles or other expressions of uncertain and variable 
customer demand. Quantified examples of changeable product mix through time are published, at the same time 
nofing that relatively short 3PL contracts, say 5 years or less, can apply (Wincanton, 2007: plO). Operators of 
highly automated systems face such tmcertainty often with knowledge of the considerable likely difficulties of 
adapting legacy hardware. Many existing system designs are additionally inflexible in that they require a largely 
fixed staffing level be maintained, irrespective of volume throughput. 

3. The new modular automated warehouse concept 
The new system concept discussed İn this paper was originated by van Esschoten and Mcintosh and was 

first described in a supermarket context in a Dutch trade magazine (te Lindert, 2007). In the intervening period 
much work has been done by the authors to validate the early capability claims made of the concept. Equally, its 
application in more general logistics environments has been evaluated and its financial viability investigated. 
The current paper reports this work. 

3.1 A brief description of the storage module 
The core element of the automated warehouse is the storage module illustrated by figure 1. Items are pre

loaded into totes, at which time the item is matched to a unique identifier of that tote, typically a barcode or an 
RFID tag (use of an RFID tag and reader is illustrated). The item is henceforth tracked and manipulated through 
the system within the tote via that tote's unique identifier. 

For the purposes of this paper only the concept is described. Design details which permit the concept to be 
realized are omitted. Key elements for example are described only as 'pushers' or 'conveyors'. In practice a 
storage module must be space efficient and economic to manufacture. When other design considerations such as 
reliability, Imking multiple modules together and maintenance are also factored in, it can be appreciated that the 
design problem is non trivial. Nevertheless viable solutions are possible, and a team of 6 students in the 
University of Bath's Department of Mechanical Engineering recently concluded a major design exercise in 
conjunction with a mail order business partner. The total system cost was within approxmiately 10% of the cost 
of the company's existing system. As a first iteration student exercise there are perceived to be very significant 
opportunities for both design enhancement and cost reduction. 
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Figure 1. A module and associated output conveyors. 

3.1.1 Alternative input and output patlis 
The module comprises two types of conveyor aligned next to one another. These are the storage conveyors 

and the output conveyors, as shown in figure 1. Figure 2 shows views of a module array. The item enters 
storage in a tote onto the end of a storage conveyor. When specific items are demanded from store they are 
transferred onto the output conveyor by a pusher device. The space previously occupied by the tote is then 
filled, with all succeeding totes moving forward along the storage row. A tote's position on a storage conveyor 
is therefore not fixed in time. 
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Random located same items 
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Figure 2. End and isometric views of a three module deep array 

Position knowledge of all totes and hence all stored items on all storage levels is updated each time the 
pusher arm traverses the module. Readers mounted on the arm idenfify the tote, and the arm's position along the 
storage row is determined by use of an encoder. The control system maintains knowledge of where all items are 
stored throughout the module, or tliroughout an overall module array if multiple modules are used. 

That tote loading and tote removal from storage occur via separate paths permits simultaneous loading and 
unloading operafions, contribufing greatly to both responsiveness and volume throughput capability. 

Figure 3 shows a module array including a design of conveyors and spirals to distribute totes to pick 
locations. Other distribution designs are possible. It should be noted that rerouting of totes back from the pick 
locations İs not shown for reasons of illustration simplicity, although this has been considered by the research 



team for both a high volume mail order warehouse and a supermarket application. Details are available upon 
request from the authors. 
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Figure 3. Adding fiuther elements to the overall system 

3.1.2 Scalability: tuning system capability to match specific customer demands 
Notably through its modular design, the concept İs scalable. It can be adapted to specific customer demands 

when built, for example a customer's peak or mean throughput rates, numbers of collection stations or response 
time. Single modules can be of different sizes, and linked arrays of modules can be configured in many different 
ways. 

Flexibility is inherent İn the new storage concept, and the problems described earlier İn the paper concerning 
flexibility are either totally eliminated or can be much more readily managed. If necessary the capability of an 
overall system can be changed by adding (or removing) module elements. 

The concept permits large numbers of parallel events to occur at any given time: it is possible for very many 
simultaneous load, pick and distribution events to occur within a module array and within the system as a whole. 

3.1.3 Random item location and item selection optimization 
Figure 2 shows that if there are a number of the same SKU in store, then these same items are ideally 

distributed either randomly or semi-randomly. 
Distributing same items throughout the storage space either randomly or semi-randomly represents a fiuther 

way to enhance the response capability of the system. Dİsfributed items significantly raise the likelihood of both 
a chosen SKU being nearer to a desfred pick location and the likelihood of there being a module arm which İs 
both available to be moved along the module (because pushing is not at that time occurring from it) and 
reasonably adjacent to a chosen SKU. Also, same items İn different locations can readily be selected 
simultaneously if need be. 

Item selection optimization in a fixed mechanical system has been considered in the simulation reported in 
section 4, although just two different and comparatively simple selecfion strategies have been investigated. 

As well as optimization through enhanced selection logic, there are also of course many opportunities to 
change the physical system, for example using different sized modules, or configuring modules together in a 
different way. 

3.2 Matching capabiMty distribution from the modules 
It is critical that the capability of the modular core of the system is matched by a similar capability to 

distribute selected totes to staffed pick locations (or İn the case of supermarkets, customer pick locations). 



Figure 3 shows the design of the distribution system modeled by the simulation. It comprises a series of 
looped and cross-linked conveyors. These conveyors, along with the spirals which connect to them, can also act 
as buffers at a number of positions along the overall delivery path. One potentially highly attractive 
corresponding capability is that selected items can be sequenced during their delivery phase - rather than 
necessarily employing the more limiting option of sequencing the selection of items from the modules. Items 
can be routed in looped buffer paths, and subsequently be mixed into sequential position as required prior to 
arriving at their assigned pick location. 

Other distribution system designs can be envisaged. Some of these will be both more compact and cheaper, 
but may not have the ultimate capability of the design described by figure 3. 

The distribution system design as elsewhere is such that multi-parallel activity can occur and, ftirthermore, 
that short potential routes between storage and destination locations are statistically likely. The multiplicity of 
parallel available routes ensures that no substantive congestion problems arise. 

3.3 Matching capability replenishment 
Just as the distribution capability must match the multiple selection capability within the storage module 

array, the system also requires a matched replenishment capability. Within the modular storage area the design 
enables substantially independent tote replenish and select activities to occur. As with other aspects of the 
design, scalable multi-parallel activity is sought, wherein, also, no single sub-element is critical in the event of 
breakdown to the system's overall ftinctionality. A viable solution to supply replacement totes into the storage 
array (although one which has not yet been simulated) is to repeat - in reversed format - the output conveyor 
design. This is shown in an inset in figure 3. Variations in the design are also likely to be possible because 
mean supply rates rather than peak demand rates typically have to be satisfied. 

To greatly sİmphfy the simulation model, the results presented below assume that selection occurs 
independently of item supply. In effect therefore replenishment of items is suspended over the duration of the 
simulation. In practice the surplus capacity of the system is so high that parallel select and replenishment is 
likely to have minimal impact upon ultimate delivery capability. In this way the design is once again superior to 
AS/RS designs. 

3.4 Output from the distribution system to manual pick stations 
The design of pick stations at staffed logistics warehouses will in ah lİkehhood be substantially different to 

pick (or more accurately, collection) locations in a fully automated supermarket. In the former case employed 
staff are involved, whereas in the latter İt will be members of the general public who are looking for guaranteed 
and foolproof collection of their selected supermarket items. 

Novel designs have been developed for each situation but are outside the scope of the current paper. 
Readers are invited to contact the authors for further details. 

4. Capability testing: supermarket scenario simulation 
The initial capability claims in te Lindert's article (2007) were based on simulation work by a final year 

MSc. student at the University of Bath (Hamzah, 2007). The levels of performance this original simulafion work 
hinted at were exceptional. It was also however apparent that substantial numbers of variables impinged on the 
performance. These variables included physical attributes such as the way that modules are arranged relative to 
one another. Myriad potenfial tote pick and routing opfimİzafion algorithms might also be used within a fixed 
physical system. Extensive investigation has elsewhere been completed to date on optimizing AS/RS 
performance and it would seem that fiirther very comprehensive parallel research opportunİfies similarly exist 
(Powell et al., 2007). 

Following from Hamzah's work, additional early simulafion by Lİ (2008) using the Witness software 
invesfigates just three potenfial variables. The results of Li's work are summarized by this paper. 

It was chosen to simulate a supermarket situafion as it İs perhaps the most demanding applicafion that the 
new concept may face. For the purposes of this simulation a mid-sized supermarket was assumed to have 
approximately 1,000,000 items across 20,000 separate product lines (SKUs). Customers make their choices, 
perhaps using a scanner, from representafive items arranged in the public access area of the shop. Each of 24 
customers was assumed to choose 100 items and simultaneously download their orders once complete at in-store 
pay terminals. The warehouse is thus required to correctly deliver 2,400 items as quickly as possible to 24 
cofiection points. 

To ease the simulafion task just one eighth of a total supermarket was modeled, in which therefore there are 3 
collection points and 3 customers. Each of these 3 customers still orders 100 items simuhaneously and there are 
sfill 20,000 SKUs in the modeled storage space. Figure 4 presents these details and also describes the module 
configurafion. All totes are assumed for the purposes of the simulafion to have an equal footprint of 150 x 
250mm. 



4.1 Investigating variation of three parameters 
In contrast to the load demands placed on it, conservative assumptions regarding the physical operation of 

the system are applied throughout. For example pusher arm traverse speeds are set at 1 m/s and pusher action 
cycle times are set at 4 seconds. The simulation is detailed in full in an intemal University of Bath report by Li 
(2008). 

The simulation tested variation in three parameters: 
1 - Conveyor speed. Comparatively modest blanket conveyor speeds of 0.4 m/s and 0.6 m/s were 
simulated. 
2 - Sequencing strategy. In the nearest neighbor (NN) strategy selection sequencing occurs according to 
the minimum travel time between a storage location and a selection arm. In the shortest leg (SL) strategy 
sequencing occurs according to the minimum travel time from the storage location to the collection point. 
3 - Spiral device to customer collection point. Figure 3 shows three different spiral configurations that 
were tested. First, one spiral linking all 35 levels fed a collection point (where items are picked out of totes) 
at the base of the storage area. Second, to reduce expected tote travel distance, two separate spirals feed a 
mid-level collection point. Third, four interleaved spirals are used, again feeding a mid-level collection 
point. 

112,000 items in stock across 
20,000 SKUs 
Output subsequently delivered 
to 3 pick locations (not shown) 

Figure 4. Detailing the module array for the supermarket simulation 

4.2 Simulation results 
Table 1 shows the hnpact of the three variables noted above. Both the time of delivery of the first item and 

the time of delivery of the last item are recorded. Figure 5 is a graph of item delivery rates to the three customer 
pick locations in 10 second time windows for the best performing model. Item delivery sequencing (for example 
heavy supermarket items first such as 1 liter bottles of water) has not been applied in any experiment. 
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Figure 5. The arrival of totes/items at the their assigned pick location for the best performing model 

Table 1. The impact of the three variables under investigation 



V a r i a b l e s 
T i m e for first 
i tem out (s) 

T i m e for last 
i tem out (s) C o n v e y o r S p e e d (m/s ) S e q u e n c i n g Output spiral conveyor 

T i m e for first 
i tem out (s) 

T i m e for last 
i tem out (s) 

Experiment 1 
0.4 N N Type A 50 3 6 7 

Experiment 2 
• .4 N N Type B 43 2 4 3 

Experiment 3 
0-4 N N Type C 43 1 74 

Experiment 4 
0.4 S L Type A 34 2 3 9 

Experiment 5 
0.4 S L Type B 35 1 76 

Experiment 6 
0.4 S L Type C 35 1 2B 

Experiment 7 
0.6 N N Type A 35 247 

Experiment 8 
0.6 N N Type B 30 1 64 

Experiment 9 
0.8 N N Type C 30 l i s 

Experiment 1 • 
0.8 S L Type A 25 167 

Experiment 11 
O.S S L Type B 25 125 

Experiment 1 2 
D.B SL Type C 25 91 

4.3 Enhancement: Internet selection of items and subsequent collection at an unspecified later 
t ime 

Excelleiit system performance is described, with all in-store customers being able to collect chosen items in 
a very swift timeframe. Random storage location of Internet chosen items is no longer necessary however once 
these items become allocated to customers, where such items can immediately be moved closer to a likely 
collection location (via a non-illustrated reclrculatory loop between the output and infeed conveyors). An even 
faster response then becomes likely, where items might be made available In the very short time between 
customers identifying themselves upon arriving at the store and subsequently arriving at their nominated 
collection point. As items remain within the storage space they are still available to alternative customers in the 
event of a no-show. 

5. Ongoing research 
There are many potential applications for the concept as described, not least arising from its ability to be 

scaled or otherwise adapted to meet the specific demands ofthe application in question, including adapting its 
capability after initial installation. Research is continuing into altemative logistics applications. 

Significant design progress is also being made conceming how the concept can be integrated with 
transnational inter-warehouse transportation. The objective is for there to be minimal penalty to multiple road 
tmck usage via a simple automated sequence for toted items of unload from a tmck, deposit into a warehouse, 
reselect subsequently from the warehouse, and reload into another tmck. A maximum 5 minute tmck turnaround 
target has been set. 

6 Discussion: adding value 
The concept provides for near-live stock taking (certainly when there is just one item per tote) and provides 

very rapid access for selection to each and every item in total storage. A multiplicity of simultaneous events -
load, select, distribute, pick - can occur throughout the system. Although not explored in the current simulation, 
delivery of items to any selected pick location can also be sequenced. All this can happen at a seemingly faster 
rate than is currently possible, with greater throughput and with fewer staff. In addhion (but not necessarily 
apparent in the illustrative figures presented) storage occurs in a space efficient manner. Research to date 
suggests that substantial cost can be taken out of the logistics operation at the same time that performance is 
being improved. 

The concept, especially if including transport integration, opens up many possİbİhties. 
Mail order distribution has been a main focus of the research so far. With significantly lower staffing levels 

the research partner now has opportunities for example to sort prior to dispatch, extend İast order' time and 
much better match mail packaging media (such as padded bags, cartons or polythene envelopes) to the items 
being posted. 

The concept's impact can be greater still if integrated with transportation in the way described. Beneficiaries 
might include major companies such as Schneider National or UPS. Minimal penalty multiple deposit, store, 



sort and reload would mean routing could occur such that all facilities are employed at much higher utilization 
levels. For example, with current environmental concems, tmcks could potentially depart on average 
significantly more fully loaded, in which case proportionately fewer tmcks could be used. Warehouse volume 
utilization could similarly be optimized, both short term and longer term, İn a way that currently is difficult. 

For supermarkets similarly far-reaching opportunities are potentially available, albeit possibly with less 
likelihood of being fulfilled İn the short term as they represent such a considerable step change from current 
practice. Notwithstanding this, the advantages automated shopping as described offer are highly attractive in 
many ways, botii to the shopper and the store operator. Supermarket staff are largely employed for manual 
handling purposes, and dramatic staff reductions are likely. Equally, some interactive shopping techniques 
which are being trialed and which use existing technology (Firth, 2006) are now much more feasibly 
implemented. RFID tagging of sold items will be eliminated, eliminating their associated cost and issues of civil 
liberty infringement (Albrecht and Mclntyre, 2006). Many other possibilities for revised operational practices 
similarly exist and are being investigated. 

Finally, new opportunities are created for brand enhancement or brand exploitation, founded on the new 
levels of performance suggested by this paper. Thus for example a supermarket chain has the potential to 
position itself apart from its competitors if İt offers Intemet shopping İn the way outlined above. Or, for in-store 
customers, there could be a wholly refreshed and highly interactive shopping area with no trolleys and without 
any expectation of check-out delay. Likewise mail order companies could see measurable performance 
advantages over of their rivals in the eyes of their customers. Many additional brand promotion oppoitimities 
are likely to be available. 

7. Conclusions 
A novel concept is presented which early work suggests can offer superior performance to existing 

warehousing/logistics solutions. Advantages are apparent for example İn staffing levels, response rates and 
volume throughput capability. Advantages also extend to the concept's inlierent flexibility to accommodate 
variation in operational circumstances, and its inbuilt ability to continue to function largely unimpaired in the 
event of the breakdown of a system element. The cost of a proposed large scale installation for a mail order 
distribution company appears closely comparable to that of an existing installation of significantly lesser 
capability. 

Work is continuing at the University of Bath to develop and integrate the concept with transportation. At 
present multiple occurrence single item deposition and sort is problematic and constrains how items can be 
routed to thefr final delivery point. Highly significant opportunities arise if these constraints can be substantially 
overcome. 
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MODELING AN INTERMODAL TRANSPORT SYSTEM IN 
MARMARA REGION 

Ömer Faruk Görçün^ and Özhan Görçün^ 

Abstract 

Integration of transportation modes play key role on Intermodal transportation effectiveness. Especially 
optimization and modeling for integration of rail, road and maritime transportation can be provide to cost 
effectiveness, right using of sources and productivity. This study will offer to propositions and model for 
integration of transportation modes in Marmara Region. The model is applied to the rail/road transportation 
system in the Marmara Region. Two planning scenarios are considered. It is shown that modal shares are very 
sensitive to the cost of rail, maritime and to that of track gauge changes at the Turkish border. On the contrary, 
the location of the terminals has little or no impact on the market shares of the combined traffic, but location 
changes in the region generate consequences on the entire European transportation system. In this study, major 
consumption and production places and transport facilities will be consider in Marmara region. 

Keywords: Integration of Transportation Modes, Marmara Region, Modeling, Optimization 

1. Introduction 
This study will focus on the problem of optimally locating rail, road, air and maritime terminals for 

freight fransport and Intermodal Transportation. A linear 0-1 program is formulated and solved by a heuristic 
approach. The model is applied to the rail, road, maritime and air fransportatİon system İn the Marmara Region. 
Five planning scenarios are considered. It is shown that modal shares are very sensitive to the cost of rail and to 
that of frack gauge changes at the Turkey's northwest border. On the confrary, the location of the terminals and 
logistic village has little or no impact on the market shares of the combined ttaffic, but location changes in the 
Marmara region generate consequences on the entire European fransportatİon system. 

Passenger and freight fransport demand in Marmara Region has been growing by more that 300% 
during the last decade. Number of road vehicles has growth from 62.5 million to 175 million in Tiukey. 
Consequently demand of roadway will increase approximately %50 in 2010 according to expeditions.(DPT: 
2007:14) However environmental pollution, traffic accidents, high fransportatİon cost economically and under its 
social aspects will be rise dramatically. 

Simultaneously, the modal share of road has significantly increased. Its development is mainly favored 
by the current spatial disfribution of human activities (linked to the land-use policies) and by the progressive 
stock cuts in the productions processes. The reputedly "preeminence" of the road (which is sfill expected to 
increase in the fixture) generates important negative extemalifies in terms of environmental, economic and social 
costs (congestion, pollution, infrastructure damages, road accidents), and greatly increases the use and over-use 
of the roadway networks (Nijkamp, P., 1994:261-271) 

Negative impact to society and environment will be reduced and combined and integrated fransport 
chains will be improved by innovative strategies and technologies. For effective using of multimodal and 
combined transportation, share of road fransportafion should be reduced by policy makers. These kinds of 
applications will be absorbed to demands of roadway by other fransportafion alternatives. 

Multimodal and Combmed fransportatİon is defined as fransportatİon of goods by at least two different 
modes of transport in the same loading unit (an Intermodal Transport Unit or ITU) without imloading and 
loading to frailer or container when changing modes. Railway or maritime fransportatİon is major part of 
intermodal and combined fransportatİon. Road fransportatİon is providing integration of these fransportatİon 
modes. Share of road fransportatİon in intermodal and combined transportation system should be as short as 
possible. If share of road transportation increased total transportation cost would be increase in intermodal 
fransportatİon system. (Bryan, D., 0_Kelly, M., 1999:275-295) 
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Road transport 
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Road transport 

Figure: 1 Intermodal and Combined Transportation Chain 

In this study, intermodal transportation is described by the combination of the advantages of rail, 
maritime and road, railway and maritime transportation for long distances and large quantities, road for 
collecting and distributing over short or medium distances (Nierat, P., 1997:109-127) 

At the same lime this study focuses on the problem of optimally locating multimodal and combined 
terminals for freight transportation. It suggests a model and illustrates it's operationally for rail, maritime and 
road terminals in the Marmara Region. The principal aim of this implementation is to demonstrate the impact of 
changes in the supply of transport on the modal shares within the Marmara region and goods flow between 
Turkey and Europe. 

Even if the environmental and social benefits of intermodal transport systems are known, still economic 
competitiveness is determining factor in the choice of road haulers. Most important factor with the 
complementary nature and the competitiveness of the various modes of transportation are choice of 
transportation modes, route and speed. Therefore, transporters and consumers don't consider to extemal social 
and environmental impact of their choice so social and environmental costs don't clear for transporters and 
consumers. Such costs don't appear in the short temi. 

Determining location is very important factor for transportation problems. Before all else, network 
design problem should solve for detemiining location of transportation tenninals. Consequence, transportation 
networks, nodes of transportation, hubs and temiinal location play key role for success of integrated intermodal 
transportation. 

2. Transportation Networks in Marmara Region 
In the Marmara region, transportation networks are interconnected. Especially 0-2, 0-3 and 0-4 

motorways are into European Transport Networks. These motorways are take place İn fourth corridors. Distance 
of 0-2, 0-3 and 0-4 highway is 377 km from Edime Kapİkule to Adapazari. According to statistical data of 
General Directorate of Highways of Turkey, most heavy traffic has seemed on Fatih Sultan Mehmet Bridge. 
Approximately 208.000 road vehicles pass to this bridge everyday. Secondary, heavy traffics has seemed 
Boğaziçi Bridge and between Avcilar / Istanbul and Mahmetbey / Istanbul. Heavy traffic has increased thorough 
center of Mamiara Region. 



Table-1: Average Traffic Data per a day for 2006 
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Figure: 2 Motorway and Traffic Values in Marmara Region, Source: 2006 Trafik Ve Ulaşım Bilgileri Strateji 
Geliştirme Daire Başkanlığı Ulaşım Ve Maliyet Etütleri Şubesi Müdürlüğü Temmuz-2007 s: 13 



In addition that, D-lOO, D-IIO, D-555, D-200, D-575, D-130 and D-575 national highway are exist in 
Marmara region. All of the road crossed and connected in Istanbul. When we consider to critical points at 
national highways we can see tree important route for heavy traffic. Firstly Sihvri- Küçükçekmece secondly 
Küçükçekmece -Topkapi other Kadıköy- Maltepe. Approximately, 24.000 vehicles pass between Silivri and 
Küçükçekmece per day. Averagely, 19.964 automobile, 2972 heavy and light vehicle pass from this route. 
According to statistical data of General Directorate of Highways of Turkey, per day when 63.207 vehicles pass 
from Kadiköy- Maltepe route. 10.138 of this figure are heavy and hght vehicle. 
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Figure: 3 According to statistical data of General Directorate of Highways of Turkey, heavy traffic İs better than 
average in between Maltepe and Silivri. 

2. Transportation Nodes in Marmara Region 
Firstly, very important nodes of transportation and logistic system are industrial zones. Especially 

İkitelli Industrial Zone has importance for intermodal fransportatİon and regional logistic system. This indusfrİal 
zone has 700 hectare and 37 cooperative enterprises take place İn İkitelli Industrial Zone. In addition that per day 
vehicles between 2000 and 3500 gives service to this industrial zone. Other important indusfrİal zone is DuduUu 
Industrial Zone. Dudullu Industrial zone has formed from joining four İndusfrİal zones as Factories Zone, Metal 
ware Industrial Zone of Istanbul (IMES), Ironworkers Industrial Zone (DBS), Kadıköy Automotive Industrial 
Zone (KADOSAN). Averagely, between 800-1200 vehicles carriages goods in Dudullu Industrial Zones. Other 
important industrial zones are Tuzla Industrial Zone, Tuzla Leather Industrial Zone, Tuzla Paint Industrial Zone, 
Beylikdüzü Industrial Zone and Tuzla Marble Industrial Zone. 



Figure: 4 Ports Marmara Region and Their shares on the Purpose of Total Handling 

Other important nodes are Ports of Marmara region. Most important ports are Port of Haydarpaşa, Port 
of Ambarli, Port of Gemlilc, Port of Bandırma. While Port of Haydarpaşa is pubhc investment, other important 
ports are operated by private sector. 3.328.936 tones bulk cargoes and 316,982 TEU containers have been 
handled in Port of Haydarpaşa. At the same time, share of Port of Haydarpaşa is %10 (DPT: 2006:32) between 
other ports for the piuposes of total handling. Share of Port of Ambarlı is %31 (DPT: 2006:33) on the compared 
with other ports. In the Port of Ambarlı, 945.840 container and 4.635.632 tones bulk cargoes have been handled. 
Port of Gemlik has %7 (DPT: 2006:36) on the purpose of total handling. 
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Figure: 4 Share of Ports of Marmara on the Purpose of Total Handling Source: 9"' five-year development Plan, 
Report of Maritime specialized Commission, State Planning Organization p:33-36 

Furthermore, while three airport show activity in Istanbul as Atatürk airport, Sabiha Gökçen aüport and 
Çorlu airport, one airport is take place İn Dardanelles. In addition that very important railway stations are exist 



in region as Halkalİ, Haydarpaşa, Bandırma railway stations. Food terminal as Rami, Erenköy and Mega Center 
with together 16 Customs and 424 customs warehouses are transportation nodes and they are take place in 
Marmara region. 

3. Effective and Productive Using of Railways in Marmara Region. 
Freight flows should be switch to railway transportation. Especially on the purpose of this, Marmaray 

Project will be play important role. After pm 12:00, freight transport will be done with Ro-La operations on this 
route. According to expectations, 20.000 road vehicles will transport on the open wagon from this route. 
However Gebze, Haydapaşa and Halkalı railway stations will play key role for success intermodal transport 
operations. Thanks to this, betterment on traffic of Istanbul can be providing approximately %6 at the same time, 
per road vehicles cause to 130 gram CO2 emissions per kilometers 
(http://www.musiad.org.tr/abbulteni/musiad turkİve_ab_buİteni 19.pdf ) under the best conditions. 
Furthermore between Gebze and Halkali is 67 kilometer. Total CO2 emission will reduce approximately 174.200 
kilogram. Consequently, extemal negative Impact of road transportation will be reducing with this project. 

Before all else, Logistic and Freight villages should be built in Gebze, Halkalı and Haydapaşa. These 
logistic villages should be connected with Industrial Zones. Routine distributions should be done after pm 12:00 
as foods, retails, and other materials. 
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Figure: 5 Intermodal Transport Chain and Nodes of Transportation in Marmara Region 

At the same time, in spite of that large quantitative of goods can be transported by railway, 
transportation cost can be reduced by transportation operators. Directly railway provides low transportation 
costs, indirectly environmental and social costs can be reduced with railway. 
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Figure: 6 Variation of the model share of the national traffic Source: Pierre Arnold, Dominique Peeters,, Isabelie 
Thomas, "Modeling a rail/road intermodal transportation system" Transportation Research Part E 40 (2004) 255-270 
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Variation in the market shares of the different modes or combination of modes, the increase in the 
relative cost of rail also has a major impact on traffic distribution on the networks. Figure 6 presented the 
important changes m road traffic distribution when the relative cost increased by 10%. Besides a considerable 
increase İn cross-border traffic and in the traffic converging on Istanbul, induced effects are observed on the 
entue Marmara Region network. 

3. Using to Maritime Potentials of Marmara Region: Ro-Ro Lines 
Per Diem, 350 heavy vehicles are carriage with Ro-Ro Lines from Ambarlı to Bandırma ports. Besides, 

eighty vehicles can be transported with Ro-Ro lines between Bandırma and Tekirdağ ports. Every day averagely, 
one thousand vehicles are transported between Eskihİsar-Topçular by Istanbul Fast Ferries Co. (IDO). Under 
these conditions, Ro-Ro potentials of Marmara region don't use sufficiently. Present Ro-Ro lines should be 
developing and new Ro-Ro lines should be created by private and public sectors. Especially parallel lines to 
shore should be constİmted between Mudanya, Ambarli, Yalova, Haydarpaşa, Gemlik and Bandırma ports and 
these lines should circuit as can be seen below Figure: 7 

'ir^m^fi^^.' öfmlık-^Haydarpaşa-
Mu3ân.ya|A^mbarli%'Yalova-AmbaglkRo^Ro Lines 

Figure: 7 Present and Propose Ro-Ro Lines 

Thanks to these Ro-Ro lines, fraffic may be reduced and transportation cost wiU be under the confrol. 
With the road transportation especially fuel cost are changed despite of differential fraffic congestion. Thence 
fransportafion costs are fixed by Ro-Ro fransportafion to so traffic congesfion doesn't discussed in Ro-Ro 
transportation. On the other hand related with environment and social negative extemal costs of road 
transportation are reduced by this fransportatİon modes. 

Ro-Ro lines should be planned and organized by authorized public administration. At the same time 
these lines should be scheduled. At least two direct lines should be constituted and eight circuit lines should be 
shown to activity between ports of Marmara. At the same time Ro-Ro system should cormect with Logistic and 
freight villages. 

4. Conclusion 
Multimodal and combined transportation is should be altemative transportation modes to unimodal 

transportation especially road fransportatİon mode. Therefore transportation terminals, freight villages and 
fransportafion nodes are important for effectiveness and producfiveness of multimodal transportafion modes. One 
of the most important problems are determining to locafion of transportation terminals and freight villages. On 



the other hand, problems of particular urgency are constitution Ro-Ro and Ro-La lines and their planning. If 
these problems solve optimally, economic competitiveness will provide however, multimodal transportation can 
be choice by transportation user. Put it differently, multimodal transportation will be advantageous as compared 
with road transportation. 

At the same time, negative extemal impacts of road n-ansportation will be reduced with the effective 
using of muhimodal transportation system. With the effective Ro-Ro and Ro-La operations, traffic will be 
reduced between %10 and %25 approximately. On the other hand transportation speed will be increased with 
these strategies. Authors of this smdy proposed that, existent Ro-Ro Hues should be reorganized and new lines 
should be adding this transportation process. Ro-La transportation network should be review by public authority 
and its transportation capacity should be increased. At least, three logistic and freight village should constmct in 
Istanbul as Gebze, Küçükçekmece and Selimpaşa logistic zones. These each logistic village has 1200 hectare at 
least and Warehouses, depots, Custom, Handling area. Parking zones, offices of transportation firms and living 
quarters should take place In these logistic zones. 
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DESIGN TO SUPPLY CHAIN: CENTRAL VERSUS DECENTRAL 
DECISION TAKING 

Patricia Hurschler^ and Roman Boutellier^ 

Abstract 

An increasing number of companies source and sell globally to recover their innovation investments faster and 
to reduce cost. In many cases, adaptations are necessary, either in the product or in the supply chain; sometimes 
both have to be redesigned. 
This paper describes a basis for decision-making that helps managers to deal with typical "going-global" 
challenges, in which redesign of their products and supply chains should be considered. A case study based 
classification of product design adaptation triggers versus management approaches is introduced. The 
integration of suppliers into the design process helps to adapt the product to local procurement and sales 
markets; but in many cases local decisions with suppliers boost cost and time needs. Product design adaptations 
for changed supply chains need to be considered as early as possible in the R&D process in order to excel a 
global purchasing and merchandising strategy. 

Keywords: Supply Chain Redesign, Local Design Adaptations, Purchasing in Low Cost Countries, 
Classification 

1. Introduction 
Many product design adaptations originate fi'om global sourcing and entrance to emerging markets. 

Literature on global sourcing provides the theoretical background of this paper. The value chain and transaction 
cost theories underlie as basis. This paper aims to classify product design adaptations and to discuss central 
versus decentral decision taking for such design adaptations. Product criteria are the basis for sourcing decisions; 
But by changing the sales or the procurement market, adaptations of the product criteria might occur. Therefore 
it is important that a company observes adaptations of the product and İn the supply chain. 

1.1 L o w Cost Sourcing and Emerging Sales Markets 
How to source globally has become a critical strategic decision for companies competing on a global 

basis. In today's market, globalization increases the number of competitors and forces companies to concentrate 
on their core competencies and contract non-core business from extemal providers (Dachs, et al., 2006). 
Outsourcing of components and parts is steadily increasing (Amold, 2000; Lau and Zhang, 2006). Material costs 
often exceed direct labour costs; strategic purchasing becomes more important (Amold, 1999). The expenses of 
direct and auxiliary material, bought products and extemal work of Georg Fischer for example, a leading 
industry company in the areas of automotive, piping systems and precision machinery, amounted to 48 percent in 
2005, compared to 42 percent in 1999 (Boutellier and Hurschler, 2007: Chapter 12). 

Today, companies sell their products worldwide and purchase globally, often in low cost countries. 
Especially the Far East and Eastern Europe play a major role in low cost sourcing for Westem European 
companies, even though salaries are increasing: Between 2004 and 2007 by 30% in Bulgaria and Czech Republic 
and by 35% in China (Bloomberg, 2008). In March 2008 the average eamings of a Chinese amounted to 310 
USD per month. Similar to the regional inhomogeneity in China, the Eastem European countries also differ İn 
infrastmcture, development, educational level, political stability and salaries: Average earnings in Czech 
Republic amounts to 430 USD per month in 2007 while in Bulgaria it amounts to 316 USD per month, which is 
quite similar to the salary İn China (Bloomberg, 2008). 
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The decision where to source which parts seems to be a critical question as companies aim to reduce 
costs. At the same time, quality and delivery time have to be considered, especially when sourcing in low cost 
countries. Therefore, the product has to be structured and designed suitable for globalization and on the basis of 
the company's teclmological core competence (Grosse-Heitmeyer, 2006). 

Only few products are truly global products and even if its core remains the same, packaging or label 
are different: Products have to be adapted to the local market. And herewith companies try to find local suppliers 
for the local market. If protection of know-how is critical, core parts will have to be imported. To make a 
decision about the sourcing location for each part, a structured criteria based process is needed. 

1.2 Theoretical Background 
Michael Porter developed the concept of the value chain, which includes all high level strategic 

activities of a company (Porter, 1985). These activities are focused on the creation of competitive advantages 
(Porter, 1988). The supply chain is part of the value chain. Meixell and Gargeya conclude that "global supply 
chain models need to address the composite supply chain design problem by extending models to include both 
intemal manufacturing and extemal supplier locations" (Meixell and Gargeya, 2005). Based on the customer 
needs, the decision and integration effort in supply chain design should be driven by the manufactured product, 
specifically, product characteristics and product life cycle (Wang, et al., 2004). 

There are numerous publications on global sourcing (Matthyssens, et al., 2006). Some address the 
sourcing process (Matthyssens, et al., 2003; Quintens, et al., 2006; Zeng, 2003), some address the strategic 
buyer-supplier relationships (Oberoi and Kliamba, 2005), and still others address specific sourcing activifies 
(Ireton, 2007; Nassimbeni and Sartor, 2007; Salmi, 2006). In this paper, we adopt Trent and Monczka's 
definition: "Global sourcing involves proactively integrating and coordinating common items and materials, 
processes, designs, technologies, and suppliers across worldwide purchasing, engineering and operating 
locations'" (Trent and Monczka. 2003) 

In literature, few approaches about global versus local sourcing decisions are found (Woo-Tsong, et al., 
2006). Global footprint design is a resultant term which considers the posifioning of the value chain steps in a 
worldwide network (Schuh, et al., 2007); Own production plants in low cost countries are a central issue: 
Location management is becoming an important issue for globalized companies (Abele, et al., 2007; Wildemann 
and Baumgartner, 2007). It has a big impact on taxes, delivery times, customer acceptance, and last but not least 
on complexity. There should be an alignment of the product design, the processes as well as the choice of 
location (Grauer, et al., 2007; Reinsch, et al., 2007). 

Gelderman (Geldennan and Semeijn, 2006) uses Kraljic's purchasing portfoho approach, which 
classifies the purchasing items by supply risk and profit impact (leverage, non-critical, strategic and bottleneck 
items) for developing effective purchasing strategies and for managing a global supply base: The criteria are the 
number of suppliers and the purchasing volume. 

Issues behind global sourcing may be accessed through the resource-based view and also the transacfion 
cost view of the firm (Ettlie and Sethuraman, 2002). The transacfion cost theory sees the economic organization 
as a contract problem and shows that global sourcing drives cost and time (Williamson and WiUiamson, 1985). 
Decision taking with suppliers, especially with foreign suppliers, always bears transaction costs which have to be 
considered in the total cost calculation (Ellram, 1995). Savings are a tradeoff between producfion and transaction 
costs. Hannon states that "dealing with overseas suppliers sometimes means adjusting metrics and digging a bit 
deeper into the reasons behind missed metrics" (Hannon, 2006). 

1.3 Objectives and Methodology 
The objecfive of this study was to classify design adaptafions and to develop a concept on how to 

manage design and supply chain adaptations. The paper describes a basis for decision-making that helps 
managers to plan and deal with typical "going-globaf challenges, in which redesign of their products and supply 
chains should be considered. It also shows which product criteria serve as a basis for sourcing decisions. 

This paper introduces a case study based classİfıcafion of product design adaptations and their 
management approach. The case study method was chosen for a number of reasons (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 
2007; Siggelkow, 2007; Stake, 2006): Primary, because there was no research article found addressing this issue, 
but also because case study research is preferable when the research questions focus mainly on 'how' and 'why' 
quesfions. The questions in our research deal with exploratory issues, rather than quantitative and standardized 
issues. 

Some examples, especially the tools in section 2.2, were gathered from presentations (Boutellİer and 
Hurschler, 2007); To find criteria for sourcing decision and to deduce the classification, ten interviews with 



engineers and sourcing people were conducted. A detailed case analysis with one of our project partnersl 
delivered extensive process insights and allowed to veriiy the triggers and management approaches within the 
classification. 

The paper is structured as follows; First, product attributes and tools which are helpful for sourcing 
decision are presented in section two. Triggers of design adaptations are then discussed in section three. Section 
four highlights the management of design adaptations. The results of the analysis of the case smdies are 
presented in a classification in section five, and finally section six provides a discussion and conclusions. 

2. Important Product Attributes and Tools for Sourcing Decision 
To make reasonable sourcing decisions, a company has to develop criteria and procedures. The analysis 

of different company decisions has shown that there are general and industry-specific product criteria which 
serve as a basis for somcing decision. Some company examples even provide tools and explicit steps, which will 
be presented in the following sub-sections. The cases show that the product design and its criteria provide the 
basis for sourcing decisions. By changing the sales or the procurement market the product design and also 
decision-making will change. There is a loop between product criteria as basis for sourcing decision and product 
criteria adaptation according to changed sales or procurement market. 

2.1 Product Criteria as a Basis 
The design of a product, together with its purchasing volume, the complexity of its components and the 

supply chain of a product (lead time, customization) determine where a product can be somced. Such criteria are 
similar in all industries. There are also some special parameters for specific industries, such as sewing minutes in 
the textile industry. Table 1 shows criteria which are decisive to whether a product can be som-ced globally or 
should rather be sourced locally. Depending on the product and the industry, parameters and their values may 
differ. 

Table 1: General and industry-specific product criteria for sourcing decision 

General 

volume / lot size (critical no. of items) 

complexity (no. of product variants, bill of materials) 

lead time / transport time 

level of customization 

level of automation 

value added versus total costs 

Industry-specific 

raw materials (quality, location) 

level of technology (process and product) 

skills needed 

intellectual property 

quality (including reputation) 

sewing minutes 

etc. 

There are criteria which should be considered in combination with each other. If the product has 
medium complexity and high-volume for example, suppliers in Eastem Europe should rather be included in the 
evaluation process. Volume, lead time and number of variants, which correlates with level of customization, play 
a combined role for offshoring versus nearshoring (Figure 1). 

' This smdy is part ofthe „Design Chain - Supply Chain - Management" project financed by the CTI (Swiss 
Commission for Technology and Iimovation) and carried out in collaboration with seven Swiss industry partaers 
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Figure 1: General decision criteria for offshoring versus nearshoring (used by several Westem European 
OEMs). 

Before evaluating suppliers and considering sourcing countries, the product and its markets have to be 
analyzed. Variants, strategic components and the purchasing volume are recorded in a purchasing portfolio. The 
analysis of this portfolio acts as the starting point for sourcing decisions. Helpful dimensions are volume, 
complexity, customization and lead time (Figure 1). Aftervi-ards, tools and predefined procedures help to find the 
right sourcing location. 

2.2 Tools and Steps 
There are different ways to consider attributes of a product for the decision where to source components 

of this product. The various case smdies contributed some pragmatic tools (Boutellier and Hurschler, 2007). The 
presented tools and steps point the importance up to start with a product analysis and foresee adaptations: 
Customer requirements, product criteria such as volume and basic production conditions may change as well as 
relocafion of processes and supply chain modifications may become possible. The following four examples 
might be used as tools in different phases of sourcing decisions. 

Product portfolio analysis 
A product portfolio analysis provides a basis for sourcing decisions. The customer requirements decide 

what has to be made to order or can be made on stock. As the delivery fime is set by customers and compefition, 
companies must decide if the time needed for producfion and transportation is within the given fime limit. For 
sourcing offshore, minimal volumes are required: In many cases this means one producfion location for the total 
volume. Some case studies recommend to start with simple and people-intensive products. Later, the complexity 
can be upgraded as far as the suppliers are skilled enough. The suppliers should be developed carefully. 
Dismptions or late deliveries can destroy reputation quickly. Technology and herewith protection of the 
company specific know-how should also be considered in the product portfolio analysis. 

Strategic work-sharing 
Cedes, a Swiss company for opto-electronic sensors with strong expansion and high degree of 

company-intemal added value, has setup a subsidiary in China in 2001. By analyzing the technologies and 
product parts, especially material and labour costs and volume. Cedes splits the work between China and 
Switzerland: Products with high direct labour costs and high volume are suitable for production in China. To 
protect some of its products, it buys some company specific components in China, assembles in Switzerland and 
exports back to China. 

Globalization of the value chain in four steps 
Bosch Rexroth AG, a big German drive and control company, organizes the value chain globally. The 

applications are adapted locally. With a global value chain, the company benefits from local cost advantages. 
The globalization of the value chain takes place in four steps: 

1. Export of finished products and sale through local distribution and service companies. These products 
serve standard customer requirements. 

2. Semp of local Customizing-Functions: The products are adapted to local customer requirements. 
3. Increase of the new business segment, localizafion of production and procurement. 



4. Development of a global production- and R&D-network: Production plants work for their local markets 
and for export to other regions as well. Together they form a network with intemal deliveries. Bosch 
Rexroth follows five principles in this global network: 
a. The plants are used at full capacity. 
b. All sub-suppliers deliver the same quality level worldwide. Every sub-supplier provides 

components, which can be used globally in Rexroth-products. 
c. From each plant a global supply is possible. 
d. Local solutions for local customers are the mle. 
e. All products are offered in all coimtries. Every product is supervised by a control plant. This 

plant is responsible for all engineering changes and upgrades. 

Technology, automation, product- & process development 
Some Westem companies even think about relocation of processes back to their home country as soon 

as high volume, fiall-automated production becomes possible. Schurter AG, a Swiss family enterprise in the 
electronic industry, operating worldwide, develops the three scenarios "Technology", "Automation", and 
"Upgrades of Products and Processes" when a product is relocated back to its plant in Switzerland. As decision-
basis for relocation, the company developed a so-called relocation-potential-matrix, which shows whether a 
product is easy, critical or impossible to relocate dependent on the technology phase, the possibility of 
automation and of the product and process development. As a second decision-basis, Schiuter makes a cost-
benefit analysis which evaluates twelve criteria, such as "market", "know-how", "expansion possibility" and 
"political risk" in a grading system. 

3. Triggers for Design Adaptation 
After having analyzed basic product criteria, design adaptations should fiirther be considered for 

sourcing-decisions. There are global products, which can be sold worldwide without any modifications. In these 
cases, packaging will be adapted to local habits and languages. Pocket calculators, disks and textiles are such 
products. But often local markets ask for different specifications of a product. Either customer needs are 
different fi'om a cultural point of view or local materials or producers entail diverse adaptations. It is important to 
first imderstand local markets and their requirements and suppliers and then adapt the product design. 
Procurement people should consider the skills of their suppliers and discuss adaptations in advance. Triggers for 
design adaptations change product criteria; Design adaptations entail different management approaches and 
therefore design adaptations should be considered in the sourcing decision process. 

3.1 Sales Market 
Products often differ from region to region, from market to market because the customers have different 

requirements and preferences: For example in the food industry tastes have to be adapted to local needs and to 
cultural habits. Design adaptations considering shape, color, materials, function, size, usability, and layout arise 
fi-om the cultural education (Lay, 2001) 

Product adaptations can be technical or design specific. Technical adaptations become necessary if 
regulations and standards differ, but also if the customer's needs request it in terms of functionality or cost. 
Different building technologies, electronic applications and regulations require technical adaptations. Similar 
with packaging: Some products are identical, but the packaging has to be different depending on the country it is 
sold in. Labels and instmctlons are in different languages, and even the product-name or brand may be different. 
For example, if a product is launched in China, the name of the product has to be adapted to the Chinese 
language: Chinese character trademarks focus on phonetic naming preferably with Chinese sound and should 
have a positive meaning, both İn Mandarin and Cantonese dialect (Bauer, 2007). 

Qualitative adaptafions refer to materials, shapes and production processes which influence the life 
cycle of the product. Asian customers do not ask for the same quality level as European customers. Companies 
often divide their products in the,three segments high, middle and low. High-end products are produced in 
Europe and then exported in small units to low-cost coimtries. Low-end products have to be produced locally, 
often by local companies, because foreign companies are too expensive. They are sold in bigger volumes. 
Middle-ranged products are generally produced locally by foreign companies with some parts still coming fiom 
the home country: Sometimes European companies are able to compete on this technology and price level. 

3.2 Procurement Market 
When comparing products in different regions of the world, some adaptations can be observed, whereas 

others are imperceptible. Some adaptations don't catch anybody's eye because they are made inside the product. 
This is the case if components are adapted because the raw material is not available or because some processes 
are not used in the local production: Semi-automation replaces full automation. For example in the electronics 
industry, processes in Europe are designed for full automation whereas in China a lot more hand soldered 



connections are in place. Suppliers in low cost countries use different processes and have different commitment 
to quality and therefore local suppliers adapt the product marginally. Big companies have their own subsidiaries 
in low cost countries and often transfer products. At the beginning of the transfer, difficult parts are still 
produced at home and later these parts are transferred stepwise, eventually with adaptafions. In these cases, the 
trigger for design adaptafion is not the sales market but the procurement market. In the early nineties, Leica had 
to adapt its telescopes because some glasses were not available in China. 

Often companies work with worldwide platforms and adapt components locally. Design adaptations 
should be considered İn the early stage of a platform design, so that the interfaces are robust enough to survive 
these component adjustments. Procurement managers are crucial in the early stage of design processes because 
they know what the local suppliers will be able to deliver. 

4. Management of Design Adaptations 
The management approach for any design adaptation depends on its trigger. If the sales market triggers 

a product adaptation, the specification sheet of a product will be changed by engineers with the input from local 
sales people. In contrast, if processes and products have to be changed to suit the suppliers' skills, an adaptation 
often arises from the suppliers' side in agreement with the own company's engineers. The difference in these 
two approaches is that in the first case engineers work together with internal sales people. In the other case, 
engineers work closely with a supplier's employee. Dependent on the nature of adaptation central decision-
taking is possible or local decisions are required. 

For some design adaptations, close collaboration with local experts and therefore decentral decision-
taking is necessary. It is difficult to integrate culmral aspects into a product, centrally from the home country. 
Therefore such design adaptations have to be managed in cooperation with suppliers or the subsidiaries in the 
countries. Production processes influence the design ofthe product. If the supplier does not master a technology, 
the product design has to be adapted to the producfion process of the suppher. Such adaptations are managed 
locally together because product and process have to be adjusted. 

In contrast, if the adaptations are made by the supplier because he substitutes a material or optimizes it, 
then the supplier himself proposes a solution for adaptation. A company can agree such adaptations centrally 
from another country. Also, for adaptations of standards and norms, local specifications are clear and can be 
understood and managed centrally from home. A more delicate question arises when expensive standards exist 
on paper only and are not enforced by authorities. 

To correctly manage design adaptations, it is important to understand the trigger and to know whom to 
involve. Some adaptations demand a clear process which should be managed centrally. Some adaptations, 
however, demand decentralized decision taking and the development department has to involve market-specific 
know-how. 

5. ClassiUcation 
The triggers for design adaptation and the corresponding management approaches result in a 

classification: Four generic approaches to an educated decision for adaptafions. 

Decentralized 
Decisions 

iVIanagement 
Approach 

Centralized 
Decisions 

Process Adaptations Cultural Adaptations 

Product Redesign 

Conformation Segmentation 

"Optimizafion" by Standards, Norms, 

Supplier Packaging 

Selection Localization 

Procurement Market Sales Market 

Trigger for Product 
Design Adaptation 

Figure 3: Classificafion of design adaptations: Management of different simations. 



Localization 
Standards, norms, language and instruction manuals have to be adapted to the countries in which the 

products are sold. If possible, country-specific configurafions are applied as late as possible in the supply chain. 
In the "Localization" process, packaging plays an important role. For example, Toblerone, a Swiss 

chocolate manufacturer, produces all its chocolate in Switzerland and for the worldwide sales market the 
chocolate is packaged İn different boxes. Gillette Mach 3 İs a global product, as is milk. In both cases packaging 
differs widely fiom country to country. 

These local adaptations are easy to manage, centralized decisions are possible. The requirements are 
well known and documented. Therefore hardly any collaboration with local experts is necessary. The 
localization of the product design can be managed centrally fi-om the country İn which the product has been 
developed. 

Segmentation 
If the adaptation for the sales market is not only driven by country-specific norms and standards, but 

because behaviour and requirements of customers are different, then the sales market needs an additional 
segment. The product usually sold in Europe will be adapted to Asian-specific requirements. For example, the 
taste preference of Asian people differs, therefore Hiestand, a Swiss vendor of refrigerated baked goods, sefis 
sweet croissants in Japan. 

When products are transferred to other sales markets, a segmentation of the technology level can often 
be observed, especially in Asian markets. These customers want the same product but a different technological 
level. For lower technology, some core parts are not produced in the low cost country, because of the intellectual 
property protection. AgieChannilles, for example, developed a technologically mid-ranged spark-erosion 
machine for the Asian marketi; Some parts are produced locally on a lower technological level; the proprietary 
software is still produced in Switzerland. 

To understand the cultural differences and the country-specific requirements, local engineers and sales 
men should be involved in the product development process. Sometimes integrafion of customers in the design 
process might give usefiil design ideas. Therefore, the adaptation of the product has to be managed in 
cooperafion with locals and decentralized decisions are preferable. 

Selection 
If the product is procured in another country, suppliers often selectively adapt some parts or details of 

the product. The adaptations are necessary because the supplier uses different production processes and 
machines. His technological level is different and he is not able to fulfill the specificafions. The adaptations from 
the supplier's side have to be approved by the original producer. 

Such adaptations are necessary if the product is procured in a low cost country. Often the end user does 
not notice the adaptation. From the supplier's point of view, the design is optimized to its skills and producfion 
process. The suppfier makes a selection of tlie parts and processes he needs to adapt. After the proposal of the 
supplier, the development department accepts or refuses the adaptation. For example, nickel plating is a difficult 
process, especially in terms of cleanliness. Therefore, a Chinese supplier added a copper layer, with the 
consequence that the surface became too soft and by tightening the screw's surface was damaged. The company 
accepted the copper layer but on condition of a maximum thickness so that the surface will be sfrong enough. 
Such adaptafions can be managed from the central development department; the collaborafion is marginal 
because the suppliers propose the adaptations and the development department approves the adaptafions, 
provided the specifications are clearly wrote down on blue prints. But even a perfect blue print does not contain 
all specifications. There always is tacit knowledge involved. This results in a drawback that too many companies 
start with selective adaptations and only become aware of the differences after failures occur. 

Conformation 
Some products are intentionally designed for the production in a low cost country. Processes are 

adapted to the local process advantages, such as manual work in low cost countries. Or the design of a product is 
changed in favour of lower cost. The product design conforms to the procurement market. These process and 
product adaptations are made in cooperation of the development department with the local supplier or 
development department of the subsidiary. Often such conformations are not an adaptation of an existing product 
design but rather a redesign of an existing product. To integrate advantages and possibilifies of procurement 
markets into the design of a product, local development people have to be involved in the early stage of the 
development process. Therefore, local presence is necessary and such process adaptations and product changes 
should be decided decentral. For example, products which are transferred have to be redesigned in collaboration 
with the development engineers at home and engineers of the subsidiary in the low cost country. 

^ http://www.agie-charmines.com/Actspark. 1665..html 
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6. Discussion and Conclusion 
If a company is expanding into new markets, eitiıer for sales or for purchasing, the supply chain 

changes, and design adaptations become necessary. Depending on the trigger for the design adaptation and on 
the intended impact, the adaptation process can either be managed centrally or decentral with local experts. The 
presented classification of design adaptafions helps companies to be aware of different simafions and thus to 
manage adaptations efficiently. Decentral decisions require collaborative projects and are more time consuming 
than central managed processes, according to the transaction cost theory. 

On the procurement side it is important to know whether the supplier proposes adaptations by himself 
or if processes and product specification adaptations have to be considered in advance. Referring to this 
classification, suppliers are selected and treated differently: Competences should be exchanged with the supplier 
in case of collaboration, on the other hand, a company has to be carefiil to protect its know-how from piracy. 

For product and process adaptations which occur because of different cultural reasons, close 
collaboration with the supplier or the engineers from the subsidiary is necessary as only local people know the 
details of their shop floor and which feamres of a product are cmcial for the local market. Some product 
adaptations require decentral teamwork. 

More and more companies evaluate the possibility of sourcing in low cost countries. Product criteria 
allow a first rough decision about the sourcing location, especially the decision to source offshore or nearshore. 
Some criteria, such as lead time or low volumes make it unreasonable to source in Far East. For sourcing 
decisions it is important to analyze the product and its supply chain. The design of a product is the starting point 
for sourcing decision and at the same time an element to be considered permanently; adaptations should be 
foreseen. 

For West European companies Eastem Europe also offers low cost sourcing partners. The main 
difference to the countries in Far East is the distance - geographically as well as culturally. If lead time is 
cmcial, suppliers in Eastem Europe are oflien preferred to Asian suppliers. 

Whereas big intemational companies build up a global network with own distribution companies and 
subsidiaries in many countries, small and medium sized enterprises have to get information from outside. Big 
companies manage "Localization" and "Selection"-adaptations either central or from their subsidiaries in foreign 
countries, while smaller companies do not have an own subsidiary and manage these kind of adaptations rather 
centrally from their home base. "Segmentafion" and "Conformafion" require decentralized decisions. Big 
companies often get their decisions decentral together with their subsidiaries while for smaller companies 
"Segmentation" and "Conformation" İs quite difficult to manage except if the company has a very well 
established supplier-relafionship so that İt can closely collaborate together with the local supplier. However, 
local presence is needed and therefore without subsidiary İn the country, it is fime-consuming. The relationship 
with the supplier has to be built up before it becomes a closer partner. Hilb (Hllb, 2008) introduced the concept 
of „Glocal": Mulfi-culmral similarifies are emphasized as well as multi-cultural differences have to be respected. 
Design within the supply chain İs critical as it is important that all supply chain participants understand their role 
within the design process. Sometimes, decisions can be achieved centrally; sometimes decentral decisions have 
to be made with all their acceptance problems in our ethnocentric R&D-cultures. 
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DIFFICULTIES OF DESIGN TRANSFER IN CULTURAL CONTEXT 
AS A CASE OF MANAGEMENT OF GLOBAL VALUE CHAIN 

THROUGH INTEGRATION 

Arif Özver Ergin^ 

Abstract 

Cultural &Socio-Economical potentials of different countries allow challenging opportunities especially through 
globalization in marketing, design, production and se/yice industries. The design transfer is the contemporary 
way of integrating these potentials. However in the particular domain of new product development, cultural 
features, user expectations &needs keep their dominancy. When the innovation &evaluation and design &quality 
cycles neglected, ultimate course of the design transfer would be disappointing. 

Keywords: Design Transfer, Management of Global Value Chain through Integration 

1. Introduction 
Recently the new product development has been divided into various stages through cultural &socio-

economical context. For example, the theoretical studies are being done in the country A, market research İs 
being done in the country B, product is being designed in the country D, produced in the country C and marketed 
in the country F. This is mainly because different countries, lets say different cultural and socio-economic 
structmes, have rewarding potentials for each single product development stage. The design transfer is the way 
of allocating and integrating various potentials from product development to market launch stages. Nevertheless 
there are also some risks of the design transfer in culmral and socio-economic contexts for a successful product 
development. 

In this paper, new product development and design transfer background will be reviewed first. Then 
the case of a design transfer through new product development will be examined. Lastly the present material will 
be summarized and main elements for a successfiil design transfer will be advised. 

2. Conceptual Framework 
2.1. New Product Development 

An invention generally aims to satisfy a certain need and/or in order to solve a particular problem. 
However the initial stage of invention is far from satisfying its ultimate expectations. Therefore cyclic 
irmovations and user &customer interactions play an important role for the new product development. 

PROBLEM 
&NEED INVENTION INNOVATION PRODUCT 

DESIGN 

Figure 1. New Product Development Stages 

The emergence of the prototype is the first step of new product development. The prototype aims to 
visualize and materialize the invention and validate proposition in terms of user satisfaction and completion of 
the need, (Er &Ergin, 2001): 
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Figure 2. New Product Development Stages versus user satisfaction &need completion. 

Cyclic progress of innovation &evaluation takes place in the core of new product development. 
Unforeseen problems of the invention determined through prototype evaluation. 

PROBLEM PROTOTYPE 

[NITIAL PRODUCT INNOVATION [NITIAL PRODUCT INNOVATION 

EVALUATION 

EVALUATION 

INNOVATION 

PRODUCT 

Figure 3. New Product Development Cycles 

2.2, Design Transfer 
Through the globalization; products, goods, raw materials, human, know-how, knowledge, money, 

technology, etc have been flowing through cultural and socio-economic boundaries. In the Wikipedia the Design 
Transfer defined as the process in which the New Product Design is translated into Quality, Production, 
Distribution and Installation specifications. Zenner, underlined that design transfer İs an integral process in the 
early hfe of a product. It must be well executed, especially for complex devices, (Zenner, 2001). Satisfactorily 
design transfer steps are: 

• Establish and maintain procedures to ensure that the device design—its components and 
configuration—is correctly translated into production specifications. 

• Transfer the product design into production methods and procedures. 
• Create a production environment that ensures the product complies with regulatory requirements and 

industry standards 

2.3. Problems in Design Transfer 
The design transfer may not be necessarily about a finished &complete process. The new product 

development process may also be transferred through cultural and socio-economic boundaries. For example 
problem &need can be defined prototype be developed and the product be innovated in the same cultural 
context, then the combination of these steps can be transferred to an other culUiral context and finalized there. 
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Zinner underlined that the effectiveness of the best-conceived design transfer process will be 
diminished if it is not properly supported and carried out. He claimed some of the common problems İn design 
transfer as follows, (Zinner, 2001): 

• Product developers do not have a finalized design. 
• Business managers and technical experts do not grasp the scope of the design transfer effort and 

underestimate the amount of time and effort required. 
• Manufacmring processes have not been developed, documented, or validated. 
• Developers bring umesolved cost, reliability, or safety issues to the manufacmrer. 
• The design transfer process is well understood by both parties, but the inability to plan the transition of 

a product design into a controlled manufacturing environment results in slow starts and unacceptable 
delays. 

• The workflow of the manufacmring organization is disrupted by having to wait for released materials, 
procedures, and test fixmres. 

3.1. The Case of a H o m e Appl iance 
This smdy mainly relies on studies about a home appliance. This appliance was developed to overcome 

difficulties of mixing soups and puddings during cooking. This saucepan stirrer is specially designed to be 
hands-free so one can work on other kitchen tasks while soups are on the stovetop. The adjustable arms unfold 
to fit any saucepan fi'om various diameters. When it is not İn use, it folds easily to be stored in your utensil 
drawer. 

In the new product development endeavor, firstly patent examination completed. It was found that there 
was no related product record İn the patent literature. After the patent survey the first prototype was developed 
in 1996 and the second prototype was remodeled in 1997. The appliance was smdied as an ergonomics case in 
the Industrial Design Department of the Middle East Technical University. Based on these research findings, a 
paper explaining the implementation of the usability analysis on the case of a new product development was 
issued, (Ergin, 2000b). In this smdy it was underlined the current prototypes are not satisfactory to meet 
customer needs &expectations of Turkish people. It was concluded that setting of the stirrer to the pot and 
cleaning of the appliance was very difficult therefore prototype should be improved, (Ergin, 2000b). 

At the same time a US company interested in the appliance. The company was informed about the 
prototypes, utility model application and research results. However the company contented to the immamre 
product because of commercial expectations. 

The company developed the production dies, usage manuals, packaging, etc based on the latest but 
incomplete level of the stirrer in very short period of time. In 2003 the product, Stlrchef, lunched in the US 
market. Nevertheless Stlrchef never marketed in the Turkish market because of present deficiencies. . Table 1 
summarizes the development of the stirrer in two different contexts. 

Dramatically US customers buying and using the Stirchef were completely unsatisfied. They were 
unhappy mainly because the appliance doest fit to present pots. They were also concemed about the quality of 
the product. Figure 5 samples US customer opinions about Stirchef based on Amazon. Confirarily, people 
attended to usability analysis in Turkish market were concemed about the usage and cleaning of the prototypes. 

Figure 5. Customer Experience (based on Amozon): 

A Stirring Experience, February 22, 2005 
By A. Consumer - See all my reviews 

After visiting six stores and searching the intemet, I fmally found a deep saucepan with an 8 1/2 inch diameter to handle the not very long 
arms ofthe SthChef Attaching the StirChef to my new 4qt saucepan, I turned it on to stir some chopped vegetables for 10 minutes at low 
heat. After about 4 minutes the flimsy plastic blades began to melt, adding an interesting but unwanted taste to the vegetables. Well, at 
least I have a nice new saucepan. Comment | PermaUnk | Was this review helpful to you? (Report this) 

Nice idea but worthless, December 27,2005 
By Brynn Eraser (USA) - See all my reviews 

The first thing I made was a marinara sauce, on the lowest possible heat setting. First, the intermittent setting does not work, it continues 
to stir constantly. Second, within just a few minutes of use, the plastic began to melt and stain beyond recognition. I attempted to contact 
the manufacturer via the weblink listed on the box, and guess what? It took me to a LAN/Wan support site. I wonder where they went? I 
emphatically DO NOT recommend this item! Not worth the cost of the batteries! Comment | Permalink | Was this review helpful to you? 
(Report this) 

Worse than useless., December 24, 2007 
By Michael Selby 

I sepent one dollar on this at a thrift shop and I still feel Hke I was ripped off. It is no surprise they are aheady out of business. The thing 
doesn't even fit on all but one of my saucepans. 



As a result, Stirchef has been an unsuccessful product to meet customer needs and expectations. 
Obviously it was also a commercial failure. When we look at the main reasons of the failure we can see that 
incompletion of the prototypes was the first link of the failure. From the beginning, the company should have 
trusted previous usability analysis and research findings, (Ergin, 2000b). Then it should have carried out similar 
inquiries for the intended market where customer expectations are different. Nevertheless none of the customer 
expectafions could be reflected to subsequent models. Sfirchef has halted at the stage of invenfion and could not 
be innovated. Product quality also played secondary role in the failure. As glue integrating design &innovafion 
&marketing, the quality of the Stirchef was also inadequate which effected customer feelings directly. 

4. Conclusion 
Cultural &Socio-Economical potentials of different countries allow challenging opportunities especially 

through globalizafion in marketing, design, producfion and service industries. The design transfer is the 
contemporary way of integrating these potentials. However in the particular domain of new product 
development; cultural features, user expectafions &needs keep their dominancy. When the innovafion 
&evaluation and design &quality cycles neglected, uhimate course of the design transfer would be disappointing 

A product can be developed and manufactured in different countries for economic or technical reasons. 
Nevertheless, it should always be designed for the intended users with respect to their particular cultural/social 
context. Thus, even if a product idea originated elsewhere, before its infroducfion to a country, it should first be 
used as a prototype to test its suitability to the particular context. Such a correctly executed design process 
should prevent most of the cultural and practical misfits described in this paper. 
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CONSTRAINED CREATIVITY: INFLUENTAL DYNAMICS BEHIND 
FASHION DESIGN 

Deniz Atik' and Deniz Türsel Eliiyi^ 

Abstract 

This paper aims to lay out the influential dynamics behind fashion design, integrating the constraining forces on 
creativity both within and outside the company. The study offers a conceptual framework of these forces, 
supported by examples from a Turkish fashion firm. The leading sources of consfraints for the creative process 
emanate from the intemal dynamics of a company such as the cost of production of the design. Other factors 
may include the firm's image, production capabilities of the firm and its suppliers, capacity considerations, 
availability of raw materials or subcontracted accessories, and the consfraints imposed by the whole supply 
chain. Trend fairs, seminars, magazines, and creations of other firms are also smdied before starting a design, 
and these form the extemal dynamics. Furthermore, creativity cannot be isolated from sales performance, as 
consumers' and producers' interests are highly embedded in one another. In summary, commercial creativity 
such as fashion design does not have the complete freedom of expression as in the case of artistic creativity since 
its purpose lies in its ability to satisfy both the market needs and the firm's objectives. 

Keywords: Fashion, Design, Creativity, Constraints 

1. Introduction 

The purpose of artistic creativity is not to satisfy the needs of a mass market. Artistic creativity is above all 
the means through which artists express themselves. Commercial creativity, on the other hand, does not have 
this freedom of expression. This is because its purpose is to achieve another subject's objective, the firm. The 
firm's reason for existence lies in its ability to satisfy market needs (Saviolo & Testa, 2002: 23). 

As it can be synthesized from the above statement of Saviolo & Testa (2002: 23), creativity in fashion design 
is far from free since it has to satisfy both the firm's and market's needs. Designers' artistic freedom is 
consfrained by forces both within and outside the company. This paper aims to lay out these different influenfial 
dynamics behind fashion design, on one hand highlighting the interactions between production, design, and 
marketing departments, and on the other hand extemal interactions from broader forces outside the company. 

To start with, when we look at the fashion cycle, at the invenfion phase of fashion, the somces and 
circumstances of creativity are not very much different from those obtained in the- arts generally; designers, 
especially those aspiring to intemational reputation, take pride in being thought of as original and innovative 
(Davis, 1992: 125). Where designers get their ideas from is anywhere and everywhere: Designers have been 
known to consult books of cosmme history for ideas, as well as to borrow from their own earlier work and that 
of others, and they are usually in close contact with leading creative and progressive elements in the arts, 
sciences, politics, and culture generally (e.g. Davis, 1992; McCracken, 1988). However, a strongly 
instimtionalized motive is in place as the key players of the fashion world like the fashion press, sustain and 
reinforce the designer's quest for originality; also, the massiveness and demand constancy ofthe apparel market, 
along with heavy fixed capital investments in clothing manufacmring and distribution, resfrain the creativity of 
designers more than in other arts (Davis, 1992; Saviolo & Testa, 2002). 

In the infroduction phase of new collections, not all creations make İt to the fall and spring openings where 
typically new fashions are infroduced. The social constmction of seasons, competition among designers and 
fashion centers, the fashion choices of buyers for big department stores, the fashion press, and the merchandising 
sfrategies, they all have a great deal to do with how fashion happens (Davis, 1992; Saviolo & Testa, 2002). By 
the time the new collections are displayed to the public, they have aheady gone through an extensive filtering 
process; "more gestures are arrested than completed, and more ideas are abandoned than kept (Davis 1992: 
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136)." How the crafts, skills, and talents are coordinated and integrated have a great role in the introduction of a 
new fashion and on the reception it receives (Saviolo & Testa, 2002). These tasks devolve upon the 
management of the fashion house rather than on the designer per se. As with cuisine, where the cuhnary talent 
of the chef hardly guarantees the success of the restaurant, so İt is for fashion (Davis, 1992: 137). 

Moreover, once a fashion İs presented to large department store chains along with members of the 
intemational press, there follows a period of uncertainty, in which interested parties attend closely whether key 
persons adopt the fashion. In fact, if an innovation does not diffuse to larger market segments, it is not likely to 
become a trend (Solomon, Bamossy, & Askegaard, 2002). During the acceptance stage, new fashion enjoys 
increased social visibility and acceptance by the larger segments of the population. However, rarely, a new 
season's popular fashion is a dramatic departure from the past. The average consumer seldom accepts new 
styles that are radically different from what they are already wearing. For many of us, style changes occur 
relatively slowly; İt İs evolutionary rather than revolutionary (Davis 1992); thus, producers decisions are closely 
linked to the sales performance in the larger market segments. Finally, at the regression phase, the fashion trend 
reaches a state of social saturation as it becomes overused, and eventually it sinks into decline and obsolescence 
as a successive fashion starts taking its place (Davis, 1992; Solomon, Bamossy, & Askegaard, 2002). 

Those involved in this complex process (of fashion) include fashion designers (independents, or those 
operating within a fashion-house or industry, or retailers), producers (of semi-fmished or finished products), 
distributors, retailers, mass media, research and trend institutes (including fairs), consumers (opinion and market 
leaders), product category associations, banks, and govemment (Saviolo and Testa, 2002). 

As Saviolo & Testa (2002: 13) nicely summarizes above the different actors involved in the making fashion, 
in the following sections, we aim to take a deeper look at these different influences constraining designers' 
creativity. Furthermore, we hope to offer a conceptual framework of these different dynamics with the help of 
our observations and findings İn a Turkish Fashion Company, which will be deemed as Company X throughout 
the text out of confidentiality principle. 

Company X, founded in 1987, ranking since then among the top 500 large industrial firms of Turkey, 
produces casual and sports wear from woven and knitted fabric. It has customers such as Adidas, Diesel, Guess, 
D&G, Marks& Spencer, and Zara. The company decided to create its own brand in 1997, offering its first 
collection. This brand meets its customers through 25 stores in Turkey and 70 points both at home and abroad, 
targeting middle-class female and male consumers between the ages of 18 - 25. The theorefical arguments made 
through the text will be supported by examples from this company. 

In the following secfions, different categories of the factors affecting the creative process in fashion design 
will be identified. 

2. Influential Dynamics behind Fashion Design 
As synthesized from literature and our observafions in the case of a Turkish Fashion Company, the influenfial 

dynamics behind fashion design can be grouped in three main sections as the institutional influences, influences 
from socio-cultural context, and the influences from consumers. In the next sections, we analyze these influences 
in more detail. 

2.1 Institutional Influences 
The institutional influences represent the effects/constraints imposed by the company itself, or other 

stakeholder companies. The stakeholders may be competitors, suppliers, or even customer flrms. Hence, the 
influences can be divided in two sub-secfions as the influences from within and outside the company. We present 
these in the next two subsections. We provide examples from the observed firm whenever appropriate. 

2.2.2 Influences from the Other Fashion Institutions outside the Company 
Organizations (textile fairs) like Moda-In in Milan and Premier Vision in Paris control a major part of 

the textile supply in the world. Such organizations establish a common ground for co-operation and provide 
visibility to the innovation of the companies that belong to this value-adding network, and legitimize them as the 
benchmark to which aU other companies in the industry will adapt to. Rinallo, Golfetto, & Gibbert (2005) 
disclose in detail this highly institutionalized process, involving collective investment for trend forecasting, 
consensual agreement on fiiture styles, communicafion of new trends to exhibitors, incorporafion of these trends 
into new fabric collections, and finally their presentations to visitors. 

If the major fashion trends are largely managed by the influential textile organizations, how much creativity 
is left to a single designer? Designers reveal that they do not mind taking a look at the trend-books of the season 
(which are often in line with the presentations of texfile organizafions) mainly to get some ideas or to confirm 
and check their own ideas. This does not necessarily mean that they follow exactly the trends declared in these 
books. Besides reading the trend-books of the season and participating in intemational fashion fairs, designers 
also mention other designers' work (big names such as D&G, Cavalli, Versace, or Gucci), as an inspirational 
source for their creations, observing their windows, watching their fashion shows, and reading fashion 



magazines lilce Vogue. Although this does not necessarily mean that they copy each other's creations, there is a 
clear interaction among designers and other producers within the fashion industry. 

The designer of Company X admits the effects of the extemal factors in the creation process. In fact, these 
effects are respected as natural part of creativity. That is, the designer usually does not start making a creation 
from scratch. Trend fairs, seminars, magazines, and creations of other firms are smdied before starting their own 
designs. The styles of visitors of the textile fairs are observed implicitly, as well. For Company X, previous 
collections prepared for subcontracting companies are also a somce of insphation. All these sources are 
examined to come up with the best choice of colors for the next season, as well as the entire themes for the 
collections. 

2.2.2 Influences within the Company 
The foremost sources of constraints for the creative process originate fi'om the Internal dynamics of a 

company. One of the main shaping factors is the cost of production the design. Other factors include the firm's 
image, production constraints (technical limitations) of the firm and its suppliers, capacity considerations, 
availability of raw materials or subcontracted accessories, and the constraints imposed by the whole supply 
chain. 

These are only a few examples of the mter-dependent instimtional mechanisms, all influencing each other 
and the fashion creation. For instance, the little accessories (such as buttons and zips) that can be the order 
winners of the product İn certain cases can restrain some of the characteristics of new creations. The choices of 
materials that will go into design are in fact very limited when cost, availability and marketmg Issues are 
considered. Limited advertising resources can hamper the visibility of new creations. On the other hand, higher 
investment In advertising and successful management of the supply chain can enhance new creations' success, 
thus acceptance by the larger consumer segments. 

At this stage, we present the process of creation of a season's collection İn Company X, in order to see the 
intemal influences more clearly. The design process of the company starts with making observations in high-
prestige fairs, seminars and magazines. Previous collections produced by Company X for the subcontracting 
companies are considered as inspirational sources, as well. These observations give ideas to the designers about 
the trends of the next season in theme, color and fabric. A general theme (story) is selected for the collection 
afi:er making the observations (e.g. marine theme, Afi:ican theme etc.). Coming up with a theme is a hard 
practice; İt involves people from almost all departments in the company such as marketing, sales, purchasing and 
production. Based on this fact, one can argue that the limitations for the designer are initiated at this stage. To 
start with, the entire theme of the collection is m fact a matter of "choice" rather than an "invention" to a large 
extent. The choice İs made among marketable ideas, and even the development of these ideas is not allowed to 
be entirely unique. 

After the theme is determined, the choices of fabric and aci;essories are made. The choices here are also 
limited; the prospective price range of the products imposes a serious boundary on possible choices. 
Additionally, the long-term supplier commitment issues come into picture at this stage. The availability of 
materials and capabilities of the supplier firms affect the decisions in material selection. Hence, the fi-eedom of 
the designer is also restricted at this particular stage in the creative process. Also, the number of models for 
different products and the production sizes for each model are predetermined by the marketing and sales 
departments based on previous year's sales statistics. For instance, if shirt sales have been good in the previous 
year, increasing the number of shirt models could be considered. Some product lines or enthe themes could be 
eliminated, also based on previous information gathered from the customers. 

After the sketches are prepared with detailed product specifications, a series of meetings are held to discuss 
the designs and materials. The marketing and sales departments, productions and purchasmg departments 
participate m this meeting as well as the designers. What is tiied to be achieved in this meeting series is in fact 
some form of value engineering and design for manufacmrability on the designs. Value engineering in 
operations management (Heizer and Render, 2008) is concemed with improvement of the design and 
specifications of a product. The obvious benefit being cost reduction, other benefits include reduced complexity 
of the product, improvement of fimctional aspects, improved maintainability, etc. Based on the inputs by 
different departments, modifications in the designs take place considering mainly marketing and cost issues. For 
instance, the choice of a certain button may cause higher cost on the product, and this choice may be modified 
during these sessions. Altematively, a material which would not be easily supplied could be replaced by another 
to facilitate manufacturability. The finalized designs are formed after this process. 

Based on the design process summarized above, it is obvious that the intemal constraints such as operational 
or marketing constraints hinder the creation. The general concept of the design for the product is seldom 
affected; however, the material choice can alter the defmition ofthe product in general. 

Apart from all intemal influences, there is a striking fact: The designer of Company X admits that, after 
working a few years in the firm, self-limitations form the most important contribution to the constrained 
creativity. The designer in fact filters some ideas of him/herself as "non-marketable" or "too-costly", and 



narrows down the creative path. This inner practice can be regarded as a practice of design for manufacturability. 
As Saviola and Testa (2002) suggests, commercial creativity does not have complete freedom of expression as in 
the case of artistic creativity since its purpose lies in its ability to satisfy market needs, thus firm's objecfives. 

In Company X, only about 8-10% of the products are kept outside this value engineering phase. For these 
privileged products the designer has more freedom, as there İs very little cost or markefing considerafion. These 
are included in the collection as high-cost prestige items, and are a source of consolation for the designer. 

2.3 Influences from a Broader Social Context 
As stated earfier, at the invention phase of fashion, the sources and circumstances of creativity are not very 

much different from those obtained in the arts generally. Where designers get their ideas from İs anywhere and 
everywhere. The creative experts engaged İn trend forecasting spend a considerable amount of time in the 
observafion of street-style and often travel around the world, identifying consumption patterns through which 
they anficipate the directions İn which society as a whole will move (Rinallo, Golfetto, & Gibbert, 2005). 

Designers mention practices like observing the streets, traveling, meeting new people, being updated about 
actuality such as following music groups, films, or concerts, reading books of art, design, fashion, or cinema, 
watching TV, or using the internet for developing the sensitivity towards understanding the social happenings of 
the moment. 

As Barnard (2002) suggests, the source of meaning is within the larger context, which may be considered as a 
fabric of intertextual relations that produce and construct fashion. 

We make a note at this point: The above-stated inspirafional sources for the designers can in fact be thought 
as constraints on creativity for a smafi fashion firm. Prominent finns like Dior and Dolce & Gabbana are 
"fashion-builders", and all other firms can be considered as "fashion-followers". Within this context, what the 
designer of Company X perceives in movies or on the streets are, as a matter of fact, the designs created by the 
fashion-builders or some variants created by followers. Since the designs are made in a broader socio-cultural 
environment, the environmental factors apparently also hinder the creative process. 

2.3 Influences from Consumers 
Economic uncertainties drive producers towards conformity with the market place, which means invesfing in 

what sells most, while differentiation through new creations involves high risk, considering that mass consumers 
do not accept every new creation. Though, some producers are still willing to take this risk or at least to try for a 
chance of bigger success. This is a crifical tension experienced especially by fashion designers between their 
artistic freedom and sales performance (Saviolo & Testa, 2002). 

As it was stated İn secfion 2.2, designer of Company X suggests that only 10% of the creafions are like the 
extravagant presentafions İn fashion shows while 90% of the producfion is for mass consumption or in other 
words for what mass consumers desire. Thus, creativity, in the case of fashion design, cannot be isolated from 
sales performance, as consumers' and producers' interests are highly embedded in one another through a process 
of interagency (Kozİnets et. al, 2004). Mass consumers greatest power lies in the fact that they just do not accept 
radical changes of styles from the ones that they are already wearing (Davis 1992). 

Some designers get feedback directiy from consumers, trying to develop a better understanding of their 
wishes and desires when consumers may have an active role in new creations, expressing their thoughts and 
feelings; though they may sfill be influenced by the extemal forces such as a design taken from a magazine. The 
designers of Company X are very particular in obtaining customer feedback. They ufihze the ideas generated 
from these feedbacks İn the next collection. 

3. Discussion 

In this study, we flesh out the influenfial dynamics behind fashion design, by idenfifyİng several categories of 
constraining factors. Figure 1 summarizes the dynamics that were elaborated İn Secfion 2. Our study offers a 
conceptual framework of these forces, supported by examples from a Turkish fashion firm. 
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Figure 1. The Influential Forces behind Designer's Creativity 

Where there is mass production, there are the drivers of cost and marketability of a product. Our smdy 
reveals that, in fashion design and in mass-producing fashion firms, these drivers are no different than in other 
sectors. A very large portion of the collections are created with many constraining Issues. The foremost sources 
of these constraints for the creative process originate fi-om the intemal dynamics of a company, such as the cost 
of producfion of the design. 

Apart fi-om intemal dynamics, constraints imposed by the whole supply chain and the environment also exist. 
Furthermore, creativity cannot be Isolated fi'om sales performance, as consumers' and producers' interests are 
highly embedded in one another. Examples indicate that the combination of these factors create invisible barriers 
in the mind of the "mass-designer", causing some brilliant designs to be shattered before they are even formed. 
As a result, forms of stereotype, repeating collections are materialized. • 

In summary, commercial creativity such as fashion design does not have the complete fi-eedom of expression 
as in the case of artistic creativity since Its purpose lies in Its ability to satisfy both the market needs and the 
firm's objectives. This challenge is tried to be overcome by today's mass customizafion approaches, which 
provides a little more fi-eedom to the designer, at least in the selection of accessories, by burdening the choice on 
the consumer. Mass customization is the customization and personalization of products and services for 
individual customers at a mass production price. The concept was first conceived by Davis (1996), and further 
developed by Pine (1992). 

Traditionally customization and low cost have been mumally exclusive. Mass production provides low cost 
but at the expense of standardization. Today, new interactive technologies, like the Intemet, allow customers to 
interact with a company and specify their unique requirements which are then manufacmred by automated 
systems. Whilst this may at first seem complicated and beyond the average consumer, there are various ways to 
hide the technical details, and many fashion firms are in fact utilizing the principles of mass customization. 

Clearly, there are some challenges for the designers due to mass customization. For some designers,.the only 
form of tme mass customization is what can be called as "design-to-order". However, it should be kept in mind 
that the key to cost-effective customization is modularization and configuration. One of the key ideas and 
strategies to achieve mass customization is modularization - products are 'decomposed' into modular 
components or subsystems that can be recombined to more nearly satisfy consumer needs. Firms like Nike 
(http://nikeid.nike.com) and Puma (http://raongilianshoebbq.puma.com) are successful implementers of this 
principle. 

The other side of the coin is the configuration systems that present the choices to consumers and determines 
what goes with what, but of course, out of a limited number of choices provided by the firm's designers. The 
customer taking the responsibility of modifying some aspects of the design and willing to bear the ensuing price 
takes some burden off the shoulders of the designer. As a result, a less-constrained and more independent design 
process may prevail. As a last word, we can say that the territory of mass customization is yet to be fully 
explored by fashion firms. 

http://nikeid.nike.com
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BUILDING A GREEN BRAND: YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN TELLS HOW 
GREEN YOU ARE 

Bengü Sevil^ and Tugba Ör ten ' 

Abstract 

Due to the rising importance of environmental issues, there is an emerging need for integrating eco friendly 
processes into the supply chain. In this study the green supply chain strategies are classified as tactical, 
transformative and strategic depending on the environmental approach of supply chain strategy, the scope of the 
selected strategy and the inclusion of environmental concern criterion to the traditional performance goals of 
the supply chain. A holistic approach to green supply chain is developed by focusing on the activities of sourcing 
and purchasing, manufacturing and design, packaging, transportation, warehousing, and reverse logistics. This 
paper also provides a deeper understanding of tactical, transformative and strategic green supply chain 
strategies by giving sample applications from the well-known brands. Implementation level of green supply 
chain processes define the green strategy adopted and tell how green the brand is. 

Keywords: Green Supply Chain, Brand, Green Strategy, Supply Chain Process 

1. Introduction 
Climate change is one of the most significant and world wide environmental challenges of our times. The 

average temperature of the Earth's surface is increasing gradually as a result of harmfiil human actions, practices 
and behaviors on the natural environment. Industrial nations take the lead in green house gas emissions by 
burning of fossil fuels mostly occurring in automobiles, in factories, and in electric power plants that provide 
energy (World Book at NASA, 2008). However, both wealthy and low-income nations are encountering the 
destructive impacts of global warming on natural environment and thus on not only present human populations 
but also on fiiture generations. Consequently, some consumers, some businesses, some governments and some 
societies have started to consider their actions on environment and be enviromnentally responsible. Even though 
the process of becoming environmentally fi-iendly in truth is problematic for many companies (Hartman & 
Stafford, 1998), pressure of environmental activists, consumers and intemational trade regulations force 
companies to operate more environmentally conscious (Lee & Rhee, 2007). Companies also differ in terms of 
the degree of inserting environmental goals into then markefing strategies (Menon & Menon, 1997). In fact, 
positioning as a green company or green brand should not be based on only environmental marketing strategies. 
Building a green brand is a complicated process which requires a holistic approach to brand's all decision areas 
such as supply chain activities. Thus, our purpose is to identify different types of green supply chain strategies 
and to highlight to what extend green brands adopt these strategies, namely how green they actually are. In this 
respect, firstly we discuss the green supply chain concept and activities associated with it. Then, categorize 
different green supply chain strategies according to environmental approach embraced, diffusion level of 
selected strategy along the supply chain and finally the addition of eco-efficiency measure into traditional 
performance criteria. Finally, some prominent examples firom different green brands that have different green 
supply chain strategies are presented. 

2. A Holistic Approach to Green Supply Chain 
Green Supply Chain has emerged as an important topic for the firms that seek to become more 

environmentally oriented. Firms have begun to integrate supply chain applications with environmental concems 
in terms of reducing waste and energy consumption in each step. According to the holistic approach developed 
in this study, full implementation of green supply chain approach requires to diffuse the green perspective 
overall supply chain processes. To what extent the firms pay attention to green processes identifies the brands. 
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2.1 Green Supply Chain Management 
Increasing societal and ecological concems have begun to force the business makers to integrate 

environmental management with supply chain management concept. Though there exists a respective amount of 
academic smdies dealing with green logistics in the literamre, the ones with an integrative approach in supply 
chain context are inadequate in number. Depending on the academic literamre reviews, it can be stated that 
green supply chain management has been mostly taken from the reverse logistics angle. Activities like protective 
packaging reduction can be included in green logistics activities not in reverse logistics (Rogers & Tibben-
Lembke, 2001). Due to the fact that green supply chain management requires a cloosed loop stmcmre (Zhu et al., 
2008), reverse logistics is an important part of the operations. However in order to have a real green supply 
chain, environmental efforts should be diffused over the whole processes along the chain rather than just 
focusing on reverse operations or green logistics activities separately. 

Green supply chain management has been defmed by Srivastava (2007) as "integrating environmental 
thinking into supply chain management, including product design, material sourcing and selection, 
manufacturing processes, delivery of the fmal product to the consumers as well as end-of-life management ofthe 
product after its useful hfe." Hartman and Stafford (1998) put emphasis on the green strategies adopted while 
performing inbound and outbound logistics, operations, and post-use processing as shown in Table I. Zhu et al. 
(2008) focused on intemal environmental management, green purchasing, customer cooperation with 
enviromnental concems, investment recovery and eco-design dimensions of green supply chain management. 

Table 1. Green supply chain activities and strategies 

Green Supply Chain Activities Strategies 

Inbound Logistics: Receiving, storing, and 
disseminating inputs to the product operations 

Outbound Logistics: Collecting, storing, and 
physically distributing transportation the products 
to buyers 

• Collocation 
• Energy-efficient, reduced-pollution 
• Transposition material reuse 
• Implementation of just-in-time principles 
• Transportation equipment and vehicle lease 

Operations: Transforming inputs into fmal 
product forms 

• Production process standardization 
• Energy efficient equipment and process use 
• Waste/pollution reducdon 
• Renewable or "clean" energy use 
• "Closed-loop" manufacmring 
• Recycled-content/refurbished equipment 

Post-Use Processing: Turning discarded 
products and wastes into inputs or 
environmentally inert materials 

• Discarded material sale or reuse 
• Waste-to-energy cogeneration 
• Products made for easy disassembly and recyclability 
• "Closed-loop" recycling systems with supphers and 

customers 
Source: Hartman & Stafford, 1998. 

Cihberti et al. (2008) studied separate logistics processes such as purchasing, transportation, packaging, 
warehousing, and reverse logistics in the scope of Logistics Social Responsibility which is a wider concept 
encompassing environment, ethics, diversity, working conditions, human rights, safety, philanthropy and 
community involvemet issues. In this smdy, instead of dealing with separate processes and partial 
implementation, an integrative approach is adopted by developing a conceptual model of Green Supply Chain. 

Even though both the members of the supply chain and the organizational units are involving in individual 
environmental actions, the firms that realized the significance of implementing all the supply chain processes in 
green perspective are rare. Adopting green processes in a supply chain context will assist to reduce supply chain 
risk, costs and hazards to the environment while adding value to the customers. Developing more eco-fi-iendly 
supply chains can be achieved by carrying out all the operafions in an envİromental perspective and setting 
environmental performance standards İn addition to cost, quality and responsiveness standards in every process 
of the chain. 

According to the developed holisfic approach represented in Figure 1, all of the supply chain processes 
classified as Green Sourcing and Purchasing, Green Manufacturing and Design, Green Packaging, Green 



Warehousing, Green Transportation and Distribution, and Reverse Logistics should be performed together and 
sequentially rather than partial implementation. 

Transportation Transportation 

'^^^^^^^^ Responsiveness Cost Eco-Concem Quality "̂ ^̂ Cl]̂ ^̂ ^̂  

Performance Criteria 

Figure 1. A Holistic Approach to Green Supply Chain 

2.2 Green Sourcing and Purchasing 
Green sourcing and purchasing is defined as the sourcing and purchasing actions that aim to facilitate 

recycling, reuse, and resource reduction. Green procurement can be made in terms of service contacts with 
suppliers including the resumption of packages, unused materials and products, and identifying the 
environmentally responsible practices that should be applied continuously for decreasing the destructive 
environmental and social hazards (Anonymous, 2006). The environmental practices associated with these 
functions can be purchasing goods with reduced, recyclable and reusable packaging, requesting suppliers to 
commit in waste reduction or cooperating with suppliers to ensure that their processes and products are 
enviroiunentally sustainable (Cilİberti et al. 2008). 

2.3 Green Transportat ion and Distribution 

Green transportation and distribution can be accomplished by monitoring the vehicles, the amount of 
pollutants emitted and fuel consumed. Additionally, by using environment friendly irmovative fuels, reducing the 
vehicle fleet, optimizing distribution routes and freight loads, using intermodality as well as altemative and 
innovative transport means like hybrid vehicles (Ciliberti et al., 2008), green transportation can be supported. 
Enhancing driving skills and performance for the reduction of fuel consumption, automating transportation 
management systems, combining inbound and outbound shipments in order to reduce carbon emission, 
consolidating freights of suppliers will also assist to have the desired green levels ki fransportatİon (How to 
green your supply chain, 2008). 

2.4 Green Packaging 

Green packages are made of recyclable materials that do not contain hazardous ingredients for ecology and 
human health. Environmentally sustainable packages provide efficient containing and protecting all through the 
supply chain while informing the consumer (James et al., 2005). Using reusable and recyclable materials for 
fransit or tertiary packages in transportation and handling activities can be another environmental solution for 
green packaging. Apart from these, reducing weight/volume of materials in protective packaging by means of 



new developments in material and packaging technology like Hghter cartons (Prendergast & Pitt, 1996) can be 
functionated in order to reach to the standards of sustainable packaging. 

2.5 Green Manufacturing and Design 

Design and manufacturing processes are gaining significance due to the rising eco concems. Eco design, a 
term that encompasses design for disassembly, design for recycling and reuse, enables to execute the reverse 
logistics activities (Zhu et al., 2008). To design considering the muhi-fimctionality, upgradability and modularity 
may also helps to green the supply chains. Manufacturing processes are causing many of the 100,000 chemicals 
to accumulate in the biosphere (Anonymous, 2006). Thus, endeavoring to reduce the level of air pollution and 
waste during the production stages would be a step for greening the supply chain. In manufacturing great 
attention should be paid while using and extracting the materials. Manufacturer should be responsible of 
analyzing product life cycle to evaluate the environmental compliance of products and enabling to 
remanufacture. 

2.6 Green Warehous ing 

Green warehousing can be reached by integrating energy conservation strategies in the warehouses like 
implementing new technologies for cooling in order to reduce the green-house gas production or lessening usage 
of electricity by means of low voltage lighting (How to green your supply chain, 2008). The real time visibility 
of the inventory should also be provided in the warehouses in an attempt to reduce the inventory risks like 
obsolescence and cormption. Additionally, environment friendly warehouses can also be buih up by the help of 
innovative architectural techniques for suiting the surronding environment in a harmless way. The usage of 
photovoltaic cells with roof tiles and advanced window glazing can allow warehouses to produce more energy 
than they consume (Anonymous, 2006). 

2.7 Reverse Logistics 

Application of proper disposal has been a major problem if the main consideration İs to minimize the 
environmental risks. Due to the emergence of environmental concem and rising costs of directing unwanted 
waste to landfills, firms are trying to find out the economic and eco-friendly ways of for disposal (Johnson, 
1998). Reverse logistics Is defmed as in the context of product retums, recycling, reuse of materials, landfill and 
refurbishing, repair and remanufacturing (Rogers and Tibben-Lembke, 2001). For providing resource efficiency, 
products should be kept in the closed loop supply chains. By this way, the release ofthe components especially 
the toxic and environmentally hazardous parts of products to the air, water and soil can be prevented. Reverse 
logistics enables the reduction of need for raw materials as it is shown in Figure I, and addifionally reverse flow 
of the used goods makes the remanufacmring and reuse possible. 

3. Green Supply Chain Strategies 

Derived from the holistic approach to green supply chains, a firm's green supply chain strategy may differ 
depending on Its environmental commitment and related sub-strategies followed along the supply chain at 
different levels. Material selection, design, packaging, manufacmring and transportation are the examples of 
some of the decision areas that companies have to consider when greening their supply chains. Therefore, we 
suggest three types of green supply chain strategies (GSCS) based on following dimensions: environmental 
approach of supply chain strategy, the scope of the selected strategy and the inclusion of environmental concem 
criterion to the performance goal ofthe supply chain opfimizations. These dimensions are summarized in Table 2 
and later the examples of brands having different green supply chain strategies are presented subsequently. 

3.1 Tactical Green Supply Chain Strategies 
Day by day more firms are becoming or posifioning themselves as concemed with environmental problems. 

This ongoing environmentalist trend within many businesses seems to have two main reasons: the shift in 
consumer choices against environmental destmcfion and/or the increasing environmental regulations all around 
the world (Osterhus, 1997). Similarly, many firms give the impression that they green their supply chains only to 
take the advantage of consumers' environmental interest or discharge a legal obligation. Since their main 
objective is shaped by meeting current customer needs in the market or responding to a deregulafion of the 
market, their approach to environmental challenges cannot go beyond being reactive. Consequently, the scope of 
environmental strategies applied to supply chain is mainly acfivity focused. Many of the changes under a 
tactical GSCS address product design (such as energy efficiency or recyclability), packaging (such as 
recyclability or less material usage) or waste management areas to strengthen their green brand image, and do 
not aimed at redesigning the entire supply chain for optimizing environmental efficiency. 'The integrafion across 



fiinctional areas is rare to nonexistent' in the supply chain within a tactical orientafion (Menon & Menon, 1997, 
p.58). Thus, the narrowly positioned environmental philosophy of a tactical GSCS does not require, unless 
oblige by laws, an environmental performance goals be part of key output measures such as cost and 
productivity m lean supply chains or such as responsiveness in agile supply chains (Harrison & Hoek, 2002). 

Table 2. Green Supply Chain Strategies 

Dimensions 

Main Objective Environmental 
Approach 

Scope of Strategy 
Environmental 
Performance Criteria 

Tactical 
To attract 
enviromnentally 
conscious consumers or 
to discharge a legal 
obligation 

Reactive Acfivity Focus None or obligatory 

Transformative 

To attract 
enviromnentally 
conscious consumers and 
to protect environment 
simultaneously 

Adaptive Transformation 
Focus 

Key measure at some 
level 

Strategic 
To prevent enviromnental 
deterioration, to achieve 
environmental recovery 
and to protect 
environment, or simply to 
reach environmental 
sustainability 

Proactive System Focus Key measure 

3.2 Strategic Green Supply Chain Strategies 
In contrast to tactical orientations, strategic GSCS are not driven by simply the opportunistic efforts guided 

by dominant consumer concems in the marketplace but by a robust environmentalist stance applied to entire 
supply chain. This long term and system focus environmental supply chain perspective does not only attempt to 
lessen the impact of the business operation on the environment but also to "explicitly incorporate an assessment 
of the fiiture environmental impact of these efforts" (Menon & Menon, 1997, p.57). The decision areas of 
environmental concem in the supply chain are not limited by product design and packaging as in the case of 
tactical GSCS, and covers wide range of decision areas such as manufacturing, sourcing, transportafion modes 
and inventory policies and post-use processing. Some of the other possible green supply chain activities 
throughout the supply chain and related environmental strategies under a strategic GSCS are given in Table 1. 
Firms that follow proactive and system focused green strategies in their supply chains tend to add environmental 
criterion in their overall supply chain performance goals. By measuring green performance (stated above as Eco-
efficiency), they can determine and reduce the environmental cost of their operation in short term, and also 
enable them to prevent ecological cost before they occur in long term. 

3.3 Transformative Green Supply Chain Strategies 
Transformative GSCS lies between tactical and strategic supply chain orientations to enviromnental issues in 

terms of integrating environmental goals and concems with business strategy concems of attracting 
environmentally conscious consumers and achieving competitive advantages within llie market. Since the degree 
of integration of environmental issues into supply chain differs at different decision areas and by different levels 
of integration, there is no organization-wide green strategy applied at all level of traditional supply chain as in 
strategic GSCS. In order to make the differences more clear, consider a firm that adapts environmental approach 
in supplier auditing practices and product procurement activities while İt does nothing in the manufacturing 
process. Although it seems that the green approach applied more than one pace in the supply chain not only 
because modifying the visual or significant attributes of the product which makes it attractive to customers, the 
integration of environmental goals Into those product decision areas makes clear whether it İs a tactical or 
transformative GSCS. Therefore a firm's green supply chain strategy may be defined as its "selection of the 
depth and width of environmentally friendly practices and activities" as in the case of different corporate 



environmental strategies (Lee & Rhee, 2007). Relatively, environmental goals appear as part of the traditional 
performance measures where the green supply chain strategies are followed. 

4. Evaluation of Green Brands' Green Supply Chains 
Kumar and Malegeant (2006) studied a strategic alliance with Nike (shoe manufacturer) and National 

Recycling Coalition (NRC, an eco-non-profit organization) to collect used tennis shoes in order to reprocess 
them. In the program, the logistics of collecting the shoes was carried out by the NRC and the recycling and 
reusing of grind materials was performed by Nike. The recycled and reprocessed materials then used in different 
ways to make sport products' surfaces such as soccer and football fields, basketball and tennis courts, tracks and 
playground surfacing. The green supply chain (reverse) implemented by Nike during the collection process of 
used shoes is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Nike contractor shoes manufacluring plant 
New shoes 

I 

NlJcesiDie 

Grind Rubber 

Consumer 
Used shoes 

NRC 

Nike Recycling plant 

Separation 

Re-processlng 

Grind Foim 

Direct Mall 

Grind Fluff 

Figure 2. Nike Reverse Supply Chain (Kartman & Malegeant, 2006) 

This reuse-a-shoe program enabled Nike to create a green image, to attract environmentally conscious 
consumers and to achieve a competitive advantage in the marketplace, and consequently to generate more profit. 
However, Nike also became able "to reduce its impact on the environment by helping to close the loop on the 
life cycle of literally millions of pairs of old, worn-out or otherwise unusable athletic shoes" by this program 
(Kartman & Malegeant, 2006, p. 1133). As a matter of fact, the green supply chain strategy implemented by Nike 
was a typical transformative GSCS. Since the company integrated its profit seeking goals with its environmental 
concems, and adopted a reverse supply chain as a part of its long-standing commitment to environmental 
protection, the environmental orientation was more a tactical one. However, the lack of similar green concem on 
other supply chain activities shown in Table 1, at least at the same level, indicates that the company does not 
have a uniform environmental strategy employed by the whole supply chain, and thus cannot be termed as a 
strategic GSCS. 

According to Schweinsberg (2008) auto makers all around the world seems to be becoming more 
environmentally friendly mainly by improvements in their vehicles regarding fuel efficiency and gas emissions 
reductions. For instance. Ford İs one of the companies that produce hybrid-electric vehicles (such as Escape 
CUV) to protect environment. However, this modification in product design could not help the company to have 
the lowest average fiiel economy number among the all U.S. automakers. On the other hand, although Toyota 
takes the lead in developing hybrid vehicles offering salient fliel efficiency, we cannot conclude that the 
company has a strategic GSCS unless this environmental protection approach can be seen on other supply chain 
activities as a whole such as material sourcing, manufacturing processes, transportation and also end-of-life 
management of the product after its useful life. These kind of environmentally efforts concentrated on a 
company's single operation or in other words on a single activity along the supply chain seem to not to make the 
company green tmly. Meanwhile, it can be seen that to what extend a brand İs green is closely related to the 
integration of the environmental concems and ambitions into the supply chain. 

4. Conclusion 
Environmental issues started to show their disastrous effects on the natural world and on human populations 

equally. For instance, many people and many species are experiencing the impacts of one of the most well-
known environmental problems, global climate change. The decisions made by individuals and mainly by 
companies such as improving energy efficiency in their operations, preferring renewable energy resources in 
electricity generation or reducing the amount of waste generated during and after production process (Marshall 



& Toffel, 2005). Consequently, consumers, governments, and societies demand businesses to take their 
responsibility in preventing environmental deterioration (Hartman & Stafford, 1998). As a result of this 
environmentalist movement spread all over the world, it seems as if the whole world is going green 
(Schweinsberg, 2008). However, going green or in other words being a green company or green brand requires a 
uniform and holistic envhonmental approach to all decision areas, simply to all supply chain activities and 
decisions. 

Therefore, this study first aims to provide an insight to the green supply chain processes and then to 
investigate to what extent the brands are applying these processes. The brands' supply chain strategies are 
evaluated and classified as tactical, strategic and transformative depending on the scope of theh green supply 
chain strategies and environmental approaches adopted as well as their concem on environmental performance 
criteria. Full implementation of green supply chains can provide decrease in energy and resource consumption as 
well as reduction in costs in every step ofthe chain. 

This paper represents a concepmal basis for explaining the relation between the brands and the green supply 
chain applicafions. We argue that for being entified as green brands, fijll implementafion of green supply chain 
processes is required. In ftirther researches, in order to support this argument and the classification above, 
empirical analysis can be done. 
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